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RHPA

Duties and Obiects of Colleges

Dufy of College
z.l It is the duty of the College to work in consultation with the Minister to ensure, as a

matter of public urterest, that the people of Ontario have access to adequate numbers of

qualified, iLitl"¿ and competent regulated health professionals' 2008' c' l8' s- l'

Objects of College
3. ( I ) The College has the following objects'

l. To regulate the practice of the profession and to govern the members in accordance

with the healttr profession Act, this Code and the Regulated Health Professions

Act, I991 and the regulations and by-,laws'

2. To.develop, establish and maintain standards of qualification lor persons to be issued

certificates o f registration.

3. To develop, establish and maintain programs and standards of practice to assure the

qualify of the practice of the profession'

4. 'I-o develop, establish and maintain standards of knowledge and skill and programs to

promoteãntinuing evaluation, competence and improvement among the members'

4.1 To develop, in collaboration and consultation with other Colleges, standards of

knowledgå, skill and judgment relating to the performance olcontrolled acts

"o-,ooriumong 
healih professions to enhance interprolessional collaboration, while

respecting the rinique character of individual health professions and their members'

5. To develop, establish and maintain standards of professional ethics for the members'

6- To develop, establish and rnaintain programs to assist individuals to exercise their

rights under this Code and the Regulated Heatth Professions Act, ] 991 '

T.Toadminister the health profession Act, this code and the Regulated Health

professions Act, lggl as it relates to the profession and to perform the other duties

and exercise the other po\Ãiers that are imposed or conlened on the College'

g- To promote and enhance relations befween the College and its members, other

health profession colleges, key stakeholders, and the pubtic.

9. To promote inter-professional collaboration with other health profession colleges'

10. To develop, establish, and maintain standards and programs to promote the ability

of members to respond to changes in practice environments, advances in

technolory and other emerging issues-

I l. Any other objects retating to human health care that the Council considers

desirable. t9é1, c. 18, SJrte¿. 2, s.3 (l); 2007, c- 10, Sched' M, s' l8; 2009, c'26'

s. 2a (l l)-

Dufy
(2) In carrying out its objects, the College has a duty to serye and protect the public

interest. I991, c. 18, Sched. 2, s- 3 (2)'
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Version dnte: Mørch 3,2015

GoueoE oF CnrnopRAcroRs oF Orurenro
MIss¡oru AND Srnarecrc OBJEcnvEs

M¡sslot'l

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario is the self-governing body of the
chiropractic profession committed to improving the health and well-being of
Ontarians by informing the public and assuring them of competent and ethical
chiropractic care.

The College examines, registers and regulates the chiropractic profession and
partners with other health professions, their licensing bodies, organizations and
government.

Deaeloped at the strategic plønning session in September 2004
Approaedby Council on February 8,2005

SrRarecrc Oe¡ecrves

'1.. Improve communication of the role, mandate and mechanism of CCO to key
internal and external stakeholders.

2. Strive for unity in the public interest, while respecting the diversity within the
profession.

3. Optimize chiropractic services in the public interest.

4. Continue to regulate in a fiscally responsible manner: Statutory mandate met
and priorities set and appropriately resourced (human and financial).

Deaeloped øt the strategic plønning session: October 2010
Confirmed øt the strøtegic plønning sessions: September 20L2, 20L3, 2014



CCO Cooe or Cor,¡DUcr

Executive Committee
Approved by Gouncil: September 28,2012

Council and committee members must, at all times, maintain high standards of integrity,
honesty and loyalty when discharging their College duties. They must act in the best
interest of the College. They shall:

be familiar and comply with the provisions of the Regulated Health Professions
Act, l99l (RHPA), its regulations and the Health Professions Procedural Code,
the Chiropractic Act 1991, its regulations, and the by-laws and policies of the
College;

2. diligently take part in committee work and actively serve on committees as

elected and appointed by the Council;

3. regularly attend meetings on time and participate constructively in discussions;

4. offer opinions and express views on matters before the College, Council and
committee, when appropriate;

5. participate in all deliberations and communications in a respectful, courteous and
professional manner, recognizing the diverse background, skills and experience of
members on Council and committees;

6. uphold the decisions made by Council and committees, regardless of the level of
prior individual disagreement;

7. place the interests of the College, Council and committee above self-interests;

8. avoid and, where that is not possible, declare any appearance of or actual conflicts
of interests;

9. refrain from including or referencing Council or committee positions held at the

College in any personal or business promotional materials, advertisements and

business cards;l

10. preserve confidentiality of all information before Council or committee unless

disclosure has been authorized by Coturcil or otherwise exempted under s. 36(1)
of the RHPA;

I This section does not preclude the use ofprofessional biographies for professional involvement.



CCO Code ofConduct

11. refrain from communicating to members, including other Council or committee
members, on statutory committees regarding registration, complaints, reports,
investigations, disciplinary or fitness to practise proceedings which coulà be
perceived as an attempt to influence a statutory committee or a breach of
confidentiality, unless he or she is a member of the panel or, where there is no
panel, of the statutory committee dealing with the matter;

12. respect the boundaries of staff whose role is not to report to or work for individual
Council or committee members; and

13. be respectful of others and not engage in behaviour that might reasonably be
perceived as verbal, physical or sexual abuse or harassment.

2
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Rules of Order of the Council of the
Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario

Approved by Gouncil: September 20, 2014

ln this Schedule, "member" means a council member

Each agenda topic will be introduced briefly by the person or committee
representative raising it. Members may ask questions of clarification, then the
person introducing the matter shall make a motion and another member must
second the motion before it can be debated.

When any member wishes to speak, he or she shall so indicate by raising his or
her hand and shall address the chair and confine himself or herself to the matter
under discussion.

Staff persons and consultants with expertise in a matter may be permitted by the
chair to answer specific questions about the matter.

5

6

Observers at a council meeting are not allowed to speak to a matter that is under
debate.

A member may not speak again on the debate of a matter until every council
member who wishes to speak to it has been given an opportunity to do so. The
only exception is that the person introducing the matter or a staff person may
answer questions about the matter. Members will not speak to a matter more
than twice without the permission of the chair.

A member may not speak longer than five minutes upon any motion except with
the permission of Council.

When a motion is under debate, no other motion can be made except to amend
it, to postpone it, to put the motion to a vote, to adjourn the debate of the council
meeting or to refer the motion to a committee.

A motion to amend the motion then under debate shall be disposed of first. Only
one motion to amend the motion under debate can be made at a time.

3

4

7

B

I

10 When a motion is on the floor, a member shall make every effort to be present
and to remain in the room.

When it appears to the chair that the debate in a matter has concluded, when
Council has passed a motion to vote on the motion or when the time allocated to
the debate of the matter has concluded, the chair shall put the motion to a vote
and no further debate is permitted.

11



Rules of Order of Council
Approved by Council: September 20, 2014

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2

A member is not entitled to vote upon any motion in which he or she has a
conflict of interest, and the vote of any member so interested will be disallowed.

Any motion decided by the Council shall not be re-introduced during the same
session except by a two-thirds vote of the Council then present.

Whenever the chair is of the opinion that a motion offered to the Council is
contrary to these rules or the by-laws, he or she shall rule the motion out of order
and give his or her reasons for doing so.

The chair shall preserve order, etiquette and decorum, and shall decide
questions of order, which include addressing any distractions that interfere with
the business of the meeting, subject to an appeal to the Council without debate.

The above rules may be relaxed by the chair if it appears that greater informality
is beneficial in the particular circumstances unless the Council requires strict
adherence.

Members are not permitted to discuss a matter with observers while it is being
debated.

Members are to be respectful, courteous and professional while others are
speaking.

ln all cases not provided for in these rules or by other rules of Council, the
current edition of Robert's Rules of Order shall be followed so far as they may be
applicable.



List of Commonly Used Acronyms at CCO
as at September 2010

Acronym Full Name

ADR Alternative Dispute Resolution
BCCC British Columbia College of Chiropractors
BDC Board of Directors of Chiropractic
CAC Chiropractic Awareness Council
CBP Chiropractic Biophysics
CCA Canadian Chiropractic Association
CCEB Canadian Examining Board
CCEC Council on Education (Canada)
cco College of Chiropractors of Ontario
CCPA Canadian Chiropractic Protective Association
CCRF Canadian Chiropractic Research Foundation
CFCREAB /
Federation

Canadian Federation of Chiropractic Regulatory and Educational
Accrediting Boards

Chiropractic Act Chiropractic Act, I99I
CMCC Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
cNo College of Nurses of Ontario
COBA Conference of Ontario Boards and Agencies
Code Health Professions Procedural Code, Schedule 2 to the RHPA
CPGs Clinical Practice Guidelines
CPSO College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario
cRc Chiropractic Review Committee
DAC Designated Assessment Centre
FCCO(C) Fellow of the College of Chiropractic Orthopedists (Canada)
FCCR(C) Fellow of the Chiropractic College of Radiologists (Canada)
FCCRS(C) Fellow.of the College of Chiropractic Rehabilitation Sciences (Canada)
FCCS(C) Fellow of the College of Chiropractic Sciences (Canada)
FCcss(c) Fellow of the College of Chiropractic Sports Sciences (Canada)
FCLB Federation of Chiropractic Licensing Boards
FHRCO Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario
HARP Healing Arts Radiation Protection Act
HIA Health Insurance Act
HPARB Health Professions Appeal and Review Board
HPRAC Health Professions Regulatory Advisory Council
MOHLTC Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
MTGU Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities
ocA Ontario Chiropractic Association
OHIP Ontario Health Insurance Plan
PHIPA Personal Health Information Protection Act
PIPEDA Personal Information and Protection of Electronic Documents Act
RHPA Regulated Health Pro.fessions Act, l99l
UQTR Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières
WHO World Health Organization
WSIB Workplace Safety and lnsurance Board



SEcïoNs oF
THE CODEFOR
lN-CAMERA

SEsgtoNs rF

DIRECIED BY
CouNctL

Page
No.

9

10

Action By Priority
Level 4

Co¡-¡-ece oF CHrRopRAcroRS oF ONTARIo

Council Meeting

Tuesday, February 23,2016 (8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.) r

Photo Day! 2

AGENDA (Public) 3

ITEM Action
Required

Gru-l ro ORDER AND WELcoME 5

App o int P arl iament ar i an

1. ConsentAgenda Approve Council

1.1 Discipline Committee Report

1.1.1 CCO v Dr. Ernest Peny
receivedNovember 16,
2015 (decision re: finding)

1.1.2 CCO v. Stephen Dies
Ontario Court of Appeal
heard January 4,2016

1.1.3 CCO v. Dr. John Baird
(Divisional Court and leave
to Court of Appeal
decisions) 6

Hardick Hish

Hardick/
Council

37

42

I Subject to Council's direction.
2 The photographer will be at CCO to take various head shots and the Council and staff photos.
3 If you would like the complete background documentation relating to any item on the agenda, please

speak to Ms Willson.
4 Subject to Council's direction. Consider addressing all agreed upon high priority items first whether
they are old or new business items.
s Regrets from Ms Patrice Burke. Mr. Shakil Akhter is able to attend until 1 p.m. only.
6 The Divisional Court dismissed Dr. Baird's appeal and the Court of Appeal dismissed Dr. Baird's
motion for leave to appeal the Divisional Court decisions.



Council Agenda - February 23,2016 (Public) 2

SÉcnoNs oF
THE CoDEFoR
lN-CAMERA

SEgstoNs lF
OIRECTED BY

CouNctL

No.
Page ITEM

52
53

54
55

84

86

88

90

97

126

148

Action
Required

Action By Priority
Level a

re:
posting discipline decisions
on CANLii

1.2 Fitness to Practise Report

1.3 Inquiries, Complaints and
Reports Committee

1.4 Patient Relations Committee Report
1.4.1 Various media reports re:

disciplined doctors
1.4.2 Statement dated January

21,2016 from CPSO
1.5 Registration Committee

Report
1.5.1 Invitation to Briefing re:

Cycle 3 Assessments
1.5.2 Information re: Fair

Registration Practices
Reporting V/ebsite

1.5.3 Fair Access: Changing the
Conversation etc. Annual
Report 2014-2015

1,5.4 News from the OFC re:
progress in20l4-2015
(dated February 2016)

2. Adoption of Agenda

3. Adoption of Minutes 7

3.1 December 4,2015

Adopt Council

Approve Council Hieh

Hish

4. Gommittee Reports

7 Only members present at the meeting should approve the minutes.



Council Agenda - February 23,2016 (Public) 3

SEcnoNs oF
THE CoDEFoR
lN-CAMERA

SEssroNs rF

OIRECTED BY
CouNcrL

Page ITEM

258

297

Action
Required

Reporl
Approve
recommen
dations/
RatiS
decisions
made in-
camera
Review
backgroun
d
documents
Verbal
Report
FYI

Priority
Level aNo.

Stakeholder Relations/
Strategic Planning and
Communications

4.1.2 CCO December 2015
Distribution

4.1.3 Correspondence dated
January 21,2016 to Mr.
Friedman from Dr. Bob
Haig re: by-laws

4.1.4 Further minor amendment
to By-law 1.1

Various Media Reports

4.I.6 News Release dated
February 8,2016 from
Toronto Police Service re:
Arrests in automobile
insurance fraud
investigation

4.1.7 Information re: Katie May
(death following
chiropractic treatment)

4.1.8 Announcementfrom
American Chiropractic
Association

4.1.9 CBC information dated
January 2I,2016 re:
Breaching Boundaries:
D i s c ipl ine phys i ci ans oft e n
given 2'd chance

4.1.10 2015 AGM Preparation

Action By

Council

Council Hísh

Willson/
Friedman

Medium

Medium

VE

FYI

FYI

201

249

251

256

FYI

FYI

FYI

296

Approve Council

Verbal
Report

329 Hardick Medium



CouncilAgend a - Februarv 2016 (Public)23, 4

SEcnoNs oF
THE CoDEFoR
IN.CAMERA

SEsstoNs rF

OIRECTED BY

CouNctL

Ss. 7
(2)
(bXc)
(dXe)

Page
No.

433

Action
Required

Verbal
Report

FYI

Verbal
Report 8

Ratifu
Decisions
Verbal
Report

Hìeh

Híeh

Medium

ITEM Action By Priority
Level a

Willson Medium338 4.1.11

347 4.t.r2

2016 Notice of Election
and Nomination Guide for
Districts 2,3,4
Notification dated
February 16,2016 re
candidates running

Move In Camera

4.I.22 Patients First Discussion
Paper (December 17, 2015)

Move out of Cømerø

Ministry of Health and Long-Term
Care
Op ennes s/Tr anspar ency Initiativ e

4.I.33 Correspondence dated
December I,2014 to Dr. Eric
Hoskins from Dr. Dennis
Mizel

4.I.34 News release dated
November 27, 2015 entitled
ooOntario Making Data Open
by Default"

4.L35 Communicationexchange
dated January 11, 2016 with
MOHLTC re: CCO's efforts
re: transparency

4.1.36 Bulletin dated December 21,
2015 re: Discussion Paper
entitled "Patients First: A
Proposal to Strengthen
P atient-Centr e d He alth C ar e

in Ontario"

FYI

Beaconsfield/
Hardick/
Sawler/
Willson

Council

Willson

FYI579

587

607

609

s Mr. Kaveh Katebian and Mr. Gilbert Sharpe will be attending a portion of the meeting at 8:30 a.m.



Council Aqenda - February 23, 2016 (Public) 5

SEcnoNg oF
THE CoDEFoR
IN.CAMERA

SEssroNg rF

DIRECTED BY

CouNctL

No.
Page ITEM

639 4.1.38

643 4.r.39

646 4.1.40

650 4.1.4t

601

anuafy
20, 2016 entitled " Improving
health of Canadians the focus
in wide-ranging health tallcs"

Press Release dated January

21, 2016 entitled " Statement
of the F e der al- P r ov inc ial -

Territorial Ministers of
Health"
Correspondence dated

December 15,2015 from Ms
Denise Cole, ADM re: name

change
Communication dated

January 26,20t6 re:
Appointment of Director,
Health Workforce Policy
Branch
Correspondence dated

December 24,20t5 re: new
regulation under HARP
(establishes fee for aPProval

of installation plans)

Action
Required

FYI

Action By Priority
Level a

ÓJJ

He atth P r ofe s s i ons Re gul at ory Adv is ory
Council (HPRAC)
4.1.42 Information re: consultation

on Registered Nurse (RN)
prescribing (extract)

4.1.43 Information re: Progress of
CCO trademark

Other GhiroPractic/Health
Related Stakeholders

Primarily
FYI
subject to
questions
and
verbal
reports



CouncilAgenda - February 23, 2016 (Public) 6

SEcTIoNS oF
THE CooEFoR
IN-CAMERA

SEsstoNs rF

OIRECTËO BY

CouNctL

Page
No.

713

750

845

879
881
888

895

897

950

ITEM Action
Required

Verbal
Report

Action By

Hardick/
Sawler

Priority
Level a

Medium

668
Association(OCA)
4.1.44 Various OCA Bulletins (re:

advocacy with government,
clinic regulation etc.)

4.L45 OCA Recommended Service
Codes & Fee Schedule
(January 1,2016)

F e der at i o n of C anadi an Chir opr act i c

(FCCf
4.1.46 Power Point Presentation by

Dr. David Hayes and Mr. Jim
Duncan (January 26, 2016)

C anadi an Memori al Chir opr act ic
College (CMCC)
4.1.53 Presentation to CMCC First

Year Students: Chiropractic
Principles and Practice

C anadi an C hir opr ac ti c As s o ciat i on
(ccA)
4.1.54 CCA Strategic Objectives
4.L55 December 2015 Newsletter
4.1.56 Correspondence dated

December 14,20t5 re:
Chiropractic LeadershiP
Summit

4.1.57 Article from December 2015

entitled " B. C. Chiropractors
Seek Practice ScoPe

Expansion"
4.1.58 NotificationdatedFebruary

3,2016 re: Summit in 2018

Clinic Regulation

4.1.62 Informationre:Presentation
on January 18, 2016 to
College of Dental
Technologists of Ontario

e The next FCC meetings are in Toronto on April 9,2016. Drs. Hardick and Shankar and Ms Willson

are scheduled to attend.



Council Agenda - February 23,2016 (Public) 7

SEcnoNs oF
THE CoDEFoR
lN-CAMERA

SEsstoNg rF

DIRECTEO BY
CouNcrL

Page
No.

ITEM Action
Required

Verbal
Report/
Approve
Recomme
ndations
Approve

Verbal
Report/
Approve
Recomme
ndations
Approve
for
distributio
n and
feedback
FYI
Approve
for
distributio
n and
feedback
FYI
FYI

Action By

Lamberl
Council

Gleberzon/
Council

Priority
Level a

Hish

Híeh

1166 4.2 Advefüsing Committee Report

1169 4.2.1 5-016:Advertising(revised)

1154 4.1.66

1156 4.1.67

anous
exchanges with associations
re: project
CCO Code of Conduct
(February 23,2016)
Article dated January 12,
2016 "Facebook post leaves
Prince Albert, Sask, Nurse
char ge d w ith pr ofe s s i onal
misconduct"

S-016: Advertising (cunent)
G-01 6: Advertising (revised)

G-016: Advertising (cunent)
P-016: Public Display
Protocol
Extracts of Council
minutes re: Advertising
Various background
information re: advertising

Council High

Council Hish
1174
1179

1188
1195

4.2.2
4.2.3

4.2.4
4.2.5

1201 4.2.6

1210 4.2.7

FYI

FYI

1240 4.3 Quality Assurance Committee
Report

1244 4.3.1 5-013: Consent (revised) Council Híeh



Council Agenda - February 23, 2016 (Public)

SEct¡oNs oF
THE CoDEFoR
IN.CAMERA

SEsgtoNs rF

DIRECTED BY

CouNctL

No.
Page ITEM

1261 4.3.3

1264

1279

1281

1298

1319

1327

1351
1357

G- ??: Use of Social Media
(new)

Action
Required

Action By Priority
Level a

5. New Business

5.1 Information re: Canadian Institute of
Correactology

5.2 Correspondence dated November 2,

2015 from Industry Canada re:

Digital Privacy Act

6. For Your lnformation

Information from Other Re gulators
College of Kinesiologists of Ontario
6.1 Conespondence dated January 13,

2016 re: proposed process to
recognize specialties

College of Massage TheraPists of
Ontario
6.2 Proposed regulatory amendments

(Registration) (Novemb et 26, 201 5)

College of Occupational Therapists of
Ontario
6.3 Proposed amendments to Public

Register By-laws (November 30,

20rs)
College of Optometrists of Ontario
6.4 Proposed amendments to the

Optometry Act etc.

College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Ontario
6.5 Miscellaneous articles
6.6 Miscellaneous articles re: health care

and self-regulation
6.7 Grey Areas(November 2015 -

February 2016)

Discuss/
Approve

Council Medium

Review Council Medium

FYI
(subject to
questions)

1364



CouncilAg enda - February 23, 2016 (Public) I

SEcÍoNs oF
THE CooEFoR
IN.CAMERA

SEsstoNs rF

DIRECTËD EY

CouNctL

Page
No.

¡TEM Action
Required

Action By Priority
Level a

1371

1372

1373

2015 from Anne Elspeth Rector
6.9 Correspondence dated February 16,

2016 rc: Training Session bY

Steinecke lo

6.10 Correspondence dated

February 9,2016 to Ms
Willson from Great-West
Life rl

6.11 Council Member Terms
Chart (January 19, 2016)

Dnre AND TIME or Meett¡tos 12

l0 lnformation distributed to core Discipline Committee.
11 Correspondence forwarded to OCA.
12 Please mark your Calendar and Advise Rose Bustria ASAP if you are unable to attend any

meetings.

Executive Committee Meeting Dates to December 2016

All Executive Committee meetings are at CCO and are scheduled from 8:00 a.m, - 4:00 p.m, unless

otherwise noted.

Gouncil Meeting Dates to December 2016

All Council meetings are at CCO and are scheduled from 8:30 a,m. - 4:30 p,m. unless otherwise

noted. Scheduled meeting/event dates are as follows:

Meeting cco8:00a.m.-4p.m2016 Tuesday, March 22

ccoMeeting8:00a.m.-4p.mTuesday, May 31

ccoMeeting8:00a.m.-4p.mMonday, October 24

Year Date Time Event Location

ccoMeeting8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.2016 Tuesday, February 23

Year Date Time Event Location



CouncilAgenda - February 23, 2016 (Public) 10

SEcTIoNS oF
IHE CoDEFoR
lN-CAMÊRA

SEsstoNg rF

OIRECTED BY

CouNcrL

Page
No.

Action
Required

Action By Priority
Level a

ITEM

Ao¡ounrunnent

Tuesday, April 19 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m Meeting cco

Wednesday, April20 8:30a.m.-2p.m Meeting
(Elections/

Orientation)

cco

Wednesday, June 15 6 p.m.- 10 p.m. Annual

General

Meeting

Snell Hall,

St. James Cathedral

Centre

65 Church Street

Toronto MsC 2E9

Thursday, June 16 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Meeting cco

Thursday, September 15 8:30 a.m.- 4:30 p.m Meeting Elm Hurst lnn & Spa

415 Harris Street

lngersoll, Ontario

Canada NsC 3J8

Friday, September 16 8:30 a.m.- 1 p.m Strategic

Planning

Refresher

Elm Hurst lnn & Spa

Friday, December 9 8:30a.m.-4p.m Meeting cco

Friday, December 9 Evening Holiday

Party

TBD



ITEM 1.1
Prepared Internally 9

Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
Discipline Committee Report to Gouncil
Tuesday, February 23, 2016

Core Members: Mr. Scott Sawler, Chair
Dr. Angela Barrow, non-Council member
Dr. Roberta Koch, non-Council member
Ms Judith McCutcheon
Dr. Brian Schut, non-Council member
Dr. Vikas Prri, non-Council member
Dr. David Starmer
Dr. Pat Tavares

Staff Supporfi Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

Since the last report to Council on December 4,2015 there have been no meetings of the
committee.

There are currently two hearings scheduled with panels selected:
o February 29,2016 (9:30 a.m.) - Dr. Bob Grossman
o March 24,2016 (9:30 a.m.) - Dr. Jason Hurd

These matters are expected to come to the panel by way of Joint Submissions.

The penalty hearing in the Dr. Emest Peny matter is tentatively scheduled for June 6,

2016.

The Divisional Court heard the member's appeals of the discipline decisions re: finding,
penalty and costs in the Dr. Michael Reid matter on February lI,2016 - the court has

reserved its decision.

The Ontario Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal by Stephen Dies of the order against

him for practising chiropractic without a certificate of registration. A breach of the order

will result in incarceration.

The Ontario Court of Appeat dismissed the motion for leave to appeal by Dr. John Baird

of the discipline committee decisions (which were confirmed by the Divisional Court).

Starting in20l6, CCO intends to follow the practise of other regulators by posting copies

of its discipline decisions on the CANLii website.

I would like to thank the members of the Discipline Committee for their time and

commitment: Dr. Angela Barrow, Dr. Roberta Koch, Dr. Vikas Purio Dr. Brian Schut, Ms

Judith McCutcheon, Dr. David Starmer and Dr. Pat Tavares. I would also like to extend

my thanks to all members of council who have given their time to serve on panels.

Respectfu lly submitted,

Mr. Scott Sawler
Chair, Discipline Committee



|TEM 1.1.1

DISCIPL¡NE COMMITTEE OF THE COLLEGE
OF CHIROPRACTORS OF ONTARIO

PANEL:

BETWEEN:

COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS

OF ONTARIO

-and -

DR. ERNEST PERRY
(Registration #22121

Dr. Angela Barrow (Chair)
Ms. Georgia Allan
Dr. Roberta Koch
Ms. Judith McCutcheon
Dr, Bryan Wolfe

Professional
Public Member
Professional Member
Public Member
Professional Member

Appearances:1

Mr. Chris Paliare and Ms. Karen
Jones for the College of
Ch iropractors of Ontario

Ms. Valerie Wse and
Ms. Heather Hughes
for Dr. Perry

10

)

)

)
)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

) Heard: April 27,28, 29, 30,
May 1 and June 18,2015
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DECISION AND REASONS

INTRODUCTION

trl A hearing ínto allegations of professíonal misconduct against Dr. Ernest
Perry took place before a panel of the Discipline Committee (the ,,panel',) 

of the
college of chiropractors of ontario (the ,,college,, or 'cco,) April27,2g,29, go,

May 1 and June 18,2a15. The College has a mandate to regulate the practice of
the chiropractic profession and to govern its members and, in so doing, serye
and protect the public interest. The Panel has found that the Member engaged in
professional misconduct by breachíng subsections 51(1xb.1) and (c) of the
Health Professionals Procedural Code (the "Code") of the ChiropracticAcf, 1gg1,
s.o. 1991, c. 21, as amended, and paragraphs 1(2),1(s), and 1(33) of ontario
Regulation 85aw, Below we elaborate on and explain that decision.

THE ALLEGATIONS

l2l The allegations against Dr. Ernest perry ("Dr. perry" or the ,,Member,,),

were stated in the Notice of Hearíng, dated July 1 6,2014.|t was filed as Exhibit 1

and set out the allegations agairrst Dr, perry as folrows:

Exhibit 1

1. You have comm.itted.an- act of professional misconduct as provided by
subs_eclion 51(1Xb.1) of the Heatth professionals proceduiat code oi
the chiropractic Act, 1gg1, s.o. 1gg1, c. 21, as amended, in that
du{|g the period 200g to 2013 you sexually abused a patient known
as "L.M."

2. You have comm.itted il ac.t of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
chiropractic Act,1gg1, s.o. 1991, c.21, as amendeà, and paragraph
1(2) of ontario Regutatíon gsz/gs, in that in that during tne þerioä zboo
t9 2013 you contravened a standard of practice of the profession or
failed to maintain the standard of practiòe expected of members of the

Page2 of27



12
profession with respect to your conduct toward and/or treatment of a
patient known as "L.M."

You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1)(c) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the

Chiropractic Act, 1991 , S.O. 1991 , c. 21, as amended, and paragraph

1(5) of Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period 2009 to

2Aß you abused a patient known aS "L.M." verbally and/or physically

and/or psychologically and/or emotionally.

You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the

Chiropractic Act, 1991 , S.O. 1991, c. 21 , as amended, and paragraph

1(33) of Ontarío Regulation 852/93, in that during the period 2009 to

2013 you engaged in conduct or performed an act, that, having regard

to allthe circumstances, would reasonably be regarded by members

as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional regarding a patient

known as "L.M."

RESPONSE TO ALLEGATIONS

l3l At the outset of the Hearing, the Member denied the allegations contained

in the Notice of Hearing (Exhibit 1).

PRELIMINARY MATTER

l4l Mr. Paliare sought and the Panel granted an order pursuant to subsection

47(1) of the Code, namely that no person shall publish the identity of a witness

whose testimony is in relation to allegations of a member's misconduct of a

sexual nature involving the witness or any informatíon that could disclose the

identity of the witness, being the complainant known to us as "Ms. L,M'"

OVERV¡EW

l5l The facts underlying this matter arose after Ms. L,M. sought care from Dr,

perry in September of 2005. At issue is whether during the course of their

interaction, there was concurrently a sexual relationship and a doctor-patient

relationship existing between them. lf there was such a relationship, the Panel is

afso required to assess the nature of the physical contact and other conduct: did

it involve sexuat intercourse or other forms of physical sexual relations, touching,

3

4
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13
of a sexual nature, or behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature? Also in question
is whether Dr. Perry failed to maintain the standards of practice with respect to
his conduct toward and treatment of Ms. L.M.2 and whether he verbally,
physically, psychologically and/or emotionally abused her, The final point in
question is whether Dr. perry engaged in conduct or performed an act, that,
having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonabry be regarded by
members as disgraceful, dishonourable and unprofessional or not

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

16l The Panel heard the testimony of two fact witnesses: Ms. L.M., called by
the college; and Dr. Perry, who testified on his own behalf.

171 Thirty-one documents were entered into evidence and filed as exhibits at
the Hearing. The exhibits were particularly useful to the Panel in the following
ways:

Exhibit I Notice of Hearing, dated July 16, 2014, established the
specific allegations, the conduct alleged and the timelines of the
allegations.

Exhibit 1A is an Agreed statement of Facts. This exhibit was
admitted on an uncontested basis and was useful to the panel in
that it established the timing and some basic background
information.

Exhibits 2, 3 and 21 consisted of the Member's chiropractic
Record for Ms. L.M., the Member's statement of Accounts for Ms.
L.M. and Excerpts from Day sheets from the Member's office
during the period December 19, zo11 - February 27,2012. These

2 Ofparticular significance in this respect are two College standards, Standard ofpractice, S-014,
Prohibition Against a Sexual Retatíoiship with a Patieitand Standard of practice, 3-002, Record Keeping.
Neither parly led expert evidence at the hearing.
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I

I

exhibits were useful to the Panel in that they provided evidence to

the Panel of the Member's record keeping with respectto Ms. L.M.

Exhibits 4 and 5 were photographs and a floor plan of First

Chiropractic Care Centre. These assisted the Panel in

understanding the events that were alleged to have taken place.

Exhibit 7 was a screen shot of some text messages Dr. Perry sent

to Ms. L.M. These assisted the Panel in understanding the

relationship between the Member and Ms. L.M'

Exhibits { 1 and 26 were text messages between Dr. Perry and

Ms. L.M., starting November 19,2012, and continuing through to

June 29, 2013. They were useful to the Panel as they

demonstrated the type of communication that occurred between the

Member and Ms. L.M.

Exhibits 16 and 17 consisted of two Standards of Practice,

specifically, The Prohibition Against a Sexua/ Relationship with a

Patient and Record Keeping. The CCO provides these documents

to its members in furtherance of its mandate to regulate the

profession. They were helpful in that they showed some of what

the CCO does to communicate its expectations in relation to the

conduct of its members.

Exhibits 18 and l9 Two volumes of email communication between

Ms. L.M. and Dr. Perry. Volume 1 contained emails and Facebook

messages from December 28,2A07 to October 13,2011. Volume

2 contained emails and Facebook messages from October 17,

2011 to December 31,2012. They were useful to the Panel in

understanding the relationship between Dr. Perry and Ms' L'M'

t

I
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I Exhibit 20 was a Google map of Dr. perry's office location in

relation to Ms. L.M.'s home.

Exhibits 22,24 and 30 were screen shots of Ms. L.M.'s Facebook
page and the Facebook page of an alias Ms. L,M. created. They
were useful to the Panel in determining Ms. L.M.,s credibility.

Exhibit 25 was a letter from Mr. David'Diamond, a solicitor who Dr.
Perry and his wife retained. The letter was directed to Ms. L.M.
with respect to certain emails, text messages, phone calls and
Facebook messages that will be described more fully elsewhere in
our Decision and Reasons. This was useful to the panel in the
assessment of Ms. L.M.'s credibility.

¡

Exhibit 27 was an email from Dr. perry to Ms. L.M. with the subject
line reading: No coNTAcr. This email was useful to the panel in
understanding Dr. perry's reasons for discontinuing contact wíth
Ms. L.M.

Exhibits 28 and 29 were email communications between the
Member's wife and "cheatinghusban ". Dr. perry alleged that
Ms. L.M' was the author of the emaírs from ',cheatinq
husbandsl 963" email account.

DECtStoN

Onus and Standard of proof

l8l The College bears the onus of proving the allegations. As for the standard
of proof, we have applied the test set out in F.H. v. McDougaf where the
Supreme Court of Canada has made it clear that there is only one standard of
proof in civil cases at common law, and that is proof on the barance of

a

a

'2oot scc s:
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probabilities, which can be expressed as it is more likely than not that the factual

events underlying the allegations occurred. The evidence must be sufficiently

clear, cogent and convincing to satisfy this test.

C red i bí I ity of Wifnesses

l9l The Panel assessed credibility of witnesses by reference to the principles

set out in the Divisional Court's decision in Re; Pitts and Director of Family

Benefits Branch (1985), 51 O.R. (2d) 302. ln that case, the Court suggested that

members of administrative tribunals, which include Discipline Panels of this

College, should consider the same criteria as jurors do when called upon to

assess credibility. The Court referred to the standard jury instruction on

credibility which is set out at Appendix "4".

t10l The Panel carefully weighed the factors set out in the standard jury

instruction when it considered the credíbility of the witnesses. lts assessment of

the credibility of both witnesses who testified at the hearing is as follows:

Ms. L.M.

t11l Ms. L.M. had received treatment from Dr. Perry from September 2005 until

November 2A12. However, her interactions with Dr. Perry continued until July

201g. The Panel's assessment was that the witness did not appear to be

credible in the majority of her testimony. For example, Ms, L.M. was unable to

indicate whether Dr. Perry ejaculated or not in the treatment room at the time of

the alleged sexual acts taking place.a Ms. L.M. was also inconsistent with her

description of her positioning during treatment when she alleged to have noticed

Dr. Perry had an erection.s

l12l Throughout her testimony, the Panel noticed there were multiple times

when Ms. L.M. could not recall the details of certaín events that had occurred,

a Transcript April 28, pages I 50-15 l, 167; April 27 page 69
s TranscriptApril 28, pages 139-143; April 27,pages68-69
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For example, Ms. L.M. could not recall what treatment ráom she was in or the
time of day of her treatment on November 14, 2011 when she fìrst alleged to
have seen Dr. Perry with an erection.6 The panel would have expected Ms.

L.M. to remember the details surrounding an event such as this.

t13] Ms' L'M.'s evidence around her positioning during her treatment on
November 14, 2011 did not make sense from a clinical or common sense
perspective. 7

I14I Ms. L.M.'s description of her own positioning and actions in the treatment
room did not strike the Panel as being reasonable or probable, For example, Ms.

L.M. testified that she was worried about the positioning of her gown and breast
exposure during her treatment.E However, she then claimed to have performed
oral sex on Dr. Perry in a treatment room, while, just on the other síde of the
door, his reception area was filled with other patients.e

115l Ms. L.M.'s memory was serective at times. For example, during cross-
examination, Ms. L.M. either refused to answer or had a difficult time recalling
many of the events or details being asked of her. 10

t16l At the end of the second day of her testimony, Ms. L.M. shared her
concern about being away from work for more than two days and testified that
her job was on the line.11 However, at the conclusion of her testimony, Ms. L,M.
did not rush back to work, but instead, stayed to hear testimony from Dr. perry.

1171 The evidence clearly showed the Panel that Ms. L.M.'s behaviour at times
was of an emotionally charged and threatening nature. For example, in her text
messages to Dr. Perry, she stated: "/f's time you start losing something',;,,Now

6 Transcript April 28, page 166
' Transcript April 28, pages 124-125; l2B-133
o Transcript April 28, pages 170-l7l
' Transcript April 28, pages 221-222
'u Transcript April 28, pages 34, 88-g9, I l6-l l7
" Transcript April 28, page263
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l'm hu¡t and angry so watch otJt!"; "1 warned you before."', "You brought this out in

rne so watch outJ 12 During one of her treatments, she walked out and slammed

the door in Dr. Perry's face.13 Ms. L.M's Facebook page also showed a vindictive

character. For example on her cover page it states: "Screw me over and I'lldo it

to you twice as bad."1a On December 29, 2012, Ms. L.M. posted an article on her

Facebook page from CBC Toronto, "Do No Harm: Doctors and Sexual Abuse".

She then followed that up with two comments: "Ihis is for you. Take a look!"

"Did you take a took yet? /s fhr's the kind of things that scare you?"15

t18l The evidence led the Panel to believe that Ms. L.M. was also capable of

being responsible for the gb,egrtinqh.uebaulslg63 emails and the cyber-bullying

Dr. Perry and his wife underwent for 7 months, However, the events that came

from cheatinohusbandslg6S did not influence the Panel's decision, as it was not

proven on the balance of probabilities.

t19l Mindfut of the fact that it could accept some, none or all of any witness'

testimony, the Panel concluded that it could not rely on all of Ms. L.M,'s

testimony; some aspects of Ms. L.M.'s testimony were reliable, but others -
particularly as they related to the alleged physical sexual relations between Ms.

L.M. and the Member-were not.

Dr. Ernest Perry

t20l Dr. Perry is a chiropractor and the subject of these proceedings. The

Panel's assessment of Dr, Perry was that he appeared to be largely honest

throughout his testimony. This was shown through his willingness to admit his

faults. During cross-examination by the College, he was forthright in admitting to

his failures with respect to record keeping. He admitted to having coffee and

lunches with Ms. L,M. and visits to her home.16

12 Exhiuit 17, pages 24-25
t'Exhibit 18, pages 1534-1535
14 Exhibit 30
t5 Bxhibit 24
t6 Transcript April 30, page 131, May l, page 35
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1211 Dr, Perry's version of how the treatment took place on November 14,2011
was clear and made sense clinically.lT ln reaching this conclusion, the panel

relied on its professional members' expertise in assessing Dr. perry,s evídence,

but not in the place of expert evidence in relation to chiropractic treatment. The

Panel concluded that it was more likely that the treatment took place as

described by Dr. Perry than as it was described by Ms. L.M.

l22l The Panel found that Dr. Perry's recollection of the events and evidence in

question to be generally consistent even with regard to his omissions of fault.

He was able to respond based on what he saw or experienced for the reasons

we have already outlined,

l23l Throughout his testimony, Dr, Perry was clear that he had poor record

keeping skills. For example, Dr. Perry testified that his computer system and his

records did not always reflect the treatment delivered.ls Dr. Perry admitted that
he should have but did not record the reported sexual advances made by Ms.

L.M. during her January 2ô and gO,z}l?treatments.le

l24l Dr. Perry did not give a clear response to the assertions made by Ms. L,M.

on a few occasions. For example, on March g, 2012 Ms. L.M. emailed the
following: "After all the time we have spent together both professional and
personal and becoming quite intimate". "About our personat stuff....as / told you

before we have the most uP/o^&*/o" retationship! Obviousty we are attracted to

each other and that said we also have and wilt always have feelings for each

other..." "l am not the one who arways sfarfs our make ouf sessions...,' 20 Dr.

Perry had numerous opportunities to address and deny the obvious assertions of
an intimate sexual relationship made by Ms, L.M. He did not deny them in his
email communication with Ms. L.M. During the hearing, he did not provide the

17 Transcript April 30, pages 7-21
'' Transcript May l, pages I I9-L2};Exhibit 2
jl l.gllïip, April 30, pages 25-26; Exhibit 2 page 404; May t, pages 25-28
" Exh¡bit 19, pages 2489-2490
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Panel with an adequate explanation as to the lack of his denial to these

allegations set out in emails from Ms. L.M.

t25l The Panel relied on Dr, Perry's evidence, but placed little weight on the

reasons Dr. Perry offered with respect to his lack of responses to Ms. L.M.'s

descriptive emails.

FINDINGS OF FACT

t26] The Panel made the following findings of fact which it relied upon to come

to its conclusions as to whether the forms of professional misconduct alleged in

this case had been committed.

Conduçt Betr¡¡een Þr, Perrv and Ms. L.M.

l27l The Panel relied heavily on the evidence given surrounding the treatments

Ms. L.M, received in November and December 2011. Dr. Perry's description of

his treatments made sense from a common sense and clinical perspective.'1 Ms.

L.M.'s description of her positioning and Dr. Perry's positioning during her

treatment did not make sense, specifically, her arm positioning, Dr. Perry's

positioning while massaging her left side, the placement of her gown and her lack

of reaction to Dr. Perry supposedly having her full breast in his hand.2z

lzït Ms. L.M's description was inconsistent and not credible with respect to

what occurred in the treatment room during her treatments in November and

December 2011. Ms. L,M. claimed to have noticed that Dr. Perry had an

erection, despite also claiming that the lights were off or dim and that she could

only see shadows.23

t29] On December 22,2011, the first time Ms. L.M. alleged that Dr. Perry took

his pants down, she was unable to testify what room she was in, what time of day

2rTranscript, April 30, pages 7-21
22 Transcript, April 28, pages 124-125; 129; 130; 137; 140-142
23 Transcript, April 28, pages 139'140
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it was, where she was coming from, where she was going or where his pants

were in relation to his knees or ankles.2a

t30l Ms. L'M.'s response to whether Dr. Perry would have left the room with an
erection changed on three occasíons, first being evasive with her answer, then
suggesting he gave her a manual adjustment and perhaps the erection went
away and finally testifying that her treatment ended with a hug and a kiss.25

t31l Ms. L.M. claimed that she performed. oral sex on Dr. perry during her
treatments in the month of January 2012. The Panel was concerned that these
events could not have transpired as described by Ms. L,M. Dr. perry,s day
sheets showed that he booked more than one patient every 1s minutes. ln
January 2012, Dr. Perry's day sheets showed that there was anywhere from one
to two other patients booked in the same 15 minute time slot as Ms. L.M. lt
seemed unlikely to the panel that Dr. perry could have Ms. L.M. on a TENS unit,
massage her, de-robe himself, receÍve oral sex, rid himself of an erection, get
dressed and then move on to adjust his next patients in the time frame allotted.26

1321 Ms. L.M.'s testimony when questioned about whether Dr. perry ejaculated
or not when she claimed to have performed fellatio was inconsistent. Ms. L.M.
testified that Dr. Perry ejaculated once during her treatment sessions then
testified that she did not know if he ejaculated.2T

t33l Ms' L.M. claimed she was upset having to see the receptionist after
leaving the treatment room on February g,2012 when Dr. perry told her *this

needs to stop" (referring to the sexual advances he claimed she made toward
him). Yet seeing the receptionist after performing oral sex on Dr. perry in the
treatment room did not appear to have caused any reaction from Ms. L.M.2B

2a Transcript, April 28, pages 166;172
" Transcript, April 27, page 69;April 2g, pages 150, líl, 16'l
"" Transcript, April 28, page l78-l84; Exhibit 2l
" Transcript, April 28, pages 1780179
"'Transcript, April 28, pages 193-196
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t34] The Panel relied on the evidence given by Dr. Perry throughout the

hearing but could not acôept that the doctor-patient relationship was

characterized by appropriate or normal behaviour between himself and Ms. L.M.

Specifically, there was inappropriate behaviour that involved repeated boundary

violations in going for coffee, lunches and home visits; in particular, those that

occurred following Ms. L.M.'s supposed sexual advances.2e Dr. Perry's

behaviour was not consistent with a normal doctor-patient relationship. Dr. Perry

demonstrated a lack of judgement with respect to the nature of his relationship

with Ms. L.M. and he did not respond appropriately, thus violating the standard of

practice.

t35l A reasonable response to Ms. L.M.'s March 9,2012 email, "l am notthe

one who always sfarfs our make ouf sessions..." and "at this time our sessions

are safe with me" would be to address the comment in his reply email and be

clear that there were no "make out sessions" if indeed there were not.30 This

reference to "make out sessions" called out for a denial by Dr. Perry; however, he

failed to do so in the reply email to Ms. L.M., nor did he provide an adequate

explanation at the hearing.

t36l At an earlier occasion, December 29,2010, Ms. L'M. sent the following

email: "Our coupte of incidents will be kept to ourselves. I do not "kiss and tell"

as I hope you know and hopefutly same goes for you?? By the way quite

different af us but very good!" Dr. Perry responds, "di'to".31 This response

implied an agreement to Ms. L.M.'s email, Normal doctor-patient communication

would suggest that Dr. Perry should have been clear in his response as to the

kiss being inadveilent; a "mangiacake" mistake as he alleged in his testimony'

2e Transcript, May l, page 35, 37-39; April 30, pages 30'33; April 27, pages 97'98
30 Exhibit 19, pages 2489-2490
3'Exhibit 18,page 1984
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1371 on February 27,2012, Ms. L.M. emailed the following to Dr. perry: ,,oR

was it because you knew YOIJ weren't going to get anything out of the treatment.
Now I know for sure that the onry reason you were spendìng more time and
massagrng my neck out was that I would get in your pants and stuff!" once
again, a comment of this kind screamed out for a denial or questioning of some
sort from Dr' Perry. lnstead he replied: "Getting something never came into the
equation and l/feel that is uncalled fof'.32 Dr. Perry had numerous opportunities
to address the obvious assertions of an intimate sexual relationship made by Ms.
L.M.; however, he did not in the emails.

l38l Dr' Perry did not do what needed to be done to terminate the doctor-
patient relationship. lt was clear in the emails noted above that Ms. L.M. was
looking for more than a doctor-patient relationship. Dr. perry did not follow the
Standard of Practice S-014, Prohibition Against a Sexual Relationship with a
Patient with respect to communicating proper boundaries for the doctor-patient
relationship, referring the patient to another chiropractor or documenting the
actions on the patient's chart. Dr. Perry gave evidence that Ms. L.M. leaned into
his groin on January 26, 30 and February g, 2012. Dr. perry did not document
any of these actions by Ms. L,M., nor did he terminate her care at that time.33

t39l Dr. Perry gave testimony that he told Ms. L.M. that he would provide her
with care on an interim basis. she then made a pass at him, suggested they
have "something on the side" and he "adamantly told her" that he could not be
her chiropractor; however, when Ms. L.M. showed up at his office later that day,
he still treated her. This is in direct violation of the standard of practice.3a

[40] Dr. Perry's actions appeared to be ',groomíng behaviour,,, whether
intentional or not. Ms. L.M. had verbalized a clear break in her relationship with

32 Exhibit 19, pages 2472-2473
" Exhibir 16, s-014: Transcrip! April30, pages25-77;May I, pages25-26;Exhibit 2,page 4043a Transcript, April 30, pog"r äó-¡â; Uuy i, iug"*zl-zS;Exhibit 16, 5_014
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Dr. perry and in many incidences, he re-initiated the relationship.3s For example,

Dr. Perry texted Ms. L.M., "should t take your silence as you not coming in

today?" An hour and a half later he texted her again, "R u avoiding me?"

l41l Dr. Perry had boundary issues with Ms. L.M. On March 29, 2012, Ms.

L.M. emailed the following to Dr. Perry: "l have a few things to talk with you

regarding what happened between us on a personal level. I am not happy at all

and how we left things on Monday. I am actually píssed. I will leave it up to you

if and when you want to do fhis. Gof the feeting tonite its not something you want

to do. If t don't hear from you very soon / will assume that you do not want to talk

and We can say our goodbyes." Again, an appropriate response would have

been for Dr. Perry to address the personal matter that Ms. L.M. was referring to

in her email. He should have set up proper boundaries to address the feelings

Ms. L.M. had for him, specifically, referring her to a chíropractor outside of his

office. f nstead, on April 11,2012, he went to Ms' L.M.'s house for lunch.36

l42l On April 14, 2012, Ms. L.M. emailed Dr. Perry: "You know I thought you

were calling me this morníng about what happened between us the other day at

my place and walking out on me tike that and possibly apologlzing but instead

you staft blaming me for somethíng t am stitt confused on as I was not really

understandíng you. Good bye Ernie". Dr. Perry agreed in his testimony that there

was a note of finality in the email and their relatíonship could have ended at that

time. However, Dr. Perry's reply came in the form of a number of texts in which

he apologized and promised to be a better friend and treat her better.37

Common sense would suggest that ending the relationship at this time would

have been Dr. Perry's next logical step'

35Transcripts Aprílll,pages52'57,75-76,77'7ï;nqil?-8'!.ug-tt-?0^1-2J!,April79'page160;April30'
page29;triay t, puges it--lZ;Bxhiúit 18, pages2l14'2116,2121-2122,2160; Exhibit 19,page2489;

b*î.iUit i, B*¡iUit ll,Duy Súeeß from Oi. nitry's Office, February 27,2012; Exhibit 11, page24

'u Exhibit 19, page 2526;'lranscript April 30, pages 39-40

'7 Exhibit 19, pages 2558'2559; Transcript, May l, pages 80-81
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l43l ln Dr. Perry's email to Ms. L.M., dated July 4, 2013, he stated all the
reasons why he did not want to maintain contact with her. Nowhere in his
reasons did he mention the Facebook message Ms. L.M. sent to Dr, perry's wife
where Ms. L.M. claimed; "r am the person who he has been cheating on you
with''3g Again, common sense suggests that if a relationship did not exit between
Dr' Perry and Ms. L'M., the devastating results of receiving a message like this
would definitely be a reason to not want further contact.

Becqrd Keepinq

144) Dr. Perry's record keeping was clearly deficient. He admitted to having
"sub par" notes and record keeping as per the Standard of practice S-002.3e Dr.
Perry admitted he had no chiropractic records for L.M. from 2005-2009. He said
he lost them.ao

146] Dr' Perry admitted at least a portion of his documentation regarding Ms.
L,M. was not correct. During the period August 1z,20ag to April 2s,2a11, Dr.
Perry kept computerized SOAP notes of treatments. Each note indicated Ms.
L.M' had rated her symptoms on a pain scare as part of the assessment, Dr.
Perry admitted that while he may not have requested a numeric value, he did
assess improvement or deterioration of pain.al

l47l Dr' Perry admitted in cross-examinatíon that his evidence regarding why
Ms' L'M.'s treatment should be discontinued was at odds with his documentation
in her chiropractic records. Dr. Perry admitted that he should have, but failed to
document discontinuing Ms. L.M.,s care.42

38 Exhibits 13.22
3e Transcript,'May t,page 136
*" Transcript, May l, pages I I 5- I 16

]j ]rlry:ril!, May l, pages il9-120, l68-169; Exhibft 2, pages 56_57
"'Exhibit 18, pages 2018,2033
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t48l Dr. Perry's chart does not contain an entry for treatments on Novêmber

14, 16, or 17,2011, although he billed Ms. L.M. for treatment on each of those

dates.a3

l4g] Dr. Perry did not document Ms. L.M.'s alleged sexual advances toward

him in his charting (i.e.: touching his groin area). He admitted on cross

examination that having a patient make a move for his crotch was unusual and a

pretty dramatic thing that should have been documented.aa

t50l Dr. Perry admitted that he failed to document the treatment he gave Ms,

L,M. on April 30, 2012, even though he acknowledged he had a professional

obligation to document all patient treatments.as

Emoti onal andlor ?,svcþol.oqicÊl Aþt¡se

t51] Dr. Perry persistently re-initiated the relationship with Ms. L.M. and did not

terminate the relationship with the patient. ln fact, he persisted in contacting

her.ao

fSZl After April 25, 2011, Ms. L.M. discontinued treatment over the cost of an

exercise ball. Eventually, Dr. Perry asked her if she wanted to come back for

treatment.aT

t53l Dr. Perry admitted that he went to Ms. L.M.'s house on February 27,2012

and April 11, 2012 following her alleged sexual advances. He went at a time he

knew the children were away. He acknowledged that he could have met Ms.

L.M. in a public place, a safe environment. Dr. Perry indicated that he thought it

was "appropriate" to go to her home.as ln the view of the Panel, going to Ms'

13 Exhibit 3, page 203; Exhibit 2
aa Transcripiepril :0, pages25'26, May l, pages25'28; Exhibit 2,page 404
a5 Transcript May 1, pages 82-32
*u Exhibit 7
a? Transcript, April 28, pages 64-68, April29,page207
a8 Transcript, April 30, pages 30-33, May 1, pages 37-39
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L.M.'s home after her alleged sexual advances would appear to be inappropriate
and again, not represent an example of a normal doctor-patient relationship.

I54l On September 17,2012 Ms. L.M, indícated she did not want to deal with
Dr' Perry anymore. She sent him an email indicating that everything in their
personal stuff, friendship and business was done on his terms, and that "l never
would have done what we have done together if I don't have feelings and t
thought the same from you then but now I know for sure you didn't and never
have." e Rather than accept Ms. .L.M.'s position that their relationship was over,
Dr. Perry emailed her, asking for forgiveness and asking her out to lunch so they
could discuss the situation.so Dr. Perry testified that he initiated contact with Ms.
L.M. because "l can't leave it tike that. I can't just, you throw this out.61 lt is clear
that Ms. L.M' had feelings for Dr. Perry. lt is the Panel's view that an appropriate
response would have been to terminate the relationship. For whatever reason,
Dr. Perry continued to try to resolve the differences between himself and Ms.
L.M. and in so doing, created emotional anguish for Ms. L.M.

t55l on November 21,2012, Dr. perry went to Ms. L.M.'s house. After that
vísit, texts were exchanged between Dr. perry to Ms. L.M. Ms. .L.M. indicated in
her texts that she was not okay after Dr. Perry's visit and went on to say that if
was way too easy for him and it was about time he /osf something. Dr. perry

indicated he wanted to meet with her on Monday for lunch, and repair the
damage done to their friendship.s2 The panel finds Dr. perry's repeated
behaviour to be emotionally djffìcult for Ms. L.M.

ae Exhibit 19, page 3og5
" Exhibit 19, pages 30g3-3095
't Transcript, May l, page 109
'" Exhibit ll, pages 23-24
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OTHER

156] We relied on the advice given to us by Mr. Gover, the Panel's independent

legal counsel, for this hearing. Specifically, the Panel relied on the advice given

on:

Evidentiary value of lack of denial:

t57l ln an email to Dr. Perry, the complainant L,M. referred to "make out

sessions".S3 When he responded to the complainant's email, Dr. Perry did not

deny that "make out sessions" had taken place but responded to an aspect of her

email,sa The Panel asked about the use that they could make of this evidence.

l58l Mr. Gover advised us that the Member's failure to deny that he

participated in "make out sessions" with the complainant might amount to an

"implied admission". The leading Canadian evidence textbook puts it this way:

lf it would be reasonable to expect a denial ín the face of an
accusation, then the party's failure to do so could constitute an implied
admíssion against him or her. Much, of course, tu¡ns upon the
circumstances to determine whether such an expectation ís
reasonable. Before such conduct can constitute an admission, the
court must be satisfied that there is sufficient evidence from which a
jury might reasonably find that the c_onduct amounted to an
acknowledgernent of responsibility.ö5

I59l We were advised that in determining what use, if any, to make of this

evidence, the Discipline Panel should carefully scrutinize the surrounding

circumstances and ask itself whether the reference to "make out sessions" called

out for a denial by Dr. Perry, and, if so, whether he has offered an adequate

explanation for failing to deny it. lf the Panel concluded that the complainant's

53SeeExhibit 19,pp.2488-2490-emailfromL.M.toDr.PenysentonMarchg,2012atl:l8p.m,,where
the complainant stated, among other things, "I am nol the one who alwøys starts our make oul sessíons"

and " (a)t this time our sessíons are safe with me" ,
5a See Exhibit 19,p.2488 - the email ftom Dr. Perry to L.M. sent on March 12,2012.
t5 A,W. Bryant, S.N. Lederman and M.K, Fuerst. Sopinka, .Ledermøn & Bryant - The Law of Evidence in

Canada (Third Edition)
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allegation that "make out sessions" had taken place did call for denial and that
the Member has not adequately explained his failure to make a denial, the panel

would be entitled to conclude that Dr. Perry admitted that what the complainant

alleged actually took place.56

Definition of "Disgraceful", " Dishonourabre" and,,unprofessiona1,, :

t60] Allegation No. 4 refers to conduct falling under the so-called "basket

clause" in paragraph 1(33) of Ontario Regutation 85?J93, in which the Member is
alleged to have "engaged in conduct or performed an act, that, having regard to
allthe circumstances, would reasonably be regarded by Members as disgraceful,

dishonourable or unprofessional regarding a patient known as "L.M.".

161] lndependent counsel advised us that "disgraceful", "dishonourable" and
"unprofessional" conduct could each be seen in a spectrum.

t62l "Disgraceful" conduct is conduct that has the effect of shaming the
Member and, by extension, the profession. ln order to be disgraceful, the conduct
should cast serious doubt on the Member's moral fitness and inherent ability to
discharge the higher obligations the public expects professionals to meet.

163l "Dishonourable" conduct is similar, but need not be as severe. However,
"dishonourable" conduct is often the best description for conduct involving

dishonesty or deceit. Such conduct is considered in most areas of law to be the
most serious and worthy of sanction and in many cases dishonest conduct
should also be regarded as "disgraceful". Both dishonourable and disgraceful
involve an element of moral failing. A Member ought to, or will, know that the
conduct is unacceptable and falls well below the standards of a professional

when he or she commits a disgraceful or dishonourable act. Conduct amounting

to fraud, theft, public indecency or assault, would be examples of dishonourable

or dísgraceful conduct. ln general, the more knowledge of the wrongfulness the

56 Email from Mr. Brian Gover of Stockwoods, dated July 16, 2015. Counsel for the Member and College
Counsel were both afforded an opportunity to comment on independent counsel,s advice.
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Member had or ought to have had at the time of the conduct, the more it will tend

to be "disgraceful" as opposed to merely "dishonourable".

t64] By contrast, "unprofessional" conduct does not require any dishonest or

immoral element to the act or conduct. Many courts have found that

unprofessional conduct includes a "serious or persistent disregard for one's

professional obligations." This term recognizes the general traits of good

judgment and responsibility that are required of those privileged to practice the

profession. Whether or not a Member commits an act that disgraces him or her

and dishonours the profession, failure to live up to the standards expected of him

or her can demonstrate that a Member is, simply put, not professional. However,

mere errors in judgment, or discretionary decisions made reasonably (though the

Panel might have made them differently) are not properly considered

"unprofessional" cond uct.57

Definition of Grooming Behaviour:

165] Based on Mr. Gover's advice, the Panel understood. "grooming" is

behaviour that is intended to enlist someone else (typically having lesser power

in the relationship) in some form of sexual activity. Whether "grooming" behaviour

constitutes sexual abuse for the purposes of Allegation No. 1 in the Notice of

Hearing requires consideration of the term "sexual abuse" of a patient by a

member, as set out in subsection 1(3) of the Health Professions Procedural

Code. Subsection 1(3) reads as follows:

Sexual abuse of a patient

(3) ln this Code,

"sexual abuse" of a patient by a member means,

(a) sexual intercourse or other forms of physical sexual relations between

the member and the Patient,

57 Email from Mr. Brian Gover of Stookwoods Barristers, dated July 16,2015
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(b) touching, of a sexual nature, of the patient by the member, or
(c) behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature by the member towards the
patient.

166] Obviously, the aspect of this definition that is relevant is (c), "behavíour or
remarks of a sexual nature by the member towards the patient". lndependent

counsel advised us that it was for the Panel to determine whether the "grooming"

behaviour to which it has referred, if found, falls within this definition.ss

CONCLUSION

[67] At the conclusion of the Hearing, the Panel invited and heard submissions
from counsel for the College and counsel for the Member. ln advance of our
deliberations we received advice from independent legal counsel on the record

and in the presence of the parties.

168l After deliberation and consideration of the evidence, the parties'

submissions and independent legal counsel's advice, we made a number of
findings of professional misconduct. Below we explain these findings, which
relate to Dr. Perry's failure to establish proper boundaries for the doctor/patient
relationship with Ms. L.M. and his serious and persistent disregard for his
professional obligations.

t69l Having considered the various components of the definition of sexual
abuse in subsection 1(3) of the Code, the Panel concluded that the College did
prove that Dr. Perry sexually abused Ms. L.M. by touching of a sexual nature, of 

,

the patient by the member (paragraph 1(3Xb) of the Code). The panel carefully
weighed the surrounding circumstances around the emails between Dr. perry

and Ms. L'M. The Panel felt strongly that these emails called out for a denial
from Dr. Perry; however, he faired to deny, for example, that he had engaged in
"make out sessions" with the complainant and did not provide an adequate

58 Email from Mr. Brian Gover of Stockwoods Barristers, dated July 23 , 2AI5. This email was duly
disclosed to both pafties' counsel.
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explanation for failing to deny them. The Panel did not find that Dr' Perry

sexually abused Ms. L.M. by having "sexual intercourse or other forms of

physical sexual relations" with her (paragraph 1(sXa) of the Code). ln view of the

Panel's assessment of the credibility of Ms. L.M. and the Member, we concluded

that there was no clear and convincing evidence that anything beyond "make out

sessions" occurred between them. Did Dr, Perry engage in "behaviour or

remarks of a sexual nature" toward Ms. L,M. (i.e., conduct described in s. 1(3Xc)

of the Code)? The Panel accepts that Dr. Perry's repeated failures to respect

professional boundaries were accompanied by "touching of a sexual nature"

("make out sessions") as explained above - and therefore concluded that the

Member had engaged in "behaviour of a sexual nature" - but found no evidence

upon which Ít could conclude that this behaviour was accompanied by remarks of

a sexual nature on the part of Dr. Perry.

t70] Dr. Perry contravened the Standard of Practice, S-014, Prahibition Against

a Sexual Retationship with a Patient. lt clearly states that if a patient suggesfs

or attempts to develop a sexual retatíonship, the doctor is to inform the patient of

the restrictions and communicate proper boundaries for the doctor-patient

relatíonship. The patient is to be referred to another chiropractor if the above

actions do not resolve the situation. The actions are to be documented in the

patient's chart. Dr. Perry did not communicate or demonstrate proper boundaries

for the doctor-patient relationship, in that he continued to have visits with Ms.

L,M. either at her home or outside of the office after she had made alleged

sexual advances toward him. Dr. Perry continued an email and texting

relationship with Ms, L.M. The Panel felt it was beyond a normal doctor-patient

relationship. lt was unclear to the Panel whether Dr. Perry or Ms. L.M. initiated

her transfer to another chiropractor within Dr. Perry's office, however, the Panel

was in full agreement that Ms. L.M. should have been transferred to a

chiropractor outside of Dr. Perry's office, Dr. Perry once again, violated

boundaries by continuing to adjust Ms. L.M. "on the side" after this transfer

occurred. Dr. Perry admitted to not documenting in the patient chart any of the
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alleged sexual advances Ms, L,M. made toward Dr
receiving active treatment from him.

Perry while she was

l71l Dr. Perry contravened the standard of practice, s-002, Record Keeping,
in that he did not have a complete record of Ms ,L.M.'s clinical notes. Ms. L.M.,s
chiropractic records from 2005-2009 had been lost. Ms. L.M.'s health records did
not contain entries for some treatments that had been billed. Dr. perry did not
document Ms. L.M.'s alleged sexual advances made toward him. He also did not
document in Ms. L'M.'s health records that she had been referred to another
health professional.

Ï721 The Panel concluded that Ms. L.M. experienced emotional abuse as a
result of Dr. Perry's actions. Emails and texts in evidence at the hearing clearly
showed that Ms. L.M. d¡d have feelings for Dr. Perry. Evidence also showed that
Ms. L'M' was upset in many situations with Dr. Perry's actions, comments or lack
thereof. Dr' Perry's inability to communicate clear and proper boundaries to Ms,
L.M, created emotional turmoilfor her.

[73] The Panel gave careful consideration to the definitions of the terms
"disgraceful", "dishonourable" and "unprofessional',. The panel concluded that
Dr. Perry engaged in disgraceful behaviour in that his repeated boundary
violations were at the heart of why this matter appeared before the Discipline
panel. We also concluded that Dr. Perry's conduct was dishonourable, There
was an element of moral failing in that he violated the college's standard of
practice, Prohíbition Against a Relatíonship wíth a Patient. Finally, the panel

concluded that Dr' Perry acted unprofessionally, having a serious disregard for
maintaining the college's Record Keeping standard of practice.

I74l ln the face of convincing evidence, both in the exhibits and in the
testimony of the witnesses that support the findings of facts set out above, the
Panel concluded that there is clear, cogent, and convincing evidence to support
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the following findings of professional misconduct against the Member:

Specifically, the Panel found that the College has met the required burden of

establishing that Dr. Perry has committed the following acts of professional

misconduct in relation to Exhibit 1, the Notice of Hearing:

1. Dr. Perry committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1Xb.1) of the Health Professionals ProceduralCode of the
Chirapractic Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c. 21, as amended, Ín that during the
period 2009 to 2013 he sexually abused a patient known as "L'M'""o

2. Dr. Perry committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1991 , S.O. 1991 , c, 21, as amended, and paragraph 1(2)

of Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that in that during the period 2009 to 2013

he contravened a standard of practice of the profession or failed to
maintain the standard of practice expected of members of the profession

with respect to his conduct toward and/or treatment of a patient known as
,.L.M,'

3. Dr. Perry committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act,1991 , S,O. 1991, c. 21, as amended, and paragraph 1(5)

of Ontarío Regulation 852/93, in that during the period 2009 to 2013 he

emotionally abused a patient known as "L.M."

4. Dr. Perry committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractíc Act, 1991 , S.O. 1991 , c. 21 , as amended, and paragraph

1(33) of Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period 2009 to 2013

he engaged in conduct or performed an act, that, having regard to allthe
circumstances, would reasonably be regarded by members as disgraceful,
dishonourable and unprofessional regarding a patient known as "L.M."

The parties are directed to make the necessary arrangements for attendance at a

penalty hearing.

5e It should be noted, however, that Dr. Peny's sexual abuse of the complainant was limited to "touching,

of a sexual nature, of the patient by the member" and "behaviour of a sexual nature toward (Ms' L'M') but

did not include "sexual intercourse or other forms of physícal sexual relations between the member and the

patient".
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l, Angela Barrow, sign this decision and reasons for the decision as Chair of this
Discipline Panel and on behalf of the members of the Discipline panel as listed
below:

Nnu<,'.r.L-u- I ), 4 o ¡5r
Angela Barrow, Chair Date: November 13, 201S

Panel Members:

Dr. Angela Barrow
Ms. Georgia Allan
Dr. Roberta Koch
Ms. Judith McOutcheon
Dr. Bryan Wolfe
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Appendix "A"

Ontario Specimen Jury Instructions (Criminal) by the Honourable Mr. Justice
David Watt Toronto: Carswell, 2008.

1. Did the witness seem honest? ls there any reason why the witness would
not be telling the truth, when it was important to tell the truth?

2. Does the witness have an interest in the outcome of this case? Does the
witness exhibit any partisanship, any undue leanings towards the side
which called him or her as a witness?

3. The appearance and demeanour of the witness and the manner in which
he or she testified. Did the witness appear and conduct himself or herself
in an honest and trustworthy manner? lt may be that he or she was
neryous or confused in circumstances in which he or she found himself or
herself while testifying. ls he a man or is she a woman who has a poor or
faulty memory, and may that have some effect on his or her demeanour
while testifying, or on the other hand, did he or she appear to us to be a
witness who is shifty, evasive and unreliable?

4. Was the witness able to make accurate and complete observation about
the issues that he or she testified? What opportunities or observations did
he or she in fact have? What are his or her powers of perception? Some
people are very observant and others are not very observant.

5. Does the witness's testimony make sound common-sense? Was it

reasonable? Was it probable? Does the witness show a tendency to
exaggerate in his or her testimonY?

6. Did the witness have a good memory of the things about which he or she
testified?

7. Was the witness's testimony reasonable and consistent with evidence that
was provided on an earlier occasion?

8. Was the witness reporting on what they saw or heard or did they formulate
evidence based on information received from other sources?
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COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO

CITATION: College of Chiropractors r¡f Ontario v. Dies, 2016 ONCA 2
DATE:20160105

DOCKET: C60513

Simmons, Pepall and Pardu JJ.A.

BETWEEN

College of Chiropractors of Ontario

Applicant ( Respondent)

and

Stephen Dies

Respondent (Appellant)

Alex Minkin, for the appellant

Chris G. Paliare and Karen Jones, for the respondent

Heard: January 4,2016

On appeal from the Order of Justice Elizabeth M. Stewart of the Superior Court
of Justice, dated May 1 ,2015.

ENDORSEMENT

t1l At the conclusion of the oral hearing, we dismissed the appeal for reasons

to follow. These are our reasons.

l2l On May 19, 2006, a consent order was granted requiring that the appellant

refrain from: using the title doctor or chiropractor; holding himself out as a person

qualified to practise as a chiropractor; and performing any controlled acts,
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including spinal adjustmenVmanipulation, unless regístered with, and a member

of, the College of Chiropractors of Ontario.

l3l ln reasons released on December 30, 2014, the motion judge found the

appellant to be in contempt of the 2006 order. By order dated May 1 , 2015, she

sentenced him to house arrest for a period of six months and ordered that if the

appellant breached any of the terms of the order for house arrest, he should be

brought before the court and ordered to serve the balance of his sentence in

custody' ln addition, the motion judge granted the respondent leave to issue a

writ of sequestration directing the Sheriff to take possession and dispose of the

appellant's office and chiropractic equipment, and also ordered that the appellant

pay the costs of the proceeding, fixed in the amount of $35,000.

141 The appellant appeals from the order finding him in contempt and also

seeks leave to appeal sentence.

15] First, he submits that the motion judge erred in assessing credibility and

making a finding of contempt in the absence or viva yoce evidence. He argues

that as there was conflicting evidence on the central question of whether he had

performed any controlled acts, the motion judge erred in failing to order a trial of

the issue. He relies on R. v, Jetco Manufacturing Ltd. (1gg7), sz o.R. (zd) 776,

Fischer v. [tûilo, (2007),44 R.F.L. (6th) 134, and campo v. campo,2als oNSc

1349 in support of his position.
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t6l We do not accept his submission.

t7l With the benefit of counsel, the appellant agreed to a timetable for the

contempt hearing that provided for no viva yoce evidence. He never sought to

withdraw from that position. At the motion itself, again with the benefit of

counsel, he confirmed that he did not want to call víva voce evidence. The

motion judge noted his position on the record.

18] None of the cases relied upon by the appellant reflect such a factual

record. The history of this proceeding, including the motion judge's endorsement,

makes it clear that the appellant chose to proceed with the motion based on

affidavit evidence and cross-examinations, and without oral evidence. Having

made that tactical decision and lost, the appellant is not entitled to resile from it

now: See Lauzier v. Ranger 1995 Canlll 298 (Ont. C.A.).

t9l Moreover, there was ample and overwhelming evidence to support the

finding of contempt. There was no real dispute about the acts performed by the

appellant and there was uncontradicted expert evidence on their characterization

as chiropractic treatment. Additionally, extensive unchallenged evidence of the

investigations conducted by the respondent was before the motion judge.

Despite the appellant's undertaking to comply fully with the 2006 order, the

motion judge was justifiably satisfied that the evidence demonstrated beyond a

reasonable doubt that the appellant was in breach of the 2006 order.
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110] Second, the appellant submits that the motion judge erred in failing to

impose the least restrictive sanction to ensure compliance and accord with

principles of fundamental justice. He states that a finding of contempt coupled

with a costs award would achieve thís objective. He argues that as his contempt

had been fully purged at the time of sentencing, there was no need for an order

structured to ensure compliance and the motion judge failed to impose the least

restrictive sanction available in these circumstances.

111l We reject this submission. The motion judge expressly considered the

principle of the least restrictive sanction and the steps the appellant had taken to

purge his contempt. She also accepted as fact that he is aging, has health

issues, and is the sole caregiver and attendant for his ailing wife. However, in her

reasons, she also noted:

ln this case, [the appeilant's] defiance of smith J.'s
order has been obvious, unrepentant and ongoing up tojust days before his sentencing hearing. ror-yeais, ith"appellantl has been an obstinate 

- 
*"offläw,

demonstrating an utter lack of respect for the goveining
body of his former profession, the pubtic whoie safeti
the college is obriged to protect, and the courts to
yvhom the college turned as a last resort when all else
failed to deter his conduct.

There is therefore a significant element of public
protection involved in the fashioning of a consequencu
fitfor this case. [The appellant] haibeen engagingin a
regula.ted activity without regulation of com[ei'enãe o'.
capacity, and outside mandatory rules of conduct. A
serious penalty is called for.
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l12l The motion judge's findings are fully supported by the record and we see

no basis to interfere with her decision.

[13] Lastly, on consent we order a variation of the language of paragraph 3 of

the May 1,2015 order so that it states:

THIS COURT ORDERS that if the respondent
breaches any of the conditions set out in paragraph 2
herein, he will be brought before the Court and ordered
to serve the balance of his sentence in custody unless
he can show why incarceration should not at that time
be enforced.

t14l The appeal is therefore allowed in part and paragraph 3 of the May 1,

2015 order is varied as described above. The appellant is to pay the respondent

its costs on a substantial indemnity scale fixed in the amount of $t 5,000 inclusive

of disbursements and HST

41
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CITATION: Baird v. College of Chiropractors of Ontario, 2015 ONSC 1484
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BETWEEN:

Dr. John Baird

Appellant

-and-

College of Chiropractors of Ontario

Respondent

H. SACHS J.:

Introduction

lll

l2l

Jeyome R Morse, for the Appellant

Chris G. Paliare, for the Respondent

Iil,ARD atToronto: March 3,2015

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

The Appellant is a chiropractor, who is appealing the decisions of the Discþline
Committee of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (the "Tribunal) finding him guilty

of professional misconduct suspending his licence for 15 rnontls and ordering him to
pay the Respondent's costs of the proceeding in the amount of $80,000.

After the misconduct decision and the hearing with respect to penaþ, but before the

decision on penaþ, the Appellant brought an application before the Tribunal seeking

leave to file fresh evidence that he stated was relevant to the question of penaþ, brrt not
to the question of misconduct. A procedure was agreed to by all counsel for the hearing

of that motion. That procedure did not invohe the Tribuml actuaþ looking at the fresh

evidence. The Tribunal heard the motion and declined to receive the evidence.

The Appellant's central submission on this appeal is that the Tribunal erred in law on the

fresh evidence application and that if it had received the fresh evidence, this would have

had a fimdamental effect on its decisions regarding misconduct, penaþ and costs.
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The Appellant argues that the Tribunal committed an effor in law when it decided the
fresh evidence motion without actually reviewing the evidence.

In nnking this submission, the Appellant relies on the Court of Appeal's articulation of
the test for the admission of fresh evidence n DeGroote v. Canadiai Imperial Bank of
commerce, [1 999] 1 2 I o.A.c. 327, 1999 carswellont 1902, at para. 3:

[t]he decision whether or not to reopen the motion was
discretionary. while the test has been e4pressed in a number of
ways, it essentialþ comes to this. The court must consider whether
the evidence would probabþ have changed the result and whether
that evidence could have been dlscovered by the exercise of
reasonable diligence. The reasonable diligence requirement wi[
however, be relaxed in exceptional circumstances where
necessary to avoid a miscaniage ofjustice.(emphasis added)

In deciding the fresh evidence application, the Tribural found that the Appellant had not
met the due diligence prong of the test for the admission of fresh evidenóe. According to
the Appellant, the Tribunal could not decide whether this was one of those exceptional
cases where the due diligence requirement should be relaxed withor¡t actuaþ bo[ing at
the evidence.
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Ihgre are two problems with this submission. First, in not looking at the evidence, the
Tribunal was following a procedure that had been agreed upoã by all the parties,
including the Appellant. In these circumstances, the frbunat was entitled to assurre that
this was not one of those exceptional cases where the due diligence requirenrent should
be relaxed.

Furthermore, the Agreed Statement of Facts that the parties filed with respect to the fresh
evidence motion would have reinforced this assumption. Specificaþ, th. Trfu*ul was
told that the Appellant's counsel did not believe tttut ttt fresh evidence would affect the
ftrdings of professional misconduct. If it would not have affected the fudings of
professional misconduc! the Tribunal was entitled to assurne that it was not the kind of
evidence whose receþt was necessary in order to avoid a miscarriage of justice.

Secondþ, having been apprised of the evidence, it ls clear to us that this ls not one of
those exceptional cases where the due diligence requhenrent had to be relaxed to avoid a
misclniage of justice. The evidence consists of an e-mail that the Appellant sent after
all of the conduct gving rise to the findings of professional misconduct 

-úad 
occurred.

According to the Appellant, the e-rnail establishes that after he was confronted by an
insurance gompany investþator abor¡t the åct that he was letting a paralegal called
Roland Spiegel use his electronic sþature on forms that had Uein suUmimã¿ to the
insurance company, he yrole to Mr. Spiegel and told him that he should imnrcdiateþ
stop using his nanre on the forrns. The Appellant argues that this is important because the
Tribunal was clearþ disturbed by the åct that the Appellant did not take the steps they
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would have e4pected him to take after his meeting with the investþtor. According to the
Tribunal, if the Appellant had not arfhorized VIr. Spiegel to use his sþature in the way
he did, sureþ he would have 'bontacted the autlrcrities, or a lawyer, or at least send a
letter asking Mr. Spiegel to cease and desist immediately''. (Tribunal Decision, Juþ 19,

2013, page 16).

[11] The nreeting with the investigator occured on April I, 2009. The e-nnil in question was
sent two months later, on May 28,2009 and it reads:

Hi Roland,
I must ask that effective imnrcdiateþ, you stop submitting
applications with either my nanþ or Dr. John Bennettos name on it.
Some insurance investþtor got in Dr. Bennett's face last week
and he is pretty upset. I may lose my radiologist over this.

U2] At best, this e-mail establishes that some two months after his rneeting with the

investþator, the Appellant took steps to contact Mr. Spiegel in writing. Furthermore,
according to the e-rnail, he did so, not because he was upset that Mr. Spiegel had been
using his name and sþahre on forns that Mr. Spiegel submitted to the insurance

company, but because another doctor was upset about having his name used on these
forms.

113] This is hardþ the kind of evidence that would have caused the Tribunal to re-assess its
position that the Appellant's conduct was not consistent with that of a man who had just
found out that his sþature was being used in an urauthoriæd rnanner. Nor would it have

caused the Tribunal to re-assess its position that the Appellant did not take adequ,ate steps
to stop the conduct at issue from recuning.

U4l The firthest the evidence would have gone is to establish that it took the Appellant two
months, rather than fow and a half rmnths, to advise Mr. Spiegel in writing to stop using
his name. [n the context of the evidence as a whole, this difference was not significant. It
certainly does not approach the kind of difference in evidence that marks the line between
a just resuh and a miscaniage ofjustice.

[15] The Appellant's argument with respect to the reasonableness of the Tribunal's decisions
tums on his submission that if the Tribunal had seen the e-rmil, it would not have done

what it did. In particular, it would not have preferred the evidence of Mr. Speþl over

that of the Appellant when it came to the arrangenrcnt between the two men.

[ 6] In this regard, it is imporønt to note thm;t at the hearing before the Tribunal, the Appellant

testified that he had onþ given his electronic sþaíre to Mr. Spiegel to use on one form.
For the purposes of the appeal" the Appellant's counsel conceded that it was reasonable

for the Tribunal to frrd that this was not true; that the Appellant had allowed his sþature
to be used on a number of forms, not just one form. This is because Mr. Spiegel's

evidence to that efect was confirmed by the testimony of the inswance company

investþator, who testified that the Appellant had admitted to her that he allowed Mr.

45
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Spiegel 'llll reþ to use his sþature on forms, that he didn't care what forms Mr.
spiegel used". (Tribwral Decisioq Juþ 19, 2013, page 15). However, according to the
Appellant, there was no evidence other than the evidence of Mr. Spiegel that the
Appellant collaborated with Mr. Spiegel in coming up with a "scheme'i to submit the
forms in question to the insurance company. The Appellant denied being part of a scheme
and, according to the Appellant, if the Tribunal had had the e-rnaif tltô t ro*ul would
have believed him on this point.

ft9_* are several problems with this submission. First, as we have already found, the e-
rnail is not tlre kind of evidence that would have significantþ impacted the Tribunal's
decision. Second, the Appellant is efectiveþ seeking to have us re-try the case and to
review the evidence with a view to having us re-assess the reasonableness of believing
Mr. Spiegel over the Appellant. It is not our f,¡rction to weigh evidence or rnake findingl
of credfuiþ. Third, having conceded that it was reasonable for the Tribunal to disbelieve
the Appellant's evidence and accept Mr. Spiegel's evidence about one crucial aspect of
the relationsþ between the ¡vo men, why was it unreasonable for the Trjbunal to rnake
the same choice about the other aspects of that relationshþ?

While the Appellant rnainþ focused on the difference the e-mail would have nrade if it
had been admitted into evidence, in repþ, the Appellant appeared to be arguing that there
\ryas no evidence in the record that would have allowed ihe Tribunal to reasoãabþ draw
the inference that the Appellant was part of a scherne. We reject this submission. There
was ample evidence from which the Tribunal could have reasonabþ drawn this inference.

For these reasons, the appeal is dismissed. In our view, the Tribunal reasonabþ
exercised its discretion in refiring to admit the evidence at issue. Further, even if the
evidence had been admitted, this would not have affected the reasonableness of any of
the Tribunal's decisions that arethe subject of this appeal.

As agreed by the parties, as the successfif parly, the Respondent is entitled to its costs of
the appeal füed in the arnount of $20,000.00, all inclusive.

H. SACHS J

TIAMBLY J
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Rose Bustria |TEM 1.1.4

Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, January 19,2016 1:18 PM
Rose Bustria
FW: Discipline Decisions published
5.5 - CanLll.pdf; 2015 Canlii Publication Requirements.pdf; Canlii
information.pdf; Canlii Template w Format (002).docx; CanliiTemplate w
Format (002).pdf; CanLllDecisionsTransmission_en.pdf; CanLllForm_en.pdf
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M,S.W., LL.B
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 1'l 1

Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain conf¡dential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immed¡ately by reply e-mail
and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: FHRCO - Beth Ann Kenny Imailto:bakenny@regulatedhealthprofessions.on.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, January L9,2Ot6 12:56 PM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Cc: Ka ren.Jones@palia reroland.com; Joel Friedman <JFried ma n@cco.on.ca>
Subject: RE: Discipline Decisions published

HiJo-Ann

l've attached the notes from the most recent FHRCO Board Meeting on CANLii as well as information
that Anita Ashton shared from the College of Physiotherapists. l've also posted this to the FHRCO vRoom
system (under the files from the December l"Oth Board meetinq).

Please let me know if I can send anything else along

Thank you, and tal<e care!
Beth Ann

Beth Ann Kenny, Executive Coordinator
Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario (FHRCO)

301-396 Osborne St, PO Box244, Beaverton ON LOK 140

1



49 Email: bakennv@resulatedhealthprofessions.on.ca
Web: www.resulatedhea ions.on.ca
Phone: 416-493-4076 / tax: L-866-814-6456

Confidentiality not¡ce: This email, including any ottachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and moy contain
privdte,
confidentiol, ond/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or d¡stribution is prohibited. tf you ore not

the

intended recipient or this information has been inoppropriøtely forwarded to you, please contact the sender by repty email and
destroy
all copies of the origínal,

From: Jo-Ann Willson Imailto:ipwillson@cco.on.ca]
Sent: January 19,201.612:23 PM

To: Beth Ann Kenny (ba l<ennv@ reeu lated hea lth professions.on.ca)
<ba kennv@ repu lated h Ith professio ns.o n.ca >

Cc: Karen.Jones(Ooa liareroland.com; Joel Friedman <JFriedman
Subject: Discipline Decisions published

Hi Beth Ann - I recalla discussion at a FHRCO meeting (November 26,2O'J.61 believe), in which colleges
mentioned that in addition to publishing discipline decisions on their own websites, they were sent to
Can Li? Or some other place. Do you recall the details of this? I think CCO should be doing the same.
Thank you.

Jo-Ann l,Villson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only forthe person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is sh¡ctly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me ìmmediately by repiy e-mail
and delete all copies including any attachments without read¡ng it or making a copy, Thank you.

2
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5.5 - CanLll
Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario (FHRCO)

Suite 301 - 396 Osborne St, PO Box244, Beaverton ON LOK 140
email: ba kenny@ regu latedhealthprofessions.on,ca

we b: www. regu lated hea lthprofessions.on, ca

P hone: 4t6-493-407 6/ F ax: L-866-8 1"4-6456Meeting:

Date:

Agenda ltem

Board of Directors

December l-0, 2015

Can Ll I

At the October 26th Board of Directors meeting, a motion was made to encourage Federation
members to post decisions on CanLll, the Canadian Legal lnformation lnstitute. Canlll is, as found
on its website, "a non-profit organization managed by the Federation of Law Societies of Canada.
CanLll's goal is to make Canadian law accessible for free on the lnternet. (Canlll's) website
(https://www.canlii.org /en/on/l provides access to court judgments, tribunal decisions, statutes
and regulations from all Canadian jurisdictions."

The Executive Coordinator was requested to ask the FHRCO Discipline Orientation Committee for
information related to a consistent format for posting decisions to CanLll as well as a rationale for
listing "Colleges" versus "Colleges' Discipline Committees" as the registrants with CanLll.

It was shared that the formatting of postings is supported directly by CanLll, i.e., CanLll will direct
users during the posting process as needed. The most recent examples from the four Colleges
currently posting on Canlll are attached.

Related to how the "College" is listed with CanLll, those who include "Discipline Committee" were
noted to be differentiating between the College and the decision made by a Panel of the Discipline
Committee as a distinct tribunal. A suggestion was made that this format would allow users, who
search by organization, to find the College (alphabetically) but noting that the decision was that of
the Panel.

For reference, the following is the current list (as of December 4th) of boards and tribunals in

Ontario that currently post to CanLll:

. Agriculture, Food & Rural Affairs Appeal Tribunal

o Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario

o Assessment Review Board

¡ Child and Family Services Review Board

. College of Nurses of Ontario Discipline Committee

. College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario

¡ College of Physiotherapists of Ontario

o Consent and Capacity Board

¡ Conservation Review Board

o Environmental Review Tribunal

5,5 - CanLll - Page L
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Financial Services Tribunal

Grievance Settlement Board

Health Professions Appeal and Review Board

Health Services Appeal and Review Board

Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario

Information and Privacy Commissioner Ontario

Labour Arbitration Awards

Landlord and Tenant Board

Law Society Tribunal

Normal Farm Practices Protection Board

Office of the Chief Coroner for Ontario

Ontario Civilian Police Commission

Ontario College of Early Childhood Educators

Ontario College of Pharmacists Discipline Committee

Ontario Court of the Drainage Referee

Ontario Custody Review Board

Ontario Labour Relations Board

Ontario Licence Appeal Tribunal

Ontario Municipal Board

Ontario Pay Equity Hearings Tribunal

Ontario Physician Payment Review Board

Ontario Public Service Grievance Board

Ontario Racing Commission

Ontario Securities Commission

Ontario Social Benefits Tribunal

Ontario Special Education (English) Tribunal

Ontario Workplace Safety and Insurance Appeals Tribunal

Ontario Workplace Safety and Insurance Board
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5.5 - Canlll - Page 2



ITEM 1.2
Submitted February 4, 2016

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Fitness to Practise Gommittee Report to Council
Tuesday, February 23, 2016

52

Members: Dr. Reginald Gates, Chair
Ms Georgia Allan
Dr. Bruce Lambert

Staff Support: Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar ønd General Counsel

Committee Mandate

o To hear and determine allegations of mental or physical incapacity refened to the
committee by the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee.

To review applications for reinstatement following an incapacity finding.

The Committee continued to ensure that it was appropriately prepared in20l6. Since our
last meeting there were no referrals to the Fitness to Practice Committee. Gladly we have
had no meetings.

I would like to thank the Committee members; Ms. Georgia Allan, Dr. Bruce Lambert,
and our staff support; Ms. Jo-Ann V/illson.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Reginald Gates, Chair
Fitness to Practice Committee

a
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ITEM 1 .3 Submitted to CCo on February 4, zulo

Gollege of Ghiropractors of Ontario
lnquiries, Complaints and Reports Gommittee Report to Gouncil
Tuesday, February 23, 2016

Members: Dr. Gauri Shankar, Chair
Ms Patrice Burke, Public Member
Dr. Brian Gleberzon, Council Member
Dr. Steve Gillis, non-Council Member
Mr. Shakil Akhter, Alternate Public Member

Staff Support: Ms Christine McKeown,Investigations, Complaints & Reports Officer
Ms Tina Perryman, Manager, Inquires, Complaints & Reports

Since the last Council meeting, the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC)
met on two occasions, and reviewed 13 complaints and three reports. ICRC made decisions

on 6 complaints. Three oral cautions were administered, three sectionT5(a) investigators
were approved by the Committee and one section 75(c) investigator was appointed by the

Registrar.

I would like to thank the committee for all of their continued hard work, Ms Patrice Burke,
Mr. Shakil Akhter, Dr. Steven Gillis and Dr. Brian Gleberzon. Ms Tina Perryman and Ms
Christine McKeown keep us on track with all the behind the scenes perseverance.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Gauri Shankar, Chair
Inquires, Complaints & Reports Committee



ITEM 1.4 Submitted, February I 1, 2016

Gollege of Ghiropractors of Ontario
Patient Relations Committee Report to Gouncil
February 23,2016

54

Members: Ms Judith McCutcheon, Chair
Dr. Daniela Arciero, non-Council member
Dr. Lisa Cadotte, non-Council member
Ms Patrice Burke
Dr. Pat Tavares

Staff Supporfi Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research
Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

Report

The Patient Relations Committee held one meeting by teleconference on January 13,2016.

A policy representative from the Ministry has informed the Colleges that changes to
regulations allowing for a spousal exemption are on hold until the Ministry reviews the Task
Force's report on the sexual abuse of patients by health professionals. At this time, no
specific time line has been given. CCO will post information about the status of the
regulation on the CCO website, including notification that the information is based on what
the Ministry of Health has advised.

The Committee is considering a number of alternative suggestions to further the College's
communication strategy following the defeat of the radio advertisement proposal at the
December Council meeting. The Committee will continue to explore opportunities at the
next meeting. Various strategies are being considered, including making use of the various
videos and communiques prepared by FHRCO, and developing short video clips that could
be posted directly on the CCO website.

Some of you will be a\ryare of the recent Fifth Estate Program entitled "Doctors without
Boundaries" which focused on physicians who have been investigated or found to have
committed sexual abuse of patients and were permitted to continue to practise. The College
of Physicians and Surgeons has posted various bulletins on their website in response.

I would like to thank the Committee, Dr. Daniela Arciero, Ms Patrice Burke, Dr. Lisa
Cadotte, and Dr. Patricia Tavares, and our staff support of Mr. Friedman, Ms Szametz, and
Ms V/illson, for their commitment to the goals of the Patient Relations Committee.

Respectfully submitted,

Ms Judith McCutcheon
Chair, Patient Relations



ITEM 1.4.1

Doctors \ryithout Boundaries

CBC Broadcast Date: January 22,2016

When doctors are accused of crossing ethical or legal boundaries with their female patients, why

does it sometimes take so long for authorities to act - if indeed they act at all? And what does it

take for a doctor to lose the right to practice medicine in Canada? Bob McKeown investigates

doctors who facecl discipline by provincial colleges of Physicians and Surgeons. Did those

bodies adequately protect patients?

55
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Getting a second chance z 12 doctors who
have been disciplined more than once

CBC News Posted: Jan 2l , 2016 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan 2l , 2016 4:00 AM CT

Over the last 15 years, at least 250 doctors have been disciplined across the country for a litany

of patient boundary offences, according to a CBC News examination of discipline cases.

Breachins Boundaries: Discinlined nhysicians often given 2nd chance to nractise

a

a

Some of those doctors have been cited more than once for inappropriate behaviour with their

patients. Here are some examples:

Doctor suspended indefinitely after long
disciplinary history involving sexual
comments to patients

CBC News Posted: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT

Dr. Amjad Ali. (CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

. Breachinq Boundaries: Disciplined phvsicians often qiven 2nd chance to practise

. Gettino a second chance: 12 doctors who have been disciplined more than once
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A Regina physician who was allowed to continue practising after having been found guilty of
unprofessional conduct due to sexual comments to patients repeated the behaviour seven years
later.

1n2004, Dr. Amjad Ali was found guilty of unbecoming, improper, unprofessional or
discreditable conduct by a college disciplinary council.

He was found to have engaged in sexual comments with two patients. One patient testified at a
disciplinary hearing held by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Saskatchewan that Dr.
Ali attempted to "open the door towards a relationship" with her by asking her if she had a
boyfriend and if she would come and visit him in Northern saskatchewan.

The council found Ali made "sexualized comments" to another patient. Ali, through his counsel,
denied the allegations in the hearing. His lawyer said that his recollection of the events was
"markedly" different than that of his patient's. He said that it was "improbable" that the patient
would spend a great deal of money to come and visit Ali in Northem Saskatchewan.

The council found him guilty of both charges and imposed a penalty that included a requirement
to enroll in a boundaries education program, have a chaperone present for all female patients and
have a sign posted in the waiting room advising that he will have a chaperone present.

He was originally ordered to pay $36,000, but counsel for the college accepted his lawyer's
submission that he had a diminished capacity to pay. He was ordered to pay $20,000 in costs at a
penalty hearing. Ali declined to speak on his own behalf at the hearing.

At another discipline hearing in20I2,he was found guilty of unbecoming, improper,
unprofessional or discreditable conduct in relation to three patients. One patient said he asked if
she would have "a love affair" with him. Another said she was asked if she could be his lover.
Another complained that he disclosed intimate details of his love life.

Ali entered a guilty plea on one of the charges, but was found guilty on all three.

His licence was revoked by the college council and he was ordered to pay costs of $48,856.11.
The penalty is now the subject of an appeal to the Court of Queen's Bench in Regina.

Ali's lawyer, Aaron Fox, sent CBC News this statement:

"In light of his pending appeal, Dr. Ali is not prepared to discuss his case publicly. His appeal
was argued in the Court of Queen's Bench in Regina and we are awaiting decision. He appealed
the order revoking his licence to practise medicine. V/e argued that Dr. Ali had some underlying
medical and psychological issues that led to his behavioural problems. We argued that now that
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those problems are being addressed it would be appropriate to allow him to practise with the

required monitoring and controls in place."

According to the college's website, Ali entered a guilty plea in 2013 to five additional charges of
unprofessional conduct. The charges included practising while suspended and charging an

excessive fee - $500 - to fill out a medical marijuana form for a patient.

He also provided contact numbers to the same patient and encouraged him to refer individuals

who were seeking authorization to possess medical marijuana to contact Ali.

The council ordered that "Dr. Amjad Ali is immediately suspended from the privileges of a duly
qualified medical practitioner. "

Plastic surgeon banned from practice after
abusing sedated patients
CBC News Posted: Jan2l,2016 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT

Dr. Marc Bissonnette. (CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

. Breachinq Boundaries: Disciplined phvsicians often qiven 2nd chance to practise

. Gettinq a second chance: 12 doctors who have been disciplined more than once

Dr. Marc Bissonnette was given a second chance to practise by the Collège des médecins du

Québec after he admitted to having sex with a patient in his office in 1993.
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That second chance came to an end in 2010, when the college revoked his licence for life after
touching two patients in a sexual manner.

The Montreal plastic surgeon said he had consensual sex with a woman who came in for breast

implant surgery in 1993. The patient said she never consented and that she was sedated on the
operating table when he penetrated her.

He was acquitted of a criminal sexual assault charge stemming from that incident. But the
college's disciplinary committee suspended him for 40 months for having sex with a patient.

Several years later, Bissonnette once again was in trouble. The committee found him guilty of
touching a patient in a sexual manner.

According to the findings of the committee, in December 2002, Bissonnette called a patient at
home and told her he would perform a surgery to repair nerve damage on her hand at his private
clinic, which was closed for the holidays.

She testified he gave her sedatives and touched her clitoris during the course ofthe procedure.
Bissonette was not allowed to treat patients without a chaperone at that time because of the
conditions imposed on him.

He was banned from practising for 10 years

Bissonnette was given a lifetime ban in 2010 after he was found guilty by the college's
disciplinary committee of two separate incidents of touching the genitals of patients who were in
for breast surgery he performed in his office. Both women were sedated at the time.

He is not currently practising. CBC has been unable to contact him for comment.

Doctor?s licence reinstated less than a month
after release from jail
CBC News Posted: Jan2I,20l6 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT
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Dr. Douglas Ian Cameron. (CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

Breachinq Boundaries: Disciplined phvsicians often qiven 2nd chance to practise
Gettinq a second chance: 12 doctors who have been disciolined more than once
Oversioht of doctors needs more transparencv. savs P.E.l. Status of Women

A Summerside, P.E.I. specialist in internal medicine who was allowed to resume practising after

being convicted of sexually assaulting patients went on to abuse again years later.

Dr. Douglas Ian Cameron is currently without a licence to practise in the province after the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of P.E.I. revoked his licence in2007 and barred him from
reapplying for 10 years.

His regulatory troubles began in the 1990s. He lost admitting privileges at a hospital in 1993 due

to alcoholism, court records show. A court later convicted him of sexual assaults involving three

female patients and handed him a jail sentence.

The college followed by revoking his licence in 1995 for sexual misconduct. After serving eight

months, he was released from jail in 1996 and had his licence reinstated that year with
conditions.

Cameron was given another suspension in2002 for not fulfilling conditions of his licence that

required him to submit reports to the college. His licence was reinstated within a month.

Then in 2006, an interim suspension was imposed during a new investigation by the college.

Cameron was accused by two female patients of grabbing their breasts during visits to his office.

That was followed by the l0-year revocation in2007 and the finding that Cameron committed

sexual abuse. Cameron had testified the two patients simply misunderstood legitimate medical

procedures.

a

a

a
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There were no criminal charges in that case.

The college fined Cameron $2,500 for the sexual abuse and $2,500 for failing, on two occasions,

to abide by the conditions of his licence. He also was required to pay $15,000 toward the costs of
the inquiry.

Legislation in P.E.I. defines sexual abuse by a physician as "any sort of sexual conduct by a
member toward or with a patient, at any time during which the person is considered to be a
patient," whether it is a remark, gesture, touching, intercourse or any other behaviour of a sexual
nature.

Cameron declined a request for comment

B.C. doctorfs 2-decade discipline history
includes Nova Scotia misconduct
CBC News Posted: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT

Dr. Pankaj Dhawan. (CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

. Breachino Boundaries: Disciplined physicians often oiven 2nd chance to practise

. Gettinq a second chance: 12 doctors who have been disciplined more than once
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Dr. Pankaj Dhawan's discipline history goes back nearly two decades, and involves two colleges,

six patients and one student. The Vancouver physician has been disciplined four times in the last

18 years. He continues to practise.

The physical medicine and rehabilitation specialist first faced discipline in 1997 by the College

of Physicians and Surgeons of Nova Scotia. Five women complained. The panel found his

actions amounted to professional misconduct against all of them.

The panel found he slapped a2}-year-old patient on the buttocks. It also found he told her that

she was attractive and invited her to play tennis with him "when no one would be around, and

suggested that she not tell her family physician of his invitation," the decision states.

The decision states the panel concluded he conducted a breast exam on a patient who was also a

registered nurse that was "inappropriate, unprofessional and unnecessary and amounted to

professional misconduct. "

He touched another patient's breasts inappropriately and pricked her nipples; he removed

clothing on two patients that did not need to be removed; entered the change room before a

patient put on her gown and, in the case of two patients, provided no coveringat all, according to

the panel's findings.

Dhawan's right to practice was suspended for six months and he was required to have a

chaperone present when he examined female patients.

"Counsel for Dr. Dhawan strongly disagreed with the characterization of the findings by counsel

for the College. The panel was urged to conclude that the offences committed by Dr. Dhawan

were at the low end of the scale particularly when comparing these offences with the reported

cases on sexual misconduct. Counsel for Dr. Dhawan submitted that an appropriate penalty for

Dr. Dhawan would be a reprimand or short suspension," according to the college's decision.

Dhawan later moved his practice to B.C.

He was called before a B.C. disciplinary committee in2004. Dhawan was suspended by the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of B.C. for a month for unprofessional conduct and he was

required to have a college-approved chaperone present when treating women.

He admitted he invited a patient for coffee where he engaged in a personal discussion, held the

patient's hand and touched her face, according to the college.

1n2009, the B.C. college reprimanded and fined Dhawan $3,500 for breaching the conditions on

his registration that were imposed after he was disciplined in2004. He used medical students as
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chaperones who were not approved by the college. No patient complained about Dhawan when
he was using the unauthorized chaperones.

Dhawan was again reprimanded for unprofessional conduct in 2010. He admitted he hugged and
kissed one of his medical students and engaged in inappropriate conversations, according to the
B.C. college. His penalty did not include a suspension, but he was ordered to pay $4,000 in costs.

Dhawan is currently practising in Vancouver under a "conditional-disciplined" registration.
There is no mention of the Nova Scotia college's discipline in his B.C. physician profile.

Dr. Dhawan declined a request for comment.

Complaints against psychiatrist go back
more than 2 decades

CBC News Posted: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT

Dr. Stanley Thomas Dobrowolski. (Courtesy Toronto Star/CBC News Graphics)
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The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario received its first complaint about Dr. Stanley
Thomas Dobrowolski in 1990. A patient alleged he asked inappropriate, sexual questions during
sessions and asked her to remove her shirt and bra during a physical exam, something she

believed was unnecessary.
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The college received a similar complaint in 1992, but decided in both cases that his behaviour

did not amount to sexual impropriety, and he was allowed to keep practising without facing a

hearing.

He also worked at the University of Western Ontario's Student Health Services from 1985 to
1994 and practised privately out of an office basement in his home.

Dobrowolski faced disciplinary hearings in 1994 for allegations of sexual impropriety after being

accused of engaging in sexual intercourse with a student/patient. He admitted that he had sexual

intercourse with the student, who had attempted suicide and was seeing treatment.

The doctor argued that he was no longer treating her as a patient when the sexual relationship

began and the relationship was consensual, though the patient felt that it was still a therapeutic

relationship.

The college prosecutor argued that the complainant's "problems were not treated ... and she

continued to be a suicide risk," and that Dobrowolski showed a "lack of clear boundaries" and

that "his behaviour has put her squarely at risk for self harm."

But the hearing panel ruled that sexual acts took place after the psychiatristþatient relationship

ended. They did not find the boundary violations sufficiently egregious to warrant a finding of
incompetence.

Dobrowolski's certificate to practise was suspended for 12 months - nine of which were

suspended if he followed certain conditions. Dobrowolski resigned from the University of
Western Ontario, and when he resumed practising it was out of the basement offrce of his

London, Ont.. home.

Dobrowolski appeared before a disciplinary panel in 1999 after more complaints by university

students emerged. They alleged that between 1987 and 1991, Dobrowolski touched them

inappropriately and was performing inappropriate breast examinations. He was once again

suspended.

Still practising from his basement in London, Dobrowolski was called to a disciplinary hearing at

the CPSO again in2004. Further allegations of inappropriate relationships with patients and

questionable physical exams resulted in a six-month suspension this time.

As a result of those hearings the CPSO ruled that he was no longer allowed to see female

patients. He appealed this to the Divisional Court and the parties agreed, on consent, to a new

order. The court decided he would be allowed to continue to see female patients but would no

longer be allowed to conduct physical exams.
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In2011, a female patient and her husband complained to the CPSO that Dobrowolski was
sexually abusing her.

Over a year later, in October 2012, the college suspended him while it investigated a patient's
allegations of "inappropriate and/or sexual touching of the patient, masturbation of the patient,
purchasing lingerie for the patient to wear, taking inappropriate and/or sexual pictures of the
patient, shaving of the patient, hugging and kissing the patient, offering to undress during the
patient's appointment, andlor making remarks to the patient that were inappropriate andlor of a
sexual nature."

In November 20t2, London Police arrested Dobrowolski on charges of sexual assault and

voyeurism. He had been photographing nude patients during physical exams under the guise of
tracking moles for cancer. He was also surreptitiously videotaping some of these women while
they were undressed.

ln2014, he was sentenced to four years in a federal penitentiary.

On November 30, 2015, the CPSO revoked Dobrowolski's licence

Doctor commits sexual assault after he was
given a 2nd, chance

CBC News Posted: Jan2l,2016 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20I6 4:00 AM CT

Dr. Martin Hugh Gillen. (Courtesy Postmedia/CBC News Graphics)
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Both of Dr. Martin Gillen's victims were sedated when he violated them. Both victims say they

suffered longterm psychological scars. But only one was assaulted after the pain doctor was

given a second chance to practise medicine.

"He used his medical skills to sexually violate two vulnerable women, both rendered more

incapacitated and vulnerable because of drugs he gave them," read the Ontario college decision

that denied Gillen's application for reinstatement in 2010.

Gillen first appearance before the discipline committee was in 1989 for having committed "a

single sexual act performed on an unwilling patient," college documents state.

That "unwilling patient" was a2l-year-old woman who arrived at a Perth, Ont., hospital with her

parents in 1986. She was hyperventilating and suffering chest pain. Gillen gave her a sedative

and put her in a recovery room after she nodded off. She testified that before she fully awakened,

Gillen placed his penis in her hand and ejaculated, according to her testimony in the college's

decision.

Gillen denied her allegation. He said that he performed a neurological evaluation called a two-

finger hand grip test and that semen found on a tissue was the result of an earlier nocturnal

emission.

The committee later noted the incidents weighed heavily on the woman for years. It caused her

to distrust doctors so much she delivered her baby at home with a midwife to avoid the hospital,

she said.

In a victim impact statement made 20 years after the incident, "she tearfully told the committee

that atthe time of the incident, she was in a vulnerable position, and felt helpless, powerless and

isolated and actually feared for her life at that moment. She said she would not be able to fully

erase that feeling from her life."

Police were called to the ER and Gillen was charged criminally, but he was eventually acquitted.

Initially,the college revoked Gillen's registration. He appealed and the sanction was reduced to a

nine-month suspension.

He was reinstated to practise medicine in 1991
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Fifteen years after the f,rrst incident, a patient who received regular cortisone injections for
chronic pain says she grew suspicious of Gillen. At one appointment, she was less sedated than
usual and suspected something was wrong.

Gillen subsequently admitted he inserted his fingers into her vaginaand anus to "landmark"
where the injections should go. He also admitted he may have gotten aroused from doing this.

The patient brought a hidden camera to the following appointment.

"Gillen is clearly seen on videotape sexually aroused prior to doing the vaginal penetration,"
stated the discipline committee. Whether or not the "landmarking" is medically warranted is
irrelevant, it said. "The penetration must be viewed as a means for Dr. Gillen to satisfy himself
sexually, not as an aid to the patient's comfort."

Gillen was also captured on tape stroking his exposed penis while he was treating her, according
to college documents.

The college revoked Gillen's licence and he pleaded guilty in criminal court to sexual assault,
was sentenced to nine months in jail and placed on the sex offender registry for 10 years.

Years after her ordeal, the patient says she was still dealing with a great deal of anxiety and had
suffered because of her mistrust of doctors, according to a statement she made at a subsequent
reinstatement hearing.

Gillen tried to get his medical licence back in 2010, but the panel tumed down his request. "He
continues to pose a risk for repeating his sexual deviancy," read the decision. "The public would
not be protected and would lose confidence in the profession if he is reinstated."

Gillen has continued to deny the first incident involving the young woman in the hospital

"I am not in clinical practice, I have not resumed clinical practice and I do not have a licence to
practise medicine," said Gillen in a brief telephone interview. He is now a medical administrator
and does quality management of files for a company that performs third-party injury
assessments.

He stated that he has no plans to apply for reinstatement of his medical registration.
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Doctorts licence revoked after 2 sex assault
convictions
CBC News Posted: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT

Dr. Charles Chul Soo Im. (University of Toronto/CBC News Graphics)
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It took two separate criminal convictions involving charges of sexual assault against six patients

before Dr. Charles Chul Soo Im's right to practice was revoked by the College of Physicians and

Surgeons of Ontario. He was allowed to practice during most of the l3 years that separated the

convictions.

"It is very clear that this man is a risk to any female patient of whom he has unsupervised

contact," said Justice Lauren E. Marshall of the Ontario Court of Justice at Im's 2006 sentencing

for sexual assault.

"I would hope and trust, for the sake of members of the public, of which I am one, that he is

never allowed unsupervised contact with female patients, period. How many of them have to be

sacrificed on the altar of his personal problems?"

The family physician pleaded guilty in criminal court in 1992 to sexually assaulting five patients.

"During the course of examining five female patients, he had performed physical examinations,

including intemal examinations, even though their initial complaints had not called for this
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degree of evaluation. He had also made inappropriate queries regarding their menstrual history
andlor sexual activities," according to the college's summary of the court case.

Im was given a suspended sentence and probation by the court.

At a college hearing l993,Im admitted to having committed unprofessional conduct, in that he
was found guilty of a criminal offence relevant to his suitability to practise medicine.

The Ontario college decided to let Im practise againas long as he limited his practice to
optometry and provided a chaperone when seeing women patients. He was also ordered to get
counselling.

Before the decade was through, more patient complaints emerged about his optometry practice in
Toronto. ln1999, two patients said Im brushed his penis up against them during their eye exams.
One of the women said Im stood in front of her with his penis pushing against her knees
repeatedly and that he became erect over the course of the examination. She testified Im said

"I'm sorry, my friend is touching you," the decision states.

The patient was "shocked, embarrassed and afraid when she returned to work after the
appointment," according to the college's document. She spoke with a counsellor at the sexual
assault centre and laid a charge at police headquarters.

Im denied his actions \ryere sexual. He said the patient misunderstood him when he said "I'm
sorry, my front is touching you."

In 2001, the committee found Im not guilty of sexual abuse, but he was found guilty of
professional misconduct for not adequately maintaining appropriate professional boundaries

The committee concluded the evidence did not prove that Im had intentionally touched his
patients in a sexual manner. It called it "a case of perception and misinterpretation."

His medical registration was suspended for 16 months to be reduced by 6 months if he completed
a physician's boundaries course. Im was also ordered to either have a female chaperone present
or videotape eye exrims of female patients.

Im once again faced ne\ry sexual assault charges in criminal court in 2005 for rubbing his groin
against a patient during an eye exam.

"I accept that his conduct in having contact with [the complainant] was not incidental or
accidental, and I accept her evidence that it was deliberate and it amounted to a sexual assault,"



Justice Marshall stated in finding him guilty in criminal court. Im was given a six-month

conditional sentence.
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The college revoked his right to practice at a hearing in 2009 at which Im denied he was guilty of
the 2005 criminal sexual assault conviction. He did, however, admit to professional misconduct

in that he has been found guilty of an offence that is relevant to his suitability to practise. His

registration remains revoked.

CBC News contacted Im and he declined an interview, stating he hadn't practised in years.

Doctor out after 3 findings of professional
misconduct
CBC News Posted: Jan2l,2016 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT

Dr. David Stuart Lambert. (Facebook/CBC News Graphics)
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Dr. David Stuart Lambert was found to have committed professional misconduct three times

over 20 years.

The family practitioner's licence was first suspended for six months in 1991 after the discipline

committee of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario found he had made sexual

remarks that were derogatory and unprofessional to three patients.
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The decision stated that calling a patient a "slut" because her two children had separate fathers,
offering to "taste" a patient's breasts and asking two patients for sex was Lambert's "ill-advised
attempt at humour rather than attempt to initiate sexual activity."

A decade later, Lambert faced the college discipline committee again. ln2002,the committee
accepted the testimony of all three complainants and found Dr. Lambert engaged in the sexual
abuse of three patients.

One patient, who secretly videotaped some of her offrce visits, testified Lambert removed his
pants, exposed his erect penis, kissed her, sucked her breasts and offered to take her to a hotel.

The second patient said he suggested they both remove their clothes in his office and give each
other a back rub. A third patient testified Lambert told her her breasts were "the right size" and
suggested he could relieve her stress by performing oral sex on her.

The committee called his sexual acts and/or remarks "repetitive" and remarked that his
psychiatric therapy was not helping.

The college revoked his licence and ordered him to pay $48,750.

"Lambert obviously has difficulty understanding or abiding by the proper boundaries of the
doctor-patient relationship," the decision states.

The Ontario college defines sexual abuse as: "sexual intercourse or other forms of physical
sexual relations between the member and the patient; touching, of a sexual nature, of the patient
by the member, or, behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature by the member towards the patient."

The revocation lasted less than a decade. Lambert won back his licence to practise in2009 by
convincing the college he had changed, "has gained insight into his aberrant behaviour" and that
he no longer constituted a threat to the public.

He was allowed to see patients again as long as he promised to limit his practice to men,
continue therapy and agree to being monitored.

A few months after Lambert's reinstatement, he was in trouble again. The committee found he
sexually abused a female patient when he brushed his finger against her breast. The patient was
actually a private investigator hired by the college to make sure he was complying with the limits
put on his practice.



The committee condemned Lambert for his misconduct, saying "he did so in a planned,

deliberate, systematic and repetitive fashion, and was, in fact, preparing to commit these

breaches even prior to his reinstatement."
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His licence was revokedin2012 and he was ordered to pay $27,000. He appealed but it was

rejected. He no longer practises.

"He is arrogant, entitled, duplicitous, self-serving, and continues to take no responsibility for his

misbehaviour. Despite years of therapy, there is no evidence that his inflexible attitudes and

behavioural pattems have been ameliorated or modified in any wây," wrote the committee,

noting he had a "moderately high risk" of committing further acts of sexual abuse in the future.

"His behaviour is a disgrace to himself and to the profession," said the committee.

CBC News contacted Lambert and he admitted guilt in his first two misconduct cases

Lambert said he was misjudged by the College of Ontario Physicians and Surgeons in the 2009

investigation.

" I will never take responsibility for 2009," he said. "It was a lie made up by the college so that

they could revoke my licence."

"I am innocent," he said. "I think my case was falsely accused and convicted of something I
didn't do."

"I have psychiatrists who believe in me," he said, adding he never made the same mistake twice.

B.C. doctor continues to practise after
multiple disciplinary actions

CBC News Posted: Jan2l,2016 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT
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Dr. Patrick Michael Nesbitt. (CBC News Graphics)
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Repeated disciplinary actions by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of B.C. have not
stopped Dr. Patrick Michael Nesbitt from practising. The V/est Vancouver-based general
practitioner's registration status is currently conditional/disciplined but active, allowing him to
continue to treat only adult male patients.

The B.C. college has disciplined Nesbitt five times beginning in 2000.

His first suspension was for sexually touching and fondling a patient outside of his office in
Maple Ridge and making inappropriate sexual comments to two others. Nesbitt's licence was
taken away for 12 months.

The college noted "his future professional conduct is required to be above reproach in every
respect."

Following his suspension, in 2002,the B.C. College of Physicians and Surgeons required that he
only see female patients with a chaperone present.

1n2004, Dr. Nesbitt admitted he was guilty of unprofessional conduct for making sexual
comments to a patient during an appointment. The college ordered a three-month suspension that
would be reduced to one month if he agreed to conditions that included participating in
counselling.
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In 2005, Nesbitt once again pleaded guilty to unprofessional conduct, with two female patients.

According to the college's press release, he used inappropriate language in front of a patient and

failed to act professionally and respectfully in his interaction with another.

The college imposed a six-month suspension from practice and a $2,500 payment to cover costs.

The B.C. College of Physicians and Surgeons told CBC News that Dr. Nesbitt was also

prevented from seeing female patients in 2005.

In2007, Dr. Nesbitt voluntarily withdrew from the practice of medicine. In 2010, the college

found he had "breached the terms of his registration" that he treat only adult male patients by

prescribing medication to 41 women, including some prescriptions for controlled substances

After a hearing, the college ordered him to take additional courses and pay a $25,000 fine. Dr.

Nesbitt returned to the medical profession in20l2 with restrictions that he practise in a group

setting, and that he only see adult males and that he take additional training courses.

Nesbitt was once again suspended in 2013 for breaching his conditions of practice. He was

required to complete a practice review, take a boundaries, ethics and professionalism course, and

agree to monitoring before he could get his licence back.

He was also ordered to pay $35,000 in costs and legal fees. Once again, the college stipulated in

the 2013 hearing that "Dr. Nesbitt's future professional conduct must be beyond reproach in

every aspect."

In a recent email, the B.C. College of Physicians and Surgeons told CBC's the Jìfth estate;

"College investigations into complaint matters over the years have shown that Dr. Nesbitt's

interactions with female patients have been repeatedly inappropriate and offensive. With each

finding of guilt, more and more conditions have been imposed to restrict Dr. Nesbitt in what he

can and can't do as physician."

His current physician profile on the College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia lists

him as "Active" with a conditional/disciplined registration.

Dr. Nesbitt agreed to an interview with CBC News. He said he was living with an undiagnosed

bi-polar condition that he now has under control.

"It's been years since I've had a complaint about any disinhibited, initative or impulsive

behaviour," he said.

Nesbitt also denied on camera that he had engaged in any inappropriate sexual behavior with any

women, and blamed the college for much of his troubles. "I think it's because I'm something of a
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provocative person. Not the stiff conservative type of personality they would like a physician to
be," Nesbitt told CBC News.

Psychiatrist fails to maintain proper
boundaries, accused of sexual abuse

CBC News Posted: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT

Dr. Paul Michael Porter. (Courtesy National Post/CBC News Graphics)
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Paul Michael Porter, a psychiatrist practising in St. Catharines, Ont., is currently facing his third
disciplinary process for improper conduct towards patients.

He is alleged to have sexually abused a patient, including holding her hand, kissing her, hugging
or caressing her, having her sit on his lap and making inappropriate andlor sexual remarks. Porter
is also accused of taking steps to conceal his conduct toward that patient.

Hearings were held by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario last fall and the
discipline committee has reserved its decision. Porter denies the allegations.
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The Ontario college defines sexual abuse as: "sexual intercourse or other forms of physical 7 6
sexual relations between the member and the patient; touching, of a sexual nature, of the patient

by the member, or, behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature by the member towards the patient."

ln20l2, Porter was found guilty of professional misconduct for failing to maintain boundaries

with two patients, a husband and wife. The discipline committee found Porter developed a close

personal relationship with the woman, "being akin to a member of her family." They spent time

at each other's homes, the decision said.

It said the two patients felt highly dependent on Porter. They began to give him "significant sums

of money" that they said were loans. Following the discipline decision, Porter agreed to repay

$17,400. He was handed a one-month suspension for professional misconduct.

At the time the patients started providing the money, Porter's medical registration had been

suspended while the college investigated other complaints.

In a split decision, a2002 discipline committee dismissed complaints of sexual abuse by two

female patients, citing insufficient evidence. "The majority of the panel found there was a lack of
clear, convincing or cogent evidence to support the allegation of sexual abuse," the committee

wrote.

However, the committee found Porter guilty of professional misconduct and incompetence

toward the two patients. Porter displayed a "serious lack ofjudgment" during his treatment of the

two, the panel stated in its decision.

"'Without regard for the serious nature of their illnesses (or its impact on them), he

communicated to these patients aspects of his life, his marriage, his children and their social life,

his adolescent problems, his previous marital problems and his history of alcoholism," the

decision states.

He was given a 3O-month suspension and restrictions on his practice thereafter. He successfully

appealed the penalty.

Two of the five members of the 2002 panel wrote a dissenting minority opinion saying they

would have found Porter guilty of the sexual abuse allegation.

Porter, through his lawyer Tom Curry, declined comment
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Doctor's certificate revoked after patient
sexual abuse, road rage and insults
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Dr. charles Nicholas Rathé. (courtesy windsor star/cBC News Graphics)
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In20I2, the College of Physicians Surgeons of Ontario revoked the certificate of a doctor after
finding multiple acts of professional misconduct between 2004 and2006,including sexually
abusing apatient, punching a woman in the face during a "road rage" incident, and insulting a
patient and her family.

The college revoked the registration of Dr. Charles Nicholas Rathé, a family physician who used
to practise in Belle River, Ont., near V/indsor. But it wasn't the first time Rathé had been in
trouble with authorities.

In2006, a discipline committee found Rathé "had been rude, derogatory and emotionally abusive
to some of his patients."

The panel also found his behaviour towards college staff had been "rude and abusive."

"Despite the complaints about him, there was never any question about Dr. Rathé's ability as a

clinician and no harm appears to have come to patients as a result of his practice," the committee
wrote.
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The discipline committee accepted that Rathé had a diagnosis, which included an impulse control

disorder as well as past abuse of opiates and benzodiazepine.

He was assessed a $5,000 fine and six-month suspension, with the suspension to be reduced if he

attended an anger-management program.

The penalty decision said the fine highlighted "the importance of being compliant with
requirements of the college if it is to function as a self-goveming body charged with protection

of the public."

However, Rathé appealed the committee's decision. As a result, the committee's six-month

suspension was stayed pending the outcome of the appeal. Four years later - in 2010 - a court

ordered Rathé's appeal be dismissed based on the consent of the parties.

Meanwhile,in2009, Rathé was in front of the college againto address more allegations.

In2007,he had been convicted of criminal assault ina2004 incident described as "road rage". A
court found he punched a woman in the face.

The discipline committee found that this amounted to conduct unbecoming a physician.

The panel also found Rathé had sexually abused a woman who became his patient in June 2005,

and the abuse included sexual intercourse.

A21-year-old single mother had testified at the discipline hearing that while she was a patient of
Rathé she had sex with him, sometimes at a hotel in Windsor during his lunch break and

sometimes at his house. Rathé denied the allegations.

"Dr. Rathé prescribed opiates for (the patient) to which she became addicted. Within a few

months of becoming his patient, she entered into a romantic relationship with him, which

included regular sexual intercourse. Dr. Rathé told her at the time that he was separated from his

wife. Eventually Dr. Rathé told her that he was going back to his wife, but offered to maintain a

relationship with her 'on the side,"' the decision said.

When the patient objected, Rathé stopped prescribing opiates for her and she experienced

episodes of withdrawal, the decision said.

The Ontario college defines sexual abuse as: "sexual intercourse or other forms of physical

sexual relations between the member and the patient; touching, of a sexual nature, of the patient

by the member, or, behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature by the member towards the patient."
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Along with revoking Rathé's registration, the discipline committee ordered him to pay costs of
523,725 to the college and $16,060 toward counselling for the patient. Rathé's certificate of
registration had previously expired in 2010 for failure to renew.

The college submitted Rathé had a "longstanding pattem of unacceptable conduct," including
"rude and abusive behaviour towards his patients, difficulties with anger control, dishonesty,
failure to take responsibility for his actions and lack of respect for the authority of the college."

Ultimately the college argued he was "ungovemable."

The committee determined Rathé's behaviour did not change over many years, despite repeated
sanctions and opportunities for remediation.

Rathé appealed both the decision and the penalty, but a court dismissed his appeal.

He also had a certificate to practice in Califomia and in20l2,the Medical Board of Califomia
revoked his certificate based on the Ontario action.

Rathé could not be reached for comment.

Manitoba doctor still practising despite
tserious and inexcusable? actions
CBC News Posted: Jan2l,2016 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT

Dr. Marvin Slutchuk. (www.lakewoodmedical.calCBC News Graphics)
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The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba censured Dr. Marvin Slutchuk in 1990 for

having a sexual relationship with a patient. It wasn't the only time the college found Slutchuk,

who still practises medicine in Winnipeg, guilty of improper conduct towards patients.

A 2003 panel found Slutchuk, a family physician, was sexually intimate with another patient in

1989 and againbetween 1996 and 1998. The panel found he violated his ethical obligations to

that patient and "exploited her for his personal advantage." She remained his patient until2002.

The same inquiry found that at a2001office Christmas party, attended by co-workers who were

also patients, Slutchuk went into the hot tub, nude, and one of his female patients was also in the

hot tub. "Towards the end of the party, Dr. Slutchuk was still nude in the hot tub at a point when

he and one of his female patients were the only individuals in the hot tub," the decision said.

The panel also found Slutchuk provided medical care to two of his family members in

circumstances that were not emergencies and when other physicians were readily available.

Slutchuk pleaded guilty to the charge and the panel decided to cancel his registration for

professional misconduct, citing failure to maintain proper physician/patient boundaries. The

panel took into account Slutchuk's "expression of great remorse" and his co-operation with the

college in its investigation.

The panel called Slutchuk's actions "serious and inexcusable deviations from the obligation of
physicians to maintain appropriate boundaries." It required him to pay 527,120 in costs.

Slutchuk regained his registration in 2007 but was not allowed to treat female patients. In 2010,

the college permitted him to see female patients again, noting "the rehabilitation which Dr.

Slutchuk has undertaken to date has been meaningful." He is currently practising at Lakewood

Medical Centre in Winnipeg with some restrictions still in place.

Slutchuk declined an interview request, but said that physicians are not educated in appropriate

boundaries.

"Physicians, trainees - I think that's happening no\ry - need to have a very, very extensive

course in boundaries with patients," he said
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Disciplined doctors often g¡ven 2nd chance to practise

250 doctors across Canada disciplined in past 15 years for patient boundary offences

By Holly Moore, Vera-Lynn Kubinec, CBC News Posted: Jan 21,2016 4:00 AM CT Last Updated: Jan

21,2016 10:24 PM CT

Doctors in Canada who engage in improper behaviour with patients - everything from inappropriate

comments and relationships to unwanted touching and sexual abuse - are frequently given a second

chance to continue practising, a CBC investigation has found.

Over the last 15 years, at least 250 doctors have been disciplined across the country for a litany of

patient boundary offences, according to a CBC News examination of discipline cases'

. Watch fåe fiftå esúafe's Doctors Without Boundaries on Fridav, Jan. 22. at 9 Þ.m.

. CBC Forum recap: lnvestigative iournalists Hollv Moore and Gecil Rosner took vour
questions about this storv

Fewer than one-third lost their licence, and about half of the doctors continue to practise today.

ln fact, CBC has identified 28 doctors who have been cited more than once for inappropriate behaviour

with their patients. Five of them continue to practise'

Barb Maceuarrie, community director at the Centre for Research and Education on Violence against

Women and Children at Western University, called the situation revealed by CBC's findings

"unacceptable."

"They're tragic really, because there's a story behind each one of those, of an individual who's really

been betrayed and injured by the conduct of the doctor," she said.

According to the disciplinary data, more than 380 patients were involved in inappropriate interactions

with doctors.

. PROFILES ¡ 12 Canadian doctors who have been disciplined more than once

Of the 2S0 doctors who were found to have behaved inappropriately with patients, 181 were general

practitioners and 32 were psychiatrists.

The statistics come from an analysis of 15 years of published doctor discipline cases across the country.

The process was made dif¡cult by the lack of uniform reporting and transparency rules in the different

jurisdictions and their respective regulatory bodies: the colleges of physicians and surgeons.

The governing body in Alberta, for instance, only publishes a summary of disciplinary findings going

back five years. Manitoba's website only lists discipline cases going back 10 years. Ontario's information

stretches back to the 1980s. The Yukon Medical Council said legislation restricted them from releasing

all discipline information.

The analysis found a total of 934 formal discipline cases representing 817 physicians in 10 provinces

and two territories. Offences ranged from faking credentials, ethical breaches and minor administrative

issues to a lack of skill and poor quality of care.

http:i/www.cbc.calnew slcanada/manitoba/doctors-discipline-patient-boundaries-1.3405780 Il22l20l6
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still working
here despite
ban in U.S.
Licensed to Practise in 0ntario,

dual citizen wfth \ryindsor clinic

accused of æsaulting Patients

¡¡cQtf¡s GALtAlll
STATF REPORTER.

A psJrchiåtist ban€d from practisfu in
t¡ã Û.S. contintres to operate a clinic

acmss theborderinïVindsor,wherche is

facing criminâl allegations of sonrally as-

sauftiig patients, an ùrpsti¡ption þ the

æC s tte ffiestafe has reræaleô

¡n¿ ¿eæiæ the crimin¡l cluqSes 
.

12 cpunts õtsonut acsault related to six

former oatients and one count of extor-

tioru atrding tatheffiesfcúe - Ravi

Shens\¡a is stiU tiænse¿ to practise in
Ontariq but can onþ see female patienb

when accompanied by a female health

omfessional
Shenar¿ who denies all the alleptions,

is one of three ptr¡¡sicims featurrsd in tåe

lûh estate prognm Toctors \üithout
Boundarieg' airing tonigþt at 9.

Tlre episode is part of awiden CBC in-
vestisition that found that at least

æo õoctott ta,,"been disciplined across

the countiy for rarioru patient boudary
offe¡rces o,,er t}e past 15 ¡æars, but fet¡/er

than one-third lost their licence, while

about half continue to prætise today.

It also comes as atashfurce is rwiewing
the rules around sorurl abuse by health

pmfessionals in Ontario, vthiù follonred

ä zo+ Star inræstig¡tion on doc'torc who

hat/e continued to practise despite having

beenfound guiltyindisciplinaryherinp
of so<ualþ-abrs'mg patien@ including

some doctors found criminally rcsponsi-

ble.
Ihe Star'g inræstigtion r€\,eåled that

20 Onta¡io doctors in 2014 had pnden
based restrictions on their licenceq in
sorne cases afterthe College ofPþicians
and Surgeons of Ontario found them
guilty of professional misconduct inr¡olv-

ing sexul abuse of a PatienL

DOCTOR continued on AO
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Shenava has
surrendered
licence in fJ.S.

DOCTOR from Al

Adual citizen of the U.S. and Cana-
d4 Shenava regularly drives fr om his
home in Michi$an to see patients at
his Tecumseh Rd. clinic in Windsor,
theffihestatefowtù
Actordingto the programb irvesti-

gatior¡ Shenava permanently sur-
nlndered his licence in the U.S. rath-
er than face a diseiplinary hearing on
allegations related to alcohol abusg
although he didn't admit to the üuth
of the allegations. He is prohibited
from reapplþgfor a licence in tìat
counbry, according to the CBC
Yet Shenav4 rvho fåe ffi estate

reported has pleaded guilty in the
past to drunk ùiving in Michigån,
continues to practise in Canada and
tlere is no mention on the CPSOrs

website that Shenar¡a su¡rendered
his Midriganlicence.

The college told the ffi estate m art
email thaf physiciarrs are legallyre-
quired to report anyprofessional or
criminal action they haræ faced in
any jwisdictio4 but would not say
whether Shenava informedthem of
his driving under the influence
drarge or loss of his medical licence.
\ühat the college's public register

does say is that Shenar¡a is facing
criminal cha¡ges and that, as part of
an undertalting with the college and
as part of his bail conditions, Shenava
may see female patientq but only
with a female þealth professional
presenl He must post signs at his
clinic informing patients of this re-
sÌ¡iction

A CPSO spokeswoman told the Star
the college's investigation into se"xr¡al

abuse allegations against Shenava is

One former patien! identified as

'TerurYr in the dreffi es¿afe Pro-
gam due to a publication ba& al-
leged'she was so<ually assaulted by
Shenava at his Winrlsor clinic in
20ú. (She is not one of the six pa-
tients whose accusations har¡e ledto
criminat charges against Shenava
that are cunentlybefore thecourt)

Jenny said she became uncomfort-
ablewhen shewas asked to describe
a previous sexual assault to Shenava

'Ttris man is gettingveryclose to me,
and I gotveryupsef she told fåefiftñ
esfafe. "Again he ofrered me a hu6 so I
got up, tookhis hugand atthat point
he kissed my nech and erænhraþ his
tongue ended up in my mouth"

She said Shenar¿ then wamed her
notto talkaboutthe incident Butthe
program reports that Jennywent to
Windsor police, and Shena¡¡a rryas

drarged with se:rual a¡sault
However, t}te prosecr¡tisn dropped

the cþarge after Jen¡fs credibility
became an iszue at the preliminary
hearing according to the pmgrarn

Jennytold fiefiftñ esfafe she hoped
the CPSO would inrcstigate Shena.
va, h$ daims the college neverfol-
lowed up on her complainl The pnc'
grim reported that the college did
reach out to Jenny after it was eon-
tactedbytheffiestde.
With files from Star staff

Dr. Ravi Shenava
regularly drives
across the
border from
Michigan to
practise in
Ontarid,
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Our Statement to The Fifth Estate

Jan2I,2016

CBC news andThe Fifth Estate øre reporting over the nextfew døys about physician discípline
øcross Cønøda. One Ontørìo doctor proliled is Dr. Stanley Dobrowolski. The followíng statement wøs
províded to The Fifth Estatefrom College Presídent Dr. Joel Kìrsh.

Dr. Stanley Dobrowolski's conduct was appalling and predatory. He betrayed the fundamental ethics
and principles to which all doctors must adhere and brought shame not only to himself, but also to the
medical profession. V/e find his behaviour deplorable and are profoundly disturbed by it. We are greatly
saddened that despite the College's good faith efforts through its investigative, disciplinary and
compliance monitoring processes, the outcome from Dr. Dobrowolski's prior disciplinary proceedings
over ten years ago did not ultimately protect patients from further harm. For that, we are truly sorry. V/e
remain deeply concerned about the impact on his patients.

Public protection is our responsibility and we take it seriously.

The College is committed to investigating and prosecuting sexual abuse complaints vigorously and we
provide support to patients throughout the entire complaints and discipline process. V/e have advocated
over many years for victims through the courts and system change.

We are a leading voice for ongoing improvements to our regulatory processes. We launched an initiative
in December 2014 to ensure that we are doing all that we can to protect patients from sexual abuse by
physicians. No patient should ever be sexually abused by a physician, and our goal is to eradicate sexual
abuse of patients in Ontario.

'We 
have looked carefully at what we as an organization can do to enhance our legislative framework

and our processes to protect and support patients. We are in the midst of making changes where we have
the power to do so. V/e have also asked for changes to the legislation that will both strengthen penalties
for sexual misconduct and enhance our ability to make investigations and prosecutions for sexual
misconduct more effective and efficient.

a

a

htç://www.cpso,on.ca.iWhatsnew/1.{ews-Releases/2016/Our-statement-to-The-Fifth-Estate 212120I6
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The College is committed to our fundamental duty to serye and protect the public interest.

http://www.cpso.on.calWhatsnedl.{ews-Releasesl20l6lOur-statement-to-The-Fifth-Estate 21212016
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College of Ghiropractors of Ontario
Registration Committee Report to Council
Tuesday, February 23, 2016

Members:

Staff Support:

Dr. David Starmer, Chair
Mr. Shakil Akhter
Dr. Bruce Lambert

Mr. Joel Friedmaq Director, Policy and Research

Ms Maria Simas, Registration Coordinator
Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel
Ms Andrea Szametz, Recording Secretary

Introduction and Recommendations

Since the last meeting of Council, the Registration Committee (the ooCommittee") has met

by teleconference on January 5 and February 2,2016. The Committee continues to
review referrals of applicants for registration. Monthly teleconference meetings have

been scheduled until April 2016 to ensure a timely response to all applicants that apply
for registration. One matter currently being considered by the Committee is the

appropriate approach with respect to applications for registration from individuals who
graduated from an educational institution BEFORE it was accredited. We will be relying

on advice from Richard Steinecke with respect to this, an. I also understand there will be

some discussions at the FCC meeting by all regulators concerning this issue and other

issues relating to accreditation.

In addition, the Committee will be considering various recent communications from the

Office of the Fairness Commissioner relating to CCO's reporting obligations.

We have no recommendations to bring forward at this time.

Current Member Status

Chart 1: Membership Statistics as at February 3,2016

Status Total
Active 4297

Active w/ Terms 0

Active-Non Resident 4t
Inactive - Resident 147

Inactive -Non Resident 7l
Retired 132

All categories 4688



Registration Committee Report to Council: February 23,2016

Chart 2: Change in Registration statistics for November 2012015- February 312016

Chart 3: Colleges of Graduation for New Registrants

CMCC 10
NYCC J

I would like to thank the members of the registration committee and the support staff for
their time and commitment: Dr, Bruce Lambert, Mr. Shakil Akhter, Mr. Joãî Friedman,
Ms Maria Simas, Ms Andrea Szametzand Ms. Jo-Ann Willson.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. David Starmer,
Chair, Registration Committee

2
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Description Total
New T3

Female 7
Male 6
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, February 09, 2016 1:32 PM
Rose Bustria; Joel Friedman
FW: lnvitation to Cycle 3 Assessment Briefings

88

Councíl

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. I I 1

Fax (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson(ôcco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distr¡but¡on, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by repiy e-mail
and delete all cop¡es including any attachments w¡thout reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Office of the Fairness Commissioner (MCllT)

Ima ilto :Officeofthe Fa i rnessCom m issioner@o nta rio.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, February 09,2OL6 10:14 AM
Cc: Brownlee, Allison (MCllT)<Allison.Brownlee@ontario.ca>; Cavaco, David (MCllT)
<David.Cavaco@ontario.ca>; Dean, Dana (MCllT)<Dana.Dean@ontario.ca>; Gates-Gasse, Er¡ka (MCllT)
<Erika.Gates-Gasse@ontario.ca>; Lowe, Sophia (MCllT) <Sophia.Lowe@ontario.ca>; Mendel, James
(MCl lT) <James.Mendel@ontario.ca>; Neuenhofen, Angelika (MCl lT)
<Angelika.Neuenhofen@ontario.ca>; Vanin, Sharon (MCllT) <Sharon.Vanin@ontario.ca>; Jafri, Nuzhat
(MCllT) <Nuzhat.Jafri@ontario.ca>; Bergeron, Kim (MCllT) <Kim.Bergeron@ontario.ca>
Subject: lnvitation to Cycle 3 Assessment Briefings

Dear Colleagues,

The Office of the Fairness Commissioner (OFC) is pleased to invite you to a briefing on the
upcoming launch of the third cycle of assessments of reg¡strat¡on pract¡ces. These briefing
sessions will provide updates on mod¡fications to the assessment program, including increased
flexibility and customization of the process. The OFC will outline the current assessment
process and tools, and you will have the opportunity to seek clarification and ask quest¡ons.

ln an attempt to accommodate busy schedules, we will be running four briefing sessions. Each
will be held at the Ontario Human Rights Commission, 180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900,
Toronto.

Session

A Tuesday, April 12th, 2016,10:00 am to 12:00 pm

B Tuesday, April 12th, 2016,2:00pm to 4:00pm

1



c Wednesday, April 13th, 2016, 10:00am to
12:00pm89

Regulators should choose to attend one of the briefino sessions. Each session will be filled on a
first-come, first-served basis.

We kindly request that a maximum of three individuals from your organization attend the
briefing, lndividuals who will be working directly on the assessment with OFC are encouraged to
attend.

Please select the session you are available to attend and RSVP to David Cavaco, at
david.cavaco(@ontario.ca or by phone at 416-325-9371 by March 4, 2016. lf you are unable
to attend one of these briefing sessions, please advise David and alternative arrangements will
be made.

Closer to the session, we will provide those registered with an agenda and meeting-specific
details. One week prior to the briefings, we will be sharing a number of revised assessment
documents for your review and in order to provide you the opportunity to prepare any questions
you may have in advance.

We look foruvard to hearing from you seeing you at our upcoming briefing

Regards,

Nuzhat Jafri
Executive Director
Office of the Fairness Commissioner
416-325-9651
www.fa i rnessco m m issio ner.ca

The information transmitted in this email is intended only for
the person to whom it is addressed and may contain
confidential material. Any review, dissemination, or other use
ofthis information by persons other than the intended
recipient is prohibited. lf you received this message in error,
please contact the sender and permanently delête it,
including any attachments, without making a copy. Thank
you.

D Wednesday, April 13th, 2016, 2:00pm to 4:00pm

2
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Wednesday, December 16,2015 7:55 PM
Rose Bustria
FW: Fair Registration Practices Reporting Website Now Available

Registration and Council

Jo-Ann P, Willson, B,Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar and General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : jpwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www,cco,on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING :

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the
person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited, If you have
received this e-mail in error, please notifo me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including
any attachments without reading it or making a copy, Thank you.

From: Opoku, Mabel (MCIIT) [Mabel.Opoku@ontarío.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, December 16, 2015 5:21 PM

Subject: Fair Registration Practices Reporting Website Now Available

Dear Colleagues,

The OFC is pleased to announce that the new modernized Fair Registration Practices
reporting website is now available for you to prepare your submission for 2015.

There are several new features in the site that will make it easier and more efficient for
you to complete the report. For those of you who attended the orientation sessions, you
will be familiar with these features. lf you have not attended and would like instruction
on how to navigate the new site, please contact your Advisor.

The report must be submitted by March 1,2016 and made publicly available by March
31,2016.

The reporting website can be found here: htto://ort.fairnesscommissioner.ca

The OFC has updated the FRP Reporting Guidelines to accompany the instructions
found on the site itself. Everything contained in the Guidelines appears in the site, but
you may wish to print a copy of the Guidelines. The new Guidelines are available on the
OFC website here:
http://fairnesscommissioner.ca/index en.php?page=publications/guidelines.

1



91 You may use your password and username from last year to access the site. lf you are
unable to find your username and/or password, please contact me at 416-314-7300 or
mabel.opoku@ontario.ca.

lf you encoúnter technical difficulties when you navigate the website, please contact me

With wishes for a wonderful holiday season,

MabelOpoku
Operations Manager
Office of the Fairness Commissioner
41,6-314-7300

www.fairnesscom missioner.ca

The information transmitted in this email is intended only for
the person to whom it is addressed and may contain
conf¡dential material. Any review, dissemination, or other use
ofthis information by persons other than the intended
recipient is prohibited. lf you received this message in error,
please contact the sender and permanently delete it,
including any attachments, w¡thout making a copy. Thank
you.

2
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STRATEGY FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

Table of Contents

1. lntroduction

2. Mandate

3. Fair Registration Practices Reports

4. Assessments

5. Entrylo-Practice Reviews

6. Audits

7. Working Together

8. Regulatory Bodies' Accountability

9. Strategy Flow Diagram

1. lntroduct¡on

The Fairness Commissioner encourages regulatory bodies to improve the way they register people who apply for
licences to pract¡se professions or trades in Ontario.

This section describes the OFC strategy for continuous improvement of registration practices. tt addresses how the
OFC:

¡ facilitates the improvement of registration practices
¡ fosters a culture of continuous improvement
¡ monitors the implementation of the fair-access legislation

The Commissioner believes that this approach allows the OFC to achieve its vision that Ontario be known as a place
where everyone who is qualified in a regulated profession or trade can legally practise it.

2. Mandate

The Fairness Commissioner's mandate is to ensure that the regulatory bodies covered by Ontario's fair-
access legislation have registration practices that are transparent, objective, impartial and fair.

Health regulatory colleges are covered by Schedule 2 to the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA). Other
regulatory bodies are covered by the Fair Access to Regulated Professions and Compulsory Trades Act, 2006
(FARPACTA). They must:

o meet the specific duties to provide the following:
o information to applicants
o internal review or appeal processes

o information on appeal rights

o transparent, objective, impartial and fair qualifications assessments
o training to their staff
o access for applicants to their own records
o timely decisions, responses and reasons to applicants (applies to regulators subject to FARpACTA only)

¡ meet the general duty to have registration practices that are transparent, objective, impartial and fair
o provide reports, such as Fair Registration Practices Reports, Entry-to-Practice-Review Reports and Audit

Reports

Strategy for Continuous Improvement
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94
3. Fair Registration Practices Reports

Each yea¡ each regulatory body submits its Fair Registration Practices Report to the OFC by March 1 for the preceding
calendar year. This report is the main way a regulatory body informs the OFC and the public about any changes and
improvements it has made to its registration practices over the past year.

For more information, see Fair Registration Practices Reports.

4. Assessments

The OFC assesses registration practices every three years to determine whether a regulatory body is demonstrating
registration practices that meet the duties set out in the fair-access legislation. The OFC assesses each regulatory body
in order to:

o determine which duties the regulatory body is demonstrating
¡ identify any areas for improvement and make recommendations
. engage the regulatory body in a concrete plan to commit to action

Where the OFC makes recommendations, the regulator must submit an action plan. lf a regulatory body does not
submit an action plan (or further evidence that it is demonstrating the specific duties for which recommendations
have been made), the OFC will hold the regulatory body to account.

For more information, see Assessment of Registration Practices.

5. Entry-to-Practice Rev¡ews

lf the OFC identifies that it needs further information to decide whether a regulator is meeting its legal obligations, it may
require a review.

Note: The OFC uses the name "Entry-to-Practice Reviews" for what the legislation refers to as "reviews of registration
practices." This has been done to clearly distinguish them from (and avoid confusion with) Fair Registration Practices
Reports.

Entry-to-Practice Reviews enable a regulatory body to examine its own licensing practices and determine whether its
requirements are all still necessary and relevant to practising the profession or trade in Ontario.

Reviews may be voluntary or mandatory.

The OFC encourages voluntary reviews because they contribute to a culture of thoughtful analysis and meaningful and
continuous improvement.

The OFC will require mandatory reviews on a case-by-case basis, when certain specific conditions are present.

For more information about voluntary and mandatory reviews, see Entry-to-Practice Reviews.

6. Audits

lf the OFC identifies that it needs further information to decide whether a regulator is meeting its legal obligations, it may
require an audit.

While an Entry-to-Practice Review comprises a regulatory body's examination of its own practices, an audit is an
independent investigation of a regulatory body's registration practices.

An independent investigation offers a wider range of techniques than the OFC has at its disposal and allows the OFC to
determine whether the regulatory body is meeting its legal obligations.

Audits will be required when there is a higher level of concern about a persistent issue or issues and the OFC
determines that an independent investigation is necessary.

For more information, see Audits

Strategy for Continuous Improvement
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7. Working Together

The OFC conducts education and outreach activities with regulatory bodies on their fair-access obligations. lt also
advises and influences them to continuously improve their practices.

The OFC works with regulatory bodies on a continuous basis to:

¡ monitor emerging issues

. identify improvements that are meaningful and achievable

. identify practices that can be shared with other regulatory bodies to provide constructive examples of
how improvements can be made

Every year, each regulatory body meets with the OFC. Every third year, this meeting is used to discuss the
assessment of registration practices. (The OFC has created the document, "Preparing for the Assessment Meeting: A
Checklist for Regulators", to help regulators prepare for this meeting.) Between assessments, the OFC and the
regulatory body use their annual meeting to discuss the findings in the latest Fair Registration Practices Report,
challenges, accomplishments and commendable practices.

The meeting date is chosen to avoid the regulatory body's peak activity periods.

The meeting is an opportunity for the OFC and the regulatory body to discuss issues related to its obligations in the
fair-access legislation. These issues may include:

o the results of an assessment
o commitments

. progress aligned with the duties in the fair-access legislation
r changes to:

o registration practices

o data trends

o provincial, national or international projects that affect registration
o regulations, bylaws and policies

o trends in registration-related inquiries andior complaints

The OFC reviews the evidence it has on an ongoing basis. lf the evidence indicates that the regulatory body has failed
to submit required information, the oFC will hold the regulatory body to account.

8. Regulatory Bodies' Accountability

Assessments and action plans enable regulatory bodies to commit to improving their practices and enable the OFC to
hold regulatory bodies accountable for improvement.

The OFC will hold regulatory bodies to account by taking further steps if they do not implement the actions committed to,
or fail to submit required information, or there are unresolved and ongoing issues affecting applicants. The OFC will
communicate this issue to the regulatory body and to the appropriate minister.

For regulatory bodies governed by FARPACTA, the OFC may issue a compliance order if it decides that a
regulatory body has not complied with the specific duties listed in FARPACTA, Part lll, or has not provided the
required reports described in Part Vl.

For regulatory colleges governed by the RHPA, the Commissioner recommends to the Minister of Health and Long-
Term Care that a college take action. The minister has oversight of the health regulatory colleges.
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9. Strategy Flow Diagram

The following d¡agram shows the flow of activities in the OFC's strategy for continuous improvement. 96
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WHAT IS THE OFFICE OF THE

FAIRNESS COM M ISSIONER?

The Office of the Fairness Commissioner (OFC) was created by the Fair Access to

Regulated Professions and CompulsoryTradesAct,2006 to ensure that everyone

who is qualified to practise in a profession or trade that is regulated in Ontario can

get a licence to practise here. This need arose because some professionals, particularly

those trained outside of 0ntario, were encountering unnecessary obstacles.

The 0FC works with the regulatory bodies that oversee the regulated professions and

trades, to ensure that their licensing processes are transparent, objective, impartial

and fair. Ultimatel¡ the OFC's goal is to ensure that anyone qualified in a regulated

profession or trade who wishes to practise in Ontario is not prevented from doing so

by an unduly complex, costly or time-consuming licensing system.
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MESSAGE FROM THE COMMISSIONER

There was a moment, in late November 2014, when I realized just how far we have come since the Office of the

Fairness Commissioner (0FC) was established. I was at the 0FC's Transforming Access forum, listening to the

conversations about:

I immigrant-serving organizations and regulatory bodies and postsecondary institutions working together to

reduce barriers for internationally educated professionals

I a global economy where credentials are portable and mobile, meaning that jurisdictions must be competitive

to attract the best and the brightest

r the importance of harnessing the skills of newcomers to Ontario, ensuring all are able to contribute once

they are here

These were conversations not just about fair access, but what fair access rneans - in real, practical, economic and

societal terms.

It struck me that this was an extraordinary dialogue, given that eight years ago such topics were barely on the radar

screen. To now hear fair access being talked about with so much passion and innovation, and to know that the talk is

being followed up by action, filled me with a great sense of accomplishment,

I am extremely proud of the OFC's leading role in bringing a fair-access agenda to the forefront, helping to spearhead

national and provincial strategies and serving as a model for other jurisdictions.

I am proud of our groundbreaking research, analysis and reports.

I am proud of the hundreds of licensing improvements we have brought about.

I am proud of cataloguing exemplary practices, to both guide and inspire further improvement.

I am proud of creating new paths for applicants for licences to practise professions and trades in Ontario, with clear

protocols and processes to help them navigate through a complex system.

Above all, I am proud of changing the conversation, highlighting fair access as a topic worth pursuing .The Transforming

Access forum was, in itsell a measure of the OFC's determination and success in moving the fair-access agenda fon¡¡ard.

It signalled major, tangible advancement since the OFC began its work in 2007.

Back then, I can assure you, the conversations were very different, if they were taking place at all.

At the time, much of the talk around this issue centred on anecdotes about engineers and doctors driving cabs. While

these stories were certainly valid, in some ways they minimized bigger concerns such as chronic underemployment

among immigrants, increasing labour mobility, and systemic obstacles faced by too many applicants,

My job, as Fairness Commissioner - a first not just for Ontario but for the entire world - was to raise awareness of

these broader issues, and to develop strategies to address them.

1
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I am pleased to report that we have made tremendous progress. Yes, some internationally trained professionals

continue to face barriers preventing them from fully contributing, and there are still too many unnecessary hurdles and

complications in the licensing process. But I truly feel that we have built momentum in the right direction, as evidenced

by the extensive improvements in licensing practices and the robust engagement of so many of our stakeholders.

I want to commend OFC staff members for their commitment and diligence in bringing the OFC to this point.

ldentifying licensing obstacles, drawing attention to them and developing recommendations for improvement

is painstaking work. lt is a credit to our staff's dedication that so many improvements have been made, and

that relations with regulatory bodies and other stakeholders are so strong.

The OFC continues to face challenges in its efforts to improve access, Some baniers cannot be addressed by regulators

alone. Government and other stakeholders must do their part to eliminate barriers and help enable fair access.

Fortunately, for the most part the spirit of cooperation throughout the licensing community has been admirable,

And the 0FC's role in fostering continuous improvement continues to grow.

Over the years, the comment I have heard most often is that the OFC has made a difference just by being here,

No doubt that is why other jurisdictions have taken steps to emulate us. We are giving Ontario an economic and

cultural advantage, demonstrating that we welcome qualified professionals, regardless of where they were trained.

This journey is far from oveç of course. There is still much, much work to be done. But as I leave the OFC, I am

heartened by the progress we have made together, and the direction we have set for the future.

I wish the new Commissioner all the best in building on this strong foundation, continuing a transformation that

is making Ontario a world leader in fair access.

May the four words that have guided my time as Ontario Fairness Commissioner - Transparent . Objective .
lmpartial . Fair - echo throughout Ontario's licensing community for many years to come.

Hon.JeanAugustìne, PC, CM, CBE Fairness Commissioner from2007 to March 2015

About the Commissioner - Hon. Jean Augustine, PC, CM, CBE

Jeøn Aagustine serued øs Ontario's Fairness Commissioner - the frst person eaer to hold this position -fro*
2007 until her retirement in March Z1¡lS. St , is a Mernber of the Order of Canada, in recognition of her
distinguished ca.reer as an educator, polítician and adaocøte þr social justice. Her rna.n! accomplishments

include being the /ìrst Africøn-Canadian wlrnan elected to the Parliarnent of Cønøda and then the frst
bkch woman to serae in afederal Cabinet.

2
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A GROWING CONSTITUENCY

The number of licensed members of professions and trades in Ontario, as well as the number of regulatory bodies

under the mandate of the Office of the Fairness Commissioner (0FC), continues to grow.

The 0FC now oversees the licensing practices of 42 regulatory bodies.

ln 2014:

r The OFC started collecting data about the registration practices of the Human Resources Professionals

Association, which includes 20,874 members.

r Overall, there was a 1.9% rate of growth in the numbers of licensed professionals and tradespeople in

Ontario in 2014 compared to 2013. This is consistent with the slow but steady increase seen in previous years.

The following graphic shows some further statistical highlights for 2014.|t also highlights the growth in some areas

from 2002 when the OFC began its work, to 2014.
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The top five source countries of international applicants to Ontario professions and trades are lndia, the Philippines,

China, the United States and Australia. The professions and trades receiving the bulk of these applications are nursing,

certified general accounting, teaching, engineering and medicine. 3
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TIMELINE:
ACTION ON FAIR ACCESS

o

2006
Fair Access to Regulated

Professions Act, 2006,

creates the Office

of the Fairness

Commissioner (0FC).

2007

,) i \i:ii,
All regulated professions

in Ontario begin to
undergo audits, as

the OFC reviews and

analyzes licensing

paths, procedures

and rationales.

r

201 0
0FC develops a

method, the first in

Canada, for assessing

licensing practices.

0FC releases

Clearing the Path:

Recommendations

for Action in 0ntario's
P rofessional Licensi ng
sl/stem, sett¡ng

out 1 7 spec¡fic

recommendations.

o'

Hon. Jean Augustine

is named Fairness

Commissioneç

the first position

of its kind in

the world.

0FC begins gathering,

for the first time, hard

data on licensing in

0ntario's regulated

professions.

F

æ
t_

.l,"",,","",,,',',,,",",,',

2009
OFC surveys

qualifications

assessment agencies,

to learn more about
the falrness of their
aSseSsments.

4
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OFC releases Gettlng

Your Professional

Licence in 2ntaria
The Experiences ol
lnternational and
Canadian Applicants,

the first study ever

commissioned 1o

document applicants'

experiences.

0FC publishes results

of a research project on

licensing requirements

in other Canadian
jurisdictions.
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OFC works with
0ntario regulators

on implementation of
the 0ntario Labour

Mobil¡tyAct.

OFC launches its

first comprehensive

assessment of all 37

regulatory bodies within
its mandate - the first
assessment of its kind

in Canadian history.

Õ

,.,...,,....',.''.''''',.,'.

2013
OFC releases A Fair Way to Go: Access to

Ontario's Regulated Professions and the

Need to Embrace Newcomers in the Slobal

Economy, a 77-page report on the state of
0ntario's licensing system.

OFC presents the forum "Protection or

Protectionism?" to expand the fair-access

discussion to broader issues around
global competition, labour mobility

and immigration policy.

0FC launches the Exemplary Practices

Database, an online searchable tool citing

more than 100 excellent practices, to serve

as both a guide for all regulatory bodies and

a motivator for better licensing.

An OFC study, Academic Requiremenß and

Acceptable Alternatives : Challenges and

)pportun¡t¡es for the Regulated Professions

in )ntario, results in 11 recommendations

to streamline academic requirements and/

or provide acceptable alternatives for

internationally educated professionals.

2014
The second comprehensive assessment is completed,

after l8 months of in-depth analysis of 34 regulatory

bodies' licensing practices.

OFC presents a fair-access forum , Transforming

Acces5 welcoming I 50 multi-stakeholder participants.

ln collaboration with the Ministry of Citizenship,

lmmigration and lnternational Trade, the 0FC

conducts a study comparìng employment match

rates in regulated professions between immigrants

and their counterparts born and educated in Canada.

2015
0FC releases its report, Assessment of
Registration Practices: Progress and

Problems in 2013-2014, detailing the

results of the 2013-14 assessment

cycle (Cycle 2).

OFC prepares to launch online learning

modules to help regulatory bodies comply

with legislation.

After seven years of leadership, Hon. Jean

Augustine retires as 0ntario's Fairness

Commissioner.

Helen Angus is named as interim Fairness

Commissioner.

2012

{{

\¿* )
0FC completes the

first comprehensive

aSSeSSment and

publishes the

outcomes, including

339 recommendations

for improvement and

304 commendable

practices.

5
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ASSESSING PROGRESS

ASSESSMENTS OF REGISTRATION PRACTICES

From May 2013 to September 2014, the 0FC conducted the second comprehensive assessment of regulatory bodies'

licensing practices, Building on the first cycle of assessments (conducted in 201 1-1 2), this second cycle targeted areas

of weakness previously identified, for 34 regulatory bodies.

Because the Cycle 2 assessments were targeted, the OFC was able to probe more precisely, deeply, and rigorously in

the areas of weakness, and with a stronger emphasis on transparency and on clear evidence.A thorough analysis of
the Cycle 2 assessments appears in ,Assessmenf of Registration Practices: Progress and Problems in 2013-20't4,
wh ich is ava i lable at www.fai rnessco mmissioner.ca.

The following three pages highlight the progress and problems described in the report.

I

ENABLING CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

Central to the work of the OFC is a continuous improvement strategy. The OFC advises and influences

the regulators to continuously improve their practices, monirors emerging issues, idenrifies improvemenrs

that are meaningful and achievable, and identifies exemplary pracrices that can be consrructively shared

with other regulatory bodies.

In addition to comprehensive assessments, the OFC requires annual Fair Registration Practices reports,

and periodic Entry-to-Practice reviews and audits. Each ofrhese processes aims to ensure thar all regulators

are meeting their duties under fair-access legislation.

6
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SÏATISTICAL HIGHL¡GHTS

The Cycle 2 assessments reflect notable progress:

r 92o/o of the recommendations from Cycle I had been implemented, with the remaining

26 recommendations carried over into Cycle 2.

r 7 (20o/o) of the 34 regulatory bodies that were assessed in 201 3-1 4 did not receive any

recommendations at all.

r Most regulators continue to work diligently to improve their licensing procedures, as evidenced by the

167 commendable practices identified in Cycle 2.

The OFC also made 247 recommendations for improvement in Cycle 2. Clearly, problems persist.

PROGRESS

The Cycle 2 assessments offered ample evidence that regulatory bodies are making a concerted and strategic effort to

improve their licensing practices.

More Accessible lnformation and Greater Transparency

Regulatory bodies are making more information available to applicants, and in a greater variety of ways.

Examples include:

I adding new information to their websites or reorganizing existing information to make it clearer and easier

to find

r providing clearer information about how to request an appeal or review of a decision

r stating more clearly the rationales for their registration requirements

r improving the quality and quantity of information that they provide to all applicants, and especially to those

who are internationally educated

More Flexible Registration Pathways

Regulators are increasingly open to considering alternative pathways that individuals can use to demonstrate the

competencies - the skills and knowledge - required for professional practice.

Better Training

Almost half of the regulatory bodies found ways to improve training to reduce bias among decision-makers and assessors.

7
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PROBLEMS

While progress is clearly being made, the Cycle 2 assessments identified some persistent problems, especially in areas

related to:

r lack of fairness of registration requirements

r quality of assessments and registration decisions

r inadequate access to records

The assessments also revealed ongoing concerns about regulators' understanding of the law and fair-access principles,

underdeveloped ways of soliciting feedback from applicants, and a reluctant approach to transparency.

Lack of Fairness of Registration Requirements

A large number - 93% - of regulatory bodies could improve the fairness of their registration requirements,

ln particulaç improvement is needed in developing defensible rationales for registration requirements, such as

Canadian-experience requirements, and in recognizing acceptable alternatives to standard academic requirements.

r Canadian experience - Some regulatory bodies require applicants to undergo a period of practical

training or work experience in Canada (or Ontario) related to the profession or trade. This is a particular

focus for the 0FC because it contributes to the systemic disadvantage of internationally educated applicants

applying for a licence to practise in Ontario.

t Recognizing acceptable alternatives - Flexible pathways help to ensure that all people, regardless of

where they were educated, have equal opportunity to demonstrate their qualifications and competencies.

The OFC continues to influence regulatory bodies to develop accessible, affordable and sustalnable alternative

pathways for applicants to meet requirements for licensing. lt also continues to recommend the Ontario

government provide guidance and oversight for regulatory bodies where there is a lack of money to

implement or sustain alternative pathways,

Quality of Assessments and Decisions

Regulatory bodies must connect their registration requirements to the competencies needed to enter their

professions. But regulatory bodies must also ensure that their evaluation methods allow applicants to demonstrate

those competencies.

The OFC's Cycle 2 assessments revealed that nearly 40o/o of the regulators had difficulties explaining how their

assessment criteria were linked to the required competencies or to explain the connection to applicants.

Overall, the OFC made recommendations for improvement to 73% of the regulatory bodies assessed on their

assessment of qualifications.

I
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Specific issues that continue to concern the OFC include:

I lmpartiality - Many regulatory bodies found it difficult to explain the steps they took to ensure that they

were implementing impartial practices. The 0FC continues to challenge regulatory bodies to identify sources

of bias and develop strategies to reduce it in assessment and decision-making processes.

r Accountability of qualifications assessment agencies - Most regulatory bodies outsource various

licensing steps to externalorganizations (third parties), such asWorld Education Services or a national

body for the profession. ln the Cycle 2 assessment, 31 % of regulatory bodies did not demonstrate adequate

measures to hold their third parties accountable for having transparent, objective, impartial and fair practices.

The number of regulatory bodies receiving recommendations for improvement in this area is hþherthan

in 2011-12.

lnadequate Access to Records

The 0FC made recommendations for improvement to 12 regulatory bodies that needed to enhance transparency

regarding document retention and applicants' access to their records.

Applicants need to access their records, including their application and supporting documents, to help them

understand a decision, build an appeal case, and maintain access to documents that are difficult or costly to obtain

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT AT THE OFC

Adhering to the continuous improvement approach that the Office of the Fairness Commissioner requires

of regulators, the OFC regularly reviews and updates its own processes and procedures'

After completing the Cycle 2 assessments, the OFC changed the assessment rycle to every three years from

rwo. This will give regulatory bodies more time to implement improvements and show Progress before the

next cycle begins.

The OFC has updated its continuous improvement strategy, as well as revising its approach to Entry-to-

Practice reviews, audim and Fair Registration Practices rePorts.

9
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ONGOING MONITORING

The 2014-'l 5 fiscal year was very busy for the OFC with activity surrounding the second cycle of assessments of regulatory

bodies' registration practices (see the previous section). The two-year (now three-year) assessments are only one way -
although a major one - that the OFC monitors registration practices and encourages continuous improvement.

The 0FC works regularly with regulatory bodies and other stakeholders, and receives information about their activities

from many sources, such as the regulators' annual Fair Registration Practices reports and ongoing dialogue. ln this

way, the 0FC learns frequently about progress regulators have made as part of the continuous improvement efforts,

along with challenges they are facing, and progress and problems involving other organizations, such as qualifications

assessment agencies.

This section highlights some of these achievements and problems.

POSITIVE CHANGE

SeltAssessing Using Recognized Professional Standards

lndependent of the 0FC's assessment, the College of Early Childhood Educators voluntarily reviewed its own regulatory

practices using the standards of the UK Professional Standards Authority for Health and Social Care. This enabled the

college to identify its successes and areas that needed improvement. The findings of the review are informing the

college's work plans and budget, and are aiding in cross-departmental awareness and collaboration.

Streamlining Application Through an 0nline Portal

The NationalAssociation of Pharmacy RegulatoryAuthorities launched Pharmacists' Gateway Canada - a new

national portal to help applicants who graduated with a pharmacy degree not accredited by the Canadian Council for

Accreditation of Pharmacy Programs. The new portal is the first point of contact for internationally educated pharmacist

applicants. lt acts as a central repository for original documents and evaluation results, to help eliminate duplication in

documentation requirements across provincial and national bodies.

10
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The portal creates a fair, consistent approach to registration in all Canadian provinces. lt also provides important

information online and through telephone support, and features two self-assessment tools to help international

applicants make an informed decision before starting the process to become licensed as pharmacists in Canada.

SEEKING SOLUTIONS

Some fair-access challenges are especially difficult and may involve many stakeholders.

Medical Residency Requirement

For internationally educated physicians, collaboration between government, regulators, and assessors is necessary to

offer viable alternatives to Canadian residency training.

To become licensed in Ontario, most immigrant physicians must complete residency training in Canada. About 2,000

applicants compete each year for the 200 0ntario residency positions reserved for international medical graduates. ln

201 4, over 60% of these positions were granted to Canadians who studied medicine abroad, making it disproportionately

difficult for immigrant physicians to secure residency training. Canada-wide, only 19% of immigrant physicians applying

for residency were successfully matched to a training position. For the sub-group educated in Africa, Asia and the

Middle East, fewer than 10% were successful in securing a residency match.

The 0FC has discussed with the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontar¡o (CP50) exploring alternative routes to

licensing so that qualified immigrant applicants have a fair opportunity to fulfil licensing requirements. ln particular, the

0FC has called for practice-ready assessment and training positions.

The OFC continues dialogue with CPSO and the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care about creating practice-ready

assessment opportunities in Ontario.

Unifying Accounting Regulatory Bodies

Ontario's three accounting regulators are moving toward unification into a single entity called the Chartered Professional

Accountants of Ontario (CPA Ontario). The OFC has met with each regulator over the past year to monitor how

this unification will affect new and current applicants. The three regulators have developed transition plans and

communications materials to inform applicants about the transition.

The OFC is in ongoing dialogue with CPA Ontario, the new body that represents all three accountlng professions.

The OFC reviewed existing accounting professions' legislation and identified improvements that would strengthen

accountability, transparency and ministerial oversight in new legislation that will govern CPA Ontario.

11
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Nursing Competency Assessment

Since 2013, the College of Nurses of Ontario (CN0) has required internationally educated registered nurse applicants

whose academic credentials are not equivalent to Canadian standards to undergo an Objective Structured Clinical

Examination (OSCE), to show that they have the required competencies. The OSCE is administered by a third party

that submits applicants' scores to the cN0. The cN0 then applies further assessment.

The OSCE includes an assessment of self-regulation and ethics, but applicants must also complete a separate

jurisprudence exam administered by the CN0. Therefore, internationally educated applicants who take the OSCE

may be tested on this material tw¡ce,

The OFC has asked the CNO to explain how it evaluates OSCE scores and the rationale for including in the oSCE

material that may be addressed in the jurisprudence exam.The CNO has made progress and the OFC continues to

monitor the efforts.

12
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TRANSFORMING ACCESS -
FAIR-ACCESS FORUM

On November 21 ,2014, the OFC hosted a forum called Transforming Access - the first such event in the 0 FC's history.

Nearly 150 participants attended the multi-stakeholder conference, which included regulatory bodies, postsecondary

institutions, and immigrant-serving organizations.

The forum gave part¡cipants an opportunity to look back on the work of the OFC and generate ideas for working

more closely together to advance the fair-access agenda. Presenters provided local, provincial, national and

global perspectlves.

Following are highlights of the forum.

TA¡R ACCESS IN NAT¡ONAL PERSPECTIVE

This panel discussion focused on best practices and lessons learned from Canadian fair-access experiences that suggest

new ways for stakeholders to improve licensing in Ontario, including:

r putting more energy into Mutual Recognition Agreements

r working with regulators to administer assessments and exams abroad

r ensuring that employers are part of the solution

r improving the quality and quantity of bridging programs

r providing limited licences to practise

ROUNDTABLE SESSIONS

Transforming Access included four roundtable sessions, in which participants heard expert presentations and joined

discussions about relevant topics. Following are synopses of the sessions.

13
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Challenging 0ur Assumptions about Competency

Competency assessment is increasingly considered the gold standard for evaluating an applicant's qualifications for

entering practice; that is, what a person can do is far more relevant to licensing than whether he or she can pass a

theoretical-knowledge-based exam or has an educational credential.

By linking assessment tools to competencies, regulators can focus on what applicants know and can do.This is

especially important for people who were educated outside Canada.

Mult¡-Sta keholder Work Group Model

Nova Scotia's Multi-StakeholderWork Group model is a successfulapproach to bringing diverse people and

organizations together on a regular basis, in order to develop a collective model for change and devise solutions

to immigrants' employment issues.

Discussions highlighted the relevance of multi-stakeholder collaboration to address fair access to the regulated

professions ¡n 0ntario.

Because fair-access legislation is already in place in Ontario, multi-stakeholder work groups may have easier access

to foundations and private funding for innovation and experimentation.

Stretching the Limits of Research

Research changes as new questions and findings emerge, For example, the field of research into immigration has

recently merged with the research into the composition of the different regulated professions. This session provided

an opportunity for researchers to discuss the recent studies and the work that still needs to be done.

Postsecondary Education and FairAccess

ln recent decades the number of immigrant professionals coming to Canada has increased exponentially - with many

requiring upgrading, particularly in language skills, in order to qualify for licensing. But the quantity and quality of the

educational programs and systems they need have not kept pace.

Regulatory bodies and academic institutions that provide the necessary programs must work together. And a "road

map" is needed for integrating immigrant professionals, outlining the roles and responsibilities of educational

institutions, government, settlement agencies, employers and immigrants themselves.

KEYNOTE SPEECH: OPENING BORDERS, MAINTA|NtNG STANDARDS

Harry Cayton, CBE (Chief Executive, ProfessionalstandardsAuthorityfor Health and Social Care, UK)delivered a

presentation outlining push and pull factors for labour mobility and made many interesting observations. He discussed

fair access in the global market and an ethics framework for skilled migration.
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DIVERSE PARTICIPATION

Ihe Transforming Accessforum drew a diverse range of stakeholders related to fair access - including

academict innovators, consultants and program managers. The OFC is grateful to the organizations that

presented at the forum:

r CARE Centre for lnternationally Educated Nurses

r Centre for Global eHealth lnnovation, University

Health Nenruork

r Centre of Excellence for Research on lmmigration

and Settlement

r Department of Economics, McMaster University

r Ethnic, lmmigration and Pluralism

Studies Program, Munk School of

Global Affairs, University of Toronto

¡ George Brown College

¡ MartekAssessmentLtd.

r Nova Scotia Department of Labour

and Advanced Education

r Office of the Manitoba Fairness Commissioner

0ntario College of Trades

Pharmacy Examining Board of Canada

Professional Standards Authority for Health

and Social Care, UK

Ryerson Centre for lmmigration and Settlement

Ryerson Maytree Global Diversity Exchange,

Ryerson University

School of Policy Studies, Queen's University

Toronto Region lmmigrant Employment Council

Touchstone lnstitute

Tri-campus Expansion and lnternational

Professionals lnitiatives, School of Continuing

Studies, University of Toronto

WeirFoulds, LLP
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MATCH-RATE STUDY

r .\oli¡E

Full results of this study will be published in a special edÌtion of the Canadian Public Policy Tburnal.

Match Rate
A match rate is the total number of people working in the regulated profession divided by the total
number of employed people who have completed the related education that would nonnally lead to
licensure in that profession.

The OFC partnered with the Ontario Ministry of Citizenship, lmmigration and lnternationalTrade on an ambitious

research project designed to compare the employment match rates for immigrants educated in a regulated profession

outside Canada with their counterparts born and educated inside Canada.

The study examined Stat¡stics Canada data for 2006 and 201 1, and analyzed trends and provincial comparisons over

the five years following implementation of Ontario's fair-access legislation,

Some of the findings were positive. For example, in 2006-02 internationally educated individuals made up 33,4%

of those who studied to practise a regulated profession, but only 16.10/o of those licensed (a gap of 17,3%). gver

the next five years, this representation gap narrowed by 2.7o/o.The gap between internationally educated immigrant

professionals who are licensed and Canadian born and educated professionals who are licensed has narrowed over time.

Although not specifically a match-rate issue, this is a positive change, and is directly related to the work of the OFC.

unfortunately, progress in employment has not been as significant as progress in licensing.

The research also yielded some alarming results, as shown in the following infographics:

MORE THAN 75o/o
of employed immigrant professionals were work¡ng
in jobs oußide their field, and most of those jobs

ooo

were well below their skill level.
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ln Ontario, 24.1% of intemationallyeducated immigrants

were working in üreir profesion, compared to 51.5% of
the Canadian bom and educated.

lnternationally educated immigrants

For the rest of Gnada, the conesponding
figures were 24.1o/o and54.7o/o.

lnternationally educated immigrants

Canadian born and educated

OOG*'6{râË¡¡;;'
24.1o/o ttff$,ffffiËtrgls

OaGü*â?0SË+j.ù.$
24.7o/o Ifi¡ i**1;f 1fsitrww

Canadian born and educated

OaOOae*Ê'r
sl.s% ItlttËË#:, ,

aaOOOG;tii;'?;å
54.7o/o I t I t t l# rj: 

É#,'ãi'#r

Overall, the findings indicate that continuing growth In the numbers of internationally educated professionals -
both immigrants and Canadian born - reinforces the importance of foreign-qualification recognition for Canada

The research supports:

r a continued role for fair-access legislation to hold regulators accountable

r stronger engagement with employers to promote immigrant hiring and retention

r specialized advisement and training for alternative careers

r thoughtfully designed pre-arrival initiatives that reduce time away from professional practice without

increasing baniers to immigration
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OUTREACH/EDUCATION
ACTIVITIES

The 0FC continues to make presentations, provide advice, and educate stakeholders about fair access to the

professions and trades.

ONLINE LEARNING PROJECT

As part of its ongoing education activities, the OFC is working closely

with regulatory bodies to develop open-access, interactive, online

learning modules.

These modules will be free , flexible learning resources to help regulators

orient and train their staffand council members about the fair-access law. ffi

Professionally developed with instructional designers and conrenr experrs, rhe modules will be a useful

component of a regulatort training program.

ln 2014, information was gathered about regulators' learning needs. Module development began in
October 2014, with the Êrsr resrs ro be done in spring 2015.

The online modules are scheduled to be launchedin fall 2015.

CONFERENCES AND SPEECHES: HIcHLtGHTS

The 0FC made presentations and delivered speeches at various gatherings throughout the year. Highlights include:

r delivering a keynote address at the City of Toronto's Kennedy Employment & Social Services conference at

the Ellesmere Community Centre in Scarborough, Ontario

r participating as a member of a panel on "Removing the Canadian Experience Barrier- Recognizing Experience,

Facilitating Learning" at the Canadian AssociaÌion for Prior Learning Assessment conference in Ottawa
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r organiz¡ng and participating in the Canadian Network of NationalAssociations of Regulators' plenary

session in Montreal on "Transparency as a Gateway to Accountable Governance"

r organizing and participating in a plenary session at the Metropolis Conference on "Putting lmmigrant

Skills toWork: Employment Match Rates in the Regulated Professions," in Vancouver

r , delivering a speech at a professional development program at Osgoode Hall Law School in Toronto on

"Registration fairness and labour mobility - how to balance diversity and objectivity in professional regulation"

r serving as a panel member at the Touchstone lnstitute forum on competency assessment in Toronto

GETTHE FACTS -ACCREDITATION INFORMATION FOR FOREIGN TRAINED

PROFESSIONALS

'A aery successful euent that uefoand to be extremeþ benefcial to handreds of indiaidual and many

community parmers. This saccess cøtt be directþ øttibut¿d m the inaoluement ønd support of the Føirness

Commissioneri offce in anending and prouiding ap-to-date fdctaøl informøtion regørding the need for
ctedentiøl asse$rnent@ ønd tbe worþ the Commissioner continaes to do uhh the aøried regukmry bodies

in Ontørio in promoting undzrstanding, flexibility and inclusiaeness af professionak tøined abroad."

Ton¿ Robis, Di¡ector, Toronto Employment & Soci¡l Services Divisio¡

ADVICE TO STAKEHOLDERS

Providing advice on all fair-access issues - to regulators, ministries and other stakeholders - is part of the OFC's

mandate under the Fair Access to Regulated Professions and Compulsory Trades Act, 2006 (FARPACTA), as stated

in Part lV 13(3)(fl.

ADVICE ON REGISTRATION REGULATIONS

ln 2014-15, the OFC provided advice on proposed registration regulations and amendments to several regulatory

bodies under its mandate and to the appropriate ministries.

ADVICE TO REGULATORS AND THEIR THIRD PARTIES

ln its annual meetings and other communications with regulatory bodies, the OFC and the regulatory bodies discuss

current and ongoing issues, including progress and challenges.

The OFC also provides advice to other stakeholders, such as third-party or national organizations for professions,

and the Ministry of Citizenship, lmmigration and lnternationalTrade.
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ln 201 4-1 5, the OFC offered advice to various regulatory bodies and other stakeholders on issues such as:

r acceptable alternatives to current registration requirements

r rationale for requirements

r exam contents

r challenges faced by internationally trained applicants

r requirements for Canadian work experience

r languagecompetencyrequirements

r recognition of foreign credentials

ADVICE TO GOVERNMENT

|n2014-15, the OFC provided the following advice to ministries:

Ministry of Citizenship, lmmigration and lnternational Trade

r Timely approval is needed for regulation amendments.

r Some professions continue to require Canadian experience in order to become licensed.

Ministry of the Attorney General

r The accounting professions appear to have greater self-regulating power and autonomy than other professions.

r The ministry should ensure proper ministerial oversight of the accounting regulators so that the unification

of these regulators aligns with fair-access principles.

. The ministry should actively engage the OFC in the development of legislation governing the accounting professions.

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care

¡ The ministry should harmonize the Commissioner's power over health regulators with the same power over

non-health regulators, to better enable oversight capacity.

r Fair access to residency positions for immigrant physicians should be reconciled with labour-market demand

and limited health-care dollars.

r The College of Nurses of 0ntario's assessment of internationally educated registered nursing applicants

should be more transparent.

r The Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, the Ministry of Citizenship, lmmigration and lnternationalTrade

and the College of Nurses of Ontario should collaborate to address systemic gaps in bridging education.

Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities

r Bridging programs should be more accessible and sustainable.
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ONTARIO'S REGULATORY
BODIES

The Office of the Fairness Commissioner reports directly to the Ontario Minister of Citizenshrp, lmmigration and

lnternationalTrade, to provide updates on fair access across the province's licensing system.

The Commissioner advises the eight ministries responsible for regulated professions and trades, to draw attention

to issues and progress in the regulatory bodies they oversee.

REGUTATORY BODIES AND RESPONSIBLE MINISTRIES

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, IOOD AND

RURATATFAIRS

College of Veterinarians of 0ntario

MINISTRY OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAT

0ntario Association of Architects

lnstitute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario

Professional Engineers 0ntario

Certified General Accountants of 0ntario

Law Society of Upper Canada

Certified Management Accountants of 0ntario

MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Ontario College of SocialWorkers and Social

Service Workers

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

College of Early Childhood Educators

0ntario College of Teachers

MINISTRV OF HEATTH AND IONG.TERM CARE

College of Audiologists and Speech-Language

Pathologists of 0ntario

College of Chiropodists of 0ntario

College of Chiropractors of 0ntario

College of Dental Hygienists of 0ntario

Royal College of Dental Surgeons of 0ntario

College of DentalTechnologists of Ontario

College of Denturists of Ontario

College of Dietitians of 0ntario

College of Homeopaths of 0ntario

College of Kinesiologists of 0ntario

College of Massage Therapists of 0ntario

College of Medical Laboratory Technologists

of 0ntario

College of Medical Radiation Technologists

of 0ntario
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College of Midwives of Ontario

College of Naturopaths of 0ntario

College of Nurses of 0ntario

College of OccupationalTherapists of 0ntario

College of Opticians of Ontario

College of Optometrists of Ontario

0ntario College of Pharmacists

College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario

College of Physiotherapists of 0ntario

College of Psychologists oi Ontario

College of Registered Psychotherapists of Ontario

College of Respiratory Therapists of 0ntario

College of Traditional Chinese Medicine

Practitioners and Acupuncturists of 0ntario

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND FORESTRY

0ntario Professional Foresters Association

Association of Ontario Land Surveyors

MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT

AND MINES

Association of Professional Geoscientists of 0ntario

NO MINISTRY

0ntario Association of Certified Engineering

Technicians and Technologists

Human Resources Professionals Association

MINISTRY OF TRAINING, COLTEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES

0ntario College of Trades (Compulsory Trades)

Construction

r Electricians - Construction and Maintenance

r Electricians - Domestic and Rural

r Hoisting Engineers - Mobile Crane Operator 1

r Hoisting Engineers - Mobile Crane 0perator 2

r Hoisting Engineers - Tower Crane Operator

r Plumbers

r Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Systems

Mechanics

r Residential (Low Rise) Sheet Metal lnstallers

r ResidentialAirConditioningsystemsMechanics

r Sheet MetalWorkers

I Steamfitters

Motive Power

r Alignment and Brakes Technicians

r Auto Body and Collision Damage Repairers

r Auto Body Repairers

r Automotive Electronic Accessory Technicians

r Automotive Service Technicians

r Fuel and Electrical SystemsTechnicians

r MotorcycleTechnicians

r TransmissionTechnicians

r Truck and Coach Technicians

r Truck-Trailer ServiceTechnicians

Service

Hairstylists
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT

STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES

YEAR ENDED MARCH 31,2015

20L5 2014

Rsvenues

Ministry of Citizenship, Immigration and International Tiade

Interest income

s l,g60,42g

7,895

I t,749,962

6,502

1,969,323 r,756,464

Ex¡lenses

Salaries, wages and benefits

Services

Office administration

Tiansportation and communications

1,312,286

274,216

l4g,gg7

39,878

1,225,262

295,387

t47,828

50,961

1,776,277 1,719,438

Excess ofrevenues over €xpenses before amortization

Amortization of capital asserc

92,046

34,708

t7,026

34,206

Excess ofrernenues ovef erpenses for the year g 57,338 $ z,gzo
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NOTES TO FINANCIAT STATEMENT

1. Significant accounting policies

Significant accounting policies followed in the preparation of this financial statement are:

a) Revenues

Funds provided by the Ministry of Citizenship, lmmigration and lnternationalTrade are recognized in the year

in which they are earned.

b) Measurement uncertainty

The presentation of financial statements in conformity with Canadian accounting standards for notfor-profit
organizations requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amount of

revenues and expenditures during the reported period.Actual amounts could differfrom these estimates.

tull audited financial statements are available on the OFC website or by contacting the )FC.
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OFC STAFF

(in alphabetical order)

Hon. Jean Augustine I David Cavaco I Tanya Chute-Molina I Larry Colle 
I

Dana Dean I Frann Hanis I Florine lp I Nuzhat Jafri I Jennifer Louis 
I

James Mendel I Angelika Neuenhofen I Mabel Opoku I Jessica Walters 
I

Richard Webster
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Transparency Obi ectivity 124

A process is transparent if it is conducted in such a way that
it is easy to see what actions are being taken to complete the

procest why these actions are taken, and what results from

these actions. ln the regulatory context, transparency of the

registration process encompasses the following:

. 0penness: having measures and structures in place that
make it easy to see how the registration process operates

¡ Access: making registration information easily available

. Clarity: ensuring that information used to communicate

about regístration is completg accurate and easy

to understand

A process or decision is objective if it is based on formal

systems, such as criteria, tools, and procedures that
have been repeatedly tested during their development,

administration and review and have been found to be valid

and reliable. ln the regulatory context, objectivity of systems

encompasses the following:

. Reliability: ensuring that the criteria, training, tools

and procedures deliver consistent decision outcomes

regardless of who makes the decision, when the decision

is made, and in whatever context the decision is made

. Validity: ensuring that the criteria, training, tools and

procedures measure what they intend to

lmpart¡al¡ty Fairness
A process or decision is impartial if the position from which

it is undertaken is neutral. Neutrality occurs when actions

or behaviours that may result in subjective assessmenß or

decisions are mitigated. lmpartiality may be achieved by

ensuring that all sources of bias are identified and that steps

are taken to address those biases. ln the regulatory context,

impartiality encompasses the following:

¡ ldentification: having systems to identify potential

sources of bias in the assessment or decision-making
process (for example, sources of conflict of interest,

preconceived notiont and lack of understanding of
issues related to diversity)

o Strategies: having systems to address bias and

enable neutrality during the assessment and decision-

making process (for example, training policies that
address conflict of interest, procedures to follow if
bias is identified, and using group deliberation and

consensus strategies to come to decisions)

A process or decísion is considered fair in the regulatory

context when all of the following are demonstrated:

. Substantive fairness: ensuring the fairness of the

decision itself. The decision itself must be fair, and to be

fair it must meet pre-determined and defensible criteria.

The decision must be reasonable and the reasoning

behind the decision must be understandable to the
people affected.

. Procedural fairness: ensuring the fairness of the

decision-making process.There is a structure in place

to ensure that fairness is embedded ¡n the steps to be

followed before, during and after decisions are made.

This structure ensures that the process is timely and

that individuals have equal opportunity to partic¡pate

in the registration process and demonstrate their
ability to practise.

. Relational fairness: ensuring that people are treated

fairly during the decision-making process by considering

and addressing their perception about the process

and decision.
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Office of the Bureau du
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Office of the Fairness Commissioner

595Bay Street, Suite 1201,Toronto, ON MZA 2B4,Canada
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127 Ïhe 2Q14-15 fiscal year was very busy for the OFC. The office completed the second
comprehensive assessments of regulatory bodies' licencing practices, and hosted a

forum called Transforming Access. lt also partnered with the Ontario Ministry of
Citizenship, lmmigration and lnternational Trade to conduct a study comparing
employment match rates for immigrants educated in a regulated profession outside
Canada with their counterparts born and educated in Canada. To learn more, read Fair
Access: Chanoino the Conversation, Leadinq the Transformation, the annual report of
the Office of the Fairness Commissioner for 2014-15.

Fair Registration Practices Reporting Simplified

Ïhe OFC is pleased to announce it has modernized its Fair Registration Practices
reporting website. The new site has a significantly shorter qualitative part and
expanded quantitative sections. The reports focus on results, rather than a full
description of registration practices.

The new site is now available for regulators to prepare their submission for
2015. There are several new features in the site that will make it easier and more
efficient for regulators to complete the report. The quidelines for reporting have also
been updated to reflect the modernization. Orientation sessions were held in

December 2015 for regulators' staff on key features and navigation of the new site. As
usual, the reports must be submitted by regulators by March 1,2016 and made
publicly available by March 31 , 2016,

The OFC lnitiates 3rd Assessment Cycle

Starting in April 2016, for a period of eighteen months, the OFC will be conducting full
assessments of regulators' licencing practices. The OFC has modified its approach to
assessments to lessen the overall reporting burden, streamline the process and offer
more flexibility and customization in terms of timelines and procedures.

Defining the Terms

The OFC has launched a glossary of frequently used terms that provides definitions in

the context of the OFC's work. Terms used in this document may have a diversity of
meanings in different contexts. This new resource has been designed to support
greater understanding and interpretation of the language and terminology used by the
OFC. You can access it here.

OFC Holds lts First Learning Day

On November 25,2015, the OFC held its first Learning Day at the YWCA in downtown
Toronto. The day was attended by approximately 100 participants from Ontario's 42
regulators. The event aimed to create an opportunity to increase collaboration among

2



regulators by sharing best practices, identifying concerns and working towards

resolving common issues and problems. The day's program was created to address

specific issues and challenges regulators pinpointed during a recent survey in addition

to those identified during the cycle 2 assessments. Read the summary here.

Online Learning Module 1 : Available in French

ïhe OFC is excited to announce that its first Online Learning Module is now available

in French. All modules will be available in French by this spring. You can view

"Comprendre la législation sur I'accès équitable" here.

Février 2016

Nouvelles du
Bureau du commissaire à l'équité

Le BCE rend compte des progrès réalisés en 2014-2015

L'exercice financier 2014-2015 a été trépidant pour le BCE. Ce dernier a achevé le

deuxième cycle d'évaluation globale des pratiques de délivrance de permis des

organismes de réglementation et a organisé un forum intitulé < Transformer I'accès

aux professions >^ ll a également travaillé en partenariat avec le ministère des Affaires

civiques, de I'lmmigration et du Commerce international de I'Ontario pour réaliser une

étude comparant les taux d'appariement professionnel des immigrants ayant suivi une

formation dans une profession réglementée à l'étranger avec ceux de leurs

homologues nés et formés au Canada. Pour en savoir plus, lisez le rapport annuel

2014-2015 du Bureau du commissaire à l'équité, Accès équitable : Susciter le débat,

mener Ia transformation.

Un processus simplifié de présentation des rapports sur les pratiques
d'inscription équitables

Le BCE a le plaisir d'annoncer qu'il a modernisé son site Web de présentation des

rapports sur les pratiques d'inscription équitables. Le nouveau site comporte une partie

qualitative considérablement raccourcie et des sections qu'antitatives étendues. Les

rapports mettent I'accent sur les résultats plutôt que sur une description complète des

pratiques d'inscription.

Le nouveau site est d'ores et déjà accessible aux organismes de réglementation pour

qu'ils puissent préparer leur rappott 2015. Le site jouit de plusieurs nouvelles

fonctionnalités quifaciliteront la tâche aux organismes de réglementation et leur

permettront de remplir leur rapport plus efficacement. En outre, la directive portant sur
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129 la présentation des rapports a été mise à jour pour refléter cette modernisation. Des

séances d'initiation à la navigation sur le nouveau site et à ses fonctionnalités clés ont
été organisées en décembre 2015 pour le personnel des organismes de

réglementation. Comme d'habitude, ces derniers doivent présenter leurs rapports d'ici
au 1er mars 2016 afin de les rendre accessibles au public au plus tard le 31 mars
2016.

Le BCE amorce le 3e cyc¡e d'évaluation

À partir du mois d'avril 2016 et pour une période de dix-huit mois, le BCE réalisera des
évaluations complètes des pratiques de délivrance de permis des organismes de
réglementation. ll a modifié son approche en la matière afin d'alléger le fardeau global
lié à la production des rapports, de moderniser le processus et de proposer une
souplesse et une personnalisation accrues en termes de calendrier et de procédure.

Définition des termes

Le BCE a publié un glossaire de termes couramment utilisés donnant des définitions
adaptées au contexte des travaux du BCE. Les termes figurant dans le document
peuvent avoir diverses significations dans différents contextes. Cette nouvelle
ressource est conçue pour favoriser la compréhension et I'interprétation du style et de
la terminologie employés par le BCE. Cliquez ici pour y accéder.

Le BCE organise sa prem¡ère Journée de l'apprentissage

Le 25 novembre 2015,|e BCE a tenu sa première Journée de I'apprentissage au
YWCA du centre-ville de Toronto. L'événement a attiré près d'une centaine de
participants, issus des 42 organismes de réglementation de I'Ontario. Cette journée a

fourni I'occasion aux organismes de réglementation de renforcer leur collaboration en
partageant leurs meilleures pratiques, en identifiant les préoccupations et en
s'attachant à résoudre les difficultés et les problèmes communs. Le programme de la
journée avait été établi de manière à répondre aux questions et aux difficultés
spécifiques des organismes de réglementation identifiées à la faveur d'un récent
sondage, en plus d'aborder celles décelées durant les évaluations du 2e cycle. Cliquez
ici pour lire le résumé.

Le premier module d'apprentissage en l¡gne est disponible en frança¡s

Le BCE est ravi d'annoncer que son premier module d'apprentissage en ligne est
désormais disponible en français. Tous les modules le seront d'ici au printemps.
Cliquez ici pour visionner l'< Comprendre la llégislation sur l'accès équitable >^
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FAIR REGISTRATI0N PRACTICES REPoRTS: GUIDELINES F0R 0NTARl0'S REGUIÁT0RY B0DIES

BACKGROUND

The Office of the Fairness Commissioner (OFC) works with regulatory bodies for Ontario's regulated

professions and trades, collectively referred to here as regulated professions, to make sure their registration

practices are transparent, objective, impartial and fair.

The OFC requires the regulated professions to submit reports about their registration Practices and their

compliance with the Fair Access to Regulated Professions and Compulsory Tfades Act,2006 (FARPACTA)

or the Heahh Professions Procedural Code (the Code) set out in Schedule 2 of the Regulated Health

Professions Act, 1991.t

These guidelines apply ro each regulated profession named in Schedule I of FARPACTA and the Code.

The Fairness Commissioner is required to speci$r the form, content and dming of Fair Registration Practices

Reports.2 In carrying our this function, the OFC has developed these guidelines to assist regulated professions

in meeting their reporting obligation. The OFC expects each regulated profession to follow these guidelines

in providing a complete repoft on its registration practices.

The reporring guidelines are based on the registration provisions of FARPACTA and the Code. Relevant

de6nitions of terms used in this document can be found in the legisladon. The OFC will use the information

provided in the reports to inform its assessment of the registration practices of each regulatory body on the

basis of its obligations under FARPACTA and the Code.3

The OFC will seek additional information from a regulated profession if information contained in its

Fair Registration Practices Report is unclear or incomplete.

FORM OF FAIR REGISTRATION PRACTICES REPORTS

Reporting Standards

Apply these standards in preparing a Fair Registration Practices Report for your regulated profession.

1. The reporr does nor conrain personal information, information subject to legal privilege or information

that must be kept confidendal by law or court order.

2. the report avoids unexplained acronyms and jargon.

3. Your organization makes the report available to the public.a

4. 'Where you have used calculations, the report provides the formulas or methodology.

5. The reporr indicates which data have been estimated, and any underlying essumPtions.

Submission Guidelines

You musr submit Fair Registration Practices Reports electronicall¡ using the online reporting website

provided by the OFC.

OFFICE OF THE FAIRNESS COMMISSIONER
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4 FAIR REGISTRATI0N PRAcTlcEs REP0RTS: GUtDELtNES FoR oNTARto's REGUtAToRy BoDtEs

Information About Your Organization
l. Identifying Information

a) name of the regulated profession(s)

b) mailing address, website, main phone number

2. Certificadon

") statement certi$'ing that all required information has been provided and that
the information is accurate5

b) signature of person with authority to sign on behalf of your organization.

TIMING OF FAIR REGISTRATION PRACTICES REPORTS

Frequenqy of Reporting
The OFC requires that each regulated profession prepare and submit a Fair Registration Pracrices
Report annually.

Reporting Period

Each report is to reflect registration practices rhar were in effect from January I to December 3l
of the preceding year.

Deadlines

The deadline for submission is March 1 of each year.

Your organization must make each Fair Registration Practices Report publicly available, with the same
content that was submitted to the OFC, within 30 days after you submit it to rhe OFC.

CONTENT OF FAIR REGISTRATION PRACTICES REPORTS

These guidelines specify the information that is included in the Fair Registration Practices Reporr.T
Your report must include a response for each question. If there are no improvements/changes ro reporr
for a given question, you do not need to provide a subsranrive response. The reporting *.b-.ir. prolrid.,
an option for you to indicate that there are no improvements/chang., to ,.pori. You must select this
option as appropriate in order to complete your reporr.

Ensure that your responses include complete information about any improvements/changes to your
registration practices during the reporting period.

OFFICE OF THE FAIRNESs COMMIsSIONER
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If your organization regulates more than one profession, you will have the opportunity to report on

registration practices and data for each profession.

PART I- QUAL¡TATIVE INFORMATION

The following qualitative informarion is collected for the purpose of highlighting a regulatort enhancements

to improve fair access year over yea¡ including actions that result from recommendations made in the OFCb
Assessment of Registration Practices.

1. For each of the categories below, where applicable, please describe any improvem"rrts/.hirrg..
implemented in the last year by your organization or a third-party for the purpose of changing fair access.

Please also describe the impact of these improvements/changes on applicants. If you have been workng
on improvements/changes over the last year that have not yet been implemented, describe your progress

and the expected impact the improvements/changes will have on applicants and your organization.

Provide as much detail as possible. This can include the rationale for the improvements/changes, relevant

findings from preliminary work leading up to the improvements/changes, methodology, relevant dates and

an¡hing else you think is important.

Include as much supporring material as possible to support your description (e.g., relevant reports,

policies, prorocols, websires, orher documents and anything else you think is important). This material

can be provided in the form ofhyperlinla to electronic sources.

") Requirements for registration, including alternativess

i. Describe any improvements/changes implemented in the last year

ii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on applicants

iii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on your organization

b) Assessment of qualificationse

i. Describe any improvements/changes implemented in the last year

ii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on applicants

iii. Describe the impact of the improvements/hanges on your organization

c) Provision of timely decisions, responses and reasonsro

i. Describe any improvements/changes implemented in the last year

ii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on applicants

iii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on your organization

d) Feestt

i. Describe any improvements/changes implemented in the last year

ii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on applicants

iii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on your organization

134
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e) Tmelinesl2 (includes any timelines, deadlines or time limits that applicants will be subject to
during the registration process)

i. Describe any improvements/changes implemented in the last year

ii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on applicants

iii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on your organization

f) Policies, procedures and/or processes, including by-lawsr3

i. Describe any improvements/changes implemented in the last year

ii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on applicants

iii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on your organization

g) Resources for applicantsra

i. Describe any improvements/changes implemented in the last year

ii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on applicants

iii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on your organization

h) Review or appeal processesrt

i. Describe any improvements/changes implemented in the last year

ii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on applicants

iii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on your organization

i) Access to applicant recordsr6

i. Describe the improvements/changes implemented in the last year

ii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on applicants

iii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on your organization

j) Ïaining and resources for registration srafl Council and commimee membersrT

i. Describe any improvements/changes implemented in the last year

ii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on applicants

iii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on your organization

k) Mutual recognition agreemenrsls

i. Describe the improvements/changes implemented in the last year

ii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on applicants

iii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on your organization

OFFICE OF THE FAIRNESS COMMISSIONER
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l) Other (include as many items as applicable)

i. Describe the improvements/changes implemented in the last year

ii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on applicants

iii. Describe the impact of the improvements/changes on your organization

2. Describe any registration-related amendments to your enabling legislation and/or regulations in
the last year.

PART II - QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION

The following quanrirarive information is collected for the purpos€ of observing statistical changes and trends

related to application, licensure, appeals and staffing year over year.

") Indicate the languages in which application materials and information about the application

process are available.

' English

. French

. Other (please specify)

b) Indicate the number of applicants in each category as applicable. Select the option that best

corresponds to the terminology used by your organization.

. Male

. Female

. Other

Note: Reporting templøte will be modifed as necessary to reflect responses other than Møle ønd Female.

Tltere is cønentþ øn option to indicate responset that do not correspond to either ofthese categories.

c) Indicate the number of members in each category as applicable. Select the option that best

corresponds to the terminology used by your organization.

. Male

. Female

. Other

Note: Reporting templøte will be modif.ed as necessary to reflect resPonses other than Male ønd Femøle.

There is cunentþ an option to indicøte respontes that do not conespond to either of these categories.

136
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d) Indicate the number of applicants by the jurisdicdon where they obtained their initial
education in the profession.

. Ontario

. Other Canadian Provinces

. USA

. Other International*

* Reporting templøte will include a.n option to report rß rnany entries as applicøble ander "Other Internøtional".

Note: Recognizing thøt ap?licantt rna! receiue their education in rnaltiple jarisdictions, for tbe purpose
of this question, include onþ the jurisdiction in uhich an entryrleuel degree, diploma or other certifcation
reqaired to practice the profession was obtained.

e) Indicate the number of applicants who became registered members by the jurisdiction where they
obtained their initial education in the profession.

f) Indicate the number of registered members by the jurisdiction where they obtained their initial
education in the profession.

. Ontario

. Other Canadian Provinces

. USA

' Other International*

*Reporting ternplate will inclade an option to report as rnany entries ar applicable under "Other Intemational".

Note: Recognizing that applicønts ma! receiue their edacation in muhiple jurisdictions, þr the purpose
of this question, inclade onþ the jurisdiction in which an enny-leuel degree, diploma or other certifcation
required to practice the profession was obtained.

g) Indicate the number of registered members by the jurisdiction where they obtained their initial education
in the profession.

. Ontario

. Other Canadian Provinces

. USA

. Other International*

*Reporting template will include an option to report as rnany entries as applicable under "Other Intemøtional".

Note: Recognizing that applicønts rntt! receiae their education in rnabiple jarisdictions, þr the purpose
of this quexion, inclade onþ the juridiction in uhich an enny-leuel degree, diploma or other iertifcation
reqaired to prøctice the profession uas obtained.

OFFICE OF THE FAIRNESS COMMISSIONER
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h) Indicate the number* of applications your organization processed in the past yeaf:

' New applications received

. Applicants actively pursuing licensing (applicants who had some contact with your organization

in the reporting year)

. Inacrive applicants (applicants who had no contact with your organization in the reporting year)

. Applicants who met all requirements and were authorized to become members but did not

become members

' Applicants who became members

. Applicants who were authorized to receive an alternative class of license** but were not

issued a licence

. Applicants who were issued an alternative class of licence**. Please list and describe the classes

of alternative licence.

Class of licence: Description:

"nis is broþen doun by theþllowing jarisdictions where members u)ere initialþ trained in the proþsion

(before they were granted ase ofthe protected title or professional designation in Ontario):

. Onta.rio

. Other Canadian Proainces

. USA

. Other International

**An abernatiue ckss of licence enables its holder to Prøctke with lirnitations, but additional reqilirerilents

rnust be rnet in orderfor tlte rnernber to be fulþ licensed.

i) Indicate and provide a description ofthe classes ofcertificate/license offered by your organization

j) State the number* of internal reviews and appeals your organization Processed in the past year:

. Applications rhat were subject to an internal review or that were referred to a statutory committee

of your governing council, such as a Registration Committee

' Applicants who initiated an appeal of a registration decision

. Appeals heard

. Registration decisions changed following an appeal

*This is broþen down b1t thefollowing jurisdictions where mernben uere initialþ trøined in the profession

(beþre they were granted use of the prntecte¿ title or professional designøtion in Ontario):

Ontario

Other Canadian Prouinces

USA

Other Intemøtional

Total

138
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k) Indicate the number of paid staffemployed by your organization in the following categories:

. Total sraffemployed by rhe regulatory body

. Sraffinvolved in appeals process

. Staffinvolved in registration process

OFTICE OF THE FAIRNESS COMMISSIONER
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fnirness
o l'équité

Glossary
(Eng lish)

This glossary defines commonly used terms
in the context of the OFC's work.

Academic requirement

Acceptable alternative

Action Plan

Appeal and/or review process

Applicant

Assessment Guide

Assessment of reg istration
practices (a.k.a. assessment)

Audit

The formal post-secondary education, or equivalent, that is required for
licensing in a particular regulated profession or trade.

A flexible approach to registration requirements adopted by regulators

to recognize the various ways in which professional competencies can be

achieved and assessed. For example, many professions have recognized

acceptable alternatives to academic requirements, such as bridging
progrâms or combinations of training and experience.

Plans developed by the regulatory bodies themselves to address the
recommendations for improving practices made following the OFC's
assessment of registration practices.

A rehearing, reconsideration, review or appeal provided by a regulated

profession in respect to a registration decision.

An individual who applies for a license to practice a regulated profession

or trade in Ontario.

The Assessment Guide describes the OFCI expectations of regulators in
meeting the specific and the general duty under fair access legislation.

At regular intervals, the OFC assesses each regulatory body's registration
practices against the duties set out in fair access legislation and makes

recommendations for improving practices as needed. These assessments

are conducted using the Assessment Guide.

Audits are one of the mechanisms available to the OFC to determine
compliance of a regulatory body with fair access legislation.

Bureau du
commissaire à 141
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Bridging programs
(a.k.a bridging)

Canadian work experience

Commendable Practices

Competency

Competency-based Assessment

Compliance Order

Compulsory Trade

Council

Credential Assessment

Entry-to-practice (ETP) review

Exemplary Practices Database

Bridging progrâms provide individuals with academic training, language
training, work experience and/or other occupation-specific services to
help them integrate into their profession or trade in Ontario.

The requirement that applicants have prior work experience in Canada
to be eligible for licensure.

A program, activiry or strategy related to a regulator's registration
practices that go beyond the minimum standards set by the OFC.

A tool to meesure applicants' abiliry to apply their skills, knowledge and
judgment in the context of their profession or rrade.

One of the statutory compliance insrruments within the Fairness
Commissioner's authoriry The Fairness Commissioner may issue a
compliance order if a regulatory body has not complied with the speciÊc
duties listed in FARPACTA, Part III, or has not provided the required
reports described in Part M. The order may require the regulator ro do or
to refrain from doing such things as are specified in the order.

A trade in which registration with the Ontario College ofThades
as an apprentice or journeyperson candidate, or certification as a
journeyperson, is mandatory. There are currenrly 22 skilled trades in four
divisions that are designated "compulsory".

A regulator's governing body is often called a Council. It plays the same
role as a Board of Directors and oversees organizational administration. A
Council is rypically comprised of members from the profession or trade
who are elected by their peers, as well as members of the public who are
appointed by Ontario's Lieutenant Governor in Council.

Demonstrable skill, knowledge or judgment that a licensed
professional or tradesperson is expected to apply when practising
their profession or trade.

Assessment of an individual's academic credentials, including degrees,
diplomas, certificates and other formal rypes of qualifications, often
as a step to determining whether he or she has met the academic
requirements for licensure'in a profession or trade.

The OFC uses the name "Enrry-to-Pracrice Reviews" for what the fair
access legisladon refers to as "reviews of registration practices." These
are a systematic analysis conducted by a regulator of its own registration
requirements and practices pertaining to its profession or trade.

A collection of registration pracrices used by Ontario regulators that the
OFC has identified as exceeding minimum standards and exceeding the
threshold of "Commendable Pracrices". The database is maintained by
the OFC for the purpose of sharing relevanr, useful information on best
practices with regulators.

GLOSSARY 2
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Fair access law/legislation

Fair Access Principles
(or Fairness Principles)

Fairness

Fairness Commissioner

Fair Access to Regulated
Professions and Compulsory
Trades Act (FARPACTA)

General Duty

Health Professions Appeal
and Review Board (HPARB)

Refers to the Fair Access to Regukted Professions and Compukory Tí,ad¿s

Act, 2006 (n4RPACfÐ and to similar provisions in Schedule 2 of the
Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA). Together, they govern
the OFC's authority in overseeing fair access to the regulated professions
and compulsory trades in Ontario. The intent of this legislation is for
regulators to have registration practices that are transparent, objective,
impartial and fair so that all qualified applicants may attain licensure
in Ontario regardless of their place of training. The rationale is that fair
access to registration is in the public interest.

The requirement set out in fair access legislation for regulatory bodies
to have transparent, objective, impartial and fair registration practices.

A process or decision is considered fair in the regulatory context when
all of the following are demonstrated:

Substantiue fairness: ensuring the fairness of the decision itself.
The decision itself must be fair, and to be fair it must meet pre-
determined and defensible criteria. The decision must be reasonable
and the reasoning behind the decision must be understandable to
the people affected.

Proceduralfairness: ensuring the fairness of the decision-making process.

There is a structure in place to ensure that fairness is embedded in
the steps to be followed before, during and after decisions are made.
This structure ensures that the process is timely and that individuals
have equal opportunity to participate in the registration process and
demonstrate their ability to practice.

Relationalfairness: ensuring that people are treated fairþ during the
decision-making process by considering and addressing their perception
about the process and decision.

Individual appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council to act as

the fair registration practices commissioner for the province of Ontario,
as established by fair access law.

The enabling statute for the Office of the Fairness Commissioner
from which the Commissionert authoriry stems. It requires regulated
professions and trades in Ontario to have registration practices that are

transparent, objective, impartial and fair.

A duty established under the fair access legislation requiring regulators
to ensure that all registration practices are transparent, objective,
impartial and fair. This is different from the Specific Duties set out
in the legislation.

An independent adudicative tribunal with a review and appeal mandate
created by the Minisny of Heahh and Long-Tèrrn Care Appeal and Reuiew

Boards Act, 1998. One of its main objectives it to ensure that professions
are regulated in the public interest.

Applicants for registration can appeal registration decisions made by a
regulator to HPARB.

3GLOSSARY
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Health Professions
ProceduralCode

lmpartiality

Internationa I ly Ed ucated
Individuals

Language Requirements

Licence

Minister of Citizenship,
lmmigration and
International Trade

Objectivity

Objective Structu red Clin ica I

Exam (OSCE)

Schedule 2 to the Regukted Heahh Professionr Act, 1991which sers our
the practical rules for health regulators pertaining to all of their starurory
functions, including registration.

A process or decision is impartial if the position from which it is
undertaken is neutral. Neutraliry occurs when actions or behaviors
that may result in subjective âssessments or decisions are mitigated.
Impartiality may be achieved by ensuring that all sources of bias are
idendfied and that steps are taken to address those biases. In the
regulatory contexr, impartiality encompasses the following:

Identifcation; having systems to identify potential sources of bias in the
assessment or decision-making process (for example, sources of conflict
of interest, preconceived notions, and lack of understanding of issues
related to diversiry).

Strategies: having systems to address bias and enable neutrality during
the assessment and decision making process (for example, training
policies that address conflicr of interesr, procedures to follow if bias is
identified, and using group deliberarion and consensus strategies to
come to decisions).

An individual who received their profession or trade specific education
outside of Canada. The rerm covers borh immigrants and Canadians
who studied abroad.

The standards established by a regulatory body ro demonsrrate the
language proficiency required for entry ro practice ofa profession
or trade.

The authorization issued by a regulatory body enabling a person ro
practise a regulated profession or trade and/or ro use â protected title.

Individual responsible for the administration of FARPACTA and to
whom the OFC is accountable.

A process or decision is objective if it is based on formal sysrems, such
as criteria, tools, and procedures that have been repeatedly tested during
their development, administration and review and have been found to 

-

be valid and reliable. In the regulatory conrext, objectivity of systems
encompasses the following:

Reliability: ensuring that the crireria, training, tools and procedures
deliver consistent decision ourcomes regardless of who makes the
decision, when the decision is made, and in whatever context
the decision is made.

Validity: ensuring that the criteria, training, tools and procedures measure
what they intend to.

A clinical exam designed to test an individual's skills, knowledge and
judgment in the health professions. This rype of exam rypically involves
interacting with trained actors.

GLOSSARY 4



Office of the Fairness
Commissioner (OFC)

Practical Experience

Profession- or trade- specific
legislation

Protected Title

Qualif ications Assessment
Agencies

Qualification

Recommendation

Registration

Registration Committee

Registration Decision

Registration Practices
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The OFC was established by the Fair Acces to Regukted Professions and
Cornpulsory Tiades Act, 2006 ro ensure that everyone who is qualiÊed
to practise a regulated profession or trade in Ontario can get a licence to
practise here. The OFC works with the regulatory bodies that oversee

the regulated professions and trades to ensure that their licensing
processes are trânspârent, objective, impartial and fair.

Hands-on training or work experience related to a profession or
trade that is required for licensure. This may be distinct from
Canadian experience.

The enabling legislation for a profession or trade. It typically includes the
scope of practice for the profession or trade and other information about
the governance and administration of that profession or trade. There

may be regulations under the legislation which set out details about
registration requirements.

A title legally restricted by persons who are qualified to practice a

regulated profession or trade.

Third-party organizations that assess academic and other qualifications
on behalf of Ontariot regulated professions. There are three types of
organizations: post-secondary educational institutions, credentials

assessment agencies and profession-related âssessment agencies. Under
the fair access law, regulators have a responsibility to take reasonable

measure to ensure that these agencies respect the principles of the fair
access law.

A condition that must be fi¡lfilled before determining whether an
individual may enter a regulated profession.

\When the OFC identifies licensing issues and areas for improvement
in a regulatory body's registration practices to address the duties set

out in the fair access legislation.

The granting of membership, with or without conditions, in a regulated

profession or trade whether by registration, licensure, certification,
admission, enrolment or other meâns.

A group operating under the authority of a regulator's governing
legislation that is responsible for approving or denying the registration
of applicants for licensing or certiÊcation.

A decision to grant registration to an applicant, to propose that an

applicant not be granted registration, to not grant registration to an

applicant, or to grant registration to an applicant with terms,
conditions and limitations.

An action, procedure, or policy used by regulators to assess applicants
for the purpose of registration.

5GLOSSARY
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Reg istration Requ i rements

Regulated Health Professions Act
(RHPA)

Reg ulated Profession/trade

Regulation

Regulatory Body
(a.k.a. Regulator)

Right to Practice

Right to Title

Self-assessment of
reg istration practices

Specific Duties

Strategy for Continuous
lmprovement

Requirements for registration include the qualificarions applicants
must have, the proof they musr provide to show they are met, the fees
they must pa¡ and any other criteria they must meer to be registered.

Qualifications typically include academic credentials, language
proficienc¡ workplace or clinical experience, successful completion
of registration exams, and good character.

A regulated profession or trade is responsible for governing, through
its regulatory body, the professional conduct of its members so that the
public interest is served. All regulated professions are required by law to
set standards of practice and competence for entry inro their profession.
Applicants must meer these standards in order to register or receive a
licence to practice - that is, to legally work in the profession or üade.

Legal instrument in which regulators may set out their registration
requirements. A regulation is established under the regulator's
enabling legislation.

An organization that oversees one or more professions or trade and
governs its members in the public inreresr. Some regulatory bodies
oversee more than one profession or trade: for example, the Law Society
of Upper Canada oversees both lawyers and paralegals. Some regularory
bodies are called colleges, but they are nor schools.

The Regukted Heahh Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA), and associated
health profession Acts, ser out the governing framework for the
regulated health professions in Ontario.

Endtles a qualified individual to practice a profession or trade.

Entitles a licensed member of a regulated profession or trade ro use a
protected title when representing themselves in professional matters.

Evaluation of the regulatory bodies' abiliry ro meer the general dury
conducted by the regulator rather than the OFC. In this process,
the regulatory body may choose to either conduct a strucrured
selÊassessment based on the practices listed in the assessment guide
or conduct a self-assessment in which the regulatory body uses
examples and explanations to demonstrate its transparent, objective,
impartial and fair practices.

Specific duties that the fair access legislation requires regularors ro
meet in the following areas: information, timely decisions, responses
and reasons, internal review or appeal processes and information on
appeal rights, fair assessment of qualifications, and access ro records.
It also stipulates that regulators must provide training for assessors
and decision makers.

The srategic approach the OFC takes in fulfilling its mandate under
fair access legislation.

GLOSSARY 6
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Third Party

Trade (a.k.a. Compulsory Trade)

Transparency

An organization relied on by regulators to assess the qualifications of
individuals applying for registration. The OFC has an obligation to
monitor third party assessors and regulators hold them to account
to ensure that they design and conduct assessments in a transparent,
objective, impartial and fair manner.

A compulsory trade to which the Ontario College ofTiades ønd
Apprenticeship Act, 2009 applies.

A process is transparent if it is conducted in such a way that it is
easy to see what actions are being taken to complete the process, why
these actions are taken, and what results from these actions. In the
regulatory context, transparency of the registration process encompasses

the following:

Openness: having measures and structures in place that make it easy

to see how the registration process operates.

Access : making registration information easily available.

Ckrity: ensuring that information used to communicate about
registration is complete, accurate and easy to understand.

7GLOSSARY
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I lntroduction

I am pleased to provide this report to Council. Since the last report to
Council, the Executive Committee ("Committee") has met on one
occasion, namely January 26,2016. The draft confidential minutes for the
January 26,2016 meeting are included in the council information package
I would like to thank Dr. Bruce Lambert, Chair, Advertising Committee,
for presenting his Advertising Committee Report to the Executive
Committee for discussion first, in an effort to streamline the discussion at
Council. Having served on the Advertising Committee for many years, I
know how difficult and controversial some of the issues can be, and we
are grateful Dr. Lambert has taken on the challenge.

a
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ll stakeholder Relations/strategic planning and communications

In December 2015, cco's newsletter and distribution were forwarded to
stakeholders including members. Mr. Friedman is compiling the feedback
and the committee will have recommendations for the consideration of
council at the earliest opportunity. In the interim, there is a minor by-law
amendment which is being recommended to Council:

That by-law I .I be amended to correct the name of the organization from
"The Federation means the canadian Federation of Chiropractic Regulatory
and Educational Accrediting Boards" to "FCC, means the Federatton of
C anadian Chiropractic. "

Included in the council information package are various media reports
relating to chiropractic and health care regulation. The American
Association of Chiropractic has released a statement concerning a recent
death from a stroke of a patient in the united states. This is being
provided as information only so council members are a\¡/are of the
information in the news. Please direct any media inquiries to cco. Time
permitting, I will ask Ms v/illson to report on the recent interview by w-5
concerning a story they are developing relating to automobile insurance
fraud.

Plans are underway for the 2015 AGM scheduled for June 15,2016 at
snell Hall, st. James cathedral centre. Dr. Gerry clum has been invited to
make some remarks concerning cco's public interest role. plans are also
underway for cco's strategic planning refresher scheduled for september
16,2016 at the Elm Hurst Inn and Spa. This meeting will be held in
conjunction with the Council meeting on September 15, 2016 in the
London area, and I hope CCO members will take advantage of the
opportunity to attend a council meeting (and obtain continuing education
for their Professional Portfolios).

a

a
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a The committee would like to acknowledge the work done by the Patient
Relations Committee on various communication strategies to further
CCo's strategic objective 1 relating to communication about the role and
mandate of cco to internal and external stakeholders. Although council
did not approve the proposed radio ads at the December 4,2016 meeting,
we are hopeful that some of the good ideas developed will be reviewed
and redeveloped, consistent with CCO's approved budget. One of the
items for Council's consideration is an increase in the Communications
Publications budget by $50,000 for 2016 to translate CCO's standards,
policies and guidelines into French.

a

That the Communications/Publications budget be inqeased by 850,000 to
allow þr the translqtion of the standards, policies and guidelines into French.

Ms Szametzhas already started work on the next newsletter, so Council
members are encouraged to forward any suggested topics to Ms Szametz
at the earliest opportunity. In addition, CCO will be trying to communicate
more by way of e-mail, including one of the newsletters being sent by e-
mail only, as we move towards becoming less paper dependent.

Elections are taking place in Districts 3 and 4. The deadline dates are
included in the Notice of Election and Nomination Guide. I welcome back
to CCO Council Dr. Gauri Shankar who was acclaimed in District 2.

a
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IV Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC)

o Council members will note that:
r MOHLTC is continuing its efforts to enhance the transparency and

openness ofcollege processes, and the new phrase is "open by default;',
¡ At a FHRCO meeting with the colleges on February 3,2016:

o Ms Denise cole, ADM and Dr. Bob Bell, DM, addressed various
topics, including the possibility of "merging,' colleges; they also
indicated that the Minister will be reviewing the various scope of
practice issues not from individual profession specific
perspectives, but rather from a "system', or ,þatient focussed,,
perspective;

o Mr. Tom Boyd, Ms Rosemin Dhalla and various individuals
involved in the public appointments process spoke about public
appointments and some proposed changes including a maximum
term of 10 years for public members to serve on one or more
colleges;

o John Amodeo and others from the Health Board secretariat
provided preliminary information on changes to the remuneration
of public members (not the per diem rates, but other aspects of
remuneration); Ms Willson will discuss these with the public
members to provide feedback to MOHLTC (the documents are not
ready for distribution at this time); the MOHLTC has committed to
providing training in the form of webinars for public members to
assist in the transition;

There is a new regulation under the Healing Arts Radiation Protection Act
that provides for fees relating to the installation of X-ray equipment.

V Ghiropractic Organizations/Health Related Stakeholders

Included in the council information package is a variety of information
relating to various chiropractic organizations and other health regulatory
organizations.

a

a

a Council members will note the following with respect to other chiropractic
organizations:

. The OCA has provided feedback on the Clinic Regulation project;
¡ The FCC has reviewed and approved its 2016 budget;
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a The FCC has notified members that the Council on Chiropractic

Education US (CCEUS) has withdrawn its membership in the
Council on Chiropractic Education Intemational (CCEI); there will
be a facilitated discussion on the implications of this at the
upcoming FCC meetings in April2016 which Dr. Shankar, Ms
Willson and I will be attending;
Dr. Sha¡kar and Mr. Friedman attended the CCEB AGM in
December 2015 (time permitting, they will provide a verbal
report);
Ms Willson participated in a panel discussion at CMCC on January
7,2016; the other speakers included Dr. Greg Dunn, CCPA and
Dr. Bob Haig, OCA; and

The CCA, following feedback concerning the Summit, has decided
to only host the event every few years instead of annually (the next
Summit is tentatively scheduled for 2018).

Federation of Health Regulatory Golleges (FHRCO)

Richard Steinecke continues to provide legislative updates on
legislation and case law affecting health regulation;
FHRCO has intervenor status in a case involving the college of
nurses and whether or not colleges have continuing jurisdiction
over members after they resign or retire (the court decision has
been reserved);
The FHRCO Communications Working Group has established
various communication tools including videos concerning the role
of colleges that may be of assistance to CCO's communication
efforts. These videos and other initiatives will be reviewed by the
Patient Relations Committee.

VI

General

a

a

a

a

a

a

Background information concerning various aspects of the work being done
by FHRCO is included in the Council information package. Council members
will note that:

a
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Clinic Regulation Project

. Although not specifically part of FHRCO, CCO has participated in the Clinic
Regulation Project in an effort to come up with a possible solution to the
issues concerning fraud in multidisciplinary clinics, particularly when the
owner of the clinic is not a regulated health professional. There is a meeting
scheduled for February 25,2016 at which the participant colleges will discuss
what further action, if any, will be taken. There was a great deal of feedback
about the clinic regulation work, and I expect any letter to the Minister will be
very high level, and will indicate that anumber of colleges worked together to
come up with one possible solution, and we are interested in continuing to
dialogue with the Ministry and other stakeholders on how the public interest
issues can best be addressed. once a joint decision has been reached, Ms
willson and Mr. Friedman will provide an update on cco's website.

Vll Code of Conduct

council members will recall we have had various discussions concerning
the use of social media by council members, how best to address conflict
of interest situations (and being able to identify them when they may
exist). Some background information is included in the council
information package. It may be that further discussion is warranted on this
important topic. However, the committee has one recommendation for
Council concerning the Code of Conduct:

a

That all council members review and sign the revised Code of Conduct dated
February 23, 2016 annually at the April Electíons and orientation meeting.

Vlll Gonclusion

In addition to the matters noted above, the committee is dealing with a
number of miscellaneous issues, refened to in the draft, confidential
minutes included in the Council information package. I am honoured to be
serving as cco President over the next term and I encourage each of you
to communicate with me about any matter. I would be pleased to answer
any questions arising from this report.

a

Respectfully submitted by,

Dr. Cliff Hardick,
President
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From: Dr. Clifford Hardick, President, College of Chiropractors of Ontario
(cco)

Date: December 2015

Proposed Amendments to ByJaw 17: Public Register -
Transparency

Re

l. lntroduction

CCO's role in protecting the public interest includes supporting the delivery of
competent, ethical chiropractic care to the public of Ontario. One way in which to
accomplish this goal is to ensure that CCO is transparent about its processes and
decision-making to enable that members of the public to make informed choices about
their health care provider.

The Minister of Health and Long-Term Care (The Minister) has prioritized the increase

of transparency in the regulation of health professionals. The Minister's priority is to
ensure that all Ontarians have access to information that is relevant, timely, useful and

accurate - information that evokes the public confidence and enhances the public ability
to make informed decisions about their care.

To this end, the Minister has asked colleges regulated under the Regulated Health
Professions Act, 1991 (fuHPA) to make transparency a priority objective and take

concrete steps to develop and establish measures that will increase the transparency of
college public registers, speciflrcally information related to conduct and practice issues.

All Ontario health regulatory colleges are taking steps to increase the transparency and

information that is available on their public registers.

CCO is proposing amendments to By-law 17: Public Register to increase the information
relating to members available on the public register.

CCO's public register is governed by section 23 of the Health Professions Procedural
Code (The Code), schedule 2 to the RHPA and By-law 17: Public Register. CCO is
proposing several amendments to ByJaw 17: Public Register to increase the information
available so that the public can make more informed decisions about their health care
provider. Please review the proposed amendments to ByJaw 17: Public Register for the
details of the proposed amendments.
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l. lnformation Related to Discipline Proceedings

It is a current requirement of section 23 of the Code andBy-law 17: Public Register that
information related to the disciplinary process be included as part of the public register.
Discipline decisions include serious findings and repercussions and it is imperative that
the public has access to information related to this process.

CCO already includes extensive information related to the disciplinary process on the
public register, including notices of hearing, dates of hearings, agreed statements of fact,
discipline decisions, appeal decisions, and suspensions, terms, conditions and limitations
resulting from discipline decisions.

CCO is proposing to codify this specific information in By-law 17: Public Register to
ensure that all relevant information relating to the disciplinary process is available to the
public.

il lnformation Related to lnquiries, Complaints and Reports (lGR) Oral
Gautions, Specified Continuing Education or Remediation Programs
(SCERPs), and Undertakings

The ICR Committee, after investigating and reviewing a complaint and considering
submissions by both the complainant and the member, has several options on how to
dispose of a complaint, including taking no further action, issuing a reminder or a written
caution, administering an in-person oral caution, requiring the member to sign an
undertaking or take a SCERP, referring a matter to discipline, or taking any further action
consistent with the Code. This information currently is not made available to the public.

In response to the Minister's transparency initiatives, Ontario health regulatory colleges
are moving towards including information related to oral cautions, SCERPs and
undertakings on the public register. These consequences represent the most serious
actions the ICR Committee may take without referring a matter to discipline, and signify
a risk to the public; therefore, the public is entitled to access to this information as part of
the public register. CCO is proposing that ICR information related to oral cautions,
SCERPs and undertakings remain on the public register for a period of 12 months after
fulfilment, before being removed.

¡ll. Findings of Guilt of a Criminal Offence

CCO is proposing that findings of guilt under the Criminal Code of Canada, 1985
(Criminal Code) be included on the public register. Findings of guilt under the Crimínal
Code represent serious findings that may be relevant to practice and essential information
for the public. Moreover, findings of guilt under the Criminal Code are already amatter
of public record.
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CCO is proposing to increase information related to a member's practice on the public
register, namely: registration in another profession inside of Ontario, business address

and telephone number of up to three practice locations, the year of graduation from a

chiropractic educational program, the year of initial registration with CCO, and languages

spoken. Increased practice information is relevant to the public's ability to access

information about their regulated health professional and make an informed decision
regarding their health care.

V. Conclusion

CCO recognizes that these proposed amendments represent significant changes to
information available on the public register. However, in exercising its mandate to protect

the public interest, respond to initiatives to increase transparency and better inform the
public, and maintain consistency with the practices of other Ontario health regulatory
colleges, CCO is proposing these amendments to By-law 17: Public Register.

Your Feedback is lmportant!

In accordance with the RHPA, proposed by-law amendments must be circulated for a
period of sixty days to members and stakeholders for comment. Please review the
proposed by-law amendments and provide us with your feedback.

Please return your comments by fax, mail or e-mail by March II,2016 to:

Attention: Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel.: (416) 922-63s5
Toll Free: l-877 -577 -4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : j friedman@cco.on.ca

To submit your feedback online, please go to:
httlr : //survey. constantcontact. com/survey/aO7 ebrufmpci gdouprv/start

The proposed amendments are also posted on CCO's website - w\ryw.cco.on.ca - in the

"What's Newoo section. Once CCO compiles the feedback, the Executive Committee will
review all the feedback and make final recommendations to Council. The final version,
once approved by Council, will be posted to the CCO website.

Thank you for your feedback and your involvement in selÊregulation.
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Rationale for Proposed GhangeProposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)
No change

No change

Current By-law

Subjectto By-law 17.2,a member's
name in the register shall be the full
name indicated on the document used

to support the member's initial
registration with the College

The Registrar may enter a name other
than the name referred to in By-law

17.1 in the register if the Registrar:

(a) has received a written request
from the member;

(b) is satisfied that the member has

legally changed his or her
name; and

(c) is satisfied that the name
change is not for any improper
purpose.

By-law

By-law 17.1

By-law 17.2
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Rationale for Proposed Ghange

This amendment allows the register to
include up to three business addresses.

Proposed By-laws and D¡scuss¡on
Points (changes underlined)
Subiect to Bv-law 17.6(qXi). a member's
business address in the regíster shall be

the address of the location in Ontario
where the member is employed or self-

employed as a chiropractor. ln the
event that the member is employed or
self-employed as a chiropractor in more
than one location in Ontario, the
member's business address shall be the
location where the member works, or
anticipates to work, the most hours. ln
the event that the member is not
employed or self-employed in Ontario
as a chiropractor, the registrar shall

enter as the membe/s business address

the location designated by the member
or any other location for the member
known by the College.

Gurrent By-law

A member's business address in the
register shall be the address ofthe
location in Ontario where the member
is employed or self-employed as a

chiropractor. ln the event that the
member is employed or self-employed
as a chiropractor in more than one

location in Ontario, the membe/s
business address shall be the location
where the member works, or
anticipates to work, the most hours. In

the event that the member is not
employed or self-employed in Ontario
as a chiropractor, the registrar shall

enter as the member's business address

the location designated by the member
or any other location for the member
known by the College.

By-law

By-law 17.3
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Rationale for Proposed GhangeProposed By-laws and Discussion

Points (changes underlined)
No change

No change

Gurrent By-law

A member's business telephone

number shall be the telephone number

of the location in Ontario where the
member is employed or self-employed

as a chiropractor. ln the event that the
member is employed or self-employed

as a chiropractor in more than one

location in Ontario, the member's

business telephone number shall be the
telephone number of the location

where the member generally works, or
anticipates to work, the most hours. ln

the event that the member is not
employed or self-employed in Ontario

as a chiropractor, the register shall not
contain a business telephone number

for the member.

The Registrar shall mainta¡n a register in

accordance with section 23 of hhe Code.

By-law

By-law 17.4

By-law 17.5
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Rationale for Proposed Ghange

ln an effort to increase the
transparency of College information,
comply with the transparency request
from the Ministry of Health and Long-
Term Care, and maintain consistency
with the other Ontario health
regulatory colleges, CCO is proposing to
include the following information on
the public register:

Posting of information related to
referrals to the Discipline Committee
can apply to both referrals made by the
lnquiries, Complaints and Reports
Committee, and applications for
re¡nstatement made under section 73
of the Code.

Proposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)
ln addition to the information set out in
subsection 23(2J of the Code, the
register shall contain the followíng
publicallv available information with
respect to each member:

(a) For every matter that has been
referred by the lnquiries,
Complaints and Reports Committee
to the Discipline Committee under
section 26 of the Code, or where
the Registrar has referred an
apolication for reinstatement to the
Discipline Committee under section
73 of the Code. and the matter has
not been finally resolved, until the
matter has been resolved,

a notation ofthat fact,
including the date of
the referral;

any hearing dates,
including dates for the
continuation of the
hearing;

(ii)

(iv)

(i)

a summary of each
specified allegation;
ar+d

Current By-law

ln addition to the information set out in
subsection 23(2) ofthe Code,the
register shall contain the following
information with respect to each

member:

(a) For every matter that has been
referred by the lnquiries,
Complaints and Reports Committee
to the Discipline Committee under
sect¡on 26 ofthe Code and has not
been finally resolved, until the
matter has been resolved,

any hearing dates,
including dates for the
continuation of the
hearing.

(b) Where the membe/s certificate of
registration is subject to an interim
order, a notation ofthat fact, the
nature ofthe order and the date
that the order took effect;

(iii)

(i¡)

(i) a notation ofthat
fact, including the
date of the referral;

a summary of each

specified allegation;
and

By-law

By-law L7.6
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Rationale for Proposed Change

Once a matter gets referred to
disciplinary proceedings, the concerns

have been screened as being serious

enough to warrant a hearing and
become available to the public. The

notice of hearing (which is already
posted by CCO on its website) and

status are relevant in providing
information to the public about pending

discipline hearings.

Discipline decisions are made available

to the public in accordance with section

23 of the RHPA. The date of decision,
summary of the reprimand and actual
decision are relevant pieces of
information associated with discipline
decisions at the College.

Proposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)

(v) the notice of hearine ;

(b) Where the results of a disciplínarv
proceeding are contained in the
resister. the date on which the
panel of the Discipline Committee
made the fíndine of professional

misconduct or incompetence and

the date on which the panel made

the order:

(c) After Julv 1, 20161, a summarv of
anv reprimand given publiclv to a

Member as Dart of a oanel of the
Discipline Committee. unless the
results of the proceeding before
the Discipline Committee are not
otherwise available to the public

under the Code.

(vi)

and

the status of the
hearing.

Gurrent By-law

(c) Where the member's certificate of
registration is subject to a

suspension for failure to pay a fee,

the reason for the suspension and
the date ofthe suspension in

addition to the fact of that
suspension;

(d) Where, during or as a result of a
proceeding under section 25 ofthe
Code a member has resigned, a

notation ofthat fact.

By-law

1 Or whatever date the by-law gets final approval by Council
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Rationale for Proposed GhangeProposed ByJaws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)
(d) Where a decision of a panel of the

Discipline Committee has been
published bv the Colleee with the
member's or former member's
name included.

(i) a notation ofthat fact: and

identification of. a link to.
or a copv of the specific
publication containins that
decision.

(e) Where the member's certificate of
registration is subject to an interim
order, a notation ofthat fact, the
nature ofthe order and the date
that the order took effect;

(f) Where the member's certificate of
registration is subject to a

suspension for failure to pay a fee,
the reason for the suspension and
the date ofthe suspension in
addition to the fact of that
suspension;

(g) Where, during or as a result of a
proceeding under section 25 ofthe
Code a member has resigned, a

notation ofthat fact.

(ii)

Gurrent By-lawBy-law
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Rationale for Proposed Change

ln order to maintain consistency with
the practices of other Ontario health
regulatory colleges and in an effort to
increase transparency, CCO is proposing

to include information related to oral

cautions, specified continuing

education or remediation programs,

and undertakings required by the
lnquiries, Complaints and Reports

Committee on the public register.

The proposal includes that the
information remain on the public

register for a period of one year.

Proposed By-laws and D¡scussion
Points (changes underlined)
(h) Where, on or after Julv 1. 20162. for

a complaint or for a matter in which
an investigator is appointed under

sectíon 75(1Xa) or 75(1)(b) of the
Code, a panel of the lnquiries,

Complaints and Reports Committee

requires a member to appear

before a panel of the Committee to
be cautioned,

(¡) a notation ofthat fact:

(ii) a summary of the caution;

(¡ii) the date of the oanel's

decision: and

(iv) if applicable, a notation that
the panel's decision is subiect

to review and is not vet final,

which notation shall be

removed once the review and

anv reconsideration bv the
Committee is finallv disposed

of.

Current By-lawBy-law

2 Or whatever date the by-law gets final approval by Council



Proposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)
(i) The information required under Bv-

law 17.61h) shall be removed from
the resister 12 months after the
Resistrar is satisf¡ed that the
member has appeared before a

panelof the lnquiries, Complaints

and Reports Committee and

received the caution.

Where, on or after Julv 1, 20163. for
a complaint or for a matter in which
an investisator is appointed under
75(1Xa) or 75(1Xb) ofthe Code, a
panel of the lnquiries, Complaints
and Reports Committee takes other
action requiring a member to
complete a specified continuing
education or remediation program,

(i) a notation of that fact.

(ii) a summary of the specified
continuing education or
remediation program,

) the date of the panel's

decision.

û)

(iii

Current By-lawBy-law

8
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Rationale for Proposed Change

3 Or whatever date the by-law gets final approval by Council
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Rationale for Proposed ChangeProposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)

(iv) the date the soecified
continuing education or
remediation program is

successfullv completed, and

(v) if applicable, a notation that
the panel's decision is subiect
to review and therefore is not
vet final. which notation shall

be removed once the review
and anv reconsideration bv

the Committee is finallv
disposed of.

(k) The information required under Bv-

law 17.6(i) shall be removed from

the resister 12 months after the

Reeistrar is satisfied that the
Member has successfullv

comoleted the specified continuins
education or remediation program.

Gurrent By-lawBy-law
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Rationale for Proposed ChangeProposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)

Where, on or after Julv 1. 2016. for
a complaint or for a matter in which
an investieator is apoointed under
75(1Xa) or 75(1Xb) of the Code, a

panel of the lnquiries. Complaints

and Reports Committee obtains an

undertakins from the Member.

(i) a notation ofthat fact.

(iil a summarv of the terms of the
undertakine,

(iíi) the date of the panel's decision.

and

(iv) if applicable. a notation that
the þanel's decision is subiect
to review and therefore is not
vet final. which notation shall
be removed once the review
and anv reconsíderation bv the
Committee is finallv disposed

of.

(t)

Gurrent By-lawBy-law
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Rationale for Proposed Ghange

(m) The information required under Bv-

law 1-7.6(l)shall be removed from
the resister 12 months after the
Resistrar is satisfied that the
Member has successfullv completed

the allof the terms of the
undertaking.

þ| Notwithstandine Bv-laws 17.6(h). li)
and {lì. where. after a review. the
lnquiries. Comolaints and Reports

Committee has been required to
remove or vary the aooearance for a

caution, specified continuins
education or remediation program

or undertaking. the notation mav be

removed once the Committee makes

its new decision. Where the original

requirement to appear for a caution

or to complete a specified

continuing education or remediation
program has been varied, the
Registrar mav enter a summarv of
the process leadins up to and the
results of the variation.

Proposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)

Gurrent By{awBy-law
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Rationale for Proposed Ghange

CCO is proposing to include criminal
offence decisions available on the
public register. lt is in the public interest
for the public to be able to access

information that is relevant to
suitability to practise, which includes
public criminal offences.

CCO is proposing to include additional
information available to the public

relevant to the practice information of
members.

Proposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)

(o)A decision of anv findines of euílt. of
which the College is aware. made bv

a court after Julv L, 20164. asainst a

Member in respect of a criminal
offence.

(p)Where the Collese is aware that a

member is currentlv registered or
licensed to practise a profession

inside of Ontario. a notation of that
fact.

(q) the followins practice information
related to a member:

(i) The business address and

business telephone number of
up to three practice locatíons;

(¡i) the name of the chiropractic
education program graduated

bv the member and vear of
graduation from that program;

Current By-lawBy-law

a Or whatever date the by-law gets final approval by Council
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Rationale for Proposed GhangeProposed By-laws and Discussion

Points (changes underlined)
(iii) the vear of initial resistration

with CCO; and

(¡v) up to three languages in which

the member offers Professional

services, as identified bv the

member.

lf requested, the member shall

immediately provide the College w¡th

the following information, in the form
requested by the college:

(a) information required to be

maintained in the register in
accordance with subsection 23(2)

ofthe Code and Bylaw 17.6;

(b) the address and telephone number

of the membe/s primary residence

in Ontario and, if the member does

not reside in Ontario, the address

and telephone number of the
membe/s primary residence;

(c) The member's email addresses;

(d) Proof of professional liability
insurance;

Gurrent By-law

By-law 17.7

By-law
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Rationale for Proposed ChangeProposed By-laws and Discussion

Points (changes underlined)
Current By-law

(e) The member's areas of practice and
categories of clients seen;

(f) lnformation regarding the
member's employment including:

(i) the member's title and
pos¡t¡on,

a description of the
membe/s role, duties, and
responsibilities, and

the membe/s employment
category and status.

(g) any nicknames or abbreviations
that the member uses in any place
of practice;

(h) information about the member's
registration with any other body
that governs a profession, whether
inside or outside of Ontario,
including the name of the
governing body, the membe/s
registration or license number and
the date the member first became
registered;

(vi)

(v)

By-law
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Rationale for Proposed GhangeProposed By-laws and Discuss¡on

Points (changes underlined)
Gurrent ByJaw

(i) information about any finding of
professional misconduct or
incompetence or similar finding
that has been made against the
member by a body that governs a

profession, inside or outs¡de of
Ontario, where the finding has not
been reversed on appeal, including;

(Ð the finding,

a brief summary of the
facts on which the
finding was based,

the penalty and any

other orders made
relative to the finding,

information regarding
any appeals of the
finding.

("i)

(v)

(iv)

(iiÐ

(iÐ the name of the
governing body that
made the finding,

the date the finding
was made, and

By-law
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fi) information about any finding of
incapacity or similar finding that
has been made against the
member by a body that governs a
profession, inside or outside of
Ontario, where that finding has not
been reversed on appeal, including:

(l) ínformation for the

lity
mem

any

compiling stat¡st¡cal data,

asu

the
was

(vii)

(ii i)

of

Assurance Progra

(i)

(i¡)

the finding

(k) information
partic¡pation ín

the name of the
governing body that
made the finding
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Rationale for Proposed Ghange

The information in section 17.7(m)and

17.7(n) is included more broadly in

sect¡on 85.6.1 of the Health Professions

Procedural Code, Schedule 2 to the
Reguloted Health Professions Act, 7997.

Proposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)

4

@

@¡s¡ng
er that was related te

@
@
----muni€¡petb1rlarv

infraetien er an effenee

@
---+rs#¡e+et;

@
---o++n+exiea+ed;-er

Gurrent By-law

(m) information about any finding by

a court made after June 3, 2009

that the member is guilty of any

of the following:

an offence that
occurred while the
member was practising
or that was related to
the practice ofthe
member (other than a

municipalby-law
infraction or an offence
under the Highway
TroÍfic Act;

an offence in which the
member was impaired
or intoxicated; or

(iii)

(ii)

(iv)

{¡)

an offence related to
prescribing,

compounding,
dispensing, selling or
administering drugs;

an offence under the
CriminølCode of
Cønado;

By-law
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Rationale for Proposed GhangeProposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)

@
prefess¡onel+egl¡gefl€e€F

@

Gurrent By-law

any other offence
relevant to the
member's suitability
to practise the
profession.

(n) information about any finding by a
court made after June 3, 2009 of
professional negligence or
malpractice against the member.

(v)

The member shall notify the College, in,
writing, of any changes to the following
information within 30 days of the
effective date of the change:

(a) the member's name,

(b) the address and telephone number
of the member/s primary residence
in Ontario and, if the member does
not reside in Ontario, the address
and telephone number of the
member's primary residence,

(c) the member's business address or
business telephone number.

By-law

By-law 17.8
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Rationale for Proposed Ghange

This provision would allow information
to be withheld from the public when

there is a public safety reason to do so.

Proposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)
All of the information in the reeister is

desienated, under subsection 23(61 of
the Code, as information that mav be

withheld from the public if the Reeistrar

has reasonable grounds to believe that
disclosure mav ieooardize the safetv of
an individual.

Gurrent By-lawBy-law

By-law 17.9
New
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Please review the by-law amendments (underlined) and provide us with your
feedback and comments.

Please return your comments by fax, mail or e-mail by March 11, 2016 to:

Mr. Joel Friedman, Director of Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel.: (416) 922-6355
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : ifriedman@cco.on.ca

To submit your feedback online, please go to:
http ://su rvey. consta ntcontact. com/su rvey/a07e brufmpcigdou p rvlsta rt

Demographic lnformation

What type of stakeholder are You?

How long have you been in Practice?

tr CCO member tr other stakeholder

tr less than 5 years

tr 5-10years
tr 11 -20 years

tr more than 20 years
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Discipline Decisions Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Agree Strongly
Agree

I agree/disagree with the proposed
increased transparency on the public
register related to discipline decisions

1 2 3 4

The following changes/improvements would better protect the public interest:

lnquiries, Complaints and Reports
- Oral Gautions

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Agree Strongly
Agree

I agree/disagree with the proposed
increased transparency on the public
register related to oral cautions

I 2 3 4

The following changes/improvements would better protect the public interest:

Attach separate pages, as required
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lnquiries, Complaints and RePorts

- Specified Continuing Education
or Remediation Programs

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Agree Strongly
Agree

I agree/disagree with the proposed
increased transparency on the public
register related to specified
continuing education or remediation
programs

1 2 3 4

The following changes/improvements would better protect the public interest

lnquiries, Gomplaints and Reports
- Undertakings

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Agree Strongly
Agree

I agree/disagree with the proposed
increased transparency on the public
register related to undertakings

1 2 3 4

The following changes/improvements would better protect the public interest

Attach separate pages, as required
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The following changes/improvements would better protect the public interest

Criminal Offences - Findings of
Guilt

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Agree Strongly
Agree

I agree/disagree with the proposed
increased transparency on the public
register of findings of guilt against a
member in respect of a criminal
offence

I 2 3 4

Registration to Practise a
Profession in Ontario

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Agree Strongly
Agree

I agree/disagree with the proposed
increased transparency on the public
register related to registration to
practise a profession in Ontario

1 2 3 4

The following changes/improvements would better protect the public interest:

Attach separate pages, as required
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Practice lnformation Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Agree Strongly
Agree

I agree/disagree with the proposed
increased transparency on the public
register of practice related
information:

Up to three business addresses 1 2 3 4

Chiropractic program of graduation I 2 3 4

Year of graduation 1 2 3 4

Year of initial registration with CCO 1 2 3 4

Languages spoken (up to three) 1 2 3 4

The following changes/improvements would better protect the public interest:

Attach separate pages, es required
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MeUONANDUM

To: Members and Stakeholders

From: Dr. Clifford Hardick, President, College of Chiropractors of Ontario
(cco)

Date: December 2015

Re: Proposed Amendments to By-law 6: Election of Council Members

CCO is proposing an addition to By-law 6: Election of Council Members to ensure Council is

properly constituted in the event of a vacancy.

Clause 6(1)(a) of the Chiropractic Act requires precisely nine elected members of Council for it
to be properly constituted. Thus if there is an unexpected vacancy amongst the elected members

of Council, Council may not be able to fill the vacancy promptly and it will no longer be

properly constituted. In order to address this event, CCO Council is proposing to amend By-law
6 to provide for a temporary filling of the vacancy.

CCO Council is proposing that a new ByJaw give Council or the Executive the ability to appoint

an eligible member for the district with the vacancy to serve as a temporary Council member

until the next March election. CCO would solicit interest from eligible members where feasible,

take into account the same criteria as appointing non-Council committee members, and require

the prospective appointed member to sign an undertaking to not seek or accept a nomination in
the next election for the electoral district.

Your Feedback is lmportant!

In accordance with the RHPA, proposed byJaw amendments must be circulated for a period of
sixty days to members and stakeholders for comment. Please review the proposed by-law
amendments and provide us with your feedback.

Please return your comments by fax, mail or e-mail by March Il,2016 to:

Attention: Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel.: (416) 922-6355
Toll Free: l-877 -577 -4772
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Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : j friedman@cco.on.ca

To submit your feedback online, please go to:
http ://survey. constantcontact. corn/survev/aO7ebrufrnpci gdouprv/start

The proposed amendments are also posted on CCO's website - \ilww.cco.on.ca - in the "What's
New" section. Once CCO compiles the feedback, the Executive Committee will review all the
feedback and make final recommendations to Council. The final version, once approved by
Council, will be posted to the CCO website.

Thank you for your feedback and your involvement in self-regulation.
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Rationale for Proposed Change

CCO Councilwill not be properly

constituted if there is a vacancy of an

elected member on Council, such as

where Council holds a by-law election

to elect a Council member, and that
Council member's nine year term
expires before the March election. This

new by-law allows Council or the
Executive to appoint a temporary
eligible member from the district of the

vacancy to fill the vacancy until the next

March election.

Council or the Executive would consider

the same criteria as appointing a non-

Council committee member in making

this appointment and ensure that the
appointed member undertakes not to
seek or accept nomination in the next

election, to preserve neutrality ¡n the
election process.

Proposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)
Despite Bv-law 6.32, 6.33. and 6.34,

where vacancv would result in the
Council not being properlv constituted,

the Council (in anticipation of the event

before it is not properlv constituted) or

the Executive Committee (after the
Council is not properlv constituted) mav

appoint as an elected member for that
district an elieible member in that
electoral district. The appointed

member shall serve until the vacancv

can otherwise be filled for that district.

When temporarilv filline the vacancv in

this wav, the Council or the Executive

Committee shall:

(a) solicit interest from
eligible members where

fË.s.iþlst.

Current By-lawBy-law

New By-law 6.35

l There may not be sufficient t¡me to solicit interest in every case, because Council should be reconst¡tuted as soon as possible.



Rationale for Proposed ChangeProposed By-laws and Discussion
Points (changes underlined)

(b) take into account the
criteria set out in Bv-

law 12.5. and

(c) require the prospective

appointed member to
sign an undertakinq to
not seek or accept a

nomination in the next
election for the
electoral district before
the aopointment
becomes final2.

Current By.lawBy-law

2

231Proposed By-law Amendments to By-law 6: Election of Council Members
Version Date: September t7,2OL5

2 Th¡s ¡s intended to preserve the neutrality of the process. Where a person intends to run in the next election, they would receive a distinct advantage in being
appointed to fill the vacancy until the election is held.
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Please review the by-law amendments (underlined) and provide us with your feedback and

comments

Please return your comments by fax, mail or e-mail by March 11,2016 to

Mr. Joel Friedman, Director of Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel.: (416)922-6355
Toll Free: 1-877 -577 -4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : ifriedman(Occo.on.ca

To submit your feedback online, please go to:
http://survev.consta ntcontact. com/survev/a0Tebrufmpciqdou prv/start

Discipline Decisions Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Agree Strongly
Agree

I agree/disagree with the proposed new
By-law 6.35

1 2 3 4

The following changes/improvements to By-law 6.35 would better protect the public interest:

Demographic Information

What type of stakeholder are you?

How long have you been in practice?

tr CCO member tr other stakeholder

tr less than 5 years

tr 5- 10 years

t¡ 11-20years
tr more than 20 years

Anach separate pages, as required
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Men¡onANDUM

To: Members and Stakeholders

From: Dr. Brian Gleberzon, Chair, Quality Assurance (QA) Committee

Date: December 2015

Approved Amendments:
o Amendments to Standard of Practice 5-003: Professional

Portfolio
o Standard of Practice S-021: Assistive Devices (new standard

of practice)

Re:

l. Introduction

CCO is distributing amendments to Standard of Practice 5-003: Professional Portfolio
and anew Standard of Practice 5-021: Assistive Devices, which were approved by
Council on Septemb er 17 ,2015. These amendments were previously circulated to

members and stakeholders for feedback. The Quality Assurance Committee reviewed the

feedback and made fuither recommendations to Council.

ll. Summary of Ghanges Approved by Council

Please add the following items to your ChiroCare Binder:

. Amendments to Standard of Practice 5-003: Professional Portfolio
o Standard of Practice S-021 : Assistive Devices (new standard of practice)

Støndørd of Practíce 5-003: Professíonøl Portþlío

The amendments to Standard of Practice 5-003: Professional Portfolio introduce two
mandatory elements to the continuing education and professional development program.

They are:

o Five mandatory structured hours consisting of diagnostic or therapeutic
procedures related to any of the controlled acts within the chiropractic scope of
practice; and

o Maintaining a certifÏcate in emergency first aid/CPR

These mandatory elements will first come into effect during the July lr2016 - June
30, 2018 CE cycle and will be reported for the 2019 renewal year.



Memorandum, dated December 2015
from Dr. Brian Gleberzon, chair, QA committee to Members and stakeholders

Five mandatory structured hours consisting of diagnostic or therapeutic procedures
related to any of the controlled acts within the chiropractic scope of practice

Following review of the feedback, the Council approved expanding the five hour
requirement to include structured continuing education consisting of any of the controlled
acts related to diagnostic or therapeutic procedures within the chiropractic scope of
practice. This mandatory CE may include:
. any of the controlled acts under section 4 of the Chiropractic Act, 1991, or
o oPeration of an X-ray machine or ordering of a radiograph under sections 5-6 of the

Healing Arts Radiation Protection Act, 1990.

The Quality Assurance Committee recommended this mandatory element as it is in the
public interest for members to maintain their skills in these particular areas of practice.
Chiropractors are granted the privilege of performing several controlled acts, including:
o communicating a diagnosis within the chiropractic scope of practice;
. moving the joints of the spine beyond a person's usual physiological range of motion

using a fast, low amplitude thrust;
o putting a finger beyond the anal verge for the purpose of manipulating tailbone; and
o operating an X-ray machine or ordering of a radiograph under sections 5-6 of the

Healing Arts Radiatíon Protection Act, 1990.
These are acts which are authorized through legislation and which require skill and
expertise to perform. It is imperative, for the protection of the public and enhancing of
public confidence, that members who can actively provide care to patients under their
chiropractic license, maintain their competency in these controlled acts as part of the
continuing education program.

These mandatory five hours may be used as part of the "structured hours" of continuing
education and fall under the guidelines of the structured hours, as defîned in Standard of
Practice 3-003: Professional Portfolio. Therefore, the hours may be fulfilled through:
o attending courses, seminars, workshops, presentations, conferences
o participating in interactive Internet courses, seminars, workshops, conferences,

webinars
o participating in correspondence courses
o participating in clinical rounds
o participating in computer assisted learning
CE courses are selÊdirected (i.e. not approved or endorsed by CCo), and it is up to
members to choose courses relevant to their practice areas and interest and/or based on
their learning objectives from the Self Assessment and Peer and Practice Assessment.

Maintaining a certificate in emergencyfirst aid/CPR

The second mandatory element of CE introduced is maintaining certification in
emergency first aidlCPR. Following review of the practices of other health regulatory
colleges and other chiropractic jurisdictions, as well as review of the feedback, the QA

2
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Memorandum, dated December 2015
from Dr. Brian Gleberzon, Chair, QA Committee to Members and Stakeholders

3

Committee has determined that it is the public interest for members to complete and

maintain basic emergency first aid/CPR training. This training can be taken through the

Red Cross or St. John Ambulance, and consists of a 6.5 hour course which provides

certification for three years.

Emergency situations may arise in all types of worþlaces, especially health care offices,
and it is essential that health care providers have the competency to respond to these

emergency situations. This requirement may also assist members in complying with the

worþlace safety requirements under the Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1990 and

the W'orþlace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997.

Completion of the basic emergency first aidiCPR training may be used towards the

structured CE hours required during each two year cycle.

Please visit the "Quality Assurance" section of CCO's website at

http://cco.on.calenglish/lvfembers-of-CCO/Ouality-Assurance/ for more information
about the CE program and for Frequently Asked Questions about the CE requirements.

Standard of Practíce 3-021: Assístíve Devíces

CCO Council approved a new standard of practice regulating the use of assistive devices

within the chiropractic scope of practice, following review of feedback from members

and stakeholders. This proposed standard largely follows the organization of the orthotics

standard, and would include sections relating to:
o training, skill and competency;
o protocols for diagnosis, consent, prescription and dispensing, and follow-up;
o billing practices; and
o conflict of interest.

235
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Quality Assurance Committee
Approved by Council: May 24, 1996
Amended: February 28, 1 998, November 30, 2002, December 2, 2009'
September 17,2015

Note to reøders: In the eaent of øny inconsistency between this document and the legisløtion thøt

øffects chiroprøctic practice, the legisløtion goaerns.

Note: For the purposes of this standard of practice, "member" refers to a CCO

member registered in the "General" class of registration.

l¡rrerur

To advise members of their government-legislated obligation to quality
improvement by participation in peer and practice assessment, self-assessment and

seli-directed, lifelong learning, through continuing education (CE) and professional
development.

To advise members that their professional portfolio is the file where they must
record and store information about their participation in quality assurance

initiatives.

Oe¡eclves

To fulfill the requirements of the Quality Assurance Committee as set out in
section 80.1 of the Health Professions Procedural Code (the Code), Schedule 2 of

the Reguløted Heølth Professions Act, L991 (RHPA).

To facilitate continuous quality improvement through the concepts of peer and

practice assessmenÇ self assessment, self assessment action plans, and lifelong
learning.

To emphasize that each member is responsible for his/her own continuing
competency and professional growth.

To enable the Quality Assurance Committee to assist a member with specific

remediation if it is requested or deemed necessary'

o To ensure the ongoing development of CCO's quality assurance Program'

DescnrpnoN oF STANDARD

Type of Portfolio to be Maintained

A member is required to maintain a professional portfolio, which will be made

College of Chiropractors of Ontario

a

a

a

1
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Professional Portfolio

2

available to the Quality Assurance Committee or a peer assessor upon request. The
contents of the professional portfolio remain confidential within the Quality
Assurance committee and will not be shared with any other committee.

A member is required to complete the four parts of the professional portfolio. A
member must maintain his/her professional portfolio, including CE materials
gathered in the current cE rycle and the immediate past complete cE cycle.
Additional cycles may be discarded. Howeveç CCo encoutuges 

"rrety 
member to

retain relevant materials for future use and reference.

Part 1: Professional Profile / Curriculum Vitae

. personal data: name, address, registration number
¡ education: post-secondary/academic degrees/certificates; specialties/ fellowships

(if applicable)
. professional history: practice history and description
' professional membership and service: names of professional organizations in

which the member holds current membership, and the services and activities
provided to professional organizations (including positions held)o volunteer work: service to profession; service to community. awards /recognition

o other professional activities: professional presentations; professional
publications

. references (optional): a separate sheet may be attached.

Part 2= Self Assessment

The self-assessment process consists of two parts: the self-assessment
questionnaire with accompanying handbook and the plan of action summary sheet.

A member is required to complete CCO's self-assessment process every two years
as set out by CCO. The self-assessment questionnaire is completely confidential and
will not be viewed by any committee.

once a member has completed the self-assessment questionnaire and has
identified areas that need improvement, the member should transfer the
information to the self-assessment plan of action summary sheet. Using this
summary sheet, a member shall develop a learning plan to help guide his/her Cn
and professional development.

The plan of action summary sheet is a component of the member's professional
portfolio and will be reviewed by a peer assessor during the peer and practice
assessment to monitor compliance with the self-assessment process. A member may

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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identify areas from the self-assessment questionnaire which he/she desires to
strengthen and may incorporate these items into hislher CE activities.

Part 3: Continuing Education and Professional Development

CE activities should reflect the results of a member's self-assessment, and peer and

practice assessment, in addition to any CE activities related to professional interests,

adding to a member's strength or changing a member's practice.

A member is required to participate in 40 hours of CE over a two-year period, as

determined by CCO. In accumulating the 40 hours, CCO requires members to:

o participate in a minimum of 20 hours in structured CE activities (all40 hours
may be accumulated in structured activities);

. record up to a maximum of 20 hours towards unstructured CE activities;

. record participation in CE activities in his/her professional portfolio; and

o maintain in his/her professional portfolio materials gathered while fulfilling CE

requirements (e.g., course outlines, brochures from conventions/conferences/
certificates, letters of reference, receipts, etc.).

To monitor compliance with the quality assurance initiatives, a member who is
registered in the General class of registration for that entire cycle shall

complete and submit a one-page summary sheet of their CE activities (entitled
Coniinuing Education and Professional Development Log) for that entire cycle. This

log witl accompany CCO's registration renewal every two years.

CE activities must relate to a member's clinical practice and/or professional

activitiesl, with the goal of enhancing a member's professional knowledge and skill.

A member is not permitted to bank hours over the two-year period (i.e., transfer
hours from one rycle to the next). The required 40 hours of CE is considered the

minimum standard for the two-year cycle. CCO encourages all members to
regularly participate in additional CE.

Structured Actiaities (20 hours minimum)

Structured activities are active/interactive learning programs. These activities
generally have structured agendas, specified learning objectives and interaction
with other members of the profession or other professions. Structured activities
include:

3
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4

¡ attending courses, seminars, workshops, presentations, conferenceso participating in interactive internet courses, seminars, workshops, conferences,
webinars

o participating in correspondence courses
o participating in clinical rounds
o participatingin computer-assisted learning

Møndøtory Components of Structured CE

As defined in the RHPA, the practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conditions
related to the spine, nervous system and joints, and the diagnosis, prevention and
treatment primarily by adjustmenf of: dysfunctions or disorders arising from the
structures or functions of the spine and the effects of those dysfunctions or
disorders on the nervous system; and dysfunctions or disorders arising from the
structures or functions of the joints.

In accordance with section 4 of the Chiroprøctic Act, 1991, a member is authorized to
perform the following controlled acts:

1. communicating a diagnosis identifying, as the cause of a person's
symptoms,
i' a disorder arising from the structures or functions of the spine and

their effects on the nervous system, or
ii. a disorder arising from the structures or functions of the joints of the

extremities.
2. Moving the joints of the spine beyond a person's usual physiological range

of motion using a fast, low amplitude thrust.
3' Putting a finger beyond the anal verge for the purpose of manipulating the

tailbone.

CCO requires that every member participate in a minimum of five hours of CE in
every CE cycle, that consists of structured activity on diagnostic or therapeutic
procedures related to any of the controlled acts within the chiropractic siope of
practice'?. These mandatory five hours should be relevant to the member's ilinlcal
practice, but may not include adjunctive therapies, such as acupuncfure, exercise or
nutritional counseling.

CCO requires that every member successfully completes and remains current with
emergency first aid/CPR certification.3

Unstructured Actiaities (20 hours møximum)

Unstructured activities are self-directed, independent learning activities
Unstructured activities include:
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. reading professional books, journals, articles, research PaPers

. viewing/reading/listening to professional audio/video/ internet material
o reviewing CCO regulations, standards of practice, policies, guidelines, other

CCO material
o preparing/presentingprofessionalpresentations
. researching/writing/editing professional publications
¡ other (specify)

CCO requires that a member participate in CE activities that relate directly to
his/her clinical practice and/or professional activities. These activities may include,
but are not limited to, subjects such as communicatiory assessment, diagnosis,
clinical impressiory diagnostic imaging, patient care, and specialty training.

CCO will continue to review the CE process and make appropriate changes as

necessâry, which may include the introduction of mandatory elements to the
program and/or approval/disapproval of specific programs.

Documentøtion of CE Actioities

Personal Data: Name, Registration Number

Every member is required to record his/her CE activities in the Continuing
Education & Professional Development section of the professional portfolio. Each

activity must include the following information:
o date on which the member participated in the activity (month and year)
o activity code
o learning objectives code
o title and brief description of the activity
o provider/source
o total number of hours
o outcome code

Part 4: Accompanying Folder

A member is required to maintain the following in his/her professional portfolio:

. materials gathered while fulfilling his/her CE requirements (e.g., course

outlines, brochures from conventions/conferences, certificates, letters of
reference, receipts, etc.);

samples of his/her recent advertising (e.9., Yellow Pages advertisements,
newspaper advertisements or other similar types of advertising); and

the disposition reports following the member's peer and practice assessment.

5
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Lecrsunve CoTTEXT

Health Professions Procedural code, schedule 2 of the Regutated Heatth
Protessions Act, 199'l

The Quality Assurance program is defined in section 1 (1) of the Code as ,,a

program to assure the quality of the practice of the profession and to promote
continuing competency evaluation, competence and improvement among
members."

Objects and Duties of CGO: Section 3 of the Code

Section 3(1): The College has the following objects:

3. To develop, establish and maintain standards of practice to assure the quality of
the practice of the profession.

4. To develop, establish and maintain standards of knowledge, skill and programs
to promote continuing competence among the members.

section 80.1 of the code defines the minimum requirements for a quality
assurance program as follows:

(a) A quality assurance program prescribed under section B0 shall include,
continuing education or professional development designed to,

(i) promote continuing competence and continuing quality improvement
among the members,

(ii) address changes in practice environments, and

(iii)incorporate standards of practice, advances in technology, changes made to
entry to practice competencies and other relevant issues in the discretion of
the Council;

(b) self, peer and practice assessments; and

(c) a mechanism for the College to monitor members'participation in, and
compliance with, the quality assurance program.
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Section 80.2 of the Code outlines the powers of the Quality Assurance Committee
as follows:

The Quality Assurance Committee may do only one or more of the following:

1. Require individual members whose knowledge, skill and judgment have been

assessed under section 82 and found to be unsatisfactory to participate in speci-

fied continuing education or remediation Programs.

2. Direct the Registrar to impose terms, conditions or limitations for a specified
period to be determined by the Committee on the certificate of registration of a
member,

i. whose knowledge, skill and judgment have been assessed or reassessed

under section 82 and have been found to be unsatisfactory, or

ii. who has been directed to participate in specified continuing education or
remediation programs as required by the Committee under paragraph 1 and
has not completed those programs successfully.

3. Direct the Registrar to remove terms, conditions or limitations before the end of
the specified period, if the Committee is satisfied that the member's knowledge,
skill and judgment are now satisfactory.

4. Disclose the name of the member and allegations against the member to the

Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee if the Quality Assurance
Committee is of the opinion that the member may have committed an act of
professional misconduc! or may be incompetent or incapacitated.

'N.8. - a member's CE activities are separate and apart from daily professional

activities. For example, if the member is an educator, the preparation and
presentation of classroom material would not be considered an acceptable CE

credit.

'?See Standard of Practice 5-001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice for an explanation of
"diagnostic or therapeutic procedures". Controlled acts may include the authorized
activities listed in section 4 of the Chiroprøctic Act, 1-99L or the authorization to oper-

ate an X-ray machine or prescribe the operation of an X-tay machine under
sections 5-6 of tlrre Healing Arts Rødiation Protection Act, 1990.

3The minimum requirement is emergency first aid: CPR Level C + CPR + AED. This

can be achieved through providers such as Red Cross and St john Ambulance as a

6.5 hour classroom instruction Program.

7
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Approved by Council: September 17,2015

Note to readers: In the eaent of øny inconsistency between this document and the

legislation that affects chiropractic practice, the legisløtiln goaerns'

lrurerur

Assistive devices are intended to enable people with physical disabilities to increase

their independence by addressing their individual needs. Assistive devices' may be

used by chiropractors as an adjunctive therapy to patient care for managing certain
conditions within the chiropractic scope of practice. This standard of practice

advises members of their obligations when examining and recommending assistive
devices.

Note: Standørds reløted to orthotics are addressed in Stnndard of Prøctice 5-012: Orthotics.

Oe¡ecrvEs

To facilitate appropriate care of patients who may benefit from assistive devices

To inform members of their obligations for providing examinations, obtaining
consent and making recommendations for assistive devices.

To ensure members respond to clinical situations in a manner consistent with
the best interests of their patients.

To ensure members advise patients to consult with another health professional
when:
o the patient's condition is beyond the chiropractic scope of practice or

competence of the member,
o the patient requires the care of another health professional, or
o the patient would be most appropriately treated by another health

professional.

a

a

a

1
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Descnrpr¡oN or SIn¡IDARD

Training, Skill and Competence

A member who examines patients for or recommends assistive devices is required
to have appropriate training, skill and competence, including:

o applied anatomy, biomechanics and physiology related to the application, fitting
and dispensing of the specific assistive devices;

o examination and diagnosis of patients with conditions within the scope of
practice of chiropractic who may reasonably be expected to benefit from the use
of assistive devices;

o understanding of the indications and contraindications to assistive devices for
any individual patien!

' understanding of the outcomes, benefits and risks of assistive devices; ando participation in appropriate ongoing continuing education.,

Protocol

A member may recommend assistive devices related to the chiropractic scope of
practice on a case-by-case basis for a patient if, in the member's clinical judgment or
opiniory an assistive device is intended to improve the patient's healtþ wellness
and/or function.

A member shall adhere to the following protocols when recommending an assistive
device:

1. Diagnosis or ClinicøI Impression

o relevant case history, including neuro-musculoskeletal, orthopaedic and
biomechanical conditions;

' neuro-musculoskeletal examination (physical, diagnostic imaging,laboratory);
' assessment of a patient's physical and functional limitations, including activities

of daily living, that may benefit from an assistive device; and
o interpretation and differential diagnosis to rule out possible contraindications.
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2. Consent

a A member shall otherwise comply with Standard of Practice 5-013: Consent.

Consent from the patient shall be:

o fully informed about the purpose of the assistive device. A member shall

explain the benefits and risks of the assistive device as compared to other
care or no care;

o voluntarily given;
o related to the patient's condition and circumstances; and

o evidenced in a written form signed by the patient or otherwise documented

in the patient health record, which may be part of the general consent.

3. Prescribing or Dispensing Assistiae Deaices to Pntient

A member shall only prescribe or dispense an assistive device for a patient when
the examination and diagnosis or clinical impression indicate a condition within the

chiropractic scope of practice that would reasonably benefit the patient from that
assistive device.

A member shall provide advice to a patient in a manner that can be understood by
the patient on the following:
o instructions for usage of the assistive device;
. reasonable expectations as to the outcomes of the assistive device; and
. timeframes for achieving potential results.

4, Conditions Outside the Chiropractic Scope of Practice

A member shall advise the patient to consult with another health professional when
the member knows or ought to know that:
o the patient's condition is beyond the chiropractic scope of practice;
o the patient's condition is beyond the competence of the member;
o the patient requires the care of another health professional, or
¡ the patient would be most appropriately treated by another health professional'

5. Follow-up

In the patient's best interests, a member shall advise a patient to seek timely follow-
up and re-assessment relating to the assistive device.

3
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a

Billing

A member shall comply with:

the business practices provisions in the Professional Misconduct Regulation
under the chiroprøctic Act,1991, including the requirement to disclose to a
patient the fee for a service before the service is provided, including a fee not
payable by the patient and to itemize an account; and

¡ Guideline G-008: Business Practices which provides that members may not bill
any Payor fees in excess of hislher normal fee billed to a private patient for
similar services.

The cost of the assistive device must reasonably relate to the time and expertise of,
and cost to, the member.

A member shall only issue a receipt for payments that have been received.

Conflict of Interest

For the purpose of this standard, a conflict of interest may arise when a member
refers a patient to facilities, services or suppliers in which the member or the mem-
ber's immediate family has an interest or gains a benefit.

A member may make such a referral provided that he/she:

discloses to the patient that the member or hislher immediate family member
has an interest or gains a benefit from the referral;

4

has assured the patient that the patient's choice of services or suppliers will not
affect the quality of health care services provided by the membei;

has informed the patient that he/she has an option of using alternative facilities,
services or suppliers; and

a

a upon request, advises CCO of any conflict of interest.
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Lecrslrnve GoruTExr

Reguløted Heølth Professions Act, 199L

Section 3 (1) of the Health Professions Procedural Code - One of CCO's objects
under thte Regulnted Health Professions Act, 1.99L (RHPA) is to "develop, establish and
maintain programs and standards of practice to assure the quality of the practice of
the profession."

The Quality Assurance program is defined in Ss. 1(1) of the Code as "a program to
assure the quality of the practice of the profession and to promote continuing
evaluatiory competence and improvement among the members."

Chiropractic Act,1997

Scope of Practice

The scope of practice is defined in the Chiropractic Act, L991as follows

The practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conditions related to the spine,
nervous system and joints and the diagnosis, prevention and treatment, primarily
by adjustment, of,

(a) dysfunctions and disorders arising from the structures or functions of the
spine and the effects of those dysfunctions or disorders on the nervous
system; and

(b) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the
joints.

Sections of Regulation852193 under th.e Chiroprøctic ilct,1997

The following are acts of professional conduct misconduct for the purposes of
clause 51(1)(c) of the Health Professions Procedural Code:

Contravening a standard of practice of the profession or failing to maintain
the standard of practice expected of members of the profession.

Doing anything to a patient for therapeutic, preventative, palliative,
diagnostic, cosmetic or other health-related purposes in a situation in which
consent is required by law, without such consent

5

2.

J.
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Delegating a controlled act contrary to the Act or tine Reguløted Health
Professions Act, L991, or the regulations under either of those Acts.

Failing to reveal the nature of a remedy or treatment used by the member
following a patient's request to do so.

Failing to advise a patient to consult with another health professional when
the member knows or ought to know that,
. The patient's condition is beyond the scope of practice and

competence for the member,
. The patient requires the care of another health professional, or
. The patient would be appropriately treated by another health

professional

1,4. Providing a diagnosis or therapeutic service that is not necessary.

Explanatory Notes

This standard of practice should be read in conjunction with the Business Practices
Provisions of the Professional Misconduct Regulatiorç Standard of Practice 5-002
Record Keeping, Standard of Practice 5-013: Consen! and Guideline G-008:
Business Practices.

1e.g. orthotic devices, custom arm, leg and spinal braces, wheelchairs, positioning
devices, ambulation aids, cushions, back and head supports, and pressure
modification devices

'e.9., programs offered by accredited chiropractic educational institutions or manu-
facturers of assistive devices

6
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ITEM 4.1.3

fanuary 21,2016

Mr. Ioel Friedman
Director of Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
1,30 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5

Dear Mr. Friedman:

Re: Feedback on CCO By-Laws 6 (Election of Council Members) 17 (Public Register)

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input into the College of Chiropractors of Ontario's
(CCO'sJ draft by-laws related to the election of council members and the public register. We

applaud the work of the Council of Chiropractors of Ontario [CCO) to increase the transparency of
the public registrar by making more information available to the public. This move to greater

transparency is consistent with the objective of the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care's Action
PIan (2015) of supporting people and patients by providing the education, information and

transparency they need to make the right decisions about their health,

We are very supportive of the proposed amendments, Many of the proposed changes, such as the
inclusion of year of graduation, mirror the information shared on the public registers of other
Ontario regulatory bodies.

We note the addition of a provision to protect the safety of members (new draft By-Law 17.9J which
would give the Registrar the right to exclude information about a member if there are reasonable

grounds to believe that disclosure may jeopardize the safety of an individual. This type of provision

is generally in place to protect members from harassment and intimidation (where there is proof
this is an issue such as an abusive former spouse, patient, etc.), As such, we fully support the

College's efforts to protect members in these unfortunate types of situations.

Draft By-Law 17 .6 proposes to have oral cautions automatically removed one year after the oral

caution was given and remedial activities automatically removed one year after the Registrar has

received confirmation the CE/remedial activity is undertaken, We note this is a shorter period of
time than changes introduced by some regulatory bodies for which the time period is two or three
years. We are raising this simply to highlight that a longer period of time may better serve the

public interest, and not in any way to suggest that members be required to apply to have

information related to oral cautions and remedial activities removed, which we feel would create

an unnecessary administrative burden,

249
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We thank the College for its efforts to improve the transparency of the public register by providing
the public and patients with additional information on which to base their health decisions.

Sincerely,

Bob Haig D.C.

Chief Executive Officer
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Rationale for Proposed Ghange

This amendment reflects the name

change of th¡s organization

Proposed By-laws and Discussion
PointS (changes underlined)

"FCC" mea rìs;thè Federatiôn gf
Canadian Chihopractic ' .

'

Gurrent By-law

"The Federation" means the Canadian

Federation of Chiropract¡c Regulatory

and Educational Accrediting Boards

By-law

By-law 1.1

'.:'.

. .. :
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Three arrested in automobile insurance fraud investigation

Broadcast time: 08:43
Monday, February B, 2016

32 Division
416-B0B-3200

Case #: 20L5-2L47065

The Toronto Police Service would like to make the public aware of an investigation
involving alleged fraudulent automobile insurance claims.

It is alleged that:

- people who were involved in motor vehicle collisions attended for treatment at the
Wellness Centres of Ontario, at 3500 Dufferin Street

- the centre then invoiced an insurance company for treatments that were never rendered

It is further alleged that:

- a paralegal from Kovtman Law, at 3500 Dufferin Street, assisted clients in filing
fraudulent accident benefit claims against the insurance company

On Friday, February 5,20t6, police arrested three people.

Dr. Edward Hayes, 59, of Vaughan, was charged with:

1) three counts of Fraud Under

Doina Osacenco, 57, of Toronto, was charged with:

1) three counts of Fraud Under

Paralegal Anna Kovtanuka,3l, of Thornhill, was charged with:

1) two counts of Fraud Under
2) Possession of Property Obtained by Crime Under

All three are scheduled to appear in court at 1000 Finch Avenue West on Thursday, March
17,2076,1 p,m.

Anyone with information is asked to contact police at 416-808-3200, Crime Stoppers
anonymously at 4I6-222-TIPS (8477), online at www.222tios,com, text TOR and your
message to CRIMES (274637). Download the free Crime Stoppers Mobile App on iTunes,
Google Play or Blackberry App World.

htç ://torontopo I ice. on.calnewsreleases/3 3 902 2/812016
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Please download the Toronto Police service Mobile App for ios or Android.

For more news, visit TPSnews.ca.

Constable Caroline de Kloet, Corporate Communications, for Detective Constable
Christopher Briggs, 32 Division Frauds

htç ://torontopolice.on.ca,/newsrele ases/ 33902 218120t6
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by Orac on February 8,2016
G6)t@ E@| G*1 ;,;_) EMore>1.7K

Katie May was a model, and by all accounts a very successful one, having appeared in Playboy,
Sports lllustrated, and other magazines and websites. Self-proclaimed the "Queen of Snapchat,"
she also had nearly two million Instasram followers and was a major social media force, having
recently parlayed her modeling and social media career into becoming an entrepreneur. She also
died unexpectedly on Thursday night at the too-young age of 34,leavingbehind a seven-year-
old daughter. rWhat makes May's tragic death an appropriate topic for this blog is not so much
her young age but rather the circumstances surrounding her death, particularly the cause.
Basically, May died of complications of a stroke, as her family confirmed in a statement issued
on Friday:

"It is with heavy hearts that we confirm the passing today of Katie May - mother,
daughter, sister, friend, businesswoman, model and social media star - after
suffering a catastrophic stroke caused by a blocked carotid artery on Monday," the
statement reads.

http://scienceblogs.com linsolencel2}l6l02l0Sldid-chiropractic-manipulation-of-her-neck-c... 2ll0l20l6
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"Known as MsKatieMay on the Internet and the "Queen of Snapchat," she leaves

behind millions of fans and followers, and a heartbroken family. We respectfully
ask for privacy in this this difficult time. Those wishing to contribute to the living
trust being set up for the care of her young daughter may do so at her GoFundMe
page-"

260

Given her young age,that alone makes her death curious, but what makes it discussion-worthy
to me is that, having injured her neck in a fall at a photo shoot, she apparently had had two
chiropractic neck adjustments before her collapse one week ago that lead to her hospitalization,
deterioration, and, ultimately, the decision to take her off of life support. Indeed, starting early
Friday morning, people were e-mailing me and Tweeting at me, some already having concluded

that chiropractic killed Katie May.But did it?

Maybe. Or: It's complicated. At least, it's more complicated than just concluding that May's
adjustment caused the stroke.

Because I had decided to do something highly unusual for me and take the day off Friday in
order to recover from my grantwriting ftenzy over the two weeks prior that had sapped my
energy, I was hanging out at home when the e-mails and news reports started appearing. I
almost whipped out a quick , runty post for my not-so-secret other blog right then and there, but

decided to wait for more news over the weekend and do a post, if appropriate. Doing that
allowed me to construct a timeline, which leaves open the biggest question: Was it May's neck

injury or the chiropractic adjustments that caused the stroke that killed her?

Let's dig in.

A timeline, or: Just the facts, Ma'am

In late January, Katie May was doing a photo shoot. Although the details are not clear, we do

know from various sources that during that shoot she fell-hard-and apparently hit her neck

on something. After the fall she complained of severe neck pain, severe enough to go to the

hospital to be checked out:

Sources with direct knowledge of Katie's situation tell us the accident happened late

last week when she was shooting in Los Angeles. W'e're told Katie's neck pain after
the fall was so bad, she went to a hospital to get checked out, and was released later

that day.

But on Friday the pain remained - she tweeted, "Pinched a nerve in my neck on a

photoshoot and got adjusted this morning. It really hurts!"

So apparently she did go back to her chiropractor on Monday, the same day she suffered her

fatal stroke.

One notes that this report, as well as this report and others, conflict with what the family said

about May's death, as reported in People:

http://scienceblogs.com/insolencel20I6l02l08/did-chiropractic-manipulation-oÊher-neck-c... 2lI0l20l6
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261 "To the best of my family's knowledge, and we are fairly but not totally certain of
this, Katie did not seek medical care prior to Monday evening; if she had, it seems
reasonable to conclude, the subsequent days would have unfolded very differently,"
her brother, Stephen May, says.

It is, of course, possible that Stephen May didn't know that his sister was checked out in the
emergency room, or it is possible that she never was, although, given multiple news reports
indicating that she did seek medical attention, I suspect that she probably did. I haven'i been
able to find out for sure. Whatever the case with respect to seeking out standard science-based
medical care, we do know that May sought out a chiropractor for neck adjustment First, here's
her Tweet from January 29:

il- ãî'::å,1,",
I Follow

¡ Follow

Pinched a nerve in my neck on a Photoshoot and got adjusted
this morning. lt really hurts!Any home remedy suggestions
loves? XOXO

5:36 PM - 29 Jan 2016

. f30 r59

Then, on January 31 in response to a Tweet by one of her fans asking how her neck was:

il. Katie May
@Ms_katiemay

Thanks love! lt still hurts, going back to chiropractor tomorrow
xoxoxo twitter. com I av elarde2/stat. . .

11:53 PM - 31 Jan 2016

¿ f 11 rg¿

Other than these Tweets, between the time of May's initial injury on (probably) January 28 and
the evening of her stroke (February l), there was nothing on May's Twitter or Instagram feeds
to indicate that anything was wrong. Her last Instagram post was dated February 1 ind included
a photo of her in a swimsuit with a message, 'oHope everyone is having a greatMonday! It's
very windy here today in LA t':ltl." Her Twitter feed abruptly weñt siJent after 5:t9 pM pT
on February 1, her last Tweet being a photo with her asking her fans to help her "win most
Arsenic Girl." Remember, it was that Monday night when she apparently collapsed and was
rushed to the hospital, where she was in critical condition until she was removèd from life
support on Thursday and died a few hours later that evening.

htç://scienceblogs.com/insolence/20l6l02l0Sldid-chiropractic-manipulation-of-her-neck-c... 2ll0l20I6
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Given that timeline, which is as accurate as I can currently deduce based on the news reportso

the next question is: What killed Katie May? Obviously, it was a stroke. But what caused the

stroke that killed her? Was it chiropractic? Was it her original trauma to the neck suffered when
she fell? V/as it a combination? Contrary to a lot of the speculation out there, this is not nearly
as straightforward a question as it sounds at fîrst. Let's take a look at the two main possibilities.

Chiropractic neck adjustments and stroke

Regular readers of this blog know that chiropractic is a pseudoscientific system of 'ohealing"
founded in 1895 by Daniel David Palmero who claimed to have restored the hearing to a deaf
janitor by "adjusting" a bump on his spine. It's based on the vitalistic concept of "innate
intelligenceo" whose proper flow through the neryous system is interfered with by
"subluxations" in the spine. To chiropractors, the way to remove this interference is to ooadjust"

the spine. To Palmer, the "innate" intelligence was very much similar to the vitalistic concept of
the oospark of life," the "life force," or, as it is frequently called in Asian cultures, qi. Of course,

there are some spinal conditions for which manipulation is an effective treatment, but many

chiropractors go beyond that to claim that chiropractic adjustments can treat allergies, asthma,

and awide variety of other illnesses that have nothing to do with the spine. Many chiropractors

are antivaccine, as well. It's not for nothing that I have frequently referred to chiropractors as

inferior physical therapists with delusions of grandeur. If you don't believe me, consider that
there is a movement among chiropractors to win the status of primary care provider, a role they
are completely unqualihed for.

The issue of whether chiropractic neck adjustments can cause strokes is a question I havenot

really discussed on this blog, mainly because my friends and colleagues elsewhere have

examined several times in the pasl, so many times that I never really felt the need to address the

question myself. This case, however, is different because it poses the question of whether what
killed Katie May was a stroke due to her original trauma or a complication of chiropractic
adjustments. Also, it must be pointed out that her stroke would be considered atypical for a
chiropractic-induced stroke, for reasons that I will discuss shortly.

What is the relationship between chiropractic neck adjustments and stroke? Given how
extensively the issue has been discussed elsewhere, I don't feel the need to go into my usual

level of extreme detail, but a brief (for me) recap is certainly appropriate. First, check out this
video of a chiropractor doing neck adjustments:
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If you cringe when you hear the pop during the violent twist given to the neck, you're not alone.
So do I. So how could such a motion cause a stroke? To understandthat,you need to know a bit
more about the anatomy of the neck. I thus refer you to this figure
Crislip's posts on chiropractic and stroke:

that I stole from one of Mark

Vertebral artery

A t las

Axis
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Extreme rotation of the atlas on the axis (at the atlantoaxial
joint) stretches the vertebral artery.In layman's terms, 40olo

of a hanging.

Basically, two very important arteries that supply blood to the brain pass through the two
highest vertebrae, the atlas (Cl, so named because it was thought to support the head the way
the mythical Atlas held up the earth) and the axis (C2). Another illustration shows how the

vertebral arteries are tethered to the spine and make a big loop around the atlas before entering

the skull and joining together to form the basilar artery (click to embiggen):
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Vertebral artery anatomy. The arrows point to
the vertebral artery. Note how it bends around
bony protrusions.

It's thus not difficult to see how a rapid rotation of the head could potentially stretch the basilar

arteries. Generally, chiropractors describe this as "high velocity, low amplitude" (HVLA),
which it is, but, given the constraints of vertebral artery anatomy, high amplitude is not required
to cause injury. With HVLA, it is quite possible to tear the intima (the lining of the artery

consisting of vascular endothelial cells). Intimal tears become "sticþ" for platelets, leading

them to lodge there and start to form a clot. This is the same reason atherosclerotic plaques can

lead to strokes; the "rough" area of the plaque is thrombogenic; i.e., has a tendency to attract
platelets and cause clots. When a clot forms in such an injured area of intima, regardless of
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where the artery is, one of three things can happen. It can resolve completely; it can leave a
narrowed segment of the artery as it resolves; or it can break off and flow further downstream,
there to lodge where the artery narrows and block blood flow. When that happens in the brain,
it's called a stroke.

As much as chiropractors try (unsuccessfully) to deny it, there is a convincing correlation
between chiropractic neck manipulation and vertebral artery stroke in multiple studies. The
evidence has been summarized in Quackwatch. It's been summarized by my friends and
colleagues, such as Mark Crislip, Harriet Hall, Steve Novella, and Sam Homola. Clay Jones
even described a case of a six year old child who suffered a stroke after chiropractic
manipulation, while Harriet Hall described the case of a 40 )'ear old woman named Sandra
Nette, who suffered a stroke after aneck adjustment, leaving her in a state very closed to locked
in syndrome, leading to a landmark lawsuit.

How strong is the correlation, though? Harriet points out that estimates of neck manipulation-
induced strokes range from one in ten million manipulations to one in 40,000. Not surprisingly,
it's chiropractic literature that tends to downplay the risk and come up with the lower estimates
of post-manipulation strokes. It's a difficult question to study, because the incidence of
vertebral artery strokes is very low to begin with; so detecting increased risk is difficult. For
instance, one study of patients under 45 found that those who had this kind of stroke were more
than five times more likely to have visited a chiropractor during the preceding week than
control patients. Meanwhile, studies that purport to show that neck manipulation is not
associated with stroke tend to have serious flaws, as Mark Crislin li to ooint out.

The link between neck manipulation and basilar artery stroke is definitely plausible on anatomic
considerations. There is enough evidence that it is real as to be concerned. However, it must be
conceded that such chiropractic-induced strokes are admittedly very uncommon. As has been
pointed out, given how rare basilar artery strokes are in young people, even a high relative risk
of such a stroke after achiropractic intervention would still be a low risk. The problem, of
course, is that the consequences of such strokes, even if they aretare, are catastrophic.
Balancing the lack of evidence that chiropractic neck manipulation is more effective for neck
pain than, for example, mobilization with its small risk of a catastrophic complication and the
factthal most chiropractors don't provide truly informed consent about the risks of stroke after
cervical manipulation, I tend to agree with Harriet Hall that "existing evidence is inadequate to
conclusiveþ determine causality, but I think it supports a high probability of causality, and the
alternate explanations he [a chiropractor] offers to exonerate chiropractors are questionable."
Given that assessment, I find it hard to justifi' cervical manipulation as a treatment for, well,
anything.

But what about Katie May?

So how does this evidence apply to the case of Katie May? Here's the problem. By all news
reports, Katie May didn't suffer a vertebral artery stroke. She suffered a caroti d artery stroke.
V/hile it is true that cervical manipulation very likely can cause vertebral artery strokes, it is not
at all clear whether such manipulation can cause carotid artery strokes. From a simple anatomic
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standpoint, there is less plausibility, as well, but not zero. Let's take a look at carotid artery

anatomy (click to embiggen):
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Carotid artery anatomy

In the neck, you have two carotid arteries. More specifically, these are the common carotid
arteries. Around the level of the thyroid cartilage, the common carotid artery branches into

external and internal branches. The external branch supplies blood to the face and neck. The

internal branch proceeds up the neck to the temporal bone, where, to put it simply, it enters a

canal in the petrous portion of the temporal bone and emerges within the skull to supply the

brain and other structures (such as the eye) by branching into several arteries, the end branches

of which are the anterior and middle cerebral arteries. When atherosclerotic plaque builds up in
this system, it most commonly builds up in the internal carotid arteryjust past the bifurcation of
the common carotid, and that's where vascular surgeons perform carotid endarterectomies to

remove such plaques and prevent strokes.

Evidence implicating chiropractic manipulation as a cause of strokes arising from the carotid
system is much thinner than the evidence for chiropractic-induced vertebral artery strokes.

There have been case reports, such as one that Harriet Hall discussed in which amanwho had

known carotid disease, with calcified plaque, noticed left arm weakness and numbness 30

minutes after achiropractic neck manipuliation. Imaging showed a calcified embolus in the

right middle cerebral artery,which was strongly suggestive that neck manipulation had

loosened part of the plaque an allowed this embolus to flow into the middle cerebral attery.
Other sources of embolus were systematically ruled out. Another case report described a 34

year old otherwise healthy man who suffered acute left-sided numbness and loss of coordination
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after neck manipulation. He was found to have bilateral carotid artery dissections and a right
vertebral artery dissection. (An arterial dissection occurs when there is atear in the innermost
intimal layer, allowing the shear force of flowing blood to start to pull that layer away from the
muscular layer of the artery.) Other case reports exist as well, some linking dissection to
collagen-vascular disease. However, larger studies have failed to find u.otnp.ttittg link
between carotid artery strokes and chiropractic neck manipulation.

In other words, there is more uncertainty about a link between chiropractic manipulation and
stroke from carotid arteries, which makes the case for link between Katie May's two neck
manipulations and her stroke harder to argue.

Post-traumatic stroke

Another possibility is that Katie May died as initial reports suggested before people noticed that
she had Tweeted about undergoing neck adjustment and reports came out that shè had
undergone two such adjustments between injuring her neck and suffering her massive stroke;
that is, of a post-traumatic stroke. The annual incidence of spontan.onr int.*al carotid artery
dissection is around 2.5-3 per 100.000, making it pretty rare, although the true incidence of
dissection is probably higher because this number doesn't take into account injuries without
neurologic symptoms. The most common initial symptoms of a dissection inciude neck pain
and headache, the former of which May definitely had. Crissey et al described four main
mechanisms leading to carotid injury:

' Neck hyperextension associated with rotation (which May might have had from her
manipulation).

' Direct blow to the neck (which May almost certainly appears to have had from her fall).. Blunt intra-oral trauma (which May didn't have).
' Basilar skull fracture involving the carotid canal (which May also didn't have, at least not

as far as we know).

Carotid artery dissection has also been reported after sports injuries, the sports including judo,
skiing, Yoga, ice hockey, rowing, wrestling, horse riding, soccer, jogging, and others-ðven
after treadmill running. In other words, although they are rare, trivial trauma can cause carotid
dissections in young, healthy people.

Once such an injury occurs, the latency period for an ischemic event (i.e., stroke) is such that
80% of strokes arise within the first seven days (which May's did), but post-dissection strokes
can still occur as long as five months later.

What killed Katie May

So what killed Katie May? The bottom line is that we don't know for sure. We can't know for
sure. If you leave out the chiropractic manipulations of her neck, her clinical history-at least as
far as I can ascertain it from existing news reports-is classic for a dissection due to neck
trauma. She was, after all, a young person who suffered a seemingly relatively minor neck

T\: J
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injury that, unbeknownst to her, could have caused a carotid artery dissection, leading to a 268
stroke 4 or 5 days later. Even if May were examined in the emergency room shortly after her

injury, in the absence of neurological symptoms it would have been very easy to miss the

possibility of an intimal tear that ultimately could lead to a dissection. Absent focal neurological
findings, there's really nothing on physical exam that can raise the index of suspicion for a
dissection, and given how rare dissections are after trauma doing an ultrasound or angiography
would have been hard to justiff absent more worrisome symptoms.

Thus, it seems jumping to conclusions for May's friend Christina Passanisi to say that May
'oreally didn't need to have her neck adjusted, and it killed her." Don't get me wrong. I
completely agree that May didn't need to have her neck adjusted, particularly after having
suffered trauma to it. I just can't be so sure that it was the manipulation that killed Muy, given

that May's history also fits with that of a traumatic carotid dissection. Even if there were an

autopsy that found an internal carotid artery dissection, there would be no good way to tell
whether the trauma from May's fall or trauma from her two neck adjustments caused it.

That being said, don't mistake my concluding that we can't be sure that the chiropractic neck
manipulation didn't cause May's stroke with my concluding that it didn't cause her stroke. Her
two sessions of chiropractic manipulation might well have either worsened an existing intimal
tear or caused a new one that lead to her demise. Or they might have had nothing to do with her

stroke, her fate having been sealed days before, when she fell during that photoshoot. There is
just no way of knowing for sure. It is certainly not wrong to suspect that chiropractic neck

manipulation might have contributed to Katie May's demise, but it is incorrect to state with any

degree of certainty that her manipulation did kill her.
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Comments

l. #l Todd W.
http :üwww.harpocratesspeaks. com
February 8,2016

This story illustrates how diffrcult it is to determine whether or not chiropractic is
involved in strokes following both injury and neck manipulation. I'm glad you pointed out
the nuances of this case and that we can't be certain which was responsible. It reminds us
to question our own reactions, just as much as we question the quacks.

2. #2 FloridaDoc
February 8,2016

I've seen 2 carotid artery dissections in young women after fairly mild injuries- one was
from a flexion/hyperextension injury at an amusement park. The other was from a severe
coughing fit.

I'm sorry for the friends and family of Katie May.

3. #3
February 8,2016

@Todd: What I was surprised to learn in my reading for this post is that the incidence of
spontaneous carotid artery dissections in young people is higher than I would have
guessed.

4. #4 fragmeister
February 8,2016

Orac,
Following this blog for a few years, I've seen the occasions when you have examined the
details of a number of unfortunate deaths of young people and been castigated by those
that see you as an threat to their belief in alternative medicine. I humbly suggest that in
future, any such attacks on you can be met by directed them to this post so they can see
how much you are led by the evidence when others might have just leapt to an easy
conclusion that chiropractic did it.

This post is a true example of what it means to be a skeptic. Sorr), if I sound sycophantic
but I truly admire what you wrote.
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5. #5 TDA

Italy
February 8,2016

"For instance, one study of patients under 45 found that those who had this kind of stroke
were more than five times more likely to have visited a chiropractor during the preceding

week than control patients."

l) This is a very specific sub-case, " those whose "Most recent cervical chiropractic visit,"
was within one week. 2) the numbers directly don't indicate anything staggering, just that
one very small percentage of risk was bigger than another...

Doesn't this just obfuscate more than clari$ or indict?

6. #6 Marry Me, Mindy
February 8,2016

Whether going to the chiropractor caused her stroke or not, we may not know. However,
going to the chiropractor certainly did not (and could not) prevent that stroke. We also

don't know if the problem would have been caught if she had gone to the ER for her pain
instead, but there was certainly a much better chance of it happening there than in the

chiros off,rce. Especially after the first adjustment didn't help, she needed the services of a
real doctor.

7. #7 darwinslapdog
The Beagle
February 8,2016

Whether or not it was the chiropractic,hopefully the publicity will caution people,

especially with neck injuries.

V/hile at medicare.gov yesterday, I saw this:

Medicare Part B (Medical Insurance) covers manipulation of the spine if medically
necessary to correct a subluxation when provided by a chiropractor or other ...
https ://www.medicare. gov/coverage/chiropractic-services.html

And this (for clarification )
subluxation (when one or more of the bones of your spine move out of position) when
provided by a chiropractor or other qualified provider.

I actually am curious just what is meant by "out of position"?
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8. #8 FloridaDoc

February 8,2016

@#6MarryMeMindy-

It might have been caught in the ER, but these presentations are real zebras. Unless
someone did a CT angio of the neck, it's unlikely to be caught. It's an easy miss, and
unfortunately one that can have a catastrophic outcome.

9. #9
February 8,2016

Yeah, I pointed that out in my post. Given how rare these are, it's hard to fault anyone for
not doing a CT angio, although a carotid duplex might also have picked up the intimal
tear,pafücularly if a clot had already formed.

10. #10 Marr)'Me, Mindy
February 8,2016

And this is where it is best to have ER docs doing it, because the one thing ER docs do
better than others is to look for the worst. When Arnold goes to the ER with a headache,
they are going to make sure it's not a tumor.

How long does pain from a "pinched nerve" typically last? WebMD says that if the pain
persists or is severe, see your doctor. But what counts as persistent?

1 1. #1 I Philip Hamm
United States
February 8,2016

r¿1 i.'I
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" Of course, there are some spinal conditions for which manipulation is an effective
treatment" Huh? I don't think so.

t2. #r2
February 8,2016

Um, yes, I do think so. Physical therapists frequently do spinal manipulation. They just do
it in an evidence-based fashion-unlike the vast majority of chiropractors.
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13. #13 Mr
February 8,2016

@lrlurty Me, Mindy: How long does paínfrom a "pinched nerve" typically last?

WebMD says that if the pain persísts or is severe, see your doctor. But what counts as

persistent? IANAD, but I've had "trigger point" pain that has lasted for 2'3 weeks before

I had it treated...(yes, I'm stubborn). Persistent pain is generally considered to be more

than2-3 days at the same level that nothing is relieving or is worsening.

14. #14 Stanimal032
February 8,2016

Orac said "IJm, yes, I do think so. Physical therapists frequently do spinal manipulation.

They just do it in an evidence-based fashion-unlike the vast majority of chiropractors."

Yeah, you don't know what you're talking about. Chiros are better educated and more

skilled in manipulation than PTs. 80% of chiropractors are evidence-based these days.

May want to learn more about what you're actually talking about.

#1so

o"*"H

""*"H
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February 8,2016

80% of chiros are evidence based? Citation required.

15. #16 StanimalO32
February 8,2016

Marry me, Mindy, she did go to the ER and they released her so.

16. #t7 Mr
February 8,2016

@Stanimal}32:yeah, if you go to Science'Based Medicine, you'Il see lots of posts about

how "evidence-based" most chiropractors are. And Reasonable Hank has quite a good

series about many Australian chiros and their "evidence-based" practices, too. The only
evidence most of them believe in is what fills their wallets.

By the way...you don't happen to be Stan Mrak, do you?
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l7. #18 Marry Me, Mindy

February 8,2016

she did go to the ER and they released her so.

Yes, she apparently initially went to the ER. I am talking about her lack of followup care.
Not even going to the chiro the f,rrst time, but more the second.

If it was still hurting that bad after the chiro adjustment, that's when it's time to get back
to the ER and say, "That didn't work."

18. #19 Gilbert
February 8,2016

If you cringe when you hear the pop during the violent twist given to the neck,
you're not alone.

I'd guess that the *popping* is the same mechanism as cracking knuckles - That is, it is
pulling a vacuume and producing cavitation in the synovial fluid of the joint.

In the 1970s, most experts thought it had to do with the collapse of air bubbles
in the synovial fluid that lubricates joints. But new evidence suggests the
sound is actually caused by precisely the opposite: the formation of a gas-
filled cavity when the bones in joints stretch apart.

http ://wrvw.wired. com/20 I 5/04/watch- gross-mri-knuckle-crackind

^^That's probably not the best link, but it does sport a knarly, knuckle video
demonstrating that the 'crack' happens upon collapse of the bubble.

Interestingly, I do find that after the induced popping of the whole spine by somebody
holding a pole above and *lightly walking* down it does seem to reiieve various feelings
of limbs tingly, 'falling asleep'. - For me, this pinched nervedness used to occure after a
set amount of time on the interstate; This would yeild a consistant distance traveled every
day before my throttle hand went dead and I'd have to raise and swing it around some.

speaking of *lightly*,

Lohse and his colleagues recorded a flash of light that occurs when the bubble
collapses.

The flashing phenomenon is thought to be similar to sonoluminescence, in
which bubbles that are in a liquid driven by a strong sound field emit light.
The researchers have dubbed the shrimp activity shrimpoluminescence.
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^^'Whatever is going on inside the small bubbles must be pretty violent because the light
given off is into the ultraviolet - I wonder if someone's joint fluid were replaced with all
tritium-based waters... never mind.

19. #20 Gilbert
February 8,2016

addendum:

I must wonder if some relief is derived of the in situ popping serving as a microscopic,

local lithotrypter.

20. #21hen doktor bimler
February 8,2016

Medicare Part B (Medicat Insurance) covers manípuløtion of the spine if medically

necessary to correct a subluxation when províded by a chiropractor or other .'.

So if a chiropractor provides a subluxation, creating the medical necessity to correct it,
Medical insurance will cover the cost of repairing the chiropractor's incompetence?

Perhaps I am reading this too literally.

21. #22 Barry Smith
Arkansas
February 8,2016

Currently in the state where I practice (evidenced based chiropractic), we have two
specific legal cases currently in the system in regards to spinal manipulation of the

cervical spine. In both cases, a stroke occurred two days afterward. In both cases, the

courts have not been able to demonstrate that the adjustment was or was not the factor that

caused it to occur. AND in both cases, the adjustment was performed by non-

chiropractors. An MD and a PT (which do not even have the legal right in the state to do

so) to be exact. I enjoyed the article since I am very open to others opinions of my
profession. But you spent the entire article with the sole purpose of wanting to lead people

to believe that the adjustment caused the stroke. The whole thing is saying it was the

factor and then you throw in the last line o'well we can never know for sure". This is a

well written article and nice opinionated discussion.
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. #23

February 8,2016

Clearly, you didn't bother to actually read the post critically, particularly the last
couple ofparagraphs.

22. #24 Tim RN
February 8,2016

Because there is a evidence that chiropractic neck manipulation could cause stroke,
wouldn't it make sense to do some sort of imaging of the vertebral and the carotid arteries
prior to any manipulation? It could protect both the patient and the chiropractor. Shouldn't
this be mandated?

#25 yogadoc
NY
February 8,2016

If she had the symptoms of a carotid artery occlusion we can"t say for sure exactly what
caused the stroke without a cerebral angio or autopsy. Both the carotid and the vertebrals
connect through the circle of Willis and it has large person to person variablilty. So a a
plaque can migrate to another area and a moderate restriction of one artery, say the
carotid, can be asymptomatic until another, say the vertebral, becomes compromised.

24. #26 Dangerous Bacon
February 8,2016

"wouldn't it make sense to do some sort of imaging of the vertebral and the carotid
arteries prior to any manipulation? It could protect both the patient and the chiropractor
Shouldn't this be mandated?"

Adding expensive imaging studies to supposedly make an unnecessary and (in a low but
alarming percentage of cases) hazardous maneuver safer doesn't sound like a proper
solution to me. (also, who would allow a chiro to touch their neck if they acknìwiedged
potential for harm in that overt a fashion?)

I agree that there's no good way for outside observers (or even probably for an M.E.) to
tell if the catastrophic outcome in this particular case was due to the initial neck trauma,
or to creation of or worsening of existing injury to the carotid artery by chiropractic
manipulation.
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I question the justification for doing any forceful "adjustment" maneuver in the event of t76
acute spinal injury, whether to the neck or back. It sounds like an invitation for trouble. É I
We don't know exactly what chiropractic intervention was done in this instance, but I
cringe at the thought of a neck "popping" adjustment being performed on someone with a
recent history of cervical trauma.

25. #21herr doktor bimler
February 8,2016

In the 1970s, most experts thought it had to do with the collapse of air bubbles in the
synovial fluid that lubricates joints. But new evídence suggests the sound is actually
caused by precisely the opposíte

Gilbert, you are under-estimating the laziness of Wired journamalists, and their
willingness to make stuff up. The original PLoS article does not say "most experts"... the
authors cite cavitation as the original, default explanation for knuckle-cracking, but then
note a couple of dissidents coming up with their own bubble-collapse theory inl97I.
Hence lack of consensus; unanswered questions; yadda yadda, as a rationale for the
authors spending MRI time on a IgNobel-prize-worthy project.

Some mook at Wired turns that into "scientists have never really understood the physics
behind..." and "most experts thought it had to do with [straw-man wrong theoryJ"
because spreading ignorance is central to his job description.

26. #28 Gilbert
February 8,2016

Granted, hen doktor bimler #27. Stil, it is more plausible than what my 3'rd grade teacher
chastised us with back in the day - "Stop that right now! Don't you know that you're
breaking calcium bindings in your knuckles and will give yourself crippling arthritis by
keeping that up? ... Are you chewing gum?"

27 . #29 Lawrence
February 8,2016

I can almost guarantee that "individual" is indeed the troll from Science-Based Medicine

#30o

February 8,2016
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277 It wouldn't be too hard for me to ask a "friend" to compare the IP address with
those from the troll's comments at SBM. t

28. #31Jacki Hawes
United States
February 8,2016

I have been going to my chiro for 30 years. If not for him I believe I would be in bad
shape after being hit with a guy on a surf board right on my neck. Did my chiro adjust my
neck then? Absolutly not! He took exrays and we did some therapy to help the pain and it
was a while before he did manipulations. Now years late he does not manipulate my neck
. ...he said in the condition of my neck it could cause a stroke. He uses an activator but
knows how to use it and it gets my neck back where it belongs. Sometimes when my hip
or sacrum slip, nothing takes the pain away but my chiro adjustments. There are good
chiros and bad chiros, good doctors and bad doctors, good cops and bad cops! It's up to
you to do your homework and hnd an honest one who knows what they are doing and
where YOU come first not their pocket book!

29. #32 Casey Bearden
February 8,2016

And with all of that said....Chiropractic physicians have seen over 30Yo of the entire
population with over lO0million cervical adjustments performed every yr and continue to
have the lowest malpractice Insurance premiums of any health care practitioner out there.
Critical thinking (no, common sense) tells an upright bipedal that this would NOT be the
case if Chiropractic had even an inkling of a possibility of causing a stroke. No evidence
to prove this without being legitimately rebutted by evidence to the contrary......
Ridiculous!!

30. #33 Mephistopheles O'Brien
February 8,2016

@Jacki Hawes - as long as your chiropractor sticks to doing things he can actually do that
is all to the good. I would suggest being cautious if he starts discussing cures for things
other than back and spine conditions.

31. #34 Not a Troll
February 8,2016

It wouldn't be too hardfor me to ask a "friend" to compare the IP address...
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Boggles the mind that the most of the posers haven't figured this out yet.

32. #35 Dianne Eckelman
Los Angeles
February 8,2016

We must wait for the medical professionals to make their determination We cannot

speculate without their medical diagnosis Let's be compassionate to her grieving family
and get educated to prevent this from happening again and causing such a tragedy

#36

278

o

February 8,2016

That's part of the issue, though. It's highly unlikely that medical professionals will
be able to tell for sure whether it was the trauma or the chiropractic neck

manipulation that caused the stroke. Even if an autopsy were done and showed a

carotid dissection, it would probably not be possible to tell which caused the

dissection.

33. #37 milton eq
Austin
February 8,2016

Good article. No blame on chiropractic, no blame on the medical doctors who didn't catch

the potential problem before she went for the chiropractic adjustment. I will point out that
chiropractic is used by millions of people worldwide with little malpractice compared to
conventional medicine. You may check yourself that more than 60,000 deaths in the US

are due iatrogenic cause. Iatrogenic means "induced by medical treatment". But most of
us will not take on medical doctors or conventional medicine and suggest that they are

quacks because they are helping many others. As far as I know, chiros are far better

trained in human anatomy than medical docs. That's why many medical docs go for an

specialty in one organ or system. Osteopaths are medical docs who manipulate the spine

and neck, but their training hours is far less than chiros. For the most part, health

providers regardless of the field of practice do their best to help people, but sometimes

fatalities occur. Good article, though. My prayers go to the family for this irreparable loss.

34. #38 RON
February 8,2016
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279 What concerns me is that there are lots of people who believe that seeing a chiropractor is
the same as seeking medical attention. I hope she did go to the ER and not straight to a
chiropractor believing that they are medical doctors as people are led to believe by their
self imposed title of Dr.

35. #39 Dangerous Bacon
February 8,2016

Another recent tragic case, this one involving stroke secondary to vertebral artery
damage:

chiropractor/

The chiro excuses and justifîcations in that article sound familiar.

36. #40 capnkrunch
February 8,2016

Huh. Appeal to popularity seems to be the crowd favorite this time around.

37. #41 capnkrunch
February 8,2016

RON@38

...believing that they are medical doctors as people are led to believe by their
self imposed title of Dr.

It always bothered me that 'doctor' is not a protected title in the US. Not that that would
make much of a difference. 'Physician' is protected and that doesn't stop chiros without
the requisite qualifications from calling themselves chiropractic physicians.

38. #42 capnkrunch
February 8,2016

Not that it would solve the problem.

Although they exist I see far fewer unqualified chiropractic/naturopathic physicians than
DC/Ì.{D's.

0-
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39. #43 Dangerous Bacon

February 8,2016

"'Physician' is protected and that doesn't stop chiros without the requisite qualifications
from calling themselves chiropractic physicians."

One of my favorites is o'chiropractic neurologist"

40. #44 Carlos
February 8,2016

I would take this article more seriously if the author wouldn't use the phony word
"embiggen." It was invented for a Simpsons episode. The real word is "enlarge."

#4so

February 8,2016

Spare me.

41. #46 TBruce
February 8,20t6

Chiropractic physicians have seen over 30% of the entire population with over
1O0million cervical adjustments performed every yr and continue to have the

lowest malpractice Insurance premiums of any health care practitioner out
there.

Not true in Canada, at least. A chiropractor pays about the same malpractice premium as

an office-based family doctor. Citation pending later tonight.

42. #47 Narad
February 8,2016

Chiropractic physicians have seen over 30%o of the entire population

Population of where? That sounds high for the U.S., but I don't have the tools to easily

reduce the2012 NHIS "COM_EVER" data (and IHIS doesn't include these in the SDA,
unlike l2-month utilization).
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281 with over lOOmillion cervical adjustments performed every yr

With7.6% utilization, for the U.S. population that would mean that more than I in 4
chiropractic visits entail cervical adjustment. Is there amathsection in the NCBE exams?

43. #48 Paul de Boer
Canada
February 8,2016

I'm so disappointed in you Orac, you missed a perfectly cromulent opportunity

44. #49 Narad
February 8,2016

^ oh, wait: more than four cervical adjustments per chiropractic visit.

45. #50 Damien
Ethical grey zone.
February 8,2016

All of these people who show up to defend the obviously quacky chiropractic cracking
make me extremely tempted to gin up some kind of alt med nonsense, since it obviously
won't matter how many times it gets disproved. Oil may fall, stocks might crash, but
apparently stupidity is a non-stop money maker.

46. #51Narad
February 8,2016

It always bothered me that 'doctor' is not a protected title in the US.

It is. Varies by state.

47. #52 EBMOD
February 9,2016

My question is whether her follow up visits to a chiropractor led to important signs being
missed.
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The sympathetic innervation of the pupil runs down to the Tl sympathetic ganglion, and 282
then back up along the internal carotid artery which is envelops with a plexus.

If you have disturbance of the ICA it can potentially cause ipsilateral miosis þupil
constriction) though it is more classically seen with ICA aneurysm than stroke.

If she had developed a pupillary defect, one wonders had she gone back to the ER instead

of a chiropractor if this could have been caught.

http://image.slidesharecdn.com/pupil-l4l I 14005351-conversion-gate01/95/pupil-6-
638jpg?cb:141 5926481

48. #53 Ian Park
February 9,2016

Perhaps I have missed something, but in a young woman like this I would wonder about a

hemorrhagic stroke from a ruptured aneurism. Less likely, but still possible (especially if
this poor woman had been using OCPs, or even been pregnant, and moreso if a smoker)

could be a DVT and aparadoxical embolus - patent foramen ovale not that uncommon. I
assume the information we have is not informed by postmortem results (and really, at the

end of it all, is it really our business?)

49. #54 M. Davitt
arlington , va
February 9,2016

A completely informed nuanced and intelligent examination of this tragedy you will find
no place else. I became aware of this vertebral artery tear chiropractic caused stroke
scenario when working on a neurologic floor in about 2010.I have had a curiosity for rare

trauma injuries since I learned about Commotio Cordis: to think a baseball could kill a

healthy child if the ball hits the chest in a 30 millisecond window before the peak of a
T-wave is just a mind blowing anomaly of rare coincidence. Yet it is completely true and

scientifically proven. (S. M. Yabek M.D. Stuart Berger M.D.) One look at the anatomy of
the vertebrul artery as it snakes its way through the Cl-C2 vertebrae and it is clear a

HVLA manipulation of the cervical neck is exactly -40% of a hanging- To put it in terms

that a Chiro-quacker might understand: it is what it is. "It is what it is" rates as my least

favorite phrase because I notice it seems to be the favored phrase of the least intelligent.
My observation is completely anecdotal but doesn't that perfectly explain the science

behind "subluxation" and the general Quackery of Chiropractic "Doctors": Anecdotal.
Read anything written by these Chiro:quacks and you will see defensiveness, flawed
thinking, and bad science. But why would you expect anything less from a pseudoscience

based on a guy who was a magnetic healer and spiritualist.
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50. #55 Medical imagingvtech.

February 9,2016

Ask yourself this question. Why does a chiropractor make you sign an indemnity waiver?
This sounds more like a dissected artery causing a stroke than ablocked carotid. In my
work i see strokes aplenty frequently after chiropractic manipulations. Yet you cannot
prove anything as who is to say it wouldnt have happened anyway? Thats what they
argue. Seems like tgere are aî awful lot of "coincidences" though. Time for more
scrutiny. Neck manipulations should carry a regulated warning. Most chiros that ive met
just gloss over the issue when asked, dont explain anything and when asked about risks
just get snotty and refuse to "treat" you if they cant crunch your neck.

51. #56 Andrew
Australia
February 9,2016

I am a chiropractor of seven years in private practice. I will have to admit that I agree
totally with this article. I might point out however, that not all of us are quacks and
properly limit ourselves to low risk musculoskeletal therapy. And some of us even use
common sense. One of the biggest problems in this case was that the chiropractor
manipulated her at all after a recent neck trauma. I think one of the real issues with neck
manipulation associated stroke is under reporting due to the time lag between events.
Also, I think in some of these cases they are similar to Mays case in there is an existing
problem and the manipulation makes it worse. I have had two potential cases where the
client was showing neurological deficits associated with vertebrobasilar insufficiency
following neck trauma and a careful screening along with cranial nerve testing meant they
were promptly refened for medical care and likely saved their lives.
Just saying that at least some of us are diligent, well trained and responsible ...

52, #57 Murmur
UK-ia
February 9,2016

"chiropractic physicians have seen over 30% of the entire population"

Pretty sure that isn't the case here: where are we talking about? Citation needed and all
that?

And the bit about malpractice etc insurance premiums: mebbe, just mebbe, those who use
chiros and the like are less likely to sue as they are True Believers who cannolwill not see
that a chiro could ever do anything wrong?
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And as for chiros studying more anatomy fhan areal medic: has the bod who suggested

that ever looked at a medical school curriculum? Or seen how long medical training is
before the "specialising in one organ"? Especially as many of the basic principles of chiro

have no basis in generally recognised anatomy or physiology...

53. #58 silasozzie
sydney
February 9,2016

i have been to chiros all my adult life, always had my neck done. 3 yrs ago, had my neck

manipulated. Next day, woke up deaf in my left ear. Had a basilar artery stroke otherwise

known as a labyrinthine infarct. Luckily, only a Teeny Tiny artery involved

54. #59 Action
Australia
February 9,2016

Please can we stop the direction just toward chiropractors. HVLA manipulation in
Australia is performed by physiotherapists, osteopaths, naturopaths and even general

practioneers that have done "workshops" in the area. The techniques are very similar and

have the same inherent risks.
Unfortunately any practitioner with a sensible approach, if a trauma is in the acute

inflammatory stage should not have performed such a technique based simple on the time
frame. The hospital should not have release her without an MRI to rule out dissection or

other injuries ( fractures, lig tears, disc injuries etc...). Unfortunately drs aren't trained in
musculoskeletal injuries enoughto be able to clearly discern the difference between

musculoskeletal injuries and others and rely on scans. Therefore hopefully they did do an

MRI on the initial presentation, but I doubt it. And with the severity of pain she shouldn't
have been discharged, thus never making to her chiropractor. The blame game will go on

but unfortunately it doesn't change the fact that she is gone, is a terrible tragic event.

With the previous statement on the anatomical study, within Australia gross Anatomy is

becoming an elective in medical degrees. Which personally is appalling. The physio,

osteo and Chiro degrees in Australia would do a lot more gross structure anatomy and

neurology than gps. To get that level of training they have to go on to specialize in sports

med or orthopaedics. It's understandable when you look at the amount of info needed to

train doctors on disease and treatments, there is a lot the need to keep abreast of, and

musculoskeletal issues don't tend to generally life threatening.

Any way back to the original point. Please stop just singling out the chiropractic industry,

I know many chiros that do not practice HVLA because of the risks. And I know many

physiotherapists, osteopaths, naturopaths and a few gps that still perform the technique. I
understand that chiropractic may have made a reputation on this but please understand esp
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285 in Australia there are many professions that perform this technique. Perhaps as a society
we should look at the technique and not the industry. As a false sense of safety could
come out of " it's dangerous if a Chiro performs the technique but it's ok because my
physiotherapist just cracks my neck"

55. #60 Michelle
Lowell, MA
February 9,2016

I suffered a carotid artery dissection 11 days after visiting a chiropractor for a neck
manipulation in April of this year... RIp Katie.

56. #61Jenna Latona
United States
February 9,2016

You are LITERALLY more ignorant than there are words when it comes to your
knowledge of chiropractic medicine. ooCompletely unqualif,red as PCPs"? They are
essentially DOs without a prescribing license. Didn't DOs go through this very same
fight? I agree, there ARE quack chiropractors, but there are terrible MDs & DOs that
over-prescribe pain medications and botch surgeries. Don't put all chiropractors in one
box, I know you wouldn't do that to ALL *other* doctors.
P.S. - a "hanging" results from a fracture to the odontoid or posterior process of the Axis
(2nd vertebra), you can'tfracture this by moving (adjusting) the head lefVright, only by
hyperextending the neck, but thanks for playing.

57. #62 Kevin
United States
February 9,2016

I can't believe this article that based it's facts on someone who puts an spinous process on
Cl (the atlas). Did anyone else catch this on the figure that was stolen from one of Mark
Crislip's posts? But what do I know about anatomy... I am just some chiropractor. BTW,
not all chiropractor schools teach innate intelligence. Most schools use evidence based
medicine.

I am not here to play the blame game. Just do better research next time or don't write at
all!

Thanks
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58. #63 Mr

February 9,2016

So many fallacies, so little time...

No, chiropractors are NOT essentially DOs without a prescribing license. They do not go

through the pharmacy classes and residencies required of MDs in the USA. If I had a back
ache, I might see a chiro (not likely) or a physical therapist (more likely). But for other
health issues, I'm going to go to someone trained and educated to take care of them.

As for the Australian chiro defenders: If your chiro is a member of Chiropractic Australia,
then I'll believe they practice evidence-based care. If not, then I doubt it.

,*H

,"*"8s9. #64 Mr
February 9,2016

Oops...meant to say " do not go through the pharmacy classes and residencies required of
MDs and DOs in the USA." I recognize that a DO in other countries is not the same as a

DO in the USA.

60. #65 Kevin
USA
February 9,2016

That is incorrect about the pharmacy classes MI Dawn. My chiro education consisted of
pharmacology classes taught by a person with a phd in pharmacology... same person who
also teaches medical schools. Just facts...

61. #66
February 9,2016

So, Kevin, which hospital did you do a three year residency?

DOs actually do residency programs.

62. #67 Kevin
USA
February 9,2016
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287 My point, Chris, was to merely state that pharmacology classes are included in some chiro
schools education. No where did I state that I, or other chiros, did a residency.

But.. I did intern at a VA hospital!

63. #68 Marry Me, Mindy
February 9,2016

Andrew

64. #69 Dangerous Bacon
February 9,2016

I might point out however, that not all of us are quacks

Bofa's Law of Professions: If your defense of a profession/group
consists of "not all of them are bad" then that is a sign of a serious
problem.

And chiropractors are the poster child for it.

I have to ask, Andrew, why do you put up with it? You admit you
have a bunch of complete quacks who are making your profession
look bad. How can you acceptthat? What are you doing to get rid
of them? Do you go to chiro internet boards and call them out and
tell them to go away?

Your profession has a serious problem. Your admission that "not
all of them are quacks" shows that. Do something about it.

TBruce: "A chiropractor (in Canada) pays about the same malpractice premium as an
office-based family doctor."

I wonder if people are aware that in most states in the U.S., chiros are not required to
caffy malpractice insurance.
That fact might affect lawsuit incidence and overall malpractice insurance costs.

""*"H65. #70 Mr
February 9,2016

@Kevin: I'm glad you had a pharmacology class in your program. From the chiros I have
spoken with, that's pretty rare. You still can't compare the training you received to the
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training the MD/DO students received unless you were in the same class and know that

the same information was taught.

I can vouch that my pharmacology class, as a CNM, was not the same as what any

MD/DO program. We had to learn about far fewer medications and drug interactions, as

well as biochemical interactions.

66. #7lMarry Me, Mindy
February 9,2016

I wonder if people are aware that in most states in the U.S., chiros are not

required to carry malpractice insurance.

This is very, very bad, of course. It lets the chiros shirk their professional responsibility to

their patients, because one of the most important parts of being a professional is

accountability. If you screw up, there needs to be recourse. However, by not having

malpractice insurance, it is left to cash, and it's easy to have nothing available, so there is

nothing to sue and lawyers won't take it. 'Whoops, patient, I may have screwed up, but

there's nothing you can do about it.

67. #72tim
bethlehem pa
February 9,2016

This actually happened to my brother in law. He got his next adjusted, immediately was

nauseous couldn't walk straight, dizzy (this is when the artery got torn). Next day he felt

better, brushed it off - his doc said it was an allergic reaction (ok we all know that isn't
possible). He worked out, got the same symptoms, now he couldn't walk straight and his

eye and mouth drooped. This is the stroke part due to the blood clot moving.He went to

the hospital and they determined he was having a stroke. They were able to treat him and

he recovered but it was a close call.

68. #73 Jason
Baraboo, WI
February 9,2016

How do we know that she had manual manipulation? She very well could have had

instrument manipulation that creates absolutely zero rotation and extension in the cervical

spine. AGAIN, media jumping to conclusions.
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69. #74 herr doktor bimler

February 9,2016

I can't believe this article that based it's facts on someone who puts an
spinous process on Cl (the atlas). Did anyone else catch this on the figure that
was stolen from one of Mark Crislip's posts?

Here's another version of the same diagram - perhaps the original - atPainter's
"Comprehensive Review of Chiropractic Research" :

2010 F

Another version:
http ://www.chiro.org/LINKS/CVAÆi gureJ jp g

70. #75 Derry Merbles
February 9,2016

There is a significant fault in this article.

You show a video of a rotary cervical adjustment and imply that this was the exact
adjustment given by the chiropractor. How do you know that? Have you seen the chart
notes?

Many chiropractors adjust the cervical spine in very different ways. Atlas Orthogonal,
Grostic, NUCCA, even Gonstead (which is more of "aggressive popping") do nõt rotate
the head during the delivery of the adjustment

71. #76 Andrew Shepherd
Australia
February 9,2016

@Jlldarty me, Mindy.

How do I put up with it? With great difficulty, Mindy. My profession does have a serious
problem. I do call out the anti vaccine chiros, those thattreat outside the scope of their
practice. I've donated money to evidence based research and am a member of
Chiropractic Australia.

A large percentage of my referrals are from local medical doctors who trust my
judgement,that I practice safely and refer when necessary. I largely use soft tiisue work
and mobilization ofjoints. I do manipulate when appropriate and safe and obtain informed
consent whenever I do it.
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I have often laid awake at night pondering why I joined a profession that is constantly at 290
war with itself. But I do think the profession has a lot to offer and that in order to save

itself it needs to pull registration away from the quacks who refuse to change, who, like
Christian fundamentalists still clinic to the tenets of a magnetic healer from over a century
ago.
The medical profession needs to extend an olive branch to those of us willing to work
with you, for the good of the patient, not the practitioner.

72. #77 hen doktor bimler
February 9,2016

There are good chíros and bad chiros, good doctors and bad doctors, good cops and bad
cops! It's up to you to do your homework andfind an honest one who lmows what they are
doing

If a doctor does not know what he or she is doing, we tend to expect (rightly or wrongly)
the professional body to do somethíng about it... rather than shrug it off, and advise the
patients' families that they should have done their homework.

As for bad cops, it would be nice if we could shop around and avoid them. Word would
get out not to consult Officer X who keeps shooting people.

73. #78 Miss Anthropy
February 9,2016

About 15 years ago, I started having intermittent pain, numbness, and tingling in both
shoulders, aÍns, and hands. I went to a doctor, who sent me to physical therapy, which
did not help. Another doctor just gave me pain meds. Desperate, I went to see a

chiropractor recommended by a massage therapist. He insisted on taking anx-ray,
something neither of the doctors had done. On seeing that there was very little space

between C5 and C6, he declined to treat me, and he sent me to a sports medicine
specialist, who did an MRI. Turns out the disk between those two vertebrae was in pieces,

and pieces were extruded into the foramen on both sides, impinging on the neurovascular

bundle. I ended up having C5 &, C6 surgically fused by a neurosurgeon. That chiropractor
did two things: he didn't make me worse, and he got me to an appropriate specialist. I still
don't think much of chiropractic in general, but I'm grateful to that guy for not inflicting
the various injuries that could have been caused by spinal manipulation and for starting
my recovery process.

74. #79Piay
February 9,2016
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In my believe, it did kill her.

75. #80 Dangerous Bacon
February 9,2016

Odd that we haven't yet seen a typical chiro justification for neck cracking - that it
supposedly alleviates hypertension.

The only source for this claim that I've ever seen was a single small pilot study involving
a specialized technique. But it's flogged as supposedly conclusive evidence supporting
generalized neck cracking, just as other small studies (usually in chiro journals) are cited
to support adjustments for infant colic and various other non-musculoskeletal indications.

76. #81Derry Merbles
February 9,2016

Still unsatisfied and want my question answered.

How do you know that the adjustment seen in the video that you posted was the same
adjustment given by the chiropractor in this case? Have you heard specifics about this
case/seen detailed chart notes of this patient interaction? There are many different ways
that chiropractors adjust the cervical spine.

Until you can answer this question with certainty, the entirety of your article is
presumption. Not so scientific.

77. #82 Mephistopheles O'Brien
February 9,2016

How do you know that the adjustment seen in the video that you posted was
the same adjustment given by the chiropractor in this case?

Did he say it was?

78. #83 sam
Australia
February 9,2016

Can someone please tell me how the hell do chiro's always find scoliosis in their patients
back ?and how can they align it?marketing genius ?

http://scienceblogs.com/insolence/20l6l02l08ldid-chiropractic-manipulation-of-her-neck-c... 2ll0l20l6
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79. #84 Michelle

Lowell, MA
February 10,2016

I meant to say I t hours, not days, and April of last year, not this year.. Oops. My brain is
fucked...

""*"Ir80. #8s Mr
February 10,2016

@Miss Anthropy: very happy to hear that you found a good chiro who didn't step out of
his scope of practice, and sent you for the correct treatment. Unfortunately, it sounds you
got thrown into the "whiny woman" trap rather than the first doctors taking your
complaints seriously after the PT didn't help. (I was fortunate - when I had similar
problems, after the PT didn't help, my MD did further investigation into my shoulder
problems and treated it appropriately).

Glad you are much better!

81. #86 Dangerous Bacon
February 10,2016

"There are many different ways that chiropractors adjust the cervical spine."

No doubt all are evidence-based...

Post a comment

Name: *

Email: *

Location:

Comment

Submit Comment >

http://scienceblogs.com/insolence/2016102108/did-chiropractic-manipulation-of-her-neck-c... 2lI0l20l6
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Playboy Model Saw Chiropractor
for Neck Pain Prior to Deadly
Stroke but Not Medical Doctor,

People Exclusive
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Family Says

Katie May and her daughter
SOURCE FACEBOOK

BY JULIE MAZZIOTTA

@ulietmazz

0210512016 AT 05:45 PM EST

Playboy model Katie May, who passed away Thursday night at
age 34, most likely had not gone to a doctor for her neck pain
prior to her deadly stroke, her brother tells PEOPLE.

"To the best of my family's knowledge, and we are fairly but not
totally certain of this, Katie did not seek medical care prior to
Monday evening; if she had, it seems reasonable to conclude,
the subsequent days would have unfolded very differenfly," her
brother, Stephen May, says.

Katie, known as the "Queen of Snapchat," tweeted on Jan . 29
that she had "Pinched a nerve in my neck on a photoshoot and
got adjusted this morning." She later added on Sunday that
she was returning to the chiropractor.

Stephen did not know how she pinched a nerve.
"l don't know the cause of Katie's neck pain," hê tells pEopLE.
"Vúe only knew that she was feeling discomfort."
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Model/lnternet Celebrity Dies Following Neck lnjury, Stroke

ACA Ofters Resources on Cervical Arterial Dîssection to Help FacílÍtate Discussíons with
Patients about the Safety of Neck Manipulation

Recent newq of the death of model and internet celebrity Katie May (known as "The Queen of
Snapchat") included reports that, following a severe injury to her neck, May visited her
chiropractor before experiencing a massive stroke.

As a result of media surrounding the incident, some patients may come into the offices of
doctors of chiropractic concerned about having their necks adjusted. To help DCs talk to
patients, ACA offers a web page with information on cervicalarterial dissection (CAD)and neck
manipulation. The page includes:

r links to research studies demonstrating the safety of chiropractic
o information on the benefits and risks of neck manipulation compared with other common

treatments
r articles on the association between cervical artery d¡ssection and neck manipulation
¡ informative fact sheets that can be distributed to patients
. key messages to help doctors touch on importent points during their discussions with patients

You'll find all these resources at www.aeato.day.orglGAD.

Dealing with the Media: ACA Spokespersons Frepar,ted to Do lnterviews
lf you are contacted by a member of the media regarding chiropractic and the association
between cervical arterial dissection and stroke, please know that ACA can help. ACA's media
spokespeople are well prepared to answer questions regarding the safety of neck
manipulation. Feel free to refer any media inquiries to the ACA PR tearn by emailing
communications@acatoday,orR or calling (703) 276-8800.
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Breaching Boundaries: Disciplined
physicians often given 2nd chance to practise

250 doctors across Canada disciplined in past 15 years for
patient boundary offences

Holly Moore . Vera-Lynn Kubinec. CBC News
I Hour Ago
January 21,2016

Play Media

Physicians often given 2nd chance to practise after disciplining 1:52

139 shares

Doctors in Canada who engage in improper behaviour with patients - everything from

inappropriate comments and relationships to unwanted touching and sexual abuse - are

frequently given a second chance to continue practising, a CBC investigation has found.

Over the last 15 ye¿rs, at least 250 doctors have been disciplined across the country for a litany

of patient boundary offences, according to a CBC News examination of discipline cases.

Fewer than one-third lost their licence, and about half of the doctors continue to practise today.

In fact, CBC has identified 28 doctors who have been cited more than once for inappropriate

behaviour with their patients. Five of them continue to practise.
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Barb MacQuarrie is the community director at the Centre for Research and Education on
Violence against Women and Children at Western University in London, Ont. (CBC)

Barb MacQuarrie, community director at the Centre for Research and Education on Violence
against Women and Children at Western University, called the situation revealed by CBC's
findings "unacceptable. "

"They're tragic really, because there's a story behind each one of those, of an individual who's
really been betrayed and injured by the conduct ofthe doctor," she said.

According to the disciplinary data, more than 380 patients were involved in inappropriate
interactions with doctors.

PROFILES | 12 Canadian doctors who have been disciplined more than once

Of the 250 doctors who were found to have behaved inappropriately with patients, 181 were
general practitioners and 32 were psychiatrists.

The statistics come from an analysis of 15 years of published doctor discipline cases across the
country. The process was made difficult by the lack of uniform reporting and transparency rules
in the different jurisdictions and their respective regulatory bodies: the colleges of physicians and
surgeons.

The governing body in Alberta, for instance, only publishes a summary of disciplinary findings
going back five years. Manitoba's website only lists discipline cases going back 10 years.
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Ontario's information stretches back to the 1980s. The Yukon Medical Council said legislation

restricted them from releasing all discipline information.

The analysis found atotal of 934 formal discipline cases representing 817 physicians in 10

provinces and two territories. Offences ranged from faking credentials, ethical breaches and

minor administrative issues to a lack of skill and poor quality of care.
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This infographic breaks down the number of all disciplined physicians across Canada by type of
offence. (CBC News Graphics)

In250 cases, doctors were cited for inappropriate behaviour with patients, which included

everything from criminal sexual assaults and physical touching to entering into personal

relationships. Fewer than one-third had their licence revoked, while others were allowed to retire

or resign rather than face disciplinary hearings.
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This infographic breaks down the number of physicians by type of inappropriate behaviour.
(CBC News Graphics)

Of the 250 physicians, 185 were allowed to keep practising medicine in Canada following fines,
reprimands, re-education, restrictions or temporary licence suspensions. Three doctors are
currently practising in other countries.

"Patients come to doctors because they trust them," said Dr. Gail Robinson, a psychiatrist and
University of Toronto professor who has been involved in multiple task forces on sex abuse of
patients in ontario. "They come because they're worried. They're vulnerable."

She framed the current disciplinary system as "protectionism of the professions as opposed to
being more concerned about the welfare of patients."
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Dr. Gail Robinson is a psychiatrist and University of Toronto professor. (CBC)

She's critical of decisions by the respective colleges of physicians and surgeons that allow a

doctor to keep practising, especially in cases of repeat offenders. The status and power enjoyed

by doctors can become "a barrier to holding doctors accountable for their behaviour."

"How many times do you have to show that you are either incompetent or you show poor

judgment before they say, 'I don't think you should be a doctor?"' Robinson asked.

"If you have an abuse of power over a patient then you don't understand your basic professional

obligations."

Regulatory bodies generally prohibit sexual or romantic relationships between doctors and

patients, even when the physician believes there is consent from the patient.

In Ontario, for example, as in many other jurisdictions, a physician who becomes sexually

involved with a patient is subject to a disciplinary action.

Not all colleges required to refer sex cases to police

Not all of Canada's medical colleges are required - or allowed under their province's Privacy

Act - to refer disciplinary cases to police.

Manitoba's regulator said that it informs complainants that "they may make a report to police if
they wish," while Saskatchewan says it provides patients information about how to do that.
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The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario started forwarding decisions to police last
fall in cases where acts by doctors - including sexual abuse potentially criminal.

"I still believe myself and the other victims will never get justice at the college level," said Debra
Dreise, who was abused by Toronto anesthesiologist Dr. George Doodnaught while under
sedation in 2010.

Doodnaught was convicted of sexual assaults on 21 sedated patients, including Dreise, in
November last year. He was sentenced to 10 years in prison, but he is currently appealing the
convictions

Debra Dreise was abused by Toronto anesthesiologist Dr. George Doodnaught while under
sedation in 2010. (CBC)

"Even after this man has been found guilty, he's been sentenced and now he is in jail, his licence
is still only suspended, it hasn't been revoked, it hasn't been taken away," Dreise said. "We are
going on now, almost six years. To me that's a disgrace."

"Revocation is a penalty that can be ordered after a hearing has made findings of professional
misconduct or incompetence," Kathryn Clarke, senior communications co-ordinator at the
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario wrote in an email. "Dates will be scheduled after
the appeal of his criminal convictions is determined."

The Federation of Medical Regulatory Authorities of Canada declined to be interviewed for this
story, as did most individual regulatory authorities across the country.
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One who did, Ed Schollenberg, registrar with the College of Physicians and Surgeons of New

Brunswick, said: "We have tended to have smaller and smaller number of serious matters.

"We publish every single one of the complaints in our newsletter," he added. "You don't

necessarily have to have a trial or shoot them at sunrise to make the point.

"Our numbers have stayed very, very low," he said. "We think complaints should be

preventable."

"It's our job to be curious and diligent, and if we have reasonable and probable cause to pursue a

lead, we will," said Dr. Gatt Wilson, senior deputy registrar with the British Columbia College of
Physicians and Surgeons.

He explained that physicians are subject to progressive discipline like other professionals and

organizations.

Discipline has to be "taken up a notch" in every repeat case of misconduct, Galt said, adding that

the college's investigating committees will consider a doctor's past conduct in their decisions and

that publicity is helpful in getting information to the public.

Dreise said she can't understand how colleges can justify giving doctors who act inappropriately

with their patients a second chance.

"The colleges are very lenient and forgiving with that," she said. "No man, woman or child

should ever go through an assault."

"Your licence should be taken away," she said. "You do not deserve the privilege of caring for

people."

If you have a tipfor the CBC News l-Team, please call our conJìdential ttp line at (204) 788-

3744 or email iteam@cbc.ca.

The Federation of Medical Regulatory Authorities of Canada is the national voice of physician

regulatory bodies across the country. While it declined a request for an interview, FMRAC

surveyed its members on six questions and provided the results to CBC News.
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Getting a second chance z L2 doctors who
have been disciplined more than once

CBC News Posted: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT

Over the last 15 yeats, at least 250 doctors have been disciplined across the country for a litany

of patient boundary offences, according to a CBC News examination of discipline cases.

. Breaching Boundaries: Disciplined physicians often siven 2nd chance to practise

Some of those doctors have been cited more than once for inappropriate behaviour with their

patients. Here are some examples:

Doctor suspended indefÏnitely after long
disciplinary history involving sexual
comments to patients

CBC News Posted: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT

Dr. Amjad Ali. (CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

. Breachino Boundaries: Disciplined physicians often qiven 2nd chance to practise

. Gettino a second chance: 12 doctors who have been disciplined more than once
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A Regina physician who was allowed to continue practising after having been found guilty of
unprofessional conduct due to sexual comments to patients repeated the behaviour seven years
later.

In2004, Dr. Amjad Ali was found guilty of unbecoming, improper, unprofessional or
discreditable conduct by a college disciplinary council.

He was found to have engaged in sexual comments with two patients. One patient testified at a
disciplinary hearing held by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Saskatchewan that Dr.
Ali attempted to "open the door towards a relationship" with her by asking her if she had a
boyfriend and if she would come and visit him in Northern Saskatchewan.

The council found Ali made "sexualized comments" to another patient. Ali, through his counsel,
denied the allegations in the hearing. His lawyer said that his recollection of the events was
"markedly" different than that of his patient's. He said that it was "improbable" that the patient
would spend a great deal of money to come and visit Ali in Northem Saskatchewan.

The council found him guilty of both charges and imposed a penalty that included a requirement
to enroll in a boundaries education program, have a chaperone present for all female patients and
have a sign posted in the waiting room advising that he will have a chaperone present.

He was originally ordered to pay $36,000, but counsel for the college accepted his lawyer's
submission that he had a diminished capacity to pay. He was ordered to pay $20,000 in costs at a
penalty hearing. Ali declined to speak on his own behalf at the hearing.

At another discipline hearing in20l2,he was found guilty of unbecoming, improper,
unprofessional or discreditable conduct in relation to three patients. One patient said he asked if
she would have "a love affair" with him. Another said she was asked if she could be his lover.
Another complained that he disclosed intimate details of his love life.

Ali entered a guilty plea on one of the charges, but was found guilty on all three.

His licence was revoked by the college council and he was ordered to pay costs of $48,856.11
The penalty is now the subject of an appeal to the Court of Queen's Bench in Regina.

Ali's lawyer, Aaron Fox, sent CBC News this statement:

"In light of his pending appeal, Dr. Ali is not prepared to discuss his case publicly. His appeal
was argued in the Court of Queen's Bench in Regina and we are awaiting decision. He appealed
the order revoking his licence to practise medicine. We argued that Dr. Ali had some underlying
medical and psychological issues that led to his behavioural problems. V/e argued that now that
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those problems are being addressed it would be appropriate to allow him to practise with the

required monitoring and controls in place."

According to the college's website, Ali entered a guilty plea in 2013 to five additional charges of
unprofessional conduct. The charges included practising while suspended and charging an

excessive fee - $500 - to fill out a medical marijuana form for a patient.

He also provided contact numbers to the same patient and encouraged him to refer individuals

who were seeking aufhorization to possess medical marijuana to contact Ali.

The council ordered that "Dr. Amjad Ali is immediately suspended from the privileges of a duly

qualified medical practitioner. "

Plastic surgeon banned from practice after
abusing sedated patients

CBC News Posted: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT

Dr. Marc Bissonnette. (CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

. Breaching Boundaries: Disciplined phvsicians often qiven 2nd chance to practise

. Getting a second chance: 12 doctors who have been disciplined more than once

Dr. Marc Bissonnette was given a second chance to practise by the Collège des médecins du

Québec after he admitted to having sex with a patient in his offrce in 1993.
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That second chance came to an end in 2010, when the college revoked his licence for life after
touching two patients in a sexual manner.

The Montreal plastic surgeon said he had consensual sex with a woman who came in for breast
implant surgery in 1993. The patient said she never consented and that she was sedated on the
operating table when he penetrated her.

He was acquitted of a criminal sexual assault charge stemming from that incident. But the
college's disciplinary committee suspended him for 40 months for having sex with a patient.

Several years later, Bissonnette once again was in trouble. The committee found him guilty of
touching a patient in a sexual manner.

According to the findings of the committee, in December 2002, Bissonnette called a patient at
home and told her he would perform a surgery to repair nerve damage on her hand at his private
clinic, which was closed for the holidays.

She testified he gave her sedatives and touched her clitoris during the course of the procedure.
Bissonette was not allowed to treat patients without a chaperon e atthattime because of the
conditions imposed on him.

He was banned from practising for 10 years.

Bissonnette was given a lifetime ban in 2010 after he was found guilty by the college's
disciplinary committee of two separate incidents of touching the genitals of patients who were in
for breast surgery he performed in his office. Both women were sedated at the time.

He is not currently practising. CBC has been unable to contact him for comment.

Doctorrs licence reinstated less than a month
after release from jail
cBC News Posted: Ian2l,2016 4:00 AM crlast updated: Jan}l,2016 4:00 AM cr
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Dr. Douglas Ian Cameron. (CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

¡ Breachinq Boundaries: Disciplined phvsicians often qiven 2nd chance to practise

. Gettino a second chance: 12 doctors who have been disciplined more than once

. Oversiqht of doctors needs more transparencv. savs P.E.l. Status of Women

A Summerside, P.E.I. specialist in internal medicine who was allowed to resume practising after

being convicted of sexually assaulting patients went on to abuse again years later.

Dr. Douglas Ian Cameron is currently without a licence to practise in the province after the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of P.E.I. revoked his licence in2007 and barred him from

reapplying for 10 years.

His regulatory troubles began in the 1990s. He lost admitting privileges at a hospital in 1993 due

to alcoholism, court records show. A court later convicted him of sexual assaults involving three

female patients and handed him a jail sentence.

The college followed by revoking his licence in 1995 for sexual misconduct. After serving eight

months, he was released from jail in 1996 and had his licence reinstated that year with

conditions.

Cameron was given another suspension in2002 for not fulfilling conditions of his licence that

required him to submit reports to the college. His licence was reinstated within a month.

Then in 2006, an interim suspension was imposed during a new investigation by the college.

Cameron was accused by two female patients of grabbing their breasts during visits to his office.

That was followed by the 10-year revocation in2007 and the finding that Cameron committed

sexual abuse. Cameron had testified the two patients simply misunderstood legitimate medical

procedures.
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There were no criminal charges in that case.

The college fined Cameron $2,500 for the sexual abuse and $2,500 for failing, on two occasions,
to abide by the conditions of his licence. He also was required to pay $15,000 toward the costs of
the inquiry.

Legislation in P.E.I. defines sexual abuse by a physician as "any sort of sexual conduct by a
member toward or with a patient, at any time during which the person is considered to be a
patient," whether it is a rematk, gesture, touching, intercourse or any other behaviour of a sexual
nature.

Cameron declined a request for comment

B.C. doctor?s 2-decade discipline history
includes Nova Scotia misconduct
cBC News Posted: Jan2l,2016 4:00 AM crlast updated: Jan2l,2016 4:00 AM cr

Dr. Pankaj Dhawan. (CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

. Er-9lchino Boun9al:ies: Disciplined phvsicians often siven 2nd chance to practise. Gettinq a second chance: 12 doctors who have been disc¡plined more,than once
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Dr. Pankaj Dhawan's discipline history goes back nearly two decades, and involves two colleges,

six patients and one student. The Vancouver physician has been disciplined four times in the last

18 years. He continues to practise.

The physical medicine and rehabilitation specialist first faced discipline in 1997 by the College

of Physicians and Surgeons of Nova Scotia. Five women complained. The panel found his

actions amounted to professional misconduct against all of them.

The panel found he slapped a2}-year-old patient on the buttocks. It also found he told her that

she was attractive and invited her to play tennis with him "when no one would be around, and

suggested that she not tell her family physician of his invitation," the decision states.

The decision states the panel concluded he conducted a breast exam on a patient who was also a

registered nurse that was "inappropriate, unprofessional and unnecessary and amounted to

professional misconduct. "

He touched another patient's breasts inappropriately and pricked her nipples; he removed

clothing on two patients that did not need to be removed; entered the change room before a

patient put on her gown and, in the case of two patients, provided no covering at all, according to

the panel's findings.

Dhawan's right to practice was suspended for six months and he was required to have a

chaperone present when he examined female patients.

"Counsel for Dr. Dhawan strongly disagreed with the characterization of the findings by counsel

for the College. The panel was urged to conclude that the offences committed by Dr. Dhawan

were at the low end of the scale particularly when comparing these offences with the reported

cases on sexual misconduct. Counsel for Dr. Dhawan submitted that an appropriate penalty for

Dr. Dhawan would be a reprimand or short suspension," according to the college's decision.

Dhawan later moved his practice to B.C

He was called before a B.C. disciplinary committee in2004. Dhawan was suspended by the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of B.C. for a month for unprofessional conduct and he was

required to have a college-approved chaperone present when treating women.

He admitted he invited a patient for coffee where he engaged in a personal discussion, held the

patient's hand and touched her face, according to the college.

In2009,the B.C. college reprimanded and fined Dhawan $3,500 for breaching the conditions on

his registration that were imposed after he was disciplined ín2004. He used medical students as
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chaperones who were not approved by the college. No patient complained about Dhawan when
he was using the unauthorized chaperones.

Dhawan was again reprimanded for unprofessional conduct in 2010. He admitted he hugged and
kissed one of his medical students and engaged in inappropriate conversations, according to the
B.C. college. His penalty did not include a suspension, but he was ordered to pay $4,000 in costs.

Dhawan is currently practising in Vancouver under a "conditional-disciplined" registration.
There is no mention of the Nova Scotia college's discipline in his B.C. physician profile.

Dr. Dhawan declined a request for comment.

Complaints against psychiatrist go back
more than 2 decades

cBC News Posted: Jan2r,20r6 4:00 AM crlast updated: Jan2l,2016 4:00 AM cr

Dr. Stanley Thomas Dobrowolski. (Courtesy Toronto Star/CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

. ?reachino Boundaries: Disciplined phvsicians often qiven 2nd chance to practise

. Gettinq a second chance: 12 doctors who have been disciolined moie tfian once

The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario received its first complaint about Dr. Stanley
Thomas Dobrowolski in 1990. A patient alleged he asked inappropriate, sexual questions during
sessions and asked her to remove her shirt and bra during a physical exam, something she
believed was unnecessary.
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The college received a similar complaint in 1992, but decided in both cases that his behaviour

did not amount to sexual impropriety, and he was allowed to keep practising without facing a

hearing.

He also worked at the University of V/estem Ontario's Student Health Services from 1985 to

1994 andpractised privately out of an office basement in his home.

Dobrowolski faced disciplinary hearings in 1994 for allegations of sexual impropriety after being

accused of engaging in sexual intercourse with a student/patient. He admitted that he had sexual

intercourse with the student, who had attempted suicide and was seeing treatment.

The doctor argued that he was no longer treating her as a patient when the sexual relationship

began and the relationship was consensual, though the patient felt that it was still a therapeutic

relationship.

The college prosecutor argued that the complainant's "problems were not treated ... and she

continued to be a suicide risk," and that Dobrowolski showed a "lack of clear boundaries" and

that "his behaviour has put her squarely at risk for self harm."

But the hearing panel ruled that sexual acts took place after the psychiatrislpatient relationship

ended. They did not find the boundary violations sufftciently egregious to warrant a finding of
incompetence.

Dobrowolski's certificate to practise was suspended for 12 months - nine of which were

suspended if he followed certain conditions. Dobrowolski resigned from the University of
Western Ontario, and when he resumed practising it was out of the basement office of his

London, Ont.. home.

Dobrowolski appeared before a disciplinary panel in 1999 after more complaints by university

students emerged. They alleged that between 1987 and 1991, Dobrowolski touched them

inappropriately and was performing inappropriate breast examinations. He was once again

suspended.

Still practising from his basement in London, Dobrowolski was called to a disciplinary hearing at

the CPSO againin2004. Further allegations of inappropriate relationships with patients and

questionable physical exams resulted in a six-month suspension this time.

As a result of those hearings the CPSO ruled that he was no longer allowed to see female

patients. He appealed this to the Divisional Court and the parties agreed, on consent, to a new

order. The court decided he would be allowed to continue to see female patients but would no

longer be allowed to conduct physical exams.
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In 2011, a female patient and her husband complained to the CPSO that Dobrowolski was
sexually abusing her.

Over a year late4 in October 2012, the college suspended him while it investigated a patient's
allegations of "inappropriate and/or sexual touching of the patient, masturbation of the patient,
purchasing lingerie for the patient to wear, taking inappropriate andlor sexual pictures of the
patient, shaving of the patient, hugging and kissing the patient, offering to undress during the
patient's appointment, andlor making remarks to the patient that were inappropriate and/or of a
sexual nature."

In November 2012, London Police arrested Dobrowolski on charges of sexual assault and
voyeurism. He had been photographing nude patients during physical ex¿Ìms under the guise of
tracking moles for cancer. He was also surreptitiously videotaping some of these women while
they were undressed.

In2014, he was sentenced to four years in a federal penitentiary.

On November 30, 2015, the CPSO revoked Dobrowolski's licence.

Doctor commits sexual assault after he was
given a 2nd chance

cBC News Posted: 1an21,2016 4:00 AM crlast updated: Jan2l,2016 4:00 AM cr

Dr. Martin Hugh Gillen. (Courtesy Postmedia/CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

a Breachinq Boundaries: Disciplined phvsicians often oiven 2nd chance to practise
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Both of Dr. Martin Gillen's victims were sedated when he violated them. Both victims say they

suffered longterm psychological scars. But only one was assaulted after the pain doctor was

given a second chance to practise medicine.

"He used his medical skills to sexually violate two vulnerable women, both rendered more

incapacitated and vulnerable because of drugs he gave them," read the Ontario college decision

that denied Gillen's application for reinstatement in 2010.

Gillen first appearance before the discipline committee was in 1989 for having committed "a

single sexual act performed on an unwilling patient," college documents state.

That "unwilling patient" was a2l-year-old woman who arrived at a Perth, Ont., hospital with her

parents in 1986. She was hyperventilating and suffering chest pain. Gillen gave her a sedative

and put her in a recovery room after she nodded off. She testified that before she fully awakened,

Gillen placed his penis in her hand and ejaculated, according to her testimony in the college's

decision.

Gillen denied her allegation. He said that he performed a neurological evaluation called a two-

finger hand grip test and that semen found on a tissue was the result of an earlier nocturnal

emission.

The committee later noted the incidents weighed heavily on the woman for years. It caused her

to distrust doctors so much she delivered her baby at home with a midwife to avoid the hospital,

she said.

In a victim impact statement made 20 years after the incident, "she tearfully told the committee

that atthe time of the incident, she was in a vulnerable position, and felt helpless, powerless and

isolated and actually feared for her life at that moment. She said she would not be able to fully

erase that feeling from her life."

Police were called to the ER and Gillen was charged criminally, but he was eventually acquitted.

Initially,the college revoked Gillen's registration. He appealed and the sanction was reduced to a

nine-month suspension.

He was reinstated to practise medicine in 1991.
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Fifteen years after the first incident, a patient who received regular cortisone injections for
chronic pain says she grew suspicious of Gillen. At one appointment, she was less sedated than
usual and suspected something was wrong.

Gillen subsequently admitted he inserted his fingers into her vagina and anus to "landmark"
where the injections should go. He also admitted he may have gotten aroused from doing this.

The patient brought a hidden camera to the following appointment.

"Gillen is clearly seen on videotape sexually aroused prior to doing the vaginal penetration,"
stated the discipline committee. Whether or not the "landmarking" is medically warranted is
irrelevant, it said. "The penetration must be viewed as a means for Dr. Gillen to satisfy himself
sexually, not as an aid to the patient's comfort."

Gillen was also captured on tape stroking his exposed penis while he was treating her, according
to college documents.

The college revoked Gillen's licence and he pleaded guilty in criminal court to sexual assault,
was sentenced to nine months in jail and placed on the sex offender registry for 10 years.

Years after her ordeal, the patient says she was still dealing with a great deal of anxiety and had
suffered because of her mistrust of doctors, according to a statement she made at a subsequent
reinstatement hearing.

Gillen tried to get his medical licence back in 20l0,but the panel turned down his request. "He
continues to pose a risk for repeating his sexual deviancy," read the decision. "The public would
not be protected and would lose confidence in the profession if he is reinstated."

Gillen has continued to deny the fîrst incident involving the young woman in the hospital.

"I am not in clinical practice, I have not resumed clinical practice and I do not have a licence to
practise medicine," said Gillen in a brief telephone interview. He is now a medical administrator
and does quality management of files for a comparry thatperforms third-party injury
assessments.

He stated that he has no plans to apply for reinstatement of his medical registration.
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Doctorts licence revoked after 2 sex assault
convictions
CBC News Posted: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT

Dr. Charles Chul Soo Im. (University of Toronto/CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

. Breachinq Boundaries: Disciplined phvsicians often qiven 2nd chance to practise

. Gettinq a second chance: 12 doctors who have been disciplined more than once

It took two separate criminal convictions involving charges of sexual assault against six patients

before Dr. Charles Chul Soo Im's right to practice was revoked by the College of Physicians and

Surgeons of Ontario. He was allowed to practice during most of the 13 years that separated the

convictions.

"It is very clear that this man is a risk to any female patient of whom he has unsupervised

contact," said Justice Lauren E. Marshall of the Ontario Court of Justice at Im's 2006 sentencing

for sexual assault.

"I would hope and trust, for the sake of members of the public, of which I am one, that he is

never allowed unsupervised contact with female patients, period. How many of them have to be

sacrificed on the altar of his personal problems?"

The family physician pleaded guilty in criminal court in 1992to sexually assaulting five patients.

"During the course of examining five female patients, he had performed physical examinations,

including internal examinations, even though their initial complaints had not called for this
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degree of evaluation. He had also made inappropriate queries regarding their menstrual history
andlor sexual activities," according to the college's summary of the court case.

Im was given a suspended sentence and probation by the court.

At a college hearing 1993,Im admitted to having committed unprofessional conduct, in that he
was found guilty of a criminal offence relevant to his suitability to practise medicine.

The Ontario college decided to let Im practise againas long as he limited his practice to
optometry and provided a chaperone when seeing women patients. He was also ordered to get
counselling.

Before the decade was through, more patient complaints emerged about his optometry practice in
Toronto. In 1999, two patients said Im brushed his penis up against them during their eye exams.
One of the women said Im stood in front of her with his penis pushing against her knees
repeatedly and that he became erect over the course of the examination. She testified Im said
"I'm sorry, my friend is touching you," the decision states.

The patient was "shocked, embarrassed and afraid when she returned to work after the
appointment," according to the college's document. She spoke with a counsellor at the sexual
assault centre and laid a charge at police headquarters.

Im denied his actions were sexual. He said the patient misunderstood him when he said "I'm
sorry, my front is touching you."

In 2001, the committee found Im not guilty of sexual abuse, but he was found guilty of
professional misconduct for not adequately maintaining appropriate professional boundaries.

The committee concluded the evidence did not prove that Im had intentionally touched his
patients in a sexual manner. It called it "a case of perception and misinterpretation."

His medical registration was suspended for 16 months to be reduced by 6 months if he completed
a physician's boundaries course. Im was also ordered to either have a female chaperone present
or videotape eye exams of female patients.

Im once again faced new sexual assault charges in criminal court in 2005 for rubbing his groin
against a patient during an eye exam.

"I accept that his conduct in having contact with [the complainant] was not incidental or
accidental, and I accept her evidence that it was deliberate and it amounted to a sexual assault,"
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Justice Marshall stated in finding him guilty in criminal court. Im was given a six-month

conditional sentence.

The college revoked his right to practice at a hearing in2009 at which Im denied he was guilty of
the 2005 criminal sexual assault conviction. He did, however, admit to professional misconduct

in that he has been found guilty of an offence that is relevant to his suitability to practise. His

registration remains revoked.

CBC News contacted Im and he declined an interview, stating he hadn't practised in years.

Doctor out after 3 fTndings of professional
misconduct
CBC News Posted: Jan 21, 2016 4:00 AM CTLast Updated: Jan 2l , 2016 4:00 AM CT

Dr. David Stuart Lambert. (Facebook/CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

. Breachinq Boundaries: Disciplined phvsicians often qiven 2nd chance to practise

. Getting a second chance: 12 doctors who have been disciplined more than once

Dr. David Stuart Lambert was found to have committed professional misconduct three times

over 20 years.

The family practitioner's licence was first suspended for six months in 1991 after the discipline

committee of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario found he had made sexual

remarks that were derogatory and unprofessional to three patients.
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The decision stated that calling a patient a "slut" because her two children had separate fathers,
offering to "taste" a patient's breasts and asking two patients for sex was Lambert's "ill-advised
attempt at humour rather than attempt to initiate sexual activity."

A decade later, Lambert faced the college discipline committee again. ln2002,the committee
accepted the testimony of all three complainants and found Dr. Lambert engaged in the sexual
abuse of three patients.

One patient, who secretly videotaped some of her office visits, testified Lambert removed his
pants, exposed his erect penis, kissed her, sucked her breasts and offered to take her to a hotel.

The second patient said he suggested they both remove their clothes in his office and give each
other a back rub. A third patient testified Lambert told her her breasts were "the right size" and
suggested he could relieve her stress by performing oral sex on her.

The committee called his sexual acts and/or remarks "repetitive" and remarked that his
psychiatric therapy was not helping.

The college revoked his licence and ordered him to pay $48,750

"Lambert obviously has difficulty understanding or abiding by the proper boundaries of the
doctor-patient relationship," the decision states.

The Ontario college defines sexual abuse as: "sexual intercourse or other forms of physical
sexual relations between the member and the patient; touching, of a sexual nature, of the patient
by the member, or, behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature by the member towards the patient."

The revocation lasted less than a decade. Lambert won back his licence to practise in 2009 by
convincing the college he had changed, "has gained insight into his aberrant behaviour" and that
he no longer constituted a threat to the public.

He was allowed to see patients again as long as he promised to limit his practice to men,
continue therapy and agree to being monitored.

A few months after Lambert's reinstatement, he was in trouble again. The committee found he
sexually abused a female patient when he brushed his finger against her breast. The patient was
actually a private investigator hired by the college to make sure he was complying with the limits
put on his practice.



The committee condemned Lambert for his misconduct, saying "he did so in a planned, 320
deliberate, systematic and repetitive fashion, and was, in fact, preparing to commit these

breaches even prior to his reinstatement."

His licence was revokedin2012 and he was ordered to pay $27,000. He appealed but it was

rejected. He no longer practises.

"He is arrogant, entitled, duplicitous, self-serving, and continues to take no responsibility for his

misbehaviour. Despite years of therapy, there is no evidence that his inflexible attitudes and

behavioural patterns have been ameliorated or modified in any way," wrote the committee,

noting he had a "moderately high risk" of committing further acts of sexual abuse in the future.

"His behaviour is a disgrace to himself and to the profession," said the committee.

CBC News contacted Lambert and he admitted guilt in his first two misconduct cases

Lambert said he was misjudged by the College of Ontario Physicians and Surgeons in the 2009

investigation.

" I will never take responsibility for 2009," he said. "It was a lie made up by the college so that

they could revoke my licence."

"I am innocent," he said. "I think my case was falsely accused and convicted of something I

didn't do."

"I have psychiatrists who believe in me," he said, adding he never made the same mistake twice.

B.C. doctor continues to practise after
multiple disciplinary actions

CBC News Posted: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CTLast Updated; Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM CT
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Dr. Patrick Michael Nesbitt. (CBC News Graphics)

Related Stories

' Pr9?chinq Boungalies: Disciplined phvsicians often qiven 2nd chance to practise. Gettino a second chance: 12 doctors who hàffian once

Repeated disciplinary actions by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of B.C. have not
stopped Dr. Patrick Michael Nesbitt from practising. The West Vancouver-based general
practitioner's registration status is currently conditional/disciplined but active, allowing him to
continue to treat only adult male patients.

The B.c. college has disciplined Nesbitt five times beginning in 2000

His first suspension was for sexually touching and fondling a patient outside of his offrce in
Maple Ridge and making inappropriate sexual comments to two others. Nesbitt's licence was
taken away for 12 months.

The college noted "his future professional conduct is required to be above reproach in every
respect."

Following his suspension, in 2002,the B.C. College of Physicians and Surgeons required that he
only see female patients with a chaperone present.

In2004, Dr. Nesbitt admitted he was guilty of unprofessional conduct for making sexual
comments to a patient during an appointment. The college ordered a three-month suspension that
would be reduced to one month if he agreed to conditions that included participating in
counselling.
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In 2005, Nesbitt once again pleaded guilty to unprofessional conduct, with two female patients.

According to the college's press release, he used inappropriate language in front of a patient and

failed to act professionally and respectfully in his interaction with another.

The college imposed a six-month suspension from practice and a $2,500 payment to cover costs.

The B.C. College of Physicians and Surgeons told CBC News that Dr. Nesbitt was also

prevented from seeing female patients in 2005.

1n2007, Dr. Nesbitt voluntarily withdrew from the practice of medicine. In 2010, the college

found he had "breached the terms of his registration" that he treat only adult male patients by

prescribing medication to 41 women, including some prescriptions for controlled substances

After a hearing, the college ordered him to take additional courses and pay a $25,000 fine. Dr

Nesbitt returned to the medical profession in20l2 with restrictions that he practise in a group

setting, and that he only see adult males and that he take additional training courses.

Nesbitt was once again suspended in20l3 for breaching his conditions of practice. He was

required to complete a practice review, take a boundaries, ethics and professionalism course, and

agree to monitoring before he could get his licence back.

He was also ordered to pay $35,000 in costs and legal fees. Once again, the college stipulated in

the2013 hearing that "Dr. Nesbitt's future professional conduct must be beyond reproach in

every aspect."

In a recent email, the B.C. College of Physicians and Surgeons told CBC's the fifth estate;

"College investigations into complaint matters over the years have shown that Dr. Nesbitt's

interactions with female patients have been repeatedly inappropriate and offensive. V/ith each

finding of guilt, more and more conditions have been imposed to restrict Dr. Nesbitt in what he

can and can't do as physician."

His current physician profile on the College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia lists

him as "Active" with a conditional/disciplined registration.

Dr. Nesbitt agreed to an interview with CBC News. He said he was living with an undiagnosed

bi-polar condition that he now has under control.

"It's been years since I've had a complaint about any disinhibited, irritative or impulsive

behaviour," he said.

Nesbitt also denied on camera that he had engaged in any inappropriate sexual behavior with any

women, and blamed the college for much of his troubles. "I think it's because I'm something of a
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provocative person. Not the stiff conservative type of personality they would like a physician to
be," Nesbitt told CBC News.

Psychiatrist fails to maintain proper
boundaries, accused of sexual abuse
cBC News Posted: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM crlast updated: Jan2l,2016 4:004M cr

Dr. Paul Michael Porter. (courtesy National post/cBC News Graphics)
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Er9?chino Boun9afies: Disciplined phvsícians often qiven 2nd chance to practise. Gettino a second chance: 12 doctors who have beeman once

Paul Michael Porter, a psychiatrist practising in St. Catharines, Ont., is currently facing his third
disciplinary process for improper conduct towards patients.

He is alleged to have sexually abused a patient, including holding her hand, kissing her, hugging
or caressing her, having her sit on his lap and making inappropriate andlor sexual remarks. Porter
is also accused of taking steps to conceal his conduct toward that patient.

Hearings were held by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario last fall and the
discipline committee has reserved its decision. Porter denies the allegations.
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The Ontario college defines sexual abuse as: "sexual intercourse or other forms of physical

sexual relations between the member and the patient; touching, of a sexual nature, of the patient

by the member, or, behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature by the member towards the patient."

In20l2, Porter was found guilty of professional misconduct for failing to maintain boundaries

with two patients, a husband and wife. The discipline committee found Porter developed a close

personal relationship with the woman, "being akin to a member of her family." They spent time

at each other's homes, the decision said.

It said the two patients felt highly dependent on Porter. They began to give him "significant sums

of money" that they said were loans. Following the discipline decision, Porter agreed to repay

$17,400. He was handed a one-month suspension for professional misconduct.

At the time the patients started providing the money, Porter's medical registration had been

suspended while the college investigated other complaints.

In a split decision, a2002 discipline committee dismissed complaints of sexual abuse by two

female patients, citing insufficient evidence. "The nfajority of the panel found there was a lack of
clear, convincing or cogent evidence to support the allegation of sexual abuse," the committee

wrote.

However, the committee found Porter guilty of professional misconduct and incompetence

toward the two patients. Porter displayed a "serious lack ofjudgment" during his treatment of the

two, the panel stated in its decision.

"Without regard for the serious nature of their illnesses (or its impact on them), he

communicated to these patients aspects of his life, his marriage, his children and their social life,

his adolescent problems, his previous marital problems and his history of alcoholism," the

decision states.

He was given a 3O-month suspension and restrictions on his practice thereafter. He successfully

appealed the penalty.

Two of the five members of the 2002 panel wrote a dissenting minority opinion saying they

would have found Porter guilty of the sexual abuse allegation.

Porter, through his lawyer Tom Curry, declined comment
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Doctor's certificate revoked after patient
sexual abuse, road rage and insults
cBC News Posted: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM crlast updated: Jan2l,20l6 4:00 AM cr

Dr. Charles Nicholas Rathé. (Courtesy Windsor Star/CBC News Graphics)
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. Gettinq a second chance: 12 doctors who have been disciplined more than once

ln2012, the College of Physicians Surgeons of Ontario revoked the certificate of a doctor after
finding multiple acts of professional misconduct between 2004 and2006, including sexually
abusing a patient, punching a woman in the face during a "road rage" incident, and insulting a
patient and her family.

The college revoked the registration of Dr. Charles Nicholas Rathé, a family physician who used
to practise in Belle River, Ont., near Windsor. But it wasn't the first time Rathé had been in
trouble with authorities.

In 2006, a discipline committee found Rathé "had been rude, derogatory and emotionally abusive
to some of his patients."

The panel also found his behaviour towards college staff had been "rude and abusive."

"Despite the complaints about him, there was never any question about Dr. Rathé's ability as a

clinician and no harm appears to have come to patients as a result of his practice," the committee
wrote.
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The discipline committee accepted that Rathé had a diagnosis, which included an impulse control

disorder as well as past abuse of opiates and benzodiazepine.

He was assessed a $5,000 fine and six-month suspension, with the suspension to be reduced if he

attended an anger-management program.

The penalty decision said the fine highlighted "the importance of being compliant with

requirements of the college if it is to function as a self-governing body charged with protection

of the public."

However, Rathé appealed the committee's decision. As a result, the committee's six-month

suspension was stayed pending the outcome of the appeal. Four years later - in 2010 - a court

ordered Rathé's appeal be dismissed based on the consent of the parties.

Meanwhile,in200g,Rathé was in front of the college againto address more allegations

In 2007 , he had been convicted of criminal assault ín a 2004 incident described as "road rage". A

court found he punched a woman in the face.

The discipline committee found that this amounted to conduct unbecoming a physician.

The panel also found Rathé had sexually abused a woman who became his patient in June 2005,

and the abuse included sexual intercourse.

A2l-year-old single mother had testified at the discipline hearing that while she was a patient of
Rathé she had sex with him, sometimes at a hotel in V/indsor during his lunch break and

sometimes at his house. Rathé denied the allegations.

"Dr. Rathé prescribed opiates for (the patient) to which she became addicted. Within a few

months of becoming his patient, she entered into a romantic relationship with him, which

included regular sexual intercourse. Dr. Rathé told her at the time that he was separated from his

wife. Eventually Dr. Rathé told her that he was going back to his wife, but offered to maintain a

relationship with her 'on the side,"' the decision said.

V/hen the patient objected, Rathé stopped prescribing opiates for her and she experienced

episodes of withdrawal, the decision said.

The Ontario college defines sexual abuse as: "sexual intercourse or other forms of physical

sexual relations between the member and the patient; touching, of a sexual nature, of the patient

by the member, or, behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature by the member towards the patient."
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Along with revoking Rathé's registration, the discipline committee ordered him to pay costs of
523,725 to the college and $16,060 toward counselling for the patient. Rathé's certificate of
registration had previously expired in 2010 for failure to renew.

The college submitted Rathé had a "longstanding pattern of unacceptable conduct," including
"rude and abusive behaviour towards his patients, difficulties with anger control, dishonesty,
failure to take responsibility for his actions and lack of respect for the authority of the college."

Ultimately the college argued he was "ungovernable."

The committee determined Rathé's behaviour did not change over many years, despite repeated
sanctions and opportunities for remediation.

Rathé appealed both the decision and the penalty, but a court dismissed his appeal.

He also had a certificate to practice in California and in2}l2,the Medical Board of Califomia
revoked his certificate based on the Ontario action.

Rathé could not be reached for comment.

Manitoba doctor stiil practising despite
tserious and inexcusablet actions
cBC News Posted: Jan2l,2016 4:00 AM crlast updated: Jan2r,20l6 4:00 AM cr

Dr. Marvin Slutchuk. (www.lakewoodmedical.calcBC News Graphics)
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a 64 Manitoba doctors disciplined over 15 vears

The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba censured Dr. Marvin Slutchuk in 1990 for

having a sexual relationship with a patient. It wasn't the only time the college found Slutchuk,

who still practises medicine in Winnipeg, guilty of improper conduct towards patients.

A2003 panel found Slutchuk, a family physician, was sexually intimate with another patient in

1989 and againbetween 1996 and 1998. The panel found he violated his ethical obligations to

that patient and "exploited her for his personal advantage." She remained his patient until 2002.

The same inquiry found that at a200I office Christmas þarty, attended by co-workers who were

also patients, Slutchuk went into the hot tub, nude, and one of his female patients was also in the

hot tub. "Towards the end of the þarty, Dr. Slutchuk was still nude in the hot tub at a point when

he and one of his female patients were the only individuals in the hot tub," the decision said.

The panel also found Slutchuk provided medical care to two of his family members in

circumstances that were not emergencies and when other physicians were readily available.

Slutchuk pleaded guilty to the charge and the panel decided to cancel his registration for

professional misconduct, citing failure to maintain proper physician/patient boundaries. The

panel took into account Slutchuk's "expression of great remorse" and his co-operation with the

college in its investigation.

The panel called Slutchuk's actions "serious and inexcusable deviations from the obligation of
physicians to maintain appropriate boundaries." It required him to pay 527,120 in costs.

Slutchuk regained his registration in 2007 but was not allowed to treat female patients. ln2010,
the college permitted him to see female patients again, noting "the rehabilitation which Dr.

Slutchuk has undertaken to date has been meaningful." He is currently practising at Lakewood

Medical Centre in Winnipeg with some restrictions still in place.

Slutchuk declined an interview request, but said that physicians are not educated in appropriate

boundaries.

"Physicians, trainees - I think that's happening now - need to have a very, very extensive

course in boundaries with patients," he said
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Exec and Council

Jo.Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Regislrar & General Counsel

College of Ghiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext.111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidenlial information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or d¡sclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in eror, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail
and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Cliff Hardick [mailto:drhardick@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 06,201610:37 AM
To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Subject: Fwd: Speaking engagement

Forwarded message
From: Gerard Clum <gerrycdc@aol.com>
Date: Tue, Jan 5, 2016 at l:34 PM
Subject: Re: Speaking engagement
To : clifï@hardickchiropractic. com

-:-Original Message----
From: Clitf Hardick <cliff@hardickchiropractic. com>
To: Gerry Clum <qerrycdc@aol.com>
Sent: Fri, Jan 1, 201611:50 am
Subject Speaking engagement

Hey Gerry,
Happy New Year.
Would you please forward a contact phone number to me? I want to invite you to speak in Toronto on the
eve of June 15, 2016.
I am really hoping this day could work for you. Hope to hear from you soon.
Cliff Hardick

1
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WHY CHIROPRACTIC
MUST REMAIN SEPARATE

AND DISTINCT
Gerard W. Clum, D.C.

President Emeritus, Life Chiropractic College West
Director, The Octagon, Life University

Separate and distinct:
histor¡cal claptrap?

ma rketplace necessity?
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Separate and distinct:
isolated and alone?
clearly identified?

2
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Four Key Assumptions About
the Future of Health Care

Expert opinion equals
knowledge

Systematic review of
evidence is knowledge

Duration based education

Siloed professions

Tea m-based pe rforma nce

MD is on top

Competency based education
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\}Healthcare is part of a

complex organization

"...movements such as osteopathy, homeopathy, and
eclecticism generally have a natural life cycle. They are

conceived by a crisis in medical care; their youth is marked
by a broadening of their ideas; and their decline occurs

when whatever distinctive not¡ons they have as to patient
management are allowed to wither. At this point, no longer

having a compelling reason for existence, they die."

Gevlt¡2, N. The D.O's Osteopathlc Med¡clne ln Amerlca, Baltlmore, lVaryland; John Hopklns U¡versity Press, 1982,p. 1.23
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"...movements such as osteopathy, homeopathy, and
eclecticism generally have a natural life cycle. They are

conceived by a crisis in medical care; their youth is marked
by a broadening of their ideas: and their decline occurs

when whatever distinctive notions they have as to patient
manaÉement are allowed to wither. At this point, no longer

having a compelling reason for existence, they die."

Gev¡tlz, N. The D.O's osteopathlc Medic¡ne ln America, Baltlmore, Maryland; John Hopklns U¡vers¡ty press, 1982, p. 123

'Although some conventional medical practices may
seek and achieve a genuine integration with various

CAM therapies, the hazard of integration is that
certain CAM therapies may be delivered within the
context of a conventional medical practice in ways

that dissociate CAM modalities from the
m h rin

the CAM practice....
lnst¡tute of Medicine, 2005
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"... lf this occurs, the healing process is likely to be
less effective or even ineffective, undermining both
the cam therapy and the conventional biomedical

practice."

lnst¡tute of Med¡cine, 2005

"The prevalence and distribution of beliefs and
practices have powerful political and

epistemological ramifications, because prevalence
indicates levels of consensus, and distribution

shows the status and power of the parties to each
consensus that develops within a society."

Davld Hufford, Ph.D., Alternative Theraples, l\4arch 1995, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 53-60
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"Prevalence and dlstribution therefore
determine success or failure in establishing
knowledge claims. which in turn affects the

allocation of resources and authority"

Dav¡d Hufford, Ph.D., Alternat¡ve Theraples, ¡itarch 1995, vot. 1, no. 1, pp.53-60

6

"The prevalence and distribution of beliefs and
practices have powerful political and

epistemolog ical ram ifications, because prevalence
indicates levels of consensus, and distribution

shows the status and power of the parties to each
consensus that develops within a society."

David Hufford, Ph.D., Alternative Therapies, l\4arch 1995, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 53-60
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CooperationSurvival of the fittest

Strategic relationsh i psTa ke over/ defeat others

Complex partnershipsKingma kers/lnventors

System of multiple parts
working in collaboration

Unsustainable system/
Players crawling to the top

Definable and identiflable

Valuable and unique

Separate and distinct Ava i la ble for eva I uation

Focus of development

Representing a body of knowledge

7
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Not for us, not for our families, rather
for the sick and suffering who will

never realize their potential because
our potential was never realized

to continue the dialogue...

Gerard W. Clum, D.C.

Director, The Octagon, Life University
gerard.clum@life.edu

8
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College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Norce
Pursuant to By-law 6: Election of Council
Members, notice is hereby given that elections to
CCO Council wíll be held in Districts 2, 3, and 4.
One member will be elected from each of the
following districts:

District 2: Eastern comprised of the counties of
Frontenac, Hastings, Lanark, Prince Edward,
Renfrew, Lennox and Addington; the united
counties of Leeds and Grenville, Prescott and
Russell, Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry; and
the city of Ottawa.

District 3: Gentral East comprised of the
counties of Haliburton, Northumberland,
Peterborough and Simcoe, the city of Kawartha
Lakes, the regional municipality of Durham and
the township of Scugog.

District 4: Central comprised of the city of
Toronto and the regional municipality of
York.

E¡-ecnoru PnoceouRes

Upon receiving completed nomination papers,
CCO will provide each candidate with a copy of
the official voters'list for his/her district. The
list shall contain information recorded on the
register.

Candidates may purchase mailing labels for
members in their district for a fee of $30.

The elections are carried out by mail. Voting is
by secret ballot. The Registrar tabulates the
results ín the presence of scrutineers at the
CCO office and supervises all aspects of the
election.

January 2016

a

o

College of
Chiropractors
of Ontario

L'Ordre des
Chiropraticiens
de I'Ontario

130 Bloor St. West
Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : cco.info@cco.on.ca
Web site: www.cco.on.ca
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772

ELECTION TIMETABLE
January 21,2016: Notice of Election and
Nomination Guide mailed to members in
districts 2,3 and 4.

February 16,2016: Nomination Date:
Nomination papers, candidate undertak-
ings and biographícal information in a
format suitable for distribution to voters
must be received by CCO by 4 p.m.

February 26,20162 Deadline for
candidates to withdraw from the election
by 4 p.m.

March 4,2016: List of candidates,
biographical information, ballots, return
envelopes and voting procedure mailed to
all eligible voters.

March 29,2016l. Ballot envelopes for
District 4 must be received by CCO by 4
p.m.

rch 30, 2016: Election day for District
4, starting at 9 a.m. at the CCO office.""
Ballot envelopes for Districts 2 and 3 must
be received by CCO by 4 p.m.

March 31, 2016: Election day for Districts
2 and 3, starting at 9 a.m. at the CCO
office.**

April 15, 2016: Deadline to make a
written request for a recount with a $150
deposit, which must be received by CCO
by 4 p.m.

April 18, 2016: Election results posted
on CCO's web site at www.cco.on.ca.

**The Registrar will announce
unolficial election results on the
election døtes.

reÐ
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. Candidates are encouraged to forward

proposed campaign material (including all
e-mail campaign material) to CCO via fax
(41"6-925-9610l or e-mail
fifriedman@cco.on.ca) PRIOR to distribu-
tion to ensure fairness in the electoral
process. This includes all email campaign
material and any material distributed
before the election is called. CCO ',\¡ill
review all materials for general consistency
with the biographical information guide-
line, the principles of fair, accurate and
appropriate election statements and, by
analogr, Standard of Practice S-016:
Advertising, and will forward a response to
the candidate as soon as possible. If you
have any questions about any campaign
material, contact CCO.

. Elections are conducted in a fair and
transparent manner, consistent with dem-
ocratic principles and failure to comply
may jeopardtze the election process and
results.

ElrcrerLrrv ro NoMINATE AND/oR Vore
. A member ls eligible to vote in the

electoral district in which the member, as
of January L"' of the election year, has
his/her primary practice, or if the member
is not engaged in the practice of
chiropractic, in which the member has
his/her primary residence.

. A member ls ineligible to vote in a Council
election if he/she is in default of payment
of any fees prescribed by by-law or any fine
or order for costs to CCO imposed by a
CCO committee or court of law or is in
default in completing and returning any
form required by CCO.

AcRoHytvrs

cAc
ccA
cco
CCEB
CCPA

Chiropractic Awa,reness Council
Canadian Chiropractic Association
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Canadian Chiropractic Examining Board
Canadian Chiropractic Protective
Association
Federation of Canadian Chiropractic
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic
College
Canadian Society of Chiropractic
Evaluators
Ontario Chiropractic Association
R e gulat e d H e alth Pr oþ s sio ns
Ad, 1991
Université du Québec à Trois-
Rivières

FCC
cMcc

CSCE

ocA
RHPA

UQTR

ELrcrerLrry ro SrAND FoR ELEcnoN

A member is eligtble for election to Council in
an electoral district, if, on the closing date of
nominations and any time up to and including
the date of the election:
. the member has his/her primary practice

of chiropractic located in the electoral
district in which he/she is nominated or, if
the member is not engaged in the practice
of chiropractic, has his/her primary
residence located in the electoral district in
which he/she is nominated;

. the member is not in default of payments
of any fees prescribed by by-law or any fine
or order for costs to CCO imposed by a
CCO committee or court of law;

. the member is not in default in completing
and returning any form required by CCO;

. the member is not the subject of any
disciplinary or incapacity proceeding;

. a finding of professional misconduct,
incompetence or incapacity has not been
made against the member in the preceding
three years;

. the member is not an employee, officer or
director of any professional chiropractic
association such that a real or apparent
conflict of interest may arise, including but
not limited to being an employee, officer or
director of the OCA, CCA, CCPA, CAC,
CCEB, CSCE or the Council on
Chiropractic Ðducation (Canada) of the
FCC;

. the member is not an offîcer, director, or
administrator of any chiropractic educa-
tional institution, including but not limited
to, CMCC and UQTR, such that a real or
apparent conflict of interest may arise;

. the member has not been disqualified from
the Council or a committee of the Council
in the previous three years;

. the member is not a member of the Council
or of a committee of the college of any other
health profession; and

. the member has not been a member of the
staff of CCO at any time within the preced-
ing three years.

K,Ð
College of
Chiropractors
of Ontario

L'Ordre des
Chiropraticiens
de I'Ontario

130 Bloor St. West
Suite 902
Toronto, ON MSS 1N5

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: cco.info@cco.on.ca
Web site: wwwcco.on.ca
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772
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Tennn oF OFFTcE

The term of office of a member elected to
Council is approximately three years,
commencing with the first regular meeting of
Council immediately following the election
(currently scheduled on April 20, 2016l.In the
case of a by-election, the newly elected
member serves the balance of the original
member's term. Incumbents continue to serve
in offîce until the first regular Council meeting,
unless otherwise disqualified from Council.

By-law 6 outlines the circumstances in which
a member may be removed from Council.

Please note: A member who has served on Council
for nine consecutive years is ineligible for election to
Council until a full three-year term has passed
since that member last served on Council. A non-
council member may only serve on CCO committees
for nine consecutive years, whether the time is
served as a council member or as a non-council
member.

Mrssror,¡

The College of Chiropractors of Onta¡io is the self-gov-
erning body of the chiropractic profession committed to
improvíng tÌ¡e health and well-being of Ontarians by
informing the public and assuring them of competent
and ethical chiropractic care,

The College exarnines, registers and regulates the chiro-
practic profession, and partners v¡ith otler health pro-
fessions, their licensing bodies, organ2ations and
government.

Approuedbg CouncíI: Februøry 8, 2OOs

Srnereorc Oe.recnves

Improve communication of the role, mandate and
mechanism of CCO to key internal and external
stakeholders.

Strive for unity in the public interest, while
respecting the diversþ within the profession.

3. Optimiae chiropractic services in the public inter=
est.

4, Continue to regulate in a fiscally responsible man-
ner: Statutory mandate met and priorities set a¡rd
appropriately resourced (human and financial).

Confirmed bg Canncil: September 2015

Roue oF CCO AND CouNcrL MEMBERS

CCO is the regulatory body for chiropractors
in Ontario, governed by a 16-member Council
comprised of six or seven public members
appointed by the provincial government and
nine registered chiropractors elected by the
membership.

CCO's legislative mandate is to govern
chiropractic in the public interest. CCO's main
responsibilities include:
. developing standards of admission to the

profession;
. investigating complaints and disciplining

members who have committed acts of
professional misconduct or are
incompetent; and

. implementing a quality assurance program
to ensure continuous quality improvement
in the profession at large, including the
development of standards of practice to
which all members of the profession must
conform.

Trn¡e CoumrrMENTs

Council membership involves a signifîcant
time commitment, which varies according to
committee. Members attend Council meetings
four or more times per year and may serve on
one or more committees. Preparatory readings
and work for Council and committee meetings
can be extensive. Candidates should also note
that, whenever possible, all Council and
committee meetings are held during regular
business hours, Monday to Friday, from 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m.

Gonnpeusnnot¡

Council members are compensated for their
time spent on CCO work in accordance with
CCO by-laws. However, per diems and
expenses paid by CCO to Council members are
intended to partially offset the cost of a contri-
bution to the self-regulation of the chiroprac-
tic profession rather than to pay for services
rendered or to compensate for lost income or
the opportunity to earn income.

340
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o

Guroeuue ro GAND¡DATEs FoR Pnovrorrue BroeRrpnrcAl INFoRMATToN

Candidates are advised that their
biographical information must reflect
CCO's role in protecting the public
interest-

Candidates must NOT imply, in any way,
that CCO supports their candidacy.

Candidates MUST include the following
statement verbatim in their biographical
information and, based upon it, describe
in the statement how they would
contribute to the regulation of chiropractic
in the public interest:

"Chiropractors utho are elected wíll reflect
their commitment to the public's right to
saþ, elþctiue and ethical chiropractic care."

a

a The candidate's name must appear on the
top ofthe page.

The candidate's photograph may be
included - head and shoulders only.

The candidate's biographical information
must be typewritten on one 8.5" x 1L"-page
white bond paper with a minimum of one-
inch margins on all four sides, in portrait
format (not landscape).

a

Gunnerur CCO Gour,lcl¡-

ELECTED MEMBERS

Name District

Dr. Bryan Wolfe, North Bag 1
**Dr. Gauri Shankar, Prescott 2
**Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock, Børrie 3
Dr. Patricia Tavares, Toronto 4
Dr. David Starmer, Toronto 4
***Dr. Brian Gleberzon, Toronto 4
Dr. Bruce Lambert, Mississauga 5
Dr. Reginald Gates, Burlington 5
Dr. Clifford Hardick, London 6

Term of Office
(Aprilto April)

2015-2017
2013-201"6
2073-20L6
2015-2018
2014-20t7
2013-20t6
2014-201,7
2015-2018
2014-20t7

**Term of olfice expires April 2016. Etigibte for re-election.
r'**Has reached nine conseantiue Aears on Council efþctiue
April 2016. Not e\þible for re-election.

PUBLIG MEMBERS

Name Date Order-in Council
Expires

Mr. Shakil Akhter, Scarborough
Ms Georgia Allan, Smiths Falls
Ms Patrice Burke, Brantford
Ms Wendy Lawrence, Toronto
Ms Judith McCutcheon, Unionuílle
Mr. Scott Sawler, Ottawa
[* 1 vacant]

May 2017
September 2017
April2O18
September 2018
August 2018
November 2016

Thank you for participating
in the self-regulation
of your professionl

GCO Gommittees

Statutory:
. Executive
. Inquiries,

Complaints and
Reports

. Discipline

. Fitness to Practise

' Patient Relations
. Quality Assurance
. Registration

Non-Statutory:
. Advertising

@Ð ;¡üiffåî,.'=
L'Ordre des
Ghiropraticiens
de I'Ontario

130 Bloor St. West
Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: cco.info@cco.on.ca
Web site: www.cco.on.ca
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -477 2
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342Elecnorus Qursnorus & Aruswens

Q. What is the purpose of the election of
professional members to the Council?

A. The RHPA and the ChiropracticAcú provide
for the election of the majority of the
Council from among the membership of
the profession. Since chiropractic is a self-
regulating profession, it is important that
the majority of the Council be members of
the profession. While there could be a
number of ways for the professional mem-
bers to be chosen, CCO has chosen an
election system to ensure that Council
members have the confidence and respect
of those whom they regulate.

Q. ls the election of Council members similar
to the election of MPPs?

A. While the form of election is somewhat
similar (i.e., voting for candidates by secret
ballot), the purpose is actually quite differ-
ent. Your MPP represents the interests of
those who elected him/her. A Council
member does not represent the specific
interests of chiropractors, but rather the
broader public interest as described in the
RHPA.

CCO, unlike the legislature, is a
corporation. The Council, as the Board of
Directors of the corporation, has a
fiduciary (trust) duty to fulfill the public
interest mandate of the corporation /CCO
and not the specific interests of the
professional electorate.

Q. Does a Council member represent his/her
constituents?

and the Chiropractic Acf is the public
interest. If a chiropractor from a Council
member's district has a problem with CCO,
it would be inappropriate for the Council
member to intervene on the chiropractor's
behalf with the pertinent committee or
CCO staff person.

Q. How does this affect a candidate's
campaign mater¡als?

A. While people sometimes do refer to the
election process as a tampaign', this, too,
is a bit of a misnomer. Candidates for
election can and should provide informa-
tion about themselves and their
philosophy to the other chiropractors in
their district to assist them in making an
informed choice.

However, there is not really a role for cam-
paign 'promises'or statements about how
a candidate, if elected, will decide specific
matters that might arise in the future. In
addition, candidates are strongly urged to
forward their campaign material to CCO
before distribution to ensure the elections
are conducted in a fair manner.

Contact CCO (416-922-6355 or
cco.info@cco.on.ca) if you have any
questions.

Q. Why, then, are Council members elected
from districts?

A. Perspective. Having Council members
elected from various districts ensures that
the perspective of all chiropractors, not
just those from one region (e.9., the
Greater Toronto Area), is reflected on
Council. Some issues might have a
different impact on the public from rural or
northern areas, small towns, medium-
sized cities and Toronto. It is important
that all perspectives are heard.

A. No, a Council member does not have
constituents. A Council member is some-
what like the trustee of an estate: he/she
acts in the best interest of the beneficiary,
not the persons who selected him/her as
Trustee. The beneficiary under th.e RHPA

This notice explains the election rules established under tlae Chiropractic Act, 1991. To tl:e
extent of any inconsistency, the legislation and the by-laws govern. If you have any questions,
please contact CCO at (41.61922-6355.

Gollege of L'Ordre des
ch ch

130 Bloor St. West
Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : cco.info@cco.on.ca
Web site: www.cco.on.ca
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772
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CCO ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
[map not to scale, illustrative of

districts onlyl

District l: Northern comprised of the dístricts
of Kenora, Rainy Rive¡ Thunder Bay, Algoma,
Cochrane, Manitoulin, Parry Sound, Nipissing,
Timiskaming; the district municipality of
Muskoka; and the city of Greater Sudbury.

NTÂRIO

District 2: Eastern comprised
of the counties of Frontenac,
Hastings, Lanark, Prince
Edward, Renfrew, Lennox and
Addington; the united counties
of Leeds and Grenville,
Prescott and Russell,
Stormont, Dundas and
Glengarry; and the city of
Ottawa.

District 4: Gentral comprised
of the city of Toronto and the
regional municipality of York.

SOUTHERN ONTARIO

District 5: Gentral West comprised
of the counties of Brant, Dufferin,
Wellington, Haldimand and Norfolk,
the regional munícipalities of Halton,
Niagara, Peel and Waterloo, and the
city of Hamilton,

District 3: Gentral East
comprised of the counties of
Haliburton, Northumberland,
Peterborough, and Simcoe,
the city of Kawartha Lakes,
the regional municipality of
Durham and the township of
Scugog.

u9

District 6: Western
comprised of the counties of
Essex, Bruce, Grey, Lambton,
Elgin, Middlesex, Huron, Perth
and Oxford, and the munlcipality
of Chatham-Kent.

@Ð FFüi'*"*""
L'Ordre des
Chiropraticiens
de I'Ontario

130 Bloor St. West
Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mall: cco.lnfo@cco.on.ca
Web slte : www.cão.on.ca
Toll Free: 1-877 -577 4772
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The Election Nomination Paper must be received with the Gandidate Undertaking Form
at GGO by 4 p.m. on February 16, 2016. Please type or print neatly, using black ink.
Forms may be faxed to GGO at 416-925-9610.

Candidate's Registration N umber:

Business Phone: ( )

We, the undersigned members of CCO, eligible to vote in Electoral District

(Name of Candidate)

as a candidate for the March 2016 election to CCO Council

(Electoral Dislr¡ct)

nominate
(C¡ly / Town)

of

Business Address:

Nominator's Namer
(please print)

City / Town Registration
Number

Signature

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

t0
1',[

12

CANDIDATE'S CONSENT: I consent to allow my name to stand for election as a member of CCO for the
Electoral District of agree to serve if elected

Candidate's Name Gandidate's Signature Date

I Minimum of 10 eligible members who support the nomination and who are eligible to vote in the electoral district
is required.
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UnoeRTRKNG To THE CCO Rec¡srnAR FRoM GeruoIoRre
College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) January 2016

I

This document is part of and must be received with nomination papers at CGO by 4 p.m. on
February 16,2016.

Note to Candidates: Initial the box/boxes that apply. Leqve blank box/boxes that do not apply and
provide an explanation on a separate page.

f, _, candidate for election to CCO Council in District _, undertake
to the Registrar as follows:

(a) My primary practice of chiropractic is located in the electoral dishict for
which I am nominated.

- oR- OR

(b) I am not engaged in the practice of chiropractic and my primary residence is
located in the electoral district for which I am being nominated.

2. I am not:

o in default of payments of any fees prescribed by by-law or any fine or order for costs to
CCO imposed by a CCO committee or court of law.

o in default in completing and returning any form required by CCO.
r the subject of a disciplinary or incapacity proceeding.
. an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic association such that a

real or apparent conflict of interest may arise, including but not limited to being an
employee, officer or director of the OCA, CCA, CCPA, CAC, CCEB, CSCE or the
Council on Chiropractic Education (Canada) of the FCCI.

. an officer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution, including
but not limited to, CMCC and UQTR, such that a real or apparent conflict of interest
may arise.

o a member of the Council or of a committee of the college of any other health profession.

If applicable, I have attached to this undertaking a copy of all letters of resignation
from my position as an employee, offlrcer or director of any professional chiropractic
association or an officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution
such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise.

I The effective date on which the candidate must not be an employee, offrcer or director of any professional
chiropractic association, or an officer, director or administrator ofany chiropractic educational institution such that a
real or apparent conflict of interest may arise, is the closing date of nominations and any time up to and including
the date of the election (i.e., before the election results are known). Copies of relevant letters of resignation must be

filed with CCO, along with the candidate's nomination papers. The candidate should take all reasonable and
necessary steps to ensure he/she is not reflected in any documents or on any websites as an employee, officer or
director ofany professional chiropractic association, or an officer, director or administrator ofany chiropractic
educational institution, such that a real or apparent conflict ofinterest may arise.

J



Undertaking to the CCO Registrar from Candidate, Version Date: January 2016

4 Ifapplicable, I have taken all reasonable and necessary steps to ensure I am not
reflected in any documents or on any websites as an employee, officer or director of any
professional chiropractic association or an officer, director or administrator of any
chiropractic educational institution such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise.

5. I undertake to maintain all confidentiality within the election process, including but
not limited to, maintaining confidentiality with respect to which members voted or did not
vote and which members may have submitted spoiled ballots.

6. I have not:
o been disqualified from the Council or a committee of the Council in the previous three

years.
o served on Council for nine consecutive years without a full three-year term passing since

I last served on Council.
o been a member of the staff of the College at any time within the preceding three years.

A finding of professional misconduct, incompetence or incapacity has not been made against
me in the preceding three years.

8. If elected, I undertake to:
¡ review and comply with CCO's Code of Conduct,
o participate in CCO's Peer and Practice Assessment Program within six months of

my election (if I have not already been peer assessed by that time), and
o participate as a member of a discipline panel if selected by the Chair of the

Discipline Committee.

I confirm that if elected to Council, I have access to and agree to use the following
confidential e-mail address for any and all CCO matters:

10. I confirm all the information in this undertaking is accurate, complete and true.

11. I further undertake to advise the Registrar forthwith of any change in the above-noted
statements.

t2. I understand it is an act of professional misconduct to fail to comply with an undertaking
to the Registrar.

2
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Candidate's Name Candidate's Signature Date

Witness'Name Witness' Signature Date
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Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, February 16,2016 4:18 PM
Janit Porter (drjanit@solelychiropractic.com); Brian Schut (bschut@cmcc.ca);
dr.stevenlester@gmail.com ; allangeorgia@hotmail.com ; Brian Glebezon
(bglebezon@cmcc.ca); Bruce Lambert (bruce. lam bert@on.aibn.com); Bryan
Wolfe (bwolfe@bellnet.ca); Cliff Hardick; David Starmer; Gauri Shankar
(gauri.shankar@bellnet.ca); Judith McCutcheon
(judithmccutcheon@rogers.com); Liz Anderson-Peacock; Pat Tavares
(dr,patricia,tavares@gmail.com); Patrice Burke; Reginald Gates
(drreginaldgates@g mail.com) ; Scott Sawler (scott. sawler@icloud.com);
Shakil56@gmail.com ; Wendy Lawrence (wendy. lawrence@sickkids.ca)
Andrea Szametz (gerandservices@sympatico.ca); Anda Vopni; Bruce
Walton; Christine Mckeown; Joel Friedman; Madeline Cheng; Maria Simas;
Reception; Rose Bustria; Tina Perryman
Elections - Close of Nominations

Good afternoon:

As of the close of nominations today, the following candidates had submitted nomination papers

District 2
Dr. Gauri Shankar

District 3
Dr. Liz Anderson-Peacock
Dr. Steven Lester

District 4
Dr. Janit Porter
Dr. Brian Schut

Congratulations to Dr. Shankar who has been acclaimed in District 2. Please refer to the Election
Timetable for upcoming deadline dates. Thank you all for being interested in the self-regulation of the
chiropractic profession.

Jo-Ann W¡llson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B
Regishar & General Counsel

Collêgo of Chlropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is str¡ctly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments w¡thout reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

347
From:
Sent:
To:

Gc:
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PATIENTS FIRST
Message from the Minister of Health
and Long-Term Care

Over the past decade, Ontario's health care system has improved signif,cantly.

Together, we have reduced wait times for surgery, increased the number of

Ontarians who have a primary health care provider and expanded services for

Ontarians at home and in their communities. There are, however, a number

of areas where we need to do more.

Too often, health care services can be fragmented, uncoordinated and

unevenly distributed across the province. For patients, that means they may

have difflculty navigating the system or that not all Ontarians have equitable

access to services. Too often our system is not delivering the right kind of

care to patients who need it most.

The next phase of our plan to put patients f,rst is to address structural issues

that create inequities. We propose to truly integrate the heatth care system

so that it provides the care patients need no matter where they live. Our
proposal is focused on population health and integration at the local level.

It would improve access to primary care, standardize and strengthen home

and community care, and strengthen population and public health. It would

also ensure that services are distributed equitably across the province and

are appropriate for patients.

With this paper, we are seeking your input on our proposal, and your advice

about how to integrate other improvements including, for example, community

mentaÌ health and addictions services. Through this engagement process, we

want to hear from providers, patients and caregivers around the province, in
cities and rural communities, in our diverse cultural communities and in our

Frenchlanguage communities. We want to engage with First Nations, Métis

and Inuit partners about how this process can complement our ongoing work

to strengthen health outcomes in Indigenous communities.
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As Ontario's Minister of Health and Long-Term Care, I am excited that we

have the opportunity to work together to continue developing one of the best

health care systenrs in the world-a system that truly puts patients first. I hope

you will join us, and contribute your expertise. We can't succeed without it.

435

f,-l*-
Dr. Eric Hoskins

Minister of Health and LonglTerm Care
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PUTTING PATIENTS FIRST

Ontario is committed to developing a health care system that puts patients

first. Over the past 10 years, the province has improved access to primary

care, provided more care for people at home, reduced hospitaì wait times,
invested in health promotion programs, and taken steps to make the system

more transparent and more accountable. But there are stiÌl gaps in care.

GAPS IN CARE

Ontarians, including patients, care providers and system experts have identified

challenges in our health care system.

. Some Ontarians - particuìarly Indigenous peoples, Franco-Ontarians,
members of cultural groups (especially newcomers), and peopì.e with
mental health and addiction challenges - are not always well-served by
the health care system.

. Although most Ontarians now have a primary care provider, many report
having difflculty seeing their provider when they need to, especially in
evenings, nights or weekends - so they go to emergency departments
and walk-in clinics instead.

. Some families fìnd home and community care services inconsistent and
hard to navigate, and many family caregivers are experiencing high
levels of stress.

. Public health services are disconnected from the rest ofthe health care
system, and population health is not a consistent part ofhealth system
planning.

. Health services are fragmented in the way they are planned and
delivered. This fragmentation can affect the patient experience. It can
also result in inefficient use ofpaticnt and provider time and resources, .

and can result in poor health outcomes.

Many of these challenges arise from the disparate way different heaìth

services are planned and managed. While local hospital, ìong-term care,

community services, and mental health and addiction services are all planned

by the province's 14 Local Health Integration Networks (LHINs), primary

care, home and community care services and public health services are

planned by separate entities in different ways. Because of these different
structures, the LHINs are not able to align and integrate all health services in
their communities.
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A PROPOSAL TO STRENGTHEN PATIENT.CENTRED CARE 437
To reduce gaps and strengthen patient-centred care, the Ministry of Health

and Long-Term Care is proposing to expand the role of the Local Heaìth

Integration Networks. lnPat'ients Fi,rst: A Proposal to Strengthen Pati,ent-

Centred, Health Care in Ontario, the ministry provides more detail about

the four components:

1. More effective integration ofservices and greater equ¡ty.

To make care more integrated and responsive to local needs, make

LHINs responsible and accountable for all health service planning

and performance.

Identify smaller sub-regions as part of each LHIN to be the focal point

for local planning and service management and delivery.

In their expanded role, LHINs would be responsible for working with providers

across the care continuum to i.mprove access to high-quality and consistent

care, and to make the system easier to navigate - for aÌI Ontarians. The LHIN

sub-regions would take the lead in integrating primary care with home and

community care.

2. Timely access to primary (are, and seamlest link¡ between pt¡mary care

and other servi(es.

Bring the planning and monitoring of primary care closer to the

communities where services are delivered. LHINs, in partnership

with local cÌinical leaders, would take responsibility for primary care

planning and performance management.

The LHINs wouìd work closely with primary care providers to plan services,

undertake health human resources planning, improve access to inter-
professional teams for those who need it most and link patients with primary

care services. The ministrywould continue to negotiate physician compensation

and primary care contracts.
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3. More consistent and accessible home and community care.

Strengthen accountabiìity and integration of home and community care.

Transfer direct responsibility for service management and delivery from

the Community Care Access Centres (CCACs) to the LHINs.

With this change, LHINs would govern and manage the delivery of home and

community care, and the CCAC boards would cease to exist. CCAC employees

providing support to clients would be employed by the LHINs, and home care

services would be provided by current service providers. This shift would create

an opportunity to integrate home and community care into other services. For

example, home care coordinators may be deployed into community settings,

such as community health centres, Family Health Teams and hospitals.

4. Stronger links between populat¡on and public health and othel

health rerv¡(es.

Integrate local population and public health planning with other health

services. f'ormalize linkages between LHINs and public health units.

The Medical Off,cer of Health for each public health unit would work closely

with the LHINs to plan population health services. LHINs wouid be responsible

for accountability agreements with public health units, and ministry funding
for public heaÌth units would be transferred to the LHINs for allocation to
public health units. Local boards of health would continue to set budgets, and
public health services would be managed at the municipal ievel.

With the above four changes the ministry would continue to play a strong

role in setting standards and performance targets, which would help

ensure consistency across the province. The LHINs would be responsible

for performance management, and for preparing reports on quality and
performance that would be shared with the public and providers.

A PATH FORWARD

Wilh Pati,ents First: A Proposø\, to Strengthen Pati,ent-Centred, Health Care

i,n Ontario, the ministry will engage the public and providers to discuss the

proposal. The ministry has many questions concerning how to plan for and

implement the proposed approach successfully. The full paper includes a series

of discussion questions. The ministry is committed to listening. You are invited

to review the full paper at www.health.gov.on.calen/news/bultetin and submit

feedback or pose questions to health.feedback@ontario.ca.

The ministry looks forward to continuing the conversation...and to taking
the next steps towards building a high-performing, better connected, more

integrated, patient-centred health system.
06
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Put Patients First

Inthe Patients F'irst: Act'ion PLanfor Health Care (February 2015), the

Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care set clear and ambitious goals

for Ontario's health care system:

Access

Improve access - providing faster access to the right care.

Connect

Connect services - delivering better coordinated and integrated care in the

community closer to home.

lnform

Support people and patients - providing the education, information and

transparency Ontarians need to make the right decisions about their health.

Protect

Protect our universal public health care system - making decisions based on

value and quality, to sustain the system for generations to come.

To achieve these goals, the ministry must put patients, clients and caregivers

first. We must create a responsive health system where:

o care providers work together to provide integrated care,

. patients and their caregivers are heard and play a key role in decision

making and in their care plans,

. people can move easily from one part of the system to another,

o someone is accountable for ensuring that care is coordinated at the

Iocal level.
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OUR PROGRESS

Over the past 10 years, Ontario's health care system has made great progress

in improving the patient experience:

TODAY, 940/o
ofOntalians report having a

regular primary health care provider.

More access to primary (âfê. Family physicians, nurse practitioners and
other health care providers 

- often working in team-based practices

- have improved access to primary care. Nearly four million Ontarians
receive care through these new teams.

Compared to 2003,

0vER 24000
more nulses and

More care closet to home. Home and community care providers are
providing care for more clients - many with complex conditions - at
home, for longer periods of time.

6,600
mole physicians are

providing pat¡ent care.

Shorter hospital wa¡t t¡mes. Hospitals have reduced wait times for
most surgical procedures and improved emergency department wait
times, despite the fact that the number of people needing these services
continues to increase. Hospitals are actively using evidence, data and
information on the patient experience to improve quality.

Physicians lepresenting more than

1() MILLION
ONTARIANS

now have electronic medical records.. More ;üpport for people to stay healthy. There is a greater focus on
disease prevention and health promotion.

OVER 800/o. More protect¡on for our health system. The Ercellent Cørefor AIt
Ãct,2010 has put in place tooÌs and processes that have increased
transparency, enhanced the system's focus on quality, and engaged
Ontarians in improving health system performance.

These accomplishments are the result of a great deal of planning and hard

work by all parts of the health system: hospitals, primary care and specialized

offices and clinics, home and community care, long-term care homes, LHINs,

CCACs and other health service organizations that provide care to Ontarians.

of primary care physicians use

electlonic medical records in

their practice.

Flu shots are available in

2,500
phafmacies.

Vaccines and newborn screening
progtams have been expanded.

1,076
health care organizations

submit annualQuality

lmprovement Programs.
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to Strengthen Patient-Centred Care

Despite the progress, there is stilì more to do. Listening to patients, clients,

caregivers and providers, we know that some people can struggle to get the

primary care and home and community care services they need, and they still

flnd the system fragmented and hard to navigate. We also know services are

not as consistent as they should be across the province.

What we have heard from Ontarians has been conflrmed in a series of expert

reports, including those developed by Health Quality Ontario, the Auditor

General of Ontario, the Primary Health Care Expert Advisory Committee, the

Expert Group on Home and Community Care, the Commission on the Reform

of Ontario's Public Service (the Drummond Report), and the Registered Nurses'

Association of Ontario.

To ensure Ontarians receive seamless, consistent, high quality care -
regardless of where they live, how much they earn or their ethnicity - we must

address the challenges that affect the system's ability to provide integrated

patient-centred care.

Many of these challenges arise from the disparate way these different health

services are planned and managed. Some - such as hospitaìs, long-term care,

community services and mental health and addiction services - are planned

and managed by the province's Local Health Integration Networks (LHINs).

Others - such as primary care, home and community care services, and

population and public health services - are currently planned and managed

in different ways.

We propose expanding the LHINs'mandate to include primary care planning

and performance management; home and community care management and

service delivery; and developing formaÌ linkages with public health to improve

population and public health planning. Under this proposal, LHINs would

assume responsibility for planning, managing and improving the performance

of all health services within a region, while stilÌ maintaining clinician and

patient choice.

In this paper, we describe in more detail the challenges facing the health care

system as well as the structural changes being proposed. We also pose a series

of questions for discussion.
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IMPROVING HEALTH

EQUITY AND

REDUCING HEALTH

DISPARITIES

our proposed plan focuses speciflcally on ways to improve access to consistent,

accountable and integrated primary care, home and community care,
population health and public health services. Informing this proposal are

the needs of diverse ontarians who rely on our health care system, including
seniors and people with disabilities, as well as health equity and the importance

of the social determinants of health, such as income level and geography.

The ministry also recognizes that some ontarians struggle to access health
and social services.

The health outcomes ot lndigenous Peoples in Ontario - particutarty

those living in remote and isolated communities - are significantly
poorer than those ofthe general population. Improving health care
and health outcomes for First Nations, Métis and Inuit peopìes is a
ministry priority. This means the health care system must provide better
supports and services for patients, families and caregivers, and these
services must respect traditional methods and be culturally appropriate.
To develop these services, we will build and maintain productive and
respectful working relationships at both the provincial and local levels.
We will meaningfully engage Indigenous partners through parallel
bilateral processes. Through collaboration, we will identify the changes
needed to ensure health care services address the unique needs of
First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples no matter where they live across
the province.

Franco-0ntariant face challenges obtaining health services in French.
To meet their needs, and improve their patient experience and health
outcomes, we must ensure that the health care system is culturally
sensitive and readily accessible in French.

Members of othel cultural gfoups, particularly newcomers, may struggte to
get the health care they need. As part of our commitment to health equity,
the system must be able to recognize the challenges that newcomers face
and provide culturally appropriate care and timely access.

10



. People who experience mental health and addiction challenges

also face barriers to getting the care they need when they need it.

The ministry is committed to strengthening mental health and

addictions services. We wiìl look to the work of the Mental Health

and Addictions Leadership Advisory Council to ensure that changes

in mental health and addiction services enhance access and improve

overall system performance.

Over the next few years, as we continue to transform and restructure the

health care system - making it more integrated, accessible, transparent

and accountable - we will work to improve health equity and reduce

health disparities. In their expanded role, LHINs would be responsible for

understanding the unique needs of Indigenous peoples, Franco-Ontarians,

newcomers, and people with mental health and addiction issues in their regions,

and providing accessible, culturally appropriate services. At the same time,

the ministry would pursue discussions with these partners to determine how

best to adapt system structures to provide effective person-centred care.

443
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THE PROPOSAL

1. More [ffective lntegration of Services and Greater Equity

THE I55UE

The Ontario health care system offers excellent services, but they are

fragmented in the way they are planned and delivered. This fragmentation can

affect the patient experience. It can aìso result in inefficient use ofpatient and

provider time and resources, and have a negative impact on health outcomes.

THE SITUATION NOW

Under the Locøl Healtl¿ Sgstem Integration Act,2006, the 14 LHINs are

responsible for managing their local health systems. LHINs plan and manage

performance in the acute care, long-term care, community services, and

mental health and addictions sectors. Other services are managed differently.

For example, CCACs are responsible for planning and contracting home care

services and administering the placement process for long-term care. Although

CCACs are accountable to the LHINs for their performance and receive funding

from the LHINs, they have their own boards and operate rather independently.

Other than the ministr¡ there is no organization accountable for planning

primary care or specialist care services, and very little focus on managing or

improving primary care performance. The province's pubiic health services

also have their own system for planning and delivering services.

Since their creation a decade ago, the LHINs have improved regional planning

for and integration of some services. Across the LHINs, we've seen the impact

of some successful efforts to integrate providers and services.

However, as the Auditor General recentÌy noted, the LHINs lack the mandate

and tools to align and integrate all health services. Under their current
mandate, they cannot hold some parts of their local systems accountable or

manage improvement in many service areas.

Through Health Quality Ontario, we also learned that there is variation across

LHINs in terms of health outcomes. We have also heard that some LHIN
boundaries may no longer fit patient care patterns in their communities.

EXAMPLES OF

SUCCESSFUL

INTEGRATION

. (ollaborative care

models, such as

Family Health Teams,

(ommunity Health

Centres, Aboriginal

Health Access Centres

and Nurse Practitioner-

Led Clinics, allow

health care providers

to work together as

an integrated team to

deliver comprehensive

care and coordinate

services with a range

of partners, including

home and community
(are.

. lntegrated servire

models, such as Health

Links, bring together

health care and

other providers in a

community to better

and more quickly

coordinate care for

patients with

complex needs.
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To reduce gaps and ensure that services meet local needs, it is time to

enhance the LHINs'authority. In a health care system focused on performance

management and continuous quality improvement, it is also important for the

ministry to hold the LHINs accountabìe for their performance. As part of any

transformation, we must ensure their activities result in better access as well

as greater consistency of services across the province.

PROPOSAL #1

To provide care that is more integrated and responsive to local needs,

make [Hllls respons¡ble and a(coüntable for all health serv¡(e planning

and performan(e.

ldentify smaller regions as part of ea(h [HlN to be the focal point for local

planning ônd serv¡ce management and delivery.

In their expanded role, LHINs would

Assess local priorities and current performance, and identify areas for

improvement.

lVork with providers across the care continuum to improve patients'

access to services, and make it easier for both patients and providers to
navigate the system.

Integrate and improve primary care, home and community care, acute

care, mental health and addiction services and public health across the

entire health care system.

Drive the adoption of technology to enhance care delivery through,
for example, integrated systems or virtual access to care providers

through telemedicine.

Prepare public reports about the patient experience with different health

services and other reported outcomes to help drive improvements.

Although the LHINs have demonstrated that they are the right structure

to enhance service integration, accountability and quality, they themselves

would need some adjustments and additional tools to take on an expanded

role. For example, their governance structures wouÌd need to be revisited (see

Appendix) and their boundaries would need to be reviewed and possibly refined.

In addition, LHINs would be asked to identify smaller geographic areas within

their regions - or LHIN sub-regions - that reflect community geography,

such as the current Health Links regions. Such LHIN sub-regions would be the

focus for strengthening, coordinating and integrating primary health care, as

well as more fully integrating primary care with home and community care,

and ultimateìy fulfllling the clinicaÌ coordination responsibilities currently

provided by the CCACS.
13
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14 [HlNs

. Life expectancy ranges

between 78.6 and 83.6

years old.

. Smoking, obesity,

and physical activ¡ty

rates vary.

. The percentage of
people who report that

their health status ¡s

excellent or very good

ranges from 6.8 per

cent to 11.7 per cent.
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In the transformed system, the ministry would retain its role in health

workforce planning, in collaboration with LHINs and other partners.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION:

How do we support care providers in a more integrated care
environment?

What do LHINs need to succeed in their expanded role?

How do we strengthen consistency and standardization of services while
being responsive to local differences?

'What other local organizations can be engaged to ensure patients are
receiving the care they need when they need it? What role should they
play?

What other opportunities for bundìing or integrating funding between

hospitals, community care, primary care and possibly other sectors shouÌd

be explored?

. What areas of performance should be highlighted through pubtic
reporting to drive improvement in the system?

. Should LHINs be renamed? If so, what should they be called? Should
their boundaries be redrawn?

2. Timely Access to Primary Care, and Seamless links Between Primary (are

and Other Services

THE ISSUE

Despite a signiflcant increase in the number of primary care providers, in
some cases, Ontarians still find it difficult to get care when they need it. As

a result, many patients use costly emergency departments for primary care

problems. At the same time, primary care providers report that, because of

the way the system is organized, they find it difficult to connect their patients

to the other health services they need.

ANTICIPATED

PERFORMANCE

IMPROVEMENTS

/ (¡re delivered based

on community needs

/ Appropriate care

opt¡ons enhan(ed

within communities

,/ Easier a((ess to a

range 0f (are services

/ Better conne(tions

between care

providers in offices,

clinics, home and

hospital

14



THE SITUATION NOW
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All high-performing health care systems are based on strong primary care

services delivered through a variety of models, incìuding family doctors and

primary care nurse practitioners working as part of inter-professional teams.

Effective primary care is essential to improving health outcomes.

To understand how well Ontario's primary care services perform, Health

Quality Ontario compared Ontario data with international data from the

Commonwealth Fund. Compared to other developed countries, it found that

Ontario performs poorly on access measures, such as same- or next-day

appointments when people are sick or weekend after-hours appointments.

It also found that, in Ontario, access to primary care is influenced by where

people live and factors such as immigration status or the language spoken

most often at home

of0ntarians cannot see their
primary care provider the same day

or next day when they are sick.

520/o
find it difficult to access care in the

evenings or on weekends.

Low-acuity patients account fol

The 2015 report Pøti,ent Care Groups: A new model of population based

primary healtlt care for Ontario, prepared by the Primary Health Care

Ðxpert Advisory Committee led by Dr. David Price and Elizabeth Baker,

highlighted the challenges that primary care providers face when trying

to connect their patients with other health services and suggested ways to

address many of these challenges.

340/o
of emergency department visits.

PROPOSAL #2

Bring the planning and mon¡toring of pr¡mary (are closer to the

commün¡t¡es where sery¡ces are del¡vered. [HlNs, in partnership with

local clinical leaders, would take responsibility for pr¡mary (are planning

and performance management.

Set out clearly the principles for ¡uccessful clinical change, including

engagement of local clinical leaders.

Every Ontarian who wants a primary care provider shouìd have one. Primary

care should act as a patient's "Medical Home", offering comprehensive,

coordinated, and continuous services and working with other providers across

the system to ensure that patient needs are met. Making the LHIN and LHIN

sub-regions the focal points for primary care planning and performance

measurement would be a crucial step towards achieving these goals.

With the proposed approach:

LHINs would work closely with primary care leaders, patients

and providers to plan and monitor performance within each LHIN
sub-region.

15
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. P-tanning would include improving access to inter-professional teams

for those who need it most, facilitating care plans and supporting an
integrated, coordinated patient-centred experience.

. LHINs, in partnership with local clinician leaders, would be responsible
for recruitment planning, Iinking new patients with doctors and nurse
practitioners, and improving access and performance in primary care.

. To make it easier for patients to connect with primary care, each LHIN
sub-region would have a process to match unattached patients to
primary care providers.

. Existing relationships between patients and their care providers
would continue. Patients wilì always have the right to choose their
primary care provider, and the sub-regions would help patients change
physicians or nurse practitioners to get care closer to home. Similarly,
clinicians would retain choice for what patients they care for within their
sub-regions.

. While LHINs would play a greater role in primary care health human
resources planning, physician compensation and primary care contracts
would continue to be negotiated by the government and administered
centralÌy. Ontario Medical Association (OMA) representation rights
wouÌd continue to be respected.

. To help drive continuous quaÌity improvement in primary care, the
ministry would more methodically measure patient outcomes in primary
care to help understand the patient experience accessing primary care,
including same-day and after-hours care, and satisfaction with service.

. LHINs would collect, assess and publish performance indicators at a
sub-region level and share that information with health care providers
and managers to support performance improvement, as welì as to help
inform the organization of primary care in each LHIN sub-region.

With the proposed emphasis on local care coordination and performance

improvement, the primary care sector would be better positioned to meet

the needs of communities across the province. These changes will enable the

approach to Patient-Centered Medical Homes as recommended by the Ontario

College of Family Physicians and others.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

How can we effectively identify, engage and support primary care
clinician leaders?

What is most important for Ontarians when it comes to primary care?

How can we support primary care providers in navigating and linking
with other parts of the system?

How should data collected from patients about their primary care
experience be used? What data and information should be collected
and publicly reported?

There ale more than

12,000
pr¡mary care physicians in

0ntario, and about

450
enter praft¡ce each year.
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ANTICIPATED

PERFORMANCE

IMPROVEMENTS

/ All patients who

want a primary care

provider have one

/ More same-day,

next-day, after-hours

and weekend care

/ Lower rates of

hospital readmissions

/ Lower emergency

department use

/ Higher patient

satisfact¡on



3. More (onsistent and Accessible Home and (ommunity (are

THE ISSUE

449

Home and community care services are inconsistent across the province and

can be difficult to navigate. Many family caregivers who look after people at

home are experiencing high levels of stress - due in part to the lack of clear

information about the home care services available and how to access them.

Primary care providers report problems connecting with home care services,

and home care providers say the same thing about their links to primary care.

THE SITUATION NOW

The last major reform of home and community care was in 1996 with the

creation of 43 CCACs responsible for planning, coordinating, delivering and

contracting services designed to help people leave hospital earlier and stay

independent in their homes for as long as possible. 1n2007, the 43 CCACs were

amalgamated to align geographically with the LHINS.

Bringi,ng Care Home, the 2015 report of the Expert Group on Home and

Community Care led by Dr. GaiI Donner, highlighted the ongoing service

challenges in the home and community care sector. According to that report,

the current model is cumbersome. It lacks standardization across the province

and is not consistently delivering the services that people need, including

our growing popuÌation of seniors. However, the Expert Group encouraged

the government to focus flrst on functional change before addressing any

structural changes.

Timing of first nursing and

personal support visits varies by

Community Care Access (entre.

0ne-third of infomal categivers

ale distlessed, twice as many

as fouf years ago.

The ministry responded with the Road,map to Strengthen Home and

Com,ruunitg Care,which outlined a plan to improve care delivery. This work

is well underway and incìudes bundled care initiatives, self-directed care and

more nursing services at home for those who need them, among other initiatives.

The Auditor General recommended that the ministry revisit the model of home

care delivery in Ontario - echoing recommendations in the 2012 report from

the Commission on the Reform of Ontario's Public Service (the Drummond

Report). In its 2012 report, Enhanci,ng Community Care Jor Ontario,ns,

the Registered Nurses'Association of Ontario also encouraged the ministry to

review the duplication within the current home and community care system,

and to improve linkages with primary care.
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PROPOSAL #3

Strengthen accountability and integration of home and community care.

Transfer direct responsibility for service managem€nt and delivery from

the ((A(s to the []llNs.

The ministry proposes to move all CCAC functions into the LHINs to help

integrate home and community care with other parts of the health care system,

and to improve quality and accountability. The proposed shift will create

opportunities to embed home and community coordinators in other parts of
the system.

Under this proposaì:

. The LHIN board would govern the delivery of home and community
care, and the CCAC boards would be dissolved.

. CCAC employees providing support to clients would be transitioned to
and employed by the LHINs.

. Home care coordinators would be focused on LHIN sub-regions, and
may be deployed into community settings (such as family health teams,
community health centres or hospitals).

. Home care services would continue to be provided by current service
providers. Over time, contracts with these service providers would be
better coordinated and more consistent within the geographic model of
the LHIN sub-regions.

. LHINs would be responsible for the long-term care placement process

currently administered by CCACs.

. The ministry's ten-point plan for improving home and community care
would continue under LHIN leadership.

Whiìe care planning and delivery would be done at the local level, the
function of establishing clinical standards and outcomes-based performance

targets for home and community care would be centralized. Having common

standards and targets for the whole province will ensure more consistent and

higher-quality care.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

How can home care delivery be more effective and consistent?

How can home care be better integrated with primary care and acute
care while not creating an additional layer ofbureaucracy?

How can we bring the focus on quality into clients'homes?

t8
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4. Stronger links Between Public Health and Other Health Services

THE ISSUE

Public heatth has historicalìy been relatively disconnected from the rest of the

health care system. Public health services vary considerably in different parts

of the province and best practices are not always shared effectively. While local

initiatives and partnerships have been successful, public health experts are

not consistently part of LHIN pìanning efforts to improve population health.

Many aspects of the health care system are not able to properþ benefit from

pubtic heatth expertise, incìuding issues related to health equity, population

health and the social determinants of health.

THE SITUATION NOW

Public health services in Ontario are managed by 36 locaì public health units,

whose mandate is to assess popuìation heaÌth (e.g. the health status of their

community) and impÌement programs to improve health. Because the public

health system is municipally based, public health unit areas do not align with

LHIN boundaries.

Improving population health is an important goal for both local public health

units and the health care system as a whole. However, many of the complex

social, economic and environmental factors that affect health - such as

income, education, adequate housing and access to healthy foods - lie outside

the heatth system. In their efforts to improve health, public health units look

at how these complex determinants collectively affect the health of individuals

and communities.

According to the 2015 Health Quality Ontario report, population health

outcomes vary across our communities. To close these gaps, the health system

needs more consistent and meaningful coÌlaboration and coordination between

public health, the rest of the health care system and LHINs.

While many important public health functions - such as restaurant

inspections - do not overlap with health care planning or deìivery, others

- such as surveillance of reportable infectious diseases, documentation of

immunizations, smoking cessation programs and other health promotion

initiatives - do. Where the system's and public health's interests overlap, public

health would benefit from more in-depth knowledge of the population's health

status available through LHINs as well as the LHINs'ability to distribute health

resources to address health inequities. LHINs would also benefit from greater

access to public health expertise when planning health services.

r9
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PROPOSAL #4

lntegrate local population and public health planning with other health

services. Formalize Iinkages between [HlNs and public health units.

To better integrate population health within our health system, we propose that
LHINs and public health units build on the collaborations already underwa¡
and work more closeiy together to align their work and ensure that population

and public heaÌth priorities inform health planning, funding and delivery.

To support this new formaÌ relationship:

. The ministry wouid create a formal relationship between the Medical
Officers of Health and each LHIN, empowering the Medical Officers of
Health to work with LHIN leadership to plan population health services.

. The ministry would transfer the dedicated provincial funding for public
health units to the LHINs for allocation to public heaith units. The
LHINs would ensure that all transferred funds would be used for public
health purposes.

. The LHINs would assume responsibility for the accountability
agreements with public health units.

. Local boards of health would continue to set budgets.

. The respective boards of health, as well as land ambulance services,
would continue to be managed at the municipal level.

As part of a separate initiative to support more consistent public health services

across the province, the ministry is modernizing the Ontario Public HeaÌth

Standards and Organizationaì Standards to identify gaps and duplication in
service delivery; determine capacity and resource needs; and develop options

for greater effectiveness.

The ministry would also appoint an Expert Panel to advise on opportunities

to deepen the partnership between LHINs and public health units, and how

to further improve public health capacity and delivery.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

. How can public health be better integrated with the rest of the
health system?

. What connections does public health in your community already have?

. What additional connections would be vaÌuable?

. What should the role of the MedicaÌ Offlcers of Health be in informing or
influencing dccisions across the health care system?

20
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WHAT WOULD THE

PROPOSED CHANGES

MEAN FOR ONTARIANS?

Patients, clients and family <aregivers would have one point of contact in

each LHIN sub-region responsible for connecting them with a primary care

provider, as weìl as other health services and resources. All Ontarians should

have better access to inter-professional providers including specialists when

they need them, including better access to same-day, next-day, and after-hours

and weekend care.

Ontarians - including patients recovering from a stay in hospital and

people who are frail or who have chronic conditions - would find it easier

to understand, access and navigate the home and community care services

available to them.

Patient choice will be respected. People who have pre-existing relationships

with primary care providers outside their LHIN sub-region will not have to

change providers. One of the guiding principles of home care during and after

the transition will be ensuring continuity of care providers.

Physicians, nurtes and other care ptov¡ders would work in a system and

structure that supports integration, helps them do their jobs, maintains their

clinical autonomy, makes the most of their time and expertise, and sets clear

accountabilities. Clinicians would benefit from improved access to personaì

health information that makes it easier to coordinate care and track the care

patients receive in different parts of the system. Health care providers would

also retain choice for deciding what patients they would care for.

Specialist physicians would beneflt from local planning that enhances access to

their services and promotes the use of technology (e.g. e-consult and e-referral)

and shared care using telemedicine to provide services for complex patients

who live far from specialty care.

Hospitals would benef,t because changes in the primary care and home and

community care sectors would enable them to provide more continuous care, and

help address intractabìe problems such as high rates of hospital readmissions,

alternate level of care and inappropriate use of emergency services.
21
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C(A( employ€€S perform essential work that will continue under this proposal.

CCAC employees who support clients would be integrated into the LHINs and

their collective agreements will be respected. Some CCAC coordinators may

end up working in hospitals or primary care settings, but they will still be

employed by the LHINs. The CCAC management structure would be reviewed

in conjunction with the management structure of expanded LHINs in order

to support service planning and delivery in a way that maximizes care for
patients and clients while improving efficiency.

Public health staff would see no change in the critical work they do every

day in their communities. However, they would have stronger links with other
parts of the health system.

long-term care leade]s and employe€t would have better support in managing

transitions for clients between acute home and community care, and long-

term care. They should benef,t from better service plar-rning and delivery in
the home and community sector.

The health system itself would be more efflcient. There would be less

duplication of services, better sharing of information and more effective use of

technology to ensure quick access to health information, including lab results

and diagnostic imaging. Connections across the full continuum of care would

mean, for example, that family physicians receive hospitai discharge summaries

and providers in the acute sector receive community care assessments. Patients

would also have access to publicly available information about health system

performance that is specif,c and relevant to them.

22
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A PATH FORWARD

The proposed structural changes to Ontario's health care system are
designed to strengthen patient-centred care and deliver high-quality
consistent and integrated health services to all Ontarians. Implementing
these changes while ensuring the continuity and improvement of high-quality
services wilì require a well-thought-out and carefully implemented plan.

The ministry has questions about how to successfully plan for and implement
this proposed approach. With the release of this discussion paper, the
ministry will begin an engagement process to discuss the proposal and its
refinement. The ministry is committed to listening to staff and clinicians,
patients, clients and caregivers, other health care partners, Indigenous
peoples, and municipal and other community and government partners.

We hope to receive feedback on the questions in this proposal, including:

. How can clinicians and health care providers be supported in leadership

roles in continued system evolution?

. How do we ensure changes are supportive of and responsive to future
service changes that are still being worked on, such as home and

community care?

. How do we create a pÌatform for further service integration, such as

enhanced community mental health and addictions services?

. What accountability measures need to be put in place to ensure progress

is being made in integrating health care services and making them more

responsive to the needs ofthe local popuìation?

. How do we support improved integration through enhanced information
systems, data collection and data sharing?

. What can be done to ensure a smooth transition from the current system

to the one proposed in this proposal?

. How would we know whether the plan is working?

If there are other questions, please submit them for consideration. Feedback

and questions can be sent to health.feedback@ontario.ca or submitted at

www. health. gov.on.calen/news/bulletin.

The ministry looks forward to continuing the conversation about this proposal

in a variety of forums. \Ve hope this discussion will result in a plan that can

successfully build a high-performing, better connected, more integrated,

patient-centred health system - one that responds to local needs and is

committed to continuous quality improvement.

The proposed model would

requ¡re úanges to legislation

including but not limited to the

Luol Health System lntegmtìon

Act, 2006,the Community Core

Access Corporatìons Act, 2001,

the Home Cøre ond Community

ServÍces Ag l994,lhe Heofth

Protection ond Promotion Ad,

among others. The ministry

is reviewing relevant ads

and intends to propose draft

legislation for cons¡derat¡on by

the legislative Assembly in the

spring 0f2016.
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APPENDIX
System Governance

The success of the proposal outlined in this paper is based on the ministry,
LHINs and health care providers having the tools they need for effective
governance and management. Clear and meaningful accountability
relationships will be developed, and transparent performance measurement

must be strengthened.

To fuiflll their new responsibilities, the LHINs would require expanded boards

and ìeadership with the necessary skilÌs, expertise and local knowledge.

At the same time, LHINs need to be aligned with the ministry's objectives

to ensure accountability to Ontarians and consistently equitable services.

LHIN activities would need to be carefully defined and performance plans

supported and enforced by the ministry. A variety of measures wouìd be put

in place to enhance LHIN accountability to the ministry and to Ontarians,

including transparency, the identification of stanrlards, funcling and enhanced

ministry authority.

As the 2008 report Hi,gh PerJorm,ing HeøIthcare Systems: Deli,ueri,ng

QuøIita bg Desi,gn demonstrated, it is possible to deveìop a culture of quality

when objectives and structures are aligned.

QUEST¡ON5 FOR DISCUSSION

What other tools are needed for effective governance?

What would be the most effective structure for LHIN boards and
their executive?

How can LHINs promote leadership at the local level?

Catalogue no. 020380 ISBN no. 978-1-4606-7171-9 (Print) 500 December 2015 @ Queen's Printer for Ontario 2015 24
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PUTTING PATIENTS FIRST

Ontario is committed to developing a health care system that puts patients

flrst. Over the past 10 years, the province has improved access to primary

care, provided more care for people at home, reduced hospital wait times,
invested in health promotion programs, and taken steps to make the system

more transparent and more accountable. But there are still gaps in care.

GAPS IN CARE

Ontarians, including patients, care providers and system experts have identified

challenges in our health care system.

. Some Ontarians - particularly Indigenous peoples, Franco-Ontarians,
members of cultural groups (especially newcomers), and people with
mental health and addiction challenges - are not always well-served by
the health care system.

. Although most Ontarians now have a primary care provider, many report
having diff,culty seeing their provider when they need to, especiaìly in
evenings, nights or weekends - so they go to emergency departments
and walk-in clinics instead.

. Some families fìnd home and community care services inconsistent ancl

hard to navigate, and many family caregivers are experiencing high
Ievels of stress.

Public health services are disconnected from the rest of the health care
system, and population health is not a consistent part of health system
planning.

Health services are fragmented in the way they are planned and
delivered. This fragmentation can affect the patient experience. It can
also result in inefficient use of patient and provider timc and resources,
and can result in poor health outcomes.

Many of these chalÌenges arise from the disparate way different health
services are planned and managed. While local hospital, Iong-term care,

community services, and mental health and addiction services are all pì.anned

by the province's 14Local Health Integration Networks (LHINs), primary

care, home and community care services and public health services are

planned by separate entities in different ways. Because of these different
structures, the LHINs are not able to align and integrate all health services in
their communities.

02
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A PROPOSAL TO STRENGTHEN PATIENT.CENTRED CARE

To reduce gaps and strengthen patient-centred care, the Ministry of Health

and Long-Term Care is proposing to expand the role of the Local Health

Integration Networks. lnPat'ients Fi,rst: A Proposal to Strengthen Pati,ent-

Centred, Health Care 'in Ontari,o, the ministry provides more detail about

the four components:

1. More effective integration of ¡ervices and greater equ¡ty.

To make care more integrated and responsive to local needs, make

LHINs responsible and accountable for all health service planning

and performance.

Identify smaller sub-regions as part of each LHIN to be the focal point

for iocal planning and service management and delivery.

In their expanded role, LHINs would be responsible for working with providers

across the care continuum to improve access to high-quality and consistent

care, and to make the system easier to navigate - for all Ontarians. The LHIN

sub-regions would take the lead in integrating primary care with home and

community care.

2. Timely ac(ess to primary care, and reamless links between pr¡mary care

and other services.

Bring the planning and monitoring of primary care closer to the

communities where services are delivered. LHINs, in partnership

with local clinical leaders, would take responsibility for primary care

planning and performance management.

The LHINs would work closely with primary care providers to plan services,

undertake health human resources planning, improve access to inter-
professional teams for those who need it most and link patients with primary

care services. The ministry would continue to negotiate physician compensation

and primary care contracts.

03
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3. More consistent and accessible home and community care.

Strengthen accountability and integration of home and community care.

Transfer direct responsibility for service management and delivery from

the Community Care Access Centres (CCACs) to the LHINs.

With this change, LHINs would govern and manage the delivery of home and

community care, and the CCAC boards would cease to exist. CCAC employees

providing support to clients would be employed by the LHINs, and home care

services would be provided by current service providers. This shift would create

an opportunity to integrate home and community care into other services. For

example, home care coordinators may be deployed into community settings,

such as community health centres, Family Health Teams and hospitals.

4. Stronger links between populat¡on and public health and othel

health rerv¡(es.

Integrate local population and public health planning with other health

services. Formalize linkages between LHINs and public health units.

The Medical Officer of Health for each public heatth unit would work closely

with the LHINs to plan population health services. LHINs would be responsible

for accountability agreements with public health units, and ministry funding
for public health units would be transferred to the LHINs for allocation to
public health units. Local boards of heaith would continue to set budgets, and

public health services would be managed at the municipal level.

With the above four changes the ministry would continue to play a strong

role in setting standards and performance targets, which would help

ensure consistency across the province. The LHINs would be responsible

for performance management, and for preparing reports on quality and
performance that would be shared with the public and providers.

A PATH FORWARD

WithPati,ents First: A Proposal to Strengthen Pøti,ent:Centred HeaLth Care

i,n Ontario, the ministry will engage the public and providers to discuss the
proposal. The ministry has many questions concerning how to plan for and

implement the proposed approach successfully. The full paper includes a series

of discussion questions. The ministry is committed to listening. You are invited

to review the full paper at wwwhealth.gov.on.calen/news/bulletin and submit

feedback or pose questions to health.feedback@ontario.ca.

The ministry looks forward to continuing the conversation...and to taking
the next steps towards building a high-performing, better connected, more

integrated, patient-centred health system.
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December 1,2014

Via e-mail and mail

The Honourable Dr. Eric Hoskins
Minister of Health and Long-Term Care
1Oth Floor
80 Grosvenor Stroet
Toronto, Ontario
M7A2C4

Re: supporf from the College of chiropractors of ontarío (cco) for the
Ministry of He¿lth and Long Term Care (MOIILTC) Transparency Initiafives

Dear Minister:

I IntroductÍon

The purpose of our correspondence is to assure you and your Ministry that CCO has
and will continue to take steps to enhance the transparency of its proóesses and
responsibilities under the Regulated Health professions Act, I99I (RHZA) and
Chiropractic Act, I99I to regulate chiropractic in the public interest. We understand
both the spirit and intent of your correspondence received October 4,2014 and the
follow up correspondence dated october 28,2014 from Ms Suzanne McGurn,
Assistant Deputy Minister. While we believe there are many steps we are already
taking to ensure transparency, there is room for improvement, and we will continue
our efforts to increase transparency in the public interest and in the interests of the
members we govern.

At the outset, we advise that we support the transparency principles reviewed and
approved by other colleges under the RHPA. From our perspective, the challenge is
not in supporting the principles, but rather in implementing and operationaliziigthe
principles.
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V/e have set out below in summary form, the ways in which we already comply with
the general principles of transparency, the efforts we are taking to enhance
transparencY, and the steps that could be taken once legislation or bylaws have been
amended. CCO is fortunate to have strong public members as well as elected members
committed to ensuring public safety and accountability, and we have had a number of
discussions at both committee and council about the Minisury's recent
communications. For ease of reference, the summary below is categorized by the key
functions of the college.

il current Initiatives and Practices Enhancing Transparency

Currently, CCO takes the following measures to enhance transparency, and does not
require any legislative or by-law amendments:

Council

r Providing copies of qouncil inforrnation (including committee reports and
recommendations) to guests attending council meetings;

. summarizing the results of council meetings in cco's newsletters;

o Posting the dates of council meetings on the website;

o Discussing the principles of transparency atopen council meetings (including
the recent council meeting on November 28,2014);

Discipline

Posting the complete notice of hearing of any discipline matter when it is
referred by the Inquiries, complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC) beside
the member's name on the public portion of the register;

o

I

Posting the results of any discipline hearing when received by the college
(including terms, conditions and limitations on a member's certificate of
registration); in the case of a joint submission, the joint submission is posted
until the decision from the discipline panel is received at which point the
discipline decision is posted;

i Posting the dates of discipline hearings;
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a

a

o

o

a

a

o

o

Speaking to guests at all discipline hearings about the types of cases CCO
receives and the discipline process in general; I

Summarizing the results of every discipline hearing in the arrnual reports;

ICRC

Communicating with the police with respect to any criminal matter brought to

the college's attention to request that the college be kept informed of criminal
proceedings and where reasonable and practicable to protect the public interest,

to request that the conditions of bail include that the member not continue to
practice pending the conclusion of the criminal proceeding;

Alternatively, requesting the member to agree to not practice pending the

results ofthe criminal matter;

Forwardingarry criminal convictions involving members to the ICRC to
determine if there should be an interim suspension and referal of specifi.ed

allegations of professional misconduct to the Discipline Committee;

Registratíon

Requiring applicants to report any offences on their application for registration
and requiring members to report any offences on their regishation renewal or
atany time thers is a change to the information filed with CCO;

Posting the class and status of every member including any terms, conditions
or limitations on a member's certificate of registration;

Posting any undertaking to not practice pending the results of a criminal
proceeding beside the member's name;

Posting CCO's Fair Registration Reports to the Office of the Faimess
Commissioner;

I Chris Paliare, of Paliare Roland (CCO's pro$ecutor) and Ms lVillson, Registar and General Counsel,

have a standard presentation they provide to all guests at a discipline hearing. Students at the Canadian

Chiropractic Memorial College are required to attend a discipline hearing as part of their Jurisprudence

course, and every hearing is usually attended by approximately 2A students as well as insurance

adjusters and other members of the public or media.

I
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ICRC and Registration

r Including generic information about ICRC and registration statistics in all
annual reports; for example, in the case of ICRC, total number of complaints,
types of complaints received from the public and disposition of complaints and
for registration, the colleges attended by applicants, fypes of cases rJviewed,
disposition of HPARB reviews);

Patient Relatíons

a

a

Distributing to all members for posting in their oftîces a comprehensive
Parfirership of Care/Patient Charfer of Rights and Responsibiiities to inform
patients about the important role they play in their heith care as well as
CCO's role in ensuring the public has access to competent, ethical chiropractic
care;

Posting information about funding for therapy and counselling for victims of
sexual abuse;

Unauthorize d Practis e C as e s

r Posting court orders involving CCO's prosecution of named individuals
practicing chiropractic without a certificate of registration;

Court Proceedings

r Posting of court decisions involving members from all levels of court (i.e.
Divisional Court and Court of Appeal in Ontario).

III Short Term Initiatives and Time Lines

In the short term (within the next 3 to 6 months), we anticipate being able to
implement the following initiatives to enhance transparency:

Cauncíl

Posting the public information packages on cCo's website under a council
meetings tab;
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Posting a summary of the minutes of council meetings shortly after the
meeting is concluded;

Disciplíne

Posting a statement of a pending discipline decision if the hearing is concluded
and a decision is not yet received;

ICRC

Fonnalizing our communication with provincial police forces to advise them
when a member has been found guilty of professional misconduct involying
sexual abuse of apatient;2

t Posting the flow chart developed intemally which tracks the process of a
complaint from the time it is received at CCO to a referral to the Discipline
Committee including expected tíme lines;

Posting the generic template letters used for all inquiries, complaints and
reports (i.e., if you file a report, you will receive a letter that looks like the
following requesting that the college authorize the release of your
correspondence to the member, etc.);

Registration

Reinforcing with members the requirement to report any offences on an
ongoing basis through the newsletter and other communication strategies;

Posting the generic template letters used for all registration matters (including
forms used, letters advising of successful completion of examinations and
eligibility for registration etc.);

2 In CC0's experience with simultaneous proceedings, the criminal matter ordinarily takes precedence
over any misconduct proceedings. It would be helpful if the police as a routine matter advised the
college if a member \ryas to be charged with a criminal offcnce particularly those involving sexual abuse

ofpatients.

o

a

a

a

a
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Qualíty Assurance

r Posting the generic letters members receive relating to peer assessments, and
the types of matters members may be requested to review (for example,
deficiencies in record keeping, consent etc.);

Unauthorízed Practise

r Posting the fact of a prosecution for unauthorized practice (including the
individual's name) and the anticipated dates when a court will dispose of the
matter.

ry Longer Term Initiatives to Enhance Transparency (some requirÍng
legislative or by-law amendments)

As you are àware, there are currently some legislative provisions which hamper the
colleges, including CCO, in the release of information to the public, includinþ the
confidentiality provisions of the RHPA,privacy legislation and the college's Ly-laws,
including the public register by-law which increases information on the publicregister
beyond that required by the RHPA,but does not currently include information thât
may be useful to the public inmaking fully informed decisions concerning their health
care provider.

CCO is considering the following longer term measures to enhance transparency:

Disciplîne

r Posting information concerning any applications for reinstatement following a
discipline finding, including the anticipated date the application will be heard;

ICRC

o Requesting members to sign an undertaking to advise CCO of any changes to
criminal proceedings;

Communicating with the police immediately when a member is charged with
professional misconduct involving sexual abuse of a patient (this would require
a review of the confidentiality provisions of the RHZA);

6

a
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Kø o Linking CCO's website to appropriate police websites which provide up to
date information about the status of current criminal charges or convictions
involving members (including wtrether they were under appeal); 3

By-law Amendments

Considering the enhancement of information on the public register and
carefirlly monitoring other colleges' efforts in this respect; we are aware of a
number of effiorts to include ICRC cautions and SCERPS as well as other
information, and we look forward to reviewing any best practices that emerge
as a result of the current initiatives; CCO's view is there is utility in having
consistent information from all colleges about members and processes and will
work with other regulators to improve consistency;

Comprehensive Website Review

Reviewing and updating the website to reflect more user friendly language and
context rather than simply the actual wording from the forms, template letters
and regulations, standards and policies;

I

a

a Conducting a technology review and upgrade to ensure CCO has the capability
and infrastructure to have a more robust database and website. 4

Conclusionv

V/e will be reviewing on a go forward basis how we can ensure transparency is at the

forefront of CCO's strategic plan and objectives. In the interim, we have taken the
liberty of posting your conespondence received October 4,2014, Ms Suzanne
McGum's correspondence dated October 28,2014, and CCO's response dated
December 1, 2Al4 onCCO's website at: www.cco.on.ca under atab entitled
"Transpatency."

3 CCO's initial view is that it would be preferable to have a direct link to criminal charges and
convictions involving members since the college's primary duty is to ensure the publíc register as it
relates to college processes is up to date and acourate, We are not always advised ofthe status of
criminal proceedings or convictions, and would be hesit¿te to include the information unless we were
assured of the absolute accuracy of any information posted on the CCO website. CCO is carefully
reviewing the options to ensure an appropriate mechanism for the public to have access to up to date

information relating to criminal charges and convictions involving members (we are aware there are

different considerations for each).
a This was the focus of CCO's strategic planning retreat in September 2014.
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Correspondence dated December 1,2014 to the Honourable Dr. Eric Hoskins, Minister of Health and
Long-Term Care from Dr. Dennis Mizel, president, CCO

Jt,

I

we appreciate having members of the MOHLTC stafl namely Mr. John Amodeo, Ms
Gwen Gignac and Mr' ltephen Cheng, attend a recent Executive Committee meeting
to provide further clarification about the Ministry's direction on transparency. We
look forward to a continuing dialogue about these and other initiatives with you and
your Ministry and our regulatory colleagues to assure the public of Ontario úu, u.".r,
to safe, effective and informed health care. I would be pleased to answer any questions
arising from our correspondence.

Yours truly

û
Dr. Dennis Mizel,
President

c. Ms Suzanne McGum,
Mr. Marshall Moleschi, President,
Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario
Ms Beth Ann Kenny, Executive Coordinator,
Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario

(
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Jo-Ann Willson
Sunday, November 29,2015 8:41 PM
Rose Bustria
FW: Ontario Making Data Open by Default

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann P. Willson, B,Sc,, M.S,W., LL.B.
Registrar and General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : jpwillson@cco,on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTALITY WARNING :

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the
person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this e-mail in error, please notiff me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including
any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: FHRCO - Beth Ann Kenny lbakenny@regulatedhealthprofessions.on.ca]
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2015 7 :42 PM

To r reg istra rs@ reg u lated hea lth professions.on. ca

Subject: FW: Ontario Making Data Open by Default

Forwarding this Ontario Government release, FYI (in case you haven't seen it already), noting the "open

by default" terminology that has been used in MOHLTC presentations re. College transparency
initiatives.

Take care!
Beth Ann

ffi&vw ?é,q*-.
t"t"., :. 

,

:W+:.wâ:j:..,.: ,#Rp#{}

Beth Ann Kenny, Executive Coordinator
Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario (FHRCO)

301-396 Osborne St, PO Box 244, Beaverton ON LOK 140

Email: bakennv@regulatedhealthprofessiqns.on.ca
Web: www.reeulatedhealthprofessions,on,ca

I

Phone: 4t6-493-407 6 / Fax: 1-866-814-6456
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Confidentiality notice: This emoil, Ìncluding any ottochments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) ond may conto¡n

pr¡vate,

confidential, and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized rev¡ew, use, d¡sclosure, or distribution is prohibited. lf you are not
the
intended recipient or th¡s information has been Ìnappropriotely forwarded to you, pleose contact the sender by repty emoil ond

destroy
oll copies of the original.

From: Ontario News [mailto: newsroom @ontario.ca]
Sent: November 27, 20L5 11:19 AM
To: bakenny@regulatedhea lthprofessions.on.ca
Subject: Ontario Making Data Open by Default

Neu¡s Re/ease

Ontario kinq Data Ooen Default

November 27,2015

New open Data Directive Drafted with Feedback from ontarians

As part of Ontario's commitment to Open Government the province is making government data
publicly available to increase transparency and spur innovation.

The Open Data Directive will take effect on April 1 ,2016 and will apply to all Ontario ministries and
provincial agencies requiring them to make data public, unless it is exempt for privacy, legal,

confidentiality, security or commercially sensitive reasons. The directive will ensure that open data
does not contain personal or confidential information.

The government collects and generates data on a wide variety of topics such as school enrolment and
traffic volume. The new directive will give the public greater access to this data to use for a variety of
purposes, including research and application development to help Ontarians tackle everyday problems
like gridlock.

The province engaged with Ontarians on the draft directive to make sure it reflects their needs, and
used public feedback to help shape the finalversion. Ontario was the first jurisdiction in Canada to
consult on a draft open data directive.

Creating a more open and transparent government is part of the government's plan for Ontario. The
four-part plan is building Ontario up by investing in people's talents and skills, making the largest

2
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investment in public infrastructure in Ontario's history, creating a dynamic, supportive environment

where business thrives, and building a secure retirement savings plan.

QUICK FACTS

The Open Data Directive responds to some of the recommendations made by the Open

Government Enqaqement Team on how Ontario can be more open and transparent.

a More than 400 open data sets are already available on Ontario's Open Data Cataloque.

Seven of the top 25 mosþvoted data sets are now![[Ig, including Public Sector Salarv

Disclosure data, and work continues to open the most popular data sets.

Through Open Government, Ontario is improving transparency and accountability, giving the

public more opportunities to weigh-in on government decision-making, and increasing access

to government data and information.

A directive is a binding document that sets out mandatory requirements and responsibilities for

the Ontario Public Service and provincial agencies.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Explore Ontario's open data sets.

Learn about the public consultation

See how public feedback was used to shape the final directive

QUOTES

"We are making government data open by default in order to support innovation and

problem-solving through new ideas and applications. We have already seen how apps such

as GridWatch and MapYourPropertv can create new uses for Ontario data and we're looking

forward to seeing what Ontario's tech community can do in the future. This is part of

3
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Ontario's commitment to be the most open and transparent government in the country."

- Deb Matthews, President of the Treasury Boarcl

"By making government data open by default, Ontario has taken a critical step towards
accelerating open data driven innovation. Not only will this directive further promote

transparency, it will also serve to make even more of this rich data available to both

entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs, resulting in more products, services and efficiencies in
both the private and public sectors."

- Kevin Tuer, Vice President, Communitech and Managing Director, Open Data Exchange

"Open access to government data will open the door to our innovative thinkers and

entrepreneurs to transform the way government works and serves the public. By making
government data sets available to the public by default, the Open Data Directive will create
countless opportunities for collaboration between the social services sector, government,

and tech sector innovators."

- Marilyn Sinclair, President & CEO, TechAlliance

"The Government of Ontario should be congratulated on taking concrete action towards
sharing data. With the right encouragement the data it shares could be helpful in assisting

city governments, non-profits and companies serve Ontario's citizens while also making the

operations of government more transparent and accountable."

- David Eaves, Leading advocate for Open Government and pubtic sector renewal, and
member of Ontario's Open Government Engagement Team

CONTACTS

Annie Donolo

Minister's Otfice

416-314-1625

Alan Cairns

Communications Branch

416-327-2805

4
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592News Release

Ontario Making Data Open by Default
New Open Data Directive Drafted with Feedback from Ontarians

November 27,2015 11:00 n,V. I tt"asury Board Secretariat

As part of Ontario's commitment to Open Government the province is making government data publicly

available to increase transparency and spur innovation.

TheOpen Data DirectivewilltakeeffectonApril 1,2016andwill applytoall Ontarioministriesand

provincial agencies requiring them to make data public, unless it is exempt for privacy, legal,

confidentiality, security or commercially sensitive reasons. The directive will ensure that open data does

not contain personal or confident¡al information.

The government collects and generates data on a wide variety of topics such as school enrolment and

traffic volume, The new directive will give the public greater access to this data to use for a variety of

purposes, including research and application developmentto help Ontarians tackle everyday problems like

gridlock.

The province engaged with Ontarians on the draft directive to make sure it reflects their needs, and used

public feedback to help shape the finalversion. Ontario was the first jurisdiction in Canada to consult on

a draft open data directive,

Creating a more open and transparent government is part of the government's plan for Ontario. The four-

part plan is building Ontario up by investing in people's talents and skills, making the largest investment in

public infrastructure in Ontario's history, creating a dynamic, supportive environmentwhere business

thrives, and building a secure retirement savings plan.

Quick Facts

. TheOpenDataDirectiverespondstosomeoftherecommendationsmadebytheOpen
Government Engagement Team on how Ontario can be more open and transparent,

. More than 400 open data sets are already available on Ontario's Open Data Catalogue,

. Seven of the top 25 most-voted data sets are now online, including Public Sector Salary

Disclosure data, and work continues to open the most popular data sets.

. Through Open Government, Ontario is improving transparency and accountability, giving the

public more opportunities to weigh-in on government decision-making, and increasing access

to government data and information.

. A directive is a binding document that sets out mandatory requirements and responsibilities

for the Ontario Public Service and provincial agencies'

http://news .ontario.caltbslen/20I5lI7lontaÅo-making-data-open-by-default.html?utm-sou. .' Ill30l20l5
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Additional Resources

. Explore Ontario's open data sets.

. Learn aboutthe public consultation,

. See how public feedback was used to shape the final directive.

htç://news.ontario.caltbslen/2015111/ontario-making-data-open-by-default.html?utm sou 11130120t5
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"We are making government data open by default in order to support

innovation and problem-solving through new ideas and applications. We have

already seen how apps such as GridWatch and MapYourProperty can create

new uses for Ontario data and we're looking forward to seeing what Ontario's

tech community can do in the future. This is part of Ontario's commitment to be

the most open and transparent government in the country."

Deb Matthews
President of the Treasury Board

"By making government data open by default, Ontario has taken a critical step towards accelerating open

data driven innovation. Not only will this directive further promote transparency, it will also serve to make

even more of this rich data available to both entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs, resulting in more products,

services and efficiencies in both the private and public sectors."

Kevin Tuer

Vice President, Communitech and Managing Director, Open Data Exchange

"Open access to government data will open the door to our innovative thinkers and entrepreneurs to

transform the way government works and serves the public. By making government data sets available to

the public by default, the Open Data Directive will create countless opportunities for collaboration

between the social services sector, government, and tech sector innovators."

Marilyn Sinclair

President & CEO, TechAlliance

"The Government of Ontario should be congratulated on taking concrete action towards sharing data. With

the right encouragement the data it shares could be helpfuf in assisting city governments, non-profits and

companies serve Ontario's citizens while also making the operations of government more transparent and

accountable."

David Eaves

Leading advocate for Open Government and public sector renewal, and member of

Ontario's Open Government Engagement Team

htç://news.ontario.caltbslen/20l5lIllontario-making-data-open-by-default.html?utm_sou. .. Ill30l20l5
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Media Contacts

Annie Donolo
Mínister's Office
416,314-1625

Alan Cairns
Communications Branch
416-327-2805

http://news'ontario.caltbslen/20l5llIlontario-making-data-open-by-default.html?utm sou... lll30l20l5
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Ontario

Open Government
Ontario's Open Government Initiative is about creating a more open and transparent
government for the people of Ontario.

Open Government means giving vou more opportunities (/page/public-engagement) to weigh-in on
government decision-making, in order to help us improve the programs, policies and services that impact
you.

It means sharing government data with vou (/page/sharing-government-data) online, so that app

developers, non-profit organizations, researchers and others can help us solve problems that affect Ontarians

every day.

And it means providing vou with information (/page/open-informationl you want and need, to help you

better understand how your government works.

Progress

October 2013

Open Government initiative (/paee/lets-open-government-tew:Be!Êùilit¡q!) launched.

Onen Government Team (/page/open-government-engagement-team) appointed - consulted with
Ontarians and provided advice on how the government could become more open.

April2014

Open data voting tool (/page/sharing-government-data) launched.

rZS+ open data sets (/open-dataì published.

September 2014

Minister's Mandate Letters (/page/mandate-letters*zor¿-zorq) released

May 2015

Public consulted on the draft Open Data Directive (/opendatadirective).

4oo+ open data sets (/open-data) published.

htþ : /iwww. ontario. calpagelopen- government rt/30120t5
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September 2015

Public Accounts of Ontario (/page/public-accounts-ontario) visualized for first time.

Stats for 2015

open data sets data downloads

40Q+ 2OO,OOO+

75% 30,OOO

of ministries have open data setsvotes on our data

7 2Q+

top-voted data sets openedpublic consultations

htþ ://www. ontario. calpage/open- government tU30t20I5
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We want to hear your ideas, and we're committed to responding and sharing our progress with you

Do you know how we can use our data to improve infrastructure or health care? Is there information you

think should be made public? Would you like us to ensage with you (/pase/public-engasement) on a specific

topic? Talk to us:

. Follow @ONgov (https://twitter.com/ONgov) and talk to us on Tlvitter using the hashtag #openON
(https: / /twitter.com/search?q = %zRopenONl

. Send us your ideas (/contact-us) or email opengov@ontario.ca (mailto:opengov@ontario.ca)

Featured

Patient Ombudsman consultation
We asked Ontarians to tell us what qualities they feel are most important in a Patient Ombudsman - see the

results (/page /recruitin g-ontarios-first-natient-ombudsman).

Related

Premier's Letter to Ontarians (/page/lets-open-sovernment-new-possibilities)

Read the engagement team's report (/document/open-default-new-way-forward-ontario)

Consultation on the draft Open Data Directive (/page/consultation-draft-ogen-data-directivel

Check out the newest data on our catalogue (/open-data)

How to make a Freedom of Information request /na se /h ow-m ake-freedom -inform ation -reorrest)

OLen Government Licence (/page/open-government-licence-ontario)

Updated: November 10, 2o1S

@ Oueen's Printer for Ontario. zorz*rs (/eovernment/copyright-information-c-@eens-printer-ontario)

htç : //www. ontario. caþagelopen- government rU30l20ls
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Ontario

Gonsultation on Ontario's Open Data Directive
The consultation on Ontario's draft directive for open data is now complete. Feedback

from the consultation was used to help inform the final Open Data Directive.

About the Open Data Directive

Ontario is committed to being the most open and transparent government in Canada. The newQ@Data
Directive (/page/ontarios-open-data-directivel maximizes access to government data by requiring all data to

be made public on the Ontario Data Catalogue (&pen-datal, unless it is exempt for legal, privacy, security,

confidentiality or commercially-sensitive reasons. It is a binding document that sets out key principles and

mandatory requirements for publishing open data, and applies to data created, collected and managed by

Ontario ministries and provincial agencies.

Consultation on the draft Open Data Directive

Ontario's Open Data Directive was developed in partnership with Ontarians. From May 1to July 1., 2015, we

consulted with the public on our draft Open Data Directive in a number of ways, including:

. online, via our Google Doc, email and social media

. through outreach to academia, policy makers, business leaders, non-profit and municipal partners, and

. in-person at sessions through the GO Open Data Conference, the Open Data Conference and Civic

Design Camp, and in partnership with community organizations like TechAlliance and Communitech

Results:

. 3,OOO+ online views

. Soo mentions on social media

. 2oo comments via our Google Doc and email

. 1So+ participants at in-person sessions

Feedback we received

Several common themes emerged from the ideas, comments and questions we received on our draft Open

Data Directive, including:

Privacy

Rigorous privacy protections could be put in place to ensure the protection of all personal information, while

meeting the aims of the directive.

599

http : //www. ontario. calpage/consultation-draft -open-data- directive rU30l20r5
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Clarity

Accountability, purpose, goal, benefits and terms within the directive could be clarified to ensure consistency
of interpretation.

Procurement and Gontracts

Opening up access to the government procurement process and the disclosure of contracts, without
compromising negotiations or negatively affecting business, could be further examined..

Resources and Tools

Government could make its Open Data Publishing Guidebook publicþ available as resource material, and.
could prepare staffto support open data by ensuring the right resources, learning opportunities, technology
and skills are in place.

Timing

Reasonable and phased transition periods for open data could minimize the impact on operational work, and
speci$ring periods for data inventory updates could help prioritize work.

Compliance

Monitoring compliance with the directive could help measure progress and help ensure the proactive release
of data.

How feedback was used

All feedback was reviewed and assessed to help inform the final directive. Input from the public helped us
make the directive clearer, better emphasize privacy, protect personal information and ensure compliance
with requirements.
Summary of the revisions by section includes:

Introduction

' Emphasizing the vision of open data and the overall goal of the directive.

' Referencing the Open Data Guidebook as a tool and resource to support implementation of the
directive.

Purpose

. Clarifiring the definition of data and information.

. Moving exemptions from Purpose to the Mandatory Requirements section.

. Bmphasizing exemptions specified in the directive.

Application and Scope

. ClariSring details of the directive's scope.

' SpeciÛring that the directive is to be implemented in a manner that is consistent with existing legal
obligations, restrictions and requirements, including legislation (e.g., the personal Health Information
Protection Act and the Accessibility for ontarians with Disabilities Act).

http : //www. ontario. caþagelconsultation-draft -open- data-directive t1l30t20ts
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Principles

. Emphasizing privacy protection as a principle of the directive

. Clarifying that personal information will not be released under the Open Government Licence.

. Changing the title of the Open Government Licence to make it consistent with other references.

Page 3 of4
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Mandatory Requirements - Data Inventory

. Inserting exemptions from the original Purpose section into the start of this section.

. Ensuring phrasing is consistent (e.9., all references to exemptions were modified).

. Adding "legal" to the list of exemptions to incorporate legal privilege in all of its various forms, as well
as situations where there are legal restrictions on releasing the data.

. Changing the term 'accountability' to 'custody and control' to clarify what data or datasets ministries
are responsible for.

. Removing the reference to third-party ownership as an explanation of why data cannot be released

. Removing the reference to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act to avoid being

redundant.

Mandatory Requirements - Open Data Publication

. Changing the name of the'Open Data Catalogue'to'Ontario Data Catalogue', to include data which is

not released as open data.

. Reiterating the commitment to create a one-window portal for a list of all data.

. Removing previously explained details of open data file format.

. Improving definition of ministry responsibilities.

. Emphasizing language concerning changes in custody and control of data.

. Confirming commitment to keep historical data accessible.

Mandatory Requirements - Procurement and Contracts

. Generalizing standards for details of contracts that should be released to the public.

. Clarifying commercially sensitive data relative to financial data.

. Clarifying "timely release" of contract details.

Mandatory Requirements - Reporting and Compliance

. Creating a new Reporting and Compliance section.

Open Data Engagement

. Developing an overview introduction for Open Data Engagement.

Definitions

. Revising the definition of provincial agencies to mirror the definition in the Agencies and

Appointments Directive.

htþ : //www. ontario. caþagelconsultation-draft - open-data-directive rU30l20t5
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602 . Clarifying definitions for consistency and clearness.

. Removing the definition of 'record' since there is no mention of 'record' in the directive

Responsibilities

. Clarifying responsibilþ of Deputy Heads with regards to new compliance measures.

. Identifying responsibilities at all stafflevels.

Appendix A - Ontario Open Government Licence

' Providing explanation of the commonality of the Ontario license with other jurisdictions in Canada.

Appendix B - Examples of High-value Data and Prioritization Guidelines

' Adding "provincial agencies" to Criteria #1 to make it clear they are also responsible for prioritizing
their data

Appendix C - Open Data Quatity Principles

. Replacing references to "statistical information" with "Data".

Appendix D - Sample of Data Published in Response to an Act

' Correcting the name of the Act that enables the publication of Vital Statistics.

Read the final directive (/paee/ontarios-open-data-directiveì and view the tracked changes version ofthe
directive to see what changed (//files.ontario.ca/open data directive - final tracked changes.doc).

You can send us your questions or comments on open data, or talk to @ONgov on Twitter using the
*openON hashtag.

Updated: November 27, 2ots

@ Oueen's Printer for Ontario. zorz-r¡ l/eovernment/coovrieht-information-c-queens-orinter-ontario)

htþ : //www. ontario. caþagelconsultation-draft -open- data-directive 11/30t201s
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Ontario

Consultation on Ontario's Open Data Directive
The consultation on Ontario's draft directive for open data is now complete. Feedback

from the consultation was used to help inform the final Open Data Directive.

About the Open Data Directive

Ontario is committed to being the most open and transparent government in Canada. The new Open Data

Directive (/page/ontarios-open-data-directiveì maximizes access to government data by requiring all data to
be made public on the Ontario Data Catalogue (/open-dataì, unless it is exempt for legal, privacy, security,

confidentiality or commercially-sensitive reasons. It is a binding document that sets out key principles and
mandatory requirements for publishing open data, and applies to data created, collected and managed by

Ontario ministries and provincial agencies.

Consultation on the draft Open Data Directive

Ontario's Open Data Directive was developed in partnership with Ontarians. From May 1to July 1, 2o1S, we

consulted with the public on our draft Open Data Directive in a number of ways, including:

. online, via our Google Doc, email and social media

. through outreach to academia, policy makers, business leaders, non-profit and municipal partners, and

. in-person at sessions through the GO Open Data Conference, the Open Data Conference and Civic

Design Camp, and in partnership with community organizations like TechAlliance and Communitech

Results:

. g,oOO+ online views

. Soo mentions on social media

. 2oo comments via our Google Doc and email

. 1So+ participants atin-person sessions

Feedback we received

Several common themes emerged from the ideas, comments and questions we received on our draft Open

Data Directive, including:

Privacy

Rigorous privacy protections could be put in place to ensure the protection of all personal information, while

meeting the aims of the directive.

http s : //www. ontario. calpage/consultation- draft -open- data- directive 1U3012015
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Accountabilþ, purpose, goal, benefits and terms within the directive could be clarified to ensure consistency
of interpretation.

Procurement and Gontracts

Opening up access to the government procurement process and the disclosure of contracts, without
compromising negotiations or negatively affecting business, could be further examined.

Resources and Tools

Government could make its Open Data Publishing Guidebook publicly available as resource material, and
could prepare staff to support open data by ensuring the right resources, learning opportunities, technology
and skills are in place.

Timing

Reasonable and phased transition periods for open data could minimize the impact on operational work, and.
specifying periods for data inventory updates could help prioritize work.

Compliance

Monitoring compliance with the directive could help measure progress and help ensure the proactive release
of data.

How feedback was used

All feedback was reviewed and assessed to help inform the final directive. Input from the public helped us
make the directive clearer, better emphasize privacy, protect personal information and ensure compliance
with requirements.
Summary of the revisions by section includes:

lntroduction

' Emphasizing the vision of open data and the overall goal of the directive

' Referencing the Open Data Guidebook as a tool and resource to support implementation of the
directive.

Purpose

. Clarifying the definition of data and information.

. Moving exemptions from Purpose to the Mandatory Requirements section.

. Emphasizing exemptions specified in the directive.

Application and Scope

. ClariSring details of the directive's scope.

' Specifying that the directive is to be implemented in a manner that is consistent with existing legal
obligations, restrictions and requirements, including legislation (e.g., the Personal Health Information
Protection Act and the Accessibility for ontarians with Disabilities Act).

htçs : //www. ontario. calpage/consultation-draft -open- data-directive rU30l201s
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Prinçiples

. Emphasizing privacy protection as a principle of the directive

. Clarifying that personal information will not be released under the Open Government Licence.

. Changing the title of the Open Government Licence to make it consistent with other references.

Page 3 of4
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Mandatory Requirements - Data lnventory

. Inserting exemptions from the original Purpose section into the start of this section.

. Ensuring phrasing is consistent (e.g., all references to exemptions were modified).

. Adding "legal" to the list of exemptions to incorporate legal privilege in all of its various forms, as well
as situations where there are legal restrictions on releasing the data.

. Changing the term 'accountability' to 'custody and control' to clariff what data or datasets ministries
are responsible for.

. Removing the reference to third-party ownership as an explanation of why data cannot be released

. Removing the reference to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act to avoid being
redundant.

Mandatory Requirements - Open Data Publication

. Changing the name of the 'Open Data Catalogue'to'Ontario Data Catalogue', to include data which is
not released as open data.

. Reiterating the commitment to create a one-window portal for a list of all data.

. Removing previously explained details of open data file format.

. Improving definition of ministry responsibilities.

. Emphasizing language concerning changes in custody and control of data.

. Confirming commitment to keep historical data accessible.

Mandatory Requirements - Procurement and Contracts

. Generalizing standards for details of contracts that should be released to the public.

. ClariÛ'ing commercially sensitive data relative to financial data.

. Clarifying "timely release" of contract details.

Mandatory Requirements - Reporting and Gompliance

. Creating a new Reporting and Compliance section.

Open Data Engagement

. Developing an overview introduction for Open Data Engagement.

Definitions

. Revising the definition of provincial agencies to mirror the definition in the Agencies and
Appointments Directive.

https : //www. ontario. calpage/consultation-draft -open- data-directive tU30l201s
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606 . Clarifying definitions for consistency and clearness.

. Removing the definition of 'record' since there is no mention of 'record' in the directive.

Responsibilities

. Clarifying responsibility of Deputy Heads with regards to new compliance measures.

. Identiffing responsibilities at all stafflevels.

Appendix A - Ontario Open Government Licence

. Providing explanation of the commonality of the Ontario license with other jurisdictions in Canada.

Appendix B - Examples of High-Value Data and Prioritization Guidelines

. Adding "provincial agencies" to Criteria #1 to make it clear they are also responsible for prioritizing
their data

Appendix C - Open Data Quality Principles

. Replacing references to "statistical information" with "Data".

Appendix D - Sample of Data Published in Response to an Act

. Correcting the name of the Act that enables the publication of Vital Statistics.

Read the final directive (/nage/ontarios-onen-data-directive) and view the tracked changes version of the
directive to see what changed (//files.ontario.calopen data directive - final tracked changes.doc).

You can send us your questions or comments on open data, or talk to @ONgov on TWitter using the
#openON hashtag.

Updated: November 2T | 2oLs

(Ò Oueen's Printer for Ontario. zorz-rs (/eovernment/conwight-information-c-queens-printer-ontario)

htçs : //www. ontario. caþagelconsultation-draft -open- data-directive rll30l20ts



Jo-Ann Willson

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hi Jo-Ann,

Thank you for your quick and informative response.

Regards,
Stephen.

|TEM 4.1.35
Cheng, Stephen (MOHLTC) <Stephen.Cheng@ontario.ca>

Monday, January LL,20L6 LL:58 AM
Jo-Ann Willson
RE: Request for Information Regarding Transparency Initiatíves
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From: Jo-Ann Willson [mailto:jpwillson@cco.on.ca]
Sent: January 11, 2016 11:54 AM
To: Cheng, Stephen (MOHLTC)
Subject: RE: Request for Information Regarding Transparency Initiatives

Good morning:

CCO has done the following:

CCO's website now includes the standard template letters relatíng to registration and ICRC processes, the
quality assurance program and the Patient Relations letters re: applications for funding for therapy and
counselling;

CCO has for some time included notices of hearing, discipline decisions and hearing dates on the website;

We currently have out for circulation and feedback proposed by-law changes which when approved by council
will significantly enhance the information on the public register to include: ICRC oral cautions, undertakings,
SCERPS, as well as increased member information (such as year of graduation, place of graduation and year of
registration); these proposed by-law amendments are on the websíte; the Executive will be reviewing the
feedback with recommendations to go to Council at the April L9, 2016 Council meeting;

The status of court proceedings is published in the newsletters as well as being posted on the website (for
example, the court decisions ín the matter involving CCO's prosecution of Steven Dies for practicíng without a

certificate of registration, the decisions of the Divisional Court and Court of Appeal in the Dr. John Baird matter,
and the pending appeal to the Divisional Court in the Dr. Michael Reíd matters are all posted);

We are working on how to better coordinate informatíon with the police when there are simultaneous
proceedings; there are two recent examples *the undertakíngs signed by Dr. Jason Hurd Dr. Allan Bortník which
ínvolve both criminal and discípline proceedings are posted beside their names on the website;

Public council information packages are being posted on the websíte, as well as being distributed in hard copy
to guests who attend council meetings;

CCO Council considered transparency ínitiatives as part of íts strategic planning review in September 2015 and

the Executive will be further consideríng transparency as part of the Communication Plan for 2016 at the
Executive meeting scheduled for January 26,201,6.
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Thank you and please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

Jo.Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Reg¡strar & General Counsel 608
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Su¡te 902
Toronto, ON MSS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 1 1 1

Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-ma il : jpwi!þgq@çgg. 00. cg
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
disclosure ¡s strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any

attachments w¡thout reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Cheng, Stephen ( MOH LTC) [r:na ilto:Ste gbe n.Cheng@onta rio.ca]
Sent: Monday, January Ll,2OL6 L0:35 AM
To: Jo-Ann Willson <ipwillson @cco.on.ca>
Cc: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Req uest fo r I nformation Rega rd ing Transparency lnit¡atives

Hi Jo-Ann,

Happy new year!

We received a request which I hope you can assist us w¡th. We've been asked to provide a one or
two sentence update on where the colleges are with respect to their transparency initiatives. ls there
any transparency-related work that the college has undertaken since late 2014 that you would like to
me to high-light?

As examples, other colleges have told us that they have incorporated transparency principles within
its strategic planning, posting counc¡l meeting materials or whether it is considering or approved by-
law amendments to include additional information in the College's public register. Any update on
what the College may have done, or plans to do going forward, would be appreciated.

We've been asked to turn this information around pretty quickly, would it be possible to have
something today? lf you wish to discuss over the phone, please don't hesitate to call.

Cheers,
Stephen.

Stephen D. Cheng
Senior Policy Analyst, Regulatory Policy Unit
Health System Labour Relations and Regulatory Policy Branch
Health Workforce Planning and Regulatory Affairs Division
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Carc
Phone: 416-327-854A
Fax: 416-327-8897
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ÞOnta, io .W I ontario.ca <httt:://wwv¡.ontario,ca/> | Francais <íavascript:switchLan'uaaeo:>

r!ilNrsilyoF HEALTH AND LONG_TERM CARË
.: httn: //vvwvt. health. oov.on, ca /en/ >

Health Bulletins

E-mail <#> Print <iavascript:window.printo>

Patients First: Proposal to Strengthen Patient-
Centred Health Care in Ontario

As outlined in Patients First: Action Plan for Health Care, Ontario is
committed to giving patients better access to care no matter where they
live.

As part of this plan, Ontario is releasing this proposal for feedback, It
outlines ways to:

. Make it easier for patients to find a primary health care provider

when they need one, see that person quickly when they are sick, and

find the care they need, closer to home.

. Improve communication and connections between primary health

care providers, hospitals and home and community care.

. Ensure the province has the right number of doctors, nurses, and

other health care providers, and plan locally to make sure they are

available to patients where and when they are needed.

The ministry looks forward to hearing from health care providers,

patients and caregivers around the province on these recommendations.

Patients First: Proposal to Strengthen Patient-Centred Health Care in

Onlario <docs/discussion paper 20151-217,pdf> [PDF]

Feedback and questions can be sent to health,feedback@ontario,ca

< m a i I to : h ea I t h, fe e d b a ck (Ò o n ta rì o. ca > or su bmitted below.

Name:

Title/Orga nization

Email:

Comments:

http : //www. health. gov . on. ca/ en/ news/bulleti nl 20 I 5 lhb 20 1 5 1 2 1 7. aspx 12121,12015
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Send

For More Information

If you are a repofter with a question for a story, or with comments about
how this News Room section could serve you better, send us an e-mail
at : med i a @ moh. gov, on. ca <maiifo :media@moh.goy. on. ca >

Media Line
Toll-free: I-BBB-4L4-477 4
In Toronto : 4L6-3I4-6L97

Public Inquiries
Call ServiceOntario, Infoline
at 1-866-532-3161

TTY 1-800-387-5559.

In Toronto, TTI 4L6-327-4282
Hours of operation : B:30am - 5:00pm

CONTAC'Í VS <HTTP://WWW. HEALTH.GOV,ON.CA/EN/COMMON/> | ACCESSIBILITY
<HTTP://tvwW,oNTARIO,CA/GOVERNMENT/ACCESSIBIT,ITY> | PR:IVACy <HTTp://WWw.ON.rARIo.CA/EN/GENERAL/004229>

@OUEÉN'SPR.TNTERFORONTÃRTO.2OO8 <HTTP://WWW,ONTARIO,CA/GOVERNMENT/COPYTIGHT^IIvrOnnnrrcu.C.ouæIuS.pamrrn.
O NTARIO> | IMPORT ANÎ NOTICÊ,S < HTT? : IWW W. ONTARIO. CA/ EN/G E N E RAL/0042 3 I >

LAST MODIFIEDT 2015-12-17
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PATIENTS FIRST
Message from the Minister of Health
and Long-Term Care

over the past decade, ontario's health care systern has irnprovecl significantly'.

Together, we have reduced wait times for surgery, increased the number of
ontarians who have a primary health care provider and expanded services for
Ontarians at home and in their communities. There are, however, a number
of areas where we need to do more.

Too often, health care services can be fragmented, uncoordinated and
unevenly distributed across the province. F or patients, that means they may
have difflculty navigating the system or tha1, not all onta,rians have equitabte

access to services. Too often our system is not delivering the right kind of
care to patients who need it most.

The next phase of our plan to put patients flrst is to address structural issues

that create inequities. we propose to truly integrate the health care system

so that it provides the care patients need no matter where they live. Our
proposal is focused on population health and integration at the local level.

It would improve access to primary care, standardize and strengthen home
and community care, and strengthen population and public health. It would
also ensure that services are distributed equitably across the province and
are appropriate for patients.

With this paper, we are seeking your input on our proposal, and your advice
about how to integrate other improvements including, for example, community
mental health and addictions services. Through this engagement process, we

want to hear from providers, patients and caregivers around the province, in
cities and ruraÌ communities, in our diverse cuituraL communities and in our
French-language communities. we want to engage with First Nations, Métis

and Inuit partners about how this process can complement our ongoing work
to strengthen health outcomes in Indigenous communities.

02



As Ontario's Minister of Health and Long-Term Care, I am excited that we

have the opportunity to work together to continue developing one ofthe best

health care systems in the world-a system that truly puts patients first. I hope

you will join us, and contribute your expertise. We can't succeed without it.

613

l;ltu
Dr. Eric Hoskins

Minister of Health and Long-Term Care
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EXE(UTIVE SUMMARY

PUTÏING PATIENTS FIRST

ontario is committed to developing a heatth care system that puts patients

first. Over the past 10 years, the province has improved access to pr.imary

care, provided more care for people at home, reduced hospital wait times,

invested in health promotion programs, and taken steps to make the system

more transparent and more accountable. But there are still gaps in care.

GAPS IN CARE

Ontarians, including patients, care providers and s¡¿stem experts have identified

challenges in our health care system.

. Some Ontarians - particularly Indigenous peoples, Franco-Ontarians,
members of cultural groups (especiatly newcomers), ancl people with
mental health and addiction challenges - are not always weÌl-served by
the health care system.

. Although most Ontarians now have a primary care provider, many report
having difficulty seeing [heir provider when they need to, especia,lly in
evenings, nights or weekends - so they go to emergency departments
and walk-in clinics instead.

' some families find home and community care services inconsistent ancl
hard to navigate, and many family caregivers are experiencing high
Ievels of stress.

' Public health services are disconnected from the rest ofthe heaÌth care
system, and population health is not a consistent part of health system
planning.

. Health services are fragmented in the way they are pÌannecl and
delivered. This fragmentation can affect the patient experience. It can
also resnlt in inefficient use of patient and provider time and resources,
and can result in poor health outcomes.

Many of these challenges arise from the disparate way different health
services are planned and managed. While tocal hospital, Ìong-term care,

community services, and mental health and addiction services are all pÌanned

by the province's 14 Local Heatth Integration Networks (LHINs), primary
care, home and community care services and public health services are
pì.anned by separate entities in different ways. Because of these clifferent
structures, the LHINs are not able to align and integrate all health services in
their communities.
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A PROPOSAL TO STRENGTHEN PATIENT.CENTRË} CARË

To reduce gaps and strengthen patient-centred care, the Ministry of Health

and Long-Term Care is proposing to expand the role of the Local Health

Integration Networks. ln Pati,ents Fi,rst: A Proposal to Strengthen Pati'ent-

Centred Health Care 'in Ontari,o, the ministry provides more detail about

the four components:

1. More effective integration ofservices and greater equ¡ty.

To make care more integrated and responsive to local needs, make

LHINs responsible and accountable for all health service planning

and performance.

Identify smaller sub-regions as part of each LHIN to be the focal point

for local planning and service management and delivery.

In their expanded role, LHINs would be responsible for working with providers

across the care continuum to improve access to high-quality and consistent

care, and to make the system easier to navigate - for all Ontarians. The LHIN

sub-regions would take the lead in integrating primary care with home and

community care.

2. Timely access to pr¡mary (are, and seamless links between pr¡mary care

and other serv¡ces.

Bring the planning and monitoring of primary care closer to the

communities where services are delivered. LHINs, in partnership

with local clinical leaders, would take responsibility for primary care

planning and performance management.

The LHINs would work closely with primary care providers to plan services,

undertake health human resources planning, improve access to inter-
professional teams for those who need it most and link patients with primary

care services. The ministry would continue to negotiate physician compensation

and prlmary care contracts.
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3. More consistent and accessible home and community care.

Strengthen accountability and integration of home and community care.

Transfer direct responsibility for service management and delivery from
the Community Care Access Centres (CCACs) to ifre lHlNs.

With this change, LHINs would govern and manage the delivery of home and

community care, and the CCAC boards would cease to exist. CCAC employees

providing support to cl.ients would be employed by the LHINs, and home care

services would be provided by current service providers. This shift would create

an opportunity to integrate home and community care into other services. For

example, home care coordinators may be deployed into community settings,

such as community health centres, Family Heatth Teams and hospitals.

4. Stronger links between populat¡on and public health and other

health serv¡ces.

Integrate local population and public health planning with other health
services. Formalize linkages between LHINs and publlc health units.

The Medical oflcer of Flealth f.or each public health unit wourd work closely
with the LHINs to plan population health services. LHINs would be responsible

for accountability agreements with public health units, and ministry funding
for public health units would be transferred to the LHINs for allocation to
public health units. Local boards of health would continue to set budgets, and
public health services would be managed at the municipal level.

with the above four changes the ministry woulcl continue to play a strong
role in setting standards and performance targets, which would help
ensure consistency across the province. The LHINs would be responsibÌe

for performance management, and for preparing reports on quality and
performance that would be shared with the public and providers.

A PATH FORWARD

withPøti'ents Fi'rst: A Proposal to strengthen Pati,ent-centred, Health care
in ontario, the ministry will engage the public and providers to discuss the
proposal. The mlnistry has many questions concerning how to plan for and

implement the proposed approach successfully. The full paper includes a series

of discussion questions. The ministry is committed to listening. you are invited
to review the fuli paper at wwwhealth.gov.on.calen/news/bulletin and submit
feedback or pose questions to health.feedback@ontario.ca.

The ministry looks forward to continuing the conversation...ancl to taking
the next steps towards building a high-performing, better connected, more
integrated, patient-centred health system.
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Put Patients First

lnthe Pati,ents Fi,rst: Action PlanJor Health Care (February 2015), the

Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care set clear and ambitious goals

for Ontario's health care system:

Access

Improve access - providing faster access to the right care

Connect

Connect services - delivering better coordinated and integrated care in the

community closer to home.

lnform

Support peopì.e and patients - providing the education, information and

transparency Ontarians need to make the right decisions about their health.

Protect

Protect our universal public health care system - making decisions based on

value and quality, to sustain the system for generations to come.

To achieve these goals, the ministry must put patients, cÌients and caregivers

flrst. We must create a responsive health system where:

care providers work together to provide integrated care,

patients and their caregivers are heard and play a key role in decision

making and in their care plans,

people can move easily from one part of the system to another,

someone is accountable for ensuring that care is coordinated at the

locaÌ level.
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OUR PROGRESS

Over the past 10 years, Ontario's health care system has made great progress

in improving the patient experience:
T0DAY, 940/o

of 0ntarians report having a

regular primary health care provider.
. More access to primary Cafe. Family physicians, nurse practitioners and

other health care providers 
- often working in team-based practices

- have improved access to primary care. Nearþ four million Ontarians
receive care through these new teams.

. More cate closer to home. Home and community care providers are
providing care for more clients - many with complex conditions - at
home, for longer periods of time.

. Shorter hospital wait t¡mes. Hospitals have reduced wait times for
most surgical procedures and improved emergency department wait
times, despite the fact that the number of peopìe needing these services
continues to increase. Hospitals are actively using evidence, data and
information on the patient experience to improve quality.

. More support for people to stay healthy. There is a greater focus on
disease prevention and health promotion.

. More proted¡on for our health system. The Ercellent Care for Att
Act,2010 has put in place tools and processes that have increased
transparency, enhanced the system's focus on qualit¡ and engaged
Ontarians in improving health system performance.

These accomplishments are the result of a great deal of planning and hard
work by all parts of the health system: hospitals, primary care and specialized

offices and clinics, home ancl comrnunity care, long-term care homes, LHINs,

ccACs and other health service organizations that provide care to ontarians.

(ompared to 2003,

ovER 24,000
more nurses and

6,600
more physicians are

providing patient care.

Physicians representing more than

1O MILLION
ONTARIANS

now have electronic medical records.

0VER 800/o
of primary care physicians use

electronic medical records in

their practice.

Flu shots are available in

2,500
pharmacies.

Vaccines and newborn screening
programs have been expanded.

''1,076
health care organizations

submit annualQuality

lmprovement Programs.
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A PROPOSAL
to Strengthen Patient-Centred Care

Despite the progress, there is still more to do. Listening to patients, clients,

caregivers and providers, we know that some people can struggle to get the

primary care and home and community care services they need, and they stilÌ

f,nd the system fragm.entecl and hard to navigate. We also know services are

not as consistent as they should be across the province.

What we have heard from Ontarians has been confrrmed in a, series of expert

reports, including those developed by Health Quality Ontario, the Auditor

General of Ontario, the Primary Health Care Expert Advisory Committee, the

Expert Group on Home and Community Care, the Commission on the Reform

of Ontario's Public Service (the Drummond Report), and the Registered Nurses'

Association of Ontario.

To ensure Ontarians receive seamless, consistent, high quality care -
regardless of where they live, how much they earu or their ethnicity - we must

address the challenges that affect the system's ability to provide integrated

patient-centred care.

Many of these challenges ari.se from the disparate way these different health

services are planned and managed. Some - such as hospitals, long-term care,

community services and mental health and addíction services - are planned

and managed by the province's Local Health Integration Networks (LHINs).

Others - such as primary care, home and community care services, and

population and pubiic health services - are currently planned and managed

in different ways.

We propose expanding the LHINs'mandate to include primary care planning

and performance management; home and community care management and

service delivery; and developing formal linkages with public health to improve

population and pubÌic health planning. Under this proposal, LHINs would

assume responsibility for planning, managing and improving the performance

of all health services within a region, while still maintaining clinician and

patient choice.

In this paper, we describe in more detail the challenges facing the health care

system as welL as the structural changes being proposed. We also pose a series

of questions for cliscussion.
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IMPROVING HEALTH

EQUITY AND

REDUCING HEALTH

DISPARITIES

our proposed plan focuses specifically on ways to improve access to consistent,

accountable and integrated primary care, home and community care,
popuiation health and pubiic health services. Informing this proposal are
the needs of diverse ontarians who rely on our health care system, including
seniors and people with disabilities, as well as health equity and the importance

of the social determinants of health, such as income level and geography.

The ministry also recognizes that some ontarians struggle to access heatth

and social services.

. The heaith outcomes of lndigenous Peoples in 0ntario - particutarty

those living in remote and isolated communities - are signiflcantly
poorer than those of the general population. Improving health care
and health outcomes for First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples is a
ministry priority. This means the health care system must provide better
supports and services for patients, families and caregivers, and these
services must respect traditional methods and be culturally appropriate.
To develop these services, we will build and maintain productive and
respectful working relationships at both the provincial and local levels.
We wilÌ meaningfully engage Indigenous partners through parallei
bilateral processes. Through collaboration, we will identify the changes
needed to ensure health care services address the unique needs of
First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples no matter where they live across
the province.

Franco-Ontarians face challenges obtaining health services in French.
To meet their needs, and improve their patient experience and health
outcomes, we must ensure that the health care system is culturally
sensitive and readily accessible in French.

Members of other cultural gfoups, particularly newcomefs, may struggle to
get the health care they need. As part of our commitment to health equity,
the system must be able to recognize the challenges that newcomers face
and provide culturally appropriate care and timely access.
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621. People who experience mental health and addiction challenges

also face barriers to getting the care they need when they need it.
The ministry is committed to strengthening mental health and

addictions services. We will look to the work of the Mental Health

and Addictions Leadership Advisory Council to ensure that changes

in mental health and addiction services enhance access and improve

overalÌ system performance.

Over the next few years, as we continue to transform and restructure the

health care system - making it more integrated, accessible, transparent

and accountable - we will work to improve health equity and reduce

health disparities. In their expanded role, LI{INs would be responsible for

understanding the unique needs of Indigenous peoples, Franco-Ontarians,

newcomers, and people with mental health and addiction issues in their regions,

and providing accessible, culturally appropriate services. At the same time,

the ministry would pursue discussions with these partners to determine how

best to adapt system structures to provide effective person-centred care.
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THE PROPOSAL

1. More Effective lntegration ofservices and Greater Equity

THE ISSUE

The Ontario health care system offers excellent services, but they are
fragmented in the way they are planned and delivered. This fragmentation can

aff'ect the pa.tient experierrce. 11; can a.iso result in inefficient use of patient ancl

provider time and resources, and have a negative impact on health outcomes.

THE SITUATION NOW

Under the Local Health System Integro,ti,on Act, 2006, the 14 LHINs are
responsible for managing their local health systems. LHINs pLan and manage
performance in the acute care, Iong-term care, community services, and
mental health and addictions sectors. other services are managed differently.
For example, CCACs are responsible for planning and contracting home care
services and administering the placement process for long-term care. Although
ccACs are accountable to the LHINs for their performance and receive funding
from the LHINs, they have their own boards and operate rather independently.

other than the ministry, there is no organizati.on accountable for planning
primary care or specialist care services, and very little focus on managing or
improving primary care performance. The province's public health services

also have their own system for planning and delivering services.

since their creation a decade ago, the LHINs have improved regional planning

for and integration of some services. Across the LHINs, we've seen the impact
of some successful efforts to integrate providers and services.

However, as the Auditor General recently noted, the LHINs lack the mandate

and tools to align and integrate all health services. under their current
mandate, they cannot hold some parts of their local systems accountable or
manage improvement in many service areas.

Through Health Quality ontario, we also learned that there is variation across

LHINs in terms of health outcomes. We have also heard that some LHIN
boundaries may no longer ñt patient care patterns in their communities.

EXAMPLES OF

SUCCTSSFUL

INT[6RATION

. Collaborative c¿re

models, such as

Family |lealth Teams,

(omrnunity Health
(entres, Aboriginal

Health Access (entres

and Nur$ Practitioner-

Led Clinits, allow

health care providers

to work together as

an integrated team to
deliver comprehensive

care and c0ordinate

servicer with a railge

of partners, including

home and comrnunity

care.

. lntegrated service

models, such as llealth

Links, bring together

health care and

other providers in a

(ommun¡ty to better
and more quickly

coordinate (are for
patients with

cornplex needs.
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To reduce gaps and ensure that services meet iocal needs, it is time to

enhance the LHINs' authority. In a health care system focused on performance

management and continuous quaiity improvement, it is also important for the

ministry to hold the LHINs accountable for their performance. As part of any

transformation, we must ensure their activities resuLt in better access as weÌl

as greater consistency of services across the province.

PROPOSAL #1

To provide care that is more integrated and responsive to local needt,

make IHlNs respons¡ble and accountable for all health serv¡ce planning

and performance.

ldentify rmaller regions as part of each IH lN to be the focal point for local

planning and servi(e management and delivery.

In their expanded role, LHINs would

Assess local priorities and current performance, and identify areas for

improvement.

Work with providers across the care continuum to improve patients'

access to services, and make it easier for both patients and providers to
navigate the system.

Integrate and improve primary care, home and community care, acute

care, mental health and addiction services and public health across the

entire health care system.

Drive the adoption of technology to enhance care delivery through,

for example, integrated systems or virtual access to care providers

through telemedicine.

Prepare publi.c reports about the patient experience with different health

services and other reported outcomes to help drive improvements.

Although the LHINs have demonstrated that they are the right structure

to enhance service integration, accountability and quality, they themselves

would need some adjustments and additional tools to take on an expanded

roÌe. For example, theirgovernance structures would need to be revisited (see

Appendix) and their boundaries would need to be reviewed and possibìy refined.

In addition, LHINs would be asked to identify smaller geographic areas within

their regions - or LHIN sub-regions - that reflect community geography,

such as the current Health Links regions. Such LHIN sub-regions would be the

focus for strengthening, coordinating and integrating primary health care, as

well as more fully integrating primary care wi.th home and community care,

and ultirnately fulfilling the clinical coordination responsibilities cttrreutly

provided by the CCACs.
13
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In the transformed system, the ministry would retain its role in health

workforce pianning, in collaboration with LHINs and other partners.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION:

How do we support care providers in a more integrated care
environment?

What do LHINs need to succeed in their expanded role?

How do we strengthen consistency and standardization of services while
being responsive to local differences?

What other local organizations can be engaged to ensure patients are
receiving the care they need when they need it? What role should they
play?

. What other opportunities for bundling or integrating funding between
hospitals, community care, primary care and possibly other sectors should

be explored?

What areas of performance should be highlighted through public
reporting to drive improvement in the system?

Shouid LHINs be renamed? If so, what should they be called? Should
their boundaries be redrawn?

2. Timely Access to Primary Care, and Seamless links Between primary Care

and Other Services

THE ISSUE

Despite a signif,cant increase in the number of primary care providers, in
some cases, Ontarians still futd it diff,cult to get care when they need it. As

a result, many patients use costly emergency departments for primary care
problems. At the same time, primary care providers report that, because of
thc wa¡' the system is organized, 1,hey find it difflcult to connect their patients

to the other health services they need.

14
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AlÌ high-performing health care systems are based on strong primary care

services delivered through a variety of models, including family doctors and

primary care nurse practitioners working as part of inter-professional teams.

Effective primary care is essential to improving health outcomes.

To understand how well Ontario's primary care services perform, Health

Quality Ontario compared Ontario data with international data from the

Commonwealth Fund. Compared to other developed countries, it found that

Ontario performs poorly on access measures, such as same- or next-day

appointments when people are sick or weekend after-hours appointments.

It also fbund that, in Ontario, access to primary care is influenced by where

people live and factors such as immigration status or the language spoken

most often at home

570/o
of0ntarians cannot see their

primary care provider the same day

or next day when they are sick.

520/0
fnd h difficuåt to ¿cce:s <are irå th*

evenings or on weekends.

Low-acuity patients account fol

The 2015 report Pati,ent Care Groups: A new mode| oJ populøti,on based,

primary health care Jor Ontari,o, prepared by the Primary Health Care

Expert Advisory Committee led by Dr. David Price and Elizabeth Baker,

highiighted the challenges that primary care providers face when trying

to connect their patients with other health services and suggested ways to

address many of these challenges.

340/o
of emergency department visits.

PROPOSAL #2

Bring the planning and monitoring of pr¡mary care closer to the

communit¡es where services are del¡vered. [HlNs, in partnetship with

local clinical leaders, would take respons¡b¡lity for primary care plann¡ng

and pefforman(e management.

Set out clearly the principles for successful clinical change, including

engagement of local clinical leaders.

Every Ontarian who wants a primary care provider should have one. Primary

care should act as a patient's "Medical Home", offering comprehensive,

coordinated, and continuous services and working with other providers across

the system to ensure that patient needs are met. Making the LHIN and LHIN

sub-regions the focal points for primary care pÌanning and performance

measurement would be a crucial step towards achieving these goals.

With the proposed approach:

LHINs wouÌd work closely with primary care leaders, patients

and providers to plan and monitor performance within each LHIN
sub-region.

15
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. Planning would include improving access to inter-professional teams

for those who need it most, faciÌitating care plans and supporting an
integrated, coordinated patient-centred experience.

. LHINs, in partnership with local clinician leaders, would be responsible
for recruitment planning, linking new patients with doctors and nurse
practitioners, and improving access and performance in primary care.

. To make it easier for patients to connect with primary care, each LHIN
sub-region would have a process to match unattached patients to
primary care providers.

. Existing relationships between patients and their care providers
would continue. Patients will always have the right to choose their
primary care provider, and the sub-regions would help patients change
physicians or nurse practitioners to get care closer to home. Similarly,
clinicians would retain choice for what patients they care for within their
sub-regions.

. While LHINs would play a greater role in primary care health human
resources planning, physician compensation and primary care contracts
would continue to be negotiated by the government and administered
centrally. Ontario Medical Association (OMA) representation rights
would continue to be respected.

. To help drive continuous quality improvement in primary care, the
ministry would more methodically measure patient outcomes in primary
care to help understand the patient experience accessing primary care,
including same-day and after-hours care, and satisfaction with service.

. LHINs would collect, assess and publish performance indicators at a
sub-region Ìevel and share that information with health care providers
and managers to support performance improvement, as well as to help
inform the organization of primary care in each LHIN sub-region.

With the proposed emphasis on local care coordination and performance

improvement, the primary care sector would be better positioned to meet

the needs of communities across the province. These changes will enabie the
approach to Patient-centered Medical Homes as recommended by the ontario
College of Family Physicians and others.

QUESTIONS TOR DISCUsSION

. How can ¡,¡/e effectively identify, engage and support primary care
clinician Ieaders?

. What is most important for Ontarians when it comes to primary care?

. How can we support primary care providers in navigating and linking
with other parts of the system?

. How should data coÌlected from patients about their primary care
experience be used? What data and information should be collected
and publicly reported?

There are more than

12,000
primary care physicians in

Ontario, and about

450
enter practice each yeat.

16
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3. More Consistent and Accessible Home and Community (are

THE I55UE

Home and community care services are inconsistent across the province and

can be difflcult to navigate. Many family caregivers who look after people at

home are experiencing high leveÌs of stress - due in part to the lack of clear

information about the home care services available and how to access them.

Primary care providers report problems connecting with home care services,

and home care providers say the same thing about their links to primary care.

THE SITUATION NOW

The last major reform of home and community care was in 1996 with the

creation of 43 CCACs responsible for pìanning, coordinating, delivering and

contracting services designed to help people leave hospital earlier and stay

independent in their homes for as long as posslble. In 2007, the 43 CCACs were

amalgamated to align geographically with the LHINs.

Bri,ngi,ng Care Home, the 2015 report of the Expert Group on Home and

Community Care led by Dr. Gail Donner, highlighted the ongoing service

challenges in the home and community care sector. According to that report,

the current model is cumbersome. It lacks standardization across the province

and is not consistently delivering the services that people need, inciuding

our growing popuìation of seniors. However, the Expert Group encouraged

the government to focus first on functional change before addressing any

structural changes.

Timing of first nrruing;fid
personal support visits varies by

Community Cate Access Centre.

0ne-third of informal caregivets

are distressed, twice as many

as four years ago.

The ministry responded with the Roadmap to Strengthen Home and

Com,munity Care, which outÌined a plan to improve care delivery. This work

is well underway and includes bundled care initiatives, self-directed care and

more nursing services at home for those who need them, among other initiatives.

The Auditor General recommended that the ministry revisit the model of home

care delivery in Ontario - echoing recommendations in the2012 report from

the Commission on the Reform of Ontario's Public Service (the Drummond

Report). In its 2012 report, Enhanci'ng Communi'ty Care Jor Ontarians,

the Registered Nurses'Association of Ontario also encouraged the ministry to

review the duplication within the current home and community care system,

and to improve linkages with primary care.

17
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PROPOSAL #3

Strengthen accountability and integration of home and community care.

Transfer direct responsibility for service management and delivery from

the (CACs to the [HlNs.

The ministry proposes to move alt ccAC functions into the LHINs to hetp
integrate home and community care with other parts of the health care system,

and to improve quality and accountability. The proposed shift will create
opportunities to embed home and community coordinators in other parts of
the system.

Under this proposal:

. The LHIN board would govern the delivery of home and community
care, and the CCAC boards would be dissolved.

. CCAC employees providing support to cÌients would be transitioned to
and employed by the LHINs.

. Home care coordinators would be focused on LHIN sub-regions, and
may be deployed into community settings (such as famiÌy health teams,
community health centres or hospitals).

. Home care services would continue to be provided by current service
providers. Over time, contracts with these service providers would be
better coordinated and more consistent within the geographic model of
the LHIN sub-regions.

. LHINs would be responsible for the long-term care placement process
currently administered by CCACs.

. The ministry's ten-point plan for improving home and community care
would continue under LHIN leadership.

while care planning and delivery would be done at the local level, the
function of establishing clinical standards and outcomes-based performance
targets for home and community care would be centralized. Having common
standards and targets for the whole province will ensure more consistent and
higher-quality care.

QUEsTIONS FOR DISCUsSION

. How can home care delivery be more effective and consistent?

. How can home care be better integrated with primary care and acute
care while not creating an additional layer of bureaucracy?

. How can we bring the focus on quality into clients,homes?

18
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4. Stronger Iinks Between Public Health and Other Health Services

THE IS5UE

Public health has historicaÌly been relatively disconnected from the rest of the

health care system. Public health services vary considerably in different parts

of the province and best practices are not aiways shared effectively. While local

initiatives and partnerships have been successful, public health experts are

not consistently part of LHIN planning efforts to improve population heaÌth.

Many aspects of the health care system are not able to properþ beneflt from

public health expertise, including issues related to health equit¡ population

health and the social determinants of health.

THE SITUATION NOW

Public health services in Ontario are managed by 36 local public heaith units,

whose mandate is to assess population health (e.9. the health status of their

community) and implement programs to improve health. Because the public

health system is municipaÌly based, public health unit areas do not align with

LHIN boundaries.

Improving population heaith is an important goal for both local public health

units and the health care system as a whole. However, many of the complex

social, economic and environmental factors that affect health - such as

income, education, adequate housing and access to healthy foods - Iie outside

the health system. In their efforts to improve health, public health units look

at how these complex determinants collectively affect the health of individuaÌs

and communities.

According to the 2015 Health Quality Ontario report, population health

outcomes vary across our communities. To close these gaps, the health system

needs more consistent and meaningful collaboration and coordination between

public health, the rest of the health care system and LHINs.

While many important public health functions - such as restaurant

inspections - do not overlap with health care planning or delivery, others

- such as surveillance of reportable infectious diseases, documentation of

immunizations, smoking cessation programs and other health promotion

initiatives - do. Where the system's and public health's interests overlap, public

he¿rlth rn¡ould benefit frorn more in-depth knowledge of the population's health

status available through LHINs as weÌl as the LHINs'ability to distribute health

resources to acldress health inequities. LHINs would also benef,t frorn greater

access to public health expertise when planning health services.
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PROPOSAL #4

lntegrate local population and public health planning with other health

services. Formalize linkages between [HlNs and public health units.

To better integrate population health within our health system, we propose that
LHINs and public health units build on the collaborations already underwa¡
and work more closely together to align their work and ensure that population

and public health priorities inform health pÌanning, funding and deì.ivery.

To support this new formaÌ reiationship

. The ministry would create a formal relationship between the Medical
Off,cers of Health and each LHIN, empowering the Medical Off,cers of
Health to work with LHIN leadership to plan population health services.

. The ministry would transfer the dedicated provincial funding for public
health units to the LHINs for allocation to public health units. The
LHINs would ensure that all transferred funds would be used for public
health purposes.

. The LHINs would assume responsibility for the accountability
agreements with public health units.

. Local boards ofhealth would continue to set budgets.

. The respective boards of health, as well as land ambulance services,
would continue to be managed at the municipal level.

As part of a separate initiative to support more consistent pubÌic health services

across the province, the ministry is modernizing the Ontario Public Health
Standards and Organizational Standards to identify gaps and duplication in
service delivery; determine capacity and resource needs; and develop options

for greater effectiveness.

The ministry would also appoint an Expert Panei to advise on opportunities

to deepen the partnership between LHINs and public health units, and how

to further improve public health capacity and delivery,

QUESTIONS FOR DIsCUSSION

How can public health be better integrated with the rest of the
health system?

What connections does public heaith in your community already have?

What additional connections would be vaLuable?

What should the role of the Medical Offìcers of Ï{ealth be in inf'orming or
influencing decisions across l,he hcall,h cale svstcm?
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WHAT WOULD THE

PROPOSED CHANGES

MEAN FOR ONTARIANS?

Patients, clients and family caregivers would have one point of contact in

each LHIN sub-region responsible for connecting them with a primary care

provider, as well as other health services and resources. All Ontarians should

have better access to inter-professional providers including specialists when

they need them, including better access to same-day, next-day, and after-hours

and weekend care.

Ontarians - including patients recovering from a stay in hospital and

people who are frail or who have chronic conditions - would find it easier

to understand, access and navigate the home and community care services

available to them.

Patient choice will be respected. People who have pre-existing relationships

with primary care providers outside their LHIN sub-region will not have to

change providers. One of the guiding principìes of home care during and after

the transition will be ensuring continuity of care providers.

Physicians, nurses and other care prov¡ders would work in a system and

structure that supports integration, helps them do their jobs, maintains their

clinical autonomy, makes the most of their time and expertise, and sets clear

accountabilities. Clinicians would benefit from improvecl access to personal

health information that makes it easier to coordinate care and track the care

patients receive in different parts of the system. Health care providers would

also retain choice for deciding what patients they would care for.

Specialist physicians would beneflt from local planning that enhances access to

their services and promotes the use of technoìogy (e.g. e-consult and e-referral)

and shared care using telemedicine to provide services for complex patients

who Live far from specialty care.

Hospitals would benef,t because changes in the prirnary care ancl home and

community care sectors would enable them to provide more continuous care, and

help address intractable problems such as high rates of hospital readmissions,

alternate level of care and inappropriate use of emergency services.
21
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CCA( employees perform essential work that will. continue under this proposal.

CCAC employees who support clients woul.d be integrated into the LHINs and

their coLlective agreements wiil be respected. Some CCAC coordinators may

end up working in hospitals or primary care settings, but they will still be

employed by the LHINs. The CCAC management structure would be reviewed

in conjunction with the management structure of expanded LHINs in order

to support service planning and delivery in a way that maximizes care for
patients and clients while irnproving efficiency.

Public health staff would see no change in the critical work they do every

day in their communities. However, they wouÌd have stronger links with other
parts of the health system.

[ong-tetm care leaders and employe€s would have better support in managing

transitions for clients between acute home and community care, and long-

terrn care. They should benefil, from better service planning and delivery in
the home and community sector.

The health system itself woulcl be more efficient. There would be less

duplication of services, better sharing of information and more effective use of
technoiogy to ensure quick access to health information, including lab results

and diagnostic imaging. Connectlons across the full continuum of care would

mean, for example, that family physicians receive hospital discharge summaries

and providers in the acute sector receive community care assessments. Patients

would also have access to publicly available information about health system

performance that is speciflc and relevant to then.r.
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A PATH FORWARD

The proposed structural changes to Ontario's health care system are
designed to strengthen patient-centred care and deliver high-quality,
consistent and integrated health services to all Ontarians. Implementing
these changes while ensuring the continuity and improvement of high-quality
services will require a well-thought-out and carefully implemented plan.

The ministry has questions about how to successfully plan for and implement
this proposed approach. With the release of this discussion paper, the
ministry will begin an engagement process to discuss the proposai and its
refinement. The rninistry is committed to listening to staff and clinicians,
patients, clients and caregivers, other health care partners, Indigenous
peoples, and municipal and other community and government partners.

We hope to receive feedback on the questions in this proposal, including:

. How can clinicians and health care providers be supported in leadership
roles in continued system evoÌution?

. How do we ensure changes are supportive ofand responsive to future
service changes that are still being worked on, such as home and
community care?

. How do we create a platform for further service integration, such as

enhanced community mental health and addictions services?

. What accountability measures need to be put in place to ensure progress

is being made in integrating health care services and making them more
responsive to the needs of the local population?

. How do we support improved integration through enhanced information
systems, data collection and data sharing?

. What can be done to ensure a smooth transition from the current system
to the one proposed in this proposal?

. How would we know whether the plan is working?

Ifthere are other questions, please submit them for consideration. Feedback

and questions can be sent to health.feedback@ontario.ca or submitted at

wwwhealth. gov.on.calen/news/bulletin.

The ministry looks forward to continuing the conversation about this proposal

in a variety of forums. We hope this discussion will result in a plan that can

successfully build a high-performing, better connected, more integrated,

patient-centred heaith system - one that responds to local needs and is

committed to continuous quality improvement.

The proposed model would

requ¡re changes to legislation

including but not limited to the

Local Health System Integration

Act, 20 06, the Co m m u nity Care

Access Corporotions Act, 2001,

the Home Care ond Comnuníty

Seruices Act, 1 994, lhe Heolth

Protection ond PrcmotÍon Act,

among others. Ihe ministry

is reviewing relevant acts

and intends to propore draft

legislation for consideration by

the Legislative Assembly in the

spr¡ng 0f2016.
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APPENDIX
System Governance

The success of the proposal outlined in this paper is based on the ministr¡
LHINs and health care providers having the tools they need for effective
governance and management. Clear and meaningful accountability
relationships will be developed, and transparent performance measurement

must be strengthened.

To fulfill their new responsibilities, the LHINs woulcl require expanded boards

and leadership with the necessary skills, expertise and local knowledge.

At the same time, LHINs need to be aligned with the ministry's objectives

to ensure accountability to Ontarians and consistently equitabie services.

l,i{lN acl,ivitjes rvould neecì to be carefully defînecl arrd per:fbrmance plans

supported and enforced by the ministry. A variety of measures would be put

in place to enhance LHIN accountability to the ministry and to Ontarians,

including transparencv the iclentification of standards, funding and enhanced

ministry authority.

As the 2008 report Hi,gh PerJorm,ing Healthcare Systems: Deli,uering

Qua,li,ta by Desi,gn demonstrated, it is possible to develop a culture of quality

when objectives and structures are aÌigned.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

. What other tools are needed for effective governance?

. What would be the most effective structure for LHIN boards and
their executive?

. How can LHINs promote leadership at the local level?
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Exec and Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M,S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

Col¡ege of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (41 6) 922-6355 ext. 1 1 1

Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confìdential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
dishibution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please not¡fy me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Araneda, Derrick (MOH LTC) [ma ilto: Derrick.Araneda @ontario.ca]
Sent: Thursday, January 2L,2OL6 11:11 AM
To: Araneda, Derrick (MOHLTC) <Derrick.Araneda@ontario.ca>

Subject: PT Communique from Yesterday's PT Meeting (Health Ministers)

Good Afternoon,

As many of you will already know, the Minister is currently in Vancouver for the PT and
FPT meeting. Yesterday the PT Ministers issued a press release based on their
discussions from the day. I wanted to share this with you in case you missed it.

Sincerely,

DerrickAraneda
Director of Stakeholder Relations
Office of the Honourable Dr. Eric Hoskins
Ontario's Minister of Health & Long-Term Care
Phone: 4t6.2L2.3763
Mobile: 647.63L.8209
Email : derrick.araneda(ôontario.ca
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NEWS RELEASE

For lmmediate Release

Irelease number]
Wednesday, Jan uary 20, 2OL6

Ministry of Health

lmproving health of Canadians the focus in wide-ranging health talks

VANCOUVER - ln a wide-ranging set of discussions touching on many aspects of Canadians'
health and health care, provincial and territorial health ministers committed to continu,ed
cooperation and collaboration across the country during a meeting today in Vancouver.

"My colleagues and I looked at the challenges and opportunities faced by provinces and
territories in delivering health services across the country. We know we need to work closely
together as we continue to improve our systems," said B.C. Health Minister Terry Lake, who
chaired the meeting. "We look forward to our discussions with federal Health Minister Dr. Jane

Philpott tomorrow, as we build a new relationship between governments forthe benefit of the
country's health care systems and Canadians."

The provinces and territories discussed a new way forward on health care in Canada. The
ministers agree that Canadians expect their gover.nments to work together when it comes to
health care, within their areas of responsibility, and with flexibility to address the challenges
unique to each province and territory. This will be discussed during tomorrow's meeting,
including how a long-term federal funding agreement, of at least 25% of all health care
spending by provinces and territories, would help support investments in innovation and

transformation of health care systems, to improve outcomes for patients.

Many of today's,discussions furthered work which began out of the previous meeting of
provincial and territorial ministers of health and wellness in September 20L4.

Pharmaceuticals
Expensive drugsfor rare diseases, also known as orphan drugs, are used to treat life-
threatening, chronic and seriously debilitating rare diseases. The cost of these medications
continues to put significant pressure on health spending. The ministers affirm that strong, long-

term solutions are needed to address the ongoing challenges.

A working group led by 8.C., Alberta and Ontario studied the issue of expensive drugs for rare
diseases, looking at issues of access, evidence of effectiveness, communication with doctors
and patients, and pricing. Ministers have agreed to work toward more consistent assessments

of drugs and coverage decisions, and a fair pricing strategy. They will discuss the issue of
expensive drugs for rare diseases again at the next health ministers meeting in the fall.

Québec is always committed to work with the provinces and territories to address the
challenges of the rising cost of medications, but Quebec only participates in this initiative by

sharing information and best practices, since coverage decisions remain its sole responsibility
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Ministers also agreed to set up a working group to improve equitable and appropriate access to
pharmaceuticals based on evidence and will also be inviting the federal government to
participate.

Newborn screening
The health ministers discussed the work of an intergovernmental working group struck to
improve newborn screening practices (blood tests done shortly after birth) in Canada. Early
detection can prevent serious health problems and save lives.

The ministers also received a Canadian newborn screening list to provide guidance for
screening programs. Ministers directed staff to continue working together to improve this type
of screening, focusing on access, equity, and sharing information.

Québec is not participating in this initiative and will review its program by March 2}!6,with the
goal of enhancement. Québec will then share results of this review with the other provinces
and territories.

Physician-Assisted Dyi ng
The provincial and territorial health ministers discussed the work of the provincial/territorial
expert advisory group on physician-assisted dying, as well as euébec,s law and approach
regarding physician-assisted dying. The ministers expressed their thanks to the members of the
advisory group for their timely and detailed advice, and acknowledged collaboration between
the provinces and territories, as well as the federal government, is fundamental in approaching
this issue.

Mental health and substance use
The health ministers discussed the importance of improving care for young people outgrowing
child and youth mental health and substance use services, as they move into the adult systems.

A working 8roup, established at the 20L4 ministers' meeting, developed a compendium of best
practices for improving service integration for youth and young adults. lt includes a review of
published research and a scan of existing provincial and territorial programs, to identify the
most effective services and approaches, particularly for rural and remote communities. At their
next meeting, ministers will take an in-depth look at successful projects throughout the
country, to consider as models for program improvements in their own jurisdictions.

Access to primary health care
lmproving access to primary care in the community, from family doctors, nurse practitioners
and other health professionals, is a common challenge faced by all provinces and territories.

Health ministers discussed this challenge and innovations being developed in various provinces
and territories. The ministers agree to share information about successful innovation in this
area, and to set up a working group to collaborate where possible to support each other's
efforts.

lndigenous health and wellness
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Ministers recognize the challenges regarding the health status of lndigenous Canadians as a

significant issue across Canada. They discussed how to best work with lndigenous people to
address their health concerns, and the role of governments to work together and with
lndigenous partners.

Medicare in Canada: The Next 50 Years

To commemorate 2016 as the 50th anniversary of the introduction of the Medical Care Act,

Ontario Health Minister Dr. Eric Hoskins has proposed to host a symposium entitled Medicare
in Canada: The Next 50 Years and has invited other jurisdictions to participate, including the
federal government .

lnterprovincial Health Coverage
The provinces and territories are committed to continuing to work together to ensure
Canadians have access to appropriate health services when they travel within the country.

The ministers discussed the current approach to interprovincial health care coverage and
agreed to review the current coverage agreements.

Ministers look forward to productive discussions with Dr. Philpott tomorrow on areas such as

physician-assisted dying, lndigenous health and wellness, access and affordability of
pharmaceuticals, and a new way forward for health care, including the federal government's
commitment to negotiate a new Health Accord and a long-term agreement on funding.

Following the meeting Ontario will assume the role of chair of the provincial and territorial
health ministers and co-chair of the federal, provincial and territorial health ministers.

Media contact: B.C. Ministry of Health Media Relations

250 952-7887 (media line)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chlropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext.111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipw¡llson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential informat¡on and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have rec€ived this e-mail in error, please notifo me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Araneda, Derrick (MOH LTC) [mailto: Derrick.Araneda @ontario.ca]
Sent: Friday, January 22,2Ot6 10:20 AM
To: Araneda, Derrick (MOHLTC) <Derrick.Araneda@ontario.ca>
Subject: Yesterday's FPT Meeting (Health Ministers)

Hi Everyone,

Just wanted to make sure you caught the press release from yesterday's FPT
discussions among Health Ministers. Please see the link below for information:

https : //news.gov. bc.ca/releases/20 16H LTH0004-000070

Sincerely,

DerrÍckAraneda
Director of Stakeholder Relations
Office of the Honourable Dr. Eric Hoskins
Ontario's Minister of Health & Long-Term Care
Phone: 4L6.2L2.3763
Mobile: 647.63L.8209
Email : derrick.araneda(ôontario.ca

1
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Statement of the Federal-Provincial-Territorial Ministers of
Health
hups ://news. gov.bc. cal I 0 I 47
Thursday, January 21,2016 3:20 PM

Vancouver - The Federal, Provincial and Territorial Ministers of Health today issued the
following statement at the conclusion of their meeting on Jan. 20 and2l,2016:

"Today, we agreed to move ahead on shared health priorities, working collaboratively while
respecting our jurisdictional roles, and guided by the common vision of creating more adaptable,

innovative and affordable health-care systems for all Canadians. 
'We 

discussed the pressing need

to address gaps in health outcomes for Indigenous peoples.

Shared Health Priorities:

"We agreed that strong, universally accessible, publicly financed health-care systems are an

essential foundation for a strong and prosperous Canada. We affirmed our commitment to
continue transforming and strengthening health-care systems so that they can provide high-quality,
accessible and patient-centered health services in a sustainable way. To this end, we, as Federal,
Provincial and Territorial Ministers, agreed to work individually and collectively on the following
immediate priorities where efforts will yield the greatest impact:

. Enhancing the affordability, accessibility and appropriate use of prescription drugs;

. improving care in the community, home care and mental health, to better meet the needs of
patients closer to home and outside of institutional settings; and

. fostering innovation in health-care services to spread and scale proven and promising
approaches that improve the quality of care and value-for-money.

Funding Commitment:

"While acknowledging that health-care transformation will improve the responsiveness and patient

focus of our health care systems, ministers agreed that new resources are needed to stimulate and

support needed changes in health-care systems across the country. The federal minister confirmed
the federal government's commitment to work collaboratively with provinces and territories
toward a long-term funding arrangement, which would include bilateral agreements.

Going forward, in respect ofjurisdictional areas of responsibility and precedent agreements, the

bilateral agreements will take into account the different circumstances and starting points of
jurisdictions.

Prescription Drugs:

'oMinisters agree that improving the affordability and accessibility of prescription drugs is a shared
priority. Provincial and territorial ministers welcome the Government of Canada's decision to join,
at the invitation of the provinces and territories, the pan-Canadian Pharmaceutical Alliance, which
negotiates lower drug prices on behalf of public drug plans.

hups ://news. gov.bc. calreleases/20 1 6HLTH0004-000070 U2212016
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Our governments will also consider a range of other measures to reduce pharmaceutical prices and
improve prescribing and appropriate use of drugs, while striving to improve health outcomes. We
also agree to explore approaches to improving coverage and access to prescription drugs for
Canadians. In this regard, Minister Philpott agreed, at the invitation of Ontario, to join a Federal-
Provincial-Territorial working group.

Care in the Community:

ooRecognizing our aging population, as well as growing rates of chronic disease, including mental
illness, we must pursue a shift of health-care systems from a predominant focus on institutions and
specialized care toward a greater emphasis on providing care in the home and community.
Building on the work of provinces and territories and the federal commitment to invest in home
care, we will consider ways to better integrate and expand access to services at home, including
palliative care at home; enhanced support for informal caregivers; and continue to work to
improve access to mental-health services.

Health Innovation:

ooService delivery innovation is a vital component of sustainable, quality health systems. Today,
we agreed to support the adoption and spread of proven and promising innovations in the
organization and delivery of health services. We will examine how the existing pan-Canadian
health organizations and provincial counterpart organizations could support system
transformation, and explore the role of critical enablers such as health information and data
analytics, digital health and technology management.

Next Steps:

"Given the importance of advancing work on our shared health priorities, we agreed to meet again
in mid-2016 to take stock of progress and decide on next steps.

Indigenous Health:

oo'We, as Health Ministers, will work together and within our jurisdictions with Indigenous leaders
to determine areas of shared priority, and to improve the co-ordination, continuity and
appropriateness of health services for Indigenous peoples as part of a population health approach
to improving Indigenous peoples' health in Canada.

Physician-assisted Dying:

"As Health Ministers, we appreciate that physician assisted dying is a complex and important issue
for Canadians. Mindful of the recent timeline set by the Supreme Court of Canada, we discussed
the recent and ongoing federal and provincial/territorial work on physician-assisted dying. V/e
received updates on the recent reports of the Provincial-Tenitorial Expert Advisory Group and the
Federal Expert panel, and the proposed work of the Special Joint Committee. V/e recogniie that a
response to the Carter decision will have significant implications across governments and for
Canadians. Recognizing that Quebec has its own law, our govemments will continue to work
toward a consistent approach to physician-assisted dying in Canada.

Prescription Drug Abuse:

https ://news. gov.bc. calreleases/20 1 6HLTH0004-000070 U22t20r6
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"As Health Ministers, we are concerned with problematic prescription drug use and the burden it
is having on Canadians and their families and communities. As part of our commitment to work on
this important public-health and safety issue, ministers have agreed to continue to work with their
respective regulatory authorities, professional colleges and medical schools to enlist their support

in working with their jurisdictions to combat problematic prescription drug use, including
improving awareness and education on appropriate prescribing practices.

Health Promotion and Prevention:

"Ministers of Health agreed that the continued transformation of health-care systems is a critical
element of improving health outcomes for Canadians, while recognizing that progress on the

social determinants of health is equally important. In this context, ministers received an update on
the important issue of antimicrobial resistarrce, areport on healtþ weights, and the Pan-Canadian

Joint Consortium for School Health Annual Report (2015)."

Media Contacts

Health Canada Media Relations
613 957-2983

B.C. Ministry of Health Media Relations
250 952-1887 (media line)

htçs ://news. gov.bc. ca I releases 1201 6HLTH0004-000070 U2212016



Rose Bustria |TEM 4.1.39
From:
Sent:

Cc:
Subject:

Attachments:

Jo-Ann Willson
Friday, December 18,2015 10:20 AM
Rose Bustria
Gilbert Sharpe; Kaveh Katebian
FW: MOHLTC - Division Name Change - now Health Workforce Planning and
Regulatory Affairs
HWPRA-Division New Name-Ltr to Key Partners-Dec1 5-201 5.pdf
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To

Exec and Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M,S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontar¡o
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. l1'1
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: iowillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain conf¡dential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Nolasque, Letitia (MOHLTC) [mailto:Letitia.Nolasque@ontario.ca] On Behalf Of Cole, Denise
(MoHLrC)
Sent: Friday, December L8, 2015 9:57 AM
To: Nolasque, Letitia (MOHLTC) <Letitia.Nolasque@ontario.ca>
Cc: Cole, Denise (MOHLTC)<Denise.Cole@ontario.ca>; Santolin, Anna (MOHLTC)

<Anna.Santolin@ontario.ca>; Trigatti, Danielle (MOHLTC)<Danielle.Trigatti@ontario.ca>; Blakley, Tim
(MOHLTC) <Tim.Blakley@ontario.ca>; Cho, Julia (MOHLTC) <Julia.Cho@ontario.ca>; de Sousa, Denise
(MOHLTC) <Denise.deSousa@ontario.ca>; Fu, Kaiyan (MOHLTC)<Kaiyan.Fu@ontario.ca>; Gignac, Gwen
(MOHLTC) <Gwen.Gignac@ontario.ca>; Hendry, Jody (MOHLTC)<Jody.Hendry@ontario.ca>; Henry,

Allison (MOHLTC) <Allison.Henry@ontario.ca>; Lamb, David (MOHLTC)<David.Lamb@ontario.ca>;

Pinto, Marsha (MOH LTC) <Marsha. Pinto@onta rio.ca>; Holm, Bruna E. (MOH LTC)

<Bruna.Holm@ontario.ca>; Marshall, Rebecca (MOHLTC) <Rebecca.Marshall2@ontario.ca>; Xavier,

Jennifer (MOH LTC) <Jen nifer.Xavier@ontario.ca>
Subject: MOHLTC - Division Name Change - now Health Workforce Planning and Regulatory Affairs

Hello Everyone,

Please see attached communication regard¡ng my division's name change effective December
14,2015.

Regards,

Der¿¿o¿

Denise Cole
Assrsfanf Deputy Minister, Health Workforce Planning & Regulatory Affairs Division
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
56 Wellesley Street West, 12th Floor

1
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Toronto ON M5S 2S3
T: 41 6-212-7688f c; 647-282-86241F: 41 6-327-1 BTBIE: Denise.cote(dontario.ca

' PLEASE NOTE: The ¡nlormation contalned ln thls e-mall message ond ony attochments ls privileged ond conftdentlal, dnd Is ¡ntended onty lor
the use oÍ the reclpient(s) nomed above, tf you have recelved thls e-mall in error, pleose nottfy me lmmedtately ond delete thts e-mait ond
ony dttochments wlthout copylng, d¡stilbut¡ng or d¡scloslng thelr comments,

2
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Mlnlslry of Health
and Long-Term Care

Heallh Worklorco Plannlng and
Hegulatory Affalrs Dlvlslon

12il' Floor
56 Wellesley Slreel West
Toronlo ON MSS 2S3
Tel.: 416 212-7688
Fax:416327"1878

Mlnlstère de la Santé
et des Solns de longue durée

Þlvlslon do la planlflcatlon st do
la róglsmenlatlon relatlvos aux
fesôourcoa humalnea dans ls
domalnE de la santé

1 2e étage
56, rue Wellesley Ouest
Toronlo ON MsS 2Sg
Té1.: 416 212-7685
Téléc.: 416 327-1878

[Þrntario

December 15, 2015

Dear Health System Partner:

I am writing to let you know that the name of my division has changed; it is now the
Health Workforce Planning and Regulatory Affairs Division. The chango was effective
December 14,2015 and, while the name has changed, our office location and contact
information remain the same.

You may be aware that the division was created in September 2005 as part of the
government's overallstrategy to address the issues of supply, mix, demand and
distribution of health profess¡onals. Since that time, the division has been primarily
focused on implementation of the HealthForceOntario Strategy and other key initiatives.
With the release of the Patients First: Action Plan for Health Care earlier this year, it
became apparent that a strategíc look at the division's focus was des¡rable to ensure
alignment with the objectives of the plan. The new name ls a better reflection of the
division's strategic focus and our raison d'être.

lf you have any questions, you may contact my office at 416'212'7685.

Wishing you many joyful moments in 20161

Sincerely,

Denise Cole
Assistant Deputy Minister
Health Workforce Planning and Regulatory Affairs Division



Rose Bustria ITEM 4.1.40
Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, January 26,2016 3:30 PM
Rose Bustria
FW: Appointment of Director, Health Workforce Policy Branch
ADM Memo to Key Partners - Announcement Director HWPB-Jan
25-2016.pdt
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 1 1 1

Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson(ôcco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNI
This e-mail including any attachmenls may contain confidential information and is intended only forthe person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is shictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Cole, Denise (MOH LTC) [mailto : Denise.Cole@onta rio.ca]

Sent: Tuesday, January 26,2OL6 3:04 PM

To: Abena Buahene <abuahene@denturists-cdo.com>; Andrew Parr

<andrew.parr@collegeofnaturopaths.on.ca>; Anne L. Coghlan <acoghlan@cnomail.org>; Basil Ziv

<Basil.Ziv@Collegeofhomeopaths.on.ca>; Brenda Kritzer <brenda.kritzer@coko.ca>; Brian O'Riordan

<boriordan@caslpo.com>; Corinne Flitton <officeofregistrar@cmto.com>; Cristina De Caprio

<cristina.decaprio@ctcmpao.on.ca>; Elinor La rney <elarney@coto.org>; Fazal Khan

<fkhan@coptont.org>; Felecia Smith <fsmith@cocoo.on.ca>; lrwin Fefergrad <ifefergrad@rcdso.org>;

Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>; Joyce Rowlands (j.rowlands@crpo.ca)<j.rowlands@crpo.ca>;

Judy Rigby <jrigby@cdto.ca>; Kathy Wilkie (kwilkie@cmlto.com)<kwilkie@cmlto.com>; Kelly Dobbin

<registrar@cmo.on.ca>; Kevin Taylorctaylor@crto.on.ca>; Linda Gough (lgough@cmrto.org)

<lgough@cmrto.org>; Lisa Taylor (ltaylor@cdho.org) <ltaylor@cdho.org>; Marshall Moleschi

<mmoleschi@ocpinfo.com>; Mary Lou Gignac <gignacm@cdo.on.ca>; Paula Garshowitz

<pgarshowitz@collegeoptom.on.ca>; Rick Morris (rmorris@cpo.on.ca)<rmorris@cpo.on.ca>; Rocco

Gerace <rgerace@cpso.on.ca>; Sharon Saberton <sharon.saberton@bddtn.on.ca>; Shenda Tanchak

<sta ncha k@collegept.org>
Cc: Henry, Allison (MOHLTC)<Allison.Henry@ontario.ca>; Lamb, David (MOHLTC)

<David.Lamb@ontario.ca>

Subject: RE: Appointment of Director, Health Workforce Policy Branch

I failed to include the attachment

Dera¿o¿

From: Cole, Denise (MOHLTC)

Sent: January-26-L6 3:03 PM

To: Abena Buahene; Andrew Parr; Anne L. Coghlan; BasilZiv; Brenda Kritzer; Brian O'Riordan; Corinne

Flitton; Cristina De Caprio; Elinor Larney; Fazal Khan; Felecia Smith; Irwin Fefergrad; Jo-Ann Willson;

Joyce Rowlands (its!vlê_n_d5_@ç¡po.ça); Judy Rigby; Kathy Wilkie (kwilkie@cmlto.com); Kelly Dobbin;

1
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Kevin Taylor; Linda Gough (lgough@cmrto,orq); Lisa Taylor (ltaylor@cdho.org); Marshall Moleschi; Mary
O+ f Lou Gig.nac; Paula Garshowitz; Rick Morris (rmorris@cpo.on.ca); Rocco Gerace; Sharon Saberton; Shenda

Tanchak
Cc: Henry, Allison (MOHLTC); Lamb, David (MOHLTC)
Subject: Appointment of Director, Health Workforce policy Branch

Hello All,

I am pleased to announce that David Lamb is the successful candidate in the
competition for the position of Director, Health Workforce Policy Branch within the
Health Workforce Planning & Regulatory Affairs Division, Ministry of Health & Long-
Term care. David will assume his new duties on February 29, zola.

Allison Henry will let you know who the new manager of the Regulatory policy Unit will be
soonest.

Please share the attached memo as you see fit.

Regards,

Ðer¿aø
Denise Cole
Assrsfanf Deputy Minister, Health Workforce Ptanning & Regutatory Affairs Division
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
56 Wellesley Sfreef West, 12th Floor
Toronto OA/ MsS 2S3
T: 416-212-76B8lc: 647-282-86241F: 416-327-187BlE: Denise.cote@ontario.ca

PLEASE NOTE: The lnformatìon contaìned ln this e-moi! message and any attochments ¡s pttv¡teged and confidential, and is intended onty for
the use of the reciplent(s) named above. lf you have recelved this e-mai! ¡n erroL pleose notffy me immediately and delete this e-mail ond
any attachments wìthout copylng, d¡stt¡buting ot disclosing theír comments.

2



Mlnlstry of Health
and Long-Term Carc

Hælth Workforce Plennlng and
Rogu¡alory Affalru Dlvlelon

iah Floor
56 Wellesley Steelw€st
Toronto oN M6S 2Ss
Tel.: 416212-7685
Fax 416327-1878

January 25,2016

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

RE:

Mlnlstère de la Santé
et des Solns de longue durée

648

OntarioDlvlslon de la planlflcaüon et de la róglementatlon
rolallve¡ aux r€asourorg humalnes dan¡ la
domalnede lasanÉ

12" élage
56, rue WellÊsley Ouest
Toronto ON M6S 2SS
Tð1.: 416212-7686
Téléo.: 418 527-1878

Key Partners

Denise Cole
Assistant Deputy Minister
Health Workforce Planning and Regulatory Atfairs Divlslon

Appolntment of Dlrector, Health Workforce Pollcy Branch

I am pleased to announce that David Lamb is the successful candidate in the
compet¡tlon for the posltlon of Director, Health Workforce Pollcy Branch wlthin the
Health Workforce Plannlng & Hegulatory Affairs Division, Minlstry of Health & Long-
Term Care. David will assume his new duties on February 29,2010.

No stranger to the minlstry, David is a seasoned manager and has an lnteresting blend
of strategic policy development and program implementation experience. ln hls current
role as Acting Manager of the Regulatory Policy Unlt within my dlvision, David has
shown tremendous acumen ln conceptualizing an overall approach to modernizing
Ontario's health professional regulatory framework and translating that lnto a realistic
and actionable roadmap.

David also brings to the position solid analytical skills, extensive knowledge of the
province's health system, a collaborative style, and proven ability to manage complex
relationships. His previous positions within the ministry include Manager in the Policy,
Transformatlon Secretariat; Manager, Negotiations and Agreements in the Negotiations
and Accountability Management Division; and Senior Policy Advisor in the Deputy
Ministe/s Office. Prior to joinlng the Ontar¡o Public Servlce, David worked with the
College of Nurses of Ontario.

Page 1 of2
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David has a Master of Laws in Health and Administrative Law and a Diploma in
Altemative Dispute Resolution and Mediation, both from Osgoode Hall Law School; a
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) from the University of Kent in England; a Bachelors of Arts from
Université de Reims in France, and a Bachelors of Arts from Universitåit philips -
Marburg in Germany.

I want to thank Tim Blakley for agreeing to stay on as interim Director over the past year
while the renewed strategic focus of the division was developed. His stewardship of the
branch has allowed us to implement a number of priority decisions.

Please join me ln congratulating David on his appointment.

Denise Cole
Assistant Deputy Minlster
Health workforce Planning and Regulatory Affairs Division

Page2ot 2



Rose Bustria |TEM 4.1.41
Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, December 29,201510:53 AM
Rose Bustria
Bruce Walton; Joel Friedman
FW: Regulation to Establish Fee (O. Reg. 437115)
Regulation to establish fee - 24 Dec ENG.pdf; Regulation to establish fee - 24
Dec FR.pdf
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From:
Sent:
To:
Gc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Exec and Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
'130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext.111
Fax (41ô) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFI DENTIALITY WARNI NG:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confident¡al information and is intended only forthe person(s) named above.
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

Any
reply

other
e-mail

From: MOH-G-XRIS Imailto:XRIS@ontario.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, December 29,2Ot510:45 AM
To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson @cco.on.ca>
Subject: Regulation to Establish Fee (O. Ree. a37lL5)

Dear Stakeholders,

The attached letter is being sent to you on behalf of Karen Simpson, Director of X-ray Safety for
Ontario, to provide you with advance notice of a regulation that the Minister of Health and Long-
Term Care has made under the Healing Arts Radiation Protection Act, 1990 (HARP Act) to
establish a fee for the approval of installation plans for X-ray machines. This regulation comes
into force on January I,2016. The letter will be sent to all registered X-ray facility owners and
operators on or after December 29,2015, via e-mail or regular mail.

If you or any staff has questions about this initiative, please feel free to contact the Licensing &
X-Ray Unit at XRlS@ontario.ca, or (416) 327-7937.

Thank you

1



Mhistry of Health
and Long-Term Care

lnterim Direclor
Long-Term Care lnspections Branch
Long-Term Care Homes Division

347 Preston Street, Suite 420
Ottav/a ON K1S 3J4
Telephone: 4 1 6-326-3958
Fåx: 4'16 327-8805

Mln¡stèro dé lâ sãnté
st des Solns de longue durée

Directrice intérimaire
lnspect¡on de soins de longue durée
Division des foyers de soins de longue durée

347, rue Freston, bureau 420
Ottawâ ON K1S 3J4
Téléphone : 416-326-3958
Télécopieur : 416 327-8805

HLTC298ûtT-201 5-1 732

December 24,2015

Dear Sir or Madãm;

I am contacting you in my capac¡ty as Director of X-ray Safety for Ontario to inform you of a
regulation that the Minister of Health and Long-Term Care has made under the Hea/rng Arfs
Radiation Protection Act, 1990 (HARP Act) to establish a fee for the approval of installãtion plans for
X-ray machines.

Regulation

The Healing Arts Radiatian Protection Act, 1990 (HARP Act) requires individuals to obtain the
approval of Ontario's Director of X-ray Safety to install X-ray machines, including Computerized
Tomography machines (CTs), that will be used on human beings for diagnostic or therapeutic
purposes.

Under an existing authority in the HARP Act, the Minister of Health and Long-Term Care has made a
regulation (O, Reg. 437115) to establish a fee that applicants seeking the Director's approval must
pay in order to cover the costs of the process for reviewing and approving the applícation,

The fee is determined on a cost-recovery basis. The average current cost incurred by the ministry ís
$360 per application. The fee willcome into effect on January 1, 2016. The fee will be provided as
part of the appl[cation, but will not be processed until the application satisfies the compliance criteria
for approval.

Public hospitals and educational institutions (íncluding universities, colleges of applied arts and
technology, and private career colleges) will be exempt from the fee.

The proposed fee;

is consistent with modern business practice and with similar initÍatives in Ontario and other
Canadian jurisdictions 

;

will realign a cost that is currently borne by taxpayers, by transferring it to applicantslowners
who will assume responsibility for the cosl of the administrative activities conducted by the
ministry in approvíng their X-ray machines; and,
will reinforce the ministry's enforcement capacity, enablÍng further operational modernizalion
and safeguarding patient and public safety.

a

a

a
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Background

The approval process includes an evaluation of the schematic plan for the inslallation and of any
supporting documents in order to ensure compliance with the requirements ol Regulation 543 (t'he
X-ray Safety Code).

A third-party vendor retained by the ministry, who is a member in good standing with the
Professional Engineers of Ontario, evaluates applications in consùltation with Jmedical physicist,
and makes expert approval recommendatíons io the Director.

Subsection 3 (1) of t!.e Hn=ne Act requires the Director of X-Ray Safety's approval to install an X-ray
machine. Clause 3 (2) (c) of the HARP Act requires that the fegestablisneri by the Miníster be paid
as part of the process to obtain approval to instalt and operate the machine.

Consultation with Stakeholders

This letter ís also a follow-up to the one that you received in August 2015 from Nancy Ly¡e, Director
of X-ray Safety at that time. That letter informed you of the profosal to make this refulåtioà, and
requested that you submit feedback through the Government's'Regulatory Registry website, whose
address was gíven, The website was open from August 13, 2CI1S tfrrough Sep-iember Zg, Zel1,

I would like to thank those indíviduals and organÌzations that provided comments. All comments
were taken into account in the development of the linal content of the regulation,

Sincerely,

OV\

Karen Simpson
lnterim Director

c: Allison Henry, Director (A), Health Systems Labour Relations and Regulatory policy Branch
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
Sean Court, Director (A), Strategic Policy Branch, Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
Dr. Gerald Smith, President, CIntario DentalAssociation

14475



Ministry of Health
and Long-Term Care

lnterim Director
Long-Term Care lnspeclions Bränch
Division des foyers de soins de longue
du¡ée

347 Preston Street, Suite 420
Ottawa ON K1S 3J4
Telephone; 4 1 6-326-3958
Far 416 327-8805

Ministòra de la Santé
et des Solns da longue duróe

Direct¡ice intérimaire
lnspection de soins de longue durée
Division des foyers de soins de longue
durée

347, rue Freston, bureau 420
Ottawa (Ontario) KiS 3J4
Têléphone : 4'l 6.326-395ð
Télécopieur : 416 327.8805

Þonta;:t

HLTC29BûrT-2015-1732
Le 24 décembre 2015

Madame, Monsieur,

Je vous écrís å titre de directrice, Sécurité radiologique de l'Ontario pour vous informer d'un
règlement que le ministre de la Santé et des Soins de fongue durée a adopté en vertu de la Loi sur
la protection contre /es rayons X L.R,O. 1990, {Loí), en vue d'établir des droits pour I'approbalion
des plans d'instaflation d'appareils à rayons X,

Le règlement

Aux termes de la Loi surla pratectian contre /esrayonsX L.R"O. 1990, (Loi), les particuliers do¡vent
obtenir I'approbatíon du directeur de la sécurité radiologique de I'Ontario avant d'installer des
appareils å rayons X, dont des tomodensitomÈtres, devant être utilisés sur le corps humain à des
fins thérapeutiques ou diagnostiques-

En veriu du pouvoir conféré par la Loi, le ministre de la Santé et des Soins de longue durée a établi
dans un règlement (RèSl. de l'Ont. 437115) des droits que les auteurs d'Lrne demande d'approbation
du directeur doivent payer afin d'assumer les coúts liés âu processus d'examen et d'approbation de
la demande,

Les droits sont déterminés selon le principe du recouvrement des coûts. Les coûts engagÉs
actuellement par le ministère sont ên moyenne de 360 $ par demande. Les droits prendront effet le
1u' janvier 2016. lls accompagneront la demande, mais ne seront encaissés que lorsqu'il sera établi
que la demande respecte les critères de conformité aux fins d'approbation.

Les hôpitaux publics et les établíssements d'enseignement (y compris les universitås, les collèges
d'arts appliquös et de technologie, ainsi que les collèges privés d'enseignement professionnel) sont
exemptés des droits,

Les droits proposés :

sont conformes aux pråt¡ques csmmerciales modernes et à des initiatives similaires en
Ontarío et dans d'autres provinces et territoires canadiens;
feront en sorte que les coûts des activités administratives menÉes par le minístère lors de
I'approbation des appareíls à rayons X, qui sont actuellement ässumés par les contribuables,
seront la responsabilité des auteurs d'une demande ou des propriétaires;
rehausseront la capacité d'application de la loi du ministràre, ce qui permettra de moderniser
davantage le fonctionnement et de renforcer la protection des patients et la sécurité du
public.

a

a
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Contexte

Le processus d'approbation comportn une évaluation du plan schématique pour I'installation et de
tout document à I'appui afin d'assurer la conformité aux exigences du Règlement 548 (X-ray Safety
Code).

Un fournisseur tierce partie retenu par le ministère, qui est un membre en règle de I'Ordre des
ingénieurs de l'Ontario, évalue les demandes en collaboration avec un pfrysicien médical et fait, à
titre d'expert, des recommandations au directeur quant å I'approbatíon.

Aux termes du paragraphe 3 (1) de la Loi, nul ne doit installer un appareil à rayons X sans
l'approbation du directeur. L'alinéa 3 (2) c) de la Loi exige que les dioits fixés þar le ministre soient
payés dans le cadre du processus d'obtention de I'approbaiion d'installer et de faire fonctionner
I'appareil.

Consultation avec les intervenants

Cette lettre fait êgalement suite à celle que vous avez reçue en aorit 201S de Nancy Lyile, quiétaít
alors la directrice, Sécurité radiologique. Cette lettre vouÀ informait de la propos¡tioå Oå prendre ce
règlement et vous demandait de formuler vos commentaires sur le site Web'sur le Registre de la
réglementation du gouvernement, dont l'adresse était indiquêe. Le site Web était acce-ssíble du
13 aorit au 28 septembre 2015.

Je tiens à remercier toutes les personnes et les organisations qui nous ont fait part de leurs
commentaires. Tous les çommentaires ont étÉ pris en considération dans l'élaboration du contenu
final du règlement.

veuillez agréer I'expression de mes sentiments les meilleurs.

.S-ø't-*-

Karen Simpson
Directrice intérimaire

A.llison Henry, directrice (A), Dírection des relations de travail el des politiques de
réglementatíon au sein du système de santé
Minisière de la Santé et des Soins de longue durée
Sean Court, directeur (A), Direction des politiques slratégiques, Ministère de la Santé
et des Soins de longue durée
Dr. Gerald Smith, President, Ontario DentalAssociatíon

14-O75
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
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Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann P, Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

Registrar and General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : jpwillson@cco.on,ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the
person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this e-mail in error, please notiff me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including
any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From : H PRAC Web Master ( MOH LTC) [H PRACWebMaster@onta rio.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 3:54 PM

Su bject: Reg istered N u rse Prescri bi ng Consu ltation

Good day,

On December 14th you rece¡ved email correspondence which requested your
participation in the current consultation on Reqistered Nurse (RN) prescribinq

HPRAC would like to ensure that the experience and expertise of organizations and
individuals are fully reflected in its recommendations to the Minister and is therefore
requesting that you participate in the consultat¡on if you have not already done so.

Please note that the final date for complet¡ng the survey is January 22,2016.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Corcoran
Chair
Health Professions Regulatory Advisory Council

1
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üry TLIOK HERE FOR OVERVIEW OF CURRENT MINI8TERIAL REFERRALS

Registered Nurse (RN) Prescribing

The Ministerfs Question

On November 4,2Q15, the Minister of Health and Long-Term Care, the Honourable Dr. Eric Hoskins, directed
HPRAC to conduct broad consultations with key partners within the nursing and health care community to assess
the following three models for RN prescribing:

Independent Prescribing;

Supplementary Prescribing; and

Use of Protocols.

HPRAC has been requested to provide the Minister with the results of its consultation and its recommendations
related to which model is most appropriate for Ontario.

The Minister has requested that HPRAC provide its report by March 31,2016

HPRACTs Approach

When a referral is received from the Minister of Health and Long-Term Care, HPRAC determines relevant public
interest concerns and questions. HPRAC attempts to understand all perspectives on an issue including those of key
health care practitioners, other affected health care professionals, clients and patients, advocates and regulators.

HPRAC conducts research reviews, and engages in key informant interviews. lts analysis of the issues will lead to a
determination of additional information required, and the appropriate process to be used.

Registered Nurse Prescribing

HPRAC's recommendation(s) will be based on its assessment of which model of RN prescribing best meet its criteria
for the assessment of prescribing models.

As part of this assessment HPRAC will be reviewing the following literature reviews:

. Â l)r'e lilninarv l-ite rature lìcvierv on lìes.isteled Nursc Prescribing

. A l)rclinrinary l,itel'atule lìevierv the ìllliotiveness of l{et¡istcl'edNursc Prescribing

Invitation to Comment on the fssue

At this time HPRAC is seeking input on models of RN prescribing for Ontario. Many organizations and individuals
have extensive or related experience and interest in health care, health professions regulation, and the public
interest. HPRAC wants to ensure that this experience and interest is fully reflected in its recommendation-making
process.

The Minister has requested a summary of the consultations conducted by HPRAC and for HPRAC to make its
recommendations to the Minister by March 31,2016. Considering the Minister's timelines, HPRAC has designed a
consultation period that is comprehensive but shorter than previous referrals.

http : /iwww. hprac. org/en/proj ects/Re gistered-Nurse-Prescribing. asp y6l20l6
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The consultation period is from December 14,2015 to January 22,2016

How to Submit Your Feedback

You can provide your feedback via HPRAC's website by completing an online survey

To submit your feedback online, please click here.

Please note: to ensure transparency the stakeholder comments HPRAC receives are posted according to access to
information guidelines (for guidelines, visit: http://www.hprac.orq/enlprivacv.asp). Consultation submissions will be
posted soon after the consultation period closes on January 22,2015.

Next Steps

Upon conclusion of the stakeholder consultations, HPRAC will carefully consider all information and evidence
gathered to assist in developing its recommendations. Your feedback helps HPRAC assess the proposal and
determine the issues the Advisory Council should consider throughout the review process, and informs
recommendation development.

HPRAC will submit its recommendations on RN prescribing in a confidential report to the Minister of Health and Long
-Term Care. All HPRAC reports to the Minister remain confidential until released by the Minister.

Please note that HPRAC recommendations are advisory only. The Minister is not bound to accept HPRAC's advice.
The release of an HPRAC report and any follow-up action are at the discretion of the Minister. Should the Minister
choose to accept HPRAC's advice, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care is responsible for implementation of
HPRAC recommendations.

Watch this site for updates and announcements. You may also get latest updates and consultation announcements
by following HPRAC on Twitter at: htto://twitter.com/HpRACOntario.

ffÞo.*rro
Last Modified 12114115

htþ :/iwww.hprac. org/en/proj ects/Registered-Nurse-prescribing. asp U6l20t6
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Background I nformation659

The Health Professions Regul{ory Advisory Council (HPRAC) was established under the Regutated
Health Professions Act, 1991(RHPA), with a statutory duty to advise the Minister of Health añd Long-Term
Care on the regulation of health professions and professionals in Ontario. This duty includes providiñg
advice on:

. Whether unregulated health professions should be regulated;

. Whether regulated health professions should no longer be regulated;. Amendments to the RHPA;

. Amendments to a health profession's Act or a regulation under any of those Acts;o Matters concerning the quality-assurance programs and patient-relations programs undertaken by
health colleges; and

. Any matter the Minister refers to HPRAC relating to the regulation of the health professions,

ln providing its advice and preparing its recommendations, HPRAC is independent of the Minister of Health
and Long-Term Care, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, the regulated health colleges, regulated
health professional and provider associations, and stakeholders that havó an interest in issues on which it
provides advice. This ensures that HPRAC is free from constraining alliances and conflict of interest and
that it is able to carry out its activities in a fair and unbiased manner.

HPRAC presents its recommendations in a report to the Minister. Recommendations are advisory only and
the Minister is not bound to accept HPRAC's advice, The report is confidential, although the Minióter may
choose to publicly release an HPRAC report. Any follow-up action is at the discretion óf the Minister,
Should the Minister choose to accept HPRAC's advice, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care is
responsible for implementation based on the direction of the government.

ln developing its advice to the Minister, HPRAC strives to ensure that its processes are thorough, timely
and efficient, and built on a foundation of fairness, transparency and evidence-based decision-making.'
HPRAC undertakes research to support its conclusions, drawing on organizations and individuals with
relevant expertise, in Ontario, other Canadian provinces and around thê world, and adjusts its consultation
process for each profession it considers,

0n November 4,2015, the Minister of Health and Long-Term Care, the Hon, Dr. Eric Hoskins, directed
HPRAC to conduct broad consultations with key partners within the nursing and health care community to
assess the following three models for Registered Nurse (RN) prescribing:

. lndependentPrescribing;

. Supplementary Prescribing; and

. Use of Protocols.

HPRAC has been requested to provide the Minister with the results of its consultation along with its
recommendations related to which model is most appropriate for Ontario, The Minister hað requested a
summary of consultations and recommendation by March 31, 2016.

2
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HPRAC's Criteria for the RN Prescribing Referral

HPRAC's recommendation(s) will be based on its assessment of which model of RN prescribing best
meets the criteria listed below.

Risk of harm and public need are considered equally and are the criteria most heavily weighted by HRPAC

when considering RN prescribing, The remaining criteria are ranked in order of importance and each

criterion is carefully considered by HPRAC,

1. Risk of Harm
lf the proposed model(s) of RN prescribing

presents an increased risk of harm, methods to
mitigation risk must be consistent with the

education, training and competencies of
members of the profession and provide

assurance that patients or clients will be cared
for within evidence-based best practices.

Public Need

A significant public need would be met as a result of
the adoption of the proposed model(s) and puts
patients first by increasing access to care.

2. Body of Knowledge
There is a systematic body of knowledge within the profession to perform the model(s) of RN
prescribing and the adoption of the model(s) is broadly accepted within the profession.

3, Education and Accreditation
Members of the profession have, or will have, the knowledge, training, skills and experience necessary

to carry out the duties and responsibilities involved in the proposed model(s) of RN prescribing. ln

addition, education programs are, or will be, appropriately accredited by an approved accreditation

body,

4. Economic lmpact
The potential economic impact resulting from the adopting of a model(s) of RN prescribing on the

profession, the public and the health care system is understood,

5. Relevance to the Health Care System and Relationship to other Professions
The model(s) of RN prescribing is consistent with the evolution of the health care delivery system, and

is conducive to integrated, team-based, collaborative care models.

6. Relevance to the Profession
The proposed model(s) of RN prescribing is rationally related to the practice of the profession,

providing recognition and authority for existing competencies, and to the qualifications and

competencies of members of the profession,

3
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Exec and Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Regislrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (a16) 922-6355 elf. 1 1 I
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies includlng any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

Subject: V/eekly News: Advocacy Update, New X-ray Fee, Office Insurance Webinar
Date: Tue, 5 Jan2016 18:01 :52 +0000
X'rom: OCA <OCA@chiropract
To: J. Bruce Walton <bruce@nSpower.m>

View this email in vour browser

Ontario
Chiropräctic
Association
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Advocacy: X-ray & Laboratory Tests
On November 12,2015, the OCA and CMCC jointly subrnitted a letter to the Minister of

Health and Long-Term Care formally requesting that funded hospital X-rays be reinstated

for chiropractic patients and that chiropractors be authorized to order 2g diagnostic
laboratory tests relevant to their practice^

We are pursuing this course of advocacy for several reasons

1. Members have told us that access to these forms of imaging and lab tests will help

them provide even greater care to their patients,

2. As health care in Ontario continues to evolve towards a more collaborative style,

enhancing your ability to practice to your full scope is essential,

3. Reducing unnecessary visits to physicians and nurse practitioners will increase the

efficiency of the health care system and save all of us money in the long run.

The Ministry is currently reviewing legislation, including the Heating Arts anct Radiation

Protection (HARP) Acf, which relates to medical devices and enhanced imaging (e,g. MRI

and Diagnostic Ultrasound). The OCA and CMCC are advocating on your behalf in this

ongoing consultation process. We have reiterated the importance of chiropractic patient
access to other forms of energy including diagnostic ultrasound, MRI and CTs.

The Ministry also continues to focus on enhancing LBPIMSK care pathways. We have

afticulated the important role chiropractors can play in the assessment, diagnosis and

management of MSK and NMSK conditions,

2



This letter represents a milestone in an ongoing collaborative advocacy effort that has

been underway for years, and it brings us that closer to obtaining access to important tools

to improve the care that Ontarians receive.

We will keep you updated on this advocacy effort as it unfolds over the next few months

670

New Fee for X-ray Installations

A new regulation made under the Healing Arts Radiation Protection (HARP) Act has

established a fee for the approval of installation plans for X-ray machines to cover the

costs of the process for reviewing and approving the application. The HARP Act requires

individuals to obtain the approval of Ontario's Director of X-ray Safety to install X-ray

machines that will be used on human beings for diagnostic or therapeutic uses.

The fee is determined on a cost-recovery basis and came into effect on January 1,2016.

The average current cost incurred by the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care is $360

per application.

Learn More

3
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Upcoming Webinar
Falls and Floods: Protecting Your Office
Wednesday, January 13, 12-1 PM

Brokers Trust

What is your liability if a patient slips and falls in your office? Who pays if a flood in your

clinic causes water damage next door? Learn about premises liability and how to protect

your business with office insurance.

More OCA Webinars

. Upcominq Webinars and Workshops

r Webinars On Demand

Register Now

Email

@

4
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Minister's Regulation (O. Reg . 437 / 15)
Establishing Fee for Approval of Installation
Plans for X-ray Machines

December 2015

The Minister of Health and Long-Term Care has made a regulation (O.

Reg. 437/L5) under the Healíng Arts Radiation Protection Act, 7990
(HARP Act) to establish a fee for the approval of installation plans for X-

ray machines.

Regulation

The Healing Afts Radiation Protection Act, 7990 (HARP Act) requires

individuals to obtain the approval of Ontario's Director of X-ray Safety to
install X-ray machines, including Computerized Tomography machines
(CTs), that will be used on human beings for diagnostic or therapeutic
purposes.

Under an existing authority in the HARP Act, the Minister of Health and

Long-Term Care has made a regulation to establish a fee that applicants

seeking the Director's approval must pay in order to cover the costs of

the process for reviewing and approving the application.

The fee is determined on a cost-recovery basis. The average current cost

incurred by the ministry is $360 per application. The fee will come into

effect on January L,20L6. The fee will be provided as part of the

application, but will not be processed until the application satisfies the

compliance criteria for approval,

Public hospitals and educational institutions (including universities,

colleges of applied afts and technology, and private career colleges) will

be exempt from the fee.

The proposed fee:

htç://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/news/bulletin/20I5lhb]iz}I5I23l.aspx?utm_source:1+-+M... U512016
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. is consistent with modern business practice and with similar

initiatives in Ontario and other Canadian jurisdictions;

. will realign a cost that is currently borne by taxpayers, by

transferring it to applicants/owners who will assume responsibility for

the cost of the administrative activities conducted by the ministry in

approving their X-ray machines; and

. will reinforce the ministry's enforcement capacity, enabling further

operational modernization and safeguarding patient and public safety

Background

The approval process includes an evaluation of the schematic plan for the
installation and of any supporting documents in order to ensure
compliance with the requirements of Regulation 543 (the X-ray Safety
Code).

A third-party vendor hired by the ministry, who is a member in good

standing with the Professional Engineers of Ontario, evaluates
applications in consultation with a medical physicist, and makes expert
approval recommendations to the Director.

subsection 3 (1) of the HARP Act requires the Director of X-Ray safety's
approval to install an X-ray machine. Clause 3 (2) (c) of the HARp Act
requires that the fee established by the Minister be paid as part of the
process to obtain approval to install and operate the machine.

Consultation with Stakeholders

A summary of the proposed regulation was posted from August 13, 2015
through September 28,2ors on the Government's Regulatory Registry
website in order to obtain feedback from stakeholders.

All comments received from individuals and organizations were taken
into account in the development of the final content of the regulation

For More Information

If you are a repofter with a question for a story, or with comments about
how this News Room section could serve you better, send us an e-mail
at: media@moh.gov.on,ca <malto:media@moh.goy. on. ca >

Media Line
Toll-free : I-BBB-4L4-477 4

In Toronto : 4L6-3L4-6I97

http:i/www.health.gov.on.ca/enlnews/bulletinl20l5lhb 20l51231.aspx?utm_source:l+-+M... ll5l20l6
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Public Inquiries
Call ServiceOntario, Infoline
at 1-866-532-3L6t
TTY 1-800-387-5559.
In Toronto, TTY 416-327-4282
Hours of operation : B:30am - 5:00pm
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SEARCH (/SEARCH)

UPCOMING EVENTS (/EVENTS?D=UPCOMING) > F;;¡
Link To Calendar View
(/Events/Month /201 6 / 1?

D=Upcoming)
FALLS AND FLOODS: PROTECTING YOUR OFFICE

January 13,2016 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM // Business ManagementUPCOMING EVENTS

What is your liability if a patient slips and falls in your office? Who pays if a flood ¡n your
clinic causes water damage next door? Learn about premises l¡ability and how to protect

coNFERENcES (/EVENTS/CoNFERENcEs?D=uf6ûryushess with office insurance.

(/office-package-claim)

coNSULTATIONS (/EVENTS/CONSULTATIONS?D=UPCOM I NG)

HAMILTON GENERAL HOSPITAL GRAND ROUNDS: DR. CARLO

AMMENDOLIA ON LUMBAR SPINAL STENOSIS

ourREAcH (/EVENTS/ourREACH?D=uecoNat$fluary 
20, zo16 4:00 pM _ 5:00 pM // conferences

HAMILToN:.The OCA ¡nvites you to attend a Grand Rounds event at the Hamilton General

Hospital with Dr. Carlo Ammendolia. He will be sharing the latest research on alternat¡ves

TRATNTNG (/EVENrs/rRArNrNG?D=upcor\4rN+T::Ji,iJ::iHÏ::;":::i:'.:#iffi|[ï[1i:::i: phvsicians and surgeons

(/event/ham¡lton-general-hospital-grand-rou nds-dr-carlo-a mmendolia-on-lumbar-

spinal-stenosis)

WEBI NAR (/EVENTS/WEBINAR?D=UPCOMING)

TRADESHOW
PCOMTNG)

1 02: ATTRACTING VISITORS
WORKSHOPS (/EVENTSMORKSHOPS?D=U

lanuary 27,201 6 1 2:00 PM - 1 :00 PM // Marketing and Promot¡on

Learn how to attract and connect with visitors to your booth.

(/tradeshow-1 02)

ACCELERATED MENTORING EVENT

January 28, 2016 5:30 PM - 9:00 PM // Workshops

OTTAWA: The early stages ofyour career âre exciting - and compl¡cated! You're making a

lot of important decisions, and ifs not always clear which path to choose.

(/eve nUmentorsh i p-worksho p-201 6-01 -281

LONDON: BOOT CAMP PROGRAM FOR LUMBAR SPINAL STENOSIS

February 04, 201 6 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM // Workshops

LoNDON: Help patients suffering from spinal stenosis restore mobility and maintain

independence!

(/event/spinal-stenosis-workshop-london)
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COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES FOR CHIROPRACTORS

February 1 8, 201 6 5:30 PM - 9:00 PM // Workshops

SEARCH (/SEARCH)

your
ubid=ra-52c

riochiro

676 WATERLOO: Effective communication strategies are essent¡al to success ¡n practice.
Whether you're negotiating options for care wìth your patients, building relationships with
other health professionals or presenting at events, strong communication skills can help
you build meaningful relâtionships and mutual understanding. This workshop will
introduce you to actionable tips and communication strateg¡es to help you put your best
foot forward.

(/event/commu nication-sk¡lls-workshop-201 6-02-1 B)

LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP

April 14, 2016 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM // Workshops

HAMILTON: Th¡s workshop will help you develop your leadership capabilities to succeed in
practice, patient care and community,

(/event/leadership-workshop-201 6-04-1 4l

ACCELERATED MENTORING EVENT

April 28, 2016 5:30 PM - 9:00 PM // Workshops

WINDSOR: The early stages of your career are exciting - and complicated!you,re making a
lot of important decisions, and ifs not always clear which path to choose.

(/event/mentorship-workshop-20 1 6-04-28)

CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES I N COGN ITIVE.BEHAVIOU RAL TH ERAPY:
AN INTRODUCTION FOR CHIROPRACTIC PROFESSIONALS WORKSHOP

May 12, 20,l6 9:00 AM - May 13, 2016 tt 5:OO pM // Workshops

LONDON: Chiropractors see how psychological barriers can restrict progress in care. To
empower chiropractors to recognize when these may be occurring and refer when needed
to help bring down those barriers, the OCA has partnered with an authority on mental
health care - CAlVlH. ln collaboration with the Centre forAddiction and Mental Health
(CAMH), we will host a two-day Cognitive Behaviour Therapy workshop.

(/event/cbt-workshop2)

COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES FOR CH IROPRACTORS

May 26, 2016 5:30 PM - 9:00 PM // Workshops

orïAWA: Effective communicatÌon strategies are essential to success in practice. whether
you're negot¡ating opt¡ons for care with your pat¡ents, building relationships with other
health professionals or presenting at events, strong communication skills can help you
build meaningful relationships and mutual understanding. This workshop will introduce
you to actionsble tìps and communication strategies to help you put your best foot
forward.

(/event/communication-skills-workshop-201 6-05-26)
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Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann P. Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar and General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-maÍl : jpwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTALITY WARNING :

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the
person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including
any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From : Bruce Walton [bruce@n8power.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 6:22 AM
To: Jo-Ann Willson
Subject: Fwd: Weekly News: HST Webinar,20L5 Award Recipients, OCA Online Report and New Board
of Dírectors

Begin forwarded message:

From: OCA <OCA@chiropractic.on
Subject: Weekly News: HST Webinarn 2015 Award Recipients, OCA Online
Report and New Board of Directors
Date: December 8,2015 at4:02:15 PM GMT-5
To: J. Bruce'Walton <bruce@nSpower.ca>
RepIy-To : OCA <OCA@chiropractic

View this email in your
browser
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201 5 OCAAward Recipients
This past weekend the OCA hosted its annualAwards Gala. We are
very pleased to announce the 2015 OCA Award Recipients. The
contributíons of these chiropractors are advancing the profession in
tangible and innovative ways:

. Ch¡ropractor of the Year: Dr. Carlo Ammendolia

. Dr. Michael Brickman Heart and Hands Award: Dr. Geoff
Outerbridge

¡ Patient Care Award: Dr. James Corbett
. Researcher of the Year: Dr. Mark Erwin
. CHA of the Year: Cheryl Turner
. Recent Graduate Award: Dr. Kait Graham
. Community Relations Award: Dr. Matthew Barrigar

We were also honoured to recognize a number of long-tirne members
for their years of service to the profession, including Dr. Lois Eveleigh
for 50 years of service and Dr. Douglas Brown for 60 years of service.

2



Learn More About the 2015 OCA Award Recipients 680

On\ar\s
Cliu

Recap: Annual General
Meeting

thnoprar\rc-
\ssoCra\ron

The OCA held its Annual General Meeting this past Saturday. A video
of the AGM is available on our website.

2015 Online Report: OCA Highlights

Over the past year, the OCA has been energized by the momentum

gathering behind many of our long-term initiatives. Far more than in
previous years, the public and our stakeholders are increasingly

receptive to the story of chiropractic and the role it can play to help

Ontarians achieve and maintain their best health, Our Online

Report captures some of the highlights of the OCA's work in 2014-15

OCA Board of Directors

This year, there were four open positions on the OCA Board of

Directors. Following the Callfor Nominations, four members were

3

View the Online Report and Audited Financial
Statements



681 nominated. As no other candidates came forward, these four members
were elected by acclamation at the AGM.

Following the AGM, the Board of Directors elected its officers for the
next year:

Dr. Ayla Azad - President

Dr. Ken Brough - Vice President
Dr. Carol Cancelliere - Secretary/Treasurer

A full listinq of the Board of Directors can be found on the OCA
website.

a

a

a

Upcoming Webinar
GST/HST Rules for Payments Between
Practitioners
Wednesday, December 10, 12-1 pM
SRJ Chartered Accountants

which GST/HST rules apply when making payments to individuals who
work within your practice? This webinar will look at whom GST/HST
should be charged to and when GST/HST should be applied.

Register Now

More OCA Webinars
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201 5 OCA AWARD RECIPI ENTS

Chiropractor of the Year
Dr. Carlo Ammendolia

For over three decadet Dr. carlo Ammendolla has been addlng to our professlon ln numerous ways. He has been
able to comblne hls passlons for cllnlcal practlce and research wlth amazlng results. Most recent¡y he hås been
focused on the area of non-operative treatment of mechanlcal, degenerative and ¡nflammatory spinal dlsorders wlth
ã speclal lnterest ln degeneratlve lumbar spinal stenosls, As Dlrector of the Chlropractlc Splne Clin¡c and the Splnal
Stenosls Program at the Rebecca MacDonald Centre for Arthrltls and Autoimmune Dlseåses at Mount Sinal Hospltal
he was instrumental ln creåting opportunltles for chlropractlc resldents and lnterns to traln ât Mount Sinai. ln the last
year, his work on splnal stenosls has received å greåt deâl of attentlon. He has developed a Boot Camp Progrâm,

which ls now an ¡nternationally recognlzed, evldenced-based, non-surglcal approach. He has also developed å splnal
stenosis belt which ls now belng tested ln cllnical trlals and a serles ofboot camp programs on management of
perslstent back & neck paln, osteoarthrltis in the hlp and knee, anþloslng spondylitls and sclatica.

Researcher ofthe Year
Dr. Mark Erwin

Dr. lvlark Erwln's work examlnes whafs happening at the dlsc level, particularly how cells ln dlscs and connectlve
tlssue degenerate and how they can regenerate. Hls cuttlng edge research has lmportânt lmpllcatlons for the
professlon, patlents and the broader health system, Recently, the Weston Braln Foundatlon åwarded a large grant to
hls låb to study non-surglcal transplântåtlon of motor neuron-dlfferentlated stem cells for the treatment of ALS.
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Dr. Michael Brickman Heart & Hands Award
Dr. GeoffOuterbridge

Even before åttendlng CMCC, lt was obvlous that Dr. Geoff Outerbrldge was destlned to be a chlropractor, After
recelv¡ng a maste/s degree in neuroscience he took a Job wlth the Un¡versity of Waterloo studylng the causes of low
back paln ln industrlal settlngs. He took what he learned and formed an ergonomlcs consult¡ng buslness in 1 996. He

became a chlropractor ln 2001 and for the next decade ran a successful practice ln Ottawa. Then he found hls calling

when he Jolned World Splne Care and moved wlth hls family to establlsh two cllnlcs ln Botswana. Íoday he ls the
clinlcal d¡rector of World Splne care and trãvels the world to expand the ¡mpact of that great orgânizât¡on,

Patient Care Award
Dr. James Corbett

t
t
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understand what he ls doing and why. He also believes it is lmportant to help those who cannot help themselves.
Thls core value has led hlm to slt on the Board of Dlrectors of Capåbility Support seru¡ces, a program which supports
¡ndiv¡duals w¡th vlsion loss and permanent physlcal d¡sabil¡tles. These v¿lues came to the fore when his w¡fe, a fellow
ch¡ropractor, was undergoinS treatment for breast cancer, He stepped up to support her patients wh¡le also caring
for his own. Durlng her recovery ånd rehabilitåtion, his dedication ensured that his wife's practice rema¡ned strong
and her patients received excellent care.

Com mu n ity Relations Award
(/chiropractorLocator/Locator/Loca?6¡ Matthew¡' s' Barr¡gar

Ontario Ch¡ropractic Associãt¡on

20 Victor¡a St., Sulte 200

Toronto, ON M5C 2N8

canada Tel: !U]E:96!¡09æ
(teli41 6'860-0070ì

Regulär Buslness Hours

OCA| 9:00 to 5i00 EDT- Monday to Fr¡day
PMP Suppon:7:30 to 5:00 EDT - Mondayto Fr¡dây

@2013 Ontâr¡o Chlropract¡cAssoc¡at¡on
Pr¡v¿cv Policv f /or¡v¿cy-poltcy)

Customêr Seruice Stãndård pollcy (/¿ustomer-seru¡ce-stândard.pol¡q0

During the last three decades, Dr. Matthew Barrlgår has focused on expanding access to care for marg¡nalized
populations, part¡cularly aboriS¡nal peoples ånd people l¡v¡ng wlth mental health cond¡tlons. He was a superu¡slng
cl¡nic¡an at the Donwood lnstitute, a mental health facil¡ty focusing on substance abuse, He is now a superuising
cllnician at Anlshnåwbe Health Toronto where he works with M Ds, naturopaths and åboriginal healers. He teaches
hls interns and colleagues the "teach bacK'method, where provlders ask patients to explain what was sa¡d to them in
thelr own words to conflrm successful commun¡cation. He ls also a pioneer ln advocating for the role of chlropract¡c
in collaboratlve health care teams, He presented at the chiefs of ontarlo Health conference on the role of
ch¡ropractlc care ln a collaborative health care team based on his experlence at Anishnawbe. His ãbllity to
collaborate with others from diverse backgrounds enhances the profile of the profession and helps to educate
others on the benef¡ts of chlropractic.

Recent Graduate Award
Dr. Kait craham

Whlle a student åt Cl\4cc, Dr. Kalt Grahåm helped to run the world 5p¡ne care club and its market¡ng, fundrais¡ng
and student workshops, After graduation, she continued to work w¡th World Spine Care and helped developed their
toolk¡t for evldence'bãsed management of low back paln. she has presented her work to physlotherapists, medical
lnterns and medlcal doctors. she even presented to health care practitioners in Mahalapye, Botswana during a two.
month volunteer ¡nternsh¡p, Today she is studylng current evldence on examinat¡on, psychosoclal factors, and other
factors which w¡ll enhance the help offered by World spine care clinlcs around the wor¡d. Dr. Kait Graham has shown
a selfless ded¡catlon to her work, true compassion toward her patlents and a passlon for seruing those who
otheru¡se would have no access to chiropractic,

Chiropractic Health Assistant (CHA)of the year
Cheryl Turner

Cheryl Turner is a Sen¡or CHA ànd Director of Operâtlons for tlvo mult¡disc¡plinary cllnics in Ottawa, Both clin¡cs
model efficlent, patlent'centric processes and procedures developed and enhanced by our honouree. she has held
posit¡ons on the Eastern Ontario Chiropractlc Socieq/s Boãrd of Directors for CHA development and has successfully
tralned numerous CHAS over her 25-year career. Her patlent-centred focus has been lnstrumental to their success in
practlce, Put simply, Cheryl Turner ¡s a testament to the CHA role.

Years of Service Awards 201 5
View the recipients of the 60, 50, 40 and 25 years of Seruice awards. (/years"of-serulce)
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OCAAdvocacy
Clinic Regulation Consultation Response

The Clinic Regulation Working Group (CRWG) recently hosted consultations to discuss the
potential benefits to Ontarians of "a clinic oversight model, and what clinic regulation
might look like in Ontario." The CRWG consists of 13 of the Ontario Health profession

Regulatory Colleges, including the CCO.

The OCA has heard from several members who are concerned about this proposal. We
share your concerns. Today, we would like to update you on our advocacy on your
behalf. We will continue to keep you updated on this issue,

The OCA has actively engaged in this process to better understand the issue and the
CRWG's proposed approach. We reviewed the webcast, online materials and the research
shared by the CRWG. We also provided advice to the CRWG by participating in face-to-
face consultations and a meeting with the ORWG and associations^

This morning, we sent a response to the GRWG. we invite you to read it now

our overall feedback following carefur consideration of this issue is:

The rationale and information provided by the CRWG does not justify

moving fonruard at this time with the proposed model. The ocA does

not support the model's implementation or its recommendation to

government.

2



We do believe that this issue requires examination. We understand and support the need

to ensure that quality, patient-centred care is provided by Ontario's regulated health

professionals. We also understand that there may be a quality gap in some clinics which

are not operated by regulated health professionals. We applaud the CRWG for raising

these issues and putting this discussion on the table. We simply have not seen

sufficient analysis of the underlying issue and quantification of the real risk to the public in

order to identify the most appropriate approach.

We invite members to learn more about this issue:

Read the complete OCA response to the CRWG.

Contact us at anv time if you have comments or questions

Visit the Ontario Clinic reoulation we fo learn more and sion un for email
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updates

Read the OCA Clinic Regulation Response

Myofascial Pain Cl¡nical Research

Survey
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687 Myofascial pain is a common part of a chiropractor's clinical experience, but it is not well

understood. As research progresses, we are learning more about why myofascial pain

develops and how to diagnose and manage it,

Dr. John Srbely is a chiropractor and Asslstant Professor at the University of Guelph who
researches central sensitization and myofascial pain. He is working with Dr. Dinesh

Kumbhare, MD, MSc, at the Toronto Rehabilitation lnstitute at the University Health

Network and other leading myofascial pain researchers to study myofascial pain and

central sensitization. The OCA is partnering with the team to support this research.

The team is currently seeking chiropractors, physiotherapists, massage therapists and
physicians to complete a survev, lt will provide important data into the knowledge and
practices of primary care clinicians who treat myofascial pain and be used in the
development of a validated clinical decision rule for the diagnosis of myofascial pain

syndrome. The survey willtake less than 10 minutes to complete. The ocA
encourages its members to contribute to the success of this research by participating in
this survey.

You can learn more about Dr. Srbely's research on central sensitization and myofascial
pain in When the Nervous Svstem Panics in the Spring 2015 issue of ON Chiropractic

Complete the Myofasc¡al Pain Project Survey Now
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201 6 Update. OCA Recommended 688

Service Codes and Fee Schedule
The OCA Recommended Service Codes and Fee Schedule ("The Fee Schedule") has

been prepared for chiropractors, patients and payers to provide for fair and reasonable

billing for chiropractic services according to a clear and consistent model.

Recommended fees are adjusted periodically to reflect changes in the cost of rendering

care and in the socio-economic circumstances of the day. The adjustments made to the

guide for 2016 are in line with general inflation.

The schedule is comprehensive, covering general and specialist chiropractic services. The

OCA has published the Fee Schedule since the early 1970s. The structure and content of

the schedule has changed over the years to reflect the needs of practitioners, patients and

payers.

Download the 2016 Fee Schedule

@@ o9@
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We're Herc ForYou.
Call us any time:

Local: 41 6-860-0070

Toll-free: 1 -87 7 -327 -227 3

unsubscribe from this list

update subscription preferences
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Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, On MSC 2NB

Canada
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OCA Feedback to the Clinic Regulation Working Group
The CIinlc Regulation Working Group is examin¡ng the potent¡al beneflts to Ontar¡ans of "a clinlc oversight model,

and what clinic regulat¡on might look llke in ontarlo." The CRWG consists of 1 3 of the ontario Health Profession

Regulatory Colleges, ¡nclud¡ng the cCO.

WHAT WE DO (/WHAÏ.WE-
DO)

. Januâry 19, 2016 - Feedbackon Proposed Clinic Regulat¡on Model

(https://ocaprod2.blob.core.windows.neUmedla/DefaulVDocuments/Advocacy/Clinlc0,620Regulatlon9t20OCA96

20 Res po nse9620J a n uatyit$2o1 aot620201 69620F1 NAL. pd f).

Letters to the Editor
. April 14, 201 5 - Re; The rlse of the'Three Am¡gos' of health car€, April 14

(https://ocap rod2.blob.core,wlndows.net/med lalDefaulVDocuments/Advocacy/20'l 5-04-1 4_Toronto-Star_Lett€r-to-

Ed¡tor.pdf) (Toronto Star)

OCA Feedback to the College of Chiropractors of Ontario
. March 26, 2015 - ocA Feedbâck on a range of proposed amendments lncludlng

(https://ocaprod2.blob.core.wlndows. net/media/Defau lVDocu ments/Advocacy/201 5_OCA-respo nse_CCO-

consultatlon.pdf):

. Spousal Exemption to Sexual Abuse Prov¡sions

r Advertislng

¡ ProfessionalPortfolios

¡ Ass¡st¡ve Dev¡ces

. April25,2014-oCAFeedbackonproposedamendmenttoStandardofPracticeS-0l6Advertislng

(https://ocaprod2.blob.core.windows.n€Umedla/DefaulVDocuments/Advocacy/OCA-Submission.R€.Propos€d-

Amendments-to-S-01 6.pd0

FSCO Service Provider Licensing
The oCA has contlnually advocated that while fraud reductlon is a worthy goal, ¡t should not come at the expense of
health care provlders. The OCA advocated that, as members of a regulated health professlon, chlropractors should

be exempt from thls llcenslng process.

GOVERNANCE
(/GOVERNANCE)

ADVOCACY (/ADVOCACY)

POSITION STATEMENTS
(i Pos rTro N-STATEM ENTS-
M)

ANNUAL REPORT
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NEWS AND MEDIA (i MEDIA
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LINKS)

. lnAprll20l4,theOCApartneredw¡ththeOntarioPhysiotherapyAssoc¡at¡on(OPA)tomakepresentationsonBlll

171 to the Standing Commlttee on General Government (/presentatlon-to-the-stônd¡ng-commlttee.on"general-

government-regarding-bill-1 71).

. lnMay2014,Serv¡ceProv¡derLlcenslngbecameakeyprlorltylntheOCA'Sadvocacywithcandldatesforthe20l4

Ontarlo Electlon (/ontärlo.electlon-2014),

Ontarlo Chiropractic Assoclatlon Tweets I
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fanuary IB,20L6

Clinic Regulation Feedback
I12 Elizabeth Street
Suite #214
Toronto, ON MsG 1P5 VIA EMAIL: feeclback@ontarioclinicregulation,com

Re: Feedback on Proposed Clinic Regulation Model

To Whom It May Concern:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input into the Clinic Regulation Working Group's (CRWG)

consultation process. We have actively engaged in this process to better understand the

background related to this issue and the proposed approach presented by the CRWG. Our efforts

have included reviewing the webcast and materials on the website; participating in face to face

consultations; joining the December 15th meeting of the CRWG and associations; and reviewing the

summary of research shared by the CRWG.

The Ontario Chiropractic Association, establishe d in t929 , is a voluntary professional association

whose mission is to serve our members and the public by advancing the understanding and use of
chiropractic care. The OCA represents approximately 3,500 or B0% of practicing chiropractors in

0ntario.

We understand and support the need to ensure that quality, patient-centred care is provided by

Ontario's regulated health professionals. We also understand there are some sectors of health care

and/or some clinics not operated by regulated health professionals where there may be a quality

gap. As such, we applaud the CRWG for taking the initiative in raising these issues and putting this

discussion on the table,

0ur overall feedback following careful consideration of this issue is:

The rationale and information provided by the CRWG does not iustify moving forward at this
time with the proposed model. The Ontario Chiropractic Association does not support the

model's implementation or its recommendation to government.

Our feedback should not be interpreted in any way to mean we believe there is not an issue that

requires examination, We simply have not seen sufficient analysis of the underlying issue and

quantification ofthe real risk in order to conclude the response and approach suggested by the

CRWG is appropriate to address the nature and magnitude of the actual risk to the public.

We would be pleased to engage in a process that would examine the scope and magnitude of the

issue and identi$z potential approaches that would provide a proportionate response to address the

risk to the public.

200 - 20 Victoria St

Toronto ON
M5C 2NB

Tet 416-860-0070
Tott -f ree I - 877 -327 - 227 3

Fax 416-860-0857

www.chiropractic.on.ca
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The following provides the rationale for our feedback:

The CRWG has shared the nine key parameters that it believes should guide a clinical regulation
model, These are important and will be addressed later in our response.

We believe the examination of the issue of clinic regulation would benefit by the addition of the
broad overarching concept of "right-touch regulation." The work of the United Kingdom's Council
for Healthcare Regulatory Excellence (CHRE, now called the Professional Standards Association)
from 201"0 and beyond provides some important concepts for consideration of the regulation of all
health care services. At the heart of the concept is the belief that "right-touch regulation is the
minimum regulatory force required to achieve the desired result." r Six important principles included
in their paper Right-touch Regulation provide the foundation for thinking about regulation:
proportionate; consistent; targeted; transparent; accountable and agility, Further important work
was undertaken by the CHRE to identify elements of right-touch regulation in practice. They are:

. identify the problem before the solution;
o quantify the risks;
o get as close to the problem as possible;
o focus on the outcome;
. use regulation only when necessary;
. keep it simple;
o check for unintended consequences; and
¡ reviewand respondto change.

Grounded in the concept of right-touch regulation are the commitments to using evidence and data
to identify and understand problems, and that regulation is based on a proper evaluation of risk.z
This approach has guided our response to the CRWG's proposal,

our analysis of the cRWG's nine key parameters and the proposed approach is:

1. Address quality of care
We would benefit from a better understanding of the quality of care concerns. There is no data,
other than anecdotes, that allows us to understand the need for patient protection, and, therefore,
what response is most appropriate. As noted by the CHRE, "the regulatory force required turns on
such factors as the frequency and extent of harm...,,, s

We appreciate receiving the summary of research prepared by the CRWG. We noted the summary
does not include information related to the scope and magnitude of the issue, More specifically, the

1 Council for Healthcare Regulatory Excellence (2010) Right-touch regulation [online] Available at
htÈ¡r:,//www.professionalstandalds,org.uk/ docs/defiiultsource/psa-library/rìghr-touch-regulation.pclt?sfvr.sn=0. [Accessed T2January
2076) p.7.
, CHRE (2010)
3 CHRE (2010) p. 10.
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information provided to date does not describe whether the concerns relate to quality of care,

fraud, breaches of personal health information, etc,

As noted above, this is not to say there is no problem or no need for patient protection; it simply

means that we cannot know if the clinic regulation model proposed is the best and most effective

approach to address quality ofcare,

2. Facilitate accountability and adherence to professional standards
It is unclear whether the proposed model will promote adherence to professional standards to âny

greater degree than alternative models.

3. Mandate participation, with ability to suspend or limit clinic operations
Further examination of the underlying issues and quantification of risks will help inform whether

mandatory participation with suspension or limitations is the most appropriate approach,

4. Have a quality assurance (QA) component
Ontario regulatory colleges have generally taken an educational approach to quality assurance.

Furthermore, discipline and QA are usually considered two distinct functions. This overall approach

does not appear to be reflected in the proposed model, That being said, there are likely a number

ofapproaches that could incorporate a QA component, The nature ofthe QA component required

will be informed by a better understanding of the underlying issues [e.g,, is it breaches in clinical
practice, record keeping, etc),

5. Not contradict the Regulated Health Professions Act (RHPA)

There will inevitably be jurisdictional conflicts between the proposed new clinic regulatory

authority and others including the existing colleges. How will these be handled and the overlapping

authorities coordinated? Currently there are instances in which standards vary among colleges,

How will conflicts between the clinic authority and college standards be handled? Will the colleges

always defer to the new regulatory authority? What impact will this have on practitioners? Again, a

deeper understanding of the issue will help inform the best approach to move forward,

6. Not create undue burden on the clinics and professionals

There is not sufficient detail to know whether or not this principle would be upheld, A very specific

list of recommended exemptions would need to be developed before it can be determined whether

or not the proposal would adequately meet this principle.

7. Be able to work in a multidisciplinary setting including where unregulated providers may

work
A number of different approaches could potentially address this principle.
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B. Be non-duplicative and cost-neutral
We wholeheartedly agree with the CRWG that we want to avoid a situation in which the approach
duplicates or triplicates existing regulation. There is not yet enough detail to allow us to assess
whether the proposed approach will be non-duplicative, It appears the majority of clinics captured
by the proposed definitions of 'clinic' are already fully regulated by one or more regulated health
professional college and also through FSCO registration.

We do not know, for example, how many clinics might be identified where there are issues that
would be better addressed by clinic regulation than by existing mechanisms. Once the "problem" is
better articulated and quantified, we could fully explore and consider all potential regulatory
approaches. We may find that existing regulatory processes including those of the RHPA and the
health professions acts, Criminal Code,Insurance AcÇ Employment Standards Acl )ccupational
Health and SafeSt Acl Personal Health Information and Privacy Act andother legislation can be, or
can be made to be, effective solutions. We may also find there are opportunities for education
rather than, or in addition to, regulation.

With respect to cost neutrality, based on the discussion at the December 1Sth meeting, it appears an
analysis of cost projections is still to be undertaken. Once a deeper analysis and identification of the
issues has been completed and the proportionate response identified, clear cost projections could
be developed. Until that time, it is difficult to know if the principle of cost neutrality will be
adhered.

9. Not create undue burden on Colleges.
We feel the regulatory colleges themselves are likely in the best position to assess whether any
proposed approach would create undue burden on their operations,

We thank the CRWG for taking the initiative in raising these issues and providing the opportunity to
share feedback on the draft proposal. We would welcome an opportunity for more discussion and
in-depth analysis of the underlying issues and concerns that led to the proposed model.

Sincerely,

2c

Bob Haig, D.C,

Chief Executive Officer

PrW,

cc Jo-Ann Willson, Registrâr, CCO
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Welcome to the clinic regutation consutlation page. On this website, you wil[ learn about a

potentialmodelFor regulating health clinics in Ontario, which was created For lhe purpose

oF starting a discussion about how and whether clinics shoutd be regutated. This website is

the ptace For you to share your thoughts and commenLs on the model.

This project and consultation is noL a government initiaLive. lt is undertaken by a group ot

health regulalors in Ontario.

ln early 2015, a group oF health regutalors in Ontario Formed a Working Group and began

exptoring the idea oF regutating health clinics in Ontario lo enhance the protection oF

patients and the public. The Working Group betieves there is an opportunity to strengthen

accountability and increase transparency in the heatthcare syslem. This goaI is in line with

the regulators'duty to protect and promote the public interest in Ontario.

The Working Group reviewed retevan! research and atternative models For regulation, and

is exploring how clinics could be regutated to besb protect patients and the public.

ffir$ffii$il \lviiilîljilffi
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http://www.ontarioclinicregulation.com/?utm_source:10l020-Yo20Members&utm_campaig... ll1912016
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lPlease take some time to learn more about lhe working Group's ideas, and send your
,comments. Your teedback witt help the working gÍoup to decide whether clinic regulation

is right For Ontario and wha! that regutaLion might look tike.

Watch the Webinar

lF you rnissed the webinar on Nov. 18, you can sti[[

watch !he recorded session.

PageZ of 4
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Watch Webinar

htç://www.ontarioclinicregulation.com/?utm_source:1oá20-%20Members&utm_campaig... lllg12016
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Name

Emailaddress

You are a(n):
(check all that apply)

fl Regulated health professional

fll Unregulated healthcare provider

fl Patient

fl Family member or caregiver of a patient

fl Member of the public

fl Clinic owner

fl Organization

fl Other

Sign up to get
updates
lf you would like to get updates and future
communications about the clinic regulation
project, please sign up here. Your information
will not be published or shared.

Never submif passwords through Google Forms.

Powered by

! CrooglcForms
This content is neither created nor

endorsed by Google.

Report Abuse-Terms of Service-Additional Terms

http://www.ontarioclinicregulation.com/?utm_source:1olo20-%20Members&utm_campaig... ll1912016
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CANADIAN ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS'
PERSPEGTIVE OF THE GURRENT DIAGNOSTIG
GRITERIA
FOR MYOFASGIAL PAIN SYNDROME

We would like to thank you for taking the time to answer a few

quest¡ons about myofascial pain syndrome. The purpose of this

survey is to obtain your opin¡on on the diagnostic criteria for

myofascial pain syndrome. This suruey should take approximately l0
minutes of your time and your responses are completely anonymous.

Your responses are very important to our research. Thank you once

again for participating in this survey.

Sincerely,

Dinesh Kumbhare,MD, MSc, DABPMR

Associate Professor, Department of Medicine,

University of Toronto

Division of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

Liza Grosman-Rimon

Post doctoral Fellow,

Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

University of Toronto

https://uoguelph.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_ÍyztFTJ6zRqrMshD?utm-source:1+-+Me... Il1912016
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Alasdair Rathbone, BScKin

Medical Student

University of Western Ontario

Anne Agur, BScOT, MSc, phD

Professor

Department of Surgery

University of Toronto

John Srbely, DC, PhD

Assistant Professor,

Human Health and Nutritional Science

University of Guelph

Naomi Lynn Gerber, MD

Center for the Study of Chronic lllness and Disability

University Professor

George Mason University

Medical Director, Outcomes Measurement programn

Center for lntegrated Research, lnova Health System

SpecialVolunteer, Rehabilitation Medicine Department, Clinical Research Center,

National lnstitutes of Health

Jay Shah, MD, DABPMR

Rehabilitation Medicine Department

clinical Research center, National lnstitutes of Health

https://uoguelph.eu.qualtrics.com/jfelform/SV_îyztEtJ1z1qrMshD?utm source:l*-+Me... l/1912016
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Siddhartha Sikdar, PhD

Associate Professor

Bioengineering Electrical and Computer Engineering

George Mason University

Powered by Qualtrics

hups://uoguelph.eu.qualtrics.com/jfelform/Sv_íyztFU6zRqrMshD?utm_source:1+-*Me... Il1912016
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Ql. What is your health care specialty?

Page I of2
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What type of Health Care Practitioner are you?

Specialty

Q2. How would you characterize your pract¡ce setting?

O academic

O private practice

O other: please specify

83, Where do you practice?

O urban

O rural

O other: please specify

Q4. Country of practice?

O canada

O united states

O other: please specify

Q5. How many years have you been in practice?

H

htþs://uoguelph.eu.qualtrics.com/jfelform/SV _6yztFU6zRqrMshD?utm_source=1*-*Me... ll1912016
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Q6. which of the follow¡ng statements best describes your
clinical experience w¡th myofascial pain?

O myofascial pain is the most common condition I treat daily in my
practice.

O although I treat myofascial pain on a daíly basis, it is not the most
common condition I manage

O I oo not manage myofascial pain on a dairy basis in my practice

O I rarely manage myofascial pain in my practice

Powered by Qualtrics

htçs://uoguelph.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6yztFU6zRqrMshD?utm source:1f-+Me... ll1912016
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The purpose of the following questions ¡s to gather your opinion on

the diagnostic criteria for myofascial pain syndrome. Even if your

practice is not focused on myofascial painn we are still interested in

your opinion.

ln the following questions, p lease indicate to what extent vou aqree or

disaqree whether the followinq criteria should be used in the clinical

diaqnosis of m I pain svndrome.

Please select only ONE response per question that you feel best

applies to the statement.

E
Powered by Qualtrics

https://uoguelph.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6yztFU6zRqrMshD?utm_source:1+-+Me... ll1912016
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Qí.
Point tenderness on a taut band of a muscle is present

Page 1 of3
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Agree Neutral Disagree

o o

Q2. Restricted range of motion ¡s present.

Absolutely
Agree

Absolutely
Agree

Absolutely
Agree

Absolutely
Agree

Absolutely
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

o o

Absolutely
Disagree

Absolutely
Disagree

Absolutely
Disagree

Absolutely
Disagree

Absoluteiy
Disagree

ooo

ooo

ooo

o

Agree Neutral Disagree

o o o o

Q3. Local twitch response occurs after palpation of the painful

area of the muscle.

Agree Neutral Disagree

o o o o o o o

Q4. Aiter palpation of the painful area there is referred pain.

Agree Neutral Disagree

o o

Q5. Point tenderness is present in a muscle.

o o

Agree Neutral Disagree

o o o o o o

https://uoguelph.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_íyzIFIJ6zRqrMshD?utm-source:1t-+Me... Il19l20I6
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tlo' Repeated palpation results in reproduction of 'usual' pain.

Absolutely Strongly
Agree Agree

oo
Agree Neutral Disagree

o o o o o

Q7. Weakness without atrophy accompanies the pain state.

Absolutely
Agree

Absolutely
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

o o

Absolutely
Disagree

Absolutely
Disagree

Absolutely
Disagree

Absolutely
Disagree

Absolutely
Disagree

Agree Neutral Disagree

o o

Q8. Restricted range of motion is not present.

Absolutely
Agree

o

Agree Neutral Disagree

o

Absolutely
Agree

Strongly
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree

o o

Q10. The patient has poor sleep.

ooo

ooo

ooo

o o

Q9, Autonomic symptoms accompany the pain state.

o o

Agree Neutral Disagree

o o o o o o o

Q11. weakness w¡th atrophy accompanies the pain state.

hups://uoguelph.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/Sv_îyztEtJ1zkqrMshD?utm source:l+-+Me... Il19l20t6
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Absolutely
Agree

Absolutely
Agree

Absolutely
Agree

Absolutely
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

o

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

rage J ot J

Absolutely
Disagree

Agree Neutral Disagree

o o

Q|2. The patient has daytime fatigue.

ooo

ooo

ooo

ooo

o o 705

Agree Neutral Disagree

o o o o

Qí3. Point tenderness is present at the musculotendinous
junction.

Absolutely
Disagree

Absolutely
Disagree

Absolutely
Disagree

Agree Neutral Disagree

o o o o

Q14. Cognitive symptoms such as poor memory are usually
present.

Agree Neutral Disagree

o o o

Powered by Qualtrics

https://uoguelph.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/Sv_íyztFUízRqrMshD?utm_source:1*-+Me... tl1912016
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Thank-you very much for completing the questionnaire, your opinions

are very valuable to us and will be used to plan and inform future

studies.

Sincerely,

Dinesh Kumbhare, MD, MSc, DABPMR

Associate Professor, Department of Medicine,

University of Toronto

Division of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

Saurabh Bhaskar Shaw, BEng, MSc (Candidate)

School of Biomedical Engineering

McMaster University

Naomi Lynn Gerbero MD

Center for the Study of Chronic lllness and Disability

University Professor

George Mason {Jniversify

Medical Director, Outcomes Measurement Program,

Center for Integrated Research, Inova Health System

Special Volunteer, Rehabilitation MedicÍne Department, Clinical Research

Center, National Institutes of Health

Jay Shah, MD, DABPMR

Rehabilitation Medicine Department

https://uoguelph.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_íyztFU6zRqrMshD?utm_source:1*-+Me... ll1912016
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Clinical Research Center, National Institutes of Health

Siddhartha Sikdaro PhD

Associate Professor

Bioengineering Electrical and Computer Engineering

George Mason University

Anne Agur, BScOTo MSc, PhD

Professor

Department of Surgery

University of Toronto

John Srbely, DC, PhD

Assistant Professor,

Human Health and Nutritional Science

University of Guelph

Alasdøir Rathbone

Liza Grosman-Rimon

hftps://uoguelph.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/Sv_îyztllJ'zkqrMshD?utm source:1*-+Me... Illg12016
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To:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, February 16,2016 10:554M
Rose Bustria
FW: Weekly News: Reporting Child Abuse, Healthy Knitting, Migrating from
Paper to EHR
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Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Regislrar & General Counsel

College of Ghiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 1l'1
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may conta¡n confìdential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: OCA [mailto:OCA=chiropractic.on.ca@mail133.atlL71.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of OCA

Sent: Tuesday, February t6,2OL6 10:32 AM
To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Subject: Weekly News: Reporting Child Abuse, Healthy Knitting, Migrating from Paper to EHR

View this email in your browser
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Reporting Child Abuse and Neglect
We all share a responsibility to protect children from harm. This includes situations where

children are abused or neglected in their own homes. Ontario's Child and Familv
Services Act (CFSA) provides for protection for these children.

Section 72 of the CFSA states that the public, including professionals who work with

children, must promptly report any suspicions that a child is or may be in need of
protection to a children's aid society (CAS)^ The CFSA defines the phrase "child in need

of protection" and explains what must be reported to a CAS. It includes physical, sexual

and emotional abuse, neglect, and risk of harm.

The CFSA recognizes that people working closely with children have a special awareness
of the signs of child abuse and neglect, and a particular responsibility to report their
suspicions. Any professional (including health care professionals) who fails to report a

suspicion is liable on conviction to a fine of up to $1,OOO if they obtained the information in
the course of theír professional or official duties.

Understanding Your Duty to Report

Health care professionals have a duty to report all suspected cases of child abuse or

neglect to a children's aid society. Find a children's aid societv near vou.

The CCO's Guideline G-010: Mandatorv and Permissive Reportino explains the CCO's

expectations of members regarding mandatory and permissive reporting of patient

information, including mandatory reporting under the CFSA.

The Ministry of Children and Youth Services' Reportinq Child Abuse and Neqlect
brochure explains the duty to report and provides answers to common questions about
your reporting responsibilities. lt does not provide legal advice. Please contact a lawyer or
a children's aid society if you have questions about a specific situation.

Learn More About Reporting Ch¡ld Abuse and Neglect

2
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Patient Tool: Healthy Knitting Tips
Hobbies are so important to our mental health and social connections. Chiropractors know

that true health is found when patients are able to get back to all of the activities they

enjoy, including hobbies like knitting.

Knitting is a wonderful creative outlet, but like all repetitive tasks it can lead to a variety of

injuries. lt can cause strain not only on the hands and wrists, but also on the neck and

upper back due to the extended length of time knitters are looking down at their work.

Share these Tips to Eniov Healthv Knittinq with your patients so they can keep enjoying

this hobby without pain.

S Read Online: Tips to Eniov Healthv Knittlnq

$ Share on Facebook

ffi Retweet on Twitter

3
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Upcoming Webinar

Migrating From Paper to Electronic Health Records
Catherine Renwick, RN; Dr. Jeff Slota, DC
Feb.24,2016. 12-1 PM

Catherine Renwick from Gevity Consulting lnc. is an expert on EHR implementation. She

will discuss the advantages of switching to EHRs, how to migrate patient data from paper

notes or previous software, and tips on how to pull off a successful transition. Dr. Jeff Slota

will províde a chiropractic perspective on switching from paper to software. This webinar is
a must for all members considering making the switch to EHRs.

Looking for More CE Credit Hours?

. Earn structured cE credits at upcominq webinars and workshops

. Earn unstructured CE credits with Webinars on Demand

Register Now

@@ o9@
4
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OCA Recommended
Service Codes and Fee Schedu[e

PREAMBTE

INTRODUCTION
The OCA Recommended Service Codes and Fee Schedute ("The Fee Schedute") has been prepared for

chiropractors, patients and payers to provide for fair and reasonabte bitting for chiropractic services

according to a clear and consistent modet. The schedule is comprehensive, covering general and

specialist chiropractic services.

The OCA has pubtished The Fee Schedute since the earty 1970s. The structure and content of the

schedute has changed over the years to reftect the needs of practitioners, patients and payers.

Recommended fees are adjusted periodicatty to reftect changes in the cost of rendering care and in

the socio-economic circumstances of the day. The adjustments made to the guide over the past

decade have been in tine with generalinflation.

For 2016, fees have been increased by the At[ ltems Ontario lnftation lndex since the last adjustment
(0.87%) then rounded to the nearest futldottar.

Chiropractors witt appreciate that they do not necessarity offer all services scheduted, however, where

provided, services shoutd be in accordance with the OCA's Code of Ethics, Regulations of the College

of Chiropractors of Ontario, Standards of Practice as established by the Cottege of Chiropractors of

Ontario and CtinicaI Practice Guidetines.

The Fee Schedute reflects services commonty provided by chiropractors, but not altservices. The

omission of a specific service from The Fee Schedute does not impty that any such service cannot or

shoutd not be rendered by a chiropractor or that such service is not within the scope of practice of a

chiropractor. For services not inctuded in The Fee Schedute, the use of the recommended hourty rate

is suggested as a guideline.

FEES ARE RECOMMEN DATIONS

The Fee Schedute is issued for information purposes only. Adoption of the recommended fees remains

at the discretion of the practitioner. The Ontario Chiropractic Association does not set fees for

chiropractors.

Recommended fees represent the futt fee for each service, inclusive of any partiat or futl insurance

provisions. They are atso the recommended fee for each service and shoutd, therefore, be used by

chiropractors as a guide to estabtish fees.

The OCA recognizes that chiropractic fees may vary across the province. As with other heatth care

professions a number of factors affect the estabtishment of a given fee for a given service. These

inctude the cost to provide the service, regionaI and economic factors, and considerations of

reasonable and customary practice for patient and practitioner.

2January L,2016
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The fee established by a chiropractic office for a given service shoutd be charged to att patients who
receive that particutar service, and shoutd be charged without reference to, for example, the existence
of any third-party insurance under which the patient may be covered.

According to Standards of Practice estabtished by the Cottege of Chiropractors of Ontario, patients
must be informed of the cost of service before the service is performed regardless of the payer. Where
the practitioner's fee is significantly at variance with the recommended fee, it is suggested that the
patient andlor payer be informed of the reasons for the variance.

HOW DOES THE OCA ESTABLISH RECOMMENDED FEES?

Recommended fees are based on the OCA's opinion of the vatue of each service. To arrive at these
va[ues, consideration is given to many factors inctuding, but not necessarily timited to:

. Time requirements to prepare for and detiver the service;

. Education and training requirements;

. lntensity of cognitive and physicat work required to detiver the service;

. Level of skitt required to detiver the service;
¡ Level of risk associated with detivering the service; and
. Costs associated with the provision of the service.

Because OHIP historicalty mandated chiropractic bitting on a 'per visit'basis and not by
service/intervention, the relative vatue used to derive recommended fees has been, and continues to
be, based on the recommended cost of a common office visit.

A "common office visit" is defined as a visit consisting of spinat maniputation/adjustment.

Att other services (with the exception of those services provided on an hourty-rated basis) are assigned
a relative vatue (weighting) based on this vatue. Retative vatue weighting is derived from an assessment
of the average time required to treat an average patient by the typicat practitioner in a typicat practice
in a typicattown and the factors tisted above. No changes have been made to weighting or retative
values lor 2016.

sERVlcE coDE coMBlNAT|ONS: ALLowANcE FoR MULT|pLE
INTERVENTIONS

Assessment Services are always stand-atone interventions, or the first intervention performed during a
patient encounter. Therapeutic interventions may be stand-alone interventions or may be provided in
conjunction with assessment services or other therapeutic intervention(s) during the same patient
encounter. ln this case, a reduced fee is recommended for the second or subsequent services.
Orthotic and X-ray services do not have reduced fees because of the speciatized nature of these
services.

3January 7,2016
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Where The Fee Schedute provides a range (recommended minimum and recommended maximum)

the factors that shoutd be taken into consideration in estabtishing the fee inctude:

Practitioner experience and quaIifications;

Geography, inctuding the impact of location on the cost of providing the service;

Comptexity of care (the same service may be more time consuming and costly to provide to

some patients);

Speciatty (chiropractors with designated speciatities appty knowledge and skitts based on their

speciatized training); and

Reporting requirements.

BILLING BY INDIVIDUAL SERVICE OR BY ENCOUNTER (BY

vrsrT oR sEssroN)
For administrative ease some chiropractors may choose to bi[[ on a per visit basis. The Fee Schedute

also accommodates this (see Service Code 2900). Where fees are estabtished on a per visit basis (atso

catted per session or per patient encounter). the fee shoutd reftect the component interventions. To

ensure patient understanding of the services performed, it is recommended that the components of
the session be individuatty recorded on the invoice even if not priced individuatty.

a

a
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CTINICAT SERVICES

ASSESSMENTS

t200 The Ctinicat Assessments described betow compr¡se the case assessment and management of
patient interactions. Chiropractors are required by the Regulated Health Professions Act (1991), the
Chiropractic Act (1991), the regutations under those acts, and the standards of practice, guidetines,
and poticies of the Cottege of Chiropractors of Ontario to perform a diagnosis before initiating
treatment.

Varying levets of examination, evaluation, conference with or concerning patients, and the
administration of each case is included. The key determinant components of Assessment services
inctude history, examination, review of documentation, and chiropractic decision making. Case
management contributory factors are counsetting, coordination of care and the nature of the
presenting probtem. Management services and subsequent time requirements vary with the tevet of
comptexity of respective case determinant components and contributory factors.

r20t lnitiator
Primary
(one region)

For a new or estabtished patient, shatl comprise a

futt history of the presenting comptaint, the review
of any retevant documentation, a detaited inquiry
concerning the comptaint and detaited
examination of the affected part, region or system
(more pa rticutarty the neuromuscutosketetat
system) as required to: (a) arrive at a diagnosis
(functionat or pathotogicat); (b) comptete an
appropriate record of findings; (c) advise the
patient on course of treatment; (d) where
appropriate, refer the patient for other health care.
The targe majority of first assessments witl be
"lnitiat or Primary Assessments." Time requirement
is generatty 20-40 minutes.

s86.00 s146.00

t202 Extended
(more than one
region)

For a new or estabtished patient, shat[ comprise an
initiaI assessment, but in circumstances where this
is extended to a detaited examination of more than
one region or system, or where the comptaint is of
a complicated nature necessitating significantty
more time and comprehensive examination to
differentiatty diagnose the condition. Time required
is generatty 30-60 minutes.

s14s.00 s290.00

OCA
Fee

Code

OCA Service
Categories

26- Nov-l-5
Recommended Fee

Minimum Maximum

Description

January I,2OL6 5
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s29.00 s49.00For a new or estabtished patient, sha[[ comprise a

brief history and examination of the affected part

or region, an appropriate record, and advice to the
patient. Examples: extremity trauma, such as a

serious sprain where active chiropractic treatment
is not a priority; re-evatuation to monitor progres,

or where ctinicatjudgment resutts in planned

treatment interventions not being provided. Time

requirement is generatty 5-15 minutes.

r204 Minor (inctudes

re-assessment)

S236.oo s401.00t205 Complex
Consultation

Performance of comprehensive history and

examination, detaited review of existing

documentation and/or radiographs which requires

a highty comptex chiropractic opinion and results

in a summary report to the referring agent.

Bill at hourty rateDetaited Report Preceded by a Complex Consuttation, and would
include specifics on the comprehensive history,

examination, docu ment and/or radiograph review,

ctinicat impression, prognosis and

recommendations.

2606

Bitt at hourty ratet209 Assessment

Services bilted
at Hourly Rate

Ctinicat services inctuding assessment services may

be bitted on an hourly (time based) basis.

OCA

Fee

Code

OCA Service

Categories

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

Minimum Maximum

Description

January L,20L6 6
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CTINICAT SERVICES

TH ERAPEUTIC I NTERVENTIONS

2000 The fottowing therapeutic interventions may be provided at the same patient encounter as an
assessment service, or at a subsequent patient encounter. They may be provided as stand alone
services or in combination as dictated by the ctinicatjudgement of the chiropractor. Each patient
encounter includes an assessment function. ln the case of a patient encounter for treatment
(therapeutic intervention) this brief pre-treatment assessment to ensure that the ptanned treatment
is stitt appropriate is not bitted separatety but is inctuded in the intervention. Where muttipte
therapeutic intervent¡ons are provided on the same patient encounter this brief assessment need
onty be performed once, so the second and subsequent therapeutic interventions are bitted at a
reduced rate. lf the chiropractor concludes from this brief pre-treatment assessment that no
therapeutic intervention is appropriate, the encounter is bitted as a Brief Assessment (Service Code
L207').

2r00 MA}TUAI. CARE

2tot Adjustment/
Manipulation,
SpinaU one or
more regions

A specific adjustment/manipulation
procedure, directed to a spinal or
intervertebraljoint is a manoeuver during
which the joint is moved within its

anatomical range of motion using a fast.
low amptitude thrust.

s39.00 s24.00

2tro Adjustment/
Manipulation/
Mobitization,
Non-spinal;
one or more
joints

A specif ic adjustment/maniputation
procedure, directed to a non-spinatjoint,
is a manoeuvre during which the joint is

moved within its anatomical range of
motion using a fast, low amptitude thrust.

s34.00 s19.00

As second or
su bsequent
intervention
on same
visit/session

DescriptionOCA
Fee

Code

OCA Service
Category

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

As a stand
atone
service

January I,2OL6 7
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N/A s16.00220r Supportive
Myofasciat
Therapy

Brief apptication of myofasciat therapy in

support of maniputation and/or
mobitization. Various manuaI therapeutic
procedures which are apptied to the

elastocot[agenous tissues in order to
restore normal ftexibitity and tone; may

inctude manuaI traction, ischemic

compression, trigger point therapy,

massage, post-facititation stretch,
proprioceptive neuromuscutar facititation,
post-isometric retaxation, reciprocal

inhibition, and patient production of
voluntary muscle contraction against

manual passive resistance etc. Cannot be

bitted in conjunction with 2203,

Comprehensive Myofascial Therapy. Time

requirement is generatty tess than 10

minutes.

Bitt at hourty rate2203 Comprehensive
Myofasciat
Therapy (per

hour)

Iherapeutic procedures which are apptied

to the elastocottagenous tissues in order
to restore normal ftexibitity and tone; may

inctude manual traction, ischemic

compression, trigger point therapy,

massage, post-facititation stretch,
proprioceptive neuromuscutar faciIitation,
post-isometric retaxation, reciprocal

inhibition, and patient production of
votuntary muscle contraction against

manual passive resistance, etc. Cannot be

bitted in conjunction with 2201,

Supportive Myofasciat Therapy. (Bitt at

hourly rate; Service Code 1420.)

As second or
su bsequent
intervention
on same

visit/session

DescriptionOCA

Fee

Code

OCA Service

Category

26- Nov-i-5
Recommended Fee

As a stand

atone

service

January 7,2016 B
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2200-
2ßO

PHYSIOTOGICAI MODAITTIES

2205 Uttrasound lnaudibte acoustic vibrations of high
frequency that may produce either
thermaI or non-thermat physiotogicat
effects.

s31.00 s16.00

2206 Electrical
Current
Therapy

lnctudes the use of any etectricat modatity
for iontophoresis, muscle stimutation,
gatvanic currents, Russian Faradic
currents, combination therapy (tinkage of
the etectricaI current with concurrent
apptication of ultrasound) and micro-
current apptications where the therapist
utitizes a moving electrode over the
treatment area.

s31.00 s16.00

22t6 Hydrotherapy Use of therapeutic equipment such as a
Hubbard Tank (not a "hot tub") for the
purpose of mobitizing a body part or parts
to facit¡tate movement in a gravity-
reduced environment. Time requirement
is generatty 15 minutes or less.

s27.00 s12.00

2tnt Heat or Cotd
Therapy

The apptication of heat in the form of
heating pads, heat wraps, hot baths, warm
get packs, etc., or the apptication of cotd
using various methods inctuding but not
timited to the use of an ice bag, a cotd
pack, ice massage or ftuids (such as ethyt
chtoride) that cool by evaporation.

s26.00 s11.00

As second or
su bsequent
intervention
on same
visit/session

DescriptionOCA
Fee

Code

OCA Service
Category

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

As a stand

alone
service

January I,2OL6 9
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S27.oo s12.00Traction Long-axis mechanicaI distraction (static

or intermitten$ of a body area to provide

mobitization.

2403

s12.00s27.002406 Paraffin Bath

Therapy

A method of detivering heat to an

affected body part, often joints of the

hand.

S27.oo s12.00Exposure of body part or parts to a low
frequency wave between 300 MHZ and

30,000 MHZ.

2407 Micro Current
Therapy

s27.00 s12.00Exposure of body part or parts to a device

creating an infrared spectrum which
provides superficiat heating of tissues via

radiant energy.

2409 lnfrared
therapy

S27.oo s12.00lnterferentiaI
Current
Therapy

Electrotherapy to body part or parts

utitizing two currents of differing

frequency producing an interference
pattern in the area treated.

24tt

s26.00 s11.00TENS Transcutaneous electricaI nerve

stimulation by an alternating current with
putse widths from 20-100 microseconds

and a frequency range of 50-200 HZ.

24t2

s49.00 s34.00Laser Therapy Phototherapy invotving the apptication of
tow power tight. lnctuding Low Level

Laser Therapy (LLLT) and Light Emitting

Diode Therapy (LEDT). Per 20 minutes.

24t3

s98.00 s83.00Shockwave
Therapy

Radiat Shockwaves are high energY

acoustic waves that are transmitted
through the surface and spread radiatty

(sphericatty) through the body.

24t5

As second or
su bsequent
intervention
on same

visit/session

DescriptionOCA

Fee

Code

OCA Service

Category

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

As a stand

alone
service

January L,2OL6 10
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2500 REHABITTTA1TON

2sol Exercise: Brief
instruction for
setf-dírected
exercise

lnstruction of proper exercise
technique(s) and an appropriate program
to an individuat patient for one or more
body areas for patient use in a seÌf-
directed, unsupervised manner. This may
be provided in office depending on the
nature of the program and the equipment
available to the provider. Time
requirement is generatty tess than 10
minutes.

s27.00 s12.00

2502 Exercise/
Functíonal
Restoration: ln
offíce constant
supervised
(one-on-one)

Designed for and provided to an
individuat patient under constant
supervision and administered by suitably
quatified individuats such as the
chiropractor, an occupationat therapist
andlor a kinesiotogist in order to prevent
improper technique and further injury.
lnctudes comprehensive instruction for a

setf-directed program. Per 20 minutes.
Exampte, for 60 minutes bitl one "stand

atone" and two "subsequent" fee.

s67.00 ss2.00

2503 Exercise/
Functional
Restoration: ln
office
intermittent
supervision or
9roup

For patients performing prescribed
therapeutic exercises in the chiropractor's
facility where supervision is intermittent,
for example when part of a group session
or working semi-independentty. Per 30
minutes.

s5s.00 s40.00

As second or
subsequent
in tervention
on same
visit/session

DescriptionOCA

Fee

Code

OCA Service
Category

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

As a stand

alone
service

January t,2016 LI
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S3B.oo N/A2504. Neuromuscular
(Functiona[)

Retraining

lnctudes one-on-one procedures

devetoping patient neuromuscutar co-
ordination through repetitive activity
movements under a variety of mechanical

conditions to pattern the motor system

for particutar activities. Time requirement
is generatly less than 15 minutes.

Bitt at hourty rateProgram designed for an individual
patient targeting daity tiving activities as

we[[ as constituent components of work-
related activities. (Bitt at hourty rate; fee

code 2950.)

2505 Work/Physicat
Conditioning
(per hour)

Supervised exercise in the gravity reduced

environment of a poot. Per hour.
Bitt at hourty rate2506 Aquatherapy

s38.00 N/A25r0 Gait Training Re-education of appropriate gait pattern

after serious tower timb/petvic injury (not

to be used in conjunction with orthotic
prescription.) Time requirement is
generatty less than 15 minutes.

s106.00 N/A2525 Work
Hardening
(per hatf day)

Service provided in conjunction with an

appropriate job task anatysis. The patient

engages in activities of work, with or
without modifications, in a transitionaI

environment or in a speciatized clinicat

environment offering similar or identicat

essential tasks as required to reach a levet

of work-specific conditioning to return to
emptoyment. (Bitt at hourty rate; fee code

2950.)

As second or
su bseq uent
intervention
on same

visit/session

DescriptionOCA

Fee

Code

OCA Service

Category

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

As a stand

alone
service

January L,2016 L2
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2600 OTHER ASSESSMENTS

260t Environmental
Anatysis; Job
Síte Assessment
(per hour)

On-site anatysis of work activity and work
environment, and preparation of a
required report; provided for a patient,
supervisor or manager with regard to
appropriateness of the work function as it
appties to the heatth of the patient(s) or
emptoyee(s). This may include a definition
of the occupation(s), inctuding references
to essential physicat demands, frequency
of occurrence andjob strength ratings,
utitizing accepted nationaI databases such
as the D.O.T. (U.S.) or N.O.C. (Canada)

where appropriate.

Ergonomic/environmentaI factors may
also be itemized with recommendations
regarding concerns/deficiencies. (Bitt at
hourty rate; fee code 1209.)

Bitt at hourty rate

2602 EnvironmentaI
Anatysis; Home
(per hour)

An evatuation, and preparation of a
required report, of the patient's home to
compite an inventory of activities of daity
tiving including: self-care i.e. bathing,
dressing, grooming, toiteting, eating;
househotd duties i.e. meat preparation,
ctean-up, taundry, ironing, bed-making,
tight and heavy cteaning, shopping, and
driving; caregiving responsibitities; and
outdoor maintenance activities.
Evaluation and report is made with
respect to barriers to recovery and/or the
need for assistance in performing
essential components of these tasks. (Bitt

at hourty rate; fee code 1209.)

Bitt at hourty rate

As second or
su bsequent
intervention
on same
visit/session

DescriptionOCA
Fee

Code

OCA Service

Category
26- Nov-l-5
Recommended Fee

As a stand

a[one
service

January I,2OL6 T3
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Bitt at hourty rateAnatysis and preparation of a required

report of an individuat's work space to
assess ergonomic issues as they related to
seating, work surfaces, equipment and

body positioning with recommendations
to improve deficient areas and education

regarding reduction of postural fatigue.
(Bitt at hourty rate; fee code 1209.)

2603 Environmental
Anatysis; Work
Space
(Ergonomic)

Assessment
(per hour)

Bit[ at hourty rateThe evatuation of physicat capacity for the
purpose of determining toterances for the
performance of home and/or work
retated tasks. The evatuation of tifting

capacity is a key ingredient of most FCE's,

which can be assessed on a static and/or
dynamic basis and shoutd include

measures of consistency of effort. Testing

may inctude: aerobic, anaerobic and

metabotic capacity anatysis; white

strength testing can be isometric, isotonic

or isokinetic. The preparation of a detaited

report shoutd inctude a synopsis of the

ctient's consistency of effort, synopsis of
pertinent work and/or home tasks and a

battery of tests that focus on tolerances

for those tasks. Corretation with other
aptitudes to determine job match may

atso be inctuded. (Bitt at hourty rate; fee

code 1209).

2604. Functional
Capacity/
Functional
Abitities
Evaluation
(per hour)

As second or
su bsequent
intervention
on same

visit/session

DescriptionOCA

Fee

Code

OCA Service

Category

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

As a stand

atone

service

January I,2076 14
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2605 Complex
Consultation

Performance of comprehensive history
and examination, detaited review of
existing documentation and/or
radiographs which requires a highty
complex chiropractic opinion and results
in a summary report to the referring
agent.

s196.00 s333.00

2606 Deta¡ted

Medical Report

Preceded by a Comptex Consuttation, and
would inctude specifics on the
comprehensive history, examination,
document and/or radiograph review,
clinicat impression, prognosis and
recommendations.

s314.00 s534.00

As second or
su bseq uent
intervention
on same
visit/session

DescriptionOCA
Fee

Code

OCA Service
Category

26- Nov- 15

Recommended Fee

As a stand

atone

service

January I,20L6 15
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2900 SESSIONAL (PER/VI$T) AND ITME BASED FEES

s71.00s43.00Per Visit
(Session) Fees

Treatment
Session

Used when a practitioner elects to bitl for
treatment by the visit/session/patient

encounter rather than by the specific

service or intervention. The session

components shoutd be identified. Fees

may vary between practitioners and

between pat¡ents depending on the

specific nature of the interventions used,

time requirements, etc.

2900

s2t2.00 s364.00Ctinicat services inctuding therapeutic
interventions may be bitted on an hourty
(time based) basis.

29s0 Therapeutic
lntervention
(per hour)

OCA

Fee

Code

OCA Service

Category

26- Nov-l-5
Recommended Fee

Minimum Maximum

Description

January I,2016 16
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ORTHOTICS

2200 There are currentty three poputar procedures - foam impression, ptaster casting and etectronic
sensor pad - which resutt in the creation of in-shoe orthotics. Each of these requires two
components: the professionaI service (inctuding assessment, fitting, and any necessary adjustment
of the orthotic device) and the product cost.

2240 Orthotics
Professional
Services

lnctudes atI professionaI services retating
directty to the provision of custom in-
shoe orthotics inctuding the assessment,
cast¡ng, fitting, and fottow up assessment.
lf fottowing the assessment the
chiropractor determines that custom
orthotics are not necessary, the
assessment wilt be bitted as a Minor
Assessment (OCA Fee Code 1204).

s3ls.00

Product Cost Products are provided at cost ptus a reasonabte handling charge.

As second or
su bsequent
intervention
on same
visit/session

DescriptionOCA
Fee

Code

OCA Service
Category

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

As a stand
alone
service

January L,2016 17
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^A,CUPUNCTURE
2300 As provided for in the Regulated Health Professions Act and the Chiropractic Act, chiropractors

who are not members of the Cottege of Traditionat Chinese Medicine Practitioners and

Acupuncturists may pract¡ce acupuncture under their chiropractic registration with the Cottege of
Chiropractors of Ontario. The CCO has an Acupuncture Standard of Practice to which att Ontario

chiropractors utitizing acupuncture must comply.

s51.00 s36.0023rO Acupuncture
(inctuding
needle and
electro
acupuncture)

The technique of inserting thin needles
through the skin at specific points on the
body invotving stimulation of anatomical
locations. This may incorporate a variety
of techniques inctuding electrical
stimulation of the needtes.

As second or
su bsequent
intervention
on same
visit/session

Description 26- Nov-15

Recommended Fee

OCA
Fee

Code

OCA Service
Category

As a stand
atone
servrce

January I,2OL6 1B
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DIAGNOSTIC RADIOGRJ\PHY

GEN ERAL RADIOGRAPH IC SERVICES

5000 The professional component, performed by the chiropractor, consists of interpretation of the resutts
inctuding the preparation of a written report.

The technicat component consists of provision of the premises, ctinicat suppties, equipment, and
personne[, preparation of the patient, performance or supervision of the performance of the
procedure, and maintenance of appropriate records.

For a given radiotogicat study, a chiropractor may provide the professional component, the technicat
component, or both. A chiropractor taking and interpreting his own films, or taking and interpreting
films requested by another practitioner witt bitt for both the technicat and professional components.
A chiropractor taking but not interpreting fitms requested by another practitioner witt bitt onty the
technicat component. A chiropractor interpreting fitms taken at his/her request at another tocation
witt bitt onty the professional component.

When either a technical or professionat component of a fee is bitted independently, the suffix "-T" or
"-P" witt be added to the service code, for example 5001-T or 5001-P.

5000 NECK, SPINE, TRT'NK, A¡{D PETVIS

CERVICAL SPINE

5001 two or fewer views 3.SC.10.CXA s37.80 s16.20 ss4.00

5002 three or four views 3.SC.10.CXB s49.70 S21.30 s71.00

5003 five or six views 3.SC.10.CXC s61.60 s26.40 sBB.00

5004 more than six views 3.SC.10.CXD s74.20 531.80 s106.00

Professionat TotaI Fee
Component
% of lotal
f ee:

30%

OCA Service Category CCI code

70%

OCA
Fee
code

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

Technicat
Component
% of totaI fee:

January L,2016 L9
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THORACIC SPINE

s19.20 s64.003.SC.10.THA s44.8050tt two or fewer views

s23.10 s77.003.SC.10.THB s53.9050t2 three or four views

LUMBAR OR LUMBOSACRAL SPINE

s43.40 s18.60 s62.003.SC.10.LBA/LSA502t two or fewer views

ss3.20 s22.80 s76.00three or four views 3.SC.10.LBB/LSB5022

s63.70 s27.30 s91.00five or six views 3.SC.10.LBC/LSCso23

574.20 s31.80 s106.00more than six views 3.SC.10.LBD/LSD5024

s27.90 S93.oo3.SC.10.4 S65.105032 Entire Spine: survey study,
two views (A-P and laterat)

PELVIS

s18.60 s62.003.SO.10.4 s43.40504r two or fewer views

s22.s0 s7s.003.SO.10.8 ss2.s05042 three or four views

ProfessionaI TotaI Fee

Component
% of totat
fee:

30%

OCA Service Category CCI code

70%

OCA
Fee
code

26- Nov-l-5
Recommended Fee

TechnicaI
Component
% of totat fee

January I,2OL6 20
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Chiropractic
Association

OCA Recommended
Service Codes and Fee Schedute

SACRUM AND COCCYX

5051 two or fewer views 3.SF.10.A S43.40 s18.60 s62.00

5052 three or four views 3.SF.10.8 ss2.s0 s22.s0 s7s.00

SACRO-ILIAC JOINTS

50ól two or fewer views 3.SF.10.A s43.40 s18.60 s62.00

5062 three or more views 3.SF.10.8 ss2.s0 s22.s0 s7s.00

RIBS

5071 two or fewer views 3.S1.10.A s34.30 Sr4.7o s49.00

5072 three to four views 3.S1.10.8 s43.40 s18.60 s62.00

CLAVICLE

5081 two or fewer views 3.SM.10.A s34.30 Sr4.7o s49.00

s082 three or four views 3.SM.10.8 s43.40 s18.60 s62.00

SCAPULA

5091 two views 3.SN.10.A s34.30 St4.7o s49.00

5092 three or four views 3.SN.10.8 s43.40 s18.60 s62.00

ProfessionaI TotaI Fee
Component
% of totat
f ee:

so%

OCA Service Category CCI code

70%

OCA
Fee

code

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

Technical
Component
% of totat fee

January I,2OL6 2T
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OCA Recommended 735
Service Codes and Fee Schedute

5100 T'PPER EXTREMTTY

SHOULDER JOINT

s49.00s34.30 s14.705t0l two or fewer views 3.TA.10.4

s62.00s43.40 s18.605t02 three or four views 3.TA.10.8

AC ROM I OC LAVI CU LAR O R STERN OCLAVICU LAR JO I NTS

s18.60 s62.003.T8.10.4 s43.405lll two or fewer views

s22.s0 s75.003.T8.10.8 ss2.505tt2 three or four views

HUMERUS

st4.70 s49.003.TK.10.4 s34.305t2t two or fewer views

s18.60 s62.003.TK.10.8 s43.405t22 three or more views

ELBOW JOINT

s3s.00S24.so S10.5o3.TM.10.A5l3t two or fewer views

s49.00s34.30 sr4.703.TM.10.85132 three or four views

s62.00s43.40 s18.603.TM.10.C5133 five or six views

RADIUS AND ULNA

s3s.00s24.s0 s10.s0two or fewer views 3.TV.10.A5l4t
s49.00s34.30 Sr4.7o5t42 three or four views 3.TV.10.8

ProfessionaI TotaI Fee

Component
% of total
f ee:

30%

OCA Service Category CCI code

70%

OCA
Fee

code

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

TechnicaI
Component
% of total fee:

January L,2OL6 22
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Association

OCA Recommended
Service Codes and Fee Schedute

WRIST JOINT

5l5t two or fewer views 3.U8.10.A s24.s0 s10.s0 s3s.00

st52 three or four views 3.U8.10.8 S34.30 Sr4.7o s49.00

PHALANX OF HAND

5lót two or fewer views 3.UJ.10.A s17.s0 S7.so s2s.00

5t62 three or four views 3.UJ.10.8 s26.60 s11.40 s38.00

HAND

5t7t two or fewer views 3.U1.10.A s24.s0 s10.s0 s3s.00

5t72 three or four views 3.U1.10.8 s34.30 s14.70 s49.00

5200 LOT/IIER EXTREMITY

HIP JOINT

520r two or fewer views 3.V4.10.A s34.30 5r4.70 s49.00

5202 three or four views 3.VA.10.8 s43.40 s18.60 s62.00

FEMUR

52tl two or fewer views 3.VC.10.A s24.s0 s10.s0 s3s.00

52t2 three or more views 3.VC.10.8 s34.30 s14.70 s49.00

ProfessionaI Total Fee
Component
% of total
fee:

30%

OCA Service Category CCI code

70%

OCA
Fee

code

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

TechnicaI
Component
% of totat fee

January L,2OL6 23
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OCA Recommended
Service Codes and Fee Schedute

737

KNEE JOINT

s34.30 s1470 s49.005221 two or fewer views 3.VG.10.A

s43.40 s18.60 s62.005222 three or four víews 3.VG.10.8

ss2.50 s22.s0 s7s.005223 five or síx views 3.VG.10.C

TIBIAAND FIBULA

3.VQ.10.A s24.s0 s10.s0 s35.00523r two or fewer views

3.VO.10.8 s34.30 st4.70 s49.005232 three or four views

ANKLE JOINT

524t two or fewer views 3.WA.10,4 s34.30 sr4.70 s49.00

5242 three or four views 3.WA.10.8 s43.40 s18.60 s62.00

TARSAL BONES AND INTERTARSAL JOINTS

sr4.70 s49.005251 two or fewer views 3,WE.10.A s34.30

s18.60 s62.005252 three or four views 3.WE.10 .B s43.40

PHALANX OF FOOT

s34.30 sr4.70 s49.005261 two or fewer views 3.WJ.10.4

s43.40 s18.60 s62.005262 three or more views 3.WJ.10.8

ProfessionaI Total Fee

Component
% of totat
fee:

30%

OCA Service Category CCI code

70%

OCA
Fee
code

26- Nov-l-5
Recommended Fee

Technical
Component
% of totat fee

January I,2OL6 24
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738 Ontario
Chiropractic
Association

OCA Recommended
Service Codes and Fee Schedute

DIAGNOSTIC RADIOGRAPHY

SPECIALTY RAD IOG RAPH ¡C SERVICES

ó000 SPECTALTT RADIOGRAPHIC SERVICES

SKU LL, RADIOGRAPHIC EXAM INATION

ó001 less than four views s39.90 s17.10 ss7.00

6002 four or more views s60.20 s25.80 s86.00

SI NUSES, RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION

ó003 less than three views s26.60 s11.40 s38.00

ó004 three or more views s36.40 sls.60 ss2.00

CH EST, RADIOGRAPH IC EXAMINATION

ó005 two views s48.30 s20.70 s69.00

ó00ó three or more views ssB.10 s24.90 s83.00

ó103 CT Scan, CervicaI Spine, with or without
contrast media

N/A s10s.00 s10s.00

6t04 CT Scan, Thoracic Spine, with or without
contrast media

N/A s10s.00 s10s.00

OCA Service Category

TotaI Fee

7A% 30%

OCA
Fee

Code

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

Technicat
Component
% of totat fee

Prof essiona I

Component
% of totatfee

January L,2016 25
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Chiropractic
Association

oCA Recommended 739
Service Codes and Fee Schedute

s10s.00 s10s.00N/Aór05 CT Scan, Lumbar Spine, with or without
Contrast Media

s10s.00 s10s.00N/Aór0ó CT Scan, Upper Extremity

s10s.00 s10s.00N/A6t07 CT Scan, Lower Extremity

s105.00 s10s.00N/A6t99 Untisted CT Scan

s10s.00 s105.00N/A6203 MRl, CervicatSpine

s10s.00 s105.00N/A620ø, MRl, Thoracic Spine

s105.00 s105.00N/A6205 MRl, Lumbar Spine

s10s.00 s10s.00N/A6206 MRl, Upper Extremity

s10s.00 s10s.00N/A6207 MRl, Lower Extremity

UNLISTED MRI SERVICE6208

s49.00 s21.00 s70.00Bone Age Studyó4ot

N/A s53.00 s53.00Bone Density Studyeo2

s63.00 s27.O0 s90.00Bone Length Studyó403

N/A ss3.00 ss3.00Bone scintigraphy, General Survey&o4

N/A ss3.00 ss3.00Bone scintigraphy, Singte Siteó405

N/A ss3.00 ss3.006407 Arthrogram, Tenogram, or Bursogram

OCA Service Category

TotaI Fee

70% 30%

OCA

Fee

Code

26- Nov-l-5
Recommended Fee

Technical
Component
% of total fee

Professiona I

Component
% of total fee

January I,2016 26
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740 Ontario
Chiropractic
Association

OCA Recommended
Service Codes and Fee Schedule

SPECIATIST SERVICES

3000 Services from this category may be provided by a certified Fettow whose opinion or advice regarding
evaluation and/or management of a patient or a specific probtem is requested by another
chiropractor or other appropriate outside agency. The fottowing are recognized Cotteges:

FCCS Fettow of the Cottege of Chiropractic Sciences

FCCSS(C) Fettow of the Royat Cottege of Chiropractic Sports Sciences (Canada)

FCCO(C) Fettow of the Cottege of Chiropractic Orthopaedists (Canada)

FCCRS(C) Fettow of the Cottege of Chiropractic Rehabititation Sciences (Canada)

FCCR Fettow of the Cottege of Chiropractic Radiotogists

300r FCCS Standard
Speciatist

Consultation

Performance of a focused history
and examination directed to a timited
area or comptaint which requires a
straightforward or moderatety
complex chiropractic opinion and
results in a brief report to the
referring agent; the majority of
consultations witt be Standard
Consultations.

s157.00 s267.00

3002 FCCS Comptex
Speciatist
Consuttation

Performance of comprehensive
history and examination, detaited
review of existing documentation
and/or radiographs which requires a
highty comptex chiropractic opinion
and results in a summary report to
the referring agent.

s27s.00 s468.00

OCA

Fee

Code

OCA Service
Category

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

From To

Descripiron

January L,2016 27
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Association

OCA Recommended
Service Codes and Fee Schedute

Bitt at hourly ratePreceded by a Comptex
Consultation, and woutd inctude

specifics on the comprehensive
history, examination, document
and/or radiograph review, clinicat

impression, prognosis and

recommendations.

3003 FCCS Detaited
Report

s157.00 s267.00Performance of a focused history
and examination directed to a timited

area or complaint which requires a

straightforward or moderatety

complex chiropractic opinion and

resutts in a brief report to the

referring agent; the majority of
consuttations witt be Standard

Consuttations.

3t0t FCCSS(C) Standard
Consultation

s27s.00 s468.00Performance of comprehensive
history and examination, detaited
review of existing documentation
and/or radiographs, requires a highty

comptex chiropractic opinion and

results in a summary report to the

referring agent.

3102 FCCSS(C) Complex
Consultation

Bitt at hourty ratePreceded by a Complex
Consuttation, and would inctude

specifics on the comprehensive
history, examination, document
and/or radiograph review, clinicat
impression, prognosis and

recommendations.

3r03 FCCSS(C) Detailed
Report

OCA

Fee

Code

OCA Service

Category

26 - Nov- 15

Recommended Fee

From To

Description

January L,2OL6 28
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Chiropractic
Association

OCA Recommended
Service Codes and Fee Schedute

320r FCCO(C) Standard
Consuttation

Performance of a focused history
and examination directed to a timited
area or complaint, which requires a

straightforward or moderatety
comptex chiropractic opinion and
resutts in a brief report to the
referring agent; the majority of
consuttations witt be Standard
Consultations.

sls7.00 s267.00

3202 FCCO(C) Complex
Consultation

Performance of comprehensive
history and examination, detaited
review of existing documentation
and/or radiographs, requires a highty
comptex chiropractic opinion and
resutts in a summary report to the
referring agent.

s27s.00 s468.00

3203 FCCO(C) Detaited
Report

Preceded by a Comptex
Consultation, and would inctude
specifics on the comprehensive
history, examination, document
and/or radiograph review, ctinical
impression, prognosis and
recommendations.

Bitt at hourty rate

3301 FCCRS(C) Standard
Consultation

Performance of a focused history
and examination directed to a timited
area or complaint, which requires a

straightforward or moderatety
comptex chiropractic opinion and
results in a brief report to the
referring agent; the majority of
consuttations witt be Standard
Consultations.

s1s7.00 s267.O0

OCA
Fee

Code

OCA Service
Category

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

From To

Descriptron

January L,20L6 29
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743OCA Recommended
Service Codes and Fee Schedute

s468.00Performance of comprehensive
history and examination, detaited
review of existing documentation
and/or radiographs, requires a highty

complex chiropractic opinion and

resutts in a summary report to the
referring agent.

s275.003302 FCCRS(C) Comptex
Consuttation

Bitt at hourty rate3303 FCCRS(C) Detaited
Report

Preceded by a Comptex
Consultation, and wou[d inctude
specifics on the comprehensive
history, examination, document
and/or radiograph review, clinicat

impression, prognosis and

recommendations.

s100.00Appties when radiographs made

etsewhere are referred to a Fettow of
the CCR for an opinion. lncludes a

written report, administrative and

handting charges, per study or
anatomicaI area.

ss9.0034Í)1 FCCR Consultation

SPECTAI.ISTS HOI'RLY RATE

s318.00 s619.00Bitted at hourly rate.OTHER Other Unlisted
Activity

OCA

Fee

Code

OCA Service

Category

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

From To

Description

January I,2016 30
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OTHER SERVICES

1300-
r400

OTITER SERVICES

r30t Consultation
(patient, third party)

Opinion or advice regarding
evatuation and/or management of a
specific probtem is requested by a
patient, another chiropractor or
other appropriate source. The
request shoutd be documented in
the patient's record atong with any
advice and services described and/or
recommended. This does not
include the reporting of previousty
performed or ordered tests,
assessments, or evatuations. This
may be face-to-face or remotely
detivered (tetephone). Time
requirement is generatty per 20
minutes.

7.St.r2 s82.00

1303 Ptanning lncludes ptanning for care, team
conferencing. and other patient care
ptanning activities. Time requirement
is generatty per 10-20 minutes.

7.SF.L2 s39.00

l3o4 Brokerage Assisting with insurance ctaims,
referrats, monitoring detegated or
other third party services, etc. Time
requirement is generatty per 10-20
minutes.

7.SF.15 s3e.00

r305 Education Education provided as the sole
intervention or one of the
interventions on a patient encounter
to enhance knowledge and skitt that
directty or indirectty assists the
patient to understand, monitor and
manage their situation / condition /
impairment. lncludes. where
appticabte, provision of educationaI
materia[s such as pamphtets, tapes,
books and videos but not the cost of
these materiats. Time requirement is
generatty per 15 minutes.

7.SP.60 s39.00

OCA Fee
Code

OCA Service
Category

26- Nov-15
Recommended
Fee

Definition CCI Code

January t,2016 3T
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OCA Recommended
Service Codes and Fee Schedule

7.SP.10 ss9.00Counsetting Therapeutic commun¡cation (i.e.

discussion between service provider
and service recipient), provided to or
on behatf of a ctient, to identify and
evatuate, introduce and/or etiminate,
reinforce and/or reduce certain
attitudes on the part of the client
regarding a given situation/
condition/impairment, which cou[d
atter attitudes and in turn
change/modify behaviour. Such
counsetting sessions may be
provided on a "one-to-one" or "one-
to-many" basis. For exampte:

r Nutritionatcounselting
. Exercise and physical fitness

counselting

t3l0

S63.ooN/Al4ot Out-of-Hours
Supptement

Surcharge when chiropractor
attends the office at the request of
the patient outside of usual office
hours.

N/A s79.00t402 Home Visit (or
alternate out-of-
ctinic tocation)
supplement

Surcharge when chiropractor travels
to the patient's home or an alternate
location for service detivery.

N/A s0.00Appointments scheduled with the
consent of the patient and not
attended without reasonabte notice
being given may result in bitting the
patient equal to the vatue of the
service scheduled. The chiropractor
shoutd use discretion and consider
the circumstances surrounding the
missed appo¡ntment.

1403 Missed Appointment

OCA Fee
Code

OCA Service
Category

26- N ov- 15

Recommended
Fee

CCI CodeDef inition

January 7,20L6 32
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DOCIII\,IENTATION

1407 Detaited Narrative
Report

Detaited narrative report (tegat,
insurance, etc.) may be charged at
an hourly rate (fee code 1420).

NiA Bitt at hourty rate

r408 Photocopy Photocopy of patient fites, ctinicat
notes or other materials for patient
or a third party.

N/A 535.00 for 1-5
pages;
S1.25lpage
thereafter

l4t2 Form or Note:
simpte sick note /
return to work

Certif icate completion requiring
minimal input and signature by the
chiropractor. Examptes of
certificates inctuded are disabitity
forms, institutionat benefit program
apptications and handicap parking
apptications.

7.SJ.30 s26.00

1415 Other
Documentation

7.SJ.30 Fees vary with
comptexity

CLINICAL PRODUCTS

Ctinical Products
and Materials

Ctinicat Products (i.e. orthotics, sptints) and materiats (i.e. educationat
materiat) are provided at practit¡oner cost ptus a reasonabte handting
charge.

OCA Fee
Code

OCA Service
Category

26-Nov-l-5
Recommended
Fee

Def inition CCI Code

t420 Other
Professional
Activity
(per hour)

Professionat activity inctuding, for exampte
preparation for and testifying as a witness may be
charged at an hourty rate. The hourty rate
estabtished by individuat chiropractors witt vary
depending, for example, on speciatized education
and training, experience, geographicat tocation, etc.
CtinicaÌ Services may atso be bitted on an hourty
basis (see fee 1209 and 2950).

s212.00 s364.00

OCA Service Definition
Category

OCA Fee
Code

26- Nov-15
Recommended Fee

Minimum Maximum

January L,2OL6 33
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OCA Recommended
Service Codes and Fee Schedule

SAMPTE VISIT BITTINGS

s39.00EXAMPLE 1

A treatment visit on which the
on[y intervention is spinaI
adjustment/mani pulation.

2LO1. Spinal
Adjustment/
Maniputation

s39.00

2205 Ultrasound s31.00 s31.00EXAMPLE 2

A treatment visit on which the
onty intervention is ultrasound
therapy.

Spinat
Adjustment/
Manipulation

s39.002t01,

s16.00220s Ultrasound

s5s.00

EXAMPLE 3

A treatment visit on which the
patient receives both spinat
adjustment/manipulation and
uttrasound therapy.

2LO1" Adjustment/
Manipulation

s3e.00

2205 Ultrasound s16.00

s12.002501 Home
Exercise
lnstruction

s67.00

EXAMPLE 4

A treatment visit on which the
patient receives spinaI
adjustment/mani pu[ation,
ultrasound therapy, and
instruction for home exercises.

Services

Code First Additionat
Treatment Treatment
lntervention lnterventions

Visit Description

Totat

Recommended Fees

Service
Description

January L,2OL6 34
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Service Codes and Fee Schedule

2502 Exercise,
supervised,
first 30
minutes

S67.oo

2502 Exercise,
supervised,
subsequent
30 minutes

ss2.00

EXAMPLE 5

A treatment visit in which the
patient receives one hour of
supervised rehabititation
exercise.

s119.00

L2OL lnitiat
Assessment

s86.00

2LOt Spinat
Adjustment/
Maniputation

s24.00

2201, Supportive
Myofasciat
Therapy

s16.00

EXAMPLE 6

An initiat patient visit where the
patient is assessed, and then
treated on the same visit with
spinaI manipu[ation/adjustment
and supportive myofascial
therapy.

s126.00

Services

Code First Additionat
Treatment Treatment
lntervention lnterventions

Visit Description

Totat

Recommended Fees

Service
Description

January t,2016 35
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20 Victoria St., Suite 200
Toronto ON M5C 2NB
Tet: 416-860-0070
or to[t-free at I-877 -327 -2273
Fax: 41-6-860-0857
Emait: ocaGchi ropractic.on.ca @ON_Chiropracticv

Ontario
Ch¡ropract¡c
Association



Rose Bustria ITEM 4.1.46
Jo-Ann Willson
Thursday, January 14,2016 1 1:59 AM
Rose Bustria
Joel Friedman
FW: Federation Presentation to CCO Executive
FCC Governance Model 1601.pptx

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments

750

Exec and Council. We will need the power point set up for their presentation. Thanks

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext.111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson(ôcco. on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copy¡ng or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: J im Duncan Ima ilto:jduncan @chirofed.ca]
Sent: Thursday, January 14,20t6 11:56 AM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Cc:'Hayes, David O.' <David.Hayes@uqtr.ca>

Subject: Federation Presentation to CCO Executive

Dear Jo-Ann,

l've attached a PowerPoint that will serve as the presentation to the CCO Executive regarding the

Federation's structure and organization. You had also asked that the priorities for 20L6 be

addressed. Dr. Hayes and I thought this could form part of the overall discussion but if you feel your

group would prefer to see the main pr¡orities listed on the PPT, I will include them.

You have also asked for the budget. The budget is now done in draft working copy form and I am having

it formatted for presentation. As soon as this is done, I will get this to you for your input. I hope to have

this finalized to-day but am still waiting for some feedback. Moreover, my computer has been very un-

cooperative lately with shutdowns occurring for no apparent reason which I hope I can avoid to-day

given that it seriously compromises accomplishing my work.

Looking forward to hearing from you

Jim
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THE FEDERATION
FEDERÄTION OF CANADTAN CHIRORPRACTIC

LA FÉnÉnNuON
nÉuÉn tuoN cHIRopRÄrreuE cANADTENNE

Federation of Ca nad ia n Ch i ropractic
Governance Model
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Federation of Canadian Ch iropractic
Governance Model

o Approved November 2013

o Comprised of

o Board of Directors

o Executive Committee

. Regulatory Council

o Accreditation Council

o Specialty Colleges Council
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FCC Governance Model
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Role of Board of Directors

To address issues that affect the overall
organization, such as financial matters, governance

issues, international issues, partnerships,
interaction with other chiropractic organizations,
interaction with other health care organizations.

Note: The ßoard cannot make aryr chan7es that would oÍfrrt
accreditation in Canada without the approval of the CCEC.
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Board of D¡rectors
Voting Members
o One ( 1) representative from each regulatory board

o One ( 1) representative from each DCP

o One ( 1) representative from the Speciality College Council

Two public members (voting)

NonVoting Members
o Members of the Executive Committee

(non-voting unless concurrentþ appointed by a membeï as a voting Director)

o Federation CEO
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Board of D¡rectors
Delegates (in addition to Directors listed previously)

. 0 to +99 Chiropractors in jurisdiction: 0 delegates

. 500 to 999: 1 delegare

. over 1,000: 2 delegates

o Representatives from each of the other Specialty Colleges not
represented by the voting Director
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Role of the Executive
Committee

To manage the Federation on behalf of the Board of
Directors and members, based on policies and

strategies put forward by the Board.

To bring together issues affecting other sectors of
the organization.
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Executive Committee

Composition:
o The President, Vice President and Secretary /Treasurer are

elected from the Board

. The Chair of the CCEC

o The Chair of the Specialty Colleges Council

o Federation CEO (non-voting)
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CFCREAB Goryernance Model
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Role of the Regulatory Council

To bring together regulatory board representatives

from across the country to discuss and decide on

matters of mutual concern.
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Regulatory Council

Composition:

. One representative from each regulatory board in Canada

o Up to two guests from each regulatory board

. Chair andVice Chair elected from the members of the

Council

. Federation CEO (non-voting)
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CFCREAB Governance Model
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Role of the Accreditation Council

Bring forward issues and concerns related to
accreditation in Canada

Serve as an advisory group for accreditation issues

Bring forward recommendations for changes to any

of the policies, rules and regulations for approval by

the CCEC
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Accreditation Council

Composition:

o Chair of the CCEC

o Onç rçpresentative from each DCR President or
equivalènt

o Representative from the Specialty Colleges Council

o Chair of the ASPC

o Chair of the SASPC

o Federation CEO (non-voting)
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CFCREAB Governance Model
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Role of the Council on
Ch i ropractic Ed ucation Canada

CCEC has the sole responsibility for the

accreditation of Doctor of Chiropractic educational

programmes. The CCEC shall apply and follow the

criteria, policies and procedures set forth in the

Canadian Federation oJ Chiropractic Regulatory and

Educational Accrediting ßoards StandardsJor Doctor oJ

Chiropractic Programmes and such other documents,

rules and regulations as may be from time to time

adopted by the CCEC.
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Council on Chiropractic Education Canada

Composition:
. 1 representative from Atlantic Canada

. 1 representative from Québec

. 1 representative from Ontario

o 1 representative from Western Canada

o 2 representatives from CCA

. 3 public members

o Federation CEO (non-voting)
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CFCREAB Governance Model
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Role of the Accreditation Standards
and Policies Committee

ASPC is responsible for the ongoing review and

evaluation of the Federation's Standardsþr Docto, of
Chiroprcctic Programmes and other policies and

documents relevant to the accreditation process.

The Committee presents to the CCEC proposed
changes or additions to the Canadian standards

and/ or policies.
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Accred itation Standards and
Policies Committee

Composition:
o Past CCEC Chair

o Current CCEC Chair

o 2 Representatives from CMCC

o 1 Representative from UQTR

o 1 Public Member

o Federation CEO (non-voting)
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CF0REAB Governance Model
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Role of the Specialties Accreditation
Standards and Policies Committee

SASPC is responsible for developitg and

recommendi.g accreditation standards and policies

to the CCEC for the five Chiropractic Specialty

Colleges recognized by The Federation.
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Specialties Accred itation Standa rds a nd
Policies Committee

Composition:

o 1 representative from each specialty college

o Canadian Chiropractic Specialty College of Physical and Occupational Rehabilitation
¡ College of Chiropractic Radiologists (Canada)
. Royal College of Chiropractic Sports Sciences (Canada)
¡ College of Chiropractic Sciences (Canada)
o Chiropractic College of Orthopaedic Specialists (Canada)

o 1 representative from each academic institution
¡ CMCC
. UQTR

o 1 representative from CCEC
o 1 Public Member
o Federation CEO (non-voting)
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CFCREAB Governance Model
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Role of the Specialty
Colleges Council

To oversee activities by the Specialty Colleges, such

as the conference, development of common core
curricula and common core examinations.

Committees reporting to the Specialty College

Council:

o Specialties Conference Committee

o Täsk Force on Pain Management
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Specialty Gol leges Cou nci I

Composition:

o One ( 1) representative from each Specialty College

o The Chair andVice Chair are selected from the members of
the Council

o Federation CEO (non-voting)
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Other Memberships

o The Federation of Canadian C

of the following groups:

hiropractic is a proud member

o Canadian Network ofAgencies for Regulation (CNAR)
o The International Chiropractic Regulatory Collaboration

(rcRC)
¡ The Association of Accrediting Agencies of Canada (AAAC)
o The World Federation of Chiropractic
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THE FEDERATION
FEDERATION OF CANADIAN CHIRORPRACTIC

IA FEDERATION
nÉnÉn tuoN cHIRopRATIeUE cÄNADIENNB

www.chirofed.ca

Thank You!



Rose Bustria ITEM 4.1.48
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Friday, January 08, 2016 9:55 AM
Rose Bustria
FW: Summit Survey Reminder
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Exec and Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chlropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 e)d. 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me ¡mmediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies ¡ncluding any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Jim Duncan Imailto:jduncan @chirofed.ca]
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:19 AM
To:'Denise Gerein'<dgerein@saskch¡ropract¡c.ca>; 'Dr. Ernie Miron'<drernie@iglide.net>; 'Taras

Luchak'<tluchak@mbchiro.org>; cliff@hardickchiropractic.com;'gaurishankar'
<gauri.shankar@bellnet.ca>; Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>; 'Jean-Francois Henry'

<jfhenrydc@videotron.ca.>;'Dr. Danica Brousseau'<danica_brousseau@hotmail.com>;'Philippe
Larivière'<plariviere@ordredeschiropraticiens.qc.ca>;'Dr. Mohamed El-BayoumiPhD'
<mohamed@nb.aibn.com>; 'Dr. Chris McCarthy' <drchrismccarthy@gmail.com>; 'Janis Noseworthy'
<drjanisdc@gmail.com>; 'Dr. André-Marie Gonthier'<Andre.M.Gonthier@uqtr.ca>; 'David Wickes'

<dwickes@cmcc.ca>

Cc: 'Lisa Richard'<drlarichard@hotmail.com>; 'Hayes, David O.'<David.Hayes@uqtr.ca>; 'Peter

Amlinger'<dr.peteramlinger@me.com>; 'Francois Hains DC'<fhainsdc@videotron.ca>; 'brad waddell'
<Brad.waddell@health.gov.sk.ca>;'Dr. Brad Waddell' <beamers@gmail.com>

Subject: RE: Summit Survey Reminder

Dear Federation Members:

The Federation Executive met on Wednesday, January 6 and the matter of the CCA Survey came

forward. Here is an excerpt from the draft minutes of that meeting which will provide you with the

Executive's perspectives.

"The CCA has released a survey to the participants of the annual Summits related to their continuity and

content. The Executive felt that responses from each of the Federation's members would provide the

CCA with significant input as it moves to determine how it wishes to proceed. Mr. Duncan reported that

he had responded to the survey upon receiving it noting that the Summits provided a unique

opportunity for the profession to come together and that topics for presentation should be broad

enough to reflect a diverse audience while also reflecting opportunities for discussion and input on

significant professional matters rather than reactions to faits accomplis'"

1

Kind regards.
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From: Sarah Perry Imailto:Sperrv@chi ropractic.ca]
Sent: January-07-t6 4:32 PM
To:'ttetz@albertachiro.com' <ttetz@a lbe rtachiro.com>; Mme. Sylvie Des Ruissea ux
<sdesru i 'Dr Jay Robinson' <driavrobinson@aol.com>; Dr. Jay Robinson
<bcca president@bcchiro.com>; 'ccbc_chair@bcchiro.com'<ccbc chair@bcchiro.com>; Dr. Darryl
Kashton <dkashton@accesscomm.ca>; Mr.Gordon W. Wyatt <gordon.wvatt@saskchiropractic,ca>; Dr.
Robert David <rdaviddc@bellnet.ca>; 'Gerald Olin'<teamchiro@shaw,ca>; Dr. David peeace
<ldp.rhcc@sasktel.net>; 'andre.bussieres@uqtr.ca'<andre.bussieres@uqtr.ca>; Dr. John Corrigan
<icorriean@sasktel.net>; 'Jo-Ann Willson'<ipwillson@cco.on.ca>; Dr. Greg Dunn (gdunn@ccpaonline.ca)
<Êdunn@ccpaonline.ca>;'tantidormi@ccpaonline.ca'<tantidormi@ccpaonline.ca>;
'dwright@ccpaonline.ca'<dwright@ccpaonline.ca>;'drdrew@gto.net'<drdrew@gto.net>;
'dr.peteramlinger@me.com' <dr.peteramlinger@me.com>; 'drlarichard@hotmail.com'
<drlarichard@hotmaíl.com>;'Richard Brown'<rbrown@wfc.org>;'registrar@mbchiro.org'
<registrar@mbchiro.org>;'drernie@iglide.net'<drernie@iglide.net>;'firedocnorm@nb.aibn.com';
'nlca@nl'rogers.com'<nlca@nl.rogers.com>; 'Billsmith'<wismith@eastlink.ca>; Dr. Bob Haig
<rdhaig@chiropractic.on.ca>;'leblancdc@videotron.ca'<leblancdc@videotron.ca>;
'whitty@bodyworkspei.ca'<whittv@bodvworl<spei.ca>;'amgonthier@yahoo.ca,
<amgonthier@vahoo.ca>; Taras Luchak <tluchak@mbchiro.ors>; Mr.John Sutherland
<isutherland@pathfinder-group.com>; Ms. Deb Maz <dmanz@albertachiro.com>;
'andre'bussieres@uqtr.ca'<andre.bussieres@uqtr.ca>;'drmizel@stcatharineschiropractic.com'
<drmizel@stcatharineschiropractic.com>;'jduncan@chirofed.ca'<iduncan@chirofed.ca>;
'president@mbchiro.org'<president@mbchiro.org>;'mohamed@nb.aibn.com'
<mohamed@nb.aibn.com>; 'Deborah proudfoot'<dproudfoot@chiropractic.on.ca>; ,dchapman-

smith@wfc.org'<dchapman-smith@wfc.org>;'drgstewart@shaw.ca'<drsstewart@shaw.ca>;
'pfrank@cceb.ca'<pfrank@cceb.ca>;'kopanskygild@smh.ca'<kopanskve¡ld@smh.ca>;
' k pete rso n @ c h i ro p ractic.o n.ca' < kpete rso n (ð c h i ro p ra ct ic. o n. ca >
Subject: Summit Survey Reminder

Hello everyone,

l'm resending this survey for those of you who haven't had a chance to complete it yet. ln this email you
will find a link to a survey that we are asking all participants in our annual Chiropractic Leadership
Summit to fill out and return by January 13,2OI6.The survey is intended to evaluate the satisfaction of
participants with the event and to ascertain whether the event still has relevance in the current
context. As I understand it, the Summit was started during a period of dissonance for the profession
when there was external threat and it was important for all the chiropractic stakeholders to be in one
place and discuss strategies and coordination of resources.

As a member of the organizing committee made up of representatives from the CCA, OCA, ACAC and the
Federation, I can tell you that it is an ongoing challenge to find topics that all the participants find
relevant and engaging. I have attached the past 2 agendas for the Summit so that you can refer to these
before participating in the survey.

2



We are open to all of your input and really want to figure out whether this forum still has relevance
today. lf ¡t does, what the purpose can be and how best to proceed with planning, and what the best
cycle is for the event (never, every 2 years, every 3 years or annually). I invite you to please take a few
minutes and engage in this survey and we will report back by the beginning of February on the
outcomes. Thank you.

https ://www.su rvevmo n kev.com/r/Ch i roSu m m it

Sarah Perry
Executive Assistant
Adjointe à la Direction

800

Associatlon
chlropratique

canadienne

Can¡dlan
Chiropractic
AssoclationH

Tel: 416-585-7902X229
t-877-222-9303
Fax: 416-585-297O
186 Spadina Avenue, Suite 6
Toronto, ON MsT 382
CH¡ROPRACTIC.CA

CHIROPRATIQUE.CA
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Ms Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.,

Registror ond Generol Counsel,
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governing Heollh
Professions under lhe

Some exomples include...
{ Chiroproctic
/ Dentistry

/ Medicine
/ Nursing

/ Optometry
/ Psychology

tc...
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cfÍc Act, l99^l

SCOPE OF PRACTICE

3. The proctice of chiroproctic is the ossessment
conditions relqted to the spine, neryous system
joints ond the diognosis. preventíon ond tr
primorily by odjustment, of,

(o) dysfunctions or disorders orising from
structures or functions of the spine ond the
effects of those dysfunctions or disorders
nervous system; ond

(b) dysfunctions or disorders orising
structures or functions of the jo
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cfic AcI, l99l

d Acfs,..

. Cemmunicoting o diognosis reloted to t
ope of chiroproctic

Moving the joints of the spine beyond o
person's usuol physiologicol ronge of m
using o fost, low omplitude thrust

ng o finger beyond the onol ve
e of monipuloting the toilbo
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messqges...

On o reoclíve bosÍs, CCO responds to inquiri
comploints ond reports. CCO, like other heolth
regulotory colleges under the RHPA hos o
comploints ond discipline process designed to
ensure o thorough ond foir investigotion of ony
occusotion of professionol misconduct, consist
with the requirements of the RHPA. lf there is o
comploint or informotion is brought to the
of the college, it is investigoted os required
the RHPA;
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RECEIVED IN 2OI4

RÊPORTS

INOUIRIES
COMPIAINTS

ORIGIN OF INQUIRIES/
COMPLAINTS RECEIVED IN 2014

NOI\.PATIENT MEMBERS

OFTHE PUBIIC

PATIENTS

INSURANCE

COMPANIES

OTHERPROFESSIONALS

INCLUDING CCO MEMBERS
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Key messqges (cont.) ooo

On o proacliye bosís, CCO hos o peer ossessment
progrom os one component of the quolity
ossuronce progrom. There ore opproximotely 3ó
peer ossessors ond they ottend of member's offices
of eoch of the ó districts within the province to
review members' proctices to ensure on
understonding of ond complionce with CCO's
reguloTions, stondords, policies ond guidelines; in
oddition stondords of proctice, including S-001:
Chiroproctic Scope of Proctice, ore reviewed
onnuolly ond revisions ore recommended to
Council for opprovol ond distribution.
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Stondord of P

-01ó: Advertising
Approved by Council: SeptemberT, 1996
Amended: September 2 1, 2002, June 22, 2007, Novembe t 29, 2007,
Septomber 24, 2009

]NTENT

D To provide members with qdvertising guidelines to
vertisements serve the public interest.

To educote the public on whqt is ovoiloble for their
core.

D To ensure, os much os possible, thot the public hqs
to moke rotionol choices for their core.

To ossist the public in obtoining the services of
choice.

mointqin o professionol imoge.
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E Advelisement COnPLIES with stendard of prâctice S-016: AdvêÌt¡sing.

E Adwrlbement DOES lÐT COtpLY with standard of pracücß got6:
contains the following:

! ínformation that is falsq misleadin& or not v€rifiable

! information that is not readily comprehcnsible by the persom ro whom it is
dir€sted

! refercnce to a specifio service, technique, tcchnology, device or pmcsdure thEt
claims superiority or cndorses exclusive use

! refercnce to the mmber being a speoialist not püsuant to CCO policy p429:
Chiropmctic Specialties

! rcference t'o the member bcing affiliated with a professional association,
society or body olher than CCO

I testimonials that ¡efer to a particular mcmbcr or offìoe

! guumteed success ofcare

I comparison to uroths member's or other hcalth car€ providor's practice,
qulifìcations or eirpertise

I an expressed or implied cndorsoment or recommëndation fo¡ the exclusive use
ofa pmduct or brand ofcquipmcrf uscd to providc scrviæs

! an sadorsanent without sufticient knowledgë

I fee for ehiropnctic slralces that do€s not comply with standard ofpnctiæ
(refer to &016: Advertistnþ

! excùrnge ofproducts/scralce for p¡ococds/ don¡tlons to r char¡ty th¡t
does not comply with the søndard of practicê (der to S-016: Adveftisíng)

! material that, having rcgard to all the círcum$tanccs, woul<t reasonably be
rcgardcd as disgraceful, dishonourablc or unprofessional
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istrotion Require

D Groduotion from on occredited educotionol i

D Successful completion of the CCEB exoms
D Successful completion of CCO's Legislotion ond

exom

D Molproctice insuronce/Membership in protective
ossociotion

D Good chorocter
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CO Council ,201 4-1
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CO Stoff 201 4-15
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Eric Hoskins, OC, MSC, Mpp
Minister of Heolth ond Long Term Core
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Ontario Health Minister orders data on
clinics made public

nday, October 5, 2OL4

Province's 23 regulatory colleges scramble to
meet tra nspa rency deadl i ne
Monday, October 6, 2OL4

Health Ministry reviews medical
secrecy
Friday, October 1O, 2OL4

TOROI\ITO STAR
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Doctors, dentists,
pharmacists:
The mistakes you can't know

bout
day, January 3, 2OL4

"patients have no way of finding out from the
colleges if their health care providers have been
caution ed"

"... the balance has shifted unnecessarily away
from transparency and openness."

"... privacy laws are not an excuse to promote
secrecy. All too often though, that is exactly what
is happening."

TOROI{TO STAR
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Boords are occou
publíc Ín thai:

They protect members of the public from unethicol,
unprofessionol or incompetent proctitioners;

Thev inform members of the oublic of their vorious
righls, including the right to receive high quolity core
from oll members;

Public members compose up to 49 % of College
Councils ond Committees;

Council Meetings ore open to the public;

Discipline heorings ore open to lhe public;

Members of the oublic moy occess
members from the College register;

informotion obout

lnformofion qbout discipline findings must be in
in Colleges' onnuol reports; ond

inister of Heolth retoins ullimote q
regulotory colleges.
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ln corrying out its objects, the Colle
serve ond protect the public inferesf
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Any Quesfions...
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Rose Bustria

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Thursday, December 31,2015 10:22 AM
Rose Bustria
FW: CMCC Panel: Jan.7

877

Exec and Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Ghiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (41 6) 922-6355 ext. I 1 1

Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only forthe person(s) named above. Any
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply
and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

other
e-mail

From: Karin Hammerich Imailto:KHammerich@cmcc.ca]
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2015 10:L9 AM
To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Subject: CMCC Panel: Jan.7

Hi Jo-Ann,

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the panel discussion in the foundational Year I

Chiropractic Principles and Practice course.

Each panelist will speak for 10-12 minutes in first hour and second hour will be
dedicated to questions from the students.

This is a new hybrid course in which students will have covered material according to
the following outcomes for part of this module:

Law ønd Legislation: Cønødian heslth cøre svstem ønd chíropractíc, provìncíal legislation,
p ro fes s¡on al res ulato rv bo dies

Learning Outcomes: at the end of the session, Iearners will be able to:

L Describe the structure of governonce under the Canada Health Act and the Cønadian
health care system and how it relates to chiropractic

1
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2. Describe the administration and delivery of health care, particularly chiropractic, in

each of the Canadian provinces
3. Discuss legislation governing chiropractic licensure, standards of practice and

protection of the public interest in your Canødian province of origin or province of your
choice (e.g, CCO, PIPEDA, PHIPA)

4. Describe the mission of the Canadian Chiropractic Association, and the purpose of your
chosen provincial chiropractic association

5. Describe the purpose of the Canadian Chiropractic Protective Association [CCPAJ

Students will have perused the CCO site and the sites of the regulatory bodies in their
respective provinces. The module also covered professionalism and ethics and
chi ropractic internationally.

The other guests include: Dr Richard Brown, Dr Bob Haig, Dr Greg Dunn, Michael
Heitshu of the CCA, and Dr Stuart Kinsinger.

The session runs from 3-5pm in Lecture Hall land lwill have parking passes available

Again many thanks and I look forward to meeting you.

Happy New Year!

Karin

Karin F.Hammerich DC MHS
Chair, Department of Chiropractic Principles and practice
Faculty, Clinical Education
Vice-Chair, Faculty Council
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
6100 Leslie Street
Toronto ON M2H 3J1
Tel: 4L6-482-2340
Exl:247

Private Chiropractic Practice:
363 Jane Street
Toronto ON M6S 323
Tel: 416-769-8072
www.drka rin4spine,com

This communication together with any attachments is for the exclusive and confidential use of
the addressee(s). Any other distribution, use or reproduction without the sender's prior consent is
unauthorized and strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the
sender immediately and delete or shred the message without making any copies.
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Vision, Mission, Strategies & Values

Vision

Chiropractors will be an integral part of every Canadian's healthcare team by 2023.

Mission

At the CCA, our mission is to provide inspired leadership to:

, Our members, by providing an exceptional member experience and by promoting
innovotion, excellence and integrity in the delivery of chiroprqctic cqre;

, Our provincial stokeholders, by being o unified voice addressingissues of nationol impact;
. Our fellow heolthcore professions, by strengthening interprofessional relations;
. Our employees ond volunteers, by ensuring an engaging work environment thot

encourages everyone in ochieving their highest potential;
, Our Canadian and internqtional partners, by fostering the development and shoring

responsibility for research; ond
, The public, by motivoting all Canadions to include a chiropractor os an integral part of

their healthcare team.

Strategies

. Transform the identity and patient experience of chiropractic.
t Position chiro D ractors as MSK exoerts and preferred providers to the public, other

healthcare rovid
govern ment, i nsu rers/em ployers a nd chi ropractors themselves.

' Prevail in having chiropractors integrated into the Canadian healthcare system,
. Cultivate a motivated and engaged national chiropractic community.

Values

. Excellence
, lnnovation
. Leadership
. lntegrity
. Focus

htç :i/www. chiropractic. calabout -cca/ str ategy-vision-mission/ Urv20r6
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. Trust

. lnspiration

. Confidence

' Courage

880

. Determination

back to ton

http ://www. chiropractic. calabout-cca/strate gy-vision-mission/ lltU20t6
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Jo-Ann Willson
Thursday, December 10,2015 5:31 PM
Rose Bustria
FW: Canadian Chiropractic Association December Newsletter
Part_1 . plain; Part_2.html
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Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann P. Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B
Registrar and General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : jpwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTALITY WARNING :

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confídential information and is intended only for the
person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is stríctly prohibited. If you have
received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including
any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From : bruce@n8power,ca fbruce@n8power.ca]
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 3:15 PM

To: Jo-Ann Willson
Subject: Fwd : Ca nadian Chiropractic Association December Newsletter

Subject: Canadian Chiropractic Association December Newsletter
Date: Thu, 10 Dec 2015 14:45:35 -0500 (EST)
From: Canadian Chiropractic Association <info@chiropractic.ca)
To: ca

1
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OFFICE CLOSURE
Beginning Monday, December 14 until Wednesday,
December 23,2A15 our otfice will be closed for
renovations, however staff will be available via email
during this time.

From Thursday, December 24,2015 to January 3, 2016
our office will be closed for the holidays reopening
Monday January 4,2016, at which time we will respond to
inquiries received over the holidays.

Message from the CEO
With the end of 2015 approaching and the holiday season
on the horizon, I have taken some time to reflect on how
much there has been to celebrate this year. Highlights this
year for me have included the 2015 CCA National
Convention & Tradeshow's immense success, the launch
of the Straighten Up Canada app on Blackberry and
continued support of the app overall, and of course the
CCA's annual Chair Affair Dinner & Awards Gala,
celebrating those individuals awarded for their significant
contribution to the chiropractic profession. Read more

CCA Joins the GB Health
Professions!
This fall, the CCA was successful in efforts to join the ,,G7,,

group of health professions, now renamed the GB Health
Professions. This group includes occupailonal therapists,
physiotherapists, psychologists, social workers, and other
allied health professions that have joined forces to
advocate as a collective. The group was originally formed
some years ago by non-publicly funded professions
working in longterm care facilities. Read more

Revisit Your Member Benefits Over
the Holidays for 2016!
With the end of 2015 upon us, we would encourage you
to take some time over the holiday season to check out
the benefits the CCA has to offer youl Saving money is
símple. Visit the Members Only section of the CCA
website and under Member Benefits you willfind your
exclusive CCA Atfiliates Program providing you with
valuable savings that many õt youi colleajues are
already taking advantage of. Read more

a
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Message from the CEO
With the end of 2015 approaching and the holiday season on the horizon, I have taken some time to
reflect on how much there has been to celebrate this year. Highlights this year for me have included the
2015 CCA National Convention & Tradeshow's immense success, the launch of the Straighten Up
Canada app on Blackberry and continued support of the app overall, and of course the CCA's annual
Chair Affair Dinner & Awards Gala, celebrating those individuals awarded for their significant contribution
to the chiropractic profession.

There has also been much to celebrate on the advocacy front in 2015. Pre-election the CCA received
letters of support from three of the four major political parties for improvement of the MSK health of
Canadians through innovation and enhanced access to appropriate care. Meetings with MPs pre-election
also resulted in a commitment from the Liberals to provide a critical foundation for advancing a more
strategic approach to MSK health. The advocacy team was also busy at work this year laying the
foundation for new inter-professional alliances and establishing new engagement around DND, including
a successful meeting with the Deputy Surgeon General. This work continues to build recognition of the
value of chiropractic as a model for other federal populations and Canadians. Finally, we were so pleased
to work collaboratively with the RCCSS and the OCA to ensure that the chiropractic profession was well
represented at the Pan Am and Parapan Am Games in Toronto this past summer. There has also been
significant behind the scenes work going on this year at the CCA that we cannot wait to share with you in
201 6!

I would like to take this opportunity to recognize the 2015 CCA Chair Affair award winners and thank
them for all that they have contributed and continue to contribute to the profession.

2015 Chair Affair Award Winners

Walter T. Sturdy Award
Dr. Eun Been Jeoun, BSc, DC

James L. Watkins Memorial Award
Dr. Chelsie Corbett, DC

Young lnvestigator Award
Dr. Ngai Chow, BSc, DC

Public Service Award
Dr. Rahim Karim, BSc, DC, MBA, FCCPOR(C), CHE

Life Member Award
Dr. Kenneth Mikkelsen, DC

Medal of Merit
Dr. Keith Beaion, DC

We couldn't do any of the work that we do if it wasn't for our passionate membership. Thank you for your

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

Message tiom the CEO Page 1 of2
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Message from the CEO

continued support and engagement over the past year. With every success we are that much closer to
realizing our vision that chiropractors will be á paaof every Canaáian's healthcare team ni àOZ"Z.

On behalf of the CCA Staff Team and Board of Directors, we wish you a holiday season filled with quality
time with friends and family, and all the best for the New year.

ln health,

Page2 o12

884

Alison Dantas
CEO

CCA I Connect is a publication of the Canadìan Chiropractic Association

416-585-7902 | 877 -222-9303 | info@chiropractic.ca
186 Spadina Avenue, Suite 6 Toronto, Ontario M5T 382 Canada

if you no longer wish to receive our emails, click the link below:
Unsubscribe
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Revisit Your Member Benefits
Over the Holidays for 20161

With the end of 2015 upon us, we encourage you to take some time over the holiday season to check out
the benefits the CCA has to offer youl

Saving money is simple. Visit the Members Only section of the CCA website and under Member Benefits
you will find your exclusive CCA Affiliates Program providing you with valuable savings that many of your
colleagues are already taking advantage of.

For members considering health insurance services for their family, Morneau
Shepell offers basic life insurance, extended health care, dental care and more.

Consider calling our Affiliate Partner, The Personal Home & Auto Group
lnsurance for a quote.

For members interested in entertainment activities such as movie tickets, theatre
shows, and theme parks try Perkopolis. Just login and register for seasonal
perks.

One of our newer affiliates, Yellow Pages, offers an online marketing platform
designed to enhance your clinic services, making your business run more
efficiently .

MoRNEAU A
SHIPTLL\.,

tr'û
thePersonal

a?:'i:.1':li'
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Don't miss out on the savings waiting for you this holiday season!
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Rose Bustria |TEM 4.1.56
Jo-Ann Wills-,,
Monday, December 14,2015 5:43 PM
Rose Bustria
FW: Summit Survey
FINAL 2014 Chiropractic Leadership Summit AGENDA.pdf; Leadership
Summit Agenda-Fl NAL 03.26. pdf

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments
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lmportance High

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann P. Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar and General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext, 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : jpwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTALITY WARNING :

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the
person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited, If you have

received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including

any attachments without reading it or making a copy' Thank you'

From : Al ison Da ntas [ADa ntas@chiropractic, ca]
Sent: Monday, December L4,20L5 12:26PM
To: Deb Manz; ttetz@albertachiro.com; Sylvie Des Ruisseaux; Dr Jay Robinson (dÛayrobinson@aol.com);

Dr. Jay Robinson; ccbc_chair@bcchiro.com; Dr. Darryl Kashton; Gord Wyatt; Robert David ; Gerald Olin

(teamchiro@shaw.ca); David Peeace; Pat Frank; André Bussières, Dr; andre,bussieres@uqtr.ca; Dr' John

Corrigan; Dr Mizel; Jo-Ann Willson; Greg Dunn; tantidormi@ccpaonline.ca; dwright@ccpaonline'ca; Jim

Duncan; Ryan Larson; drdrew@gto.net; dr.peteramlinger@me.com; drlarichard@hotmail'com; Silvano

Mior; Ríchard Brown (rbrown@wfc.org); Perry Taylor; registrar@mbchiro.org; drernie@iglide.net;

'Mohamed El-Bayoumi'; 'firedocnorm@nb.aibn.com'; nlca@nl,rogers.com; lisa dickson; Bill Smith

(wjsmith@eastlink.ca); chiro-brad; Deborah Proudfoot; Bob Haig (rdhaig@chiropractic.on'ca); Kristina

Pe-ærson; leblancdc@videotron.ca; David Wickes; whitty@bodyworkspei,ca; amgonthier@yahoo.ca; David

Chapman-Smith; Deborah Kopansky-Giles; Greg Stewart; Taras Luchak; John K. Sutherland

$sutherland@pathfinder-grou p.com); Dr. Chad Kulak (Alberta President)

Subject: Summit Survey

Hello everyone,

ln this email you will find a link to a survey that we are asking all participants in our annual Chiropractic

Leadership Summit to fill out and return by January L3,2OL6. The survey is intended to evaluate the

satisfaction of participants with the event and to ascertain whether the event still has relevance in the

current context. As I understand it, the Summit was started during a period of dissonance for the

profession when there was external threat and it was important for all the chiropractic stakeholders to

be in one place and discuss strategies and coordination of resources.

1
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As a member of the organizing committee made up of representatives from the CCA, OCA, ACAC and the
Federation, I can tell you that it is an ongoing challenge to find topics that all the participants find
relevant and engaging. I have attached the past 2 agendas for the Summit so that you can refer to these
before participat¡ng in the survey.

We are open to all of your input and really want to figure out whether this forum still has relevance
today. lf it does, what the purpose can be and how best to proceed with planning, and what the best
cycle is for the event (never, every 2 years, every 3 years or annually). I invite you to please take a few
minutes and engage in this survey and we will report back by the beginning of February on the
outcomes. Thank you.

httos:/ .survevmonkev.com/r/C hiroSummit

ln health,

Alison Dantas
cEo
Directrice générale

Association
chiroprat¡que

canadienne

Canadian
Chiropractic
Associat¡onä

Tel: 416-585 -7902 X 226
t-877-222-9303
Fax: 416-585-2970
186 Spadina Avenue, Suite 6
Toronto, ON M5T 382
CHIROPRACTIC.CA

cHr E.CA
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BREAKFAST & TUNCH will be served in the Osgoode Room on the 3'd floor.

SESSIONS will be held in the Governor General Room on the 2nd floor.

8:00 am BREAKFAST (Osgoode Room)

8:30 am Welcome and lntroductions: Dr. Jeff Warren, CCA, Chair

8:35 to L0 am lntroduction: Dr. Bob Haig, DC, CEO OCA

Keynote: Dr. Joshua Tepper, President and CEO of the

Ontario Health Quality Council

understonding Patient Centered Care and Consistent Patient
Experience in Today's Health Sector.

1"0 to 11-:00 am lntroduction: Wayne Glover, Executive Director, CFCREAB

Keynote: John Wright, Senior Vice-President, Strategic Public

Affairs Research, IPSOS

Potient Experience and Confidence: Understanding the

Factors Affecting Existing and Prospective Chiroproctic
Pdtients in Canoda

11:00 am REFRESHMENT BREAK

11:15 lntroductions & Moderated by Deb Manz, MBA, CEO ACAC

Shared Keynote:

Michael Mallinson, President and founder of the Canadian

Spondylitis Association

Ms. Emily Nicholas, Speaker and Advisor, Patients Canada

lJnderstanding the Patient Experience of Primary Health

Care: Why Patient Engogement and Potient Experience

huild confidence and trust,
lntroductions and Q&A Moderated by Deb Manz, MBA, CEO

ACAC

12:15 pm LUNCH Floor)

Page 1 of 3
Agenda lor ChíropractÍc Summit 2074
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1:L5 pm Panel Presentatìon: Determlning the CritÍcal Elements to
lmprove Pot¡ent Experience of Chiropractic Nationatty
Opening Remarks & Facilitator: Alison Dantas, CCA, CEO
Michael Mallinson, President Canadian Spondylitis Assoc.
Emily Nicholas, Patients Canada Representative
Dr, Jay Robinson, BCCA and Diana MacKay, Registrar, CCBC
Dr. Ernie Miron, MB
Dr. Kate MacAdam, NS

Dr. Bob Haig, OCA
Dr. Greg Dunn, CCPA

2:40 p.m. Q&A Moderated by Alison Dantas, CEO CCA

3:45 pm Group Session: Developing a Priorìty Líst of
Key lssues to enhance Cons¡stent pat¡ent Exper¡ence dnd
Pat¡ent Engdgement în Chíropractíc Moderated by Alison
Dantas, CEO, CCA

Fac¡l¡toted Smdll

4:45 pm Facilitated
DÍscussÍon

Session: Report Back to large Group and Final

Moderated Alison Da ccA
5:45 Closing Remarks: Dr. Jeff Warren, DC

Page 2 of 3
Agenda lor Chíropractic Summ¡t 20X.4
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BREAKFAST & LUNCH will be served in the Osgoode Room on the 3'd Floor

SESSIONS will be held in the Governor General Room on the 2nd floor.

7:45 am BREAKFAST (Ossoode Room)

8:25 a.m Alison Dantos, CEO CCA, Welcome and lntroduction

8:30 am Panel Presentation: Determining Research Priorities lor
Chiropractic-A Dialogue between the profession and

researchers Moderator: Dr. Mark Erwin, DC, PhD

Panelists: Dr. Jeff Worren (CCA); Dr. Clork Mills (ACAC); Dr.

Kristino Peterson (OCA); Dr. Jason Busse, PhD (McMaster); Dr'

Pierre Côté PhD (UOIT); Dr. Greg Kowchuk, PhD (AB);

10:00 am REFRESHMENT BREAK

1-0:15 am

Q&A with Moderator: Dr. Mark Erwin, DC, PhD

Developing a Priority List lor Research in Canddd

DECISION MAKING ITEM

L1:l-5 am lntroduction Dr. Warren, Chair, CCA

Keynote: Dr. André Bussières, DC, PhD

An lJpdate ond Discourse on the role of the Profession in the
development and implementotion of CPGs.

1-2:15 pm lntroduction Alison Dantas, CEO, CCA

Keynote: Warren Coughlin

LeadershÍp Keynote Presentation: MokÍng good Decisions

the challenges and opportunitìes for today's ledders.

L:00
pm

Summit Wra u Dr. Jeff Warren, Chair, CCA

LUNCH"AND FAREWELLS Room)

Page 3 of 3
Agendø lor Chiroproctic Summít 2074
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LEADERSHIP SUMMIT AGENDA

APRIL LO.LL,2OL5
HILTON HOTEL, TORONTO, ON

GOVERNOR GENERAL ROOM

APRII t0,20L5,8:30 AM to 5:30 PM

BREAKFAST AT 7:45 AM, YORK ROOM

Dinner to follow at 7:00 PM on Friday evening (for those who previously confirmed their
attendance), at CRUSH Wine Bar, 455 King Street West, Toronto, ON

@o@@@

# DESCRIPTION PRESENTER TIME

1.0 Opening Remarks and lntroductions Dr. Robert David, Chair,

ccA
8:30 am

2.0 Labour Mobility lssues, Examination Structure, Assessment of
Foreign Credentials and Equivalency in Canada (1.5 hours)

Dr. Ernie Miron/Dr. Lisa

Richard

9:00 am

BREAK 10:30 am

3.0 Findings from Patient Experience Task Force and Roundtable
Discussion (L hour)

Michael Heitshu, CCA

Dr. Kate MacAdam
11:00 am

LUNCH 12:00 pm

3,0 PETF Recommendations & Strategies for Action Locally (1- hour) Alison Dantas, CCA L2:45 pm

4.O Update and Report from the CCGI (1 hour) Dr. André Bussières 2:00 pm

BREAK 3:00 pm

5.0 Research for the Profession in the Future (0.5 hours) Dr. Simon French 3:30 pm

6.0 Vaccination Discussion: Toward building a national approach to
ensure public safety and professional responsibility (L.5 hours)

Alison Dantas,

Moderator
Representatives from
CFCREAB, CCA, CCPA,

NLCB

4:00 pm

7.O ADJOURNMENT 5:30 pm

r (416)585-7902 tt 1(877)222-9303 F (416) s85"2970
'186 Spadina Avenue " Suite 6, Toronto, ON M5T 382

cHTR0PRACT|C.CA . CHIRoPRAïIQUE.CA
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TEADERSHIP SUMMIT AG EN DA
APRIL LO-IL,2OL5

HIITON HOTEL, TORONTO, ON
GOVERNOR GENERAT ROOM

APRIL LI,20t5,9:00 AM to 2:00 pM
BREAKFAST AT 8:00 AM, YORK ROOM

r (416)585-7902 w1(A77')222-9303 F (416)sBS-2970
186 Spad¡na Avenue "Suite 6, Toronto, ON lV5T 382

# DESCRIPTION PRESENTER TIME
7.O o n Discussion Dr. Bob Haig, OCA 9:00 am
8.0 Explo ring the Value of Pursuing Expanded Scope of practice for

Chiropractic (L hour)
Dr. Gian Jöerger,
President, Swiss

Association of
Chiropractors
Dr. Stephen Perlstein, ApC

Chair, NMCA PAC

Dr. Clark Mills, President
ACAC

Dr. Greg Stewart,
President WFC
(moderator)

L0:00 am

BREAK 1L:00 am
9.0 Facilitated Discussion L hou Dr. Greg Stewart l-1:30 am
10.0 Closing Remarks Dr. Robert David, Chair,

ccA
1"2:30 pm

LUNCH 1:00 pm
L1.0 FAREWELL 2:00 pm
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B.c. chiropractors seek pract¡ce scope expans¡on
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

VICTORIA - Cnrnopnec-
rons in British Columbia are
hoping for legislation to ex-
pand their scope ofpractice,
including the ability to order
diagnostic imaging covered
by provincial health care.

The B.C. Chiropractic
Association (BCCA) has
been engaging the provincial
government for better inte-
gration of the profession into
primary care.

At the association's recent
annual general meeting,
BCCA president Dr. Jay
Robinson said association
executives have met with
members of the legislative
assembly to explore ways
chiropractic can help solve
some of the province's
health-care challenges.

"\ü(/e're starting to inte-
grate better into the health-
care system, and we now
have a very strong case to be
able to be players in the
health-care systemr" Robin-
son told C anadian Chíroprac-
'tor.

tü(/idening the chiroprac-
tic scope ofpractice to allow
DCs to prescribe diagnostic
imaging for patients, Robin-
son said, will help patients
get the right care they need
at the right time.

Currently, B.C. patients
need to get a referral from
their family doctor for diag-
nostic imaging. A patient
who's had an injury or suf-
fering from musculoskeletal
pain, for example, would
have to wait weeks to get
appropriate treatment. Few
who are willing to pay out of
pocket to get x-ray right
away could get the right care
quicker, but the majority
would prefer the government
pick up the tab on rhis
health-care service, Robin-
son noted.

"If (chiropractors) refer
the patient directly for x-ray,
they can go that day or the
next day, the result comes
back, then they go back to
the chiropractor - if it's ap-
plicable - and they get
treated. They are getting
treated within a couple of
days instead of a couple of
months."

Members of B.C.'s legis-
lative assembly were gener-
ally receptive to the chiro-
practic cause, according to
Robinson, adding the gov-
ernment is increasingly be-
coming aware of the need for
more collaboration among
health-care providers to in-
crease efficiencies in the
health-care system.

Association execurives hit
a snag, however, when they
met with B.C. Health Min,
ister Terry Lake. Robinson
said the meeting was to ob-
tain the minister's support
for expanded scope ofprac-
tice for chiropractic and in-
creasing chiropractic in-
volvement in the health-care
system.

Lake's "less-than-hospi-
table" reaction was unex-
pected. "He didn't want to
hear about it, and didn't
want to talk about itr" Rob-
inson said.

Lake, a veterinarian by
profession, told BCCA offi-
cials he has a "biasr" alleg-
edly, but the minister gave
no further clarification.

The minister's office has
since reconnected with the
BCCA and relayed that the
'ominister regrets his com-
ments" and is willingto meet
with the BCCA again, Rob-
inson reported. No word yet
on when that next meeting
would be.

Canadian Chiropractor
attempted to get clarification
from Lake about what tran-
spired at the meeting with
the BCCA. As of this writ-
ing, the minister was una-
vailable for interview.

The minister's office did
provide an e-mail response
to this writer's inquiry, in
which it called Lake's en-
counter with the BCCA of-
ficials a "productive meet-

ing."
"The Minister did meet

with the association earlier
this year. They had a pro-
ductive meeting; however,
there are currently no plans
at this time to extend MSP
coverage to chiropractic
carer" the statement said.

CASE FOR SPINE CARE
One important role chiro-
practors can play in inter-
professional primary care is
as spinal care provider, ac-
cording to Vancouver chiro-
practor Dr. Dean Green-
wood, citing this expertise is
currently an urgent health
care need. Greenwood was
one of the speakers at the
BCCA's annual chiropractic
convention.

One in eight people suffer
from a spinal disorder and
musculoskeletal disability is
on the rise, Greenwood said.

"With an aging popula-
tion, there is urgent need for
further research to better
understand spinal pain," he
told conference attendees.

Greenwood, who is co-
founder of the Vancouver
Spine Care Centre, urged
chiropractors to consider
pursuing additional educa-
tion and advanced learning
to further increase chiro-
practors' credibility as spinal
care experts.

In addition to his doctor
of chiropractic degree,
Greenwood has a Master of
Science in Advanced Clini-
cal Practice from National
University Health Sciences.

"Clinical expertise and
professional authority are
essential (for chiropractors)
to be included in integrated
spinal carer" Greenwood
stressed.

- Mari-Len De Guzman

I

I

;
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Dr. Dean Greenwood makes a case for chiropractors as primary spine
care provider at the recent BCCA Chiropractic Convention.
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Rose Bustria |TEM 4.1.58
Jo-Ann Willson
Wednesday, February 03, 2016 7:52PM
Rose Bustria
FW: lmportant Message--Chiropractic Summit--Please Read

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

897

Council.

Jo-Ann P. Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar and General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : jpwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco,on.ca

CONFIDENTALITY WARNING :

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the
person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including
any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Alison Dantas [ADantas@chiropractic.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2016 6:15 PM

To: Alison Dantas; Brenda Hendrickson; Bussieres, Andre (CPG); Claude Gauthier ; Cliff Hardick; David
Chapman-Smith ; Deborah Giles-Kopansky; Des Ruisseaus, Sylvie (QC); Dr Greg Stewart ; Dr. Chad Kulak
(Alberta President); Dr. David Gryfe; Dr. David Peeace; Dr, David Whitty; Dr, Gerald Olin ; Dr. John
Corrigan ; Dr. Linda Slaney; Dr. Robert David ; Dunn, Greg (CCPA); El-Bayoumi, Mohammed (NB);
Elizabeth Stewart; Frances LeBlanc; Fran( Pat (CCEB); Gord Wyatt; Haig, Bob (ON); Jason Fox
(drjasontfox@gmail,com); Jim Duncan (jduncan@chirofed.ca); Joe Lemire ; Kashton, Darryl (CAS);

Kristina Peterson (kristyp@tbaytel.net); Lohrenz, Brad (NS-B); Luchak, Taras (MB); Manz, Deb (AB);

Marie-Sylvie LeBlanc ; Michael Heitshu; Miron, Ernie (MB-R); Mme. Sylvie Des Ruisseaux; Mr. John

Sutherland ; Olson, David (BCCC); Perry Taylor (president@mbchiro,org); Potter, Drew (CCRF); Richard

Brown ; Richard Giguere; Richard, Lisa (NSCC -B); Rick Nickelchok; Ronda Parkes; Shane Taylor DC

(dr,taylor@viceastchiro.com); Sil Mior ; Skjonsberg, Norm (NB); Tanisha Tetz; Wade, Darrell (NL);
Whitty, David (PE); Jo-Ann Willson; Wright, Dean
Cc: Michael Heitshu; Ronda Parkes; Holly Lamoureux
Subject: Im pofta nt Message--Ch iropractic Sum m it-Please Read

Good morning everyone,

I hope you all had a wonderful holiday break and New Year.

We are now into planning for 2Ot6, and after reviewing the results of the Leadership Summit Survey

sent out in 201.5, the overall trend is clear that we all deem this meeting to be very purposeful. The

majority of responses indicated the value of the opportunity to build relationships and unity, participate

in information sharing and coordination, and develop and build consensus in support of shared

strategies where there is the opportunity to do so. Exposure to broader perspectives on issues and the

management of critical issues was also a theme.

1
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Although most respondents indicated that they would continue to participate in future Leadership
Summit meetings, a strong majority agreed that hosting the Summit once every two years or once every
three years would be sufficient.

Based on this feedback, we will be moving forward with hosting the Summ¡t bi-annually. Therefore we
will not be hostins a Summit in April 2016. ln discussions with the Summit planning Committee we
agreed that hosting a summit in conjunction with the National Convention made sense and therefore we
will be hosting the next Chiropractic Summit in April 2018 and details will follow closer to the date.
Following the 2018 summit we will organize summits to take place every 2 years.

ln place of the 2016 Summit, we will host the first of two Presidents' Meetings this year in April 2016.
For those of you that typically attend the Presidents' Meeting, you can expect to receive an invitation by
emailshortly.

I have included a summary of the survey results below for your reference. Thanks so much to those of
you that participated in this evaluation process.

Background
The Chiropractic Leadership Summit survey was distributed on Monday, December 14, 2015 to 55
current and past chiropractic Leadership Summit attendees. The purpose of the survey was to obtain
feedback on the interest, value and future planning for the Chiropractic Leadership Summit. There were
26 responders to the survey, 46.15% (1"2) of whom identified themselves as association representatives,
23'07% (6) identified themselves as regulator/association representative,T.Gg% (2) identified
themselves as educators, L9.23% (5) as other, and 3.85% (1) as association/ educator/regulator.

Results

Results of the survey indicated that L00% of the respondents would attend future Chiropractic Summits,
and the majority of respondenTs (8OJ7%) found value in attending the Chiropractic Leadership Summit.
Comments from open ended questions indicated that most respondents saw the purpose of the Summit
as an opportunity for the leaders in the profession to discuss and share information about issues, topics,
and developments in their jurisdiction. They also indicated that the Summit provides an opportunity to
collaborate, coordinate, and build consensus, and that the value of attending the Summit was in
learning about activities, challenges, issues, and concerns in each jurisdiction. Respondents had a variety
of top two issues/topics that were of concern to the profession indicating that scope of practice,
integration, insurance coverage, regulation, research, trust, patient experience, and acceptance of all
chiropractic treatments were issues of concern. Lastly, the majority of respondents 53.g5% (14)
indicated that they would like to see the Summit held every two years; 34.62% (9) preferred the Summit
be held every year; and 11..54% (3) preferred the summit be held every third year.

ln health,

Alison Dantas
cËo
Directrice générale

Association
chiroprat¡que

canadlenne

Canadian
Chiropractic
Assoclation
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Tel: 416-585-79O2X226ì
t-877-222-9903
Fax: 416-585-2970
186 Spadina Avenue, Suite 6
Toronto, ON M5T 382
CHIROPRACTIC.CA

CHIROPRATIQUE.CA

NOIEj Í)ls e-mail message, and any attachmenfs, ¡s intended only forthe named tec¡p¡ent(s) above and may contãin informat¡on that ¡s
privileged, cpnfidential and/or exempt from d¡sc/osure under applicable law. lf you have received thrls message in error, or are not the named
recipient(s), please immedíately notify the sender and delete ll¡rs e-rnal message. Thank you.
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Clinic Regu lat¡on Project

Meeting w¡th Professional Associations

December 15, 2015

www.o nta riocl i n icregu latio n. com



1) How the project came to be
2l Potential concerns
3) Overview of clinic regulation concept
4l Update on consultation process
5) Discussion

Agenda
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Clinic Regulation Working Group

C w @Ð

¡ Colleoe of
\ ,¡f Oenfal llygienistsV or r.rnrano C College of Dietitians of ontario

#COTIEGE OF

KtNESTOTOGTSTS

Of ONTARIO

^

College of Aud¡ologists and
Speech-Lðnguàge pathologrsts of Oñtår¡o
Ordre des audiologistes et
des orthophonistes de l'Ontaflo

College of Chiropodists
of Ontario

Collcge of
Morrogc
Thcropirlr of
Ontorlo

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiropraticiens de I'Ontario

The College of Naturopaths of Ontario

COI.LEGE OF
PHYSIOTHERAPISlS
o¡forumnro@

College of Occupational
ïherapists of Ontario

Ordre des ergothfuapeutes
de I'Onlario

/\

\/

College of
Opticians of
Ontario

ÍEEÍI
College of Traditional Chinese Medicine
Prðct¡tioners and Acupuncturists of Ontârio

Ordre des praticiens er¡ médecir¡e tra¿ltioñnèite-
chinoise et des acupuncteurs de l'Ontãr¡o

C MTO
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Potential Concerns

) No data on the size of the problem

) Duplicative of existing oversight
mechanisms

l lncrease costs, trickle down to patients

) Erosion of professional self-regulation
) Need clear definition of "clinic" to

understand impl¡cations

L

2

3

4
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Cl¡nic
any location where a regulated health

for the delivery of health care services

any location where healthcare services are
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Unregulated clinics would be
proh¡b¡ted from provid¡ng
healthcare services to the

public.
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Clinic Registration Requirements

30

Must designate a principal representative

01
t=*,..=-.._*--*fi

02
Must be/May be a regulated health professional
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II

Public Register

o Cl¡nic details
o Names of regulated health professionals +

k to their College's website
Names of norì-regulated providers

lnspection dates and outcomes

Status of clinic's license
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Powers of the Premises Inspections Committee

Suspend or impose restrictions on license

01

Refer concerns about regulated health professional to College

02

Make emergency suspensions

03
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Clinics w¡ll be required to:

D¡splay the clinic license and
inspection outcomes at the premises

Submit regular reports to the clinic
regulator

o
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Clinic a nd Professional
Regu lat¡on Work Together
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College - specific communications and webinars

0s
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Website and webinar 4,770 + 350

On-Line Consultation Survey 1,065

Emails + Comment Cards 95

Town Hall 1 (Kitchener-Waterloo) Nov 23 40

Town Hall 2 (Sudbury) Nov 25 5

Town Hall 3 (W¡ndsor) Nov 26 20

Town Hall 4 (Ottawa) Dec 1 70

Town Hall 5 (Toronto) Dec 2 60

Town Hall 6 (Brampton) Dec 9 30

Commu nications Vehicle Engagement (#s of people)
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Some agreement that the problem exists

0s
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O Users

1.ü)0

5m

Nov'15 Nor¿ 22 Nov 29 D€r 6

I I'lewVisitor I RetumingVisitor

Sessiots Users Pagevíanæ

8,694 6,006 27,500

Pages / Session

3.16
Avg. Session Duntion

00:04:04
Bor-¡rre Rate

47.23o/o

% i.,lelv Sessions

69.08%
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Online Su rvey Respondents
Q1 Please indicate whether you are a (you

can check more than one):

Rogulaled
heallh..-

Unregulated
healtlrcare.--

Patþnt

Famlly msmber
or caragiver...

Ìlember of tlre
public

Gllnlc owner

Roprarentatlve
of an...

Oüer(pbase
speclfy)

Answered: 1,054 Skipped: 11

O% lWo n% 30% 40o/o 50% ffiYo 7Ùola 80% g)oó lûOo/o



Va riety of Professiona ls

Answered:611 Skipped:41

357

1020

432

Audiologist

Chiropodist

Chiropractor

Dental Hygeinist

Dental Technologist

Dentist

Denturist

Dietitian

Homeopath

Kinesiologist

Massage Therapist

Naturopath

Nurse

Occupational Therapist

Optician

Physiotherapist

Psychologist

Psychotherapist

Speech-Language Pathologist

TCM/Acurpuncturist

5
4

2

2
t
L

2
6

2

2
5
2

L

4
4

Q2 lf you are a regulated health
professional, please indicate which one.

7L

97

0
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100 200 300 400 s00
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Views on Clinic Regulation Concept
Q20 Overall, do you support the

oversight of healthcare clinics in Ontario
under the proposed model, or a model

similar to it?

Süongly
suppoñ

Sr¡ppo'rt

flo nd support

Sûonglydo
notsüppoft

l{ooplnbnl
lloûsurc

A,nswered: 856 Skipped: 2Gt

O% 1V/o ?oyo 30% 40% 50% 6096 TOP/I S0% 90% 1û%
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CCO Cooe op Got¡DUcr

Executive Gommittee
Approved by Council: Septembe¡ 28,2012
Minor amendments recommended to Gouncil: February 23,2016

@Ð

Elected and public council and committee members must, at all times, maintain high
standards of integrity, honesty and loyalty when discharging their College duties. They
must act in the best interest of the College. They shall:

1. be familiar and comply with the provisions of the Regulated Health Professions
Act, I99l (RHPA), its regulations and the Health Professions Procedural Code,

the Chiropractic Act 1991, its regulations, and the by-laws and policies of the
College;

2. diligently take part in committee work and actively serve on committees as

elected and appointed by the Council;

3. regularly attend meetings on time and participate constructively in discussions;

4. offer opinions and express views on matters before the College, Council and

committee, when appropriate;

5. participate in all deliberations and communications in a respectful, courteous and
professional manner, recognizing the diverse background, skills and experience of
members on Council and committees;

6. uphold the decisions made by Council and committees, regardless of the level of
prior individual disagreement;

7. place the interests of the College, Council and committee above self-interests;

8. avoid and, where that is not possible, declare aîy appearance of or actual conflicts
of interests;

refrain from including or referencing Council or committee positions held at the

College in any personal or business promotional materials, advertisements and

business cards;l

10. preserve confidentiality of all information before Council or committee unless

disclosure has been authorized by Council or otherwise exempted under s. 36(l)
of the RHPA;

9

I This section does not preclude the use ofprofessional biographies for professional involvement.
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members, on statutory committoes regarding registration, oomplaints, reports,
investigations, disciplinary or fitness to practise proceedings which could be
perceived as an attempt to influence a statutory committee or a breach of
confidentiality, unless he or she is amember of the panel or, where there is no
panel, of the statutory committee dealing with the matter;

12. iefrain from communicating to rnembers and stakeholder on behalf of CCO.
including on social media. unless authorized bv Council:

13. respect the boundaries of staff whose role is not to orwork for individual
Council or committee members; and

14. be respectful of others and not engage reasonably be
perceived as verbal, physical or

Signature:

Date:
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Facebook post leaves Prince Alb ert, Sask.
nurse charged with professional misconduct

Womants lawyer says rules and regulations are too vague

Victoria Dinh ' CBC News January 12,2016

A comment posted on Facebook has a Prince Albert nurse facing charges of professional

misconduct. (CBC)

5.7k shares

148 comments

A post to social media has a Prince Albert, Sask. nurse facing charges of professional

misconduct by the Saskatchewan Registered Nurses' Association.

Carolyn Strom's grandfather died in January 2015. The following month she posted a comment

to Facebook both criticizing and applauding the efforts made by the palliative care staff at St.

Joseph's Health Facility in Macklin, Sask., about 250 kilometres west of Saskatoon.

"My grandfather spent a week in palliative care before he died and after hearing about his and

my family's experience there, it is evident that not everyone is 'up to speed' on how to approach

end of life care or how to help maintain an ageing senior's dignity," wrote Strom in her post.
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Carolyn Strom was shocked to learn she was reported to the SRNA over her Facebook post.
(Facebook)

"l challenge the people involved in decision making with that facility to please get all your staff a
refresher on this topic and more. Don't get me wïong, 'some'people have provided excellent care
so I thank you so very much for your efforts, but to those who made Grandpa's last years less
than desirable, please do better next time," she added.

Strom went on to caution those with loved ones in a health-care facility to keep an eye on their
family members, and to ask people who work in health care to be more compassionate.
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"As an RN [registered nurse] and avid health care advocate myself I just have to speak up,"

wrote Strom. "Whatever reasons/excuses people give for not giving quality of life care, I do not
care. It just needs to be fixed."

Saskatoon lawyer weighs in

Her comments were posted on Feb. 25,2015 to Facebook, and since then, Strom has been

reported to the SRNA by another nurse, and distant relative of Strom's, working at St. Joseph's

According to the public notice of hearing, the SRNA is charging Strom with violation of
confidentiality, failure to follow proper channels, impact on reputation of facility and staff,

failure to first obtain all the facts, and using status of registered nurse of personal pulposes under

the Code of Ethics for Registered Nurses.

'What happens to the discussion of health care if you take the people who are experts on that

subject and remove them from the discussion?'- Marcus Davies

"She was advocating for better care for the elderly and people in long-term care" said Strom's

lawyer Marcus Davies. "I guess in 30, 40 or 50 years, that will be to her own advantage but it
will also be for mine, yours and everybody else's."

He said the code of ethics was too vaguely worded for any charges to be laid

"I don't think the SRNA knows the rules and regulations [around sharing on social media] and I
think they're using Carolyn to try and figure them out, to be honest," said Davies.

He said Strom had agreed to a sentence which included writing five different essays for the

SRNA on social media and ethics, but when presented with a statement of facts by the

association, Strom refused to sign the document.

Davies said when Strom countered with a statement of facts that she believed to be true, the

SRNA refused it, taking the matter to a public disciplinary hearing.

Nlo comment from SRNA

"The SRNA cannot comment on any one case until there is a final result," wrote the SRNA when

asked about Strom's case. "This is our duty to fairness to the process for the individual and the

discipline committee. An individual has a right of appeal to council or to Court of Queen's Bench

so the SRNA cannot comment on a specific case."
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"In my mind, this is very chilling for any of us practicing in a self-regulating profession because
what this stands to do is remove people, professionals, from discussions in various areas in
which they are experts," said Davies. "For example, here is a discussion of healthcaïe -nurses
aren't allowed to enter, doctors aren't allowed to enter. V/hat happens to the discussion of health
care if you take the people who are experts on that subject and remove them from the
discussion?"

Davies said, if found guilty,Strom could pay a significant price 
- including her licence and her

ability to practice.

Her disciplinary hearing is scheduled for next month in Regina.

The Saskatchewan Union of Nurses is not commenting on the case because it is under
investigation.
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ITEM 4.2

Submitted on Februøry 10, 2016

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Advertising Committee Report to Gouncil
Tuesday, February 23, 2016

Members: Dr. Bruce Lambert, Chair
Dr. Lawrence McCarthy, non-Council member
Ms. Patrice Burke
Dr. Reginald Gates

Staff Support: Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy & Research

The Advertising Committee continues to fulfill its mandate of reviewing submitted
advertisements and providing feedback to members within ten business days.

As Council will recall, I withdrew the Advertising Committee recommendations from the
December 2015 Council meeting agenda. I am keenly aware of the lengthy dialogue
Advertising Committee recommendations prompt at CCO Council meetings. Fulsome
discussion is appreciated, but I recognize that this may not be the most efflrcient use of
Council's time during its meetings.

In an effort to improve efficiency, I presented the Advertising Committee
recommendations to the Executive Committee on January 26th,2016. The Executive
meeting illuminated the several points for consideration when coming to a decision on
what is a significant change in policy. Below are the two recommendations for Council's
consideration today, and some of the significant points discussed amongst Executive that
must be evaluated prior to voting. While these are not every point for consideration, I
have included many here for your study in advance with the hope that Council's stance

will be more crystallized,before opening a discussion at the February 23'd,2016 meeting.

Recommendøtíon1

The Advertising Committee recommends amendments to Standard of Practice 5-016:
Adv erti s ing for di s tr ibut ion and fe e db ack.

Recommendation2

The Advertising Committee recommends amendments to Guideline G-016: Advertising

þr distribution and fe edb ack.

The Advertising Committee was tasked with changing the exclusion of member websites
from the Advertising Standard of Practice and Guidelines at the direction of Council in
the June 2015 Council meeting. Electronic media has evolved dramatically over the past

few years. A simple web search today may take a member of the public deep into a



Advertising Committee Report to Council: February 23,2016

chiropractor's website, dramatically different from being delivered to the home page
where they then elect to enter the website. A review of current trends indicates that the
majority of Ontario colleges include websites and online material in their definition of
advertising or are silent on the issue.

The Advertising Committee examined the current documents line by line and came to the
conclusion that changing the "Advertising Definition For The Purpose of Standard of
Practice 5-016" and removing the footnote #2 effectively included websites as
advertising. The definition specifically states "electronic media such as websites and
social media" creating a broad inclusion that will account for technology changes that
may be developed in the future.

On paper, this appears to be a simple but effective change to policy that is timely and
appropriate given the development of electronic media today. What council must
consider is a possibility of members challenging the changes if they consider this an
infringement of their Charter rights. This may not be a likely scenario, but if pursued
would likely incur significant legal expenses. Steps to minimize this risk include
effective communication to members included in the feedback forms, CCO newsletters
and Annual Report.

Another fact that Council should recognize is that the Advertising Committee is not
currently equipped to review every single member website. The above mentioned
communications will be instrumental in educating members of this change in policy and
to ensure that their websites and electronic marketing platforms are compliant with S-
016. A communication strategy placing responsibility on members for compliance is a
passive stance but will not prompt an increase in operating budget for the Advertising
Committee. The Quality Assurance Committee may wish to include a review of member
websites on their checklist for the Peer and Practice Assessment process to monitor
compliance. A question was raised at the Executive meeting regarding this
passive/reactive stance regarding website compliance. Is taking a reactive stance to non-
compliance good enough? The CCO has typically taken an educational stance rather than
a punitive role. However, would creating a third party auditing process for members to
submit their websites at their own expense be appropriate to actively ensure compliance?
It may be a possibility for future consideration, especially following the review of
member feedback if the proposed recommendation is adopted.

The major topic for debate is the expanded testimonial protocol introduced to Council in
June. At the last meeting of the Advertising Committee, the committee decided that with
the added task of excluding websites from advertising, and the very close informal vote at
the June Council meeting, the proposed changes for the use of testimonials in advertising
be included in this recommendation for member distribution and feedback.

There are several points that Council must weigh when considering allowing or omitting
the use of testimonials in advertising. The Ministry of Health advertising template does
not allow for the use of testimonials in advertising. The majority of Ontario colleges also
maintain that testimonials are not permitted in advertising. The CCO is the only college
that has an Advertising Committee mandated to review advertisements, and currently
permits generic testimonials in advertising and all testimonials for use in websites. The
Ministry of Health considers testimonialslo be a very powerful tool of persuasion when

2' 1167
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used in advertisements. Member feedback indicated that this is indeed true and may be

considered in the public's best interest as it may help introduce Chiropractic to people

who may benefit from care. Verifying and authenticating testimonials has also been a

concem. How does the public know that the testimonial they are exposed to is a true and

factual case? The recommended protocol for the use of testimonials with patient consent
recorded in their health history provides a validation process that ensures testimonials are

factual. Having this framework in place will allow for an effective audit of advertising
testimonials if required. The official vote at Council will clearly define the next step for
the Advertising Committee in the preparation of these documents for distribution and

feedback.

A third issue raised at Council and reviewed by the Advertising Committee was the
potential restructuring of the Public Display Protocol P-016. The specific suggestion was
to change the Protocol to not allow members of the public to participate in health
screenings. Chiropractors may demonstrate on staff but not on the public. The
Committee assessed the suggestion put forward by Council, and determined that this
policy change would fundamentally alter the Public Display Protocol requiring a re-write
from the ground up. The Advertising Committee was looking for guidance from
Executive to determine if this was the desired outcome. Executive Committee feedback
was that in the past five years, ICRC has not received any complaint regarding public
displays. As committee chair, I observed this as an indication that developing a new
Public Display Protocol is not an appropriate use of the CCO's resources at this time.

I wish to thank Dr. Lawrence McCarthy, Ms. Patrice Burke, and Dr. Reginald Gates for
their commitment, insight and focus. I wish to also thank Mr. Joel Friedman and Ms.
Andrea Szametz for their excellent work in support of the committee.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Bruce Lambert,
Chair, Advertising Committee
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Note to readers: In the event of øny inconsistency between this document and the legislation that

fficts chiroprøctic practice, the legislation goaerns.

l¡¡rerur

To provide members with advertising guidelines to ensure all advertisements
serve the pubiic interest.

a

a

a

a

a

To educate the public on what is available for their chiropractic care

To ensure, as much as possible, that the public has the information to make
rational choices for their care.

To assist the public in obtaining the services of members of their choice.

To maintain a professional image.

Advertising Definition for the Purpose of Standard of Practice S-0I6:
Advertising

Advertising is any message communicated outside a member's office through a
public medium that can be seen or heard by the public at large with the intent of
influencing a person's choice of service or service provider. This standard applies

equally to members acting individually, as a group, or as a professional health
corporation

DescRlpr¡oN oF STANDARD

1,. An advertisement must be:

(a) accurate, factual and contain information that is verifiable; and

(b) readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is directed.

2. An advertisement may:

(a) name a specific service, technique andlor product but cannot claim
superiority or endorse the exclusive use of such services, techniques or
products. References to specific diagnostic or therapeutic procedures must
comply with Standard of Practice 5-00L: Chiropractic Scope of Practice;

ï!;,

*,
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þ) make reference to the member being a speciaiis! provided the member is
recognized pursuant to CCO's policy as a specialisf and the specialty is
disclosed. Refer to Policy P-029: Chiropractic Specialties, for the list áf
specialties currently recognized by CCO;

(c) make reference to the member being affiliated with any professional
associatiory society or body, other than cco, only on a curriculum vitae,
business stationery and recognized public displays;

(d) allow an individual or organization to endorse a member provided:

(i) the individual or organization proposing the endorsement has sufficient
expertise_, according to cco, relevant to the subject matter being
endorsed; and

(ii) the member hasbeen appropriately assessed as providing the subject
matter being endorsed; and

(e) offer an initial complimentary consultationr.

3. Any advertisement with respect to a member's practice must not contain:

(a) anything false or misleading;

(b) a guaranteed success of care;

(c) any comparison to another member's or other health care provider,s
practice, qualifications or expertise;

(d) any expressed or implied endorsement or recommendation for the exclusive
use of a product or brand of equipment used to provide services;

(e) testimonials that refer to a particular member or officer; and

(f) material that, having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be
regarded as disgraceful" dishonourable or unprofessional.

4' A member may advertise his/her fee for chiropractic services provided:

(a) the advertisement contains accurate, complete and clear disclosure of what
is and what is not included in the fee;

,..u2,
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þ) there are no hidden fees/costs;

(c) the member does not bill a third-patry payor for the complimentary portion
of the diagnostic or treatment service;

(d) the advertisement expressly states the timeframe to be honoured for any

complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service;

(e) the advertisement does not limit the offer to a certain number of
participants;

(f) no obligation is placed on the patient for follow-up appointments as a result

of the complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service; and

(g) the advertisement is presented in a professional mannel that maintains the

digruty of the profession.

5. A member advertising the exchange of products/services for proceeds/

donations to a charity may do so as follows:

(a) the proceeds/donations are being collected for a registered charity, school or
other organization that, in the opinion of the Advertising Committee/ serves

the public's interest ("chaútY');

(b) the charity is disclosed in the advertisemenû

(ç) the member discloses the part of the proceeds/donations to be given to the

designated charity and if he/she is taking any proceeds/donations to cover

his/her expenses;

(d) the member may not bill any third-party Payor for the diagnostic or treat-
ment services provided in exchange for the charitable proceeds/donation;

and

(e) the member providing diagnostic or treatment services in exchange for the

charitable proceeds/donation must comply with all CCO standards of
practice.

6. Public presentations or displays3 are permissible provided:

(a) a member adheres to CCO's regulations and standards of practice (e.9.,

consent, record keeping);

,r.#;

*'
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þ) professional conduct is maintained at all times;

(c) material distributed complies with the advertising standardn;

(d) assessment(s) performed comply with CCO's Public Display protocol (policy
P-016) and are for educationai purposes;

(e) no controlled acts of diagnosis and/or adjustments are performed; and

(f) no coercion or pressure tactics are usedu.

7' (a) Banner advertising on the Internet must comply with CCO's advertising
standard of practice;

(b) A member's website is considered an extension of the member,s office.
Information on a member's websites must be informative, educational and
professional;

(c) Information on a member's website must comply with cco,s standards of
practice, except 5-016: Advertising6.

8. A member must not:

(a) advertise or permit advertising with respect to his/her practice in
contravention of the regulations or standards of pracdóe; and

þ) contact or communicate with or allow any person to contact or communicate
with potential patients via telemarketing or electronic methods.

Lrclslanve CoNTEXT

It-is an act of professional misconduct to contravene or fail to maintain a standard
of practice.

For additional information regarding billing procedures, please refer to Regulation
R-008: Professional Misconduct (Business P-raìtices section¡ and Guideline G-00g:
Business Practices.
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'A consultation is a meeting to discuss how chiropractic may benefit the patient. A
consultation does not include examination procedures, diagnostic tests (e.g., x-rays)

or treatment services.

'Testimonials that refer to the benefits of chiropractic and not to a particular
member/clinic are permissible provided they are not false or misleadit g. A member
shall comply with the current privacy legislation and obtain the patient's consent
prior to using his/her testimonial.

3 "Displays" include presentations or other visual material to members of the
pubtic, in a place normally frequented by the public, by a person or Persons who
are physically present when such material is disturbed or presented.

a It is strongly recommended that material to be distributed be pre-approved by the

Advertising Committee.

5 Voluntary appointments are permitted - i.e., if potential patients ask for the
member's business card or request an appointment.

óWith the exception of barurer advertising, a member's website is considered an
extension of the member's office in that the public must choose to enter the
website.

'd,
,.&
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Note to readers: ht the eaent of any inconsístency befween this document ønd the legisløtion that

fficts chiroprøctic practíce, the legislølion goaerns.

lrurerur

The advertising guideline is designed to detail Standard of Practice 5-016:

Advertising, and to give members guidance when educating members of the
public. Advertisements should hetp the public make informed choices regarding
their health care. To assist members of the public in making knowledgeable
choices, advertisements must be informative and maintain a professional image.

DescRrpnoN oF GUIDELINE

'J". An advertisement must be:

(a) accurate, factual and contain information that is verifiable;

Prouiding the public with accurøte, factuøL, objectiae ønd aerifiøble informøtion to

make øn informed choice in health cøre is ín the public's best interest. Subiectiae

opinions may cause confusion and lack of trust,

þ) readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is directed.

Aduertisements should be reødily understandable so the general public is not

confused by the messøge.

2. An advertisement may:

(a) name a specific service, technique andlor product but cannot claim
superiority or endorse the exclusive use of such services, techniques or
products. References to specific diagnostic or therapeutic procedures must
comply with the Standard of Practice 5-001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice;

Such reþrences øssist the ptubtic in findíng a pørticulør type of chiroprøctic cøre ønd

allow øn informed choice.

Members may ødaertise seroices (e.g., øcupunctLtre, ultrasound, x--rays), ødiustiae

techniques, ønd other procedures within the public domøin (e.g. orthotics,

nutritional products). Members should understønd exhøustiae lists of eaerything

possible møy confuse the public and øre not adaised'

.4:,
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(b) make reference to the member being a speciaris! provided the member is
recognized pursuant to cCo's policy as a specialiit and the specialty is
disclosed. Refer to Policy p-029: Chiropractìc specialties, for tñe list áf
specialties currently recognized by CCO;

Members møy only use terms such as "specialist" ønd ,,specializing in,, in reference
to the specíølties recognized by CCO. A member cønnot øduertise I specialty'in
area(s) not recognized by cco, Amember may Øcpress an "interest'in', or-,,focus
on" øn øreø ofprøctice.

(c) make reference to the member being affiliated with any professional
associatiorç society or body, other than cco, only on óuiriculum vitae,
business stationery and recognized public displays;

Adaertising ø member's ffiliøtions in øny other medium møy confuse the public
ønd møy cøuse compørisons to other members, which ís not permitted.

(d) allow an individual or organization to endorse a member, provided:

An unquølified endorsement from o rorrrr,, with little or no expertise is not in the
public's best interest and undermines the public,s trust.

(i) the individual or organization proposing the endorsement has sufficient
expertise, according to CCO, relevant to the subject matter being
endorsed;

(ii) the member hasbeen appropriately assessed as providing the subject
matter being endorsed;

(e) offer an initial complimentary consultation.l

Members møy ødaertíse complimentørylcourtesy initiøt consultøtions. Members
møy not bill any third-pørty pøyors for complimentørylcourtesy consultøtions,

Any advertisement with respect to a member's practice must not contain:

(a) anything false or misleading;

FøIse or misleøding statements undermine public trust in the professioh ønd møy
result in ø compløint to cco by a colleague or ø member of the þubtic

þ) a guaranteed success of care;

3.
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Cløims ønd guarantees of success øre often not uerifiable and møy appear

unprofessional. Members should not use expressions such øs "will help" ønd "does

relieue" which i*ply a guarøntee. Members may use expressions such as "møy be

able to help" or "has been shown to relíeae."

(c) any comparison to another member's or other health care provider's
practice, qualifications or expertise;

Compørison to any facet of ønother member's practice is unprofessíonal. The public

and the profession are better seraedby positiae and generic chiroprøctic føcts.

Members should not use ødjectíves with comparatiaes (e.8., "more" or "better") in
their adaertising because they impty ø compørison. Members møy use words such as

'safe' and "ffictíue" t0 describe the chiroprøctic profession in generøL.

(d) any expressed or implied endorsement or recommendation for the exclusive
use of a product or brand of equipment used to provide services;

Exclusiae endorsements of products suggest superioríty ønd ímply ø comparison,

zohich is not permitted,

(e) testimonials that refer to a particular member or office;

Testimonials thøt refer to the benefits of chiroprøctic and not to a particular member

or ffice øre permissible. Testimoníøls must be truthful ønd aerifiable, ønd must

meet all other elements of CCO's ødaertising støndard.

(f) material that, having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be

regarded as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional.

AII ødaertisements must møintain professionøI integrity ønd serae the public's best

interest.

It is øn øct of professionøl misconduct to engage in conduct or perþrm nn act thøt,

høuing regard to øIl the circumstances, would reøsonøbly be regarded by members øs

dis gr øceful, dishonour able or unprofessionøI.

4. A member may advertise his/her fee for chiropractic services provided:

(a) the advertisement contains accurate, complete and clear disclosure of what
is and what is not included in the fee;

#l
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The publíc is entitled to full disclosure of zahøt is and whøt is not included in the
adaertised fee.

(b) there are no hidden fees/costs;

The public is entitled to full disclosure of whøt is and whøt is not included in the
ødaertised fee.

(c) the member does not bill a third-pafty payor for the complimentary portion
of the diagnostic or treatment service;

A member ís not permitted to biII øny third-pørty pøyor for complímentary
diøgnostic or treøtment seraíces øs this practice is unethícøI and may be piofessionat
misconduct.

(d) the advertisement expressly states the timeframe to be honoured for any
complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service;

To ensure there ís no confusíon or misunderstønding, the ødaertisement must
indicate the exact timeframe in which the complimentøry or disconnted diøgnostic
or treøtment seraices apply.

(e) the advertisement does not limit the offer to a certain number of
participants;

*i

M,embers of the public must all be giuen an equal opportunity to obtain the
ødaertised complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment seraices. An
ødaertisement thøt limits øn ffir to ø certøin number of pørticipants møy be
misleøding.

(f) n9 obligation is placed on the patient for follow-up appointments as a result
of the complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treãiment service;

Amember møy not use an ødvertísementfor complímentary or discounted
diøgnostic or treatment seruices to pressure or coerce ø member of the public to
return for follow-up øpp ointments.

(g) the advertisement is presented in a professional manner that maintains the
dignity of the profession

All adaertisements must be presented in ø professionøI mønner, rnaintøin
professional íntegrity, ønd serae the public,s best interest.
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5. A member advertising the exchange of products/services for proceeds/

donations to a charity may do so as follows:

An ødaertisement thøt encourages philønthropy, if done professionølly and ethically,

seraes the public's interest.

(a) the proceeds/donations are being collected for a registered charity, school or

other organizationthat, in the opinion of the Advertising Committee/ serves

the public's interest ("chaútY");

The charity or organization must serae the public interest'

(b) the charity is disclosed in the advertisemen!

The public is entitled to full disclosure regørding the charity or organization for
which proceeds are being collected.

(c) the member discloses the part of the proceeds/donations to be given to the

designated charity and if he/she is taking any proceeds/donations to cover

his/her expenses;

The pubtic is entitled to futl disclosure regørding how the proceeds will be diaíded.

(d) the member may not bill any third-party Payor for the diagnostic or treat-

ment services provided in exchange for the charitable proceeds/donation;

Amember is not permitted to bill any third-party pøyor for complimentary

diagnostic or treøtment seraices øs this practice is unethicøl and may constitute an

øct of frøud.

(e) the member providing diagnostic or treatment services in exchange for the

charitable pròceeds/donation must comply with all CCO standards of
practice.

Members must comply with ølI CCo standørds of practice. lf the member is

uncertøin if the proposed aduertisement is appropriøte, helshe is encouraged to

submít it to the Adrtertísing Committee for reaiew prior to publication. Turnøround

time for ø response is øpproximøtely 10 business days.

Public presentations or displays' are permissible provided:

1"he ødaertising støndard permits public presentøtions for educøtional or informationøI

purposes. Beinlg intrusiae to the public witLtin a public place, hørøssing the public or

#¡,
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using pressure tøctics are unprofessíonal and undermines the public,s trust.

(a) member(s) adhere(s) to cco's regurations and standards of practice (e.g.,
consent, record keeping);

(b) professional conduct is maintained at all times;

(c) material distributed complies with the advertising standard;a

(d) assessment(s) performed comqly with cco,s public Display protocol (poliry
P-016) and are for educational purposes;

Assessment procedures, øs listed in CCO's Public Dßpløy Protocol (policy p-0j,6),
øre permítted, prouided the protocol is follozned ønd consint ís obtøined.

(e) no controlled acts of diagnosis and/or adjustments are performed;

since ø complete histary ønd exøminøtion øre inøppropriøte at ø pubtic displøy,
mølclng a diagnosis ol Performins an adjustment'is not permitted. Adjustmeíts at ø
public display møy øIarm the public when obseruing an'ødjustment procedure
without ø proper explønøtion.

(f) no coercion or pressure tactics are used.a

(a) Banner advertising on the internet must comply with cco,s advertising
standard of practice.

{&

Wíth the exception of bønner ødaertising, a member's website is considered an
extension of the member's ffice in thøt the public must choose to enter the website

(b) A member's website is considered an extension of the member,s office.
Information on a member's website must be informative, educational and
professional.

8.

(c) Information on a member's website must comply with cco,s standards of
practice, except 5-0L6: Advertising.

A member must not:

(a) .advertise or perinit advertising with respect to his/her practice in
contravention of the regulations or standards of practiðe; and

A member is responsíble for ølI adaertising thøt is directly or indirectly controlled by
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that member.

þ) contact or communicate with or allow any pexson to contact or communicate

with potential patients via telemarketing or electronic methods.

It is not proþssionøl to hørass the public with solicitous contøcts, intrusion and dis-

turbance of prioacy.

Lecrsl¡nve CoNTEXT

Proposed advertising regulation pursuant to the Chiropractíc Act,199L.It is an act of
professional misconduct to contravene or fail to maintain a standard of practice. For

additional information regarding billing procedures, please refer to Regulation
R-008: Professional Misconduct (Business Practices section) and Guideline G-008:

Business Practices.

, A consultation is a meeting to discuss how chiropractic may benefit the patient. A
consultation does not include examination procedures, diagnostic tests (e.g., x-rays)

or treatment services.

2 "Displays" include presentations or other visual material to members of the pub-
lic, in a place normally frequented by the public, by a person or persons who are

physically present when such material is distributed or presented.

.It is strongly recommended that material to be distributed be pre-approved by the

Advertising Committee.

a Voluntary appointments are permitted - i.e., potential patients ask for the mem-
ber's business card or request an appointment.

F
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To ensure that chiropractic is consistently promoted in a professional manner with
personal accountability. This protocol provides members with some practical

approaches to community event planning and implementation.

DescnrpnoN oF PoLlcY

Displays include presentations of printed or other visual material to members of the

puUtic, in a place normally frequented by the public, by a person or persons who
àre physically present when such material is distributed or presented. They do not
inctu¿ã signage, billboards, or other forms of visual advertising that do not ordinar-

ily require that the Person advertising be physically present.

Public display is a type of community service that includes educational sessions

and/or public health screenings. These public events are used to encourage and

promote chiropractic in a positive and professional manner.

An educational session is a live communication to a group, organization or the

public at large. This may include a formal lecture, informal discussion or presenta-

tion. Professional accountabitity is imperative as these sessions are usually per-

formed in the absence of formal evaluations.

A public health screening is an assessment procedure to identify possible

chiropractic/health concems that may require attention. Members may only
perform a screening assessment on willing participants.

Members may conduct a public display/health screening only at the following #'
events - health fairs and trade shows.

Health fair is a community event focused òn the promotion of health.

Trade show is an exhibition for people or companies in a specific industry to
demonstrate products and services.

U
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Educøtionøl sessions provide an exceilent opportunity to promote chiropractic, and
to inform and educate the public.

Public heølth screenìngs that stress the importance of preventative health
strategies are used in health professions and are wideþ recognized to promote
public health.

Public displays and public health screenings are of value to the public because they
may identify early signs of potential health problems and educaie the public aboui
chiropractic. They can be used to help build a stronger chiropracti" prår"."" in the
plofessional and public communitieJ. These events ãre intenäed to promote
chiropractic as a legitimate, safe and effective health care choice.

Set-uplPresentation

All aspects of public displays/hearth screenings will be evaluated by the
participating public and other professions an¿ for that reasory must remain
professional.

Signs, communicatiorç marketing material, and professional appearance are all
important factors to consider when planning the set-up and dåiive ry of. apublic
display/health screening.

signs should state the purpose and intent of the event (e.g., chiropractic talks,
spinal evaluatíoru postural evaluatiorç etc.). Memb.rr -uJ, have sìgnage listiág their
affiliation with groups, societies or associations, provid"d thut theäffiiiated group
officially recognizes the event.

cco requires notification, in writing, informing of a public display/health
screening at least L0 business days prior to the event. ihe notifiåatitn must include
the names of participating member(s) and the event's date, time and location.

Ghiropractic Representation

CCO requires that at least one licensed member be present at a public display/
health screening at all times.

lnformation for Distribution

The distribution of all chiropractic information and communication materials (e.g,
pamphlets, posters, handouts, video/audio materials, etc.) at public displays/hàaith
screenings shall comply with standard of practice s-0j.6: Advertising. icó
recommends that such materials be forwarded to CCo for pre-apprãval.
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Turnaround time for approval is approximately L0 business days.

Screening Procedures

The primary purpose of a public display/health screening is to educate the public.
A member should not pressure or aggressively solicit any potential participant.
Participation must be voluntary.

For the purpose of the public display protocol, "tu\ly informed" means the
participant understands that the purpose of the screening is not to diagnose but to
screen him/her for potential problems that may require further investigation in a
formal office setting. A member must provide the participant with a description and

explanation of the purpose of the screening procedure. Prior to performing any
assessment procedure, a member shall obtain consent that is:

. fully informed;

. voluntarily given;
r related to the patient's condition and circumstances;
r not obtained through fraud or misrepresentation; and
. evidenced in written form and signed by the participant or otherwise

documented in the patient health record.

A member shall:

advise the participant that he/she may withdraw his/her consent at any time;

a

a

a

a

a

offer the participant the option of having the assessment performed in a private
area (e.g., separated or sectioned off with a curtain); and

perform a screening in compliance with the current privary legislation.

A member shall not:

disrobe or gown any participant at a public display/health screening;

a

use a method of assessment that uncovers, shifts or alters a participant's
clothing (e.g., shirts, slacks, dresses, etc.) in a way that would be construed as

disrespectfuf embarrassing and/or inappropriate; and

perform therapeutic interventions, ê.9., soft tissue therapy or massage,

stretching, mobilizations, manipulation or adjustment (manuafinstrumented)i.ü
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A members is reminded:

' if a fee is charged for the screening procedure, the fee must be disclosed to the
participant before the service is provided;

' to comply with section 4 of standard of practice s-0L6: Advertising;

¡ to be sensitive to the fact that he/she may be screening a participant who is
already receiving chiropractic care; and

¡ to not compare their services to any other chiropractor, directly or indirectly.

If it is-deemed appropriate that a participant requires any follow-up chiropractic
care, the member should recommend that the pãrdcipani visit a chiropracior of
his/her choice.

It remains a participant's choice to follow up with a more complete evaluation at a
chiropractic office.

Screening Equipment

Assessment procedures may include computerized testing, simple functional
testing (With no equipment) and/or questiormaires.

Assessments currently accepted:

r questionnaires
o postural evaluation - computerized" plumb lines or manual¡ hands-on procedures (e.g, range of motiorç flexibility, static/motion palpation). dual or four quadrant weight scales
¡ surface electromyography (sEMG)** (cervical spine only, when appropriate)
' tlrelmography/the*ui róu*iog (to already exposed spinat ur"uå àrf,.o '

clothing is to be shifted/moved)**

** tlYG, thermography/thermal scanning and computerized.spinal analysis must
follow generally accepted protocols.
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A member is reminded that he/she represents a profession with high standards and,

when performing any of the above assessments, he/she may be compared to other

professions.

Professional Gonduct

A member shall adhere to CCO regulations and standards of practice (including,

but not limited to, consent and record keeping) at all times. A complaint of
professional misconduct may occur if, having regard to ail the circumstances/ a

member's conduct would reasonably be regarded as disgraceful, dishonourable or

unprofessional.
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/ The College of
governing bod

Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) is the self-

y of the chiropractic professiory established by
the provincial government

{ CCO is committed to improving the health and well-being of
Ontarians by informing the public and assuring them of

competent and ethical chiropractic care

/ CCO's mandate is to regulate chiropractors in Ontario and

protect the public interest

) / Every chiropractor practising in Ontario must be a mernber of
CCO and is listed on the public register of CCO's website

{ Chiropractors are accountable to the public

For more information about the regulation
of chiropractors in Ontario, please visit
www.cco.oll.ca,

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5

Tel:416-922-6355
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772
Fax 416-925-9610
E-mail: cco.info@cco.on.ca
Web site: www.cco.on.c€¡
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Report from the
Advertising Committee
By Dr. Cl¡ff Hardick, Cho,ír

Tips for Using Social Media

The use of sociol medio hos increosingly tronsformed the

lnternet into o forum for communicotion ond connecting

people. Chiroproctors ore increosingly using sociol medio

ond other online forums to connect with ond exchonge

informotion - both personol ond professionol - with

friends, colleogues, ossociotes ond potients' As heolth

professionols, chiroproctors need to be owore of severol

issues thot con orise in the use of sociol medio ond

other online forums.

Keep Separation between Personal and Professional

Social Media

Although o Focebook poge con be used to convey

informotion to the public oboutyour proctice, this some

poge should not hove personol photos of your lotest

holidoy or togs of where you ote dinner lost night' Ensure

thot there is proper seporction between personol ond

professionol use of sociol medio.

Patient Privacy and Confidentialiþ is Paramount!

Focebook provides o forum for communicoting ond

connecting with your community but it is olso o public

forum with little regord to privocy. For this reoson, you

must olwoys moke sure to sofeguord ogoinst reveoling

ony potient's personol informotion, including the foct thot

they ore o potient, which could be reveoled simply by

being o Focebook friend. Communicqting with potients

through socicl medio is inoppropriote ond there qre no

sofeguords to ensure privocy is mointqined. ln your use

of sociol mediq, you should moke use of privocy settings,

but know thot these privocy settings ore not qbsolute

ond once something is on the lnternet, content moy be

there permonently. You ore reminded thot qs o reguloted

heolth professionol, you ore required to mointoin privocy

in occordonce with the Personol Health lnformation

Profection Acf.

Think Before Posting

Although there ore different levels of privocy settings on

sociolmedio sites, generolly once something is posted,

it is out there for the public ond there is no going bock.

Sociol médio con provide o useful forum for posting

proctice ond professionql in{ormotion but just be sure

thot onything you post on sociol mediq is something you

wont the public to see.

Keep Things Professional

Use of sociol medio for proctice purposes olwoys needs

to be kept professionol. This meons odhering to CCO

stondords of proctice, recognizing signs thot could leod

to o boundory crossing, demonstroting sensitivity to the

public's different volues ond perceptions, ond ovoiding

ony conflicts of interests.

Although sociol medio con provide o voluoble forum

for disseminoting informotíon to the public, you should

olwoys consider the benefits ond risks of its use, olwoys

keeping your potients' interests qt the forefront.

12 @ coLLEGE OF Cl{IROPRACTORS OF ONTARlO, WINTER 2Ol4
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Ministry of Health
and Long-Term Care

Ministère de la Santé
et des Soins de longue durée

TA

Health Professions Regulatory Policy and

Programs Branch
Healt¡ Human Resources Strategy DMsion

12th Floer
56 Weltesley Street Wesf
Tsrsnto ON M5S 2S3

Telephone iÏéléphane' {41 6, 327-8õ43

OcT s g z81z

FROM

*qUBJEGT:

Díres{ion des politiques et des programmes de régfementation

des professions de la santé
Straiegie des ressources humaines dans le domaine de Ia santé

1ze êtage
56 rueWellesleY Ouest
Toronto ON M5S 2S3

Facsimite/ Télécopíeur - (416) 327-8879

METJTORAHÐUM

toltege Registrare and Executive Ðireetors

Marilyn Wang
Director, Health Prcfessisns Regulatory Polícy &

Programs Branch

Revfsíons to Guidelinss fsr Erafting Advertising
atio¡s Health Colleges

ln November 2t04, the predece$ssr to the Health Professions Regulatory Policy and
pragrams Eranch {the Program Policy Branch)_released its guidelines for "Drafting

Rovértising Regulations by Heatth Regulatory Coileges" {the Gufdelines}. The Guidelines

were meant tc assist healih regulatrry colleges in draftlng proposed advertising regulations

which prohibit the direct scl¡citãt¡en of busines's from a client ar prospective client. The

Guidelines also advfsed that proposed provisíons should not prohibit activities necessary to

carry out normal business activities or for goodwlll purpÛses.

since the time the Guidefines have been issued, a number of colleges have come torward

with proposed regulations with respect ta the advertising of members' practíces' Many

csntå¡néo provisiãns that are consistent with the Guidelines in that they would prohibit

dírect solicitation except in very lirnited circumstances. However, a recent review of these

proposed provisions *itf,in the.ministry has identified çoncems with the prohibitive nature

ä¡ 1t*=* pioposed provisions and questisns have been raísed whether they woutd stand up

to judicial scrutiny.

HLTC2S68DRC-2}12404



2931223ffihasdiaftednelvwcrding{setoutbetow}asareplatêíîei]ifCI¡.me
broad prohibtion on d¡iecisoticitation. t."ih;;i;¡;,r,;;;_*:ïï o*oosed wordins woutdexpand the ability +f a memþerto sc¡i*i'úù*in*"* yei it wouíci alse protect the pubric fronr
::ilflJJ3re#:iJ:,ï:*- pressure and rrom the promonon or Lrnnecessary heafth care

A cammunicaiian by.a member ta a crÌeyt û- prospectíve cÍíent for ffte gurposês ofsaîicitinE tffsincsc lnal *e *eproeî¡Ji* b the ,oríi*^t-*ig s!¡afi be respectfr:i çf ciieæi
*tii,i;ird nsi invotve urd,r;;;;;;;;. an¿ not iromoiïunnu*rssary products or

where a college 
lviSfres to ínclude broad parameters around the csnduct of its mernbersiJl[Liirî'rlffi ::i'#i'#.îniT,fu;;f 

'ö;ilL,c,¡enrs,th**ì*et+,:q¡*cn,y

The ministry may consider pravisions that limÍt a specific type of direct soticitation wherethere is concrete and specih" uu¡oËÅ"u provided nyirtä-er¡rege that demonstrates ít ísharrntuitc the natie¡i-' wh;ã;;ï"gäs wist¡ to prporllp**in" prohibitioïu, tr,* minisrryu¡ould be pleased to review p-Ë"t-äïo'díng priorto approverby cofrege councirs.
If vou have any uue,sjio¡1 çuTu¡¡u the ¡¡i¡i5¿ryrs ¡-evisísn to the Guldelínes. please
;il.Ïå1rii:äii,iiil åîn¡oi 

p*ii'i änarvst- c*;;;';;" d;h.i'äiäiä-s 2r-8126 sr

Yours truly,

MariÍyn
DÍrector

c:
fiilË,:i" 

McGurn, Åssistant Deputy tr¡îínister, Hearth Human Resources sËraregy
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Guidetines for Drafting Advertising Regulations
by Health Regulatory Colleges

lntroductÍsn:

The purpose of this document is to provid! guidance ts health regulatory
colleþes (Colleges), gcvemed under the Regutated Heatth Professions Act, '1991

{RHËAi, in Oeveloping advertising regulations that will affect how regulated

Èeahh þrofessionals advertise their professional pra.ctice. The guidelínes for
drafting advertising regulations attempt to balance the need to prtrtect the public

interesl wfth the plofeèsional's individual rights of freedorn of expression under

the Charter of Rigftts and Freedams. College Councils have the airthority to

make regutationdrespectíng the promotion or advertising of ihe practice of the

professiõn under seci¡on g5(1) (l) of the Health Prafessíans Proceduran Cade

(Csdei, which is Schedule 2oi the RHPA'

Rather than focusing on the many fonns and activities that advertising may take,

the minístry emphasis is on establíshing the minímum criteria that Colleges

shsuld consider when drafting advertising regulations rather than detailing all the

situatisns that should be prshibited-

The guídelines acknowledge that the lssue of what is *professional adveúEing"

should be left to the Calleges ta interpret and buitd into their regulations' The
guidelines focus sn fhe "eÐre' o¡'"minlmum" requirements and provides each

ñeatth regulatory eoll4ewith the ability to expand on the requiremenis where

necessary to address professian specific issues. All health regulatory colleges

are açked ts meet the minímum criteria white considering their prgfession's

needs in regulating advertising.

Guiding PrinciPles:

Advertising regulations prcposed by Golteges should be relevant ts the public's

abitity to ¡-nake an ir¡formed choice about what services and products are

provided by a particu[ar profession cr professional. lnfsrmational adverlising,

when it is truthfut and clear sen¿es the public interest-

The public reasonably expects that advertising by regulated health professionals

is not false, misleading or deceptive. People experiencing health problems are

particulartyvulnerable to false or exaggerated claim¡ ¡elated to services and

þroducts ãnd their efficacy. Advertising by regulated health professionals should

not promote an image that will negativety írnpact on public confidence in the

delivery of health care services and promotes a demand fsr unneçessary health

care seryices.

The guidelines are not intended to interfere wíth accepted professianal business

pru"tì"ru such as reminding patients of appointments, making reæmrnendations

Navernber g, Z0O4 - Guídetir.Fis for Ðnfting Advertising ReguÍatians by Heallh Regulatw Colleges

Ministry of Heatth and Lans-Term Çare wí1h oo"r;ålrÍå!2#Íffdum - Heatth Fpfessíons Regutaiory Pcticv and
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:|il'::i#i:ffiff - cã- Prsd uds necessa ry ro g-. treatrne!-ìi, o r intenerins wirh

The guidelines are íntended to apply equaliy to members practicing indivídually,as a grÐup and Tc piofe*sicna¡ treà¡ín corpc;"aticns.

Acívertisíng Guirielines:

1 ' Any definiiion of advertising proposed by coteges for inctusion in theregulatien should be consí*ånt witti tf¡e ¡s¡Ëw¡il -

Any message (the content of which ís cantralled directfy or indîrectÍy bythe advertiser) expressed iiany r.u.nsuagi 
"iã'cåmmun¡cated in any

f:i:#:i.anvane wíth the intent to*¡nnieile-Ã;; choice, opinían or

f,¿ledíum is cíefined as publie medium

t 
*i:[iJisement 

nrust be accr"rrate, factuar and contain informarion rhar ís

3. Ân acivertisemeni must noÊ conialn any oífhe íciiawing:

" anyihing that wiff promote an image fhai wirf negativery irnpact onpublic canfidenee ím the delÍvery ü rrãJirt 
"åre 

serdices ancr prcmote ademand fsr unnecessary health *u.uì"*¡Jã"-
3 síipeífative cr comFarative adjeciives *r descnptícns regarding ihequatig 

îll" services, producis o.. påÅ"Ãi*"i.r*rred te in theadvertising i

" any testimaniel by a patíent¡client cr fon-ner patient/cTient or by a friendor rerative af a paiienflcrient or former iui¡"r,i¡!r*nt;
n afir expressed or ímplíed endorsement cr recommendatíon for the

:å*ili:iåî cí a drus, prcdu* o, i,iänã'oäil,p*-äüJåjä.i,.ouiu*

' anything that is undignifred and in poor taste.

4' Endorsemenis a¡'* pennissíbie in cages wher-e ihe caiíege ís =aiisfî+d ihat fheindívidual or oçanÍzation propos¡nË to endorse a rnemben

" has surficient expertise rerevant to the subject matter of theendsrsenle nt; and

Consistent wifh rhe C'anadian Corle of Adverrisins
r,¡ a,¡e m ø e r g, iol¿ _ c u i re t ¡ ne i ä r, ;;,.ö ;h:i:Íi Ê: rffi W* * c a r t e ae s

'tinístry 
cf Hearth and tnnE-rirmî;;-;íth o";;b;Åi;r:jîÆ::Írrr-!'å!äiliå*ssøns aásurati;l-éoïcy and



1226. has apprcpriately assessed the member as providing quality care.

The colleges should also determine in permitting endorsements that the

information *orld ássist the publíc in obtaining access to required health

services.

5. Where a College does not recognize professional speciatties {e'g" classes of

registration or óertification), adve.rtisements should not use a ierrn, title sr

dåignation in an advertisåment if it indicates or implies the member is a

specialist.

6. An advertisement must be clear and readily comprehensible by the persons

to whom it is directed.

7. Colleges will need provisions that ensure the member or professionalhealth

c-orpoîat¡on does not contravene any advertising laws or cause any other

persCIn to do so-

Addendum - UPdated Octoher 5,?,912

Additionaf provisions should also be included ts define the pararneters-in which

**ru*r" åay solicit business from a prospective client tr client. The following

provision replaces paragraph eight above:

A communícatisn by a member ta a cÍíent or prasqective çÍient for the

prri.poses of iàt¡t¡t¡ng busrness sha// be appropríate to the canten and

shalf be respectfu[ o:f c¡ient chaice, and not ínvolve undue pressure and

not pramote unnecessary products ar servíces'

This provisíon is not intended to prohíbit activities neæssary to carry out normal

å"Jrãq"ii"d health care notices and reminders, or the ability of health care

providers to contact their patients for goodwill purposes.

f+lovember 9, zaa4 - Guidetînes far Ðraftìng Advertising Regu,lationT by..Health Regulatory college1 
..

Ministry of Heatth and tong-{eã Care w¡tn ocþa* s, zotz i¿¿"idun - Heal|h Prafessions Regulalary Policy and

Programs Eranch
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Begl+traro +,rç4ifh $+g*tatoiÍ ÇÈ[eges:

Ma filyn !1¡aq grr pî rç atci r, P ra g ra rn P g tfey p rãn eh

Hpvemþes IS-nZqA*

P çfiÉV_ G uíd el in er fo r D raftin g Adve ¡.tlqi n g Re gulaf io ns$uþj.e.cj:

Fromr

.{.s Srau'gie

A).
guidelines and
regulatione or a{nÊnd{nents'tô e.xísting regulationq.

The

reeiÈafls

v¡hen
the requiferhents '

eng.ure'thatthe
¡Alere.et

amendineriiÊ.ts a¡nbnt regutalions being
açks fist

Thç poticy guîde!íries will affed new regufatitns, gr
pr_opgsd or cansidered by OelleCies- The Ministy ft lleges,hat alrgady have

deieim¡,nà vi¡trar arnend rnentsreviewthçir reguÍaiíons tn
åny

: ''' ..; - ,.'- ':' '."
The mini,stry will ndt Fryçe$$ Freviousty suÞmltted advertísing regula$on proppsals.
Coltegqq rnay rg-sgþmitihem¡ Þut shquld Fns! reyie'*.rrtheir proposahwÌtlrin the coniext -

of the g,uldgtihes ãhif rháRe. eny necegsary ch.aqges, AII propdçair rnr¡sf be Tç.circulaTed
úo rnernþErE aäd appr*ved,þy Co,uneLf befp,rg they are re-€utifttäfed to-fhe,rTrinistry.,;':

ffiSgfg,Ê eltr.qu?sËiún$, pte¡Éq er¡þg m+ äç+tøazf-øø*6, o¡ Gwel Grgnâe at416-
327+;1;,2ã
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'Ç u Ë eÍeií{¡ ee fE,= D ra ft íng Adve rf iç l n g R*g uta-tío n *
þy.Heatth Redutatsry OotËgee

introduction;

The purpose of thís documenf is to provid_e guidance to hearih reguta.torv

trlffiirfi öry"ütägËË=Ëd;åöii ryåtr,-r#r#ftrit '-''hpanh p¡:ofessionau åoç,t¡çê tl¡,,ãii pîqiË-¡d;;ï,Ëlå*. rhe surdefínes fsrd ra fr íris aoverii'ånn if ¡eg urq fröh¡iãil:em pt 
l". bãiå"¿Ë frå: në *U ¡o p rore cf rh e p u b ti cint+rest vctH the'pi+r+ä=¡"nãäË,,,,¡qþ;çã.liî'"f 

tääaoEF sí expte$sion unejer
#å-?Hffi ià?,ffi"¡r.''nãËiàäa"qçen-"ál;dd;i¿'îiËnån*üiäãîitä-**r*

¡¿;Hfl flnffi Tf;*_ffi 1[pyiçffi 
-";rri;n'ws;ï#-wa:;*æ-

:-
' Rqthe'thail foe¡¡sfng on the manyfon4s snd artjviti6s t
g:ffit*u,H'¡qla'.{*-rå¡tEå',rfl .å*,?#lilffiH'
sÍtirpriorfs.tn¿t ér¡oú¡*'ueþ,äÆbiiêä' .-.-:

cui$irigrrlqqEl*$

sl!oul*

d'¡F
-utrhen

iÈ is Fu*trut end ele¿*F s€rvss ptþlie ínteresLthe

The

ts tfie.publics

lfie guidçiínee are naíinÍended to intErËere 
ryi$ accepted p.r.ores*lsnalbæinees

P rãcti ce s s udt a s rer"n tn ci ¡n s ;¡;äúË àr 
"epüåïffi 

t*iri aÍ<f rig r#.êÌii'¡r çndaff ç¡.¡ s

*.Vffu:lr20t1 .ÊuldefneslarùntíiûgtdvattisittgkegutatÃanshrtieathRastÍatnn¡r,nii*oo
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cqricçming qervioes .o¡Broducts. necess'aryfer treatmeni, or intefering vrith

clinissl judgernent

The guideliries are i¡aiiended to-apply
aF agbgp and:{o profæoíonaf health

Adverti rin g Qtrtde tinç¡l

{. Any.dqfinitiqn sf Advê¡tieírig propøsed b.y Colleges ÍorînalusÍoh in the

rpgìulaiioh shqqfd bè eonçistent w¡ith.the fgltowíng:

Arty'm9"3age, (ttrç-co. ntryt af ri¡fticn-is cantiaiÍçd directly CIr ír+litþW by
tne aëVçmser) exþresse.d ín ønytanguage aryd cstnnunícated'inany.
meÉium ta. anyane with tkç inlient to: lnfÍae nce tlt ei r ck o i ce, apínion a r
þe:havíouf: '

' 
lv{edium'i* ¿*ine¿'as puhlÍe medium

equatty fq mefübeis praciicinu indivTdually,
corporationF.

Z- An advertiser.ngnt mqçt be ac,cufate, factual and.çontain infcrmation that is

veriHablê,

3. An adveçtÍee¡qent mus-t.not csr-rtain angolttte following:

*. ariyff*ng thatrfill'ptornote an Image.fhatwilt negatively ímpact on
pr¡b.lic çÉnf¡dgnce in thedelivery afñeaHh care services and promote a
deffandfqr unnÉce$sar! heatih caje Eervices;

r' çuperlai'ivç or comparative adjectli¡es or dedcrÍpfions regrarding the
qúatity of tl¡e servicês, þrcdu*ts:orperson(s) referred to in the
advertisins;

. än)¡ tesTimoniat Þy q patleqrUelrent sr,former patient/ctient or bli a friend

or ielative of .a patient/dientorfonner patienVelient

r anyëxpr€sged orimptied endorsementorfçcsmrnÊndaUoi ferthe 
.

Bxclusîve úse of a drug, produof or Ðrand of equiþment used ff, provide

çervTce.E; and

. f,nyihing thätÏs rindignifisd snd ln poor{aste:

4. Ëndorseme¡_rt* are permis*lblè [n case* lvhere {he College is patisfiedthat tl¡e'
{ndividuatgr grganlzariqn pr*posing to endoise a mernbçri '

i has nuffiË{eRtc¡çeúise te}evant to the etrbjeet matferstthe
*náorsernent;snd

e

'{ 
çon¡i¡téntryîfh fhc Ç-aæ&tøufude of AdvertÌeing 8tâdd&ds lvy¡n ,+ft@d¿rd,r.cçrq

+t?ivembal?t g004 EuldgrrFw..ti* annng dlvntttttne Røgalatløns¡.y.Haafrn äe.rytatw catW¡
ltinistry of tieallh andLairy-T.em Çarc -Prcgan fuWdnnch . - .
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I

d has.appropriaieli, assessed fhe mer-nbe¡: gs, Fmvjdlng qualíry care"
fir e toíreses shourderso derer¡ï,n- 

ï i-:Hiry!$ Fn{o1¡ern gn fs *o=, *n-
lT.m1l-*would*q*i=ii,r.:Ë**i!i'tïu*,oinsa*#s;iå..uquireo:heaiih

5. t'Yhere 
a tolíese does noi recoqnize professÍonal specialfies {e.g,; c{asse$ of

resisÉrarisn or äert¡Rcat*Ãi, ää"_å.ii*foüilil;-id"ffi* 
use a re¡îîr, rirrÊ of

ffålTåräfn 
in an ;d--'çffi#"ffi rü{hdicares or irnp¡ies ffie rnen¡ber is e

S. An adveÉisera:llfT-t be clear andreaditvêcimrir¡rr.{o rvrio¡ir ii isSjir.ecte6. - 
'. -*''. --i .--'::r!r,lênsíbl* b}, tÍ:A FêiÊtfiõ

F: üo*eges wit neecÍ pmvisíons erai 
::s.s.!_tlg me$er or Brofecsion.r heaftfiËËfflYäJ3-î 

not 
"on 

i'ãä ä;v Jî"iå,tliäffi qr ûa us e a ny arri er

e' ncoi¡fonar'nroví1i.o^n¡--*¡oï{d 
atso set o.uÉ fftqr sofieiring Þusineçs frosn a#äfåijl-åilTl' "' CIieni ln Ëq:ry grio¡e, u-*áñ

,fJ;Ii:ji'å_îLi*åî:f J,-??i,Ëäår=-*ËHätr$H ;tf,iåäï,ffi.î..
;ffi,ääi"ff ätr,ffi[Ë_xii_trH$5tråfuiåä*ffi;åËfi åä#ffi ã:å,

'I"f 
Æff; í¡-\tr, ^wxww xy- ur au u,w nr s,r* o &r a s ø&
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- G u i d elin es for D¡afting- Adve rtl r I n g Re g ul ati'o ns
by -Flealth Regu[atory Colleges.

[ntroduotion;
i

ii

The:purpose of ihis document is to provide gtridance, to health. regutatory
çolleges (Coll.egêsi, governed uirder the Regulated Healtl] Frofesiron s Acl, 1gg1
(RI-tPAl in develoþing advertisihg regulatío¡s that wilf affeclhow regulaied
health prof'essionala sdvertise-their professibna[þrqcficÊ. Thg guidelines foi

'di-afring advertisinþ regulations qttempt io balance the need ts protectthe pu,blie

interegt wíth the Þrgfesciqnafç iiidtviOudl eighis.of freedomof"gxpression under
the',Charterof Rights a¡$:FraVdams. Ëoflágri eogncils hávç the autlrorityto
rnake iegrulations-resiæofíng,tfte prqmotio-*'.qr qdvedísing of the, practice ôrtne
profession.under seçtion g5(1) (l) of the Hea{th ProfeÉsíons.PTqeedural Cade
(Code), which is $chedute 2 of ihe RHPA.

Ratherthan focusíng on the rnany forms and actfvitíes that advertising may take,
the n{¡istrf emphasis is crn estabfíshiqg the minin¡um cdteria ihet Coileges
shsuld Corieíderwhen drafting arfuertising iegulations ratherthan detailing altthe
cÉuaiionè that should. be prohibiiêd

The guidelines acknewleeige thatthe issue.of whatis þrofesslsnaladvertising'
should.be.lefÊ !CI the tolleges to'interpret and þuild into their regulations. The
guideli*eg fogus sn the "coreî sr *minirnurn".requiFements 

and provides eadr
heàtffr regulafory eoilege tr¡Íth the.abiiäy.to expand.on the.requiretriênts wfiere

' R.ecêssåry to address professTofi Êpecífie issues:= Al[ heatth regulatory colleges
are açked to r.neet tfie minimum criteria while coneidering their profesÈion's
n eqds" in regul a-tíngi advertt'.Eing..

Guiding Principles;

A$VerfiÊi,ng regrgta.tions FroFa$ed ÞyColtegqç.shçuld Þe relevantto the.publiCs'
a bnm¡ ts-n-¡alce . an'fu rfonnçd'cf toled abqut'what serytces arid þ rod tlots aÉ
provided by a particular þrrofession'or prrïeÉ€þnai. lnformational advertlslng,
when. itis truthfr¡l snd elêaÈ tüeryes the publle Ínterçsb 1

T. he. public fea ço nabl.y exp ects f hat advertïeing by reg ukted hçalth'professionale
is notfalse, misleading or,{eceptive;, Feop[e experiqngi¡rg,health problemg are
particularly vulnerable to fals,e or e<aggerated clai¡nE;¡slated to servicee and

- prodçlcts qnd.thqÍr effiesff. Adve4Ísing þy Fgtllqled [eglth profegglqnais shoutd'noË:profniltê 
an'lrnage thai will negative[r irnpact iln]uhlíc donfidense in the

deHqqry'of.heaith eare services anilpi.othote* a.dl*mãnd for unnecessaryheaffir

'.

Tþe guidefínes'are not lntended to interfere With aecepted.professionat bi¡siness
p ractices s u ch as re rni ndin g paÉiertts of apBolntrnents ; makiri g' reco m m endafi oirs.

Navømh*rg rllt)á. tlrtí¡lp.liEtes.fnrÍ7mflir*Á¡luedícínæRan¡ilal'mqfrwþlaophj?antiloÍan¡îattana¿-
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Çrncern¡ng s-eryfces s.r pr'"cdusts i:ecessã*=y for treataiefit, cr inÉerfering. wíthcfínieal.judgement

The griidellnes are;nt"eno$ to. lpplr eguafiy ts membe's pr-ac,rcing incir,ícuarfy,a$ a group and to professíona! irääfín corpqration;. 
- -'

Advertf +ifi g G sf ds{ inêç ;

f . $nyd1€nitrgnof .1$vertËslr1f Êrrqpcsed by Çel{egeç for inslusíon in the.re-qutagqn shourd be cçne¡çtðor *in ihã',fa¡r6*íñã.- 
"-'

çny.ges,sage .(ihg canûent-oi,*¡t¡çn is evlntragqd direçlfy ar in{fryefly byth7 qdvaáFçeg exprc.s-ge!, n anyialjlasa;A;;* unícated in anvmedium.t+anyonewitf i,theintånttg-íntiuenir:muii'änriåei'åå¡Å,ioi'l,
bçhav¡auf.

fvle4iqn Íç defned as'pubiîc medíam
à

z' An3dy-erftsÊiment must Þe agçuratc, factual and c+nþin ircor¡natE*n.that is. úeriftahle'

ä' An.advertlsemçnt musf nci eontain,any ef tfre fufrewing:

angfiingËhatwfj[qroinotq a.n im,as_e üratwiü negariv_er5r rmFåçi on
ÞålÞli.cænfrderyce-rnffie derivew ,åsq.uic*= and pramote adçraand for unn es*ssa ry {i és iÊd eaiå"seärrçel;

!y.q#-tfg or companative adjecgveg cr descríptlons,leganding iheq{âtig of rhe çeryiies, pnodtrcts or pu*ñi*iiur*rred ta in Ét¡eadveitislng;

r ãny{estimoníal by a p_atientfdient g¡. fçgngr:,BqfignffdiEnt qr þy a friender 1el-#rve or a páfriehtrdierft or fe*ur pärt*ffiffi -' "' -
'' 'r. "--j 

- ,r *rlf Êxil"Ítf{ï'TFr¡ed pn$oççryent gr [ecÐ,,,q].Ê¡rdatíon, _for theexdusive ueè ofu orug, -nioducr oi ur*nã:;i"qlip*uniü;åJË årcv¡de
Sen¿.eqff,gnd

. aru¡fhihg ülai ls qn{i$[ifiçc and tn pqar tasfe

4, EndsÉsçriiênts'are3è$rrÊ*¡Ël* lq cage*,y,he-re rhe callegq ís s-efisfied that the¡nd¡vtqridl urorgãn¡ååri;riïr.þ*rt¡-e t';hiãËäå:*äi*u, :

a Ílas suñicient experÍis.ü rerevant to the subject mattei af tÍiej endorgernF¡}fi and

t&nsktentnr¡ith

Ncvamùcrg, Ínrlà
thÞ Çanadi.an Code.af Adveriisi¡g $tttdrds
¡lii¿¿ot¡.;*i.m*Êi;*..i*.-¿r^¡--'*:- -,,,' - -:-l.-
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has appropriatety assessed the member as proúiding quafity care,

The Colleges'should glsq determine [n permifiing en:dorsements ih¿t the

informatíon'wor.l[d asþisi the public in obtalning access'to required heatth

servíces.

5. Where a College does not recognize professicna[ specialtles.(e.g', classes of
registration oi- certification), advertisements should noi use a tgrrr, title or
designatien in an adverliser¡eni if it indicates or inrplies the member is a

speeiâlíst

6. .An advertisement ¡:nust
io vrtrom-it is di¡ected.

,be clear and.readily comptrqhensible by rhe peîaons

7. Colleges will¡eed.provisions thai ensure the mernber or profe+.sionalheatth
corporation does not conkavene any advertising lawç or-cause any other'
pe.rstn to do so.

8- Additionál provísions.should also set ouf.ihatsaliciting.buçiness from a
prcspe. giive clienlor dient in'person, by fhoné, e-mall or þy any other rfteans

that is.not'considéred to be a public mediutrt* is prohibited, flowe.ver, theçe 
'

' provísions should.not-prohiþit actirities necÊ$$ary to carry out nsrmal and
require'd heaith carç'notices and remindere, arthe'aþilrU gf health care
providers ta contacf their'patiênts'for goqdwill purptses.

tNavenber 9, 2QA4 Suidetînes fw ilraftlnþ AdveÉlsJng Ragul?liatur by r{ëãftn Røgulatory Øllegøs
Minß.ttyof Heitlth anrl langÍarmÇarc -Fftgßfil FôW Eranclr
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Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
Quality Assurance Committee Report to Council
Friday, December 4, 2015

Members: Dr. Brian Gleberzon, Chair
Ms Georgia Allan
Ms Judith McCutcheon
Dr. Bryan Wolfe
Dr. Joel Weisberg, non-Council member

Staff Support: Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research

Dr. Bruce Walton, Director of Professional Practice
Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

Ms. Andre a Szametz, Re cording Secr etary

Ghair's Report

I lntroductionandRecommendations

Since the last meeting of Council, the Quality Assurance (QA) Committee has met once on

January 22,2016. The Committee also hosted the Peer Assessor Workshop on January 23,2016

Recommendøtíon I
That Council approve minor amendments to Standard of Practice 5-013: Consent

The Committee is recommending amendments to Standard of Practice S-013: Consent to clearly

outline the requirements to obtain documented consent for examination and care. The

amendments separate and outline chronologically the expectations regarding obtaining and

documenting consent to examination and care. Amendments have also been recommended to

fuither clarify the exceptions of the rules of consent in emergency situations, in accordance with
the Health Care Consent Act, 1996. As well, some minor stylistic amendments have been

proposed.

Recommendatíon 2

That Council approve new Guideline G-7??: Use of Sociql Media

The Committee is recommending a new guideline on the use of social media. The goal of this

guideline to clarify existing regulatory obligations, such as privacy and confidentiality, maintain

ãppropriate boundaries, and advising only within the chiropractic scope of practice, as they relate

to the use of social media. The Committee examined existing policies, guidelines and articles of
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other Ontario health regulatory colleges, and past drafts considered by CCO as a model for this
guideline.

ll QA lnitiatives

A Review of Regulations, Standards of Practice, Policies and Guidelines

The Committee is recommending amendments to Standard of Practice S-013: Consent and a new
guideline on the use of social media. The Committee continues to review standards of practice,
policies and guidelines as potential issues are raised. As well, the Committee will contlnue to
discuss and implement communication strategies regarding the new CE requirements.

B Record Keeping Workshops (RKW)

The Committee continues to offer the RKW at least three times ayear or more on an "as
requested" basis. The RKV/ material continues to be updated consistent with CCO standards of
practice. The most recent RKV/ was held at CCO for approximately 30 members of the
profession.

C Peer and Practice Assessment

Staff have reported that, save for new registrants to the College, we have completed peer and
Practice Assessment 1.0 on all active members. The next round of selections,lor ppA 1.0, will
be done shortly and be going out to members.

The following represents the PPA 1.0 stats to date:

Peer & Practice Assessment
600

500

400

300

200

": 
,du[.¡¡¡[¡r[mililßhtulll dll I!1, l,-l rl
2003/04 2004/0s 200s/06 2007/08 2008/os 2009/n 2}Lo/tt 2otL/r2 20rs/t4 20L4hs

r District 1 I District 2 r District 3 : Distr¡ct4 r District 5 r District6
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1242The Committee recently hosted two main events in the QA calendar. One was aNew Peer
Assessor Orientation, held Friday Jan.22, from noon until4:30pm. The other was the annual
Peer Assessor Workshop, held Saturday, January 23,ftom 8:30 am until 3:30pm. Both events
were well received and feedback indicates that they were a great success.

The following members of the profession attended the New Peer Assessor Orientation and are

currently completing their training, as peer assessors, in the field where they will observe and
mentor with experienced peer assessors:

District 2
o Victoria Clarke

District 3
o Janine Taylor

District 4
o Brian Dower
o Katherine Tibor
o Pierre Ramlall

District 5
o Amber Gardiner
o David Hominuk
o Marlene Turner

At the peer assessor workshop, further development work was done on Peer and Practice
Assessment 2.0. Namely, all assessor were paired up and performed modified assessments on
each other using the new, PPA 2.0 materials. Feedback, on this process was gathered and will be

used to direct the committee on further revisions to the PPA 2.0 process.

Also at the PA workshop, several members were recognized for their many years of service to
the peer assessment program. Those members are:

Assessor City Started Term

Dr. Peter Picard Cochrane 2002

Dr. Gauri Shankar Prescott 2001

Dr.Frazer Smith (Ret. 2015) Smiths Falls 2001

Dt. Liz Anderson-Peacock Barrie 2001

Dr. Keith Thomson Peterborough 2001

Dr. David Zurawel (Ret.20l5) Port Hope 2001

Dr. Gerard Arbour Scarborough 2001
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Dr. Richard Bornstein

D Communication with Members and Stakeholders

The QA Committee continues to respond to inquiries from members and other stakeholders.
These inquires include matters related to the new CE requirements, animal chiropractic, and
billing practices.

lll Acknowledgements

It has certainly been a privilege to be able to Chair the meetings of the QA Committee and table
our recommendations to Council. I would like to thank Committee Members Dr Bryan Wolfe,
long-time non-Council member Dr Joel Weisberg, public members Judith McCutcheon and
Georgia Allen as well as Dr Bruce Walton and Joel Friedman.

This will be my final report as a Council member and the past nine years have been a wonderful
experience. I am grateful to have had the opportunity to consistently work alongside so many
gifted, dedicated and intelligent people.

Respectfully Submitted,

Dr Brian Gleberzon, Chair
Quality Assurance Committee

Richmond Hill 2001

Dr.Liz Gabison Toronto 2001

Dr. Sal Viscomi Richmond Hill 2001

Dr. Peter Amlinger Mississauga 2001

Dr. Reginald Gates Burlington 2001

Dr. Arnie Glatter Brampton 2001

Dr. Roberta Koch Hamilton 2001

Dr. Dennis Mizel St. Catharines 2001

Dr. Heather Robson-Mclnnis Niagara Falls 2001

Dr. Bob Szczurko Thorold 2001

Dr. Steven Silk Wiarton 2001

Dr. Richard Stover London 2001

Dr. Dennis Yurkiw Owen Sound 2001
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a

Note to renders: In the eaent of øny inconsistency bettoeen this document and the legislation thnt

fficts chiroprøctic practice, the legislation goaerns.

lrure¡rr

To advise members of their obiigations relating to consent for examination, care and
plans of care.

Oe¿ecr¡vEs

To clarify the consent requirements outlined in legislation, case law and CCO
standards of practice, policies and guidelines as they relate to examinations,
care and plans of care.

To ensure patients receive appropriate information about the benefits and risks
of examinations, care and plans of care.

To facilitate discussion and dialogue between members and patients relating to
chiropractic care.

To ensure members and the public are awaÍe of the mutual benefits of fully
informed, voluntarily given consent to examinations, care and plans of care

DescnrpnoN oF STANDARD

Elements of Consent

A member is to obtain patient consent to an examination, care or to a plan of care

that is:

. fully informed;

. voluntarily given;

. related to the patient's condition and circumstances;
r not obtained through fraud or misrepresentations; and
. evidenced in a written form signed by the patient or otherwise documented in

the patient health record.

In certain limited circumstances, corlsent to an examination, care or plan of care

may be implied. However, the onus is on a member to substantiate that
circumstances warranted a variation from the requirements for obtaining consent as

outlined in this standard of practice.

a

I
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Emergency Care

A member may administer care without consen! in accordance with section 25 of
the Heølth Cnre Consent Act, 1996 (HCCA), if:

a

a

the member is of the opinion that there is an emergency and the delay to
obtain consent or refusal on the person's behalf will prolong the suffering
that the person is apparently experiencing or will put the person at
risk of sustaining serious bodily harm; or

refusal on the patient's behalf will prolong the suffering that the
patient is apparently experiencing or will put the patient at risk of
sustaining serious bodily harm.

2

An emergency is defined in section 25(1) of thre HCCA as follows: "there is an
emergency if the person for whom the treatment is apparently experiencing severe
suffering or is at risk, if the treatment is not administered promptly, of sustaining
serious bodily harm."

Appropriate Discussion and Dialogue

In order to be "informed," consent to examination (including diagnostic imaging)
care or a plan of care shall include a discussion of these items:

¡ What is the recommended examination, caïe or plan of care?

. Why should the patient have the examination or care or plan of care?

What are the alternatives to the examination or care or plan of
care?

What are the effects, material risks and side effects of the proposed
examination, care or plan of care and how they compare to the alternatives?

What are the likely consequences if the patient does not have the examination,
care or plan of care?

In discussing the effects, material risks and side effects of the proposed examination
or treatment and alternative examinations or treatments, members shall disclose
improbable risks particularly if the effects are serious. Accordingly, members shall
include a discussion with patients of the rare but potentially serious risk of stroke
associated with cervical adjustments.

a

a

a
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Amember shall recognize that obtaining consent is an ongoing and evolving
process involving continuous discussions with a patient and not a one-time event of
a patient's signature on a consent form. If a member recommends a new
examination, care or plan of care, there are significant changes in a patient's

condition, or there are significant changes in the material risks to a patient, a

member shall continue to dialogue with the patient. This discussion should be

about the material risks, benefits and side-effects of the recommended examinatiory
care or plan of care, including potential risks that may be of a special or unusual
nature. A member shall make a notation of the discussion in the patient health
record.

During discussions, a member shall provide patients with an opportunity to ask

questions concerning the proposed examinatiory care or plan of care and shall

answer questions prior to the commencement of the examination or treatment.

A patient may withdraw his/her consent to any examination, care or plan of care at

any time.

The standard of disclosure focuses on the patient and what a reasonable person in
the patient's position would need to know to make an informed decision' A
member is advised to err on the side of caution in providing comprehensive

disclosure.

There is an expectation that a member fully informs the patient of the identity and

professional status of any health care professional providing professional services,

especially iry but not limited to, a multi-disciplinary practice or when a member

usiigns any part of an examinatiory care or plan of care to an assistant or another

health care professional.

Capacity to Gonsent

Tine HCCA section 4, provides the following definition and procedure with respect

to capacity:

(1) A person is capable with respect to a treatment, admission to a care facility
or a personal assistance service if the person is able to understand the

information that is relevant to making a decision about the treatment,

admission or personal assistance service, as the case may be, and able to

appreciate the reasonably foreseeable consequences of a decision or lack of
decision.

3
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a

a

(2) A person is presumed to be capable with respect to treatment, admission to
a care facility and personal assistance services.

(3) A person is entitled to rely on the presumption of capacity with respect to
another Person unless he or she has reasonable grounds to believe that the
other person is incapable with respect to the treatment, the admission or the
personal assistance service, as the case may be.

Examples of incapable patients include those who have lost mental capacity due to
an illness and those minors who do not have an understanding of the
examination/care or plan of care or consequences of a decision or lack of decision.

Upon determining that a patient is incapable to consent, in accordance with section
15-19 of the HCCA, a member shall follow the following procedures:

' Inform the patient that the member is of the opinion that the patient is incapable
with respect to consent to examinatiory caïe or plan of care;

Identify the patient's substitute decision-maker in accordance with sections
20-24 of the HCCA;

Obtain consent from the patient's substifute decision-maker in accordance with
sections 20-24 oÍ the HCCA;

' If the patient objects to the finding of incapacity or the substitute decision-
maker, inform the patient of his/her right to appeal this decision to the Consent
and Capacity Board.' This information should be communicated to the patient
in a manner the patient is best able to understand; and

' Relevant information related to a determination of incapacity and a patient's
substitute decision-maker must be documented in the patient healthrecord.

The HCCA contains provisions regarding determination of incapacity, obtaining
consent from a substitute-decision maker and applications to thò Consent and
Capacity Board. The complete HCCA is available at
http://canlii.orglen/on llawslstatlso-I996-c-2-sch-a/latest lso-I996-c-2-sch-a.html.

4
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Examination or Treatment of Minors

The HCC,4 does not identify an age at which minors may exercise independent
consent for health care because it is accepted that the capacity to exercise

independent judgment for health care decisions varies according to the individual
and the complexity of the decision at hand. A member is encouraged to seek con-

sent from the appropriate substitute decision-maker (usually the parent or guardian
or person with authority to make health care decisions on behalf of the child) before

providing care to a minor who does not clearly have the capacity to consent to an

examination/ care or plan of care.

Lecrs¡-mvE CoNTEXT

Section 3 (1) of the Health Professions Procedural Code - One of CCO's objects

under the Regulated Health Professions Act,199L (RHPA) is to "develop, establish and

maintain programs and standards of practice to assure the quality of the practice of
the profession."

The Quality Assurance program is defined in Ss 1(1) of the Code as "a program to
assure the quality of the practice of the profession and to promote continuing com-

petency among members."

The Professional Misconduct Regulation under the Chiroprøctic Act,1991, includes

the following as an act of professional misconduct:

Contravening a standard of practice of the profession or failing to maintain
the standard of practice expected of members of the profession.

Doing anything to a patient for therapeutic, preventative, palliative,
diagnostic, cosmetic or other health-related purpose in a situation in which a
consent is required by law, without such a consent.

Contravening a federal, provincial or territorial law, a municipal by-law or a
by-law or rule of a hospital within the meaning of the Public Hospitøls Act,
if the contravention is relevant to the member's suitability to practise.

2.

J,

5

29
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JJ. Engaging in conduct or performing an act that, having regard to all the
circumstances, would reasonably be regarded by members as disgraceful,
dishonourable or unprofessional.

Health Care Consent Act, 1996

This standard of practice includes sections of the HCCA. The complete HCCA is
available athttp:llcanlii.org/en/onÂaws/statlso-1996-c-2-sch-allatestlso-1996-c-2-sch-
a.htm1.

The HCCA contains a number of provisions relating to consen! including Ss.11
which defines the requisite elements of consent to treatment as follows:

(1) The consent shall relate to the treatment.
The consent shall be informed.
The consent shall be given voluntarily.
The consent shall not be obtained through misrepresentation or
fraud.

(2) A consent to treatment is informed if, before giving it,

(a) the person received the information about the matters set out in sub
section (3) that a reasonable person in the same circumstances
would require in order to make a decision about the treatment; and

(b) the person received responses to his or her requests for additional
information about those matters.

(3) The matters referred to in subsection (2) are

1. The nature of the treatment.
2. The expected benefits of the treatment.
3. The material risks of the treatment.
4. The material side effects of the treatment.
5. Alternative courses of action.
6. The likely consequences of not having the treatment.

In addition, there is a body of case law which supports the principle that a
member shall ensure that the patient consent is fully informed and voluntarily
given before the patient is examined or treated.

1

2
a
J

4

6
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Sections 1.5 - 1.9 of the HCCA discuss the rules related to determining
capacityof patients. Please see the complete HCCA for further details.

Section 20 - 24 of the HCCA discuss the rules related to obtaining consent from a
substitute decision-maker. Included in this section is the list of persons who may
give or refuse consent on behalf of an incapable person. Please see the complete
HCCA for further details.

List of persons who may give or refuse consent
20.
(1) If a person is incapable with respect to a treatment, consent may be given or

refused on his or her behalf by a person described in one of the following
paragraphs:
1. The incapable person's guardian of the person, if the guardian has

authority to give or refuse consent to the treatment.
2. The incapable person's attorney for personal care, if the power of

attorney confers authority to give or refuse consent to the treatment.
3. The incapable person's representative appointed by the Board under

section 33, if the representative has authority to give or refuse
consent to the treatment.

4. The incapable person's spouse or partner.
5. A child or parent of the incapable person, or a children's aid society

or other person who is lawfully entitled to give or refuse consent to
the treatment in the place of the parent. This paragraph does not
include a parent who has only a right of access. If a children's aid
society or other person is lawfully entitled to give or refuse consent
to the treatment in the place of the parent, this paragraph does not
include the parent.

6. A parent of the incapable person who has only a right of access.

7. A brother or sister of the incapable person.
8. Any other relative of the incapable person.

Requirements
(2) A person described in subsection (1) may give or refuse consent only if he or

she,
(a) is capable with respect to the treatment;
(b) is at least 1.6 years old, unless he or she is the incapable person's

parent;
(c) is not prohibited by court order or separation agreement from

having access to the incapable person or giving or refusing consent
on his or her behalf;

(d) is available; and
(e) is willing to assume the responsibility of giving or refusing consent.

7
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I

Ranking
(3) A person described in a paragraph of subsection (1) may give or refuse

consent only if no person described in an earlier paragraph meets the
requirements of subsection (2).

Explanatory Notes

This standard of practice should be read in conjunction with the following, all of
which require that consent be fully informed, voluntarily given and evidenced in a
written form signed by the patient or otherwise documented in the patient health
record:
. 5-001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice
. 5-002: Record Keeping
. 5-005: Chiropractic Adjustment or Manipulation
. 5-006: Technical and Interpretative Components for X-ray
. 5-007: Putting a Finger Beyond the Anal Verge for the Purpose of

Manipulating the Tailbone
o 5-011: Members of More Than One Health Profession
o 5-013: Orthotics
o G-001: Prevention of Sexual Abuse of Patients
. G-009: Code of Ethics

The Consent and Capacity Board is an independent body created by the provincial government of
Ontario under the Henlth Care Consent Act, 1.996.It conducts hearings under the Mental Henlth Act,
the Henlth Cøre Consent Act, the Personal Heølth Inforntation Proteetion Act, the Substitute Decisions
Act and the Mnndatory Blood Tcstíng Act. Board members are psychiatrists, lawyers and members
of tl-re general public appointed by the Lieutenant Govemor in Council. The Board sits with one,
three, or five members. Hearings are usually recorded in case a transcript is required.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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Mission

As a not-for-profit organization, the Canadian Institute of Correactology
provides education and conducts research in Correactologyo Health Care

Vision

The Canadian Institute of Correactology (CIC) will give practical training
through excellence in education. Throughout the educational process, the clc
will lead the development of Correactologyo Health Care by reflecting,
supporting and conducting research in Correactologyo Health Care.

Objectives

. Explore and advance knowledge of Correactologyo Health Care

Provide training for Correactologyo Health Care Practitioners

Establish, monitor and maintain professional, ethical standards relating
to the practice of Correactology@ Health Care

Support and conduct research, develop policies and guidelines and
communicate the results to interested individuals, groups, organizations,
academics, industry and governments

Develop resource and study materials, organize and conduct classes,
seminars and conferences on Correactologyo Health Care. Increase
public awareness of Correactologyo Health Care and Correactologyo
Health Care Practices

Encourage alternative, complimentary and conventional health care
practitioners to share ideas and forge links

For informat¡on about the Correactologyo Centers please click on the link
below:

information@correactoloov.com
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Directors' Message

The directors of the Canadian lnstitute of Correactology are :

Angèle Lapointe
Karen Boczek
Claire Lavergne
Julie Bédard

We believe that the Canadian Institute of Correactology offers not
only a superb educational experience, but also promotes individual
growth and development. You will have the opportunity to help
people and to participate in a Correactologyo Practitioners'team
effort. Your decision to become a Correactology@ Practitioner may
well have an impact on the quality of your life.

We recognize the importance of your decision to learn and develop
by means of association with an outstanding center of learning' We
acknowledge the commitment it entails.

At the CIC, we look forward to great developments and
advancements to the practice with the addition of new
knowledgeable students. Enrolment will consist of students who
have achieved the highest standard in education, social and
interpersonal skills, We will be pleased to acknowledge receipt of
your application request to the Canadian Institute of Correactology.

Supporting Our Vision And Principles

The CIC is a not-for-profit educational institution. We rely on tuition,
membership and donations for operating revenue. At the CIC, we
develop, evaluate and organize programs that foster students'
ethical, social and intellectual development. While assisting students
in developing the capacity to think skillfully and critically, we
strongly encourage our students to develop social values including
kindness, generosity, helpfulness, personal responsibility and
respect for others. These qualities are essential in order for the
Correactology@ Practitioner to become a humane leader
authentically caring about helping individuals regain their quality of
l ife,

http:/lwww.correactol ogy.com /i nstitute/m essage/m essage.htm I 1t3
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Educational Program

The minimum requirements for admission to the Correactologyo
Practitioner Program can be found in the @
Correactology.

During the Correactologyo Practitioner Program, the Student
Practit¡oner will acquire the following knowledge and develop the
following skills and abilities:

Acquired Knowledge I Abilities & Skills I Program Outline I

Additional Program Components I Graduation/Board Exam

Acquired Knowledge

. General Anatomy, Physiology and Pathology

. History and Philosophy (related to correactologyo Health
Care)

. Anatomy (related to Correactologyo Health Care)

. Physiology (related to correactologyo Health Care)

. Pathology (related to Correactologyo Health €are)

. Ethics and Professional Conduct

. Government Regulations, Public Health and Hygiene
(concerning health care)

. ESA (Employment Standards Act)

. Starting a Small Business (Ministry of Labour
recommendations)

. Business and Administration

. Correactologyo Health Care Language and Communication

CIC follows standards established in "How to Start an Alternative
and Complementary Healthcare Business in Ontario" - a guide
prepared to provide information when considering the establishment
of an alternative and complementary health care business in
Ontario.

http:/rlivww.correactol ogy.com/i nstitute/educati onal/acqui red. htm I 1t2
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Educational Program

During the Correactologyo Practitioner Program, the Student
Practitioner will acquire the following knowledge and develop the
following skills and abilities:

Acquired Knowledge I Abilities & Skills I Program Outline I

Additional Prooram Comoonents I Graduation/Board Exam

Abitities and skills

. Analytical abilities necessary to skillfully and knowledgeably
help patients with a wide range of conditions (full body
correction)

. Grasp theoretical and practical components of Correactologyr"
Health Care

Apply correction specific to symptom(s)

Ability to adapt the correction to meet the unique condition of
the individual patient

Develop an understanding of the correlation between physical
pain and malfunction

LAPPR test technique (provocat¡on/reaction)

. Identify specific levels related to
a ilm ents/ma lf unction/discomfort

. Assessment of symptom(s) relative to specific levels

. Recognize and identify body level position

. Understand and determine the body's sequence of correction
(how the body corrects)

. Apply corrective momentum (non-force, non-invasive)

. Develop communicative and social skills related to care ethics

. Interview techniques

. Skills to succeed as a small business person working in
his/her own practice

. Research abilities in the Correactologyo Health Care

1267
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During the Correactologyo Pract¡tioner Program, the StuG','"
Practitioner will acquire the following knowledge and develop the
following skills and abilities:

Acquired Knowledge I Abilities & Skills I Program Outline I

Additional Program Components I Graduation/Board Exam

Program Outline

The Student Practitioner will complete the following program during
his/her two years at the Canadian Institute of Correactology:

. History of Correactologyo Health Care

. Philosophy of Correactologyo Health Care

. Correactologyo Health Care and its Evolution

. Provincial and Federal Government Regulations

. Professional Ethics and Professional Conduct (related to
Correactology@ Health Care)

. Human Anatomy: This course is an introduction and
expansion of previously learned material in other anatomy
classes. Its main objective is gain an appreciation for the
structure of the human body and to use this knowledge in a
clinical setting as students advance in the Correactology@
Practitioner Program. The material in this course provides the
basic framework that is a prerequisite for mastery of
Correactology@ Health Care.

. Human Physiology: This course is an introduct¡on to the
study of the functions of the body and how it works. Its main
objectives are to understand and apply the fundamental
concepts of body functions and to predict what mechanistic
process would be utilized in the body under a particular
circumstance. The material in this course provides the
necessary information to better understand patient health
issues. This course will also help the Correactologyo
Practitioner w¡th pat¡ent explanation.

. Human Pathology: This course in an introduction to the
processes of disease and the changes that occur along with
those processes. Topics include: cell injury and death,
inflammation, repa¡r and wound healing, hemodynamics,
neoplasia, genetic and pediatric disease, hematopoietic &
lymph systems, genital systems, environmental disease,
general pathology of infectious disease, blood vessels, heart,
lungs and upper respiratory tract, kidneys and the collecting
system, oral cavity and gastrointestinal tract, liver and biliary
tract, pancreas, endocrine system, musculoskeletal, skin and
the nervous system. Its main objectives are to understand
and apply the fundamental response of tissues to stresses
placed upon them, to recognize how cells, tissues and organs
react under normal physiologic conditions and contrast this
with the pathophysiologic state while applying this
understanding to all organs of the body, The material in this
course provides the necessary information to better
understand patient health issues'

. Correactologyo Health Care Anatomy, Physiology and
Pathology

. Correactology@ Health Care Communication and Terminology

. How to Start a Small Business and Personnel Management

http://www.correactology.com/institute/educational/ouü i ne.html 1t3
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Business and Office Administration

Business Prepa ratory Prcgram ¡

Hovv to Start A Small Business

. Planning/Personnel Management component of
your train¡ng will prepare you to run your
Correactology@ Center by giving you the
resources and tools necessary to start your own
business and to become successful in your
practice.

. The following areas and topics will be covered:. Business person: Getting
established/start-up costs, location, types of
ownership

. Business Plan: Forecasting/projections,
communicat¡on tools, financing, budgeting,
registrations, payroll, keeping good records,
income tax, resources

' Employer: Obligations and responsibilities,
the Ministry of Labour, ESA (Employment
Standards Act), the Human Rights
Commission, pay administration, hiring
process/recruitment, job analysis, job
description, performance appraisals,
motivat¡ng your employees, discipline,
termination

. Students/graduates will also be provided with the
appropriate tools to help adhere to government
sta nda rds.
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Educational Program

During the Correactologyo Practitioner Program, the Stuuen¡.
Pract¡tioner will acquire the following knowledge and develop the
following skills and abilities:

Acquired Knowledge I Abilities & Skills I Program Outline I

Additional Prooram Comoonents I Graduation/Board Exam

Additional Program Components

In addition to classroom studies, there will be field work, thirteen
major assignments, tests, exams and a board/qualification
exam¡nat¡on:

. Field Work: Office Administration

. Field Work: Correactologyo Health Care

. Evaluation (assignments, tests and exams)

. CACP Board/Qualification Examination cons¡sts of three
components;

o theory

o interview and

o structured clinical exam

1270
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Educational Program 1271
During the Correactologyo Practitioner Program, the Stu0enr
Practitioner will acquire the following knowledge and develop the
following skills and abilities:

Acquired Knowledge I Abilities & Skills I Program Outline I

Additional Program Comoonents I Graduation/Board Exam

Graduation

Student Practitioner will be required to write exams at the end of
the 10 Component program.

CACP Board/Qualification Exam

The certification mark as used by Correactologyo Practitioners
certifies knowledge, quality and competency in the Correactologyo
Health Care. The certif¡cation is awarded to Correactology@
Pract¡tioners who have graduated from the Correactologyo
Practitioner Program at the Canadian Institute of Correactology'

In order to be licensed, the graduate Correactology@ Practitioner
must fulfill specific standards and requlrements in education,
membership and practicum. Each potential licensee must pass the
Canadian Association of Correactology Practitioners' written, oral
and clinical evaluation.

The evaluation consists of three distinct parts:

PART 1 -Education
. Theory in Human Anatomy, Physiology and Pathology

Written examination

. Multiple choice questions

. 100 items

. 120 minutes

PART 2 - hlembershíp Interview

To evaluate professional growth, knowledge of Correactologyo
Health Care, social abilities, communicative skills, ethics and
professional conduct

Oral examination

. Panel of three Correactology@ Practitioners
120 minutes

PART 3 - Clínìcal Evaluation

Objectively structured clinical evaluation to determine level of
abilities in Correactologyo Health Care

. Clinical evaluation is held at the Canadian Institute of
Correactology

. Evaluated by a Correactology@ Practitioner-Examiner

. Clinical work (five different patients)

. Various and varied clinical scenarios are depicted for each
patient

. Each session ¡s twenty minutes in length (10 minutes to
interview the patient and 10 minutes for procedure/correction)

http:/Ávww.correactol ogy.corn /i nstitute/educati onal/graduati on. htm I 1t3
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. Examiner will verify and rate the accuracy of the
Correactology@ Health Care procedure

Successful completion of these three components of the examination
is non-exemptible for all candidates seeking licensing with the
Canadian Association of Correactology practitioners.

''\1272
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Application Procedure Guide and Application Form

Using the following link, please download the required form and
information guide,

powNloAp Application Form 1273

Full Acceptance to the Program

Once the applicant has successfully completed the written and oral
requ¡rements as outlined in the applicat¡on procedure guide, he/she
will be asked to attend a meeting to discuss conditions on tuition,
the course outline, starting date and class schedule. If the applicant
meets the proposed conditions, he/she will be granted full
acceptance to the Correatology@ Practitioner Program'

http://www.correactology.com/institute/applicatiodappl ication.htm I 1t2
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Cer'ìleÌ-s Sudbury

1-705-586-41 1 1

428 Westmount Ave, Unit 4
Sudbury, ON

click on map for dírections

http://www.correactology.com/institute/locations/location.html 112
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1275
Newmarket correactotogf Center Location
16610 Bayview Avenue, Suite 208,
Newmarket, ON

To schedule an appo¡ntment please call Barrie location 705'725-9000

oakvilte Coneactologf Center
1235 Trafalgar Road, Su¡te 306,
Oakvll/e ON

To schedule an appoìntment please call 289-837-0606

Gue lph Coneactologf Center
Ttdfa lg a r P rofe s s ¡ o n a I Ce nt te

83 Dawson Road, Suite 209,
Guelph, ON

To schedule an appo¡ntment please call at 519-763-2345

SAULT STE. MARIE CORREACTOLOGY@CENTER

Correactology Health Care Group Inc, is pleased to introduce the new Sault Ste. Marie Correactology@ Practitioner, Mr. Luciano
Ingrisell i.

Mr. Ingrisell¡ is very happy and honoured to be offering Correactology@ Health Care Services to the Sault Ste. Marie community

Our new address:

80 Second Line West,
Sault Ste. Marie. ON
To schedule an appo¡ntment, please call 705-949-2855

NEWS RELEASEI

The Canadian Institute of Correactology (CIC) ¡s excÌted to announce that it has entered in a partnership agreement with Collège Boréal
who will administer and deliver full theoret¡cal and practical Correactology@
Practitioner Program courses effective October 2015. Collège Boréal has campuses in Sudbury, Hearst, Kapuskasing, Temiskaming,
Nip¡ssing, Timmins and Toronto.

Collège Boréal is situated at 21 Lasalle Blvd., Sudbury. ON.

The details of the Program are as follows:

. on campus classes: local students

. E-learn classes: distance education students

. Classes to beg¡n October 5th, 2015 and continue for 42 months

. Classes to be held ¡n the evening

. Del¡very of the Program will be in English

. Financial arrangements administered by Collège Boréal

The link below will direct you to a download of the Admission Procedure
Guide & Appl¡cat¡on for Admiss¡on.

For a copy of the Student Handbook please e-mail
i nformation(AcÕrreactol ogv. com

Read more...
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1276,
ABOUT CORREACTOLOGYO HEALTH CARE

Correactology@ Health Care is a new, effect¡ve and non-invasive
patient assessment for the purpose of therapeutic treatment, Full
or instrumentation.

approach to alternat¡ve health care. The technlque beg¡ns with indlvidualized
body corrections are accomplished without the use of force, drugs, surgery

Correactology@ Health Care is a natural science focussed on the human body. It ¡s a unique and d¡stinct alternative health care pract¡ce basec
on the understanding of the correlation between physical pain and malfunction. This alternat¡ve health care practice concentrates on the
development of specific techn¡ques to promote auto-correction in human systems.

Eleven Centers to serve you
Correactologyo Center nearest you:

705-360-1116

705-525-7721

705-897-1811

705-949-2855 (We've moved)

To schedule an appointment please calf Barrie location 7O5-725-9OOO

705-725-9000

905-864-9611

819-762-6161

289-837-0606

519-763-2345

705-223-2222

Application Procedure Guide and Application Form

Using the following link, please download the required form and information guide.

DOWNLOAD Appl¡cation Form

For ¡nformat¡on about the Canadlan xnstltut€ of con€actology or about the cãnad¡ân Associatlon of correactotogy pnctiHonet13,
please cl¡ck on either of the links below:

Canâd¡an Institute of Correactology
or
Canad¡an Assoc¡atíon of Correactoloov Practitioners

€, Copyright 2009 Coreactology Health Care croup Inc,
CoPYRTGHT NOTICE I DTSCLAIMER

(-orreactoloc.;y ilr:.tlilr t-¡r r. (-r oi,lr Ili

Timmins:

Sudbury (Main Center)¡

Val Caron:

Sault Ste. Uarier

l{ewmarkot:

Baffiei

Milton:

Rouyn-Noranda, Québec:

Oakvílle

Guelphz

Sturgeon Falls.

http://www.correactol ogy.com/centers/about.htm I 2t2
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UR NEWS

CAI'IADIAN INSTITUTI (lF C(}RREACT(IT(IGY. C(}NGRATUI.ATI(IIIS T(I (}UR GRADUATES!

By Karen Boczek
Thursday, October 8, 2015 2:13:57 EDT AM

On September 2nd, 2015 Correactology Health Care Practitioners from across the province came togetherto celebrate

the graduation of the second class from the Canadian lnstitute of Correactology.

Graduation ceremonies symbolize academic accomplishmenis. The graduates have successfully completed the forty-two
months Correactology Practitioner Program that provides solid theoretical and practical training in the Correactology

Health Care field and also allows the student to acquire the necessary skills for their professional development as future
practitioners. The teaching approach is based on communicative and experiential teaching and learning methods which

rely on and can directly be applied: 15 full credit courses such as anatomy, physiology, nutrition, quantum biology,
pathology, histology, biostatistical research, business development, communication as well alternative and

complementary medicine among others. The program is completed by classes in the field of Correactology Health Care

in acldition to Preceptorship Sessions including shadowing and internship time honing the skills of Correactology Health

Care. Lastly, the students completed the Canadian Association of Correactology Practitioners' Board Qualification
Exam comprised of a theory, a membership and a practicum component.

The Board of Directors of the Canadian Association of Correactology Practitioners and the Canadian lnstitute of



Correactology, wish happiness an'¡ n75the certified and licensed Correactology Practitioners.

ln the front row from teft to right: 1218
Jenny Davidson CHCP - Milton and Guetph (Guelph to open late 201S)
Luciano lngriselli CHCP - Sault Ste. Marie
Kirsti Conron CHCP - Milton
Julie Léger-DiMaio CHCP - Oakville and Sudbury

ln the back row from left to right:
Mathieu Roy CHCP - Timmins and Rouyn-Noranda (class of 2013 graduates)
Adam Waszczylo CHCP - Barrie (class of 2013 graduates)
Allan Lapointe CHCP - Correactology Health Care Group lnc. Vice-President - Sudbury and Milton
Louis Lapointe CHCP - Correactology Health Care Group lnc. COO of Planning and Development
Michael Lapointe CHCP - Correactology Health Care Group lnc. President - Sudbury and Milton
Julie Bédard CHCP - Sturgeon Falls (class of 2013 graduates)
Nicole Fredette CHCP - Val Caron (class of 2013 graduates)

Correactology Health Care is a non-invasive Health Care method of re-directing the bodies' corrective sequence to
stimulate its natural ability to auto-correct. Services are currently offered in Coneactology Centers located in Barrie,
Milton, Oakville, Rouyn-Noranda, Sault Ste. Marie, Sturgeon Falls, Sudbury, Timmins, and Val Caron. Our Guelph
location is due to open in the fall of 2015. Please see our website for more information.

MBNA MasterCard Þ
apply.mbna.calPlatinum
0% lntro Rate on Balance Transfers for 1 2
months. Applv Now.
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Ms. Joanne Wilson, Registrar
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5

Dear Ms. Wilson,

I am writing in respect to your organízation's status as an investigative body under lhe Personal
lnformation Protection and Electronic Document's Act (PIPEDA) and recent changes to the law
that affect your organization.

On June 18,2015, the Government of Canada passed the Digital Privacy Acf, which makes a

number of important amendments to PIPEDA. ln particular, I wanted to bring to your attention
changes to the rules for the collection, use, and disclosure of personal information by private
organizations for the purpose of conducting investigations and anti- fraud activities.

Effective June 18,2015, the Regulations Specifying lnvestigative Bodies made under PIPEDA
have no effect and the corresponding exceptions to consent for investigative bodies found in
paragraphs 7(3Xd) and 7(3)(h.2) of PIPEDA have been repealed. ln place of these provisions,
the Digital Privacy Acf added the follow*ing new provisions:

7. (3) For the purpose of dauÅe 4.3 of Schedule 1, and despite the note that
accompanies that clause, an organization may drsc/ose personal information without
the knowledge or consent of the individual only if the disclosure is;

(...)

(d.1) made to another organization and it is reasonable for the purposes of
investigating a breach of agreement or a contravention of the laws of Canada or a
province that has been, is being or is about to be committed and ff ls reasonable to
expect that disclosure with the knowledge or consent of the individual would
compromise the investigation ;

(d.2) made to another organization and it is reasonable for the purposes of detecting or
suppressing fraud or of preventing fraud that is likely to be committed and it is
reasonable to expect that dísclosure with the knowledge or consent of the individual
would compromíse the ability to prevent, detect, or suppress the fraud;

These amendments implement a recommendation made by the House of Commons Standing
Committee on Access to lnformation, Privacy and Ethics during the first statutory review of
PIPEDA, completed in May 2007. ln their report, the Committee recommended that "PIPEDA

be amended to replace the "investigative bodies" designation process with a definition of
"investigation" similar to that found in the Alberta and British Columbia Personal lnformation
Protection Acfs thereby allowing for the collection, use and disclosure of personal information
without consent for these purposes". ln its response to the Committee, the Government agreed

Canadä
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that the original framework in PIPEDA was lengthy and cumbersome for applicants and
inconsistent with approaches taken in the provinces, and committed to streamline PIPEDA's
provisions in respect of private sector investigative activity.

As a result of these amendments, organizations such as yours no longer need to be designated
an "investigative body" in regulations under PIPEDA to be able to collect, use or disclose
personal information without consent when conducting investigations. lnstead, any private
organization may collect, use or disclose personal information without consent when conducting
investigations or ant-fraud activities, provided that the conditions set out in paragraphs 7(3)(d.1)
and 7(3)(d.2) are satisfied.

Through the establishment of these conditions, the Government's intention is to replace the
previous regulatory vetting process for the designation of investigative bodies with exceptions to
consent that will permit personal information to be used for legitimate investigations and anti-
fraud activities. With respect to investigations, the Government's intention is that any disclosure
that was legally permitted to or from an investigative body previously will continue to be
permitted by organizations under the amended Act. Furthermore, it is important to note that the
exception in paragraph 7(3Xd.l) is not intended to apply to the disclosure of personal
information that is legally available to a party to a legal proceeding, as it only applies when
investigating a breach of an agreement or a contravention of Canadian law. ln other words, the
exception is only intended to apply when carrying out a systematic or formal inquiry to discover
and examine the facts of an alleged breach of agreement of contravention of law, so as to
establish the truth.

With respect to the exception to consent for anti-fraud activities in paragraph 7(3)(d.2), the
government's intention is to provide organizations with greater scope to undertake fraud
detection, suppression and prevention activities.

As a previously recognized "investigative body", I would encourage your organization to review
the new provisions and your processes for the collection, use and disclosure of personal
information in the context of investigations and/or anti-fraud activities to ensure that they are
consistent with the new rules.

Should you have any questions, or require additional information, please do not hesitate to
contact me by phone a|343-291-3796 or by email at john.clare@canada.ca.

Sincerely,

J
Director, Privacy and Data Protection Directorate
Spectrum, lnformation Technologies and Telecommunications
lndustry Canada

John.Clare@Canada.ca
343-291-3796
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Dear Registrars,

Please be advised that the College has released for comment its proposed process to
recognize specialties with in kinesiology.

Attached you will find a copy of the draft Specr,a/ties Assessment Framework, which
discusses what would be considered by the College to authorize a specialty, and what
process would be used to ensure fair and open consideration of a proposal for
authorization of a specialty title. We have also attached the draft Policy- Authorization
of a Specialty Title, which details how the College would process such requests.

We are seeking your feedback by Tuesday, April L2,2OL6. Comments may be
submitted electronically to brenda.kritzer@coko.ca, or to the mailing address noted
above.

lf you have any questions or concerns, do not hesitate to contact me directly at
(4L6) 961--7000 ext. 100.

Sincerely,

Brenda l\rilzer,
Registrar and CEO

Enclosed: Draft Specialties Assessment Framework, draft Policy- Authorization of a
Specialty Title
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DEFINITION

To be authorized as such by the College, a specialty must be a distinct and well-defined focus of
practice which requires in-depth knowledge and skills beyond those commonly possessed by

registered kinesiologists (defined by the College's registration and renewal requirements). A specialty

builds on the knowledge within the discipline and strengthens and enriches evidence-based practice

of kinesiology. A specialty responds to defined health needs of members of the public.

Practitioners of an authorized specialty within kinesiology will have ga¡ned advanced competency

within the specified area of practice through study and supervised practice as a trainee. This study

and supervised practice will have been conducted bya program or programs accredited bythe
College of Kinesiologists of Ontario or its delegate to provide certification, a diploma or degree that is

recognized by the College.

REQUIREMENTS FOR RECOGNITION OF A SPECIALTY

1". Defined scope

The scope of the proposed specialty requires advanced knowledge and skills that:

(a) are recognized as part of a kinesiology area of practice, or combination of recognized kinesiology

areas of practice; and

(b) cannot be adequately represented to the public and to members of other health professions

solely through the use of the R. Kin designation, plus addition of the designation used by those

qualified in the specialty area.

A specialty:

. Builds upon the essential competencies of kinesiology in a distinct area by adding increased

depth of knowledge, and by increasing the skills of the practitioner within the area of specialty;

. Adheres to the standards of practice and defined competency profile

. Demonstrates the competencies required to provide advanced and specialized kinesiology

services
. Responds to a recurrent set of well-defined situations/problems/needs related to a defined

population

Typically, specialists practise in the area exclusively.

2. Evidence of need

The specialty applicant must document scientifically, by valid and reliable statistical

evidence/studies, that the applicant: (a) actively contributes to new knowledSe in the field; (b)

actively contributes to professional education; (c) actively contributes to research needs of the

profession; and (d) provides kinesiology services for the public, all of which are currently not being

met by general practitioners or another authorized specialty of kinesiology'

1
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3. lmpact on existing practice of kinesiologl

The recognition of specialties within a profession recognizes and leads to advancements in practice,
research and technoloEly. lmprovements within the field serve the public interest by enabling more
informed decision-making and enable members of the profession to make necessary referrals within
the profession to respond to particular patient/client needs.

Specialties are authorized only in those areas identified and accepted by the profession where
advanced knowled$e and skills are essential to maintain or restore healilr or to provide the required
support to the development of the profession.

The authorization of a specialty:

' Enhances and strengthens the public's access to necessary and effective kinesiology services

' ls consistent with the goal of protecting the public, nurtures the practice and science of
kinesiology, and improves the quality and accessibility of care.

o Demonstrates unique integration of care with other areas of kinesiologl and/or other areas of
health service.

4. Advanced education and training

A program proposingto provide a certificate or diploma to qualify members to practise as a specialist
within an authorized specialty of kinesiology must be accredited by the College or an organization to
which the College has delegated this authority. Formal advanced education and training programs
pertaining to a specialty must be verifiable by the College. The program must provide education and
training beyond what is attained in the four or five-year kinesiology degree from a recognized ontario
university or equivalent. The purpose of the program and the design of the curriculum must be to
provide the specra/ knowledge and skitls required for practise of the proposed specialty.

General characteristics of a specialty

. Specified knowledge and skills within kinesiology

' Advanced level of expertise or skills that builds on the essential competencies of kinesiology
practice resu lting from

o Structured program of study and/or training which is not part of a baccalaureate degree,
typically requiring a minimum of 1000 curriculum hours and 800 supervised
practise/practicum hou rs.

¡ certification resulting from an exam by a sector-recognized certifying body
¡ Continual evaluation of specialty skills at adequate intervals by the accepted certifying body.

2
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ACCREDITATION OF A SPECIALTY TRAINING PROGRAM

SECTION A: Validation of the sector recognized certification program

The application for authorization to use a specialty title requires submission of documentation
relating to the education and certification process undertaken by the member to achieve the
required level of competence to practise as a specialist in the specialty area. The education and

training must be provided by a program which is recognized by the sector and the profession and

which has been accredited by the College or its delegate.

SECTION B: Submission of an application

A program which meets the following criteria may submit an application for accreditation:

1". A dean/program director/program administrator, as applicable, has been employed at the

time the application is submitted and at least six (6) months prior to a projected site visit.

2. The program meets the accreditation requirements in Appendix 1 and can be demonstrated,

at the time of the application.
3. A strategic plan/outcomes assessment process, which will regularly evaluate the extent to

which the program's stated goals and objectives are being met, is developed and available for

review.

4. The long and short-term financial commitment of the institution to the program is

documented and demonstrates viability of the program.

5. Contractual agreements are drafted and signed providing assurance that any program

dependent upon the resources of a variety of institutions and/or extramural clinics and/or
other entities has adequate support.

6. A defined admission process and due process procedures exist to verify that applicants for

admission to the program meet entry requirements.

7 . Due process procedures including examinations are in place to ensure that trainees achieve

the required competencies to practise at an advanced level within a specific area of the field

of kinesiology.

L Qualifications, assignments and appointment dates of faculty are provided.

9. An explanation is included of how the curriculum was developed including who developed the

curriculum and the philosophy underlying the curriculum. lf curriculum materials are based on

or are from an established education program, there must be documentation that permission

was granted to use these materials.
10. The curriculum with general course and specific instructional objectives, learning activities,

evaluation instruments (including, as applicable, laboratory evaluation forms, sample tests,

quizzes and grading criteria is provided.

11. Class schedule(s) noting how each class will utilize the facility are developed.

3
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1".

2.

3.

As there is no accrediting body currently in place that is able to assure the College of the
qualifications of an applicant for provision of training in a specialty w1hin the practice of kinesiology,
such applications must be made to the college with payment of required fees.

SECTION C: Application requirements

The following information must be submitted to the College:

General information

4

What is the name of the proposed specialty?
what is the relationship between the specialty and general kinesiology practice?
ls there a national organization which provides certification of or regulates through a legislative
framework, the proposed specialty?
Are there any other national or provincial organizations with similar scopes? lf yes, what is the
relationship between the organizations?

Specific information

1" Describe in detailthe unique nature of the proposed specialty. Provide information on the
following:

a. A list of well-established and validated standards of practice or core competencies and
the methodology used to develop and validate them. Every standard or competency
should relate to the uniqueness of the proposed specialty area.

b. A statement of values and beliefs reflected in the practice of this specialty area, which
must be reflected throughout the proposal.

c' A description of the recurrent situations/problems/needs which the specialty area
addresses.

d. A description of key phenomena that relate to practice, such as technologies, physical
set-up, practice setting and any other external influencing factors that relate to the
uniqueness of the specialty area.

e. A written role description for practitioners within the specialty.
f ' A list of well recognized and current journals, publications, research studies which

support the specia lity.
g' A list of practitioners of the proposed specialty or other individuals who have recognized

and relevant knowledge or expertise and who support the creation of the specialty with
reasons for their support.

2' Describe the client population which this proposed specialty primarily serves and how clients
benefit from this specialty practice.

3. ls this specialty recognized by another jurisdiction? lf yes, for how long?
4- For each jurisdiction, describe how the specialty is structured.
5. For each jurisdiction, describe how it is recognized (e.g. examination?)

a. Describe the requirements for recognition of practitioners in this area.
b. How are practitioners in this area assessed/confirmed?

6' What are the continuing competency requirements for practitioners to maintain their
certification?

4
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7. How will the recogn¡tion of this proposed specialty affect general practitioners and any other

related specialties? (Please include both positive and negative implications)
8. Would any component of the specialty training be taken as part of the training for general

practice? (e.9. streamed university programs). Please describe how this would be handled by the
training program in the specialty area

9. How would recognition of this specialty area affect the following:
a. Delivery of general kinesiology services?

b. Meeting health care needs?
10. Estimate how many practitioners are currently practising in the proposed specialty area
11. Outline future projected work force needs for those practising in this area (5-10 years)

12. Why is authorization by the College essential for the proposed specialty? How is public protection

improved or how is the practice of kinesiolog¡l enhanced?
13. ldentify any organizations and stakeholders (within Canada)who should be consulted, including

other professions where holders of the specialty certification or education may practise.

l-4. Outline the implementation process for the proposed specialty.

SECTION D: Application review and approval process

Step 1 - Preliminary review

!. Receipt of submission
2. College staff reviews application to ensure completeness

3. Council establishes a special-purpose Committee on Specialties (COS)

4. Submission sent to COS and reviewed

Step2-COSreview

The COS will

L Review the application
2. Provide direction to staff regarding verification of claims, commitments made in the proposal,

current practice focus and structure for those most likely to be impacted within the College's

membership
3. Decide whether to accept the proposal and to begin the consultation process, potentially leading

to authorization of specialty. ln making its decision, the Committee will consider the following:

i. Does the proposed specialty make the case that it is necessary for improved public

protection?

ii. Does the proposed specialty demonstrate strength of certification/education program?

iii. ls the proposed specialty broadly understood and accepted within the profession?

Proposals passing this stage will be reviewed according to the Standards for Accreditation described

in Appendix 1.

5
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Step 3 - Stakeholders consultation

L Meeting with the proponents to discuss the application, the consultation process and outcomes
from stakeholder consu ltations.

2. The College will consult with the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, other health profession
regulators, its membership, the public, professional associations and other stakeholders on the
proposal. The period of consultation will be 90 days, unless it is determined that there is urgency
to the matter in which case the period of consultation will be 60 days.

3. The COS will review consultation feedback. lf no concerns or issues are raised from the
consultation, the Committee will proceed to step 5. lf after review substantial concerns are
raised, the COS will meet with representatives of the organization to address any proposal
shortcomings or issues. The proposalwill be revised and consultation will be undertaken again
for a period of 6O days.

4. The COS will meet with individual stakeholders as necessary.
5. COS decision- requires further clarification; decision to recommend approval; decision to

recommend against approval. Rationale provided to support recommendation.
6. COS considers and drafts implementation plan if recommendation is to proceed with specialty.

Step 4 - Ratification

1". Review by Executive Committee

Executive Committee receives the recommendation from the Committee on Specialties.
Executive will consider cost implications on the College of authorizing the specialty;
communications requirements; impacts, if any on regulation, and on the membership; and
feedback received through the consultation process.

Executive Committee comments and recommends to Council whether the specialty designation
is or is not required, and whether or not the implementation plan is feasible.

2. Review by Council

Council reviews the recommendation of the Committee on Specialties and comments from
Executive Committee. Council decides whether to authorize a specialty and implementation plan.

3. lmplementation (addressed in application)

6
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APPENDIX 1: ACCREDITATION STANDARDS

Standards for accreditation of certlficate and diploma proÉrams relatintto specialty areas of
practice authorized by the College of KinesÍologists of Ontariot

lndividuals or organizations submitting a proposal to provide a program which trains candidates in

an authorized specialty will be assessed to ensure they meet the following accreditation standards at

the end of step 2 in the College's review and approval process described above.

ACCREDITATION STAN DARD 1 : Ad m i nistrative Structu re

There must be an appropriate administrative structure.

lnterpretation

t. There must be a program director who has authority and accountability for the operation of the
certification or diploma program.

1.1. The program director must have demonstrated specialty expertise gained through

advanced education, trainingand experience in the area of focused competence.

t.2.The program director is accountable to a board of directors capable of such oversi$ht'

There must be coordination between the board of directors, the professional associations

for kinesiology, the area of specialty practice and universities in Ontario offering degrees in

kinesiology to ensure the certification or diploma program does not negatively impacton
the quality of education provided at the bachelor's level.

1.3. The program director must be assured of sufficienttime and supportto administerthe
program.

2. lf more than one type or level of advanced training certification is offered by the organization,

there must be a program committee for each certification program, to assist the program director
in the planning, organization and supervision of the program.

2.!.The members of this committee must include at least one trainee chosen bythetrainees
in the program.

3. The program director, assisted by the program committee, must administer and maintain an

educational environment conducive to educating experienced kinesiology practitioners in the

area of focused comPetence.

l Adapted from The Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada's General Standards for Areas of

Focused Competence (AFC) Prograrns 'C'Standards, 2077.
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4. The program director and committee must:

4.1. Oversee and ensure the quality of didactic and practical education in all sites that
participate in the certification or diploma program.

4.2' Approve the selection and teaching assignments of program faculty as appropriate.

4.3. Select candidates for admission to the program.

4.4. Develop and monitor an evaluation process that provides documented, regular
feedback for trainees and includes an appeal mechanism.

4.5. Ensure compliance with relevant college (CAAT) or university policies where the program is
offered by a college or university.

4.6. Evaluate, on a regular basis, the overall educational environment of the program,
and each of its components.

4.7. Assess, on a regular basis, the teachers participating in the program.

5. There must be an environment of inquiry and scholarship, including an active research
component, in the organization sponsoring the certification or diploma program.

ACCREDITATION STANDARD 2: Resources

There must be sufficient resources includingteachingfaculty, the numberand variety of practical
assignments, physical and technical resources, as well as the supportingfacilitiesand services
necessary to provide the opportunity for all trainees in the certification or diploma program to
achieve the educational objectives and receive full training as defined bythe certification
requirements.

lnterpretation

L There must be a sufficient number of qualified staff to teach, supervise and assess the trainees.

2' There must be a sufficient number and variety of appropriate practical assignments to meet the
educational needs of the trainees.

3. Practical assignments and other resources used for teaching and learning must be organized to
achieve their educational objectives.

3.1. Learning environments must include experiences that facilitate the acquisition of the
advanced competencies required to achieve certification or be granted a diploma.

4. The physical and technical resources available to the program must be adequate to meet the
needs of the program as ouilined in the training requirements.

5. Supporting facilities and services must be available to allow each trainee opportunity to meet the
cert¡ficate/diploma requirements.
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ACCRED ITATI ON STAN DARD 3 : Ed ucational program

There must be a defined educational program that includes practical training, academic and scholarly
content relevant to kinesiology and specific to the area of specialty practice. The program must be

designed to ensure that each trainee is able to achieve all the competencies necessary to practise at
an advanced level, safely and competently without endangering the public.

lnterpretat¡on

t. The goals and objectives of the overallcertification or diploma program must be written
using the Essentra/ Competencies of Practice for Kinesiolo$ists in Ontario.

2. There must be specific educational objectives for each educational experience based on the
relevant Essentra/ Competencies for [finesiologists in Ontario.

2.1'The educational objectives must be designed to permit attainment of competence and be

reflected in the planning and organization of the educational experience.

2.2. Al the beginning of each educational experience, individual learning strategies to meet
the objectives must be jointly developed by the trainee and the supervisingfaculty.

3. There must be an academic program that provides educational opportunity to demonstrate
application of the Essentia/ Competencies for L\inesiolo{ists ¡n Ontario relevant to the area of
focused competence. This must be sufficientto permit each trainee to acquire the appropriate
expertise and skills to practise as a kinesiologist at an advanced level in the area of focused

competence.

4. The certification/diploma program must be organized such that trainees are both

appropriately supervised and given appropriate responsibility according to their level of
training, ability/competence and experience.

5. Teaching and learning must take place in environments which promote trainee safety and

freedom from intimidation, harassment and abuse.

6. Service demands must not interfere with ability of the trainee to follow the academic program

ACCREDITATION STANDARD 4: COMPETENCYAASED ASSESSMENT OF TRAINEE PERFORMANCE

There must be mechanisms in place to ensure the systematic collection and interpretation of
assessment data on each trainee enrolled in the program'

Interpretat¡on

L The in-training assessment system must be based on the goals and objectives of the program

and must clearly specify the methods by which trainees will be assessed and the level of
performance expected of trainees ateach stage in the achievementof these objectives'

1.1. There must be regular, timely, documented feedback on the progress of the trainee.

7.2. Feedback sessions to trainees must include face-to-face meetings as an essential part of
evaluation.
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2' Assessment must collect evidence of achievement of competencies as set out in the competency

training requirements approved by the College and the competency portfolio for the certification
or diploma.

IV
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Preamble

The profession of kinesiolog¡l has a broad scope of practice which allows members of the
profession to focus their practice in one or more areas. The Kinesiologist Core Competency
Profile defines the competencies required at entry to practice, and these competencies apply
across the profession at the entry level.

The Essential Competencies of Practice for Kinesiologists in Ontario expand and build upon
the Kinesiologist Core Competency Profile and describe indicators of competent performance
by experienced practitioners.

The College has a Practice Guideline- Use of Titles and Designations, describing permitted
use of titles and designations by members of the College. The College has enabled its
members to determine what qualifications should be made part of a member's title, followíng
the R.Kin designation, in order to better inform the public of the skills and expertise offered
and the area of practice of the member. ln this guideline the College makes clear that the
use of additional titles or designations should not include the types of certifications which
members may achieve through ongoing professional development.

Through the Professional Misconduct Regulation, the College restricts the use of a title which
implies the member is a specialist. The Professional Misconduct Regulation specifies in
Section 1 (33, 34) that it is professional misconduct for a member to use a title implying
specialization unless authorized by the College:

Acts of professional misconduct
1. The following are acts of professional misconduct for the purposes of clause
51(1) (c)of the Health Professions Procedural Code:

33. Using a term, title or designation in respect of the member's practice that is
not authorized by the College.

34. Using any term, title or designation indicating or implying certification or a
specialization in an area or areas of practice of the profession unless the term,
title or designation is authorized by the College.

The College recognizes that many of its members will, over time, begin to focus their practice
in certain areas of the field such as rehabilitation, health and safety, case management,
ergonomics or research. Focused practice alone is not sufficient to authorize a specialty.
And while the public may recognize and accept that focused practice means a member has
decided to restrict his/her practice in a "specialized area", this specialized area of practice
does not constitute a specialty and will not be authorized as a specialty of kinesiology as
referred to in the Professional Misconduct Regulat¡on.

1294
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Purpose

This policy defines the manner in the College will demonstrate authorization of a specialty in
the practice of kinesiology.

Policy

The College will, upon consultation with the Ministry, its membership, the public and various
stakeholders, and upon presentation of conclusive proof that formalapproval of a specialty
title is required to better protect the public, authorize use of a title by qualifying members
which describes the specialty.

Definitions

Specialty

To be authorized as such by the College, a specialty must be a well-defined focus of
practice. A specialty builds on the knowledge within the discipline and strengthens and
enriches evidence-based practice of kinesiology. A specialty responds to defined needs of
members of the public.

Practitioners of an authorized specialty within the practice of kinesiology will have gained
advanced competency within the specified area of practice, through study and supervised
practise as a trainee. This study and supervised practise will have been conducted by a
program or programs accredited by the College of Kinesiologists of Ontario or its delegate,
to provide certification, a diploma or a degree that is recognized by the college.

The specialty is recognized and accepted throughout the profession and by other health
professionals, employers and the public. Stakeholders agree that use of the specialty tiile
is necessary to protect the public by identifying those whom the College has found to be
qualified to practise as specialists.

A person authorized to use a specialty title or desisnation (a) actively contributes to new
knowledge in the field; (b) actively contributes to professional education; (c) actively
contributes to research needs of the profession; and (d) provides kinesiology services for
the public, all of which are currently not being met by general practitioners or another
authorized specialty of kinesiology.
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POLICY,
Registration

Authorization

Authorization of a specialty title means that the Council of the College has approved a
policy which sets out the following:

o Qualifications of those members approved to use the title of the specialty
r How the specialty qualification is to be used
o The approved title
¡ Conditions for continuing to use the specialty title.

Accredltation

Generally the College does not require degree programs in kinesiology at Ontario
universities to be accredited. Graduates of degree programs outside Ontario must provide
proof that their degree program is substantially equivalent to an Ontario kinesiology
degree.

An organization or individual program purporting to offer education and training programs
for members of the College to become specialists must demonstrate to the College the
robustness, legitimacy, quality and standards of the program through a verifiable
application for accreditation made to the College or its approved delegate.

The purpose of the program and the design of the curriculum must be to provide the
specra/ knowledge and skills required to practise the proposed specialty. Candidates

accepted into the program from Ontario must be registered and in good standing with the
College.

The College has defined the application requirements for an organization or individual

wishing to be accredited to provide a specialty training program. The application
requirements are set out in the Specialties Assessment Framework.

Process

A member may submit an application for use of a specialty title only where a specialty has
been recognized by the College through accreditation of a training program.

The College has defined the application requirements for a program to be accredited. First
and foremost, a program proposing accreditation as a trainer of specialists within the
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kinesiology must demonstrate need, how the authorization of the specialty title will better
enhance public protection and how it will impact the profession.

Additional criteria must be satisfied and are described in Appendix 1 of the Specialties
Assessment Framework.

Upon conclusion of the consultation and approval by Council, the proposed specialty title
may be authorized for use by members who apply to use it and who meet the qualifications
defined in the specific policy relating to the specialty.

Fees

A member who applies to the College for authorization to use a specialty title shall pay the
Specialty Authorization Application fee defined in the Fees By-Law.

A member who is authorized to use a specialty title shall provide proof annually of continuing
qualification to use the title and shall pay the annual Specialty Renewal fee as specified in
the Fees By-Law.

An organization that applies for accreditation as a provider of a specialty training and
certification program shall pay the Application for Accreditation fee as specified in the Fees
By-Law.

(NOTE: these fees would require amendments to the Fees By-Law)
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From:
Sent:
To:
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Next Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B
Registrar & General Counsel

Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
'130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (a16) 922-6355 ext.111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain conf¡dent¡al information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copy¡ng or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Registry Feedback [mailto:registryfeedback@ontario.ca]
Sent: Thursday, November 26,201512:00 AM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Subject: Regulatory Registry Alert

There are Regulatory Registry postings meeting your request:

Ministry: Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
Subject Keyword(s): Dentist, Doctor, laboratories , pharmacy, Physician, quality assurance,
Regulated health professional
Dates: Posted Today

Colleqe of Massaqe Therapists of Ontario
Proposed Registration Regulation made under the Massage Therapy Act' 1991

To cancel this request, please select
Cancel

To create additional alerts, please select
Create
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n - LGIC 1299
College of Massage Therapists of Ontar¡o

Regulation Number(s):

N/A

Bill or Act:

Act

Summary of Proposal:

In Ontario, the regulation of health professions is based on a self-governance model, There are 26 health regulatory colleges
governing 28 health professions underthe Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA) and their respective health
profession Acts. Health regulatory colleges operate at arm's length from the provincial government and independently
administer their own internal processes.

Under the RHPA and the Massage Therapy Act, 1991, the College of Massage Therapists of Ontario ("College") is responsible
for governing the profession of massage therapists in Ontario. Under these Acts, the College has the authority to make
regulations on a variety of subject matters, including a registration regulation, All College regulations are subject to the prior
review by the Minister of Health and Long-Term Care and the approval of the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

The proposed regulation was originally circulated to members and stakeholders for feedback March 19, 2015. The proposed

regulation amendments would allow the following:

. Take into account the Minister's transparency initiatives and ensure that applicants are required to disclose past criminal
convictions;
. Allow the college to approve education programs; and
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oNTARIO REGUTATION 864/93
REGISTRATION

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS AND RATIONATE CHART

RATIONALE / COMMENTSCURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES

GENERAL GENERAL

No changeThe following are prescribed as classes of
certificates of registration:
1. General.
2. lnactive.

1.

This change gives the College the
flexibility to charge appropriate fees

other than the registration fee (if
this is likely to be necessary), and

makes ¡t clear that the College may

require documents other than the
application form to be submitted.

(1) A person may apply for tå€js's,rr+of a certificate of
registration €f€+lass{€t out-jå+€€tien-l by subm¡tting å+
a completed application to the Registrar, in the form tàa+

shallåe supplied by the Registrar, together with any
applicable fees required under the by-laws and any
supporting documentation requested by the appli€atjen
f€e Reg¡strar.

2.A person may apply for the issue of a certificate
of registrat¡on of a class set out in section 1 by

submitting an appl¡cation to the Registrar, in

the form that shall be supplied by the Registrar,

together with the application fee.

2.

This ensures fairness to those
applicants who apply for registration
prior to the proposed amendments

being passed.

(2) This Regulation, as it read immediately before [date],
continues to apply to applicat¡ons for a certificate of
reg¡stration that were received by the Registrar and not
finally determined before [datel,

This addition ensures that applicants
who make misrepresentations to the
College are not el¡gible to be

registered with the College, and

allows the College to revoke a

person's certificate of registration if
the College discovers the
misrepresentat¡on after issuing the
cert¡ficate.

(3) An applicant shall be deemed not to have sat¡sfied

the registration requirements for a certificate of
registratÍon if the applicant makes a false or misleading
statement or representat¡on on or in connection with his

or her application, and any certif¡cate of registration
lssued to such an applicant may be revoked by the
Registrar.

No changeIt ¡s a registration requirement for a certificate
of registration of any class that the appl¡cant
provide details of any of the following that
relate to the applicant:

3.

L
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CURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONALE / COMMENTS
t. A conviction for a criminal offence

related to the regulation of the pract¡ce
of the profession.

1. A finding of guilt or a charge eenvietie+for any of
the following:
(a) any criminal offence, or
(b) any other offence which may result in a fine

greater than 51,000 or any form of custody
or detention.

This change ensures all criminal
charges and findings of guilt for
cr¡minal and non-criminal offences
are captured, unless the proceedings
might result only in a fine of 51000
or less, and could not result in
detention. This would mean
applicants do not have to report
minor offences such as traffic
violations.

The reporting of all charges (and not
just findings of guilt) ensures that
the College is aware of any serious
charges and can track the outcome
of any such proceedings. For
example, the College may be
concerned about charges for v¡olent
offences or fraud.

Removing the words "related to the
regulation of the pract¡ce of the
profession" leaves it to the College
to determine which offences are
relevant to the practice of the
profession.

2. A finding of professional m¡sconduct,
incompetency or incapacity ¡n Ontario
in relat¡on to another health profession
or in another jurisdict¡on ¡n relation to
the profession or another health
profession.

2. A finding of professional misconduct,
incompetenry or incapacity, or any like finding, in
Ontario in relation to another health.profession or
in another jurisdiction in relation to the
profession or another healtå profession.

The addit¡on ensures that similar
findings are captured even if
different term¡nology is used to
describe them.

The removal of the word "health"
ensures findings in relation to any
profession are captured.

2
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CURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONALE / COMMENTS

3. A current proceeding for professional

misconduct, incompetency or
incapacity in Ontario in relat¡on to
another health profession or ¡n another
jurisdiction in relation to the profession

or another health profession,

3 A current proceeding for professional m¡sconduct,

¡ncompetency or incapacity, or any like
proceeding, in Ontario in relation to another
health-profession or in another jurisdiction in

relation to any tåeprofession er+netåeråealth
prefessi€l+.

The addition ensures that similar
proceedings are captured even if
different terminology is used to
describe them.

The removal of the word "health"
ensures findings in relation to any
profession are captured.

This wording is already reflected on
the College's registrat¡on form and is

a common provision in other
ree¡stration regulations.

4. A proceeding for any professional negligence or
malpractice in any jurisdiction, unless the
proceeding was dismissed.

This addition ensures that
proceedings for professional

negligence or malpractice are
disclosed.

A rationale for requiring such
proceedings to be reported is that
multiple proceedings against a

practitioner might demonstrate a
pattern that is of concern to the
College (for example, if multiple law

suits have been filed by unrelated
parties).

4. An unsuccessful application for
registration as a Massage Therapist in

Ontario or another jurisdiction.

5. *n-unsueeesc+rl+ppl¡ea+¡en-A refusal by any body
responslble for +egistratjen¿s the regulation of a
Massege+h€rap¡s+profession in enta+¡e€r
anether any jurisdiction to register or license the
applicant.

This change requires applicants to
report registration refusals by any
regulatory body, not just refusals by

a massage therapy regulator.

This is a common provision in other
registration regu lations,

5. An attempt to pass a licensing examination
in Ontario or another jur¡sdiction that has

not, at the time of the application, resulted
in a passing grade.

No change

3
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CURRENT REGUTATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONALE/ COMMENTS
6. Whether the applicant was in good standing at

the time he or she ceased be¡ng registered with a
body responsible for the regulation of a
profession in Ontario or in any other jurisdiction.

This requ¡res applicants to report
whether or not they were in good
standing when they ceased being
registered with anther regulatory
body. This speaks to the candidate's
suitability to pract¡se the profession.

This is a common provision in other
registration regulations.

Whether the Superior Court of Justice has made
an order directing the appl¡cant to comply wlth a
provísion of a regulatory Act, the Health
Professions Procedural Code, the Regulated
Health Professions Act, 1991, or the regulations
under those Acts.

This requires applicants to declare if
there has ever been an order aga¡nst
them to comply with professional
legislation, i.e., in a case of
unauthorized practice.

This may be a unique provision
8. Any other event that would provide reasonable

grounds for the belief that the applicant will not
practise massage therapy safely and wíth
decency, honesty and ¡ntegr¡ty, and ¡n
accordance with the law'

This is a basket clause and is a

common provision in other
registratÌon regulations. lt ensures
that applicants report any event that
reflects on their ability to practise
the profess¡on safely and
professionallv.

3.1 lt is a reg¡stration requirement for a certif¡cate of
registration of any class that the appl¡cant must provide
the College w¡th a police record check that is dated no
earlier than one year before the date on which his or her
appl¡cation was submitted,

The College currently requ¡res
appl¡cants to submit a police record
check. This provision provides
greater transparency to the College's
registration process.

4. The following are conditions of a certificate of
registration of every class:

No change

L The member shall provide the College
with details of any of the following thât
relate to the member and that occur or
arise after the registrat¡on of the
member:

1. The member shall provide the College with details
of any of the following that relate to the member
and that occur or arise after the registration of the
member as soon as possible and ¡n any event no
later than 30 days after the event occurs or
receiving notice of the event:

This provides guidance to the
registrants of when they must
submit reports.

4
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CURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONALE / COMMENTS

A conviction for any offence.
A finding of professional

misconduct, incompetency or
incapacity,

il.

A. in Ontario in relation to
another health
profession, or
in another jurisdiction

in relation to the
profession or another
health profession.

B.

t, A eenvktien charge for any criminal
offence or any other offence that could
result ¡n a f¡ne of more than $1000 or any
period of detention or custody.
A finding of professional misconduct,

incompetency or incapacity, or any like
finding,

il.

A. in ontario in relation to another
heal+h profession, or
in another jurisdiction in relation
to the profess¡on or another
healthprofession.

B.

The proposed change to section
4(1)i requires reg¡strants to report,

all charges for any offence, not just

criminal convict¡ons.

The proposed change to section

4(1)ii ensures that similar
proceedings are captured even if
different terminology is used to
describe them.

Finally, the word "health" has been
removed to capture findings in
relation to non-health professions.

ilr, A proceeding for professional

misconduct, ¡ncompetency or
incapacity in Ontario in relation
to another health profession or
in another jurisdiction in
relation to the profession or
another health profession.

ilt A proceeding for professional misconduct,

incompetenry or incapac¡ty in Ontario in
relation to another h€al+h profession or in
another jurisdiction in relation to the
profession or another h€al+h profession.

The word "health" has been
removed to ensure proceedings

with respect to any profession are

captured.

tv. Any proceedings for professional
negligence or malpractice in any
jurisdiction, unless the proceedings were
dismlssed.

This addition ensures that
proceedings for professional

misconduct or malpractice are

disclosed.

A rationale for requiring such

proceedings to be reported is that
multiple proceedings against a

practitioner might demonstrate a
pattern that is of concern to the
College (for example, if multiple law
suits have been filed by unrelated
parties).

5
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CURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONALE / COMMENTS
v. A refusal by any body responsible for the

regulat¡on of a profession in any
jurisdlction to register or license the
member.

This is consistent with the
requirements for new applicants,
and acknowledges that a registrant
might seek to become a registrant
of another (related) profession.

vt. An attempt to pass a licensing
exam¡nat¡on in Ontario or another
jurisdiction that has not resulted in a
passing grade.

This is consistent with the
requirements for new applicants,
and acknowledges that a registrant
might seek to become a registrant
of another (related) profession.

vil Whether the member was in good

stand¡ng at the time he or she ceased
being registered with a body responsible
for the regulation of a profession in
Ontario or in any other jurisd¡ction.

This is consistent with the
requ¡rements for new applicants,
and acknowledges that a registrant
may be a registrant of another
(related) profession.

viii. Whether the Super¡or Court of Just¡ce has
made an order directing the member to
comply with a provision of a regulatory
Act, the Health Professions Procedural
Code, the Regulated Health Professions
Act, 1991, or the regulations under those
Acts.

This ¡s consistent with the
requirements for new applicants,
and ensures that registrants who
practise more than one profession
in Ontario do so in accordance w¡th
the law.

tx. Any other event that would provide
reasonable grounds for the belief that
the member will not practise massage
therapy safely and with decency, honesty
and integr¡ty, and in accordance with the
law'

This is consistent with the
requirements for new applicants.

2. The member shall submit all
information required bythe by-laws, in
the form and manner provided by the
by-laws, and at the times provided for
in the by-laws,

No change

6
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CURRENT REGUTATION PROPOSED CHANGES RAT|ONALË / COMMENTS

GENCRAT CERTIFICATES oF REGISTRATIoN GENERAT CERTTF|GATES oF REGtsrRATtoN

5. (1) An applicant for the issuance of a general

certificate of registration must meet the
followi ng registration requ¡rements:

5. (1) An applicant for the issuance of a general certificate of
registrat¡on must meet the following non-exemptible registration
requirements:

The term "non-exemptible" is stated
here instead of below in a separate

subsection, for clarity. The "good
character" requirement has been
moved to section 6 so that all ofthe
requirements of section 5 are non-

exemptible.

1. The applicant must have,

i. in the case of an applicant other than
an applicant described in subparagraph
ii,

A. obtained a diploma in massage

therapy from a pr¡vate vocational
school in Ontârio, or a College of
Applied Arts and Technology in

Ontario,

L. The applicant must have,
i. in thecase ef an applicant ether than an

@ii
A,-ebtaine4successfully completed a course

of study in massage therapy in Canada

@¡q

in€+ta+ie.which, at the t¡me the course of
study was completed, was a course of
study approved by the Re8¡stration
comm¡ttee, or

This requires all applicants to either:

(a) have attended a massage

therapy program approved by

the Registration Committee; or
(b) go through an equivalency

process (as discussed below).

ln the ¡nterests of fairness, the
wording "at the t¡me the course of
study was complete" means that a

person who obtained a diploma in

massage therapy from an

educational ¡nstitution in Ontario
before the regulation changes took
effect would be considered to have

successfully completed a course of
study approved by the Registration
Committee.

This provision would apply equally
to lapsed registrants. For this
reason, the reference to
subparagraph (ii) (lapsed

registrants) is removed.

7
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CURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONALE / COMMENTS
B. successfully completed a course

in massage therapy at an

educational institution outside of
Ontario that the Reg¡strat¡on

Committee considers to be
equivalent to the educational
program currently being taught
in schools and colleges referred
to in sub-subparagraph A, or

@i€n
@ieå
@
@iås
@¡c
su¡+u¡pa€graph+€r

Provisions B and C are combined (as

a new paragraph 5(1)1(i¡)) because
both deal with individuals who did
not attend an approved or
accredited course of study.

The College would look at all
applicants who did not attend an
approved school in the same
manner, regardless of where they
attended school.

C. qualifications equ¡valent to those
provided by the educational
program currently being taught
in schools and colleges referred
to ¡n sub-subparagraph A, or

ii. successfully completed a course of study that
¡s, ¡n the op¡n¡on of the Registration
Committee, substant¡ally equ¡valent to those
provided by the educational programs referred
to ¡n subparagraph A,

This would permit the College to
accept programs that are
"substantially" equ¡valent. This
leaves some room for accepting
programs that have differences but
achieve the same educat¡onal goals.

ii. in the case of an applicant who has
previously held a certificate of
registration under the Act or under a
predecessor of the Act which certificate
has lapsed, successfully completed a
course oftraining as a massage

therapist that, in the opinion ofthe
Registration Committee, ¡s substantially
similar, but not equivalent, to the
training described in sub-subparagraph
A or B of subparagraph i.

ii. in the ease ef an applieant whe has Brevieusly held

¡ning

Reg¡strat¡on esmmittee, is substantially s¡rÊilar, but
net equivalenÈ t€ the tra¡n¡n- deseribed in sub

@t

This section deals with lapsed
registrant and is no longer necessary
¡f the changes to section 5(1)i above
are adopted (since those changes
would allow the College to
recognize any educat¡on that was
approved by the College at the time
of the person's graduation).

2. The applicant must have successfully
completed the cert¡fication exam¡nations
set or approved by the College and
complied with all requirements associated
with those examinations, including payment
of the examination fees.

No change

8
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CURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONALE / COMMENTS

3. The applicant must provide proof of
eligib¡lity to acquire professional liability
insurance, and prior to the issuance of a

certif¡cate, must show proof of actual

coverage.

2. The applicant must provide evidence, satisfactory
to the Registrar, of eligibility to acquire
professional liability insurance ¡n the amount and
pf¡€Ft€+he in the form as required by the by-laurs.

This permits that Registrar to
accept, for example, a statement
that the applicant has appropriate
insurance accompanied by the
insurance certificate number.

This facilitates online registration

4. The applicant must sat¡sry the Reg¡stration

Comm¡ttee that the applicant's past and
present conduct afford reasonable grounds

for the belief that the applicant,
i. will practise massage therapy with

decency, honesty and integrity, and in

accordance with the law,

ii. does not have any physical or mental
condition or disorder that could affect
his or her ability to practise massage

therapy in a safe manner, and

iii. will display an appropriately
professional attitude.

4, The aBplieenLmust satisry the Registratien

tha++h€€BBl¡€ar+

@
@¡+
aeee+eanee-w¡t¡+¡ela*;

ii, dees net have any Bhysi€alor mental
ffiþ
@
¡n++af+manneænd

iii, rvill display an apBreBriatery prefessienal attitude'

This paragraph is moved from
section 5 to sect¡on 6, so that all of
the requirements in section 5 are

clearly non-exemptible.

(1.1) The requirements in paragraphs 1 to 3 of
subsection (1) are non-exemptible. n€ær€mptible-

This section is no longer needed
because the words "non-
exemptible" have been moved to
the beginning of section 5. The

exemptible "good character"
requ¡rement has been moved to
section 6.

(21 lt ¡s a term, condition or limitation of a
certificate of registration issued to an applicant
described in subparagraph ii of paragraph 1 of
subsection (1) that the applicant obta¡n such

additional education and experience as, in the
opinion of the Registration Comm¡ttee, is

necessary to provide the applicant with
education and experience equ¡valent to that
which is described in sub-subparagraph A or B

of subparagraph i of paragraph 1 of subsection
(1).

(21

¡s

@

The current wording implies that
lapsed registrants can complete any
required upgrading after being

registered.

As noted above, lapsed registrants

education can be dealt with the
same way as that of other
applicants, i.e., if their education
was completed more than 3 years

earlier, upgrading may be required.

9
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CURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONALE / COMMENTS

(3) For the purposes ofsub-subparagraph 1 ¡ B of
subsection (1), a course is equivalent to the
educational program currently being taught in
schools and colleges referred to in sub-
subparagraph 1 i A of subsection (1) only if, in
the opinion of the Registration Committee, it
provides equivalent competencies to the
competencÌes being taught in those schools
and colleges at the time of the application.

(3) Fer the Burpeses efsub subBaragraph I i B efsubseetien
('), a cesrse is equ
es+ren+{yèein€+aü€.htjfi{€heels and eelteges referred te
in sub subBaragraBh 1 I Â ef subseetjen (1) enly if; in the
eBin¡en ef the Reg¡strat¡€n eemm¡ttee, it Brevides
eqt¡val€f,t€f,pet€f,€¡e+t+the€emBeteå€ies be¡ng
taught in these sêhssls and €elleges at the time ef thê
aBpli€et¡enr

This section is deleted since it refers
to a deleted section above.

(4) For the purposes of sub-subparagraph 1 i C of
subsection (1), an applicant's qualifications are
equ¡valent to those provided by the
educational program currently be¡ng taught ¡n

schools and colleges referred to in sub-
subparagraph 1 i A of subsection (1) if the
Registration Committee determines, by means
of a prior-learning assessment of the applicant,
that such qualifications have afforded to the
applicant sufficient preparat¡on in
competencies equivalent to those being taught
in the educational program at the t¡me ofthe
application to permit the applicant to practise
safely, competently and without supervision in
accordance with the regulations and the
standards of practice of the College.

(41 Ferthe Burpeses efsub subBaragraph I i €efsubseetien

prevideelby+he+dueatienal pregram eurrently being
taught in seheels and eelleges referred te in sub

@¡rtheRegistratien
ing

ie+in

permit the eBBli€ant te Bra€t¡se sefely, êempetently and
witheut supervisien in e€€erdan€e with the regulatisns

This definition of "equivalent" is

likely not necessary. The new
section 5(l)ii makes it clear that
individuals who did not attend an
approved school may need to do
upgrading before applying for
registration.

6. The following are registration requirements for
a general certificate of registration:

6. The fellewing are registratier requirements fer a general
eert¡geaæ-e+registrâ+iê+An applicant for the issuance of
a general certif¡cate of registration must meet the
following exemptibl+registration requirements:

The wording is changed for
consistency with sect¡on 5.

10
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1. The applicant must satisi/ the
Registration Comm¡ttee, where he or
she has previously practised massage

therapy or another health profession in

Ontario or any other jurisdiction, that
there has been no finding of, and that
there is no current proceeding involving
an allegation of, professional

misconduct, incompetence or
incapacitat¡on or any like finding or
proceeding against the applicant that
affects the fitness of the appl¡cant to
practise the profession.

1. The applicant must satisry the Reg¡stration

Committee, where he or she has previously

practised massage therapy or another h€al+h

profession in Ontario or any other jurisdiction,

that there has been no finding of, and that there is

no current proceeding involving an allegation ol
professional misconduct, incompetence or
¡ncapac¡tat¡on or any like finding or proceeding

against the applicant that may affect+the fitnese

suitability of the applicant to practise the
profession, and that the appl¡cant is not in breach

of any order or requirement of another
professional regulatory body or comm¡ttee of
another professional regulatory body.

This is a broader provision that
captures applicants who practise or
have practised any profession, not
just a health profession.

It is intended to capture any finding
that may affect the suitability of an

applicant to practise the profession.

The word "fitness" is changed to
"suitability" to capture concerns
other than fitness to practise.

It also captures circumstances
where an applicant has failed to
complv with Quality Assurance
committee or ICRC orders or
requirements, but where no

disciplinary proceedings have been

brousht.

2 The applicant must satisfy the
Registration Committee that he or she

has not been convicted or charged

with, and not found "not gu¡lty" or
acquitted of, an offence that affects the
fitness of the applicant to engage in the
Þractice of the profession.

2 @¡en
eemm¡ttee that he er she has net been €envieted

B{€{€ssi€+

Th¡s section is being deleted since it
is already a requirement to report
certa¡n offences, and the
Registrat¡on Committee has power

to determine whether the offence is

a disqualifying one.

3 ln the event that the applicant
completed an educational program

described in subparagraph i of
paragraph 1 ofsubsection 5 (1) more
than three years prior to the date of
the application for registration, the
applicant must have, within fifteen
months of application, successfully

completed a refresher course approved

by the Council in accordance with its
policies.

ln the event that the applicant obtained
qualifications alB+egram described in

su¡paçæraph¡€f paragraph 1 of subsection 5 (1)

more than three years prior to the date of the

application for registration, the applicant must

have, no more than fifteen months prior to the
date of registration aBplieatien, successfully

completed a refresher ees+5€-program, set or
approved by the €e$€il-Regístration Comm¡ttee
in accordance with its policies, íncluding any

upgrading and assessments as may be required
by the Registrat¡on Committee.

3. This gives the Registration

Committee the power to set or
approve a refresher program.

This clarifies that the Registration

Comm¡ttee could require a person

to complete upgrading courses and

re-do the entry to practise

examinations if warranted.

11
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CURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONALE COMMENTS
4. The applicant must be a Canadian

citizen or a permanent resident of
Canada or authorized under the
lmm¡gration and Refugee protection

Act (Canada) to engage in the pract¡ce
of the

No change

5. The applicant must be able to speak
and write either English or French with
reasonable fluency.

5 The applicant must be able to effect¡vely
comprehend and communicate in sB€ak-enC
write either English or French, both orally and in
writi ng-witå+easenable{lueney.

This wording ensures that both
communication and comprehension
are captured (listening and reading,
in addition to speaking and writing).
The requirement that
communication skills be "effective"
is a common standard for regulatory
bodies, and more precise than the
requ¡rement of "reasonable
fluen

6. The applicant must have completed a
jurisprudence program that was set or
approved by the Registration
Committee at the time the applicant
took the m.

No change

7 The applicant must sat¡sfy the Registration
Committee that the appl¡cant's past and present
conduct afford reasonable grounds for the belief
that the applicant,

i. will practise massage therapy safely and
with decency, honesty and ¡ntegrity, and
ln accordance w¡th the law,

ii, does not have any physical or mental
condition or disorder that would make it
deslrable in the interest of the publ¡c that
he or she not be issued a cert¡ficate of
registrat¡on unless the imposition of
terms, condit¡ons or lÍmitations on the
c€rtificate of registrat¡on would be
suff¡c¡ent to address any concerns, and

iii. will display an appropr¡ately professional
attitude.

The "good character" requ¡rement is
moved from section 5 to section 6
to make it clear that ¡t is exemptible.

The word "safely" is added to part I

ofthe "good character"
requirement.

As well, part ii of the "good
characte/' requirement is modified
to reflect that terms, conditions and
limitations may adequately address
concerns regarding any mental or
physical disorder.

t2
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7. (1) The following are cond¡tions of a general

certificate of registration:
No change

L. The member's certificate of registrat¡on
is revoked if the member ceases to be a

Canadian c¡tizen or a permanent
resident of Canada or to be authorized
under the lmmigrct¡on ond Refugee
Protect¡on Act (Canada) to engage in

the practice of the profession.

L The member's certificate of registrationj+may be
+€ve*€d{uspended if the member ceases to be a

Canadian citizen or a permanent resident of
Canada or to be authorized under the Imm¡grot¡on

ond Refugee Protection Act (Canada) to engage in

the practice of the profession.

The word "revoked" is changed to
"suspended". The rationale is that a

person should not have their
reg¡strat¡on revoked if there is a

temporary lapse in the person's

immigration status.

As well, the words "may be" are
added so that suspension is

discretionary instead of mandatory.
This would give the College the
option of asking a reg¡strant whose
work permit expires to enter an

undertak¡ng not to practise until the
permit is renewed. However, a

registrant may instead be

suspended where appropriate, e.9.,

if the registrant does not promptly
renew his or her work permit, or is
clearly not eligible for renewal.

2 The member shall practise the
profession only if,
i. the member has provided at least

500 hours of direct client care within
the scope of practice of the
profession in the previous three
years, or

ii. the member has, within the
previous fifteen months,
successfully completed a refresher
course approved by the College.

2. The member shall practise the profession only if,

the member has practised massage therapy
for at least 500 hours €f-d¡re€t-€l¡e€++are
within the seepe ef pra€tice ef the Br€fe5si€n
during the previous three years, or

ii. the member has, within the previous fifteen
months, successfully completed a refresher
c€sfge program, set or approved by the
€euneil-Registratíon Committee in accordance
with its policies, includíng any upgrading and

assessments as may be required by the
Recistrat¡on Committee.

"direct client care" is being deleted
so that a broader range of massage

therapy activities that could be

considered as qualifying for the 500
hours could be captured

A refresher program could
potentially include a professional

competency assessment, as well as

upgrading courses, examinations or
other requirements set as a result of
any such assessment.

13
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CURRENT REGUTATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONATE / COMMENTS

3. The member's cert¡ficate of registration
is revoked if the member ceases to
maintain the amount of professional
liability insurance required under the
by-laws.

3. lf the Registrar becomes aware that a member
no longer maintains professlonal liability
insurance in the amount and in the form as
required under the byJaws, the Regístrar may
immediately suspend the member's cert¡f¡cate of
reg¡strat¡on.

The current wording of this section
is inconsistent with sect¡on 12(2),
which contemplates suspension
rather than revocation for failure to
ma¡ntain insurance.

This section further clarifies the
Registrar's power to immediately
suspend a registrant who fa¡ls to
maintain professional liability
insurance

4. The member shall maintain a principal
place of practice in Ontario.

4. The member shall maintain a pineþalplace of
practice in Ontario.

By retaining th¡s requirement, a

registrant who does not maintain a
place of practice in Ontario would
be required to move to the inactive
status.

5 The member shall only practise in the areas of
massage therapy in which the member has
knowledge, skill and judgment.

This makes it clear that massage

therapists are ultimately responsible
for ensuring that they only practise
to the limits of their competence.

(2) Paragraph 2 ofsubsection (1) does not apply
to a member who has been a member for
less than two years.

No change

7.1 (1) Where section 22.18 of the Health
Professions Procedural Code applies to an
applicant, the requirements of paragraphs 1

and 2 of subsection 5 {1) of this Regulation
and of paragraph 3 of section 6 of this
Regulation are deemed to have been met by
the applicant.

No change

Section 22.18 refers to an individual applying to the College for registration who already holds an out-of-
province certificate that is equivalent to the certificate of registration for which they are applying.

14
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CURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONALE / COMMENTS

(21 Despite subsection (1), it is a non-exemptible
reg¡stration requirement that an applicant
referred to in subsection (1) provide a

certif¡cate, letter or other evidence satisfactory
to the Registrar or a panel of the Registration
Comm¡ttee confirming that the applicant is in
good standing as a massage therapist in every
jurisdiction where the applicant holds an out-
of-province certificate.

(21 Despite subsection (1), it is a non-exemptible registration
requirement that an applicant referred to in subsection
(1) provide a certificate, letter or other evidence

satisfactory to the Registrar or a panel of the Registration

Committee confirming that the applicant is in good

standing as a massage therapist in every jurisdiction

where the applicant holds an out-of-province certificate.

(3) Where an applicant to whom subsection (1) applies is

unable to satisfy the Registrar or a panel of the
Reg¡stration Comm¡ttee that the applicant practised the
profession of massage therapy to the extent that would
be permitted by a general certif¡cate of reg¡stration at
any time in the three years immediately preceding the
date of the application, the applicant must meet any
further requ¡rement to undertake, obtain or undergo
material addít¡onal training, experience, exam¡nations or
assessments that may be specified by a panel of the
Registration Comm¡ttee,

This ensures that the currency
provisions also apply to those
applicants applying from other
regulated provinces.

(3) An applicant referred to in subsection (1) is

deemed to have met the requirements of
paragraph 5 of section 6 where the
requirements for the issuance ofthe
applicant's out-of-provi nce cert¡ficate included
language proficiency requirements equivalent
to those required by that paragraph.

Would become paragraph (4) if the new subsection (3) is inserted.

(4) Despite subsection (1), an applicant is not
deemed to have met a requirement if that
requirement is described in subsection 22.18
(3) ofthe Health Profess¡ons Procedural Code.

Would become subsection (5) if the new subsection (3) is ìnserted.

15
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CURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONALE / COMMENTS
INACTIVE CERTIFICATES ¡NACÍIVE CERTIFICATES

8. (1) lt is a non-exemptible registration requirement
for an inactive certificate of registration that
the member have previously been the holder
of a general certificate of reg¡stration.

8. (1) lt is a non-exemptible registration requirement for an
inactive certificate of reg¡stration that the appl¡cant must

1 be a member havewho has previously been the
holder of a general certificate of registration; or;
who meets the requirements of paragraphs 1
and 2 of subsect¡on 5(1) and the requirements of
paragraphs t, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of section 6; or
be an applicant to whom subsection 7.1(1)
applies, and meet the requ¡rements of
paragraphs t, 4,5, 6 and 7 of section 6, wíth the
exception that, where the requirements for the
issuance of the applicant's out-of-province
cert¡ficate of reg¡stration included language
proficiency requirements equivalent to those
required by paragraph 5 of section 6, the
requirements of that paragraph do not have to
be met.

2

3.

This change allows for new
registrants to register directly in the
inactive class, w¡thout first holding a
general certificate of registration.
They would still be required to meet
the educat¡onal and examination
requirements, have the r¡ght to
work in Canada, and meet the good
conduct requ¡rements and the
language prof¡ciency requirement.

ln the case of applicants who hold
out-of-provi nce certificates of
reg¡stration, these applicants must
have the right to work in Canada,
meet the good conduct
requirements, and meet the
language requirement, unless their
out-of-province certificate included
an equ¡valent language proficiency
requirement.

(21 lt is a condition ofan ¡nactive certificate of
registration that the member not pract¡ce in
Ontario as a Massage Therapist.

No change

9. A member who holds an inactive certificate of
registration shall, upon application, be issued a
general certificate of registration if the
member,

(a) has been an inactive member for less

than three years; or

9. (1) Subject to subsections (2| and (3), a member who holds
an inactive certifìcate of registration shall upon
application, be issued a general certificate of registration
if the member cont¡nues to meet the requirements of
paragraphs 1, 4 and 7 of section 6, and meets at least
one of the following requirements:

(a) the member has been an inactive member for less

than three years; or

This section is changed to account
for the possibility that a person does
not have to hold a general

cert¡ficate of registration before
becoming an inact¡ve registrant.

16
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CURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONATE / COMMENTS

(b) has satisfactorily completed a refresher
course approved by the College within
the fifteen months prior to the
application.

(b) the member has, within the previous fifteen months,
successfully completed a refresher eeurse program,

set or approved by the €euneil-Registrat¡on

Committee in accordance with its policies, including
any upgrading and assessments as may be required
by the Registration Comm¡ttee.

(21 The member must prov¡de evidence, satisfactory to the
Registrar, that the applicant ls eliS¡ble to obta¡n
professional liability insurance in the amount and ¡n the
form as requíred by the by-laws.

(3) lf the member is applying for a general certificate of
registration on the basis of hav¡ng met the requirements

of paragraph (a) of subsection (1) and the member has

practised in a jurisdiction outside of Ontario during the
preceding three years, the member must provide a

cert¡ficate, letter or other evidence satisfactory to the
Registrar or a panel of the Registration Comm¡ttee
confirm¡ng that the applicant is in good standing as a

massage therapist in every jurisdíction in which he or
she pract¡sed.

SUSPENSION, REINSTATEMENT

10., 11. REVoKED: O. Res. 73h2,s. 6 (21. no change

12. (1) Where the Registrar suspends a member's
certificate of registration under section 24 of
the Health Professions Procedural Code for
failure to pay a required fee, the Reg¡strar may

lift the suspension on the payment ol

(a) the fee the member failed to pay;

(b) any outstanding fees or penalties that
had been required by the by-laws;

(c) any other applicable fee required by the
by-laws; and

12. (1) Wherethe Registrarsuspends a member's certificate of
registration under section 24 ofthe Health Professions

Procedural Code for failure to pay a required fee, the
Registrar mafshall lift the suspension €n+h€fayme€+€f
upon,

the payment of the fee the member failed to pay

tåe+nembe+Ja¡led+e+ay;
the payment of any outstanding fees or penalties

that had been required bythe by-laws;

(a)

(b)

{.d} the payment of any other applicable fee required by

the by-laws; ând

These are suggested additions to
ensure that a person who was

suspended for not paying a fee is

compliant with any orders or
requirements of a College
comm¡ttee before being reinstated.
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CURRENT REGULATION PROPOSED CHANGES RATIONALE / COMMENTS
(d) any outstand¡ng costs or expenses

ordered to be paid under section 53,1
of the Health Professions Procedural
Code.

(d) the payment of any outstanding costs or expenses

(e)

ordered to be paid under section 53.1 ofthe
Health Professions Procedural Code; and
being satisfied that the member is in compliance,
with,

any outstanding requirements or orders
issued by a panel of the lnquiries,
Complaints and Reports Committee,

any outstanding orders issued by a panel of
the Discipline Committee or Fitness to
Practise Commlttee,

any outstand¡ng orders of Council or the
ExecutÍve Committee,

any requirement to part¡cipate ¡n specified
contínuing education or remediation
programs that was issued by the qual¡ty
Assurance Committee, and

any terms, conditions or lim¡tations that
were placed on the membe/s certificate of
registration as a result of a direction of the
quality Assurance Committee; and has
provided evidence of professional liability
insurance coverage ín the amount and ¡n the
form required under the by-laws.

(i)

(¡¡)

(i¡¡)

(¡v)

(v)

(21 lf the Registrar suspends a member's cert¡ficate
of registration for failure to provide proof of
professional liability insurance, the Registrar
may lift the suspension on the receipt of proof
of such insurance and the payment of the
reinstatement fee required by the by-laws.

(2t lf the Registrar suspends a member's certificate of
registration for failure to provide preeåevidence of
professional liability insurance, the Registrar mefshall lift
thesuspension@
and the payment ef th by the
by-larv+upon being sat¡sfied that the former member,

(a) has professional liability insurance coverage in the
amount and in the form required under the by-laws;

(b) has paid any fees required under the by-laws for
lifting the suspension;

This change would make it
mandatory for the Reg¡strar to
reinstate a registrant ifthe
conditions l¡sted are met. However,
additional condit¡ons are now
required to ensure that the person
is or will be in compliance with any
requirements of a Committee of the
College before being reinstated.
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(cl has paid any other outstanding fees, penaltíes or
other amounts owing to the College;

(d) wíll be in compllance, as of the ant¡c¡pated date on

which the suspension is to be lifted, with,
(i) any outstanding requirements or orders ¡ssued

by a panel of the lnquir¡es, Complaints and
Reports Comm¡ttee,

(ii) any outstanding orders issued by a panel of
the Discipline Comm¡ttee or F¡tness to Practise

Comm¡ttee,
(íii)any outstanding orders of Council or the

Executive Committee,
(iv) any requirement to participate ¡n specified

continuing education or remed¡ation programs

that was issued by the quality Assurance

Committee, and
(v) any terms, condit¡ons or limitatlons that were

placed on the membe/s certlficate of
registration as a result of a direction of the
Quality Assurance Committee; and

(e) has provided evidence of professional liability
insurance coverage in the amount and in the form
required under the byJaws,

(3) Where the Reg¡strar suspends a member's
certificate of registration and the suspension

remains in effect for a period exceeding two
years, the certificate is automatically revoked.

no change

(4) Revoked: O. Res.473199, s. 1 (2) no change

(s) A member may be re¡nstated if the member
applies for reinstatement within two years of
the suspension of the certificate of registration.

no change

13. REVoKEo: O. Res.73112, s.8. no change

14. REVoKED: O. Ree.473199, s.2. no change

15. oMtrTED (pRovtDEs FoR coMtNG tNTo FoRcE oF

PROVTSTONS OF THtS REGULATION).

no change
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Monday, November 30, 2015 7:41 PM
Rose Bustria
FW: We Want to Hear From You: Proposed New Bylaws to Put More
lnformation on Public Register

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann P. Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

Registrar and General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St, West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext, 111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : jpwillson@cco.on,ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENÏALITY WARNING :

This e-mail íncluding any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the
person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this e-mail in error, please notiff me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including
any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: College of Occupational Therapists of Ontario fcommunications@coto.org]
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 3:38 PM \

To: Jo-Ann Willson
Subject: We Want to Hear From You: Proposed New Bylaws to Put More Information on Public Register

Proposed New Bylaws to Put More lnformation on the
Public Register

ln October 2015, the College Council made a decision to take a further step to increase
information available to the public about registered occupational therapists. This
decision builds on previous initiatives to increase transparency and help people make
informed decisions about choosing a healthprofessional.



1320 Proposed new bylaws would require the college to publish more information onI v- v the public register (OT Directory). The new bylaws propose publishing the
following outcomes issued as a result of a complaint or report:

1. cautions-in-person (cautions),
2. undertakings, and,
3. specified continuing education or remediation programs (SGERps).

To read the proposed new bylaws and to learn how they may affect you, visit
IMUVW onsu tions.

We want to hear from you!

We are interested in hearing from all stakeholders, including registrants, members of
the public, and other health professionals. Please review tñe draft bylaw text and
submit your feedback before February 12,2016.

click here to provide your feedback through our online survev.

For other ways to submit your feedback, visit www.coto.org/consultations. Comments
will be reviewed and considered by Council. Feedback wilialso help shape future
policies.

Forward this email

**sã+e\tîeÈÅikçcyqfu

This email was sent to jpwillson@cco.on.ca by communications@coto,org 
I

Update Profile/Email Address I Rapid removal w¡th SafeUniuOscr¡Oe* I Ãbout our serviceprovider,
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college of occupational rherapists of ontario | 20 Bay street I suite 900 | Toronto 
IOntario I MsJ 2N8 | Canada
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Bylaw Gonsultation
November 2015

ln October 2015, the College Council decided to take a further step to increase
information available to the public about registered occupational therapists. This
decision builds on previous initiatives to increase transparency and help people make
informed decisions about choosing a health professional. (Read more about these
initiatives on the College transparencv web paqe.)

Proposed new bylaws would require the College to publish more information on the
public register (OT Directory). The new bylaws propose publishing the following
outcomes issued as a result of a complaint or report:

1. cautions-in-person (cautions),
2. undertakings, and,
3. specified continuing education or remediation programs (SCERPS)

To learn more about these proposed changes, please review the questions and
answers below.

FEEDBACK

We are interested in hearing from all stakeholders, including registrants, members of
the public, and other health professionals. The deadline for submission of feedback is

midnight on February 12,2016.

There are a number of ways you can provide your feedback to the College

By email: transparencv@coto.org
By fax: 416.214.1173
By survey: online survey
By mail: Tim Mbugua, Policy Analyst

College of Occupational Therapists of Ontario
20 Bay Street, Suite 900, P.O. Box 78
Toronto, ON MsJ 2N8

1

Feedback must be received by midnight on February 12,2016.
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INFORMATION ABOUT PROPOSED CHANGES

1 . WHAT ARE CAUTIONS, SCERPS, AND UNDERTAKINGS?

The lnquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC) makes decisions about
complaints and reports (such as mandatory reports by employers) received by the
College about occupational therapists. The ICRC has the power to make certain
decisions about those complaints and reports, ranging from referring the case to the
Discipline committee to taking no further action. cautions, scERpJand
undertakings are "moderate risk outcomes", meaning the ICRC will decide to use
them when the ICRC has significant concerns about the OT's conduct or care, and
has determined that the OT needs, in a timely way, to upgrade his or her skills or
change his or her practice.

Cautions are issued when the ICRC has substantial concerns about the conduct or
practice of an OT that has or can have direct impact on patient care, safety or
public interest. The ICRC issues a formal statement to the OT detailing its concerns
about the OT's conduct or behaviour and providing education about hów the OT is
expected to conduct himself or herself in the future.

Undertakinqs are issued when the ICRC identifies the OT needs education and/or
remediation to improve his or her practice. Undertakings are offered to OTs whom
the ICRC considers likely to voluntarily agree to an education and/or remediation
plan. Undertakings are like contracts between the College and the OT by which the
OT agrees to complete certain educational or remediatiõn activities withín a certain
period of time. This might include writing a reflective paper, taking educational
courses, mentoring, a peer assessment and practice monitoring.

Specified Continuinq Education or Remediation Proorams (SCERpsì are issued
when the ICRC identifies the OT needs education anO¡or remeO¡at¡on to improve his
or her practice. Unlike undertakings, the OT is not given the option of voluniarily
agreeing to such education or remediation. The ICRC orders a tailored education or
remediation program that the OT must complete within a certain period of time.

2
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2. HOW OFTEN DOES THE ICRC USE CAUTIONS, SCERPS AND
UNDERTAKINGS?

ln the past three years, this College's ICRC has issued several cautions and
SCERPs and no undertakings for complaints and reports. The chart below details
how often the ICRC issued cautions, SCERPS and undertakings in 2015:

Cautions 3

Other ICRC
outcomes 13 SCERPS 1 1

Undertakings 0

3. WHY IS THE COLLEGE CONSIDERING PUBLISHING
CAUTIONS, SCERPS, AN D UNDERTAKINGS?

ln October 2014, College Council adopted eiqhi principles of transparencv. Ïhese
principles have informed all of Council's discussions about whether to make more

information public about College decision-making and registered OTs. Those
principles, and especially principles 1 , 2 and 7, were considered when the College
was making a decision whether to publish ICRC outcomes. Those principles are

detailed below:

Principle 1: The mandate of regulators is public protection and safety. The public

needs access to appropriate information in order to trust that this system of selÊ

regulation works effectively.

Principle 2: Providing more information to the public has benefits, including
improved patient choice and increased accountability for regulators.

Principle 7: The greater the potential risk to the public, the more important
transparency becomes.

3
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4. HOW DOES COUNCIL DECIDE WHAT SHOULD BE MADE

PUBLIC? DO THEY BASE THEIR DECISIONS ON RISK TO THE
PU BLIC?

When Council debated whether certain ICRC outcomes should be made public, it
focused on risk to the public. Council carefully studied and chose to rely on a risk
model developed by six other health regulatory colleges (the colleges fôr the
doctors, dentists, nurses, pharmacists, physiotherapists and optometrists). That
risk model, which is based on the eight transparency principles, determined that
moderate and high risk ICRC outcomes should be made public.

Rist Model

t.
Noltlnlmrl Hdr

- l¡o F¡,r{hef 

^aillon

2.
Low Rl¡t
Advlco /

RocomrnondtUm
Romodiol

AOr€eñent

Oulcon¡c:, tô h¡ pt¡blic

O^ôrdô.t Crà¡O to. RogJbþ.t E¡côtoôaÁ (AORE)

The high risk outcomes, such as referrars to discipline, interim orders, and
undertakings to resign and never reapply, are already made public. When Council
reflected on whether to publish moderate risk outcomes, it considered how our
College's ICRC uses those outcomes. Of the three, SCERPs is the more common
outcome, and is typically used when the ICRC wants to mandate education for a
registrant and/or remediation of a registrant's practice. ln these cases, the ICRC
has significant concerns to merit the creation of a tailored education or
remediation program for the registrant. The College's experience with SCERps is
that registrants are keen to complete them as quickly and as thoroughly as
possible, to improve their practice and to avoid future complaints to ifre College.

Similarly, when the ICRC has concerns about a registrant's practice, it will enter
into an agreement (undertaking) by which a registrant will agree to obtain
education and to take steps to remediate his or her practice. ln the right
circumstances, education that is voluntary can be very effective.

Cautions are issued when the ICRC has significant concerns about the impact on
patient care, safety or the public interest of a registrant's conduct or competence.

4



Cautions are administered to OTs in person by the ICRC to underscore the
seriousness of the issue raised in the complaint or report and to give OTs
information and advice to reflect upon and improve their practice. 1325
Given the degree of risk associated with the moderate risk outcomes, Council
decided that a higher degree of transparency to the public was warranted.
Publishing more information about the ICRC's decisions to issue cautions,
SCERPs and undertakings will improve patient choice and increase the
accountability of the College.

5. WHAT WOULD BE PUBLISHED UNDER THESE DRAFT
BYLAWS ?

Under the proposed bylaws, the following will occur:

L A note indicating that a registrant has been issued a caution, SCERP or
undertaking and a summary of that caution, SCERP and/or undertaking will be
published on the College's public register

2. Complaints and reports received by the College on or after January 1,2017 will
be subject to the new bylaws

3. The note and summary of the caution, SCERP and undertaking will be removed
from the register if:

a. the decision of the ICRC is overturned on review by the Health
Professions Appeal and Review Board (HPARB) or by an appellate court

b. the following occurs:

1. more than two (2) years have passed since the registrant completed
the requirements of the caution, SCERP and undertaking and no
additional moderate risk outcomes (e.9., cautions, SCERPS and
undertakings) have been issued by the ICRC within those two (2)

years. lf within two (2) years of the date that the registrant completed
the requirements of the caution, SCERP or undertaking, another
moderate risk outcome is issued by the ICRC, then the note and
summary may be removed from the register after four (4) years have
passed since the most recent moderate risk outcome was published
on the register; and

2. if the registrant applies to have such information removed and the
Registrar believes that removing the information from the register
outweighs (a) the desirability of public access to the information in the
interest of any person affected or (b) the public interest

4. lf HPARB directs that the caution, SCERP, and undertaking be removed or
varied, the register will be changed only once the ICRC makes a new decision,

5



1326 thus preventing a gap in the register pending the new decision going on the
register.

6. WHY IS THE COLLEGE ASKING ME WHAT ITHINK? HASN'T
THE COLLEGE ALREADY MADE ITS DECISION?

The opinions of the public, OTs and other stakeholders are meaningful to the College
The opinions will help shape Council's discussions about the propoéed bylaws and
help determine what policies, if any, the College should develop ielated tô tfre bylaws
All opinions offered by the public, OTs and stakeholders will be reviewed and foim
part of the Council's discussion at its next meeting in March 2016.lt is the College's
hope that people will share their thoughts with the College about this important
decision.
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Rose Bustria
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Thursday, February 04,2016 11:24 AM
Rose Bustria
FW: Proposed Amendments to Drug Regulations: Request for Feedback

Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Regishar & General Counsel

College of Ch¡ropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext.111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copy¡ng or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading il or making a copy. Thank you.

From: College of Optometrists of Ontario

Imailto:feedback=collegeoptom.on.ca@mail192.atl21.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of College of Optometrists
of Ontario
Sent: Thursday, February 04,2Ot6 L0:46 AM
To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Subject: Proposed Amendments to Drug Regulations: Request for Feedback

Crlt I l'GF LIF/^{i Optometrists
OF L}NTÀRIO

Proposed Amendments to the Optometry Act,
Designated Drugs and Standards of Practice
Regulatioh, ând Controlled Acts

View this email in your browser
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Introduction

Since 20LI, Ontario optometrists have been authorized to prescribe drugs for
the treatment of conditions of the eye and vision system, The Designated

Drugs and standards of Practice Regulation, in schedule 1, lists the drugs
optometrists can prescribe, It has been the experience of the College that a list
of drugs in regulation is difficult to revise, and creates a barrier to access to
newer drugs, which are often the indicated best treatment for patients. The

College is proposing to amend this regulation by abandoning the list of drugs
and replacing it with the authority to prescribe all topical and oral drugs within
the scope of practice of optometry. Safeguards related to the prescribing of
several categories of oral drugs are included, through regulatory standards that
require immediate referral and/or formal co-management, and the exclusion of
controlled su bstances.

In addition, the college is proposing other amendments that, if approved,
would

Allow optometrist to remove superficial foreign bodies from the cornea

Allow optometrists to dispense drugs for the sole purpose of trialling a

therapy (related dispensing regulations are proposed under the
Designated Drugs Regulation)

specify diagnostic ultrasound as a prescribed form of energy for the
performance of corneal pachymetry or ocular ultrasonography, only

a

2

T

Your comments are invited
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1329The complete regulations with proposed amendments can be viewed on the

College website.

Your input is important. Please take a moment to take this brief survey. or

send us your comments by email, fax, or mail.

Email

feed back@col legeoptom. on.ca

Fax

4L6-962-4073

Mail

College of Optometrists of Ontario

Consultation Feedback

65 St. Clair Ave. E., Suite 900

Toronto ON M4T 2Y3

Deadline for comments is Monday, March 28, 2016

3



4
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Proposed Amendments to the Optometry Act

The Cottege proposes to amend the outhorized octs provision of the Optometry Act to provide greater

ftexibitity to optometrists in prescribing orol ond topical drugs and to permit the removol of foreign
objects from below the surfoce of the cornea ond the dispensing of sample drugs for triol theropy, The

selling of drugs would remoin prohibited.

New ophtholmic drugs ore continuolly opproved for potients in Conado, and the existing list of drugs in

regulotion has proven difficult to updote, The College believes that the public interest is served when

optometrists are oble to prescribe the indicoted best-treotment for patients in o timely manner. The

omendment to pdragroph 4.2.1 and reloted omendments to the Designated Drugs Regulotion (below)

would revoke the current drug list ond allow optometr¡sts to prescribe any topical or orol drug thot is

Heatth Conodo-opproved, within the scope of prøctice of optometrv. These amendments would bring

Ontorio in line with recent changes in Alberta and Soskatchewon, ond the mojority of U.S. stotes.

Authorized acts
4. ln the course of engaging in the practice of optometry, a member is authorized, subject to the terms,

conditions and limitations imposed on his or her certificate of registration, to perform the following:

2.1Prç¡Crúritg or clisoensins, while rlractisine wlthin the scone of nractice ontometrv. a drus

wìthin the nreanins of the Druo ond Pharmacies Requlation Act Io be administered or taken

topica llv or orallv
tno r below the surface of the cornea, in order to remove a

supe rficial foreìgn bodv from the eve.

Proposed Amendments to the Designated Drugs Regulation lêL2ltLl

The College proposes to amend the existing drug regulations to
o make them consistent with the above stotutory omendments
o introduce regulotory stondards reloted to the dispensing of drugs

o introduce important sofeguards when certain cotegories of orol drugs are prescribed

poragroph 1.(f) prohibits the prescribing or dispensing of controlled substonces by optometr¡sts'
porograph 2.(o) timits optometrists to dispensing drugs for trial/sample therapy only (e.9., a monoculor

glaucoma triol).

part tt introduces sofeguards related to the prescribing of certoin closses of oral drugs as follows:
o Oral secretogogues may onty be prescribed in colloborotion with a physician.

c Oro! CAts or steroids may only be prescribed in on emergench where no physicion is avoiloble to

treat the patient, and with immediate referral to o physicion or hospitol.

Regulotions reloted to the management of gloucomo by optometrists ore unchanged.

PART I

PRESCRIBING AND DISPENSING DRU6S

2.2 Perforrning a procedure,
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Common requirements for prescribing and dispensing
!. A mernber mav onlv prescribe or dispense a drug ìf,

a led ment and
cond on ord for the

{b) the me ber has consiclered ether orescribins or di pensins the drus for t e patient is
a DDrorinã te, siven the known rìsks a nd benef its prescribins or diso sine the drus for the patient

the
dispensins the_ drue:

le tnc bi

the nl
person;
(elthe me

not de d ord toa

mber has an ootometris -oatient relationshio w the natient for who the drus is
prescribed or dispensed: and

.Ju

Act { ada ).

Additional requirements for dispensins

Co nd Su

2. ln adcl ion to the reouire ts soecified a , a member mâv o nlv disoense a drus when the
following additional requirements are met:

{aL
usefulness, of a therapV;

IS d for in it the

b rm
representat¡ve;

d t's a

the h att obta tn
anv applicable laws;

m ens U and wi before
date on which the oatient is exoected to ta the last of the rug; and

ber edi oft its
tn d lo ls tn

PART II
STANDARDS OF PRACTICE -

7C. (1)Subject to subsection (2)and to section 86, it is a standard of practice of the profession that a
member may only treat a patient with glaucoma where the patient has primary open-angle glaucoma
the treatment of which is not complicated by either a concurrent medical condition or a potentially
interacting pharmacological treatment. O. Reg. ILZ/Lt, s. 7 (1).
(2) lt ¡s a standard of practice of the profession that a member may only treat a patient having open-
angle glaucoma, the treatment of which is complicated by either a concurrent medical condition or a
potentially interacting pharmacological treatment, in collaboration with a physician with whom the
member has established a co-management model of care for that patient and who is,

(a) certified by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada as a specialist in
ophthalmology; or
(b) formally recognized in writing by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of ontario as a
specialist in ophthalmology. O. ReE.tt2/tL,s.7 (Zl.

ro
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{:i) lt is a stanclarcl of p ice r.¡f the orofe.ssion that a nrember mav not p hp or troat a oatient with

oral secretaqorrr¡es unl€'ss the patient has Siogrens svndronre, and anv nrescrintion or treatntent wìth
collaboration with

established a co-nlanagenrent model of care for that patient.

Referralto physician or hospital
82. (1) Subject to subsections (2) and (3), it is a standard of practice of the profession that a member

shall immediately refer a patient having a form of glaucoma other than primary open-angle glaucoma to

a physician or to a hospital. O. Reg. tt2/tL, s. 8 (1).

(2) lt is a standard of practice of the profession that a member may initiate treatment for a patient

having angle-closure glaucoma_.only in an emergency and where no physician is available to treat the
patient. O. Reg. tI2/11., s. 8 (2),

of the rescribe o r reat a atien

with oral carbonìc anhvd o inhìbitors in an emergencv and ìf tlre r:atient has hiph intraocu lar nrr¡ssrr re.

n is available t tr
2,2- It is a standard nrenrber nr oll

and where tie
(3) lt ¡s a standard of practice of the profession that a member shall immediately refer any patient being

treated in accordance with subsectiong (2), (2;l.Istd_12.?J to a physician or hospital once the emergency

no longer exists or once a physician becomes available, whichever comes first. O. Reg. tI2/1't, s. 8 (3).

(4) ln this s€etier+Part,
"hospital" means a hospital within the meaning of lhe Publ¡c Hospitals Act. O. Reg. tL2/L1', s. 8 (a).

SCHEDULE 1

I¡s.!saþd)

Proposed Amendment to the Controlled Acts Regulation (107/96)

Optometrists in Ontorio ore alreody outhorized to perform the controlled act of "Applying o prescribed

form of energy." However, no forms of energy are currently prescribed under O. Reg. 107/96 Controlled

Acts.

The Íotlowing amendment is proposed lor addition to the Controlled Acts Regulation:

A nlember of the Collelse of ontonrptriçts of Ontario is exemot from subsecti n 21 (1-l of thr: Act for the

for d rnl eal ch

lar ultraso â
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Optometry Act, 1991

S.O. 1991, CHAPTER 35

Last amendment: 2007, c. 10, Sched. B, s. 17.

Definitions

1. ln this Act,

"College" means the College of Optometrists of Ontario; ("Ordre")

"Health Professions Procedural Code" means the Health Professíons Procedural
Code set out in Schedule 2 to the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991; ("Code
des professions de la santé")

"member" means a member of the College; ("membre")

"profession" means the profession of optometry; ("profession")

"this Act" includes the Health Professions Procedural Code. ("la présente loi") 1991,
c. 35, s. 1.

Health Professions Procedural Code

2, (\ The Health Professions Procedural Code shall be deemed to be part of this Act.

Terms in Code

fä ln the Health Professions Procedural Code as it applies in respect of this Act,

"College" means the College of Optometrists of Ontario; ("ordre")

"health profession Act" means this Act; ("loi sur une profession de la santé")

"profession" means the profession of optometry; ("profession")

"regulations" means the regulations under this Act. ("règlements")

Definitions in Gode

(Ð Definitions in the Health Professions Procedural Code apply with necessary
modifications to terms in this Act. 1991, c. 35, s. 2.
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Scope of practice

3. The practice of optometry is the assessment of the eye and vision system and the
diagnosis, treatment and prevention of,

(a) disorders of refraction;

(b) sensory and oculomotor disorders and dysfunctions of the eye and vision
system; and

(c) prescribed diseases. 1991, c.35, s.3.

Authorized acts

4. ln the course of engaging in the practice of optometry, a member is authorized,
subject to the terms, conditions and limitations imposed on his or her certificate of
registration, to perform the following:

1. Communicating a diagnosis identifying, as the cause of a person's symptoms, a
disorder of refraction, a sensory or oculomotor disorder of the eye or viðion system
or a prescribed disease.

2. Applying a prescribed form of energy.

2.1 I) rr:st-.rilr in rt ttr cl isnensirr¡¡. rvl.r il ii
thin actr a call of'

und P rtc i c s' lLe sttlrtl i r¡ ¡t c/ to be adnriniste clt' tal<en torrical I r, or ora I ll' .

.2 Per cclu lon, thc s c()fn ltl rel.ll()\¿c
I lorci fì'onl

3. Prescribing or dispensing, for vision or eye problems, subnormal vision devices,
contact lenses or eye glasses. 1gg1 , c. 35, s. 4.

College continued

$ The College is continued under the name College of Optometrists of Ontario in
English and ordre des optométristes de |ontario in French. 1g'91, c. 35, s. s.

Council

6. (1) The Council shall be composed of,

(a) at least eight and no more than nine persons who are members elected in
accordance with the by-laws;

I
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(b) at least seven and no more than eight persons appointed by the Lieutenant
Governor in Councilwho are not,

(i) members,

(ii) members of a College as defined in the Regulated Health Professions Act,
1991, or

(iii) members of a Council as defined in the Regulated Health Professions Act,
1991; and

(c) one person selected, in accordance with a by-law made under section 12.1,
from among members who are members of a faculty of optometry of a university in

Ontario. 1991, c.35, s.6 (1); 1998, c. 18, Sched. G, s.40 (1,2).

Who can vote in elections

(!) Subject to the by-laws, every member who practises or resides in Ontario and who is
not in default of payment of the annual membership fee is entitled to vote in an election
of members of the Council. 1 991 , c. 35, s. 6 (2); 1998, c. 18, Sched. G, s. 40 (3).

President and Vice-President

7. The Council shall have a President and Vice-President who shall be elected annually
by the Council from among the Council's members. 1991, c. 35, s. 7.

lmposition of duties on the Optometry Review Gommittee

8. The Council may give the Optometry Review Committee appointed under lhe Health
lnsurance Acf duties that are not inconsistent with the Committee's duties under that
Act. 1991 , c. 35, s. 8.

Restricted titles

9. (1) No person other than a member shall use the title "optometrist", a variation or
abbreviation or an equivalent in another language.

Representations of qualification, etc.

12) No person other than a member shall hold himself or herself out as a person who is
qualified to practise in Ontario as an optometrist or in a specialty of optometry.

Definition

(Ð ln this section,
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"abbreviation" includes an abbreviation of a variation. 1g91, c. 3b, s. g

Notice if suggestions referred to Advisory Council

f 0. (1) The Registrar shall give a notice to each member if the Minister refers to the
Advisory Council, as defined in the Regulated Heatth Professions Act, 1gg1, a
suggested,

(a) amendment to this Act;

(b) amendment to a regulation made by the Council; or

(c) regulation to be made by the Council.

Requirements re notice

(A A notice mentioned in subsection (1) shall set out the suggestion referred to the
Advisory Council and the notice shall be given within thirty dayJãfter the Council of the
college receives the Minister's notice of the suggestion. t ggt , c. 35, s. 10.

Offence

!! Every person who contravenes subsection 9 (1) or (2) is guilty of an offence and on
conviction is liable to a fine of not more than $5,000 for a first offence and not more
than $10,000 for a subsequent offence. 1gg1 , c. 35, s. 1 1 .

Regulations

12..11) Subject to the approval of the Lieutenant Governor in Council and with prior
review by the Minister, the Council may make regulations,

(a) specÍfying the drugs that a member may use in the course of engaging in
the practice of optometry;

(b) designating drugs fer the purpeses ef paragraph 2,1 ef seetien l;

(eþ) regulating and governing the prescribing, dispensinq, or using of drugs
by membe.rs and ancillary matters, including, witñõut limiting the jenerality of
the foregoing,

(i) governing the purposes for which, or the circumstances under which,
drugs may be prescribed, dispensed or used,

(ii) setting requirements respecting the prescribing, dispensing or using of
drugs, and
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(iii) setting prohibitions.2007, c. 10, Sched. B, s. 17 (3); 2009, c.26, s.20

(1)

ies

individual drugs er eategeries ef drugs-2009' e, 26' s=20 (2),

(gl nreguletienm i++

whele er in part' and with sueh ehanges as are eensidered neeessary' ene er mere

Wien
(¿l tf a regulation

(Sl n Aecument adep

^f +h^ D^^,tl^l^.] lJ^^llh Drafaooinn- Aa* 1OO1 an¡{ nn n{har hnÀr¡ OññO n ?A o tn /')\
vrrlv rrvgrrc t tv.t t , Lvvv, v, Evt

*va+tag¡lity

regulatien and must be available fer publie inspeetien-during nermal business heurs in

the effiee ef the Cellege and muslbe pested en the Cellege's website er available
threugh a hyperlink at the Gollege's website, 2009' e, 26-s, 20 (2),

By-laws

12.1 The Council may make by-laws respecting the qualifications, selection and terms
of office of Council members who are selected. 1998, c. 18, Sched. G, s. 40 (4).

Transitional

13. A person who, on the day before this Act comes into force, held a licence issued
under Part V of the Health Disciplines Acf shall be deemed to be the holder of a
certificate of registration issued under this Act subject to any term, condition or limitation
to which the licence was subject. 1991 , c. 35, s. 13.

14.,15. Repealed:2007, c. 10, Sched. B, s. 17 (4)

16. Omitted (provides for coming into force of provisions of this Act). 1991 , c. 35, s. 16
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17. Omitted (enacts short title of this AcQ. 1991 , c. 35, s. 17
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Optometry Act, l99l

Loi de l99l sur les optométristes

ONTARIO REGULATION 112111

DES¡GNATED DRUGS AND STANDARDS OF PRACTICE

No amendments.

This Regulation is made in English only.

PART I

PRESCruPTIONSPRESCRIBING AND DISPENSING DRUGS

1, Fer the purpeses ef paragraph 2,1 ef seetien I ef the Aet' and subjeet te

eut under a eategery and sub eaiegery heading-in Sehedule 1,

timitat+e'n

@
C-omnrrln rctruirc¡ncnts f<lr ¡lrcscrillins :uld clisncrlsing
l. z\ nrcr'¡ltrcf nr¿ry onl1, ¡-lrcsc,ribe ol cli.sÞqlsc a cllug if .

þlthc llrcnlbq'Í¡osscsscs sLrl'lrcicnt l<nou'lcdric" skill ancl.ir¡dgnleni respccting the drug arlll

hcllr¡,' rr,¡1 ì,,rrl'c ¡.nrr¡lili'r11 l/\ ,."...."i1r¡' ,.,l;.',^,-,..... rl.^ ,1.,,., l).- +

íb) the rnember has considcrccl r,vhcthcr Þre bins ur clisngrsins the clru{: fbr thc naticnt is

annlonriate. qiven tlte knorvu lisks and belleli ts of'nrescribina or disnettsin{¿ the clrLrp lÌll ther

p¿rl"ient and o1ìlcl relcvant lactors rcsltccting the Þatietrt;

ith II icablc l'cclcral ancl n,incial lar,vs latccJ to fcsc

ot'tl ispclisitlg tltc c{l'ttg:

clcle te the crformancc ol' scLi bi

çr!1ç¡lrcrson:
cì rh nrcl'n[re r has an or.lrctrisl*

llf cscribccl or clisncr.rsc,cl: and

the clrLl is not ¿r conlr'ollc
,9u b.s I tt ¡t r: c.ç,,1 c I (( a n u da ) .

Acltlitional rcquirc ts fr¡r ilisncnsins

usclitlrtcss. of' a tltct'a1r1,1

cnsccl fìrr'

acllts s fied above

lbllorvinr¡ aclciitional rcquire rne nts arc nret:
a tllc clnr is onI dis
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llrc lncnrhcl nr

,tcl)t'cs(j ntat,\¡!ì
t lt r.: cJ rt¡ cl ircctl or thc: 'l¿tticnt's

lcì llru rrt: bct' tlttst ll¿rvc cnsrrli:rl that thrr clnrs has bcgr r ncr.l ¿lncl slorecl in acC()l'(liilì0c

-rr'!1h an)' aptrl icil [r_lc lqry¡
t.cl I llrc nicnr l'r ntust have ursr.rlcrl tlral llrc elrtlu has not crrriltrl allrl ivil I not c,xtrirc lrclirr'.r

thc rlafc on rt,hich thc n¿rticnt is e r to tal<c thc lust tll't llc tllrrrl: l¡nçl

Gl_
lltc lnclilbcr n ust oroviclc ililcctions fìrr' ol'thc <lluu. incluclins its tlr lse. fì'couerrcr'.
roLttc olt ¿rclnr istration arì(l ¿tn\/ snccial i uctio¡rs. ancl rccol'cl this in lrrtiolt in thc

icnt's le c

Training requ¡red
3. No member may prescribe or dispense any drug unless he or she has

successfully completed the relevant training in pharmacology that has been approved
by the Council.

Recording
4. Every time a member prescribes or dispenses a drug the member shall record

the following in the patient's health record as that record is required to be kept under
section 10 of ontario Regulation 1 1glg4 (General) made under the Act:

1. Details of the prescription, including the drug prescribed, dosage and route of
administration.

2. Details of the counselling provided by the member to or on behalf of the
pat¡ent respecting the use of the drug prescribed.

Non-prescription drugs
5. ln the course of engaging in the practice of optometry a member may

prescribe or dispense any drug that may lawfully be purchased or acquired
without a prescription. O. Reg. 1 12t1j, s. 5.

PART II
STANDARDS OF PRACTICE - SPECTFIqDRUGS AND COND|flONSGTA{¡€€Sí

ar"""r,n,nU n, .n*,U,"r""r" 
"U

rnïnber maY enly preseribe a dft+g set eut unde" the eategery ef "Antiglaueema Agents"
in Sehedde 1,
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Specified conditio

q7. (1) Subject to subsection (2) and to section 68, it is a standard of practice of
the profession that a member may only treat a patient with glaucoma where the patient
has primary open-angle glaucoma the treatment of which is not complicated by either a

concurrent medical condition or a potentially interacting pharmacological treatment.

(2) lt is a standard of practice of the profession that a member may only treat a
patient having open-angle glaucoma, the treatment of which is complicated by either a

concurrent medical condition or a potentially interacting pharmacological treatment, in

collaboration with a physician with whom the member has established a co-
management model of care for that patient and who is,

(a) certified by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada as a
specialist in ophthalmology; or

(b) formally recognized in writing by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Ontario as a specialist in ophthalmology.

(j) lt is a slatrtl¿u'tl ol'pt'aclicc ol'thc nrofèssion that a ntcnrber lt.ìa\/ not rrrcscribc or tlc¿rt lt

lraticrrl 11,i¡[1 eral sccretaeoprrcs r-rulcss thc patie nt has Sioet'ctrs svnclrotne. alrcl iì11\¡ t)fcscl't nt ltln ot

shall o ia iciarl rvith u'hotn I

Lncnrbcr has cstabl ishccl a co*I1ìanalolltcttl nroclel of' lc lirr'th¿rt nalicnt.

Referral to physician or hospital

78. (1) Subject to subsections (2) and (3), it is a standard of practice of the
profession that a member shall immediately refer a patient having a form of glaucoma
other than primary open-angle glaucoma to a physician or to a hospital.

(2) lt is a standard of practice of the profession that a member may initiate
treatment for a patient having angle-closure glaucoma only in an emergency and where
no physician is available to treat the patient.

t2.1) lt is a st¿utcl¿u'cl ol' r-lr'¿rcticc ol' thc prrtf'css ion th¿rt a rnemtler mal' oll[\'u ibc ol tlcat

a patient u,ilh o r¿rl calbotr ic anltt,dt'asc inhi bi rs in au cn.ìcrsorlc\/ and il'thc licnt h¿rs hieh

'1ì o l1r'.tt l.t rcssu and n,h /¡r.r¡ ¡ì/r ^lr.r"i¡'il n is aveilable to t ¡.;r,,¡l flr¡r ¡rll i¡-r¡l

) It cc o1'thc cf ll't¿t oul scri bc

lu nuticnt u,ilh oral s1c ìds in a¡l clrìùl'ucne \' ¿trltl rt'hcrc Iltl llltysic ian is ¿n'ail¿rblc to trcat tlitr

lrqlu]-ll
(3) lt is a standard of practice of the profession that a member shall immediately

refer any patient being treated in accordance with subsectiong (2), (2.1) and (2.2) to a
physician or hospital once the emergency no longer exists or once a physician becomes
available, whichever comes first.

(a) ln this Pq¡Jseetien,

"hospital" means a hospital within the meaning of the Public Hospitals AcL

1. OMTTTED (PROV|DES FOR COMTNG |NTO FORCE OF PROVISIONS OF THIS

REGULATION). Reg. 112111, s.9.
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SCHEDULE 1

{REPEALED)
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neemyein/be€¡t
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ap+aele+r+ine

brin+e+idine

brimenidine/timelel

Carbenie anhydrase inhibitersß adrenergie bleeking agents (tepieal)

ffi
P restag la nd in a nalegs/Ê adrenergie bleekin g agents (tepieal)

tetenep+est¡t¡mete+

traveprcsg+¡mol€{

W
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ONTARIO REGULATION 107/96

CONTROLLED ACTS

('¡rnsr¡lid¿¡tion l)criotl: ljrorrr .lLtl¡' l. 2()1.5 to lllc c'l.,arvs ct¡rrency clatc.

Last amendment: O. Reg. 167115.

This Reguløtion is made in English only.

INTERPRETATION

0.1 In this Regulation,

"diagnostic ultrasound" means ultrasound that produces an image or other data. O. Reg' 296104, s' l.

FORMS OF ENERGY

1. The following forms of energy are prescribed for the purpose of paragraph 7 of subsection2T (2) of the Act:

l. Electricity for,

i. aversive conditioning,

ii. cardiac pacemaker therapy,

iii. cardioversion,

iv. defibrillation,

v. electrocoagulation,

vi. electroconvulsive shock therapy,

vii. electromyography,

viii. fulguration,

ix. nerve conduction studies, or

x. transcutaneous cardiac pacing.

2. Electromagnetism for magnetic resonance imaging.

3. Soundwaves for,

i. diagnostic ultrasound, or

ii. lithotripsy. O. Reg, 107196,s' l.

Exptr,lprtoNs

2. A member of the College of Chiropodists of Ontario is exempt from subsection2T (l) of the Act for the purpose of
applying electricity for electrocoagulation or fulguration. O. Reg. 107 /96, s. 2.

3. (l) A member of the Royal College of Dental Surgeons of Ontario is exempl from sub_s.ection 27 (1) of íhe Act for the

purpoìóof applying electricity-for defîbiillation or electrocoagulation. O. Reg. 107/96, s. 3 (1).

3.1 A member of the College of Medical Radiation Technologists is exempt from subsection 27 (l) of the Act for the

purpose of applying electromag-netism if the application is ordered by a member of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Ontario and,

(a) the electromagnetism is applied for magnetic resonance imaging using equipment that is,

(i) installed in a site of a public hospital where the public hospital is approved ry a pullic hospital under the Public

Hospitals Act andthe site of the iublic hospital iô graded under that Áct as a Group N site of a hospital, and

(ii) operated by the public hospital mentioned in subclause (i);

(b) the electromagnetism is applied for magnetic resonance imaging and all of the following conditions are met:
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(i) the electromagnetism^is_us9{ !o support, assist and be a necessary adjunct, or any ofthem, to an insured service
within the meaning of Health Insuiance Act;

(ii) the magnetic resonance imaging is provided to persons who are insured persons within the meaning of the Health
Insurance Act,

(iii) the electromagnetism is applied in an independent health facility licensed underthe Independent Health Facilities
Act in respect of magnetic resonance imaging; or

(c) the electromagnetism is applied for magnetic resonance imaging and all of the following conditions are met:
(i) the electromagnetism is not used to süpport, assist and be a necessary adjunct, or any of them, to an insured

service within the mear,ing of Health'Insurance Act, or the magnetíc r.ionuú", imáging i; ¿i-d;ñli"
persons who are insured persons within the meaning olthat Act, or 

-both,

(ii) the electromagnetism is -applied in a facility that is operated by an operator that holds a licence under the
Independent Health Facilities Act in respect oîmagnetic i.ronun.d i-ugirig, - -

(iii) the electromagnetism is- applied in a fac_i.!ity- that is operated on the same premises as the independent healthfacility licensed under the lndependent neaUn Facilities lcl in respect 
"f ir"g"Ëtiã r"ronun". imaging that is

operated by the operator mentioned in subclause (ii),
(iv) the electromagnetism. is applied using the same equipment that is used !o provide magnetic resonance imaging inthe independent health. facility liceñsed under the' Independent Health' Facitities "Act in .esp..t ;f ilÑtt"

resonance imaging that is operated by the operator mentioned in subclause (ii),
(v) the operator of the facility in which the.electromagnetism is applied is a party to a valid and subsisting agreement

with the Minister concerning the provision of magietic r.ronánr. imagirig. ó. n.g. ázsro:, r. t .

(2) A member of the Royal C^ollege of Dental Surgeons of Ontario is exempt from subsecti on27 (1) of the Act for thepurposeoJa-pplying electricity for electromyography-or nerve conduction stuïies, in the couise 
"f'rá"dr;ii";;;;;;r;ü.O. Reg. 107196, s. 3 (2).

4' A member of the College of Midwives of ontario is exempt from.subsecti on 27 (l) of the Act for the purpose ofordering the application of soundwaves for pregnancy diagnostic uitru*un¿ 
"ip.i"l" ¿ãgìåiti. uüruround. o. näÀ-ióz¡qã,

s. 4.

of tlrt¡ o () "/
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5' (l) A member of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario is exempt from subsecti on27 (l)of the Act for thepurpose of applying, or ordering. the application of, .electricity_ for a proceduie iirtË¿ il pìiái.uprì i of section t åisoundwaves for a procedure listed in paragiaph 3 of seótion l. o.'Reg. ioíDe ,r. 5 1r¡. 
--- r"^-'

(2) A member of the College of Physicians and.Surgeons of Ontario is exempt from subsecti on 27 (l) of the Act for thepurpose of applying or ordering the application of electõmagnetism if,
(a) the electromagnetism is applied for magnetic resonance imaging using equipment that is,

(i) installed in a site. of a public hospital where. the. public hospital is approved as a public hospital under the public
Hospitals Act and the site of the public hospital ii graded under that Act ur u cto,ip Ñ rit" oiu hospital, un¿ '

(ii) operated by rhe public hospital mentioned in subclause (i);
(b) the electromagnetism is applied for magnetic resonance imaging and all of the following conditions are met;

(i) the electromagnetism is-us9{ !o support, assist and be a necessary adjunct, or any ofthem, to an insured servicewithin the meaning of Heatth Insuiance Act;
(ii) the magnetic resonance imaging is provided to persons who are insured persons within the meaning of the Heatth

Insurance Act,

(iii) the electromagnetism is applied in an independent health facility licensed under the Independent Heatth FacilitiesAct in respect of magnetic resonance imaging; or
(c) the electromagnetism is applied for magnetic resonance imaging and all of the following conditions are met:

(i) the electromagnetism is not used to support, assist and be a necessary adjunct, or any of them, to an insured
service within the meaning of Heatth-Iisuiance Act, or the magnedc ."îonuá". imáging ir ¡qi p;;;id-;l t;persons who are insured persons within the meaning olthat Act, orãoth,

(ii) the electromagnetism is -applied in a facility that is operated by an operator that holds a licence under theIndependenr Health Facilities Act inrespectof magnetic resonance imagiig,

2
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(iii) the electromagnetism is applied in a facility that is operated on the same premises as the independent heatrn' 

facility licenséd under the Independent Health Facilities Act in respect of magnetic resonance imaging that is
operated by the operator mentioned in subclause (ii),

(iv) the electromagnetism is applied using the same equipment that is used to provide magnetic resonance imaging in' 
the independent health faðility licensed under the Independent Health Facilities Act in respect of magnetic

resonance imaging that is operated by the operator mentioned in subclause (ii),

(v) the operator of the facility in which the electromagnetism is applied is a party to a valid and subsisting agreement

with ihe Minister concerning the provision of magnetic resonance imaging. O. Reg. 228103, s.2.

6. A member of the College of Psychologists of Ontario is exempt from subsection2T (l) of the Act for the purpose of
applying, or ordering the application of, electricity for aversive conditioning. O. Reg. 107196, s. 6.

7. A person is exempt from subsection2T (l) of the Act for the purpose of applying electricityfor aversive conditioning if
the application is orderèd and directed by a member of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario or by a member of
the College of Psychologists of Ontario. O. Reg. 296104, s.2.

7.1 (l) A person is exempt from subsection 27 (l) of the Act for the purpose of applying soundwaves for diagnostic
ultrasound if ihe application is ordered by a member with ordering authority, and the soundwaves for diagnostic ultrasound

are applied,

(a) in a site of a public hospital where the public hospital is approved as a public hospital under the Public Hospitals Act,

and the equipment is operated by the public hospital;

(b) in a private hospital operated under the authority of a licence issued under the Private Hospitals Act and the equipment

is operated by the private hospital;

(c) in an independent health facility licensed under the Independent Health Facilities Act in respect of diagnostic' ' 
ultrasound òn a site for which thai independent health facility is licensed in respect of diagnostic ultrasound; or

(d) in a fixed site where health services are customarily performed, qr! the application is ordered by a member with
ordering authority who treats his or her own patients in the course ofhis or her health care practice, but only if,

(i) there exists an ongoing professional health care relationship between the patient and the member with ordering

authority, or between the patient and a regulated health professional who ordinarily practises with that member at

one or more sites in Ontario,

(ii) there exists an ongoing professional health care relationship between the patient and a regulated_ health' 
professional who has givei an opinion on the health of the patient,.or between the patient and a regulated health

þrofessional who ordiñarily praclises at one or more sites in Ontario with the regulated health professional who
has given the opinion, and the patient has requested that the member with ordering authority conftrm, refute or
vary that opinion and,

(A) the member orders the application of soundwaves for diagnostic ultrasound in the course of an assessment

ofthe patient resulting from that request, and

(B) the diagnostic ultrasound is directly related to that assessment, or

(iii) there exists an ongoing professional health care relationship between the patient and a regulated-health' 
professional who hai referred the patient to the member with orderjng authority for the purpose of a consultation,

or between the patient and a regulàted health professional who ordinarily practises at one or more sites in Ontario

with the regulated health professional who has made the referral and,

(A) the member conducts an assessment of the patient, and

(B) the diagnostic ultrasound is directly related to that assessment or services arising out of that assessment.

O. Reg. 296104, s.2.

(2) In this section,

"member with ordering authorify" means,

(a) a member of the College of Midwives of Ontario, with respect to ordering the application of soundwaves for
pregnancy diagnostic ultrasound or pelvic diagnostic ultrasound,

(b) a member of the College of Nurses of Ontario who is a registered nurse in the extended class, with respect to ordering

the application ofsounãwaves for diagnostic ultrasound ofthe abdomen, pelvis and breast, or

(c) a member of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario, with respect to ordering the application of
soundwaves for diagnostic ultrasound' O. Reg. 296104, s.2.

S. (l) The following activities are exempt from subsection2T (l) of the Act:

1. RrvorBo: S.O. 2006, c.27, s. 19 (l).

-t
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2. Ear or body piercing for the purpose of accommodating a piece ofjewellery.
3. Electrolysis.

4. Tattooingforcosmeticpurposes. O.Reg. l07lg6,s.g;S.O.2006,c.27,s. 19(l),

. (2) A person who is a member of a College listed in Column I of the Table is exempt from subsecti on27 (l)of the Act for
the purpose.ofperforming acup-uncture, a prócedure performed on tissue below the dermis, ln u""ïøun"" witL ítre standard áf
practice and within the scope of practice olthe health profession listed in column 2.

TABLE

Column 1 Column 2
I Colleee of Chirooodists of Ontario Chirooodv
2 College of Chiropractors of Ontario Chiropractic
J College of Massage Therapists of

Ontario
Massage Therapy

3.1 College of Naturopaths of Ontario Naturopathv
4 College ofNurses of Ontario Nursing
5. College of Occupational Therapists

of Ontario
Occupational
Therapy

6. College of Physiotherapists of
Ontario

Physiotherapy

7 Royal College ofDental Surgeons of
Ontario

Dentistry

S.O. 2006, c.27, s. t9 (2); O. Reg. 167115, s. I (1, 2).
(3) A person mentioned in subsection (2)_is exempt from subsection2T,(l) of the Act for the purpose of performing

acupuncture only if he or she has met the standards andqualifications set by the óollege. O. Reg. rcltiS,'r. f 1:¡. 
r -------1

(4) Revorrn: O. Reg. t67lts, s. I (3).

(5) A person is exempt from subsection 27 (1) of the. Act for the purpose of performing acupuncture, a procedure
performed on tissue below the dermis, if the acuþúnctur,e is performed dr pã.t of ari u¿Jlctioritreatment program and theperson performs the acupuncture within a health raðitity. s.o. 2006, c.27, s.'19 (2).

(6) In subsection (5),

"health facility" means a facility governed by or funded under an Act set out in the Schedule. S.O. 2006, c. 27, s. 19 (2).
9' Male circumcision is an activity that is exempt from subsecti on 27 (l) of the Act if the circumcision is performed aspart of a religious tradition or ceremony. O. Reg. 107196, s. g.

10. IIEVoKED: O. Reg. 167/15, s.2.
11' The taking of a blood sample from a vein or by skin pricking is an activity that is exempt from subsection2T (l) of theAct if the person taking the tlood sample is emplóyed by a labãratory or specimen cotteótián centre licensed under theLaboratory and specimen collection centre Licerainþ,act.'o. Reg. rc7í96, s.\r.
12. (1) A. medical geneticist who holds a doctorate is exempt.from subsection 27 (I) of the Act for the purpose ofcommunicating to an individual or his or her personal represeniative a diagnosis identiilnla'Àenetic disease'oi'gen"tic

disorder as the cause of the symptoms of the'individual^in circumstan.es'in which it ii rãasoñably foreseàable tñ;tii;.individual or his or her personai reþresentative will rely on the diagnosis, if,
(a) the disease or disorder identified is within the geneticist,s area ofexpertise; and
(b) the geneticist is empìoyed. by a universjty 

_or 
a health c.are facility and the communication of the diagnosis is performed

in accordance with the university's or faðility's guidelines or prótocols. o. Reg, toijs¿:,:12 0. '
(2) In this section,

"health care facility" means a facility governed by or funded under an Act set out in the schedule. o. Reg. l07196, s. 12 (2).
13' A member of the collgsg of Nurses of ontario who holds a general certificate of registration as a registered nurse is

exempt from subsection2T (1) of the Act for the purpose of prJscribing a solution of ñormal saline (oil pe; 
"*Ð f";venipuncture performed to establish peripheral intravénous accesiand mainíain p;6";t 6.-i{åË.lozl96, s. 13.

14' (l) Subject to subsectio¡ (4), a member of the College of_Resplratory Therapists of ontario who holds a general or
å:î9ï,:-:.^.1::.:,^".^"_li"Êittt"tion 

is exempt_from subse^ctigizt çt¡ of tn" Rót ro. tnä pu.pÀre ãiperø.-ing u t*.î.orìã-y
tube change f'or a stoma that is more than24 hours old. O. Reg. gi/14, s. L

(2) .Subject to subsection (4), a member of the College of Respiratory Therapists of Ontario who holds a limited certificateof registration is exempt from subsection 27 (l) of thJAct for the puipose of performing u t.u"À.ottomy tube ctrunge øi a

4
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stoma that is more than24 hours old, as long as the performance of the procedure is permitted by the terms and conditlons o¡
his or her certificate of registration. O. Reg. 87 /14, s. I .

(3) Subject to subsection (4), a member of the College of Respiratory Therapists of Ontario who holds a general certificate
of registration is exempt from subsection 27 (l) of the Act for the purpose of performing a tracheostomy tube change for a
stoma that is less than 24 hours old. O. Reg. 87/14, s. l.

(4) A member of the College of Respiratory Therapists of Ontario shall not perform a procedure described in subsection
(1), (2) or (3) unless the procedure is ordered by,

(a) a member of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario, the College of Midwives of Ontario or the Royal
College of Dental Surgeons of Ontario; or

(b) a member of the College of Nurses of Ontario who holds an extended certificate of registration under the Nursing Act,
1991. O. Reg. 87/14, s. l.

SCHEDULE

1. Alcoholism and Drug Addiction Research Foundation Act,

2. Cancer Act.

3. Child qnd Family Services Act.

4. Homes for Special Care Act.

5. Independent Health Facilities Act.

6. Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007.

7. Mental Health Act.

8. Ministry of Community and Social Services Act.

9. Ministry of Coruectional Services Act.

10. Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care Act.

ll . Ontario Mental Heølth Foundation Act.

12, Private Hospitals Act.

13. Public Hospitals Act.

O. Reg. 87114,s,2.

Back to top
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Psychiatrist stripped
of licence after
decades of complaints
TARA DESCHAMPS
STAFF REPORTER

It took close to three decades, criminal
charges and dozens of complainants for
disgraced pçychiatrist Stanley Dobrowol-
ski to finally lose his right to pmctise
medicine.
Foryearg the l¡ndo& OnL, doctorhad

hung on to his medical licence amid alle-
gations of having inappropriate relation-
ships with women, sexually assaulting
patients and surreptitiously recording
some asyoung as 17 in stages ofundress to
accumulate a stash of aboutl0g00 imag-
es andvideos.

He appeared before a College ofPhysi-
cians and Surgeors of Ontario (CPSO)

discþline committee four times and was
finally criminally drarged with related
offences, but never had his certificate to
practise revoked"

Thatis, untilMonday.
After hearing how Dobrowolski fondled

the breastE vaginas and bodies of femaie
patients, a college commitlee decided,

"Society will be for the better if Dr. Do-
browolski never practises again."

REVOKED continued on 410

A College of
Physicians and
Surgeons
discipline
committee has
revoked
psychiatrist
Stanley
Dobrowolski's
licence to practise.
The London, Ont,,
doctor is currently
in jail for sexual
assault and
voyeurism.

ililililt IIIillliltilillllllll
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Dobrowolski 'has shov¡r himself . . . to be ungovernable'
REVOKED from At

Ifs remarkable that it took this long
to reactr tlnt condusiorl said Toron-
to medical malpractice lawyer Ama-
ni Oakley.'Tlre CPSO is zupposed to
protect the public against problem
doctors. It certainly appears that
they failed to accomplish their task
in Dr. Dobrorvolski's case."
CPSO counsel Morgana Kelly-

thorne told a hearing Monday the
doctor'has shown himself . . . to be
ungovernable." Dobrowolski, once a
psychiatist at Western Universi{y's
Student Heaith Services rvho also
ran apractice out of his homg wasn t
there to hear the criticisrn
In 2012, his licence was suspended

on an interim basis pending a hea";-

ing. When it arrived Monday, the jail
" sentence het been seruing since May
2014 -for16 cornts of sexualassar¡lt,
one corurt of voyeurism involving
nine women and one count of
breaching a court order involvingl2
women * kept him from attending.

Dobrowolski is among a handfi.rl of
doctors whose improprieties the
Star has revealed- After recent Star
investigations, the college agreed to
kick-stãt a task force investigating
doctors who keep practising afterbe-
ing found guílty of such misconducl

The first time he came to the col-
lege's attention, in1995, he admitted
that he had intercourse with a pa-
tient who had just attempted suicide.
Their trysts, the college heard, oc-
cun'ed at a conference in Ottaw4 in a

hotel and athis homewhenhis wife
and ctrildren were away.
Now the patient '?ras stated that

she will never again see apsychiatist
and she is confirsed regarding soru-
ality. His behaviour has put her
squarely at risk for self-harm," col-
lege documents said.

Yet Dobrowolski's puaishment was
only a susperxion for 12 months, with
the latter nine waived if he sought
treabnent and agreed to supewision.
He was next in front of the CPSO
committee for offences sternming
from interactions with four. uriversi-
ty shrdents * between 1987 and D9I,
some complainants alleged, he
kissed them, took them out for
drinks and performed inappropriate
b.:east er<ams.

His licence wasn't removed in-
siead" he was subject to five montls
ofzupervisedpractice.
Then in 2004 th¡ee patients came

forward with a range of concerns -
crossing patient-doctor boundaries,
letting a patient become emotionally
dependent on him and conducting a
fitll-body check for moles on a pa-
tienfs body, whidr she described as
making her uncomfortable.
His punishmentfhis time involved

a six-month suspension ofhis certif-
icate to practice and restriclions on
conducting physical examinations.
He was supposed to communicate
the limitations to patients, but ihe
committee heard Mondaythat many
were unavyare ofthe restrictions.
Those sa,me patients filed com-

Dr, Stanley

Dobrowolski first
came to the
college!
attention in 1995

after he had sex
with a patient.

plaints that made up some of his
mosf egregious offencæ: engaging in
t]¡e sexual abuse ofafemalg seucually
toudring patients, masturbating pa-
tients, giving a patient money to buy
Iingerie, shaving a patient and of-
fering to und¡ess for appoinhnents.
(Ihe offenceswere in astatementof
facts ageed upon by Dobrov¡olskls
legal counsel andthe CPSO)

His victimd impact stakments zug-
gested the damage donehas lingered.
Saidone womaq whose name is un-
der publication ban,'lrlo place really
feels safe... I stillhavq panic attacks I
am working hard to .€gain my life."



'Fractured' system makes tracking OB/GYN mistakes difficult: investigation
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WATCH LIVE

'Fractured' system makes tracking OB/GYI{
mistakes difficult: investigation

Canada AM

Laura McGregor and her son Matthew are seen in the video still from the Toronto Star.

CTVNews.ca Staff
Published Monday, November 30,2015 9:294M EST

Last Updated Tuesday, December 1,2015 10:064M EST

Jl'eo* tg-ç.*f| 504

A "fractured" complaints system makes tracking and investigating OB/GYN mistakes difficult for
patients, families and regulatory bodies, according to two journalists who led an in-depth

investigation looking into the issue.

http:llcanadaam.ctvnews.calmobile/fractured-system-makes-tracking-ob-gyn-mistakes-diff. .. l2l2l20l5
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n rornt iuvestiqatiou by the Toronto Star and Ryerson University found at least 40 obstetricians and
gynecologists who are licensed to practice despite restrictions or disciplinary actions against them for
issues ranging from alleged patient injuries to alleged patient sexual abuse. 

-

Star reporter Robert Cribb said he was prompted to look into OB/GYN e1¡ors after noticing that
whenever he spoke to medical malpractice lawyers, cases against doctors specializing in female
reproductive health kept coming up.

The cases were unique in that many involved numerous complaints against a single physician, Cribb
said.

So he and fellow journalists Theresa Boyle and Emma Janattspent two years digging into records,
speaking to several affected families, and reaching out to obstetricians and gynecologists.

They found doctors who had numerous complaints, allegations and disciplinary actions on their
record.

Several families profiled in the paper shared their stories, which not only involved a medical error, but
often involved a years-long process to seek justice for the mistake, ur *ãll.

Lauta McGregor's son, Matthew, was bom in 1999 with quadriplegic cerebral palsy as a result of a
forceps delivery' His parents spent the next 13 years fighting for cõmpensation to pay for the round-
the-clock care he will require for the rest of his life.

Laura McGregor told the Star that, while she can accept the fact that the doctor who delivered her son
made an "egregious" mistake, she can't accept the system that made it "traumatic" for her family to
seek compensation.

Cribb said the case highlights the long and difficult process families often have to endure when
seeking justice for a medical error. "In many ways, it's a re-victimization of the victims, " he told
C'['V's C AM

Also complicating the matter, Jarr:atÍ. added, is the system for filing and tracking complaints against
doctors.

"The system is very fractured," she said. "In Canada, the public healthcare system is fantastic in many
senses, but there are so many cooks in the kitchen - a different college in evlry province, all the
hospitals have their own complaints system.

"It's a bit difficult, not only for patients to know where they go when they need help, but also for the
complaints to be kept track of."

Jarcatt said, as a result, it can take a long time before a "pattern of error" is recognized and
investigated.

Affected patients also face a huge challenge in trying to obtain information about a doctor's record,
because in many of the cases, the physician and patiénts settle complaints out of court, Cribb said.

"It erases from the public record anything that the patient can know," he said, noting that for the Star
investigation, the reporters spent months obtaining court and public records.

http:llcanadaam.ctvnews.calmobile/fractured-system-makes-tracking-ob-gyn-mistakes-diff. l2l2l20r5
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"It would be virtually impossible for the average patient to do a thorough comprehensive
backgrounding on their physician. "

Page 3 of7
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In response, The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario said in a statement to CTV News that
it aims to intervene as quickly as possible when issues of physician conduct or competence are raised.

"We know of no investigative process where detailed information about the investigation is available
to the public during the course of the investigation. We endeavour to intervene as quickly as possible

when there are conduct or competence issues that need to be addressed. The College is a leader

amongst medical regulators in providing physician-specific information to the public," the statement

said.
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Get rid of
back pain
b¡r finding
its source
Ifs not always obvious -
the cause could be structural,

emotional or nutritional

NEDRA RHONE,
THE ATTANTA JOURNAL.CONSTITUTION

ATLANTA-Back paü is an ePidemic

and Dr. Todd Sinett, a New Yorþ
based chiropractor and author of 3

Weel¡s to s Better Baclc, saYs wete
been taking the wrong aPPmach to
heatingil

"We have ahigh-tedr and high-in-
tervention model that is not work-
in$' he says 'T donit believe back
pain is all that complicated The rea-

ionwehave this epidemiciswe orùY

look at a thi¡d of the diagnosis"
Sinett says back pain is a sYmPtom

of an overall inflammatoryProblem
that is either shuctural, nutritional
or digestive, or emotional Mosteral-
uation andtreatnentforbaclpainis
foersed on shuctural concems, but
emotional outlook and stress is the

No. 1 factor for back pain, according

to a shrdy from St¿nford UniversitY,

he said. Issues r¡'ith nuhition or di-
gestion can result in chemic¿l imbal-
ances that lead to 

.infl 
ammation and

bad<pain
Dr. Gail W*yq an Atlanta-area

chiropractor for 3O years, says many

tþeople just don't understand the
"chemishyofthebodY.

"Imagine the circuit breaker in
your home is the energl to the room,

that is your spine," she sa¡rs. 'If you

are in a room and youhave too manY

hairdryers going and your kid comes

in andturns on a stereo,your circuit
breaker shuts itself offbefore there is

añre. Thebodydoesthe same thing'
People maybe more suscePtible to

back pain during the holidaYs be-

cause it is a time when many individ-
uals are erçeriencing streis and

shaying from their diets, Sineft said-

Many sufferers think their Pain has

come on suddenly, but back pain

ITEM 6.6
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DREAMSTIME

Dr. Todd Sinett says emotional ouilook and stress, not structural concerns¡ is the No.1 factor for back pain'

tends to accumr¡late over time. It is
less likely that you will erçe,rience

some sort of trauma that hurts Yotu
back and more likeþthat Yorive ig-

nored nagging issues all along.

\ilhen the pain hits, the fint im-

¡iulse is to go to the doctot's office,

and that could be a mistake.

"Ou¡ treatnents are based on what

doctot's office ¡touwindup in rather
than the true cause of your problen¡"

Sinettsays.
Ifyou go to a chiropracto¡ You'llbe

treated for shuctural problems, but
if o¡cessive shess isthe cause ofyour
back pain, you maY be better off see-

ingapsychiatrist
Sinett waþ re¿ders through a self-

evaluation designed to helP them
pinpoìntthe cause of theirbackpain
Once you know whether Your Pain
comes from shuch¡ral, emotional or

digestive problems, Sinett provides

at-home solutions as well as sugges-

tions for which kind of doctor to see.

Depending on the result of your ewl-
uation, Sinett may suggest you seek

assistance from a ihiropractor, agas-

troenterologist, a tlerapist or a bio-

feedbacl specialisl
There are o<ercises in the bookde-

signed to help those who need it to
balance their core or inirease fle¡<-

ibility. Those who have Problems
withnukition and digestionwillfind
diet plans to heþ reduce backPain
ranging fr om mild to severe.

'Wanyo agrees it is important to de-

yetop individualized plans for heat-

ment and for Patients to take some

responsìbility. Many times, she says,
'they know what theY should be do-

ing but theyjust don t want to Put in
the efforL The basics can be done

without seeing anY dohor, she sa¡n.

'Drinking water is one of the best

things you can do. Itis the most im-
pressive fluid out thereiWanyo says.

'Waìking is free. Walk around Your
block three times. PecPle are busY

and o<trausted, but if You moræ, the

more you mo'le, ihe less You get

tired. There is something about it
that kicks the switcl¡""
\{hether back Pain sufferers have

felt painfor afewdays or afewyears,

Sinett says the pain can be relieve{
and i! shouldn't take very long to see

resr¡lts He is frushated bY a health

communitY that encourages Pa-
tients to believe back pain is awayof
life.

'"Why are we not Putting together a

blue-ribbon panel of all the people

who heat bad< pain to figure out whY

our results are so poor?' Sinett says.

"\ile spend $80billion aYear,butwe
just keep seeing more and more back
pain"
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FEEDBACK

'Alternative medicine' versus quackery; money versus happiness

Doctors'split on role of
alternative medicine Qd. 27)
When the Medical Pos(s
Canadian Physician Trends
Survey asked doctors whether
they agreed or disagreed that
"Practitioners of alternative
approaches such as chiroprac-
tic have important roles to
play in health care," responses

were split down
the middle. How-
eveç the most
vociferous online
commentators
were firmly in the
"disagree" camp.

Quackery
watchdog Dr.
Terry Polevoy

of Waterloo, Ont.,
noted, "The Regu-
lated Health Pro-
fessions Act here
in Ontario has

officially regulated
homeopathy and
naturoÞathy. . . .

Those of us who
have struggled to

expose quackery have failed
miserably to block the process
that endorsed this."

Dr. Polevoy also decried
feder-al approval of "unproved"
natural and homeopathic
remedies; academic study of
the homeopathic treatmejnt
of autism and ADHD; and
the presence of "anti-vaccine

naturopathsl' on university
campuses. -'I encourage all
Canadian health providers to
report quacks to their respect-
ive regulatory bodies."

Dr. John Fernandes
of Calgary objected to
"politically correct" terms
such as alternative health-
care practitioner. "Snake oil
has been sold since the first
caveman named Grok tried
to market powdered rock
to his neighbours with the
explanation that it would.fix
'cave cough.' Humanity has
been suffering from'alternative
health-care practitioner'
quackery ever sÍnce, and I
suspect this will never stop.
It has to ñrst stop with
universities . . . entertaining
these sorts of things by trying
to assign them respectable-
sounding names."

tcahPos



1 359 Howeveç Dr. Bridget
Reidy of Lasqueti Island, 8.C.,
urged physicians to pick their
battles against "alternative"
medicine carefully. "If it's
proven effective, it's not
'alternative,' and we should
refen If it's unprovable but
logical and seems to work, it's
not that different from what we
do when we can't get evidence.
But lumping chiropractors
and massage therapists in
with those practising obvious
quackery and calling it
'alternative' does a disservice
to many useful professionals,
while almost promoting the
charlatans. . ; . Leave it to
governments to decide if they
want to allow other disciplines
to be legal or even funded,
offering adviçe if requested.
We don't look good when we
try to stifle freedom: It's a bit
paternalistic and could leave
many of our routines up for
similar criticism."

Weighing money aga¡nst
happiness @ct. 27)
"I limit my hill of cash by limit-
ing the number of hours I'm
willing to serve" Dr. Melissa
Yuan-Innes, an emergency
physician in eastern Ontario,
wrote in her column last
month. A healthy work-life bal-
ance was also crucial for online
commentator Dr. Mai-Anh Le
Van, an ER physician in Mont-
real who described herself as a
"former workaholic colleague."
She wrote that "recognizing
one's limits to be our best at
work-and at home-is prob-
ably more sustainable long
term. A career in medicine is
a bit of a marathon. There are
lots of burn-outs and divorces
mid-career out there." MP
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Police misbehaviour cases
often handled in secret

Serious offences treated æ minor,
with officers spared public hearings and
names kept quiet, Starinvestigation finds

JESSE MCI,EAN AT{D ,,AYIIE POISSOiI
sTAFI REPORTERS

ADU¡ham cop was caught on video tlreateningto
beatup aman andplant cocaine onhfun, behaviäur
tþt nromnted 4 S-uperior Court judge to say the
offrcer'committed ser¡eral crimini oÉences in the
course ofhis duties"
AToronto officerrefused to heþ his partner arrest

a1 off-dutycop for drinkingand Adving.
Seræn Ontario Provincial police constables made

fake notebook entries claiming they were conduct-
ing a RIDE dleck to catch dnuù drivers when thev
were reallyhangingout at Tim Hortons.
All of these oücers werc disciplined under a sece-

tiræ informal process that is zupposed to be used
only for cases tåat are not ofalõrious nature, an

GT
ongoing Star investigation has found.
Critics saythis is serious misconduct that
should have been ai¡ed in a pr¡blic hear-
ing
'These are not minor offences. To clas-

¡rfVit as a minor offence is higþyprob-
lematic," said Alok Mukherjee t¡õ ¡or-
mer drai¡ of the Toronto police Seryices
Board, afre¡ reviewing these c¿ses and
others in whidr office¡s have been in-
formallydisciplined

enfn(Ne BADGE continued on A8

| ìt'r ';rl', irr,l
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Under this systenr, ihe misbehav-
ing otüce$ do not face public hem-
ings æd their nmes ùe not re-
lmed" Oft entimes, thet misonduct
is âlso kept seæL
And after two yeas ofgood beha-

viou¡ the misconduct must be
smbbedû'omtle offendingofræt's
emplo1ment record accolding tò
tlre Police Seruiæs Act, which gov-

ems policingin Ontrio.
'nvhen somebodYs nme comes

up before the boæd for promotior¡
ifll say nothing' Mukherjee said
"Thereis nomyofknowingwhether
this ofrcer hadinfomal discipline."

To¡ontq Duhm md York Region
police refixed to evenmyhow mmY
of theil officers have been disci-
plinedfor intemal mtten uder the
informalproces. The OPBPæl md
tlalton releæeil the nu¡nbe¡s.

The Stals ongoing Breâking Badge

investigation hæ fomd officers from
the GTA md Ontario hare been re-
cently disciplined in public høings
for reddes and often ciminal belu-
viou: they clrore druh (sometim*
in policemiseß), bst theirspowa,
invented chargæ md interferedwith
investigatioro to help out füends
The vast mâjori$ were allmd to
continue being police officers.

This story loo}s at the ws that
never make it to â public heùing

Under Onta¡iob Poliæ Senicæ AcL
a cbief ø choose to hmdle a dis-
ciplinemttertltrougþinformal rese
lution if she or he belieru the mis-
onduct'fuæ not of aserioùs natue:

The infomal systm is intmded to
allow police brus to efficimtly deal
with minormisconductwit}out hav-
ing to hold a costly md time-con-
smingheæing.
Inthepætfiveyeæ alone, 640Peel

officus - rougþly 30 per cmt of tÌrc
'fo¡ce 

- have been smctioned mder
the secretive WsterL some multiple
times. The OPB a fore tbræ times
the size, informally disciplined al-
most tìe sme nmber of officem
wcthattimepeúod.

One Peel offcer, Const. Shehab
Balll re informallydisciplined sev-

en timès in fou yers for miscon-
duct tha! included shoddy police
work resr:lting in uiminal ùugæ
being withdmm and opemting his
cruiser in m "imppropiate mæ-
neri'

He told the Starhe felt the force re
uing the'prcgressive discipline" to
push him out of tlre òervice. So he
resþedfromPeelpolice.
'Mmipulated discipline md inter-

nal heuings for the disliked offiss
md mcontested promotions and
admæments forthe well-liked offi-
ceß hæ nothing to do with good br
badpolicing. Thatis whyl left," Balh

sai¿
Mmy informal smctions re for.

benign employer-employæ matteß,
mch as showing up for work late or
seâdng at â supervisor.

However, some cæes beìng fun-
nelled ìhrou¡þ the informal system
æ much mor¿ seriow. (Ihe Star
cmot det€rmine how mæy be-
øue of the æcrecy shrouding in-

7, a I "My fear is that ¿n ¡mpression is created that

| : , t I the discipline is not serious. The next person

' ftÉ! ä:ï ilå:i,1T';:ï1ï,'Ji,ï"' 
act knowing

-r 
ä--ilJ,iîìiliËlïå-oNTo polrc. srRvrc's B.ARD

fomaldiscipüne)
In September 2014 seven orutâ-

bles with tåe OPPs Caledon detach-
ment werc spposed to hold a mid-
night RIDE ched<to catùimPafued
d¡ivers.Undsirotructionfrom thei¡
sergeæt, tl¡e oñcers made "false
notebook entries/' claiming that they
were working when in facl they
spent the hou sitting ât Tim Hor-
tom. They daimed they drecked 64
rehicl*.

The sergemtwho directed his sub-
ordinât€s to lie in their notebools
wæ docked 60 hours pay in a formal
hearing.

The rest of the ofrære wse dis-
ciplined infomally. One of ihe¡n,
ConsL Jæòn Tudif, wæ docked 12

houspay
The Sta¡ Imows this only beeue

he m formally disciplined for mak-
ing fake notes about po)ice work he
didn't do in a sepaate incident jut
hom later.

The Star contacted all offrcers
med inthis story. None coment-
ed.

OPP Insp. CharlæYowg aprose-
cutor for polic€ disciplinary mes,
eid the seven comtables were in-
formally disciplined became they
were ndi¡ected to comit the mis-
conducf by ahigher rankingofficu.

'They took resporoibilityfor com-
mittingtle misconduct æd allwere
held accomtablei Youg said"

InNovember 2009, Toronto Consl
Sulnil Khawja "refrsediossisf'hjs
rookiepiltner an€st m ofr-dutyHal-
ton cop for drmk driving, according
to a court decision ftom the Halton

oñcefs impaired drivingFial.
Later tìat shift, Khawdârepeated-

lytold others that"he wmted notì-
ing to do witì the m€st of a fellow
police ofñceri thejudgewmte in his
decision.

The rookie ofrce¡, CoßL Andrcw
Vmderburgþ wasberatedbyhis col-
leagues md called a "nf, for ùag-
ing one oftheir om
Khawaja was infomally disci-

plined, æ m a staff rergmt who
failedto interoeneinthehamsmmt
of the yomg ofrcer. Apolice spokes-

mm previously said two ofrcers
wue infomally dod(ed 20 ând 15

days2 pay for tleir mísconduct in the
incidmt, but the force said it could
not disffis Khawaja's penaltY be-

aße it wâs e employment matter
betrveen the chief md one of his ofr -
cers,

Toronto police ofrcials saY the se-

Hity.of the penâlties shows tlle
force took the misconduci seriously,
even if they deait withit informally.
Tolontö poliæ said the infomal

system allow tlte foræ to efrcientlY
deal with misconduct that is sedous,

but not neæssârily so seriou that it
wmts public afuing in a formâl
hearing - and sact memingfr:l
punishment intle process.

'Îhe ofrcer is willing to âgree to â
much higherpenaltythÐih€v getin
the tnbunal to settle it informallyj'
said Insp. Peter Callaghar¡ a prose-

rutor for Toronto poliæ's disciplin-
âyheæing
"lile wmt the employee to ac-

lmowledge that the/ve done wong
md accept responsibility fur their

misænducf'
Under t¡e Police Act, informal dis-

cipline cån rmge from a reprima¡d
to 20 dâys docked pây to a 30-day
suspemionwithoutpay.
the informal proms also allom

the force to disciþIine oficss when
theymaynotfeeltheyhave aræon-
âble dn¡ce of getting a guiltywdict
ât adísciplinaryhtring police eid"
But qitic say the noble quest of

getting offi cers to admitwongdoing
md aæept stiff penaltie is mder-
rnined by the fact that the ofrcerd
nmes and misconduct are not pub-
lidyreporþd.

'1ts sveptudertlærug" sidAwy
Go, director of the Metro Toronto
Chinæ and Southeast Asian lægal
Clinic who hæ deålt with c¿ses of
ofrcers being informally disciplined
æ part of her púctice.
'1t defeâts the whole pupose of

having tllât srstem to hold police
publicly accomtable," she said.

Duham police, one of tlte tìree
GTAfore who ¡efired to sayhow
mæyofñccs have been disciplined
infomally said such cæes ue in-
temal mâttùs betweenthe chief md
his membm.

But Duham Const. Jmes Ebdon's
misconduct wæ eught on hidden
mera æd posted online for all to
see.

'l hurt people -. . ud then I make
their coainef:-ing appeü," tìêofr-
certells âyoug man outside a oack
houe in tle 87:minute, *¡rletive-
filledvideo posted on YouTtrbe.

'Yougive rne attitude a¡rd I'm gon-

mf--ingdngyou uptom I'm gon-

m say you æsaulted me. I'm gonna

sayyou threatened me," the ofrær
saidin a 20llvideo
Il a 2015 debision, a Superior Couft

judge ripped into Ebdon's conduct,
elling it "reprehersible."
"The evidence establishes that

Constable Ebdon committed severål
siminal offences in tìe couse of his
dutiesj' Juticetr¿uaBi¡dsaidiqher
decision

"Cortsl Ebdon showed a ståggering
lack of appreciation for tle seriou-
ness ofh.is conducl Pshâps that is
not surprisingin light oftie facttlrat
ûre onlypenaltythatwæ imposedon
him by the Duham Regional Poliæ
Ssvicewæ theloss of 24hompay."

Because he was disciplined infor-
mally, Ebdont mìsconduct wasnt
requi¡ed to be disdosed in â cout
æewherehe
ahctthe judge called "conceming"
Durham police will not publicþ dis-
cres Ebdon's æe,
A spokem for Duhm police

said the Îo¡ce loola at each incide:it
in its totâlity, including mybâcksto-
rythatmayeqplain m offücet's con-
duct

'This dom't eYcuse tåebehaviou,
butitsheds more lightonwhatreâlly
happened," Durham spokesman
Dave Selbysid in æ emil'tsmed
on the totality of thjs infomtion
and.a desire for the best solution to
chmge thebehaviou of the officer, a
decision is mde regæding informal
orfomiaì disciplhe."

The infomal Ettem mbe unfair
to officers æ well, said Rmdy Hm-
ning, president of the Duhm RÈ
gional PoliceAsociation

Some ofåcers ae faced wit¡ swal-
lwing an "ffirbitånf'pmalty for
not-so seriou misconduct without
ev€n seeing ahy of the evidence
againsi tl¡eru Heming saicl
If m office¡ rejects tle infomal

resolution, he goeb to a disciplinary
heuing where ifconvicted" the mis-
conductmaybebroughtup infutue
cou¡t øes where he testifies.
'The informal part of the proc*s is

the most nontranE)ârent part ofthe
disciplinary q¡sterl both from the
public md tlle ofrcerd standpoinl"
Henningsi¿
Speakin! about the infomai pre

cess in general Toronto Police mion
head Mike McComack said he be-
lieves pmalties doled out ae "signif-
icmt md appropriate' æd part of
progressÍre discipline that forues
on rehabilitation without a long
dramout process of a høing.

'1fs not bringing a hamer to mt
a fly ail the timel' he mid"
The solútio¡l according to former

Torcnto police boad dnir Mul¡iher-
jee, is to oeâte a deu definition in
the Pbìice Act of what constitutes
serious misconduct That qrây, it
rilould¡'t be ìeft to tlle disoetion of
the chief whether a mtter is dealt
withinfomallyorin apublichwing

The pmvinceis revisitingthe Pölice
SepicesActwiththe aimof modern-
izingtÏelawthat govems policingin
Ontsio
Duing Mukherjee's tenuè on lJß

police board, whidr provides civiliân
oversigbt the Toronto force, he sid
groups of ofEcers were informallY
disciplined for removing thei¡ nâme
tâgr düing the G2o md tuming off
thei¡ in-w emeras - what he c¿lls

serious offengs that undemine po-

lice accoutâbility md íntegrity.
'My feæ is that ur imprssion is

ceated thatthe discipüneis not sui-
ow," he said. '1he nut pason who
does that(misænduct) will actknw-
ingt¡athis matter is not seriom."

Durham Const. James Ebdon was caulht on this video threaten¡ng to beat up a man and plant cocaine on him.

Because the case was handled as a matter of internal discipline, the service would not identify the officer
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Long overdue

health-care
overhaul is
finally here
Facingthebiggest or¡erhaul in agenera-
tiorl Onta¡io's "fragnented" $50-bil- '
lionhealth-caresJ¡stemï/i[finåily,'
bring family doctors under closer con-
hol while blowfu up its broken home'
ca¡enetwork

Queen's Park is unræiling long-awrút-
edproposals todayto streamlíne tlæ
rvay elderþ and recwe.ring patienß
receive care in their ho¡nes, winding
down the contror¡ersial Commuruty
Care Access Centes tåat hsve become
alighfringrodfor complaintsinrecent
years.

Ttre $2.5-billion CCAC home-care
sJßter& ì,vhich dates from the Mike
Hanis era two decades ago, would
'æase to eurisÇ" accordingto a minishy
disclxsion paper, ?atients Ftrst¡ A
Proposal to Sliengthen Patient{en-
tuedHealthCare."
lVith their goræming boards set to be

"dissohæ{" most of the CCÂC home-
care workers, nu¡sing¡ staff and e¡-
ordinator senring morc than 70O900
patients a year would be taþn over by
opanded regional health netu¡bda
rnade directly accountable to the health
ministry.

The goal ofthe arnbitious roadmap is

to finally create an integrated health-
ca¡e sJ¡stem after years of planning and
talking - a quasi cornma¡rd and conhol
(and co-ordinâtion) system taitored to
re$onal needs llVhile the plan rnalß€s'

sense concepflrally, operationaþifs
notsosimple.

He¿lth lvlÍnister Eric Hoskins åces
daunfng clullengês a¡ he tries to im-
plement his vision at a time when fhere
is little moneyto lubricate the pro@s
orbrry off doctors as in the pasû

The cunent s¡rutem operates in eilos
that appear Ímpervious to the pruv;
ince's 14 existing Iocal Health Integra-
tion Networla - little-knorn IJIINs
tl¡at lrar¡e never liræd up to their narne
because theyfaíled to hr¡lyintegrate
patientcare.
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family doctors more accountable under plan
I 363

' COHN from Al

The most$arjag gap - echoed þ
tlre auditor general this month *
hasbeen alaekof controlor¡er'åmi-
ly physiciæs who aet as,gatelreepers
forserviaes.

Nov¡, tl¡e minishy is firully pre-
pared to make most prirnary-care
doctors - tlrerougþy 75.per cent of
famity physieiaru who work in
clinics and teams - more account-
able to governmentbybringing
themunderLl{Et[s,

More tlanhalf of0ntarias can-
not see their family physieian within
two days, qsd have trouble getting
access outside office hours

The miniskywants LHINs to
mal<e doetors clinics more respon-
sive byreleasingtheir performance
records to the public and requiring
dinics to abide þ contacûral obli-

Morethan half of 0ntarians

cannot seetheir famiþ physician

within two days, and have trouble
gett¡ry access outside office

hours. The ministry wants LHINs

to make clinics more responsive

tion across IJliNs in terms of
healtÌ¡ outcomed' - due to geog-

raphy, demography and ethnog-
raphy.

'Tlaving con¡mon standaftls and
targets for the uiholeproviúce will
ensure more consistent and higþer
qualitycare," it says, pmmising
'dear standards for ho.rne and com-
munitycqe (and) g¡eater consÍs-
tency and tran¡parency a¡ound tlre
province."

The ir1ínisby recognizes that
'CCAC employees perform es
sential work that will continue
underthis proposal"but adds that
tlre "rnanagement strucùrre would
berevieweè"

As the CC"{Cs a¡etakenoveq not
all CEOs will make the cut
Áfter giving themsehzes ernbar-

a¡rdwe¡edestined tobephasedout

STEVE FIIE PHOTO

The goal of the ambitious overhaul roadmap is to,finally create an
integrated hea{th-care system after years of planning and talkíng - a quasi
command and control system tailored to regional needs.

minisby,relations areatalowebb - timesilobeyondminisbryinfluence
tootrittlemoney,toomuchtuicity ThenewsupersizedLHlNsrvill

- and it remai¡¡s to be seen r¡¡hether - not onlybe rebranded with a new
doctorsÍ'illresistanyincreased namgbutsnbdividedtobringdeci-
gorrcmmentcontrolovertheir siorr-makingclosertogroundlevel
worþlace. creatingatotalofS0 "sub-I"IIINd'
Governmentofficialsrernaineon- acrosstheprovince.

fidenttheycansmoothoverany ForexamplgmuchofTorontois
tensions,notingthatfrmilydoctors nowcoveredbytheTorontoCentual
ha.rclongcalledforamoreintegrat- IJllN,whidrwouldbe srrbdivided
edhealth-ca¡erystemthatisrnore intoûveeommunityentitiestai-
patienrt-centued as people havigate lored to neiglrbourhoods within the
fromhospitalcaretohomecare. cíty-recogrizingthatthepop
TheminÍ$rynotesthatitwoulit ulationsofRosedaleandTÌ,rqrnclitre
continuetoíegotiatephysician Parkpresentdifferentchallenges.
compensation and.any contracts for The disaussionpapercalls for
noedicalclinicsdirectlywiththe greaterequalityofaccessforrecent

gatiiï¡si=now lareþ enforced -
tüat woulürnake them rnore acces-
siblêto pêtiertts þdircing costty
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providers,"

But both pþnicians andpatients
woiüd still be free to malre or break
theirrelationshþs:
?atients will alwa¡æ have the,rigþt

to choose theirprimary-careprovid-
er, and. . . dinicia¡rs wo¡dd retåin
clroice."
\ilhíle tong orrcrdue, the integra-

tion plan comes.at an.ar¡¡ln¡mrdtime
because of a long"running feud with
the Ont¿rio MedicalAssociation
overdociors fees.
Iüith the OþdAlashing out at

OMA immigràr¡ts,aboriginâlpeople,and .asfrstreportedintÌ¡eStareadylast
Underthelatestproposals,local Fbanco-Ontarians.andthosedeal- month

rnedicalofrcersofhealthandpublic ingwithaddictionormentalhealth MaÉinRegeCo.hn'sOntariopolitics.
healthserriceswor¡ldalsobefunded chaltenges. .-columnappearsTuesday,Thursdayand

andintegratedundertheconhol of Ttreministryconcedesthathealth- Sunday. mcohn@thestar.ca, Twitter:
LÏ{INs,eäminatinganotherlong- ¡aredelfueryisuner¡en-a'1¡aria- @reggcoþthet¡̂-
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A Regulator's Primary Duty

by Richard Steinecke
November / December 2015 - No. 201

A regulator's primary duty is to serve and protect the
public interest. This means that the regulator's duty to
anyone else (i.e., members, applicants for registration,
complainants and other individual members of the
public) is subordinate to the primary duty. It is easy to
forget this foundational principle when a regulator
faces pressure from oversight bodies or the threat of
legal challenge by an individual who feels they are
not receiving appropriate consideration.

This crucial point was reinforced in a decision
released late last week by the Ontario Divisional
Court: Salehi v. Association of Professional
Engineers of Ontario,20l5 ONSC 7271. Mr. Salehi
was registered as a professional engineer after 15

years of effort. He sued the regulator (PEO) for
"financial and emotional" damages for its
"negligence" in the way that it processed and
approved his application.

Mr. Salehi had worked in Iran as a "gas engineer" for
many years. When he applied to immigrate to Canada
he was informed that his application was "approved"
by a non-statutory Canadian engineering body.
However, in 1997 or 1998 he was initially told by
representatives of PEO that "gas engineering" was not
a recognized engineering discipline in Ontario. He
formally applied for registration in 2006.

The application process had a number of twists and
turns. Additional documents were requested. His
academic training was assessed and gaps were found.
He was assigned examinations to complete in order to
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demonstrate equivalent academic qualifications. He
was then unable to demonstrate equivalency through
an interview process. He took a bridging program
instead, which he successfully completed and which
was accepted by PEO instead of the examinations.

Mr. Salehi had difficulty with the PPE (the local
knowledge and jurisprudence exam). He needed four
attempts to pass it, receiving special permission to
take it that many times.

Finally, Mr. Salehi had to obtain four years of
acceptable engineering experience. At first there was
a dispute over the format of documenting his
experience; Mr. Salehi wanted to submit a resumé-
type of document rather than a detailed experience
record. In addition, Mr. Salehi wanted his work
experience in lran to be considered rather than just his
work experience after passing the exams (PEO's
usual rule). PEO compromised by considering his
work experience since he arrived in Canada. Then,
while checking some of Mr. Salehi's references,
concerns about certain discrepancies in Mr. Salehi's
description of his work experience arose. After a

further interview, Mr. Salehi's work experience was
accepted and he obtained his licence in2013.

During this process, communications between Mr.
Salehi and PEO sometimes became testy. He accused
PEO of treating his application as a "game", an

assertion that PEO vehemently denied.

Mr. Salehi's registration experience is not unusual for
international graduates for any profession. Mr. Salehi
perceived that his qualifrcations were not being fully
recognized and that he was made to go through
unnecessary steps. PEO undoubtedly felt that it had
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given special accommodation to Mr. Salehi on many objectives consisting with the public rather

than private law duties.occaslons.

Mr. Salehi sued PEO for negligence. A legal
requirement for establishing negligence is to
demonstrate that PEO had a "duty of care" to Mr.
Salehi. To have a duty of care, PEO must have a
"proximity" (i.e., a close and direct relationship) to
Mr. Salehi such that it would be just to impose a legal
duty to not be negligent towards Mr. Salehi.

A number of court cases have established that it is
incompatible with the primary duty of regulators
(which is to protect the public as a whole) for them to
also have a duty of care to specific individuals.
Otherwise, the regulator will be conflicted when
making specific decisions as to how to balance the
duty to the individual with the duty to the public as
whole. Precedents have established that there is no
"duty ofcare" (as that term ofart is understood in the
context of negligence cases) to individuals receiving
services from regulated practitioners. Similarly,
precedents have established that regulators do not
have a "duty of care" to members of the regulator.

Mr. Salehi argued that applicants for registration are
in a different position. He referenced the statutory
duty in the Fair Access to Regulated Professions and
Compulsory Trades Act on regulators to ensure that
their registration practices are transparent, objective,
impartial and fair. The Court concluded that these
provisions did not create a legal "duty of care". It
quoted from the leading case of Edwards v. Law
Sociefii of Upper Canada, [2001] S.C.J. 77 that
decisions made by PEO require:

the exercise of legislatively delegated
discretion and involve pursuing a myriad of

This is not to say that regulators have no duty toward
practitioners, individual members of the public served
by practitioners, or to applicants for registration. They
certainly do. However, those duties need to be
subordinate to the primary duty of regulators to serve
the public interest as a whole.

This principal duty may require regulators to
scrutinize the qualifìcations of applicants for
registration to ensure that the public is not placed
under undue risk upon registration. Regulators need
to continue to strive to be as transparent, objective,
impartial and fair as possible when doing so and must
avoid placing any unnecessary barriers or hurdles on
applicants throughout the registration process.
However, the primary duty always remains.

The Court also found that the regulator's "good faith"
statutory immunity (from civil action) also applied in
Mr. Salehi's case. Bad faith is difficult to prove and
requires an intention by the regulator to mislead or
deceive, or a decision to refuse to fulfill a duty that is
motivated by ill-will. Mr. Salehi did not establish bad
faith in this case.

The Salehi case should be available soon at:
wr,vr,v.canlii.<lrg.
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Asking for a Diagnosis

by Richard Steinecke
January 2016 - No. 202

Earlier this month York University settled a human
rights complaint about the way it handled
accommodation requests from students. At issue was
the practice of the school of asking for the diagnosis
of the student when assessing a request for
accommodation for the student's disability. The
school said that having this information helped it to
better accommodate the disability.

The accommodation request could relate to
assignments (e.g., extra time to submit a paper) or to
tests and examinations (e.9., a separate room without
the distraction of scores of other students writing at
the same time). The student argued that all the school
needed in order to accommodate her was a medical
report specifying how her learning could be achieved
through accommodation.

[T]he person seeking accommodation is
generally required to advise the
accommodation provider that they have a

disability, and the accommodation provider is
required to take requests for accommodation
in good faith...

a person's request for accommodation or the
adequacy of the information provided. In such
cases, the accommodation provider may
request confirmation or additional information
from a qualified health care professional to get

the needed information...

In the rare case where an accommodation
provider can show that it legitimately needs

more information about the person's disability
(as opposed to just the needs related to the
disability) to make the accommodation, it
could ask for the nature of the person's illness,
condition, or disability (for example, is it a

mental disability, a learning disability or an

addiction?), as opposed to a medical
diagnosis...

In rare situations where a person's
accommodation needs are complex,
challenging or unclear, the person may be

asked to co-operate by providing more
information, up to and including a diagnosis.
In such situations, the accommodation
provider must be able to clearly justify why
the information is needed...

The Ontario Human Rights Commission intervened in
the case in support of the student. The Commission
relied on a policy it published regarding the
prevention of discrimination based on mental health
disabilities and addictions stating: This policy has a number of rationales, including:

There may be rare instances where there is a
reasonable basis to question the legitimacy of

Relevance: Knowing the diagnosis is usually
not relevant to providing the accommodation.
The organizatlon is only entitled to relevant
information.
Privacy: Access to the information intrudes on
the privacy interests of the individual. If the
information is known by others in the

organization it may affect how they are treated
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by their colleagues and could even result in
harassing behaviour.
Stereotypical Thinking: The organization can
make assumptions about the individual based
on the diagnosis. For example, not everyone
who suffers from depression responds the
same way.

According to the Commission, when it will take a
long time for the individual to obtain the medical
report, the organization should consider providing
interim accommodation based on the information it
already has (e.g., the individual's self-report).

Regulators may bristle at the notion that it should
accept the determination of the health practitioner as
to the nature and extent of the practitioner,s
condition. This is particularly the case when the
health practitioner would generally be relying
primarily (or even solely) on the individual
practitioner for information. In almost anything else
that is does (e.g., complaints and discipline), the usual
approach ofregulators is to gather all ofthe evidence
and assess the facts of the case. Most regulators are
also used to dealing with conflicting expert opinions
and appreciate how even well-intentioned and
competent experts may not always get it right.

It should be noted that the Commission,s policy does
not require the organization to accept the medical
opinion in every case. Where there is information to
suggest that the medical opinion may not be accurate
(e.9., attempts to implement the accommodation
reveal that there must be another issue), the
organization can ask follow up questions. In, some
cases it can even insist on a second assessment by the
organization's own expert.

SML

Further, the application of the Commission,s policy
may depend on the issue and the circumstances. For
example, it may be appropriate to follow the policy
for some requests made for accommodation at entry-
to-practise examinations.

However, if the issue is the capacity of a practitioner,
the legislative scheme may support an assessment of
the practitioner by the regulator's own expert (see, for
example: Iacovelli v. College of Nurses of Ontario,
2014 ONSC 7267, (Div.Ct.)). In incapacity cases rhe
issue is usually not whether the practitioner has a
disability, but whether the disability interferes with
practitioner's professional judgment. That context
may raise a genuine issue of whether the
practitioner's medical expert has all of the relevant
information and a sufficient understanding of how the
condition may affect the practitioner's professional
practice.

The York University case was resolved without a
hearing and does not, therefore, constitute formal
ruling.

A media report about the case may be found at:
httn:/ .thestar.com/ ctal2 0l(il}lll2lvt'¡rk-
universitv- wins-rlental-hea -fisht. htr¡|. The
Commission's policy referenced above can be found
at: cal
discrirnitration- basecl-rnental -hea lth-di ilities-ancl-
addictions/ I3-clutv-accor-nmoda ec1n2l9. Another
Commission policy on disability-related
accommodation in the employment context can be
found at: .()n -f
iss ues-all -sta ges-empl oyrnent/9-ltore-abo Llt-
clisabili -t'elated-accclrlr oclation
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Regulators Breathe a Sigh of Relief

by Richard Steinecke
February 2016 - No. 203

Last week two of the most anticipated (by
professional regulators) court decisions in years came
down. In both cases, puzzllng rulings about the
authority of regulators were set aside and more
understandable expectations were confirmed.

Rule Making

In Sobeys West Inc. v. College of Pharmacists of
British Columbia, 2016 BCCA 41, various rules
prohibiting incentives from pharmacists to patients on

the sale of drugs were set aside because the lower
Courl thought the regulator's rules went too far to
address a largely hypothetical concern. The Court of
Appeal reversed the lower Court decision and upheld
the impugned by-laws.

First the Court was concerned about the admission of
new evidence on judicial review about what the
governing Council of the regulator 'oshould have"
considered. Permitting those who disagree with a

regulator's rule to file new evidence, in the course of
the judicial review, as to why the rule is unwise
converts the judicial review into a new trial. It is not
the function of the reviewing Court to redo the
decision initially made by the regulator.

The main issue was whether the lower Court
scrutinized the regulator's rules too closely. In a

statement that is bound to be quoted extensively by
regulators in the future, the Court of Appeal began by
acknowledging that the concept of "public interest" is

a broad one. The Court said: "There can be no doubt

that "public interest" in this context extends to the
maintenance of high ethical standards and
professionalism on the part of the profession."

The Court of Appeal then went on to give deference
to the governing Council's expertise and rule making
role:

I agree that the chambers judge did, with
respect, err by failing to ask whether on the
whole, the bylaws lay within the range of
reasonable measures given the Council's
concerns. Although the evidence supporting
the need for the bylaws was thin, the Council
was not, in the absence of a Charter
challenge, required to select the least intrusive
path, nor to wait until there was empirical
evidence demonstrating the harm of customer
incentive programs. The question was
whether, given the expertise of Council
members and their concerns, the bylaws
represented a reasonable response. This was a
question of policy that would benefit from the
particular expertise of pharmacists as opposed
to a court of law....

Here, the Council, acting bonafide, was of the

view that customer incentives offered by
pharmacies were a matter of concern to the
public interest. There was some evidence -
anecdotal though it may have been in whole or
in part - to support those concerns. The

Council was obviously anxious to preserve the
professional standards of pharmacists across

the province.

While the Court of Appeal ruling is welcome, given

the language used in the reasons, regulators would be
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wise to prepare detailed briefing notes to support
significant policy decisions.

Assessin g International Qualifications

Regulators were also concerned about a 2014 Human
Rights Tribunal decision from Alberta. The Tribunal
"found that fthe Alberta regulator for professional
engineersl discriminated against Mr. Mihaly on the
grounds of his place of origin, by refusing to
recognize his education as the equivalent of an
engineering degree from an accredited Canadian
University, and by requiring him to write certain
examinations to confirm his academic credentials.,,

In Association of Professional Engineers and
Geoscientists of Alberta v Mihaly,20l6 ABeB 6l the
Court reversed the Human Rights Tribunal finding
and upheld the regulator's registration requirements.
The Courl found that an applicant's place of
education may be so closely linked to his or her place
of origin, such that discrimination on that basis would
be contrary to the human rights Code.

However, the Court held that having different
registration requirements for unaccredited educational
programs was not discriminatory in this case:

The evidence cited by the Tribunal was clear
that the distinction between accredited or
equivalent programs and other programs is not
based on assumptions, but on knowledge
about the programs. When APEGA
distinguishes between graduates of known and
tested engineering programs as compared with
graduates of relatively unknown programs, it
is not assuming that the latter have inferior
academic qualifìcations. Equally, it is not

SML

assuming that they have a substantially
equivalent education. It simply does not have
the information to know.

In addition, having a universal professionalism
examination and a Canadian experience requirement
was not discriminatory, for professional engineers at
least. There was, however, an adverse impact based
on place of origin in the requirement for the applicant
to sit various additional examinations.

Nevertheless, that adverse impact was justified in this
case. Assigning these examinations was necessary "in
order to assess the quality of the undergraduate
engineering programs undertaken by them. [The
regulator] lacks reliable evidence about the
engineering programs, and therefore has to assess
competence of the graduates in other ways, whether
through completion of post-graduate studies, suitable
experience, or confirmatory examinations."

Doing so was "consistent with its objective of
ensuring the competency of professional engineers".
The Court also said: "possession of entry level
engineering competence is, obviously, reasonably
necessary to safe practice as a professional engineer.,'

The Court was also concerned with some of the
orders of the Tribunal, such as to assess in advance
the equivalency of education of hundreds of
international schools and to provide extensive
individual assistance to 375 international applicants a
year. These measures indicated an unreasonable
weighing by the Tribunal of undue hardship on the
regulator and a fundamental alteration of the
regulator's mandate.

These decisions can be found on r,r,r,vrv.canlii.or.g.
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December 15, 2015

College of Chiropractors of
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5

RECEIVED
DEC I I 2015

COLI,IGE OF CHTROPRACTORS

OFOÌIITARIO

Anne Elspeth Rector
45 Henry Street,
Belleville, ON K8P 1N4
613-966-7288

ITEM 6.8 1370
Greetings of the season; an ideal opportunity to write the College of Chiropractors of Ontario to
express how grateful I am for my chiropractor, and indeed, his staff at Quinte Chiropractic & Sports
lnjury Clinic of Belleville (suite 102; 121 Dundas St. East, Belleville ON K8N 1C3).

My back was injured on the job in 1998, at an organization that didn't carry workplace insurances
nor even participate Ín worker's compensation. So began my lengthy ordeal of medical tests, X-
rays and MRl, learning my injury was permanent and inoperable, and finding means of mitigation
few - both discs ruptured at back (14/15/S1), up against nerves, my life; forever changed.

Unable to load the lumbar, I can't lift much, nor stand long, and haven't been able to sit upright in
chairs since. So I started searching for help managing the relentless chronic pain that accompanies
my injury. With major adaptations at home and living life reclined, ltried physiotherapy, traction,
exercise, water therapy, traditíonal acupuncture with electrical pulses, and more...

Walking into Dr. Chris Bardwell's otfice in 2000, I was stiff and weary, but soon discovered this
clinic was different- After communicating my needs and situation and sharing medical records, Dr.
Bardwellcompletely grasped my injury, and began to encourage me toward regaining my body's
flexibility; minimizing physical limitations with which I must live, while maximizing mobility. Using
chiropractic expertise and employing acupuncture, and mindful of our modest means, he suggested
a cycle of appointments, finding the rhythm that best positions me to manoeuvre daily life.

l've never had to repeat anything twice; Dr. Bardwell being a keen and empathetic listener. And no
matter how unusual the situations I encounter or must rnanage, including other injuries; like my
dominant arm's rotator cuff (2014), Dr. Bardwell really gets it. More than this, he truly cares. Pain
management is more akin to buckshot than silver bullets and rarely holds a panacea, but the
routine we've settled into ensures I get the very most I can out of my injured parts; the days after
my appointments generally my strongest of that week.

Dr. Chris Bardwell's earnest efforts have helped me cope, both with pain, and with the permanently
disabling limitations my physical injuries inflict; for he sincerely and passionately wants to help.

Over time, I'd learn Dr. Bardwell was equally adept at selecting staff. From reception to Registered
Massage Therapists (a wonderful pain management addition), I've been impressed by the calibre
of professionals within his office. They're skilled, attentive, competent and caring, and together,
make an incredible difference in my day to day life.

We're so quick to criticize when people don't meet our expectations, I thought it appropriate to write
and say how happy, appreciative and impressed I am with Dr. Bardwell's chiropractic services.
Beyond professional expertise, guidance and assistance, his is a skilled office of caring,
compassionate staff and I can't imagine what l'd do without them; they're essential to my quality of
life.

An outstanding member of your profession; my chiropractor is fantastic! I doubt you could find
someone who represents a better example of career fit, and I feel Dr. Bardwell provides an ideal
role model for future chiropractors. Here's to a happy, healthy New Year for us all.
Sincerely,

Anne Elspeth Rector
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ITEM 6.9

Steinecke Maciura LeBlanc
Barristers & Solicitors

Richard Steinecke
Direct L¡ne: (4L61 626-6897

E-mail: rsteinecke@sml-law,com

1371February L6,20L6

DETIVERED BY REGULAR MAIL

Jo-Ann Willson
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S LN5

Dear Jo-Ann:

Re: The Art of Assessing Credibility and The Art of Writing Reasons

As you may know by now, on June L, 20t6, we are putting on a hands-on training day dealing

with the two most difficult aspects of discipline hearings: making credibility findings and writing
reasons for decision. We are doing these sessions in partnership with Jim Casey of Field Law in

Alberta who wrote the "other book" on professional regulation. There are two sessions that
teach panel members through videos and short assignments the theory and practical aspects of
these crucial skills.

Please see the enclosed brochures for details. Support staff and members of other committees
will also benefit from the sessions.

Feel free to give these brochures to anyone else you think might be interested, including your

colleagues in other provinces.

Please let me know if you would like an electronic version of the brochures or if you have any
questions. Thank you.

Yours very trulç

STEINECKE MACIURA LEBLANC

Richard Steinecke
RS/ms

Encls.

RECETYE
Fm | ü ffIlû
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PO Box 6000 STN Main
Winnipeg MB RgC 929

ITEM 6.10
Suite 902 - 130 Bloor Street West
Toronto, ON MsS lNs

In fuly of.20L5,we sent you a letter to clarify Great-West Life's claim submission
requirements for custom-made orthotics. The letter provided information on acceptable
and unacceptable casting techniques. At the time we determined that the Foot Levelers 3D

Body View Scan did not meet out criteria as an acceptable casting technique.

We recently completed a review of some additional information on the Foot Levelers 3D
Body View Scan. After review of this information we have determined that the Foot
Levele_rs 3D BodyView Scan meets our criteria for coverage as an acceptable casting
technique for the fabrication of custom made orthotics.

We would appreciate Íf you would share this information with your members

Great-West Life plan members, who have questions about the information in this letter, are
welcome to call a Great-West Life client service representative at 1-800-957-9777.

Sincerel¡

( Trish ) tansen
ior Health and Dental Specíalist

The Great-West Life Assurance Company
Phone/Téléphone : (2 0 4) - 9 4 6 - I 7 43
Email/Couriel: pqtríciaj ansen@ gwlm

RECEIVED
FEtì I 2 2fi6

CoLLFÆE Of ClrlROPn âCTOAS
(}Foi¡r'ÅRto
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1373Council Member Terms as at January 19,20161

I Please advise Ms Rose Bustria a.s.a.p. ifyou aware of aware of any discrepancies.
2 CCO requires at least 6 public members to be properly constituted.

Date of Expiry of Current
Term

April2016
April2018
April2016

Aprit2017
April2017
April2016
Apnl2017
April2018
December 2017

May 6,2017

September 7,2017
April20.20i8
September 7,2018
August 11,2018

November 13,2016

Date Re-elected/
Reappointed

N/A
N/A
April20l0
April2013
April2014
NA
April2013
NA
April2015
April2009
Apnl2012
April2015

May7,2011
M¿v7.2014
N/A
N/A
N/A
August 12,2012
Auzust 12.2015
November 14,2013

Date First
Elected/Aopointed

April2013
April2015
April2007

Mav 2011
April2014
April20l0
April2014
Apnl2012
December 2008 (by-election)

May7,2008

September 8.2014
April2l. 2015
September 8,2015
August 12,2009

November 1.4,2012

District

3 (Central East)
5 (Central West)
4 (Cenûal)

6 (Westem)
5 (Central West)
2 (Eastenr)

4 (Central)

4 (Central)

I CNorthern)

Toronto

Smiths Falls
Brantford
Toronto
Unionville

Ottawa

Name

Elected Members
Dr. Liz Anderson-Peacock
Dr. Reeinald Gates

Dr. Brian Gleberzon

Dr. CliffHardick
Dr. Bruce Lambert
Dr. Garni Shankar
Dr. David Starmer
Dr. Pat Tavares

Dr. Bryan Wolfe

Appointed Members 2

Nft. Shakil Alùter

Ms Georeia Allan
Ms Patrice Burke
Ms Wendy Lawrence
Ms Judith McCutcheon

Mr. Scott Sawler
Vacant
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